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Preface
Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) not only offers superior compressive strength but
also extraordinary ductility and far more durability than ordinary concrete. It enables to build
structures which are sustainable and economical and come with light and filigree appearance
at the same time.
During the last four years, since the First International Symposium on Ultra High
Performance Concrete held in Kassel in 2004, UHPC has gained much more attendance all
over the world, being it by different types of applications for interesting structures or by
research on the material itself and the optimization of its production and behaviour. Much of
this work has been presented and discussed at the
Second International Symposium on Ultra High Performance Concrete in Kassel in 2008
in more than 100 lectures. The presentations have given a broad survey of all aspects of
UHPC including raw materials, micro- and macro-structures, mechanical behaviour, durability
as well as of construction and design specifications appropriate for this material. Exciting
architectural concepts and many examples of interesting engineering applications have been
presented at the symposium.
The symposium was organized by the Institute of Structural Engineering, Faculty of Civil
Engineering of the University of Kassel, Germany.
The Conference Proceedings contain the conference papers and presentations. We hope
that the conference and the excellent papers will promote further development and
exploitation of Ultra High Performance Concrete – one of the most challenging construction
material for the 21st century.
Kassel, March 2008

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ekkehard Fehling

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Michael Schmidt
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Nanoengineering UHPC Materials and Structures
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Nanoengineering UHPC Materials and Structures
Summary
In this contribution, we present some elements of nanoengineering of UHPC materials and
structures. At the nanoscale, we show that Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a
nanogranular material, whose superior macroscopic properties derive from an ultra-high
dense packing of nano-sized C-S-H particles. This ultra-high dense packing is achieved by
means of a refined mix-design involving the water-to-cement ratio, the silica-fume content
and heat-treatment. Based on this fundamental knowledge, it is possible to translate
progress in nanoscience and nanoengineering into day-to-day UHPC engineering
applications. This is illustrated for the prototype development of highway bridge girders,
which is currently under consideration in the United States for the next generation of high
performance sustainable infrastructure.
Keywords: Nanoengineering; Packing; Ultra High Performance Concrete; Highway Bridge
Girders.
1

Introduction

Recent progress in nanoscience and technology makes it possible to assess the mechanical
properties of cement-based materials at the nanoscale [1-2], and to identify universal
material properties [3-4]. In particular, it has been shown, for classical cement-based
materials of normal water-to-cement based materials, that the smallest elementary solid
component of cement-based materials, that is the Calcium-Silica-Hydrates (C-S-H), exists in
at least two forms, low and high density [3]. Both forms are built up by the same fundamental
unit of material invariant properties, while they assert their difference by two distinct limit
packing densities at the nanoscale. The low-density C-S-H comes close to the so-called
random packing limit of mono-sized spheres (64%), which is the highest packing density a
particulate material can achieve in an unordered fashion. In contrast, the packing of the highdensity C-S-H comes very close to the so-called face-centered-cubic packing, which is the
densest packing spheres can achieve in an ordered fashion (74%), similar to the packing of
oranges in a grocery shop or the stacking of cannon balls. In this way the high-density C-SH achieves a nano-strength and stiffness roughly twice that of the low-density form [4].
The focus of this contribution is two-fold: (1) to confirm these findings for Ultra-High
Performance Concrete (UHPC), and (2) to apply this finding for the nanoengineering of
UHPC materials and structures.

3

2

Nano-Phase Properties and Structure of UHPC Materials

2.1

Results from Statistical Nanoindentation Technique

The backbone of the identification of core properties and structural arrangement of the
nanoscale phases which form within the unique chemical environment of pores and which
cannot be adequately recapitulated ex situ in bulk form, is the nanoindentation test.
Briefly we recall that nanoindentation consists of making contact between a sample and an
indenter tip of known geometry and mechanical properties, followed by a continuously
applied and recorded change in load, P, and depth, h. Typical tests consist of a constantly
increasing load, followed by a short hold and then a constant unloading; a P-h curve is
reported. The analysis of the P-h curve proceeds by applying a continuum scale model to
derive an indentation modulus, M, and a hardness, H:

M =

π

S

2

Ac

;

H=

P
Ac

(1)

where S = (dP / dh ) | h = hmax is the (measured) initial slope of the unloading branch of the P-h
curve, P is the (measured) maximum indentation load, and Ac is the projected contact area
of the indenter on the sample surface.
Recognizing the high heterogeneity of cement paste at the nano- and micro-scale, applying
the indentation technique is a challenge, as it is difficult to choose to indent on a specific
material phase with sufficient repeatability. To address this challenge, it is advantageous to
perform large grids of indentations on heterogeneous samples. Then, if the grid size and
indentation depth are chosen properly, each indentation test may be treated as an
independent statistical event; and a subsequent statistical deconvolution of the indentation
results can be applied [2,4]. Typical results of the deconvolution are displayed in Figure 1 (ab), in terms of probability density functions (PDF) of a w/c=0.5 cement paste. The PDFs
show that there are two major and two minor hydration products present in the hydrated
material system, which are sensed by nanoindentation: the Low-Density Calcium-Silica
Hydrate phase (LD C-S-H), and the High-Density C-S-H phase (HD C-S-H), with the LD C-SH largely dominating over the HD C-S-H in the nanomechanical response.
For comparison, Figures 1(d-e) display the PDFs for a w/c=0.2 materials, that is the typical
binding phase of UHPC materials like Ductal®. A comparison of the nano-contact mechanics
response readily reveals the differences between normal w/c-materials and this low w/cmaterial:
1. While the mechanical phase properties remain almost unchanged, the LD C-S-H
phase almost disappears, in favor of the HD C-S-H phase which becomes the
dominating phase in the material.
2. An additional ultra-high density C-S-H phase of statistically significant volume
proportions is recognized, which is characterized by mechanical phase properties
much above the values previously known for the hydration products in cement-based
materials.
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Figure 1:

Probability Density Functions of nannoindentation results of indentation modulus,
indentation hardness and packing density: (a-c) w/c=0.5; (d-f) w/c=0.2.

2.2

Packing Density Distributions

It is important to note that the indentation modulus and the indentation hardness are a priori
two independent quantities: M relates to the elasticity content, while H relates to the strength.
On the other hand, for a heterogeneous material like cement paste, if the solid phase of all
hydration phases is the same, M and H have one thing in common; that is the nanostructure.
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Indeed, a straight forward dimensional analysis of the indentation quantities readily reveals
[2,4]:

M
⎫
= Π M (ν s ,η ,η 0 )⎪
ms
⎪
⎬
H
= Π H (α s ,η ,η 0 ) ⎪
⎪⎭
hs

(2)

where m s = limη =1 M and hs = limη =1 H are the particle-to-particle contact stiffness and
contact hardness, while ν s and α s represent the Poisson’s ratio and the friction coefficient of
the solid C-S-H phase. In return, Π M and Π H are scaling relations of M and H, that depend
primarily on the solid’s packing density η (“one minus porosity”), and the morphology of the
solid, represented by the percolation threshold η 0 in Eqs. (2); that is the solid fraction
required to provide a continuous force path through the system. Consider then N indentation
tests on a material surface of a heterogeneous material. There are 2 x N measured (M,H)
values, while there are 5+N unknowns: the four particle properties ( m s , hs ,ν s , α s ) and the
percolation threshold η 0 ; and N packing densities η for each location of the indentation grid.
Therefore, provided the existence of a unique solid phase present in the porous
microstructure, the scaling relations (2) are a versatile tool to identify the C-S-H particle
properties and to probe the microstructure sensed by the large array of grid indentation tests,
if N>>5. Figure 2 which displays these scaling relations for the w/c=0.5 and w/c=0.2
materials, clearly shows that the scaling is independent of the mix proportions, meaning that
both materials, normal concrete and UHPC, have the same elementary C-S-H solid phase,
characterized by m s = 63.5 GPa, hs = 3.2 GPa, ν s = 0.2 and α s = 0.2 (friction angle 10-15
degree). Thus, all what differs between hydrated cement paste of different mix proportions
are the volume proportions of the following characteristic C-S-H phases (Fig. 1(c) and 1(f)):
1. The lowest packing of C-S-H particle one may detect in cement pastes is a C-S-H
packing close to the random-loose packing fraction of uniform spheres of
0.555±0.005, which corresponds to a sphere packing at its rigidity-percolation
threshold. We found such a random-loose packed phase in a very small volume
fraction (5%) in the w/c=0.5 white cement paste, while it is absent in the w/c=0.2
cement paste.
2. The Low-Density C-S-H phase (LD) has a characteristic mean packing density of 6465%, which comes remarkably close to the random limit packing density of spheres of
η≈0.64, which corresponds to the maximum packing density in the random closepacked limit (known as RCP). The LD C-S-H phase is the dominating hydration
phase in high water: cement ratio materials, and can be strongly reduced by reducing
the water: cement ratio.
3. The High-Density C-S-H phase (HD) has a characteristic mean packing density of 7475%, which comes remarkably close to the densest possible spherical packing in
three-dimensions of η=π/√(18)≈0.74, which is the ordered face-centered cubic (fcc) or
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Indentation Modulus, M/GPa

hexagonal close-packed (hcp) packing. One could argue that this limit packing could
also be achieved by mono-sized ellipsoids; yet an ellipsoidal packing is associated
with a percolation threshold below 0.5, which is not consistent with the statistical
indentation results. The HD C-S-H phase is a minor phase in high water: cement
materials, and becomes the dominant in UHPC low water: cement ratio materials.
4. An Ultra-High Density C-S-H phase (UHD) seems also achievable in cement-based
materials, having a characteristic mean packing density of 85-86%. Clearly, such a
high packing density cannot be achieved with mono-sized spheres, but hints to
packing of particles of different size. Indeed, the found packing density comes
remarkably close to a two-scale random limit packing of η=2×0.64-0.64²= 0.87.
Finally, if we remind ourselves that the packing density is the solid complement of the
porosity, it is possible to estimate the average C-S-H porosity from the technique. It amounts
to 31.4% for the w/c=0.5 material, and to 24% for the highly packed w/c=0.2 UHPC material.
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Figure 2:

Packing density scaling relations of (a) indentation modulus, and (b) indentation
hardness, for w/c=0.5 and w/c=0.2 materials.

3

Closure: Nanoenginnering UHPC Materials and Structures

By far, the key design parameter for UHPC materials and structures is the packing density of
elementary C-S-H particles of a characteristic size of roughly 5nm [5-6]. Thus inverting the
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classical top-down approach of concrete engineering, it becomes possible to translate the
progress in nanoscience of cement-based materials into day-to-day material-structural
engineering applications. This is illustrated in Figure 3, showing the prototype development
of a UHPC highway bridge girder [7-8]. Made out of Ductal®, the prestressed bridge girder is
designed for US highway bridges with a span of 20-35 meters, which make up roughly 85%
of the total US bridge inventory. With a deck of only 3in (~7.8 cm) thick, this prototype girder
achieves a maximum span-to-height ratio of L/H~30, and an overall weight reduction of
approximately 30% compared to current standard, allowing rapid construction; thus avoiding
extended traffic interruptions. Thanks to low porosity due to ultra-high dense C-S-H packing,
achieved by Ductal®‘s mix formulation (w/c ratio, silica fumes) and fabrication process (heat
treatment), the bridge has a high durability performance requiring low maintenance. The
prototype has been successfully tested in 2006 by the US Federal High Way Administration;
and is currently under consideration by the FHWA as an attractive material-structural solution
for rejuvenating the US highway bridge inventory.
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Prototype development of UHPC highway bridge girder: Section dimensions
(Top), Height vs. span for different prestress level [7].
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UHPC in the U.S. Highway Transportation System
Summary
Progress toward greater implementation of ultra-high performance concrete in the U.S.
highway transportation system is continuing. Since the initiation of the Federal Highway
Administration’s UHPC research program in 2001, major strides have been made toward
introducing the concrete and transportation industries to this next generation of concrete
technology. As of late 2007, one UHPC I-girder highway bridge was open to traffic, one
UHPC superstructure bridge was under construction, and other UHPC components were in
design. However, the challenges facing widespread implementation of UHPC are still
significant. The lack of design code provisions, industry unfamiliarity with the product, and
high initial costs are limiting the projects that include UHPC. Addressing these issues will
require significant knowledge transfer, industry willingness to accept incremental
transformations, and a greater reliance on life cycle costing.
Keywords: prestressed girder, structural testing, flexure, shear, design provisions, challenges
to implementation, deployment status report, highway infrastructure
1

Introduction

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is an emerging technology that has the potential
to significantly impact the U.S. highway transportation system. As is the case in most of the
developed world, the U.S. highway infrastructure is heavily dependent on concrete and steel.
The infrastructure construction that occurred in the mid-20th century, followed by the
successive decades-long deterioration of this infrastructure, has focused a great deal of
attention on the creation of durable, long-lasting structures. New materials that display
enhanced mechanical and durability properties make it possible to construct new
infrastructure and rebuild aging infrastructure in new forms and with longer lives. Significant
advancement in cementitious materials research in the last two decades has led to the
coalescing of knowledge and the creation of a new class of materials, namely UHPCs.
Although similar to conventional cementitious products in their constituents, scientific
advances have allowed for the creation of market-ready materials with multiple times the
strength and durability of conventional concretes.
However, the implementation of UHPCs is progressing slowly. The lack of design code
provisions relevant to these concretes presents a challenge, effectively requiring that all
structural design either make limited use of the advanced properties of UHPC or be based on
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directly applicable research results and first principles of engineering. Industry unfamiliarity is
also driving up the cost of UHPC with precasters charging a premium to cover the perceived
risk and showing an unwillness to modify their operations to efficiently fabricate UHPC
components until they see a clear market for the products. Finally the high per unit volume
cost of the concrete necessitates a life cycle costing approach to determining best value for
an owner, but this concept has encountered slow implementation in the United States.
2

Research Efforts

Research related to the development, properties, and application of UHPC within the United
States is progressing. Many university researchers have secured industry and/or government
funding for UHPC-related research. In particular, the most recent federal transportation
legislation contained designated research funding specifically for UHPC. However, when
compared to the research funding mechanisms in place in Europe and East Asia, UHPC
research in the United States is more constrained.
The U.S. Federal Highway Administration began its UHPC research program in 2001. The
intent of this program is to 1) determine the properties of UHPC as would be expressed when
used in the highway system, 2) determine the best applications for UHPC in the highway
system, and 3) aid in the initial deployment of UHPC into the highway system. The initial
phases of this research effort have been completed and the results are detailed in [1,2].
These phases focused on determining the basic mechanical and durability behaviors of
UHPC and on determining how UHPC would behave when used in common prestressed
concrete superstructure elements.
There are currently four research efforts underway within FHWA’s UHPC program. The first
is a program to develop a modular precast/prestressed concrete superstructure/deck
element applicable to average highway bridges around the United States. The intent of the
concept is to combine the increased strength and the enhanced durability of UHPC into a
packaged bridge that can be fabricated offsite then quickly and efficiently assembled onsite.
In the U.S. highway transportation system the majority of bridges span 20 to 35 m and are
composed of superstructures and decks that are nearing the end of their design life. The
replacement of these bridges will likely exacerbate traffic congestion on the highways. The
development of modular components that allows for the replacement of the superstructure
and deck of a bridge overnight will be a major leap forward for our transportation system. A
first generation superstructure/deck modular component was designed, constructed, and
tested between 2004 and 2006 [3]. A second generation is currently being designed to
address the shortcomings that the first generation was intended to demonstrate. Figure 1
shows the proposed second generation component designed to span up to 30 m while
allowing for overnight bridge construction/reconstruction.
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1434 mm

Proposed UHPC Deck-Bulb-Double-Tee Girder Cross Section

The second research effort is focused on providing a remedy for the need to replace
deteriorated bridge decks which reside on viable superstructures. Deterioration of bridge
decks, especially in northern climates which experience freezing temperatures, is the most
significant maintenance and bridge rehabilitation issue facing the U.S. highway system. In
recent years there has been a major push in the United States to develop modular deck
components that can be assembled onsite during a brief period of bridge and/or bridge lane
closure. The advanced properties of UHPC open the possibility of designing a component
that is as strong and robust as existing cast-in-place concrete decks while also being of
significantly greater durability. The first phase of this effort has been completed and is
reported in [4]. The component that has been developed is a two-way ribbed precast deck
element with dimensions as shown in Figure 2.
The third research effort is focused on quantifying advanced structural and durability
properties of UHPC. For instance, the existing body of knowledge related to the tensile
fatigue behaviour of UHPC after initial tensile cracking is limited. In order for U.S. design
codes to allow general use of the advanced tensile mechanical properties of UHPC in
transportation structures, those properties will need to be demonstrated to be applicable over
a wide range of environmental and mechanical stressors. One phase of this research effort is
investigating the post-cracking tensile fatigue of UHPC subjected to multiple stress (strain)
ranges. Another phase is planned to investigate the combined influence of chloride-laden
water on steel fiber reinforcement bridging cyclically stressed cracks. Within this overall
research effort another part of the program is planned to investigate the durability and
structural response of a full-scale UHPC modular deck component stressed both
environmentally and structurally and then to compare these results to a similarly stressed
conventional concrete component.
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Figure 2:

Proposed UHPC Two-Way Ribbed Precast Bridge Deck Element

The fourth research effort is focused of addressing issues of immediate importance to the
industry tasked with fabricating UHPC components. One topic currently being investigated is
the use of cubes instead of cylinders for the determination of compressive strength. Another
topic is the potential use of ultrasonic inspection techniques to determine the setting state of
UHPC within a closed, restraint-inducing form.
3

Deployment Status

The Mars Hill Bridge in Wapello County Iowa is the first UHPC superstructure bridge on a
public road in the United States. This three-girder bridge spans 33 m with 1.07-m deep
prestressed girders. The girders were modified from the standard Iowa Bulb-Tee design
through the use of shallower top and bottom flanges and a narrower web. The normal
discrete mild steel shear reinforcement was also eliminated as testing demonstrated that the
UHPC with its steel fiber reinforcement was sufficient to carry the design loads. This bridge
opened to traffic in early 2006. A photo of this bridge is shown in Figure 3 and futher details
can be found in [5].
The Cat Point Creek Bridge in Richmond County Virginia is currently under construction and
will be the second UHPC superstructure bridge in the United States. This ten span bridge will
contain one UHPC span that covers 24.8 m and contains five 1.14-m deep girders. This
bridge is expected to open to traffic in early 2008.
A third bridge is currently under design with this structure likely using the second generation
UHPC modular superstructure/deck component that was mentioned previously. This bridge
will be constructed in Buchanan County Iowa in late 2008.
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Figure 3:

UHPC I-girder Bridge in Wapello County, Iowa

Many other State Departments of Transportation are considering using UHPC in their bridge
inventories. Superstructures are one potential application with longer and lighter prestressed
girders both being a possibility. Decks are also being considered, with UHPC potentially
being used for precast modular deck components and as a cast-in-place cementitious
material in joints and pour-backs. DOTs are also considering using UHPC in specific areas
where high durability is required such as the transition slab between the pavement and the
bridge deck.
4

Challenges to Widespread Deployment in the U.S. Highway System

The implementation of UHPC in the U.S. highway transportation system is progressing
slowly. As is always the case with established industries primarily serving the government
sector, implementation of innovations occurs methodically. Five specific reasons for the slow
pace are described below.
First, unless an industry sees a clear financial benefit, it is unlikely to invest in innovative
technologies. This leads to a situation wherein the industry perceives a risk to using a new
material and is hesitant to modify their current operations such that they can efficiently use
the new material. As would be expected, the costs of fabricating UHPC components are thus
significantly higher than for fabricating similar conventional concrete components.
Second, owners (in this case government agencies) are traditionally risk averse and tend to
take measured responses when presented with innovative solutions to existing problems.
Any single piece of the transportation infrastructure is expected to last for decades. Limited
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budgets and fear of a slightly reduced likelihood of success as compared to conventional
practice reduce the opportunity for implementing creative solutions.
Third, the lack of design code provisions relevant to the advanced properties of these
concretes is a clear hinderance. This effectively requires that all structural design proceed
along one of two paths. The designer could choose to make limited use of the advance
properties of UHPC effectively using the advanced properties of UHPC as an added safety
factor. Alternatively, the designer could rely on research results, effectively requiring some
level of demonstration testing prior to implementation.
Fourth, the limited number of applications of UHPC to date necessarily means that limited
experience exists with regard to inspection, maintenance, and repair of UHPC structures.
Although it is anticipated that UHPC structures will perform well once deployed into the
highway system, UHPC is not immune to damage caused by impacts from overheight or
wayward vehicles or from unanticipated structural loadings. Methods for inspection of UHPC
for damage and for repairing UHPC components will need to be further developed prior to
widespread acceptance of UHPC in the highway industry.
Finally, the constituent materials in UHPC necessarily mean that it will have a higher per unit
volume cost that conventional and high performance concretes. It is unlikely that this
increase in cost can be offset entirely through the use of more efficient structural designs. In
order to offset this increased cost, the enhanced durability properties of UHPC must be
explicitly considered through a life cycle costing approach. This concept has encountered
slow implementation within the United States. largely due to tight budgets for infrastructure
construction/reconstruction.
5

Conclusion

The use of UHPC in the highway industry is progressing in the United States just as it is
around the world. Advanced cementitious materials exhibiting increased strength and
enhanced durability clearly have a role to play in the construction/reconstruction bridges.
Research to date has demonstrated that the properties of UHPC will open many new
avenues for engineers and architects. However, challenges exist that can be expected to
continue to hinder the deployment of UHPC into the civil infrastructure. Most significantly, the
risk aversion of government entities and industry partners, the high cost of UHPCs, and the
lack of codified design provisions related to UHPC will likely all contribute to slow progress in
UHPC deployment.
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Experience and Applications of Ultra-high Performance
Concrete in Asia
Summary
Ultra-high performance concretes (UHPC) exhibits exceptional mechanical and durability
properties. RPC is a cementitious material consisting of cement, sand, silica fume, silica
flour, admixture and water. It is almost self-placing, has a compressive strength of 150-200
MPa and a flexural strength of 30-40 MPa. This paper presents examples of UHPC
structures that have been designed and constructed in Asia from the perspective of an
Australian construction specialist. Applications in Australia and New Zealand include the first
road bridge built using UHPC and completed in October 2004, a series of footbridges in New
Zealand providing ramp access to train stations, panels at a power station that are subjected
to continuous salt water spray, and panels for blast protection. Project examples from Korea
and Japan are also described.
Keywords: reactive powder concrete, bridges, pedestrian, durability, project examples
1

Introduction

The Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) described in this paper is of the reactive
powder concrete (RPC) type known under the brand name of Ductal® and originally
developed by Rhodia, Lafarge and Bouygues [1]. The constituents of RPC are cement, fine
sand, silica fume, silica flour, superplasticiser, water with a low water-cement ratio, and may
include either high-strength steel fibres or non-metallic fibres.
The extremely good durability properties of UHPCs are well documented [2, 3, 4]. The
compression strength of Ductal® fabricated in Australia is in the order of 200 MPa, flexural
strength of up to 45 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 47 GPa. The behavior in compression
can be described as having a ductile softening plateau. UHPCs are often heat treated to limit
the residual shrinkage, normally shrinkage is up to 500microns, and improve mechanical
performance. The design and general properties of Ductal® are described in detail in [5]
The ultra-high strength of UHPCs put them outside the direct provisions of the Australian
design standards and therefore a specific design guide was required [6]. Research was
undertaken at the University of NSW in view of developing a design guide complying with the
intent of AS 3600 [7]. This research included beam tests to evaluate shear strength
parameters and mechanical strength tests to determine characteristic design strengths [8].
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The development of this guide took into account the extensive material research undertaken
in France [9].
UHPC has been used around the world predominantly in the construction of pedestrian and
road bridges [10], protective panels [11], and architectural applications [12]. This paper
provides a summary of the applications in Asia in recent years from an Australian
perspective. VSL Australia has been fabricating UHPC solutions for more than five (5) years
and the team in Sydney is the Knowledge Centre for UHPC applications in the VSL Group.
2

Australia and New Zealand

2.1

Shepherds Creek Road Bridge: NSW, Australia

Secondary transport roads in Australia are dominated by short span highway bridges, many
of which are approaching design life and carrying capacity limits. The Shepherd’s Creek
Bridge replaced an ageing timber bridge. It comprises four traffic lanes and a footway, Fig
1(a). The bridge is a single span of 15m with a 16° skew. The superstructure, shown during
construction in Fig 1(b), comprises 16 precast pre-tensioned RPC beams and an in-situ
170mm thick RC deck slab. The concrete slab is cast on 25mm thin permanent precast RPC
formwork panels that span between the beams. The I-section beams have a depth of 600mm
and are spaced at 1.3m centres.

a. Cross section and beam details

b. Installed beams and formwork slabs
Figure 1:

c. Bridge open to traffic

Shepherds Creek Road Bridge: Australia

As part of the RTA (Road Traffic Authority) certification programme for RPC in Australia, the
Shepherds creek bridge was load tested on completion of the first two lanes, and again one
year later. The tests confirmed that the behaviour of the bridge conformed to the design. Fig
1(c) shows the bridge open to highway traffic. In September 2005, the RTA issued a policy
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statement giving approval for RPC to be used on RTA bridges and structures. Additional
project information can be found in [13].

2.2

A Series of Pedestrian Bridges: Auckland, New Zealand

An important part of the station redevelopment being undertaken by the Auckland Regional
Transport Network Ltd is a series of new footbridges, providing ramp access for pedestrians
to cross the railway tracks. To-date, five (5) stations have had the footbridges replaced, the
first being Papatoetoe Station which is described in the following paragraphs. A second
footbridge at Penrose Station also in Auckland has recently been completed using the same
Ductal® bridge element utilised on the Papatoetoe Station footbridge. The bridge has a total
length of 265m consisting of 15 spans of mostly 20m, and was opened to the public in March
2006. The third major upgrade was completed at Papakura station in August of 2007.
The station at Papatoetoe was the first station to have the new footbridges. The conforming
design for the Papatoetoe pedestrian bridge was a conventional prestressed concrete
structure until a New Zealand contractor saw an opportunity to reduce the weight and cost by
using a UHPC (Ductal®) solution proposed by VSL Australia. The main advantage of the
alternative solution is the significant weight reduction, resulting in reduced design earthquake
actions imposed by the New Zealand design code and cost savings in the substructure and
erection.
The Papatoetoe Footbridge has a total length of 175m consisting of ten simply supported
spans, with the majority of spans being 20m long. There are two shorter spans of 8.2 and
10.2m. The bridge spans are formed using two precast Ductal® segments. The deck is 50mm
thick, contains no ordinary reinforcement, and has two symmetrical legs with large circular
holes that provide architectural interest and reduce weight; Fig 2a and 2b give details. Ribs
protrude 350mm below the top of the deck slab at 2.7m centres along the beam to add
torsional rigidity. The tension steel is provided by ten (10) ∅12.7mm post-tensioned strands
in the bottom of each leg and six (6) strands at the top to balance stresses. Both tendon
profiles are straight and anchored directly against the RPC without the need for further
anchorage reinforcement.
Production of the Papatoetoe bridge beams (Fig 2c) commenced in December 2004 and was
completed over a ten week period. To achieve the required architectural shape and surface
finish, a special steel formwork was utilised, comprised of a fixed internal form and two side
forms that shape the exterior surface and web penetrations. The larger elements were match
cast in two segments to allow later transportation on standard 40-foot containers (Fig 2d).
The RPC beams were post-tensioned on site after delivery to New Zealand. Prior to erection
a topping surface made of ordinary concrete was applied to the Ductal® superstructure. This
surface was graded in accordance with accessibility guidelines and has a varying thickness.
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Steel hand rails were secured directly to the RPC superstructure (Fig 2e). A more detailed
account of the design is given in [5] and of the construction account in [14].

a. Typical elevation of a 20.4 m π-shaped UHPC(Ductal®) beam

b. Cross section of UHPC beam element

c. Demoulding of match-cast segments

d. Segments in transpor

e. UHPC span with railing attached being lifted

f. Completed Papatoetoe Footbridge

g. Penrose Footbridge during construction

Figure 2:

Papatoetoe and Penrose Footbridge: Auckland, New Zealand

2.3

Infrastructure Protection Applications

UHPC such as reactive powder concrete (RPC) exhibit exceptional energy absorption
capacity and resistance to fragmentation, making it ideal for panels and components that
need to perform under explosive, impact or shock loads. The flexural toughness of RPCs
enhanced with fine steel fibres is greater than 200 times that of conventional fibre reinforced
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concrete. Furthermore, under very high strain rates (>250/sec), ultimate compressive and
tensile capacities can increase up to 1.5 times [15, 16].
In Australia, VSL has undertaken tests where panels are subjected to large-scale blast
effects at various distances, close-charge effects, projectile impacts from armour piercing
bullets and fragment simulated projectiles as well as special weapons effects mitigation.
Further details of these tests using UHPC is provided in a another paper presented at this
conference.
Panels for the first structure incorporating blast resistant optimised RPC panels were
manufactured in March 2005 at the VSL plant in Melbourne. The client was the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade of the Australian Government. Panels are up to 4.5m long x
2.0m wide x 100mm thick. They are being used to provide blast resistance to an existing
building in a high risk international location. The panels were installed on site in July 2005.
Photos of the panels prior to shipment from the VSL factory and as installed on site are
shown in Fig 3.

a. UHPC blast resisting panels
b. Installed UHPC panels
Figure 3:
Optimised UHPC panels for protection of government facility

2.4

Durability Application: Eraring Power Station Covers

The attemperating weir at Eraring power station is used to take salt water from Lake
Macquarie in New South Wales (Australia), which is combined with warm water from the
power station and then discharged back into the lake over large boulders, which generates
continuous spray of salt water that needs to be contained to avoid severe corrosion to the
power station facilities.
The weir consists of three cells that are 11m wide. A cover consisting of conventional precast
pre-tensioned concrete planks had contained the spray for only 14 years before a number of
planks started to collapse due to corrosion, see Fig 4(a). The owner required a replacement
cover that had a design life of at least 100 years. Using reactive powder concrete, with its
extraordinary durability properties such as low chloride ion diffusion rate, VSL Australia
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engineered a structural solution with an estimated design life in excess of 5 times that
required.

(a) Weir prior to upgrade showing failed planks

(b) Typical UHPC panel

(c) Installation of new UHPC panels

(d) Weir in operation, August 2004

Figure 4:

Photos of Eraring power station weir covers

The UHPC panels have typical dimensions of 11.0 × 2.3m, a nominal thickness of only
25mm, and are supported by two integral 250mm deep beams, as illustrated in Fig 4(b). The
panels were precast and pre-tensioned and are extremely light compared to other systems
weighing only 3.5 tonnes each. A total of 920m2 of UHPC panels were supplied and installed
in August 2004. Fig 4(c) and 4(d) show the installation and completed weir respectively.
2.4.1

Seating Plats for a Stadia

Following repeated interest from construction clients, VSL Australia has investigated the
feasibility of an optimised UHPC precast element for stadia seating plats. These plats
support stadia seating and are usually fabricated from ordinary concrete, the design of which
is governed by vibration comfort requirements and self-weight. In modern stadia, multi-level
seating is often levered out to provide maximum capacity, and therefore the weight of the
seating plats is a significant factor in the supporting structure design.
For this comparison a typical span of 13m was taken, for which the standard concrete plat is
L-shaped. The optimised UHPC plat is designed to maximise vibration comfort, minimise
self-weight and provide superior durability ensuring lower maintenance costs and a long
design life. The reduced self-weight provides a reduction in direct costs in the supporting
structure and erection including faster crane movements, multiple unit lifting for faster
installation and fewer truck movements on site and. Fig 5 shows the optimised UHPC plat
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section and 3-unit assembly, with Table 1 listing the primary performance advantages. While
no UHPC plats have been fabricated to-date, the concept is being explored for application in
new and for the upgrade of existing stadia in Australia, New Zealand, Switzerland and the
UK.
Table 1:

Performance advantages of optimised UHPC stadia seating plats

Performance Criteria
Weight

Typical Concrete Plank

UHPC Optimised Plank

8.6 t

4.2 t

Deflection (Dead & Dynamic Live Load)

6.5mm

4.0mm

Vibration (1st Mode, higher is better)

7.6 Hz

12.5 Hz

Acceptable by Design

Significantly better

Durability

80
NOTE:

240

= Ø 12. 7mm strand
pretensioned to
1100 MPa

40

1090

380

620

= Ø 6mm wire or sim ilar
prestressed to
800 MPa

100

340

local thickening detail
dependent on seat
connection detail

30

850

160

Figure 5:

Concept for optimised UHPC stadia seating plats

3

Japan

One of the major contributors in furthering UHPC applications in Japan is the Taisei
Corporation and Taiheiyo Cement under licence of Lafarge. There are also other precasters
in Japan that specialise in UHPC.

3.1

Sakata-Mirai Footbridge: Sakata, Japan

Sakata-Mirai Bridge was designed to fit into the graceful and monotone local environment
[17]. The bridge takes full advantage of the characteristics of Ductal® and does not use any
passive reinforcement, instead achieving strength through external prestressing. The bridge
is extremely light with a dead weight of only 56 tonnes; approximately a fifth of the dead load
of an equivalent ordinary PC structure, resulting in an economic advantage of around 10%
[17]. Fig 6 shows the bridge, which consists of a single 50.2m span, and a typical cross
section at mid-span showing the two external prestressing tendons consisting of 31∅15.2mm strands. The section height varies from 550mm at the supports to a maximum of
1650mm at mid-span (Fig 6) to satisfy deflection limits of span/600. A 3-D non-linear FEM
analysis taking into account the holes was utilised to carry out detailed design verification.
The bridge consists of six (6) precast segments that were erected onto temporary steel
girders on piled abutments. An in-situ joint was used to connect the segments prior to post.
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Figure 6:

Sakata-Mirai Footbridge: Japan

3.1.1

Other Bridges Applications

Bridge and related applications of UHPC in Japan have been predominantly in the form of
box girders with very thin webs often similar to the ideas of the Sakata-Mirai Footbridge
described above; the Table below lists known projects utilising UHPC supplied kindly by
Hiroshi Shiratani of the Taisei Corporation.
Table 2:

List of UHPC Bridge Applications in Japan
Type

Span
[m]

Width
[m]

Completion
Date

Notes

Horikoshi Ramp [Fukuoka]

Highway

16

8.5

11-2005

Composite Igirder

Torisaki River [Hokkaido]

Highway

45

11.3

12-2006

Launching nose

DNP Tokai Factory

Motorway

2.9

6.5

Akakura [Yamagata]

Footbridge

35

3.5

01-2004

Box girder

Tahara Bridge [Aichi]

Footbridge

12

2.6

04-2004

Box girder

Toyota Gym [Aichi]

Footbridge

28

4.5

02-2007

Box girder

Sanken-ike [Fukuoka]

Footbridge

2-40

3.5

06-2007

Box girder

Keio Uni [Tokyo]

Footbridge

11

2.0

03-2005

Hikita [Tottori]

Footbridge

63.3

3.0

Construction

Name [Location]

Box girder (web &
flange only)

Fig 7 on the right, shows the unique application of UHPC for the Torisaki River Bridge. Here
a corrugated steel web girder, erected by incremental launching, uses UHPC for the lower
chords of the launching nose portion. The bridge has a maximum span of 54.5m, and a
launching nose length of 45m. After completion of launching, the nose portion is transformed
to the permanent girder.
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Figure 7:

Other UHPC Bridges in Japan; Left: Akakura Footbridge, Right: Torisaki River
Bridge

3.1.2

Haneda Airport Slabs

The expansion of Haneda Airport Runway D will utilise the world’s largest single project
application of UHPC (Ductal®) in the world to date; work on the project started in July of
2007, with initial experimental works conducted two years prior. In addition to supplying the
preblend Ductal® material, Taiheiyo Cement (under licence from Lafarge) is also responsible
for the mixing operation for the UHPC slabs. The project is an excellent example of how
weight savings and durability make for an overall economical UHPC solution. Fig 8 shows
the runway extension over water that is supported by a complex steel jacketed structure.

Figure 8:

Haneda Airport Runway D; Left: Panoramic View, Right: Pier Section

The cost reduction in the required steel jacket fabrication for the supporting structure yields
an overall construction cost saving for the project, a direct function of the weight savings
achieved through the use of the UHPC slabs. The high level of mechanical performance,
good fatigue, freeze and thaw performance, and excellent durability further enhances the
whole-life costing of the project.
Table 3:

Testing of UHPC slab

Weight per Slab
Average Dead Load including Fillers
Average Slab Depth

Prestressed Concrete Slab

UHPC Slab

221 kN (100%)

97 kN (44%)

7.84 kN/mm
320mm

2

3.83 kN/mm2
135mm
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The plan dimensions of the UHPC precast slabs for the piers of the Haneda Airport Runway
D are 7.8 x 3.6m. There are approximately 7,000 slab units that provide an area of
200,000m2; equivalent to 24,000m3. The UHPC slabs
are ribbed, pre-tensioned with high-strength strand
and have an effective depth of only 135mm. The
slabs were designed for ultimate wheel loads of
320kN. Prototype testing of the slabs, shown in Fig 9,
yielded an ultimate carrying capacity of 600kN/wheel.
Table 3 gives a comparison between the UHPC slab
weights and prestressed concrete slab. A low
carbonation rate, water permeability and good salt
damage resistance helped in achieving the 100 year
design life in the aggressive environment.
Figure 9: Testing of UHPC slab
4

Korea

Since the introduction of UHPC, Ductal® licensed by Lafarge and utilised on the Sunyudo
Bridge, VSL Korea has been actively seeking projects to utilise these UHPC materials again.
4.1.1

Sunyudo Footbridge: Seoul, Korea

To date, the Sunyudo (Peace) Footbridge in Seoul (Fig 10a) is the largest RPC bridge in the
world with a single span of 120m. It is comprised of six (6) precast and post-tensioned
segments of PI-shaped section. The section developed for the Sunyundo Footbridge,
consists of a transversally ribbed upper slab and two girders. The width of the arch is 4.3m,
has a section depthof 1.3m and a thin (30mm) slab supported by transversal ribs at 1.225m,
and two longitudinal ribs at the extremities of the transversal section. This ribbed slab is
supported by two 160m thick webs. The transversal ribs are prestressed by ∅12.7mm
sheathed and greased monostrands. Small specially adapted anchors similar to those used
in the construction of the Sherbrooke footbridge (17) were used to transfer the prestressing
forces. In the longitudinal direction, the structure is prestressed by three (3) tendons in each
leg. The arch is supported at each end by two reinforced concrete foundations 9m deep
resisting the horizontal thrust of the arch. Further design and construction details have been
described in other publications [12, 19].

Figure 10: Sunyudo Footbridge: Seoul, Korea
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4.1.2

Realization of a Hanging Walkway

VSL has had numerous enquiries in Asia for light-weight, highly durable walkway
attachments to existing or new road bridges. In the past these types of structures have often
been constructed from steel, with ordinary concrete solutions being too heavy, but recent
whole-of-life and other durability considerations have steered engineers to look into UHPC
solutions; one of these is a hanging walkway for the proposed Gyeomjae Bridge in Korea. A
typical cross-section of the hanging walkway solution is shown in Figure 11. The concept
significantly reduces the size of the concrete box girder and separates pedestrian and road
traffic . At the time of writing, the project is undergoing final design consideration.

Figure 11: Gyeomjae Bridge; Left: Conforming Design, Right: Design with UHPC hanging
walkway
The proposed UHPC walkway consists of thin plank type
segments (as shown on the right), post-tensioned through a
longitudinal rib to form modules that can be lifted into place
as a single unit. The planks are further ribbed transversely
to provide torsional rigidity and bending strength. The UHPC
modules are suspended off the concrete box girder using
hanger bars and a steel pin joint on the inside. Each UHPC
module with a width of 4m and 6m length weighs only 4.5t.

5

Concluding Remarks

The paper has provided an overview of the application of an UHPC, mainly named Ductal®
throughout Asia from an Australian perspective. While UHPC is not a replacement for
conventional concrete, it can create opportunities and provide economical and innovative
solutions in areas where normal concrete struggles to form a solution. In Asia, VSL and other
Lafarge licensees have successfully developed and shown the benefits of UHPC as an
alternative to conventional road bridge construction, for footbridge applications in earthquake
prone areas, and in applications requiring durability or blast effects damage mitigation.
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Ultra-High Performance Concretes – recent realizations and
research programs on UHPFRC bridges in France
Summary
This paper provides a review of the realization of two road bridges made of UHPFRC, and
two research programs on UHPFRC bridge application recently carried out in France. The
first structure presented is the n°34 overpass (PS34) on the A51 motorway. It is a single
span road bridge 47m40 long made of a prestressed UHPFRC box beam. It was built in 2005
in BCV® by Campenon Bernard Regions (Vinci group). The second road bridge is the Saint
Pierre La Cour Bridge which has a composite deck made of UHPFRC precast prestressed Igirders beams connected to a traditional reinforced concrete slab. It was built in 2005 in
Ductal® by Quilles (Bouygues TP group). The third part of this paper presents a research
program concerning the design of a ribbed UHPFRC slab for a composite steel concrete
bridge. The last part of the paper deals with a research concerning bridge deck solutions
using UHPFRC, composites (glassfibre) and active and/or passive steel reinforcements. It
was conducted within the European project NR2C (New Road Conception Concepts).
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete ; fibre ; precast ; composite structure ; durability ;
design methods ; placement methods ; composite materials
1

Introduction

The AFGC-SETRA UHPFRC Recommendations published in 2002 [1] explain in detail the
way to characterize UHPFRC performances and to calculate structures. These
recommendations were written while the first world UHPFRC road bridges (Bourg Lès
Valence overpasses) were realized. From then on, several structures and bridges haven
been built using the recommandations. Some further remarkable realizations and design
projects have led to increased knowledge and gains of experience about UHPFRC
application.
2

The n°34 Overpass (PS34) on the A51 motorway

The n°34 overpass on the A51 motorway is built in BCV®, the UHPFRC developed by the
ciment factory Vicat, and the Vinci group. It was built in 2005 by Campenon Bernard Regions
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(Vinci group) for AREA society, the owner, with the assistance in works contracts by
Scetauroute company [2].
The checking of final design and the supervision of the excecution is made by CETE de
Lyon.
2.1

General description of the structure

The structure is a single span road bridge 47.4 m long made of a prestressed box girder (fig
1). It supports a third class, three meters wide road.
The box beam has a constant height equal to 1m60. The upper slab has a constant
thickness equal to 14cm. The webs and the lower slab have a constant thickness equal to 12
cm (fig 2).

Figure 1:

General view of the PS34 bridge

Figure 2:

Cross section of the PS34 bridge

No global traditional steel reinforcement has been implemented in the typical segments,
which are longitudinaly prestressed by six 19T15S external câbles. The deck is made of 22
UHPFRC match-cast pasted prefabricated segments. Using BCV® durability remarkable
performances, and the fact that the match cast pasted joints stay under high compression,
there is neither watertight nor paving layer on the structure, which is a première for a road
bridge in France. The upper surface of the slab is made using a special formwork surface
which gives high rugosity for vehicule adhesion.
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2.2

BCV® characteristics

2.2.1

BCV® general characteristics

Béton Composite Vicat (BCV®) has a 28 days characteristic compressive strength from 130
MPa to 150 MPa, and a direct tensile strength about 12 MPa.
The BCV formula used for PS34 has a 2% volume fibre content with two sizes of fibres : 2/3
of 20 mm length fibres, 1/3 of 12 mm length fibres. No polymer fibre has been used.
2.2.2

Tensile strength of the BCV®

The characterisation of the BCV® strength was made in accordance to the AFGC/SETRA
recommendations considering thick elements :
•

three cylindric specimens Ø11x22 for compressive strength,

•

six 10x10x40 specimens for third-point flexural tests on un-notched prisms for cement
matrix tensile strengh,

•

six 10x10x40 specimens for centre-point flexural tests on notched prisms for post

cracking tensile strength.
BCV® has a characteristic direct tensile strength of about 8 MPa for the elastic stage, and 8
MPa for the post cracking strength (8 MPa correspond to the characteristic tensile strength
for a crack width of about 0,3mm). These values have been corrected to take into account
dispersion effects due to the placement method by K coefficients determined by suitability
tests as described below.
2.3

Final design of the bridge

The structure has been designed with normal road loads of a third class road bridge.
With respect to longitudinal bending, full compression is required, to avoid any
decompression at serviceability limit state, according to the presence of match-cast pasted
joints. At the Ultimate limit state, the structure has a very small decompression so that shear
capacity is always ensured by the compressed residual part of the cross-section. Transverse
bending forces are carried only by the tensile strength capacity of the UHPFRC.
2.4

Suitability tests

For suitabiliy tests, the company engaged an important testing program to validate several
mix-proportioning alternatives, to validate several formwork surface finishings for the different
concrete surfaces, to examine concrete placement methods (with a moving or fixed pipe,
with a puomp), in order to determine the fibre orientation coefficient K. The concrete surfaces
of PS 34 segments are innovative because of their texture. Wood imitation has been chosen
for the external surface of the webs and the lower slab, and a granular aspect for the upper
slab which directly serves as carriageway without any watertightness, or other asphalt layer
(Fig 3).
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Figure 3:

Wood and upper slab granular formwork surface

Two test segments with actual size have been built to validate the K coefficient value taken
into account for the design. (Fig 4).
The traditional method consists in placing concrete with a moving pipe in order to avoid any
UHPFRC flow, and provide isotropic fibre orientation. The disadvantage of this method is to
be dependent on the operator and requires important controle procedures. In order to
develop a more systematic and reproductive method for regular segments, the company
wanted to introduce concrete in a single point (in the middle of the upper slab), testing
several methods to inject concrete (with a pump, with a pipe,..). This method presents the
disadvantage to orient fibres according to the flow, and to provoke a front of the flux at the
opposite of the injection point (middle of the lower slab). Considering this special placement
method a value of K = 1,5 has been taken into account for the preliminary design. The results
of the suitabiliy test showed that 1,5 was a safe value except at the level of the flux front in
the middle of the lower slab. Several methods to mix flux in that zone have been tested but
not retained, because of insufficient results and difficulties to operate. Locally, traditional
reinforcement was added in that zone to solve the problem.

Figure 4:

Actual size test segment

2.5

Segment precasting and bridge erection

The 22 segments were built in Romagnieu (Isère – Southeastern France), in the Campenon
Bernard company precasting factory, which is equipped with a powerful mixing plant
especially adapted for UHPFRC. Each segment was vertically manufactured above the
adjacent segment. Manufacture begins by the segment in the middle of the structure which
allows to progress towards the extremities with two distinct casting areas. After the
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precasting stage, the segments were transported on site, onto an assembling platform
prepared along the motorway platform. They were pasted and joined together by a temporary
prestressing. At that time, some snow covered the deck and we observed local defects of the
watertightness which were resolved by local joint injections. When all the segments were
gathered together, final prestressing (six 19T15S cables) was implemented and caused the
deck unsticking from its assembling area.Afterwards the deck (less than 200 tonnes total
weight) was placed with a crane directly on its final bearings.
2.6

Conclusion – lessons from this realization

This project has shown that it was possible to avoid any watertight or pavement layer on an
UHPFRC structure, under the condition to use a special formwork surface which gives high
roughness for vehicle adhesion. To obtain perfect watertight of the upper slab it is also
necessary to have significant compression in the joint, and to realize match-cast pasted
joints with a lot of care.
Compared to a classical overpass, this UHPFRC solution provides an important profit on
material quantites (80 m3 of UHPFRC instead of 200 m3 of C35/45 concrete). This solution
allows to eliminate any intermediate piers which caused a real esthetic problem considering
the breach geometry.
The structure realization also offers more security by the removal of pops and all the
classical security problems during assembling and striking.
As for the economical approach, this solution is interesting if the formwork equipment coste
is balanced with realization of two or three identical structures, which can allow to lower the
price of the material when employed in a strategy of industrialized output.
Another interest is also of course the execution delay which is reduced more than one month
as compared to an ordinary solution, and the durability of the structure which is highly
increased due to the material performances of UHPFRC.
3

The Bridge of St Pierre La Cour

This bridge is located at a railway overpass by the Saint Pierre La Cour bypass in Mayenne
region (Northwestern France). It has been built during spring 2005 by the contractor Quille
(Bouygues TP group) for the owner Lafarge Cements [3][4]. Conceptual and final design
have been done by the Design Office of Bouygues T.P. and checked by the CETE of Lyon.
Precast elements have been constructed in CPC workshop in Brive.
3.1

General description

The deck of the bridge is made of ten precast prestressed I-girder beams made of Ductal® ,
connected to a traditional reinforced concrete slab (Fig 5).
The bridge has a simple span of 19m, the total width is 12.909m. The structure is crossing at
an angle of 54° and carries two 7.5m wide lanes and two lateral footpaths of 2.5 and 1.5 m
wide respectively.
The traditional concrete slab (200mm thick) is poured in a second stage on precast panels in
Ductal® of 25 mm thickness.
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Figure 5:

Cross section of Saint Pierre La Cour Bridge

3.2

The Material

Ductal® is an an UHPC reinforced with fibres which can be made of steel 12mm length
(Ductal®-FM), made of organic material (Ductal®-FO) or combination of both steel and
organic material (Ductal® AF). For structural applications as Saint Pierre La Cour Bridge,
one use Ductal®-FM (or Ductal® AF if fire resistance is required).
Main characteristics of the material are obtained by tests carried out following the AFGC and
SETRA recommendations as explained above. Compression strength is was controlled on
cylindrical samples (reduced dimensions (dia. 70 x 140 mm). A characteristic value greater
than 180 MPa was obtained. The precast panels were tested under 4 points-bending using
un-notched specimens, obtained from a real panel (same thickness) with dimensions
640x360x25 mm.
For beams two different tests were performed on 70x70x280 mm samples :
•

Four point bending tests on un-notched specimens : these tests allowed to determine
the first cracking strength in bending from which the direct tensile strength was
deduced using the Fib scale effect model. In the case of this project, the
characteristic value of the direct tensile strength equals 9.7 MPa,

•

Three point bending tests on notched specimens : these tests allowed to determine
the tensile stress versus crack opening using a reverse analysis method [1]. In this
project, the tensile strength for a crack opening of 0.3 mm equals 7.5 MPa.

The suitability tests are then performed on a prototype fabricated using the same casting
procedure as for the full scale elements. A 3 mlong prototype of the beam was fabricated
using the same casting procedure as for the full scale girders (fig 6). The prototype was heat
treated and then several 70x70x280 mm samples were taken out from this prototype in
different orientations. Mechanical tests have been then performed on these specimens in
order to determine the fiber orientation factors K. The obtained orientation factor was equal
to 1.34 for the global effects (e.g. shear, bending, …) and 1.81 for the local effects (e.g. zone
of prestressing introduction, punching shear verifications…).
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Figure 6:

Prototype for suitability tests with the position of the taken out specimens

For thin panels, AFGC-SETRA recommendations propose a value of K equal to 1
considering that characterization of the concrete is made with a representative element of the
actual structure (same size and thickness). One can note that this assertion is true only if the
method used for casting the test specimens is the same as the actual placement method. In
the case of Saint Pierre La Cour bridge placement methods were different and give quite
different tensile strengths corresponding to a K coefficient equal to 1.5.
3.3

Prefabrication of the Ductal® elements and erection of the bridge

The girders and panels were prefabricated at CPC precast plant, next to Brive (Southwestern
France). The Ductal® was mixed in batches of 1.9 m3 in a traditional mixer with a capacity of
2.5m3. The flat panels were demoulded 18 hours after casting and were then heat treated at
90°C and HR>90% during 48 hours. Adapted curing conditions were applied for the
fabrication of the girders. The formworks were heated at a temperature of 40°C until the
setting time. This curing conditions allowed to reach a compressive strength of 80 MPa at 18
hours needed for the prestressing de-tensioning. After complete demoulding, the girders
were covered and heat treated with a humidity saturated atmosphere with a temperature
between 70°C and 90°C. Conventional construction method was used for the erection of the
bridge. The 20 m long girders have the significant advantage of being light and with a weight
not exceeding 9.5 tons. This lightness allows to reduce the size of the crane.
After installation of the girders and the panels, the ordinary concrete deck was poured using
traditional method. The design allows a quick installation of the deck and therefore reduces
the traffic disturbance under the bridge.
3.4

Conclusion – lessons from this realization

A mistake in the application of part 2.4 of the Recommendations [1] concerning verification of
general equilibrum of pure distribution contribute led to cracking at the end of the first precast
beam a few hours after detensioning. This phenomenon disappeared after a modification of
the design in order to meet Recommendations which are quite relevant for this topic.
Suitability tests showed that for thin panels with the same size and the same thickness as the
actual structure, a value of K equal to 1 is valid only if the method used for casting test
specimens is the same as the actual placement method.
A comparison with a traditional concrete deck solution shows that the concrete volume
reduction factor equals 2.2. This solution is directly in competition with composite steel and
concrete bridge. It is economically interesting in case of railway or motorway overpass with
important traffic constraints.
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This structure is also very efficient for durability: all concrete surfaces are either in UHPFRC
or protected by a watertight layer. It could be also a very good solution in case of a structure
with severe fire performance requirement, provided using Ductal® AF.
4

Experimental validation of a ribbed UHPFRC slab for a composite steel
concrete bridge

4.1

General description of the structure

The studied bridge is an innovative steel-concrete composite bridge made of two longitudinal
steel beams connected to an UHPFRC ribbed slab. It was studied within the French R & D
project MIKTI focusing on innovative steel-concrete composite bridges [5], [6]. The UHPFRC
slab has a width of 12m. Distance between beams is equal to 6,5 m (fig 7). The slab
thickness is 0.05 m, the total thickness with the ribs is 0.38 m, and the rib spacing is 0.6 m
from axis to axis in both directions. The average thickness of the slab is equal to 0.15 m.

Figure 7:

Cross section of the bridge

The slab is made of precast segments 2.5 m long, 12 m wide, prestressed in both directions.
Transverse pre-stressing is realized by two rectilinear T15S tendons in each rib. The lower
tendon is sheathed all along negative bending moment zones.
The design in order to keep a minimum residual longitudinal compression in the slab at the
SLS equal to 4 MPa gives a longitudinal prestressing made of seventeen 7T15S cables.
These cables are external, placed between longitudinal ribs.
Bridge erection follows the steps below :
- all precast segments are placed on steel beams,
- they are gathered by cast in place UHPFRC joints,
- the slab is prestressed by longitudinal cables,
- it is connected to the steel girders,
- jacking of supports is applied to add compression in the slab.
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Conversely to what we note for ordinary concrete, very reduced creep and shrinkage and
high modulus of UHPFRC make longitudinal prestressing in the slab very efficient especially
when applied before the connexion to the steel beams. It is the same efficiency for jacking of
supports realized after the connexion of the slab to the steel girders.
An important problem for the slab design is the safety barrier anchorage. To keep a
conception conforming to regulations, a “type P” prestressed anchorage was chosen, which
is a regular French anchorage for trucks barrier added on existing slab. This type of
anchorage allows to dissociate the lateral longitudinal anchorage beam made of ordinary
reinforced concrete from the UHPFRC slab in which the longitudinal beam is anchored by
prestressed bars (fig 8).

Fig. 8:

Anchorage of the safety barrier

Fig. 9:

Connexion of the slab to the girder

The connexion between the ribbed deck and the steel beams is realized in filling box cells on
upper flange by a self-compacting C80/95 concrete, encasing 2, 3 or 4 traditionnal studs 22
mm in diameter (Fig 9). A high performance concrete C80/95 is sufficient to guarantee that
the less resistant part of the connexion are the steel studs and not any other HPC or
UHPFRC part.
4.2

Experimental program carried out at Laboratoire Central des Ponts et
Chaussées (LCPC)

An exhaustive experimental program was carried out at LCPC Structures Laboratory [7][8] in
order to validate :
- the fatigue performance of the structure,
- the local bending strength and punching shear resistance of the slab,
- the global bending strength of the slab,
- the safety barrier anchorage strength,
- the connection of the ribbed deck to the steel girders (push-out test),
Although longitudinal cable anchorages at the end of the slab did not need special
requirement, we add to this program local compression tests in order to validate innovative
design of UHPFRC anchor blocks for post-tensioning tendons in order to reduce the size of
traditional anchorage and to justify the possibility to avoid any traditional reinforcement
behind anchorage. Experimental validation for fatigue, bending and punching strength, and
resistance of barrier anchorage was performed on a 6.1 m-wide model slab made of two
ribbed segments, one made of Ductal®-FM and the other of BSI®, at scale 1 for length and
thickness, with a transverse span reduced to 4 m (fig 10).
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Figure 10: Test specimen for fatigue, bending and pushing strength, barrier anchorage
The results of this important research program are detailed in references [7] to [11].
4.2.1

Fatigue resistance

Loads refer to Eurocode 1 part 2 models 1 and 3 with two wheels corresponding to 0.4 x 0.4
m or 0.19 x 0.26 m impacts applied on a plate made of 90 mm-thick polymer material
representing 90 mm-thick bituminous concrete pavement layer. These results provide a
safety margin in terms of load applied without fatigue initiation over 100 years larger than
1.25.
4.2.2

Local bending strength and punching resistance of the slab

The reference load was derived from Eurocode standard wheel with a 0.4 x 0.4 m impact and
150 kN service life value applied at the centre of a box cell on the 90 mm-thick polymer plate
representing the pavement layer. It was impossible to obtain any failure with that load until a
force greater than 700kN, even without any polymer plate corresponding to a deck without
any pavement layer. To obtain failure, the size of the impact was reduced to 0.19 x 0.26 m.
With the polymer plate, it was still impossible to obtain any failure. With the reduced impact
size directly applied on the concrete (no pavement layer), failure was obtained for a load
value ranging from 350 kN to 417 KN corresponding to a safety factor greater than 2.3.
4.2.3

Safety barrier anchorage strength

Two quasi-static horizontal tests were performed to break posts supporting the barrier.
Failure by yielding the fuse screws fixing the post to the bridge edge beam effectively took
place twice with several cracks in the longitudinal anchorage beam made of ordinary
reinforced concrete. No damage appeared in the UHPFRC slab.
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4.2.4

Global bending strength of the slab

The safety factors identified experimentally corresponding to a bending failure with yielding of
the lower prestressing steels were equal to 1.9 at the SLS, 2 for ULS.
4.2.5

Connexion of the ribbed deck to the steel girders (push-out test)

A push-out test was performed to control the design of the connexion between the slab and
the steel beam. French and Eurocode provisions give ULS resistance of the specimen equal
to 700 or 900 kN, corresponding to steel studs yielding. Yielding took place without any
failure until the force reached 1800 kN (safety factor higher than 2).
4.3

Conclusion – lessons from this research program

All performed tests showed that the structure provides an important security with respect to
fatigue, bending or punching shear. Tests performed on posts showed that it is possible to
anchor a truck barrier without any passive reinforcement in UHPFRC slab.
Very few creep and shrinkage and high modulus of UHPFRC make longitudinal prestressing
in the slab very efficient especially when applied before connexion to the steel beams. Il is
the same efficiency for jacking of supports realized after connexion.
For maintenance, the main interest of this type of structure is to obtain a slab without any
crack, made of a material with high durability performances.
Reduction of steel weight is about 15% to 20% so that the price of the deck for a long bridge
is equivalent to a traditional composite steel – concrete bridge. The important reduction of
the deck weight provides complementary saving on bearings.The low weight of the deck is
very interesting in case of bad soil or seismic environment. It also allows lauching the frame
with the slab ; that provides a good solution for erection under severe traffic constraints.
5

Solutions for bridge decks made of UHPFRC and composite materials
(glass fibres reinforced polymer)

This research was conducted within the frame of the European project NR2C (New Road
Conception Concepts). The studies concerned bridge deck solutions using Ultra-High
Performance Fibre-Reinforced Concrete, composites (glass fibres reinforced polymer) and
active and/or passive steel reinforcements. Two types of bridges have been studied : those
with a 10 metre span for small crossings, and those with a 25 metre span which corresponds
to half the length of a motorway overpass [12].
5.1

Studied structures

For 10 m span we studied UHPFRC prestressed ribbed slab, UHPFRC ribbed slab with
notched longitudinal rib and glass fibre reinforcement, UHPFRC ribbed slab with notched
longitudinal rib and passive steel reinforcement.
For 25 m span we studied quite the same solutions (UHPFRC prestressed ribbed slab,
UHPFRC ribbed slab with notched longitudinal rib and glass fibre reinforcement) and
complementary structures : UHPFRC ribbed slab with notched longitudinal rib reinforced by
glass fibre and prestressing, UHPFRC ribbed slab with lattice longitudinal rib and glass fibre
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reinforcement, UHPFRC ribbed slab with lattice longitudinal rib and passive steel
reinforcement.
5.2

Lessons from this research

This research showed that the most advantageous solutions in terms of materials savings
are fully prestressed UHPFRC decks. For 10 metre span structures, these solutions lead to
financially viable structures under current economic conditions.
Mixed UHPFRC/glassfibre solutions are penalised by the poor ratio of the Young’s modulus
to the connection strength of the two materials which means that they have to be
overdimensioned in order to meet the deflection requirements of the decks. If bridges are to
be built with fulfilment of strain conditions while loading both materials sufficiently, slender
structures will have to be eliminated; the section height will be unattractive and cause
problems in terms of the web design and the shear force transfer areas.
For 10 metre span bridges, notched web girders and steel footings are interesting
alternatives to fully prestressed solutions. Similarly, for 25 metre span bridges, the
combination of UHPFRC and composite materials can become advantageous in the case of
partially prestressed UHPFRC prefabricated lattice beams.
6

Conclusion

Recent examples of UHPFRC bridges in France and projects studied within the frame of
recent joint R&D programs have helped to gain experience in the safe application of
UHPFRC Recommendations [1] and valuable application to bridge design. Lightweight 10 to
25 metre span overpasses may get interesting application in the case of severe traffic or
geometric constraints, and become economic in comparison with traditionnel structures such
encased steel girders within a concrete slab. Longer span steel-concrete composite bridges
may also take benefit of these recent studies. A constant growing number of projects on the
making tends to confirm interest of these materials of future.
7
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On the way to design recommendations for UHPFRC
Summary
Ultra High Performance Fibre reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) is a material with a great
potential. It combines high strength with high ductility and high durability. First appealing
applications have been carried out, showing the possibilities. Like for every material that is in
the state of development, a number of uncertainties and open questions exist. At many
places research is being carried out in order to optimize our knowledge. Large scale
applications are only possible if generally accepted design recommendations are available.
At the time the fib Task Group 8.6 is working with the aim to generate a first international set
of design rules for UHPFRC.
Keywords: high performance concrete, design recommendations, code rules
1

Introduction

Parallel to the development of structural materials and their application, the way in which we
build is subject to evolution as well. It is logic that building recommendations should not only
keep up with actual developments, but preferable go in front and anticipate on new concepts.
If the development of codes during the last decades is regarded, obvious changes can be
noted. In the past emphasis was put on achieving structures with adequate safety against
collapse and suitable behaviour in service (user friendliness). The problems occurring with
large scale degeneration of structures learned that an important design aspect had been
disregarded: structures should be designed for durability as well. In forthcoming codes,
design for durability will have the same value as design for safety and serviceability. Already
now it is realized that, in order to achieve “durability” of structures, not only the physical
aspects of our structural materials should be regarded. Lack of durability may also occur
because structures do not any more meet the demands of functionality. This holds true for
instance for apartment buildings where the demands of today differ substantially from those
of a number of decades ago. This is not only a matter of changing demography, but also of
economy and culture. In a reaction on this tendency new concepts are developed, based on
flexibility and adaptability. This holds also true for bridges, which have to cope with a
significant increase of traffic loads and traffic intensity. Moreover, it should not be forgotten
that elegance and beauty are as well important conditions for a long service life. Another
important change with regard to the daily work of structural engineers is that we, more and
more, have to deal with retrofitting and upgrading of structures. Protection of older structures
against ongoing deterioration is an important new task. Finally an important change in
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design is the introduction of defined performance concepts. For materials this means that we
will not only design for strength, like in the past, but as well for other properties like
resistance against chloride penetration, frost-thaw cycles, abrasion and even for colour and
texture. This means that in future design codes “design by testing” will show up as a new
important element.
Looking to UHPFRC it can be concluded that this material fits very well in future-oriented
thinking. Since it offers the properties high strength, high toughness and high durability, it is a
very challenging material to realize structures with large spans, which are at the same time
light, elegant and durable. Moreover it is a material with the potential to be applied for
retrofitting of structures. Examples are the thousand of bridge decks which have to be
repaired. A thin overlay of UHPFRC does not increase the dead weight very much, but can
substantially contribute to durability and bearing capacity. Moreover the light weight of
structural components of UHPFRC can be a favourable precondition for adaptability of
structures. Finally UHPFRC can contribute to the wish to get away from the historical
coupling of concrete qualifications “rude”, “heavy” und ugly.

Figure 1:

Providing an old bridge with a
new HPFRC bridge deck

Figure 2:
Elegant staircase of UHPFRC in
combination with traditional reinforcement
(Courtesy B. Aarup, Denmark)

Providing a new code for UHPFRC means that such applications should be supported by
new rules. Therefore not only the mechanical properties should be given, but also physical
properties should be regarded, in order to honour the suitability of UHPFRC for service life
design. With regard to the mechanical properties adequate attention should be given to
aspects like fatigue, since light, large span structures could be prone to the effects of
dynamic loading more than in the past.
At this moment there are three national recommendations covering UHPFRC:
- French recommendations covering high performance concretes (BFUP rules), edited
in January 2002.These recommendations were prepared by AFGC (French
Association for Civil Engineers) and SETRA (French Road and Traffic Governmental
Agency)
- RILEM method for fibre reinforced concrete. This recommendation is more directed to
classic fibre reinforced concretes
- JSCE (Japanese Society of Civil Engineers) Recommendation for UHPFRC edited in
September 2004)
In Germany a national recommendation is now in the finalizing stage.
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2

Basic considerations

2.1

Scope

One of the first actions a new Task Group should take care of is defining the scope of the
work. Already here a basic question can be raised. At this moment fib Task Group 8.3
concentrates on what could be denoted with the term “Conventional Fibre Reinforced
Concrete”, whereas Task Group 8.6 should concentrate on “Ultra High Performance Fibre
Reinforced Concrete”.
So, logically the first question is where the work of the first Task Group ends and that of the
second Task Group starts. At first sight this looks quite obvious: one could simply define a
compressive strength limit, like B120. However, giving this further consideration, it is found
that such a limit is too simple. Concrete’s with strengths higher than B120 could behave like
conventional concrete and contrary. This depends essentially on the effectiveness of the
fibres and its interaction with the mixture.
Another possibility is to distinguish “hardening” and “softening” fibre concrete’s. From a
scientific point of view this is a sound solution. The stress – strain relation of a hardening
material loaded in tension shows four branches: at first an increasing elastic branch, followed
after cracking by a branch which increases with a smaller inclination. After passing the top an
unstable falling branch is observed, followed by a stable, less steep, branch (Fig. 3a). A
softening material is characterized by the absence of the second branch (Fig. 3b). This has
an important consequence: a fibre concrete with a hardening behaviour will show a
distributed crack pattern if subjected to centric tension, whereas a fibre concrete with a
softening behaviour is characterized by single crack formation. In the second case the strain
is non-uniform. It can be defined as the average value of the crack width and the elastic
deformation of the uncracked parts aside the crack. However, also such a subdivision of fibre
concrete in two types on the basis of “hardening” versus “softening” can be ambiguous: a
material which is softening in centric tension may surely be hardening in bending. So, the
transition between softening and hardening does not only depend on the fibre type and
volume, in combination with the mixture, but as well on the type of load.

Figure 3:

a. (left) Stress strain relation for a hardening type of fibre concrete and its
consequence for the cracking behaviour under centric tension
b. (right) Stress –strain relation for a softening type of fibre concrete and it
consequence for the cracking behaviour under centric tension
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2.2

How to regard the effect of fibres

Another basic question for the derivation of design recommendations is whether the fibres in
the concrete should be regarded as being an integral part of a composite material or as
reinforcement, with an effect comparable to reinforcement by steel bars. If the fibres could be
regarded as an alternative to conventional steel bar reinforcement, this would simplify the
task of the codewriter very much: generally the same formulations could be used. For a fibre
concrete with a softening behaviour this is certainly an option, although fibre concrete at
crack opening does not show a real yielding plateau like a steel bar. The stable branch in
tension (third part of the relation, Fig. 3b) declines under a relatively low angle, which is
mainly due to gradually pulling out of individual fibres. High and ultra high performance fibre
concretes mostly contain a large volume of short, small diameter, fibres without mechanical
anchorages. They are activated immediately upon micro cracking. So, the material
apparently stays longer in the elastic stage. If macro cracks appear, they still are active but in
a less efficient way than long fibres with mechanical anchorages. Certainly an interesting
material in this respect is hybrid fibre concrete, where short and long fibres are combined,
see e.g. Markovic [1].

2.3

Representativity of stress – strain relations

A very important aspect to be noted before speaking about the question how a
representative stress – strain relation for UHSFRC should be obtained is the phenomenon of
fibre orientation. Fig. 4 shows a collection of curves, obtained on test specimens with the
same dimensions, all made with fibre reinforced concrete B35, with 40 kg/m3 fibres Dramix
80/60 [2]. Although the
test specimens and the concrete composition are exactly the same, the scatter in results is
enormous. Deriving a design stress-strain relation from such a series of tests would
inevitably lead to an overconservative design.

Figure 4:
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Flexural stress – deflection relations obtained from 71 bending tests on steel fibre
reinforced concrete, Gossla [2]
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Meanwhile it is realised that the way of manufacturing the specimen is governing for the load
deflection relation obtained. Various ways of filling the mould and mechanical compaction
lead to large differences in fibre orientation and concentration. Recognizing this, RILEM
defined a standard test beam with a notch and prescribed exactly how to fill the mould and
how, and how long, to carry out mechanical compaction, and how to measure the load
deflection relation and load crack opening relation. Finally it is described how stress – strain
relations can be derived, on the basis of reversed analysis, from the test results Fig. 5
shows the test beam as defined by RILEM. Indeed the scatter of results, for the prescribed
number of 6 tests, is decreased significantly by the procedure described. On the other hand it
is not clear how representative those results are for practical FRC structures, which are not
cast according to accurately defined rules. Moreover the manufacturing procedure, as
described in Fig. 6a, is suitable for relatively dry concretes, but not for self compacting
concretes, which are gaining popularity. If a self-compacting fibre concrete is concerned, it is
not possible to fill the mould in the prescribed way.
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Figure 5:

RILEM Standard test

2

Figure 6:

1

2

a. (left) Prescribed way of filling the mould for the RILEM test beam
b. (right) Filling the mould with self compacting fibre reinforced concrete

Due to the effects described the load deflection relations for concrete with the same strength
and amount of similar fibres but different consistency, can differ by a factor 2 (Grünewald
[2]). The differences are predominantly due to the effect of fibre orientation, which is strongly
influenced by the method of casting and compacting. Fig. 7 shows X-ray photographs taken
from a tunnel lining element cast with self compacting fibre concrete. The pictures show large
deviations from homogeneity. It is clear that the stress – strain relations obtained by the
standard test are not reflecting the real behaviour in the structure, at least not in this case. It
is therefore understandable, that there are still discussions on how to link the results of the
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standard test to the actual situation of a structural element, cast in-situ or at a precast
concrete plant.

Figure 7:

X-ray photographies from the same tunnel lining element cast with self
compacting fibre concrete [3].

In the French regulations for UHPFRC [4] the influence of fibre orientation in the standard
test specimens and the structural elements is recognized. The solution offered is based in
the introduction of two types of tests. Here thin and thick elements are distinguished, in order
to reflect as much as possible the structural behaviour of thin and thick structural members in
practice.
a. If the bending behaviour of a thin element is concerned, the standard test should be
carried out on a specimen where the cross-sectional height is smaller than 3Lf, where
Lf is the fibre length. By choosing a standard bending tests with such a small
thickness, Fig. 8, the stress – strain relation includes already somehow the effect of
alignment by the boundary conditions, which is expected to occur in thin structural
elements as well.

Figure 8:

Standard test for thin UHPFRC members [5]

Anyhow this test is not considered as the absolute truth, since it is advised to apply a
correction factor 1/K to the results obtained from specimens taken from the actual
structural element.
b. For the design of thicker elements (h ≥ Lf) the following procedure is advised:
“Cast and notch a prism. Perform a flexural test with it. Conduct inverse analysis to
determine a post-cracking stress crack width (σ-w) relation. Correct this relation
derived from this test so as to integrate scale and boundary effects associated with
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the specimen shape and casting method. Weight this law with a reduction coefficient
1/K representing the difference between a flexural test result for a cast prism and
what would have been obtained on prisms sawn from an actual structural element.
To determine an exact factor K for the particular application considered, make
components that are representative for the actual geometry and manufacturing
method used for the structure, and take specimens along the directions of principal
stress”
A disadvantage is that in both cases (thin and thick) the standard test does not pretend to
give a basic relation. The stress – crack opening curve is rather arbitrary and has only a
value as a general reference in relation to more detailed tests on area’s of the structural
element. For various types of structural elements advisory values for 1/k could be given, but
this needs a lot of further effort. In fact this method comes very near to “type testing” of
complete elements.
It may be wondered if it is not possible to get a more reliable basic stress – strain relation
which fulfills the two most important demands:
- it reflects the fundamental behaviour of fibre reinforced concrete
- the test displays a minimum scatter
In this respect a suggestion made in [6] is worth to consider (Fig. 9). It regards a circular slab
as the standard tensile test specimen, which has a circular line support at its edge. If the
specimen is loaded by a load in the centre, failure will occur by the formation of a number of
yield lines. The bearing capacity at yielding follows from the relation Pu = 2π R mu where R is
the radius of the circular slab and mu is the “yield moment” per unit length of the crack. Since
many yield lines are involved in the failure mechanism, the influence of manufacturing fades
away. Indeed it was shown by tests, that the scatter in results was very low (Fig 9, right)

Figure 9:

Circular slab as a standard test to determine the basic mechanical properties [6]
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If the results obtained in this way are used as a basis for practical design, also here
conversion factors have to be introduced. In this respect the volume of the decisive area of
the element for design is of importance. If the bearing capacity of a member depends on a
small area, the possibility that in the governing section a low amount of fibres with an
unfavourable orientation applies should be regarded for reliability. In such a case a higher
safety coefficient should apply than in the case that there is adequate redistribution. In fact
such an approach would go back to the theory of Weibull, (weakest link model). The concept
of working with an RVE (representative volume element) regarding the volume with the
highest stresses (over a certain threshold value, e.g. 95%) might be a good option.

2.4

Simplicity versus accuracy

During years attempts have been made to derive stress-strain relations from tests. In case of
a softening behaviour a stress – crack width relation is obtained, which is subsequently
converted into a stress – strain relation (a well-known tool for structural engineers) by
introducing an artificial length, along which the crack width is smeared out. It may be
wondered if it is realistic, taking as well into account the other arguments given before, to aim
at the highest accuracy in deriving stress – strain relations for fibre concrete.
This is illustrated for the case of a short slab element with a thickness of 50 mm, a width of
200 mm and a span of 600 mm. The concrete is provided with 1,6 Vol.% fibres and has a
strength of about 140 MPa. The casting direction was a variable in the research project.
Some specimens were cast in X direction, others in Y-direction. The response was simulated
with a layer model where two stress strain relations were used as basic input with different
degrees of simplification. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The experimental curves show
considerable differences, due to the different direction of casting (x-direction versus ydirection). The most simplified stress-strain curve gives a result that is not very different from
that obtained with the less simplified stress –strain relation. Both lines fall between the limits
of scatter due to different casting directions. For more information on this analysis reference
is made to [7] and [8].

Figure 10: Results of bending tests and simulations with two simplified relations [7,8].
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Formulations with a reasonable degree of simplification can serve well for extending existing
models for structural design to fibre reinforced concrete. An example is the crack width
control of fibre concrete in combination with traditional reinforcement. Tests were carried out
on concrete tensile ties with a cross section of 50 x 50 mm and a centric steel reinforcing bar
ds = 10mm. The concrete cylinder strengths were 130 and 180 MPa respectively. The
concrete was reinforced with 0, 0.8 and 1.6Vol.% short steel fibres. The cracking patterns for
3 bars with fc = 130 MPa and the three fibre volumes are given in Fig. 12. The model for
crack width control as found in the Model Code for Concrete Structures 1990 can be easily
extended for this case if a stress - strain relation for the fibre reinforced concrete as shown in
Fig. 11 is used.

Figure 11: Simplified stress strain relation for UHPFRC in centric tension
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Figure 12: Test set-up for study of crack formation in concrete tensile tie, reinforced with
longitudinal steel and fibres (left). Cracking patterns for tensile ties reinforced with
0, 0.8 and 1.6 Vol.% of steel fibres, steel bar ds = 10mm concrete strength
fc = 130 MPa (Shionaga [9]).
From centric tensile tests on dog-bone shaped specimens for the concrete with a
compressive strength of 130 MPa a centric tensile strength fct = 5.5 N/mm2 and a post
cracking reduction factor α = 0.72 was found. For the concrete with a strength 180 N/mm2 a
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centric tensile strength fct = 9.0 N/mm2 and a post cracking reduction factor α = 0.88 was
found. For extending the crack formation theory to reinforced UHPFRC especially the
difference between the centric tensile strength and the post cracking “plastic” strength is
relevant, because this difference determines the length of the disturbed region at both sides
of the crack due to crack formation and as such the crack distance. Table 1 gives for a
number of tests the crack spacing as observed in the test and the calculated spacing. The
agreement is seen to be good.
Table 1:

Observed and predicted crack spacing

Comp. strength

Vf
Vol.%

Mean crack
spacing (mm)

Predicted crack
spacing (mm)

130

0
0.8
1.6

56
23
14

43
21
17

180

0
0.8
1.6

44
27
26

57
28
22

3

On the way to an international recommendation

At the time fib Task Group 8.6 “Ultra High Performance Fibre Concrete” works on an
international recommendation for UHPFRC. It is tried to take profit of the existing experience
and combine this with new knowledge from recent research programs. As UHPFRC is a
quickly developing material, the code should be future oriented. On the other hand it should
be operational immediately after appearance as well. So, there will be links to the concept of
the new Model Code for Concrete Structures and to the content of Eurocode-2. The content
of the new recommendation for UHPFRC will be:
1. Scope
2. Terminology
3. Basic principles
4. Material properties
5. Design
6. Material properties and design for special actions
7. Design, mixing and placement
8. Conservation
The most important chapters are 4 and 5. Chapter 4 “Materials” has subchapters on
compressive strength, tensile strength, flexural tensile strength, stress-strain relations, stress
– crack opening relations, E-modulus, Poisson’s ratio, strain rate effects, time dependant
effects, fatigue effects, temperature effects, transport of liquids and gazes, multi-axial
behaviour, fracture mechanics aspects, chloride penetration, porosity and permeability,
oxygen permeability, carbonation, portlandite content, fibre orientation. Chapter 5 “Design”
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will regard bending, shear, torsion, strut and tie action. Detailing, deformation, crack width
control, tightness, vibration and service life design.
The members of the committee are:
Germany:
M. Schmidt, E. Fehling, K. Bunje, S. Greiner, K.H. Reineck, T. Leutbecher,
D. Weisse, N.G. Tue, F. Dehn, Ma
France:
J. Resplendino, M. Behloul, P. Rossi, A. Simon, T. Thibaux
Netherlands: J. Walraven (chairman), S. Grünewald, E. Lappa
Italy:
M. di Prisco, P. Bamonte, P. Gambarova,
Denmark:
B. Aarup
Croatia:
M. Skazlic
The commission plans to have a full recommendation in about a year from now.

4

Conclusions
1. For UHPFRC a future oriented code has to be written, which is operational at the
same time. So, the code should not only regard design for ULS and SLS, but also
take into account aspects like service life design and performance based design.
2. An important task is to get a code which is not a “stand alone” code, but is consistent
with the codes for “classic” fiber reinforced concrete. The best would be to have
finally a integral code for all fibre reinforced materials
3. An important point of discussion is how to unambiguously characterize the material
by a standard test, in combination with conversion factors for practical situations.
4. Stress – strain, or stress crack width relations my have a different level of
sophistication.
For daily use the relations should be as simple as possible, with due regard to the
expected accuracy.
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Special cements for ultra high performance concrete
Summary
High performance concrete mixtures usually are designed of ordinary portland cement OPC
in combination with silica fume SF. Dense packing of the particles in combination with the
pozzolanic reaction realise benefits in concrete like improved early and high strengths and a
dense cement paste with high durability. Similar properties can be achieved by using OPC
and microfine cements of the Mikrodur® technology. In case of UHPC the very important
dense packing has to be achieved by very coarse OPC and nanoscale SF at very low w/c
ratios, so that the binder components can’t hydrate completely and even work as fillers! A
better way might be a dense packing of reactive binder components like OPC, microfine
cements and nanoscale synthetic silicas. Similar concrete properties in combination with
easy handling can be achieved by these new binders, which fulfil the requirements of the
German cement standards.
1

Dense packing and pozzolanic reaction

The development of high performance concrete started many years ago by using silica fume,
a by-product of ferro silicon metal industries. High amounts of silicon dioxide (88-95%)
combined with extraordinary fine particle sizes let silica fume become the most important
reactive filler for concrete mixtures. The mode of action is firstly a dense packing of the
particles and secondly a reaction with the hydration products of the cement. After 6 to 8
hours of the formation of tricalciumsilicate C3S remarkable amounts of Ca(OH)2 are formed,
which react with the SiO2 of the silica fume. The so called ‘pozzolanic reaction’ was
determined first at roman concrete mixtures containing volcanic ashes of Pozzuoli, a small
village near Naples in Italy.
1.1

High strength concrete with extended durability

Examples for concrete mixtures with silica fume are the cooling tower of the power station
Neurath and precast elements for a high strength bridge in Pfungstadt.
Table 1:

Mix design of high strength concrete with Sulfadur® and silica fume

Table 1

Neurath

Pfungstadt

Sulfadur CEM I 42.5 R-HS/NA

kg/m³

250

360

Silica fume slurry

kg/m³

52

32

Fly ash

kg/m³

75

60

Aggregates 0/16

kg/m³

1934

1884

61

1.1.1

Cooling tower Neurath with ready mixed concrete

In cooling towers the hot water is sprayed from round about a third of the height to the
bottom. The cooling is realized by the chimney effect of the ambient air going through the
tower. The steam is mixed with smoke containing small amounts of sulphur, which produce
sulphuric acid in the wet stage. For this reason the
surface of the tower must be coated or consist of a
very resistant concrete. Due to good practical
experiences at the power station Niederaußem in
1999 the RWE Power decided to use the same
mixture to reach a very dense concrete C60/75,
which does not need to be coated [2].
Figure 1:
1.1.2

Cooling tower at power station Neurath

High strength bridge with precast elements in Pfungstadt

In 1934 the first bridge in Pfungstadt near Darmstadt was built to cross the motorway
Frankfurt-Basel. Increased traffic demanded for an additional lane in 2007. Due to the
situation of the crossing road and to achieve a
maximum height for traffic on the motorway a
construction with high strength precast elements
was chosen. With special allowance of the authority
the beams were made of high strength concrete
C70/85 and fitted during a night closing [3].
Figure 2:

2

Assembly of the high strength beams for
the bridge in Pfungstadt

Premium cements with Mikrodur technology

High performance concrete can also be designed without silica fume with modified cements.
Since more than 15 years Dyckerhoff has produced the microfine cements (Mikrodur) in a
special production process. Portland cement clinkers and blast furnace slags are milled and
separated individually. The final product guarantees a constant grain size distribution,
because it is produced in an individual mixing process according to the requirements. The
initial field of application of these microfine cements was geotechnical injection for sealing
and strengthening. 3 different types are currently available: F d95 < 16 µm, U d95< 9.5 µm
and X d95< 6 µm. Using this technique it is possible to influence properties of OPC in different
ways. Microfine clinker particles accelerate the hydration process whereas microfine particles
of blast furnace slag lead to higher strength in the end and extend the concrete’s durability.
By mixing one or more types of the microfine particles with OPC, the specific properties can
be precisely created. The resulting cements are special products, which fulfil all requirements
of the German cement standards.
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Figure 3:

Comparison d95 of CEM I 52.5
R and microfine cement

Figure 4:

SEM of Mikrodur particles
on a human hair

Examples for application of premium cements with microfine cements (Mikrodur technology)
are the building of high strength columns in bright fair faced concrete at the Lufthansa
Aviation Center in Frankfurt and a high strength mass concrete for the base of KranhausPlus
in Cologne.
Table 2:

Examples for mix designs of concretes with Dyckerhoff premium-cements

Table 2

LAC Frankfurt

KranhausPLUS Cologne

Veridur®
CEM II/A-S 52.5 R

Variodur®
CEM III/A 52.5 N

Cement content

kg/m³

470

280

Fly ash

kg/m³

70

100

Aggregates 0/16

kg/m³

1889

1879

[-]

0,28

0,45

[MPa]

110

85

w/c ratio
Compressive strenght ßD28

2.1

Fair faced high strength concrete at Lufthansa Aviation Center Frankfurt

The construction of the Lufthansa Aviation Center is characterised by columns with a small
diameter, which are covered by large glass windows. In the edges of different parts of the
building the columns needed to be made of high strength concrete. Due to the architect’s
requirement all columns should have bright appearance in fair faced concrete quality [4].

Figure 5:
Lufthansa Aviation Center Frankfurt left column: C80/95
(Veridur Cem II/A-S 52.5 R) right column: C45/55 (CEM I
42.5 R)
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Table 3:

Comparison of concrete mixtures with CEM I 42.5 R and silica fume slurry and
with premium-cement Veridur CEM II/A-S 52.5 R:

Table 3

High strength concrete C80/95

Concrete mix design

Veridur

Silica fume

470

-

CEM I 42.5 R

[kg/m³]
[kg/m³]

-

400

Silica fume slurry

[kg/m³]

-

70

Fly ash

[kg/m³

70

80

water

[kg/m³]

130

155

[%]

1.5

3.0

[mm]
[mm]

620

640

610

580

Compressive strenght ßD1

[MPa]

73

28

ßD7

[MPa]

90

85

ßD28

[MPa]

110

108

Veridur CEM II/A-S 52.5 R

Additive on cement weight
Slump a10
a45

High strength bulk concrete at the base of KranhausPlus Cologne

2.2

Near the Cologne Rhine harbour new achitecture is celebrated at the construction of the socalled Crane-houses. The name is derived from the shape, which should be similar to the
appearance of the old cranes in the harbour. The base had to be made of high strength
concrete with a moderate hydration heat. The best values were measured in a concrete
mixture C60/75 with Variodur CEM III/A 52.5 N.

Figure 6:
Design model of the “craneHouses”
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Measurement of the concrete’s
hydration heat during the building of
the base of KranhausPlus, Cologne
[6]
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3

New cement with nanoscale synthetic pozzolans

Apart from the cement the most important component to achieve dense packing and strength
improvement is silica fume by producing additional calcium silicate hydrates C-S-H
(pozzolanic reaction).

Figure 8:

Pozzolanic reaction

Following this mode of action the Mikrodur technology can be improved for the use in UHPC
by adding silicon dioxide. The main SiO2 product in common UHPC mixtures is silica fume,
which is formed as by-produkt in the ferro silicon metal industries. The particle distribution is
not continuously graded and the particle size ranges between 100 and 1.000 nm. There is a
big difference in the size compared to the coarse cement grains!

Figure 9:

reactive binder components of common UHPC mixtures

A nearly continuous grain size distribution even in the reactive binder components can be
achieved using OPC, microfine cements and industrially produced nanoscale synthetic
silicas. These products are well known for many years for example in the rubber and plastic
industries as reinforcing fillers. Synthetic silicas are formed by precipitation or a pyrogenic
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process based on quartz sand as raw material. Synthetic silicas are pure white powders,
which are produced worldwide for example by Evonik Degussa. The products are x-ray
amorphous and do not cause silicosis. Due to the controlled industrial production, the
physical and chemical properties of the synthetic silicas are much more constant than those
of silica fume.

Figure 10: reactive binder components with microfine cements and synthetic silicas
The reaction of the synthetic SiO2 particles with the cement runs much faster compared to
silica fume. Korpa and Trettin [7] tested the pozzolanic reactivity by measuring the pH value
in mixtures of Ca(OH)2 and silica fume resp. Aerosil (pyrogenic synthetic silica):

Figure 11:
Pozzolanic reactivity
of pyrogenic
nanoscale oxides [7]

Continuous dense packing of different reactive components instead of coarse cement and
microfine silica fume offers new chances for the microstructure. For example cements
mixtures containing microfine clinker particles in combination with nanoscale synthetic silicas
can accelerate the hydration process. Microfine grains of blast furnace slag together with
nanoscale synthetic silicas extend the durability of concrete. Dense packing of the reactive
components is the first step.
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Figure 12: Dense packing of reactive binder components
3.1

Mortar tests in laboratory

In laboratory tests different mix designs of the new cement (Nanodur®) were tested in a very
simple composition. It started with a ratio Nanodur : Sand (90 µm) = 40 : 60. The mortar was
produced according to DIN EN 196-1, except the water/cement ratio, which was 0.28. To
achieve a slump of 125 mm ± 3 mm on Hägermann table, a PCE Superplastizer was added.

c o m p re s s iv e s tre n g th [ M P a ]

The temperature of all ingredients was 20°C ± 2°C. For the strength testing prisms 16 cm x 4
cm x 4 cm were used. Flexural strengths of more than 20 MPa and compressive strength
values of 150 MPa were achieved with different types of the new cement.
160
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149.0
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133.4
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with silica (2)
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Figure 13: Strength of mortar
3.2

UHPC with the new cement

The next step was to use the new cement in an UHPC mixture without any silica fume.

Figure 14: UHPC board 120cm x 40cm x 1cm, Span: 100 cm
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Table 4:

Mix design of the UHPC board for demonstration

Table 4
Sand <
0,5 mm
[kg/m³]

[kg/m³]

Sand
<125
µm
[kg/m³]

crushed
basalt
2/5 mm
[kg/m³]

steel
fibre
long
[kg/m³]

steel
fibre
short
[kg/m³]

609

402

442

873

41

61

Nanodur
cement

(prism 16 cm x 4 cm x 4
cm)

Mix design and strength
PCE
[% of
cement
[kg/m³] weight]
Water

158

3

w/cratio

0,26

Compressiv Flexural
strength
e strength
28 d, 20°C 28 d, 20°C
[MPa]
[MPa]

190

23

Following the style of the mix designs described in [8], the aim was to work without silica
fume and to generally reduce the amount of binder. Firstly, the cement was premixed in a
special powder mixer and then added to the dry aggregates. After the dosage of water and
PCE the singularized steel fibres were added. The total time for dosage and mixing was in
the range of five minutes. Then the pasty material was filled into a formwork and the air was
removed by a spiked roller. The picture (Fig. 14) was taken after the board was stored at
40°C for 7 days.
3.3

Conclusions

One of the main handicaps for the application of UHPC is the handling of large quantities of
silica fume and cement, which only allows specialized companies to work on this subject. A
premixed cement consisting of an OPC comprising microfine portland cement clinker, blast
furnace slag grains and different synthetic silicas ensures easy handling, dosage and
homogeneity even with short mixing times. That also means a really dense packing of
reactive binder components. The pozzolanic reaction is accelerated by the very reactive
synthetic silicas. Thus it is possible to create binders for UHPC with respect to certain
requirements. It is possible to produce these binders according to the German cement
standards and so they can be used without special allowance. Also very important is the fact,
that the handling of the new cement is nearly comparable to the one of fine OPCs. Altogether
the development of a cement like Nanodur® may improve the quality and will make the UHPC
production - perhaps also in ready mix plants - much easier.
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Development and Application of UHPC Convenience
Blends
Summary
Two ultra high strength concrete convenience blends have been developed by the authors.
The blends are characterised by their self-compacting like properties and their good
workability. The mixtures were fluidised by a pulverised superplasticizer (SP). It could be
shown that the flowability of the mortar improves with increasing SP dosage up to a limit
value beyond which adverse effects could be observed. Furthermore, the influence of
different types of cements on the fresh as well as the hardened concrete properties was
investigated.
Keywords: UHPC convenience blend, precast elements plant, application of UHPC
1

Introduction

A big drawback of ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) is its demanding handling. Even
a slight change in the quality of the mixture components can cause a significant rise of the
water demand of the mixture and thus a loss of workability of the concrete. Therefore, a strict
quality control of all composition materials is required. Furthermore, the storage of the high
number of constituents for the production of UHPC in a precast elements or ready-mix plant
is an economic problem.
Taking this into account, the Institute of Concrete Structures and Building Materials (IfMB), in
cooperation with Gebrüder Dorfner GmbH & Co. has developed an UHPC convenience
blend called DORSICEM (abbrev.: D). It is available as a coarse aggregate mixture (Dcoarse,
dmax = 8 mm) and as a fine aggregate mixture (Dfine, dmax = 0.5 mm). Further, the mixtures are
also available as a pure mineral blend without cement, so the cement can be chosen
appropriate to the requirements of the manufactured element.
In the following, the development of the convenience blends by the IfMB is presented. The
substitution of the liquid superplasticizer (SP) by a pulverised one was mainly performed by
means of rheological investigations. The performance of the developed mixtures is
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extensively described in the fresh and the hardened state. Furthermore, first experiences
concerning the use of the convenience blends in the precast elements plant and a first
application of the material in the GeoPark in Hirschau, Bavaria, are presented.
2

Characterisation of the convenience blends

Ultra high performance concretes are characterised by their high number of mixing
components. As can be seen from Table 1, the developed mixtures also consist of 8 different
dry mixing components. To provide easy handling of the mixtures and to ensure constant
quality of the mixing components, the dry components are premixed and delivered as a
convenience blend. Only water has to be added to fluidise the mixtures. Also, depending on
the application, fibres can be added to increase the ductility and the fire resistance,
respectively. As a coarse aggregate, a high quality quartz gravel is used in the UHPC
mixture Dcoarse. Both mixtures show the same mortar composition.

Quartz gravel
(3 - 8 mm)

Quartz sand
(d50 ≈ 0,30 mm)

Quartz powder A
(d50 ≈ 0,10 mm)

Quartz powder B
(d50 ≈ 0,03 mm)

Quartz powder C
(d50 ≈ 0,02 mm)

CEM I 42,5 R-HS

Microsilica

Superplasticizer1)

Mixing water

Steel fibres2)

Mixing compositions [kg/m³] of the developed mixtures and mean particle size
d50 [mm] of the quartz sand and powders

Mixture

Table 1:

Dfine

-

472

270

160

175

772

236

17

208

196

635

355

203

120

131

582

178

13

157

196

Dcoarse
1)

pulverised
2)
2.5 % by volume; optional

Table 2:

Properties of the mixtures in the fresh state
Slump flow
[mm]

Flow time t500
[sec]

V-funnel flow time
[sec]

Dfine

840

6

11

Dcoarse

770

12

16

SCC

600 ÷ 800

≈2

<6

Mixture

Table 2 shows the behaviour of the mixtures in the fresh state. From the comparison of the
mixtures to a self-compacting concrete (SCC), their self-compacting like properties become
apparent. Thus, the mixtures were assessed according to the DAfStb code of practice on
self-compacting concrete [1]. The compressive strength of the investigated mixtures was
tested on cubes with a length of 150 mm (fcm,cube) at the age of 7 and 28 days, respectively
after water storage at 20 °C. Furthermore, the compressive strength after heat treatment at
90 °C was investigated at a concrete age of 7 days (fcm,cube,90°C). All tested concretes were
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fibre reinforced (steel fibres, l/d = 45, 2.5 % by volume). The compressive strength of the
tested mixtures ranged between 122 MPa and 224 MPa depending on the maximum
aggregate size and the curing treatment (see Table 3). The flexural tensile strength fcf was
tested on beams (100/100/570 mm) at the age of 28 days after water storage at 20 °C.
Table 3:

Strength values [MPa] of the developed mixtures
fcm,cube,71) 2)

fcm,cube,281) 2)

fcm,cube,90°C,72) 3)

fcf,281)2)

Dfine

122

157

206

26

Dcoarse

124

166

224

20

Mixture

1)

water storage (20 °C)
reinforced with steel fibres, l/d = 45 (2.5 % by volume)
3)
heat treatment (3 days at 90 °C)
2)

In general, the compressive strength of the coarse aggregate mixture is slightly higher than
that of the ultra high strength mortar.
3

Development of the convenience blends

The development of the convenience blends started from a mixture developed at the IfMB. In
order to optimise the particle size distribution and thus the packing of the powder mix, quartz
powders and quartz sand with different particle size distributions were used within the
mixture development. The respective distributions are characterised by their mean particle
size d50 (see Table 1). To assure a simple handling of the product, the liquid SP was
substituted by a pulverised product based on polyacrylate. The most important steps within
the concrete development are presented below.
3.1

Investigations on the variation of cement

Usually, cements with a low C3A-content are used within UHPC due to their low water
demand, see e. g. [2]. The only cement with a strength class of 52.5 as well as with a low
C3A-content available on the German market was the CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA used within the
experiments (see Table 4). Because of the restricted availability of this cement, also a CEM I
42.5 R-HS was investigated. The cements differed mainly in the Blaine-value (see Table 4).
The properties of the mixture in the fresh state (plastic viscosity and yield stress) were
investigated by means of a rotational rheometer on the basis of a flow-curve regression
according to the Bingham-model. For the methodology applied in these measurements refer
to [3]. The flexural tensile strength and the compressive strength were tested on prisms at
the mortar age of 7 days after heat treatment at 90 °C (fcf,90°C,7 and fcm,90°C,7). Table 4 shows
that the mortar containing the cement CEM I 42.5 R-HS exhibited a lower plastic viscosity
than the mortar containing the cement CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA and this exhibited a superior
workability. While a low plastic viscosity implies a better flowability, an adequate yield stress
means a higher resistance to sedimentation of the coarse aggregate.
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Table 4:

Strength values and properties in the fresh state of the mixture Dfine depending
on the cement type used
Blaine
value
[cm²/g]

Plastic viscosity
µ
-6
[10 Nm·min] 1)

Yield
stress τ0
[10-6Nm] 1)

fcf,90°C,7

fcm,90°C,7

[MPa] 2)

[MPa] 2)

CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA

4590

1976

4467

27

201

CEM I 42.5 R-HS

3815

1738

4943

27

191

Cement type [-]

1)
2)

properties in the fresh state (liquid superplasticizer)
prisms, 40/40/160 mm, heat treated (3 days at 90 °C)

As can also be seen from Table 4, the mechanical behaviour is not distinctively influenced by
the strength class of the cement, which can mainly be traced back to the high amount of nonhydrated cement within UHPC.
3.2

Investigations on the use of a pulverised superplasticizer

The primary objective during the development of the convenience blend was to assure an
easy handling, adapted particularly for the use in the ready-mix or precast elements plant.
This was achieved by introducing a pulverised superplasticizer (SP). Thus, during concrete
production, only water has to be added to fluidise the mixture.

330

slump flow [mm]

320
310
300
290
280
1.0

Figure 1:
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1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
amount of SP [% by mass of cement]

3.5

Slump flow of the Dfine mixture depending on the amount of pulverised SP
added

3.2

6.5

3.0

6.1

2.8

5.7

2.6

5.3

2.4

plastic viscosity µ
yield stress τ0

2.2
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

4.9

yield stress τ0 [10-3Nm]

plastic viscosity µ [10-3Nm·min]
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4.5

3.5

amount of SP [% by mass of cement]
Figure 2:

Plastic viscosity µ and yield stress τ0 of the mixture Dfine depending on the
amount of pulverised SP added

Figure 1 shows the slump flow of the ultra high strength mortar Dfine tested according to DIN
EN 1015-3 (without shock) [4]. It can be seen that the slump flow increases by approx. 5 %
after increasing the amount of SP from 1.50 to 2.25 % by mass of cement. Beyond that, an
increase of the SP dosage does not lead to a further improvement of the consistency.
These experimental results are proved by the results of the plastic viscosity and the yield
stress of the mixture (see Figure 2). The specific values decline by 16 % and 14 %,
respectively due to a rise of the SP amount from 1.50 to 2.25 % by mass of cement. A
further increase of the SP dosage up to 2.75 % however results in a slight increase of the
plastic viscosity and the yield stress. This can be ascribed to an excess of the saturation
point of the SP. Beyond this point, the excess SP leads to a loss of the flowability of the
mortar.
Thus, for the final mixture, an amount of 2.20 % SP by mass of cement was chosen (see
Table 1), which guarantees self-compacting properties and a good workability in the precast
plant.
3.3

Relevance of intensive quality control

Within the framework of the experimental program, the need for intensive quality control
measures both of the mixtures themselves and of the mixing components became apparent.
In particular, the cement and the pulverised SP showed distinct fluctuations concerning
important material parameters such as the water demand or the Blaine-value. Because of the
low water-cement-ratio of UHPC, a rise in the water demand of the mixing components is
directly related to a loss of the flowability of the fresh concrete. Thus, the self-compacting
properties of the concrete also disappear and the strength declines due to entrapped air.
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Table 5 shows the properties of the fine aggregate mixture in the fresh state containing
different batches of the same cement CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA. As can be seen, the fluctuations
in the fineness of the cement distinctly afflects in the fresh mortar properties.
Table 5:

Properties in the fresh state of the mixture Dfine containing CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA
depending on the batch of the cement used

Cement batch
[-]

Blaine value
[cm²/g]

Plastic viscosity µ
[10-6Nm·min]

Yield stress τ0
[10-6Nm]

Slump flow
[mm]

A

4590

1976

4467

315

B

4880

3318

7286

257

Due to this change in the Blaine value, a rise of 68 % of the plastic viscosity and 63 % of the
yield stress respectively was observed (see Table 5). The slump flow tested according to [4]
decreased by 18 %. As ascertained by the cement producer, there were also distinct
variations concerning the setting of the cement paste. While the initial set of batch A started
after 315 minutes, the setting of batch B already started 44 minutes earlier after 271 minutes.
This indicates that UHPC is highly susceptible to changes in the quality of the raw materials.
Hence, a strict quality control is necessary during all stages of production.
4

First applications of the developed convenience blends

Especially due to an increasing demand on durability and sustainability, UHPC is
increasingly gaining interest for the construction industry. In view of the prefabrication of thin
components for structural engineering, construction of bridges or multi-storey buildings,
plenty of new construction possibilities arise due to the favourable properties of this new
material. Further, its steel-like properties also offer interesting options in machine or steel
construction. In the following, a current application of the UHPC convenience blends is
described: the construction of concrete houses for the GeoPark in Hirschau, Bavaria.
The „Industriepfad GeoPark“ is a discovery trail dealing with the digging for the raw materials
kaolin, quartz and feldspar. In a number of stations, information related to these minerals is
exhibited, each station being protected by a concrete house made from UHPC.
For demonstration purposes, some of the houses were built with the UHPC convenience
blends (see Figure 4).
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770

mm

Figure 3:

Slump flow according to [1] of the mixture Dcoarse (left) and filling of the
formwork with Dfine (right)

Figure 4:

UHPC-house (height 3 m, width 2 m, wall thickness 80 mm) after demoulding
(left) and in the GeoPark (right)

The mixtures were produced in the precast elements plant using a conventional plate mixer.
The resulting fresh concretes possess self-compacting properties (see Figure 3 and Table 2),
a necessary precondition for the easy handling of the fresh concrete and the filling of the
moulds.
5

Conclusion and outlook

The use of UHPC within the precast plant is complicated due to the high number of mixing
components. Furthermore, much time and effort has to be invested concerning quality
management of the components and thus of the fresh and hardened concrete.
For this reason, two types of UHPC convenience blends were developed. Easy handling and
constant quality are guaranteed by the consistent control of the mixing components carried
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out by the producer. Thus, the developed blends permit an enlargement of the precast
products in terms of slim profiles and highly durable structures.
6
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
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Influence of different superplasticizers on UHPC
Summary
Superplasticizers have a big influence on the fresh and hardened concrete properties and
this is even more pronounced in high performance and ultra high performance concrete.
Additionally it has to be considered that a direct correlation to the behaviour in standard
concrete applications is not appropriate. The comprehension of the superplasticizer into a
mix design is essential. Big differences occur mainly in setting time and early strength
development, whereas the influence on final strength is not significantly influenced.
Regarding slump life, some variations are obvious and could be essential for special
applications.
Keywords: superplasticizer, polymer, water reduction, slump life, strength, adsorption, setting
1

General function of superplasticizers in ultra high performance concrete

The development of superplasticizers for concrete is strongly influenced by the requirements.
On the one hand there are demands regarding the durability. The owners interests are
focused on the durability because long life cycles and low cots for rehabilitation and
protection are the main tasks. On the other hand the contractors are interested in an easy to
handle concrete in order to save resources and time.
With the development of superplasticizers based on polycarboxylates, a new field of
application could be opened. After the development of high strength and high flowable
concrete, Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) showed the new possibilities of this new
superplasticizer generation.
The main characteristics of the polycarboxylate based superplasticizers are the following:
•

High water reduction (up to 40%)

•

High flowability

•

Polymer-design allows to control the main characteristics (setting time and
workability)

•

Blending of different polymers is possible: formulation of customized solutions

With these main characteristics it is possible to adapt the polymer to the cement conditions
and to achieve a perfect optimization of the cement paste.
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The binder content of ultra high performance concrete is 4 times higher compared to a
standard concrete, which leads to an increased admixture content of up to 15 times. This
shows the importance of the choice of the right superplasticizer type.
2

Criteria for a suitable superplasticizer for ultra high performance concrete

The criteria to describe the influence of different superplasticizers on the fresh- and hardened
properties of UHPC are more or less the same as in a standard concrete or SCC mix.
2.1

Fresh concrete

To quantify the fresh concrete behaviour, the following parameters were tested:
•

Initial slump: The initial slump was checked with the flow table spread (Hägermann)
according to EN 459-2 but without compacting, lifting and dropping
the base-plate.
The initial slump gives an indication of the flowability achieved by the
superplasticizer type.

•

Slump life:

Describes the behaviour of the UHPC over time. According the slump
life an estimation of polymer for a special application is possible. For
example a polymer with a shorter slump life and a high early strength
development could be suitable for precast elements.
The slump was checked initially, 20, 40 and 60 minutes after mixing

•

2.2

Visual check: The visual check is a subjective test but very important for the
differentiation of the different superplasticizers. Homogeneity,
thixotropy, bleeding and much more can be judged by a visual check.
Hardened concrete

The hardened concrete properties are manly checked to ensure the durability and
mechanical behaviour of the concrete. To compare the influence of different superplasticizers
on its hardened concrete performance, the following tests were done:
•

Strength:

•

Temperature: The temperature is a central indicator for the heat development and the

Compressive- and flexural strength were measured to quantify the
influence of the superplasticizers on early and final strength.
The compressive and flexural strength were measured according to
EN 191-1 with prism (4x4x16 cm)

setting behaviour in the UHPC. The temperatures were recorded with a
data logger under semi diabatic conditions: temperature 20°, relative
humidity 65%.
Further fresh and hardened concrete tests are possible and useful for general issues. For a
practical selection of a suitable superplasticizer for a UHPC-mix the above mentioned
investigations are sufficient.
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3

Testing of the influence of different superplasticizers for UHPC

The evaluation process is structured in 3 parts. The first step is based on polymer experience
out of standard mix designs followed by a screening in small scale UHPC mixes and ends
with standard laboratory trials.
3.1

First indication based on polymer know-how

For the design of a UHPC mix, the know-how of the basic behaviour of a polymer type is
essential. This first step is based on general experience with such polymers in standard
concrete mix designs. In the following figure a summary of such an indication is shown:

Figure 1:

Workability behaviour of different polymers

In the whole testing procedure the following polymer were used:
• P1: Poly-methacrylic acid based with medium side chain length
• P2: Poly-acrylic acid based with medium side chain length
• P3: Poly-methacrylic acid based with medium side chain length
• P4: Amine modified poly-methacrylic acid based with medium side chain length,
(reduced C/E)
• P5: Poly-Acrylic acid based with long side chain length
• P6: Poly-Methacrylic acid based with long side chain length
• P7: Amine modified poly methacrylic backbone with medium side chain length
• P11: Poly-Acrylic acid based with long side chain length
Important requirements for an ultra high performance concrete are generally high water
reduction and a fast adsorbing time. The demanded workability (slump life) is depending on
the project requirements. As you can see in figure 1, polymers P1, P5 and P6 could be a
good solution and P2, P3 or P11 are probably suitable too. The water reduction of P4 and P7
is obviously to low.
Concerning the mixing time, different polymers have different a behaviour. As polymers
adsorb on positively charged cement hydrates their eagerness or speed of adsorption is
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mainly depending on how much negatively charged sites (e.g. carboxylic groups) the
polymer contains. The eagerness is chemically expressed by the C/E-ratio of the polymer
(free carboxylic groups vs. esterified carboxylic groups of the backbone). Additionally the
adsorption is also influenced by the confirmation of the polymer in solution and this is
depending on one hand on the backbone (acrylic vs. methacrylic type) and o the other hand
on the side chain length. A fast adsorbing polymer can reduce the mixing time in a standard
concrete mix. The different adsorption behaviour of the tested polymers is mentioned below:

Figure 2:

Adsorption behaviour of different polymers

The impression of this first screening has to be confirmed in the next test-series with a
suitable UHPC-mix design in Hobart-mixer.
3.2

Screening based on small scale lab. trials

In this phase of the selection, the idea of the first part has to be confirmed. Additionally
differences in strength, setting behaviour and visual impression should give a clear picture
for possible applications.
For the test series, the following mix design was chosen due to experience of previous
studies:
Table 1:

Mix design used in the laboratory tests.

Cement

CEM I 52.5 R

1050 kg/m3

Micro silica

250 kg/m3

Quartz sand

0.08 - 1.2 mm

827 kg/m3

Steel fibres

Dramix OL 13/.16

195 kg/m3

Water
Superplasticizer
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205 kg/m3
®

Sika ViscoCrete

®

45 kg/m3
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Another important factor for the laboratory trials was the mixing sequence. The test series
were produced according to the following mixing sequence:
For the test series, the following mixing sequence was chosen due to experience of previous
studies:
Table 2:

Mixing sequence

Dry mixing

1 min

water dosage

3 min

Admixture dosage

5 min

Fibre dosage

1 min

Final mixing

2 min

3.2.1

Slump life / water reduction

The loss of the slump can give some indication about required application. For prefabricated
elements, a shorter slump life is needed than in ready mix application. The results of the
laboratory trials show some variation compared to the polymer behaviour described in figure
1. The variation is not as big as in standard concrete applications. This behaviour is due to
the high content of superplasticizer in an UHPC mix. Figure 3 shows, that polymer P4 has a
very short slump life in a UHPC mix contrary to standard concrete applications. All the other
polymers show a slump life of over one hour.
Regarding the water reduction, the laboratory tests indicate some variations between 135
mm and 187 mm. The best results were achieved with polymer P11 whereas the lowest
water reduction results from the mix with P4. These findings correspond mostly qualitative
with the estimations of figure 1, which are based on a standard concrete mix.

Figure 3:

Slump life of different polymers
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3.2.2

Setting behaviour

The setting time was determined on the basis of the records of temperatures described
under 2.2. The setting times show big variations and give a good indication for the early
strength development. In spite of the short slump life, polymer P4 does not have the shortest
setting time. Beside the highest water reduction, polymer P11 also has the shortest setting
time.

Figure 4:

Setting behaviour of different polymers

3.2.3

Strength development

To evaluate some variations in strength and strength development, the following strength
were measured:
• Compressive strength:

1, 7 and 28 days

• Flexural strength:

1, 7 and 28 days

According to the setting behaviour (figure 4), the early strength after one day show big
variations. The mixes with polymer P5, P7 and P11 have the highest early strength. The
compressive strength corresponds very well with the flexural strength. After 7 and 28 days,
the strengths reach the same level. In this phase of the hydration, the binder system is
crucial for the strength development. The influence of the superplasticizer is negligible.
Due to the early strength development, only some types of superplasticizers are suitable for
early strength applications like prefabricated elements. For example Polymer P5 and P11 are
good opportunities for such an application because of their good early strengths.
Because of the slightly better flexural strengths, Polymer P1 and P3 can be used for
applications, were a high flexural strength is needed.
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Figure 5:

Compressive strength development

Figure 6:

Flexural strength development
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3.2.4

Mixing behaviour / Visual check

According to the different adsorption behaviours, the behaviour during the mixing sequences
was slightly different from polymer to polymer. The main differences occurred in the time
between 5.5 and 6 minutes after beginning of mixing. Polymers 1, 6 and 11 showed a slightly
better dispersion. An optimisation of the mixing sequence should be part of field trials,
because the mixer type has a big influence.
In these laboratory trials the rating of the homogeneity and handling are based on a visual
check. The Impression of these small variations is below-mentioned.
Table 3:

Rating of homogeneity based on a visual check
P1

homogeneity
handling

4

good
on
average

P2
very
good
on
average

P3
on
average
on
average

P4
bad
on
average

P5
on
average
on
average

P6
on
average
on
average

P7

P11

bad

good

on
average

on
average

Conclusions

The selection of a suitable superplasticizer is mainly defined by the application. After a first
screening like the laboratory trials with the Hobart mixer, the range of products can be
reduced. With this concept, it’s possible to start very quickly with field trials and save time
and resources. During the field trials it is essential to focus on other topics than the selection
of superplasticizers like mixing sequence, variations and local conditions.
The goal of mix design should be always a good team work. It’s useless to test numbers of
diverent admixtures, if some basic data are available. The main focus in the selection of the
superplasticizer should be always on the slump life and the early strength. If a suitable
polymer is available for the needed application a fine tuning by the admixture supplier is
possible to fulfil other parameters like homogeneity or handling.
5
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Influence of superplasticizers on the fluidity of cements
with different amount of aluminate phase
Summary
This paper discusses the effective factors on the fluidity and the early hydration of
preproduction cement with different amount of C3A produced in the real plant. Napthalene
based and polycarboxylate based superplasticizers are used. It was clarified that C3A
contents and the amount of the soluble alkali in cement influenced on the fluidity of cement.
This is related to the increasing of specific surface area of cement by early hydration and the
adsorption inhibition of superplasticizes by the contens of soluble alkali of cement. The heat
liberation of cement at early stage is influenced by the C3A and the soluble alkali contents,
and free lime (F-CaO) is related to the soluble alkali in the same plant. There is good
correlation between the apparent viscosity of cement pastes and the heat liberation of early
hydration in each of three proposed ranges of ranges of F-CaO content
Keywords: Aluminate phase, Real plant, Fluidity, Heat liberation, Superplasticizer
1

Introduction

Portland cement wiht C3A content in the less than 5% such as low heat Protland cement and
moderate heat Portland cement is very usful for the production of high performance concrete.
However, raw materials originating from waste have recently come to be used as ingredients
in cement. The waste in common use contains a higher proportion of Al2O3 (the aluminate
phase) than ordinary Portland cement (OPC). With little prospect of major increases in
conventional cement production in the future and with pressure on the cement industry to
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contribute to sustainability, it is very likely that cements with more of this aluminate phase will
have to be used[1]. Many researchers have studied and reported on the effects of cement
properties on the fluidity of superplasticized cement pastes[2,3]. The C3A, SO3, gypsum
hemihydrate and soluble alkali content as well as fineness and the specific surface area of
the hydrated cement paste have all been cited as cement qualities that affect the
performance of the superplasticizer. Taking as an example Eco-Cement, which has the
highest aluminate phase content of any cement in the world, it has been reported that the
quantity of polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer added is substantially greater than with
ordinary cement and that cement paste fluidity is determined by the quantity of adsorbed
superplasticizer per specific surface area[4]. However, there have been a paucity of studies
on superplasticizer interactions as the content of the aluminate phase changes. Yamada et
al. studied cement with a C3A content of 5.3-7.3% and an alkali content, K2O in particular, of
not less than 1%. The results of this study showed that alkalis, particularly K2O, in C3A
increase the reactivity and decrease the fluidity of cement pastes and that the ratio of the
SO3 content to that of Na2O in the clinker is an important factor[1]. Given the likely increase
in the quantity of waste being treated in the future, it is necessary to develop a quality control
method for use at commercial plants based on a quantitative evaluation of the effects
aluminate content on the fluidity of cement pastes. To that end, the accumulation of data
from numerous cement plants is necessary. This paper describes the effects of C3A on the
fluidity and the very early hydration of cement pastes prepared for the purpose from clinker
materials manufactured at commercial plants, varying in C3A content from 3.7% to 10%. This
paper presents the important information to propose a performance evaluation method for
the fluidity of cement pastes based on measured the heat liberation of cement early
hydration.
2

Test method

2.1

Materials used

The cement samples in the research were prepared by adding gypsum to the clinker
materials having the chemical compositions shows in Table 1. Finess of these cements is
ajusted about 3300 cm2/g. These clinkers were manufactured at commercial plants for the
purposes of this research. Chemical compositions were measured in accordance with JIS
R5204: "Chemical analysis method for cement by X-ray fluorescence". The content of free
lime (F-CaO) was measured in accordance with the Japan Cement Association Standard
Testing Method JCASI-01-1997. The soluble alkali content was measured in accordance with
ASTM C114. The weight of each test sample was 3.5 g. Alkalis were analyzed by inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) spectrometry.
In order to evaluate the effects of cement chemical composition and the constituent
compounds of the cement, the particle size and the method of adding gypsum were
standardized.
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Table 1:

Chemical and mineral composition of cement

No

Chemical composition (%)
igloss SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O

Bouge(%)
Cl-

FC S C2S C3A C4AF
CaO 3

1

0.64

24.9 3.53

3.36 62.8 1.53 1.90 0.15 0.42 0.0011 0.24 31.5 47.7 3.7

10.2

2

0.99

23.8 3.20

2.77 65.1 1.56 1.93 0.13 0.34 0.0016 0.51 50.7 30.2 3.8

8.4

3

0.85

25.0 3.53

2.83 64.1 1.63 1.90 0.15 0.35 0.0054 0.31 36.4 44.3 4.6

8.6

4

0.78

23.6 3.97

2.89 64.4 1.73 1.98 0.20 0.44 0.0082 0.37 44.6 34.1 5.6

8.8

5

0.76

21.3 4.94

3.16 65.8 1.61 1.92 0.20 0.38 0.0070 0.37 61.5 14.7 7.8

9.6

6

0.70

21.8 4.97

2.96 65.4 1.73 1.87 0.21 0.24 0.0045 0.17 56.6 19.9 8.2

9.0

7

0.78

20.2 4.87

2.76 66.4 2.05 1.92 0.24 0.47 0.0097 0.95 70.5 4.82 8.2

8.4

8

0.81

20.7 5.30

3.22 65.4 1.61 1.94 0.30 0.47 0.0034 0.42 61.5 12.9 8.6

9.8

9

0.75

20.6 5.20

2.86 66.0 1.97 1.80 0.22 0.40 0.0035 0.43 66.0 9.44 8.9

8.7

10

0.85

20.2 5.09

2.62 67.0 1.95 1.98 0.22 0.35 0.0175 0.63 72.7 3.23 9.1

8.0

11

0.67

20.1 5.50

3.12 65.9 1.73 1.89 0.28 0.29 0.0050 0.25 67.4 6.86 9.3

9.5

12

0.90

20.4 5.64

3.07 65.9 1.54 1.87 0.28 0.48 0.0271 0.40 63.9 10.4 9.8

9.3

0.93

19.9 5.39

2.51 66.6 1.95 2.02 0.26 0.51 0.0191 0.76 71.7 2.93 10.0

7.6

13

Fineness: Blaine method

Gypsum (with a ratio of 50-to-50 hemihydrate-to-dihydrate) was mixed with a coarsely
pulverized clinker and the mixture was pulverized. Comparing the C3A content determined by
the Rietveld method (software: RIETAN 2000) with that estimated using the Bogue
calculation, the Bogue value was found to be smaller than the Rietveld by 2-3%. However,
the two methods indicated a similar trend so the latter is used in this paper. Cement with a
C3A content in the 3.7% to 10.0% range (as estimated using the Bogue calculation) and an
F-CaO content in the 0.17% to 0.95% range was used.
2.2

Test method

A polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (PC34)[5] was added at 0.2% and 0.4% by mass
and a naphthalene-base superplasticizer (BNS) was added at 0.6% and 1.0% by mass of
cement. Superplasticizer contents are given as a dry mass as a percentage of the mass of
cement. The apparent viscosity of a cement paste with a water-to-cement ratio of 0.32 and
mixed using a spatula for 10 minutes was measured using a stress-control rotating doublecylindrical viscosity meter (Model: RT20 Z41 TI by HAAKE). The measuring program was set
so that the shear stress increased from 0 Pa to 200 Pa and then decreased from 200 Pa to 0
Pa (cycle time: 5 minutes) and the apparent viscosity of the cement paste under a shear
stress of 200 Pa was measured. Hydration of the cement paste prepared by the method
described above was brought to a stop by the use of a large quantity of acetone. The paste
was dried using an aspirator under reduced pressure (2.33×103Pa)for 24 hours and the BET
specific surface area of the paste was measured with a continuous-flow surface area
analyzer (Model: SA-6200 by Horiba, Ltd.). The heat liberation in the first 60 minutes of
cement hydration at a water-to-cement ratio of 0.40 was measured using a conduction
calorimeter.
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3

Test results and discussion

3.1

Effects of cement properties on the fluidity of cement pastes

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the C3A content of the cement and the apparent
viscosity of the cement paste. The apparent viscosity varied greatly for C3A contents greater
than about 8%, irrespective of the type of superplasticizer, PC34 or BNS. Particularly
noticeable was the large variation in apparent viscosity when dosage of BNS was smaller. In
contrast, for C3A contents below about 8%, the apparent viscosity was constant regardless of
the type and dosage of superplasticizer.
Table 2 shows the results of a multiple regression analysis on the data given in Figure 1 (that
is, on the relationship between apparent viscosity of the cement paste and the C3A and FCaO content of the cement). The multiple correlation coefficients were very large, 0.94 for
PC34 and 0.90 for BNS, suggesting that cement paste fluidity is controlled by the content of
these two components. For example, a variation of 1% in the C3A content results in the
apparent viscosity changing by 14.3 MPa-s and 15.1 MPa-s at the 0.4% PC34 content and
the 1.0% BNS content, respectively; similarly, a variation of 1% in the F-CaO content results
in the apparent viscosity changing by 298 MPa-s and 310 MPa-s at the 0.4% PC34 content
and 1.0% BNS content, respectively.

Figure 1:

Influence of C3A contents for cement on the fluidity of cement paste with
superplasticizers (the brackets indicates the dosage of superplasticizer to
cement)

Table 2:

Multiple regression analysis for apparent viscosity of cement paste
Superplasticizer

PC34
(C×0.4%)

BNS
(C×1.0%)

14.3
298
22
0.94

15.1
310
2
0.90

Factor
C3A
F-CaO
intercept
R2
2
R : multiple correlation coefficients
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Figure 2 shows the influence of C3A content or F-CaO content on the specific surface area of
the cement 10 minutes after hydration began. The specific surface area increased with C3A
content for a similar F-CaO content regardless of the type of superplasticizer. Further, the
specific surface area increases with increasing F-CaO content for a constant C3A content.
The fact that cement paste fluidity is dominated by C3A and F-CaO is related to an increase
in specific surface area as hydration proceeds. It is presumed that the quantity of small
hydrate powder particles increases and the quantity of adsorbed superplasticizer per specific
surface area decreases. When F-CaO is added to synthesized pure C3A, hydration is
restrained immediately upon addition of water[6], a result that differs from the results shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2:

Specific surface area of hydrated cement (measured by BET)

Figure 3:

Relation between F-CaO and soluble alkali

Figure 3 shows the relation between F-CaO content at similar C3A contents and soluble alkali
content. For cement manufactured commercially, the soluble alkali content increases with
increasing F-CaO content. It is presumed that residual F-CaO is associated with alkalis in the
cement and the activity of C3A increases as a result of alkali action. Accordingly, a method of
adding F-CaO after burning of cement is likely to restrain the reaction of C3A, but this
remains a topic for further study.
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From the results of the relationship between the absorption of superplasticizer per unit
surface area, for superplasticizers PC34 and BNS added at 0.4% and 1.0% by mass of
cement, and apparent viscosity of the cement paste, the apparent viscosity decreased,
meaning fluidity was higher, with increasing superplasticizer adsorption. That is, as already
reported, the fluidity of cement paste is dominated by the quantity of superplasticizer
adsorbed per unit surface area[4]. To achieve a given apparent viscosity, the quantity of
adsorbed BNS per unit surface area was about four times greater than the amount of PC34.
This is the same tendency as with Eco Cement and is related to relative ease with which the
superplasticizer is taken into the hydrates, a characteristic of superplasticizer molecule size.
Variations in the amount of superplasticizer adsorbed even with the same superplasticizer
content are associated with the cement's soluble alkali content, as already revealed in many
reports. The higher the soluble alkali contents in the cement, the lower the quantity of
adsorbed superplasticizer; as a result the apparent viscosity is higher and the fluidity of the
cement paste is lower. As regards the adsorption inhibiting effect of soluble alkalis and their
tendency to cause contraction of polymer molecules, the mechanism of this behavior has
already been elucidated through much research[7]. In this study, the quantity of both PC34
and BNS adsorbed decreased with increasing soluble alkali content.
3.2

Early heat of hydration and fluidity

Figure 4 shows the relationship between heat of hydration one hour after the addition of
water and apparent viscosity of the cement paste for cases with PC34 added. The apparent
viscosity tends to increase with increasing heat of hydration and the change is rapid when
the heat of hydration exceeds 14J-g-1. It suggests also that heat of hydration could be used
for quality control. Heat of hydration is related to the C3A content: as the C3A content
increases, the heat of hydration also increases. However, the effects of soluble alkalis on the
reaction of C3A are also included in the heat of hydration. As already noted, heat of hydration
is also associated with both soluble alkali content and F-CaO content.
To demonstrate this, the F-CaO content is divided into three ranges: 0.3% and below, 0.3%
to 0.5%, and over 0.5%. The relationship between heat of hydration and apparent viscosity
for cement paste made with PC-34, as shown in Figure 4, can be represented by a
regression line for each range. The apparent viscosity, or conversely the fluidity, of the
cement paste can then be estimated from the heat of hydration based on the dosage of
superplasticizer and the F-CaO content.
In a similar way, the relationship between heat of hydration and apparent viscosity for
cement paste with BNS can be organized by superplasticizer content and F-CaO content.
For the polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer, the coefficients of correlation are large,
except below 0.3% where the number of test samples is insufficient, suggesting that it is
possible to estimate cement paste fluidity from the heat of hydration. The coefficients of
correlation for BNS tend to be lower than for PC34. This might be acceptable if more test
samples are taken and the range below 0.3% (where the number of test samples was
insufficient) is ignored, but also the fluidity of the cement paste made with BNS sometimes
changes suddenly. This phenomenon will need to be taken into account.
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Figure 4:

Relation between apparent viscosity of paste and the heat liberation of cement
hydration with PC34

Finally, the effect factors for the early hydration and the fluidity of cement pastes are
summarized. Heat is released when C3A hydrates. The amount of heat released depends on
the C3A content and the soluble alkali content. The F-CaO content is related to the soluble
alkali content as already noted. The fluidity of the cement paste decreases as the heat of
hydration increases, a phenomenon associated with the increased specific surface area of
the formed hydrates. To obtain a given fluidity, extra superplasticizer needs to be adsorbed.
If the superplasticizer is added at a fixed dosage, the adsorption of superplasticizers per
specific surface area decreases and the fluidity drops. Early heat of hydration is dominated
by the C3A content and the F-CaO (soluble alkali) content. As hydrates form, the quantity of
ultra-fine particles rises. This then influences the fluidity in addition to superplasticizer
adsorption.
4

Conclusions

The authors studied the effects of the properties of cement with varying C3A contents,
prepared for research purposes from clinker manufactured at commercial plants, on the
fluidity of cement paste containing a polycarboxylate or naphthalene superplasticizer. The
results of the study are summarized below.
(1) The C3A and F-CaO content of cement affects the fluidity of the cement paste. The
domination of cement paste fluidity by C3A and F-CaO is related to an increase in specific
surface area that occurs with hydration.
(2) Appropriate cement paste fluidity can be ensured regardless of the type of
superplasticizer by maintaining the C3A content below about 8%.
(3) For cement manufactured at commercial plants, the soluble alkali content is related to the
F-CaO content. The reactions of C3A are accelerated in the presence of soluble alkalis.
(4) The early heat of hydration is determined by the C3A content and the F-CaO (soluble
alkali) content.
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(5) The F-CaO content is related to the soluble alkali content. The inhibition of
superplasticizer adsorption by soluble alkalis can be evaluated from the F-CaO content.
(6) There is good correlation between the apparent viscosity of cement pastes and the early
heat of hydration in each of three proposed ranges of F-CaO content. Measurement of
the early heat of hydration therefore one method of evaluating the fluidity of cement
pastes.
This research, focusing on a possible method of quality control that might ensure the fluidity
of cement pastes, should prove very significant.
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Influence of addition method of suplerplasticizer on the
properties of fresh UHPC
Summary
This paper deals with the influence of superplasticizer addition time on the properties of fresh
UHPC. Superplasticizer was added in UHPC by two addition methods, i.e., direct addition
and stepwise addition. The results showed that the stepwise addition remarkably enhanced
the dispersing effect of the superplasticizer and increased the flowability of UHPC. To explain
these results more experiments were carried out on cementitious pastes with 3 cements and
2 superplasticizers. Besides the addition methods used in UHPC the delayed addition was
also involved. Same results were obtained as in UHPC. The enhancing effect of stepwise
and delayed addition is related to the cement/superplasticizer interaction in the initial cement
hydration period and affected by the cement activity as well as by the adsorption behaviour
of superplasticizer. The cement activity was evaluated with isothermal calorimetry. At last a
favoured cement/superplasticizer combination was suggested to simplify the UHPC mixing
procedure.
Keywords: UHPC, direct addition, stepwise addition, delayed addition
1

Introduction

Ultrahigh Performance Concrete (UHPC) is characterized with high packing density of fine
powder composed of cement, microsilica and inert fine filler, i.e. quartz powder. The
volumetric water to powder ration (Vw/Vp) in the cementitious matrix in UHPC is extreme low.
To ensure the desired self-compacting properties polycarboxlateeher-based-superplasticizer
is used and the mixing procedure, especially the addition method of the superplasticizer,
should be optimized. Superplasticizer can be added in three methods. In the direct addition it
is added together with mixing water, while in stepwise addition it is separated in 2 parts. The
first part is added together with or direct after water addition. The second part is dosed in
different time intervals after wet mixing. In delayed addition all superplasticizer is added at a
specified time after water addition. Experiences in conventional high performance concrete
using SNF or SMF- based superplasticizer show that the delayed addition can remarkably
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improve the dispersing performance of the superplasticizer [1-3]. For polycarboxylateetherbased superplasticizers the results in literatures are confused. In [5] an enhanced dispersing
effect was noted, if the superplasticizer was delayed added in concrete, while in [4] no
influence of the addition time of the superplasticizer was observed. The author’s own
experiments showed that the addition time has large influence on the rheological properties
of UHPC [6]. It can be assumed that the influence of the addition time on the dispersing
performance of a certain superplasticizer is affected not only by the superplasticizer itself, but
also by its combination with cement. In the present paper the influence of addition time of
superplasticizer on the properties of fresh UHPC was studied. Extra experiments were
carried out on cementitious pastes whose composition were similar as the matrix in UHPC.
The purpose was to find a cement/superplasticizer combination, at which the properties of
fresh UHPC are less sensitive to the addition method of the superplasticizer.
2

Materials

The composition of experimented UHPC containing coarse aggregates and cementitious
pastes (abbr.: P1, P2, …, P6) are listed in Table 1. The superplasticizer dosages in the
pastes are the saturation dosages for corresponding cement-superplasticizer combination.
They were detected by means of the Marsh-cone. All cements are ordinary Portland cements
with high early strength. The cements C1 and C3 have high sulphate resistance. The
superplasticizers are polycarboxylateether based.
Table 1:

Composition of UHPC and cementitious pastes
Materials

denote

UHPC

P1

CEM I 42,5 R HS

C1

1

1

CEM I 52,5 R

C2

CEM I 42,5 R HS/NA

C3

P2

P3

P4

P5

1
1

1
1

Superplasticizer 1

SP1

3.6%

Superplasticizer 2

SP2

2.1%

Superplasticizer 3

SP3

4.1%

P6

4.8%

1

2.7%
4.1%

4.8%

2.7%

Microsilica

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

Quartz powder

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

Water (incl. water in SPs)

0.29

0.27

0.28

0.25

0.27

0.28

0.25

Quartz sand (0.3 - 0.8 mm)

0.82

Basalt split (2 - 5 mm)

1.96

3

Experiments on UHPC

The UHPC was mixed in an intensive mixer. Mixing intensity and mixing time for each mixing
step can be programmed prior mixing and automatically recorded during mixing.
superplasticizers were added with two sequences, i.e. direct addition and stepwise addition.
In the direct addition all superplasticizer was dissolved in mixing water and added in concrete
after 30 seconds dry mixing. Then all components were mixed continually for 5 minutes with
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higher mixing intensity. In stepwise addition the superplasticizers were added separately.
After 30 seconds dry mixing water was added during ca. 15 seconds, direct followed by the
addition of SP1 within 5 seconds. Then the mixing lasted with lower mixing intensity till to the
addition of SP2. SP2 was added at different time after water had been added. Just before the
addition of SP2 the mixing intensity was adjusted to the higher one . The mixing from water
addition to the end of the mixing lasted 240 seconds.
The properties of the fresh UHPC were evaluated with slump flow, air content and the
sedimentation. These parameters were determined immediately after the end of mixing
according to the guideline for self-compacting concrete (SCC) recommended by DAfStb [9].
The sedimentation was investigated according to the wash out method in this guideline. The
mesh width of the sieve was 2 mm instead of 8 mm for SCC in the guideline.

(a) slump flow and air content
Figure 1:

(b) sedimentation of UHPC

properties of fresh UHPC in dependence of SP addition time

It is obviously to see that the addition time of the superplasticizer has large influence on the
fluidity of UHPC. The later the SP2 in UHPC added, the higher the fluidity (Fig. 1a).
Meanwhile, the viscosity of UHPC was significantly reduced. As result the air content in the
fresh UHPC decreased from 2.5% to 1%. On the other hand UHPC tends to sediment. In Fig.
1b it can be seen that the slump flow of UHPC containing coarse aggregates should not
exceed 830 mm. Otherwise the sediment increases dramatically.
In fact, the high sensitivity of the fresh UHPC properties to the superplasticizer addition time,
as described above, is disadvantage for the production of UHPC in practice. If the
superplasticizer was somewhat earlier or later added during the mixing process, the
properties of UHPC would strongly fluctuate. Furthermore, to achieve the desired selfcompacting properties SP2 should be added at least 60 seconds later after water addition.
This makes the mixing procedure somewhat complicated. To simplify the mixing procedure it
is necessary to find a new cement/superplasticizer combination, at which the properties of
fresh UHPC are less sensitive to the addition time of the superplasticizer. For this purpose
more experiments were performed on pastes with different cement/superplasticizer
combinations (P1 – P6 in Table 1).
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4

Experiments on cementitious pastes

The fluidity of the pastes was measured using a flow cone with an upper diameter of 70 mm,
a lower diameter of 100 mm and a height of 60 mm. The viscosity of the pastes was
indirectly evaluated with a Marsh Cone. The testing procedure is described in [7]. The time
needed for a certain volume of paste to flow out of the cone with a small opening was
recorded. The longer the flow time, the higher is the viscosity. The paste volume to flow out
in the present experiments was 1.1 Litre. As the viscosity of the cementitious paste in UHPC
is higher than that in normal or high strength concretes, the diameter of the opening was 25
mm, while for the pastes in normal and high strength concrete a 10 mm diameter is
preferred.

(a) pastes containing SP2
Figure 2:

(b) pastes containing SP3

slump and flow time in dependence on the SP addition time (delayed addition)

For the determination of the influence of superplasticizer addition time on the fluidity
cementitious pastes (P1 – P6) were mixed in a mortar mixer. The mixing time for each step
was recorded using a stop watch. Pastes were mixed in 3 sequences, i.e. direct addition,
stepwise addition, and delayed addition. The stepwise addition simulates the mixing
sequence for UHPC. Superplasticizer was separated in 2 parts. The first part was 2/3 of the
total superplasticizer dosage and was added 30 seconds after the beginning of water
addition which lasted ca. 15 seconds. The rest 1/3 superplasticizer was added in different
time after water addition. In the delayed addition all superplasticizer was added at different
time after water addition.
As same as observed in the experiments on UHPC, stepwise addition of superplasticizer
results in higher fluidity and lower viscosity of the pastes than the direct addition. The later
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the second part superplasticizer added, the larger this effect. The delayed addition is slightly
more effective than the stepwise addition. Fig. 2 shows the results for the delayed addition.
Additionally, the aptitude of the change in the paste rheological properties caused by the
addition time of the superplasticizer is affected by cement and superplasticizer type. As can
be seen in Fig. 2 the rheological properties, especially the viscosity, of pastes (P2 and P5)
composed of CEM I 52.5 R (C2) were strongly affected by the addition method of
superplasticizer, while pastes (P3 and P6) containing CEM I 42.5 R HS/NA (C3) were hardly
affected. The influence of the addition time of superplasticizer on pastes containing CEM I
42. R HS (C1) is depended on the superplasticizer used. Regarding the superplasticizer,
pastes with SP2 show higher sensitivity to the addition time of superplasticizer than pastes
with SP3 (P1 vs. P4, P2 vs. P5).
5

Discussion

As described above the stepwise and delayed addition of superplasticizer reduce the
viscosity and improve, at least do not decrease, the fluidity of the pastes and thus also that of
the UHPC. The enhancing effect on the rheological properties is depended on the cements
and superplasticizers used as well as their combinations. In the case of SNF- and SMFsuperplasticizers this is explained by the intercalation of superplasticizer molecule into the
hydration products formed in the initial cement hydration. The later the superplasticizer
added, the less it would be intercalated into the initial hydration products. More
superplasticizer will be adsorbed on the surface of fine particles and disperse the
agglomerates. The dispersing effect of the superplasticizer is therefore improved [8].
However, the superplasticizer used in UHPC is based on polycarboxylateether (PC). The
molecule is much larger because of their side chains. This could make their intercalation
more difficult. There is no definite evidence for the intercalation of PC-based superplasticizer
into the hydration products. In [10,11] and [12] the intercalation of PC-based superplasticizer
with long side chains of 45 and 90 ethyleneoxide (EO) in layered hydration products C4AH19
and C2AH8 from synthesized pure C3A was observed. However, in these experiments the
conditions were different from that in real cement hydration, as no gypsum was added in the
reaction system. The strong competitive intercalation of SO42- was thus eliminated.

(a) just after contactwith (water+SP)
Figure 3:

(b) few minutes after contact
with (water+SP)

(c) few minutes after contact
with (water+SP)

illustration of the direct addition, cement with lower (b) and higher (c) activity
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In [13] a model was proposed to explain the long time dispersing effect of comb copoplymer,
such as PC-superplasticizer. The dispersing effect of PC-based superplasticizer is related to
its steric repulsive force. The main chain of the molecular adsorbs on the surface of cement
particle, while the polyethylene oxide side chains extend into the aqueous solution among
solid particles (Fig. 3a). During the cement hydration the front of the hydrate products
progress from cement surface towards the space occupied by the aqueous solutions. The
side chain of the superplasticizer will be partially buried in the hydration products (Fig. 3b and
Fig. 3c). Only the part which is sticking out from the hydrate products is active for dispersion.
The longer the out sticking chain, the better is the dispersing effect. The length of the side
chain sticking out from the hydrate products can be affected by many factors, such as the
original side chain length, the cement activity, the addition time of the superplasticizer, the
adsorption velocity of the superplasticizer, and the ion concentration, e.g. SO42-, as the side
chain would be shrunk by it [14]. The adsorption velocity is not only defined by the molecular
structure of the superplasticizer. It is also affected by the combination with cement.

(a) direct addition
Figure 4:

(b) stepwise addition

(c) delayed addition

illustration of the direct addition (a), stepwise addition (b) and delayed addition (c)

The enhancing effect of stepwise and delayed addition on the fluidity of paste can be
illustrated in Fig.4. If superplasticizer is dosed in paste together with or direct after the water
addition, it adsorbs on the surface of cement or on the thin layer of hydration products
formed in the prior few seconds. In the next several minutes the hydrate products extend
outwards and bury the side chain in it. The sticking out side chain, which is responsible for
dispersing, will be shortened (Fig. 4a). In the case of stepwise addition the second part
superplasticizer is later added and adsorbs on hydrate products formed prior. This part of
superplasticizer would be less buried and more effective for dispersing than the first part (Fig.
4b). It is imaginable that the later the second part superplasticizer added, the less it would be
buried and the more effective it would be. This is verified by the experimental results on
UHPC (Fig. 1). In the case of delayed addition the same tendency can be imagined (Fig. 4c).
As mentioned in section 4, the aptitude of the enhancing effect through stepwise and delayed
addition of the superplasticizer is affect by cement activity and superplasticizer used. The
activities of the 3 cements were evaluated by the heat evolution rate measured by isothermal
calorimetry (Fig. 5). The hydrations in the first 30 minutes are shown in Fig. 5b. The w/c-ratio
in the calorimetry tests was 0.4, as cement could not totally immerse in water at lower w/cratio. It can be seen that C2 has the high activity, while C1 and C3 have medium and low
one, respectively. In the first 15 minutes, which correspond to the period from water addition
through mixing to the measurement of the slump flow of the pastes, the hydration heat
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released by C2, C1 and C3 are 19.7, 11.1 and 2.2 J/g, respectively. The C3 behaves almost
inert in this period. Therefore pastes P3 and P6 containing C3 are hardly affected by the
addition time of superplasticizer, while the P2 and P5 containing C2 were strongly affected.
The influence of addition time of superplasticizer on pastes containing CEM I 42. R HS (C1)
is depended on the superplasticizer used.
Due to the lack of information about the molecular structure of the superplasticizers it is
difficult to analyze why the fluidity of the pastes with the SP3 is relative less insensitive to the
addition time than the pastes with SP2 (P4 vs. P1 and P5 vs. P2). One can suppose that the
dispersing effect of superplasticizer with high adsorption velocity would be more affected by
its addition time. Superplasticizer with very long side chain would be less affected.

(a) hydration in 3 days
Figure 5:

hydration of tested cements

6

Conclusions

(b) initial hydration

In the present paper the influence of addition time of superplasticizer on the properties of
fresh UHPC has been studied. In order to explain the results obtained on UHPC the
rheological properties of cementitious pastes with similar composition as the matrix in UHPC
were investigated. The experiments on cementitious pastes involved different
cement/superplasticizer combinations and 3 addition methods of superplasticizers, i.e. direct
addition, stepwise addition and delayed addition. Based on the results following conclusions
can be drawn:
•

The fluidity of UHPC can be improved by stepwise addition of the superplsticizer. The
later the second part superplasticizer added after water, the higher was the fluidity.
Meanwhile the viscosity of fresh UHPC was decreased. This significantly lowered the
air content in fresh UHPC. The same tendency has been also obtained on cemeitious
pastes.

•

The aptitude the fluidity being improved or the viscosity being decreased by stepwise
and delayed addition of superplasticizer is depended on the cement activity and the
superplasticizer adsorption behaviour. The higher the cement activity, the more
effective the stepwise and delayed addition. On the contrary the rheological
properties of paste containing the cement which hydrates extremely slow in the initial
period are hardly affected by the addition method of superplasticizer.
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To simplify the mixing procedure a cement/superplasticizer combination at which the
properties of fresh UHPC will be less affected by the addition time of superplasticizer
is favoured. Cement with slow initial hydration would be preferred.
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Influence of the Ingredients on the Compressive Strength
of UHPC as a Fundamental Study to Optimize the Mixing
Proportion
Summary
In this paper, to make Ultra-High Performance Concrete(UHPC) with the range of
compressive strength 180MPa, it was investigated how each ingredient of UHPC influenced
on the compressive strength. The variables considered in this test were water-binder ratio,
replacement of silica fume, size and proportion of sand, type and replacement of filling
powder, and whether using of steel fiber UHPC or not. As a result, in water-binder ratio 0.20,
we could make UHPC with compressive strength of over 180MPa through using of silica
fume, quartz sand with the particle size of under 0.5mm, filling powder and steel fiber.
Keywords: Ultra-High Performance Concrete(UHPC), steel fiber, compressive strength of
180MPa
1

Introduction

The concrete is economic and durable construction material and is most widely used with
steel materials. However, the concrete has intrinsic defects of low tensile strength and
flexural strength, which causes it to crack easily. In addition, the brittle failure of concrete has
been a problem due to increased compressive strength after high strength concrete has
been commercialized. In order to overcome the defects and problems, various types of fiber
reinforced cementitious composites with improved toughness are being used[1,2]. In
particular, Ultra-High Performance Concrete(UHPC) is being noticed, which are made by
mixing steel fibers with ultra-high strength cementitious matrix with compressive strength of
more than 100MPa to give high toughness[2].
UHPC has improved compressive strength compared with existing normal concretes and
fiber reinforced concretes, increased toughness in case of failure of bending, tension, and
compression, and high durability through densification of cementitious matrix due to ultrahigh strength. Mechanical performance as well as durability will step forward when UHPC
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with these performance is applied to concrete structures instead of normal concretes. In
Korea, RPC (Reactive Powder Concrete) was applied in constructing foot bridge in Sunyoodo, which has increased the interests in UHPC, but the research in this field is almost absent
domestically.
Therefore, to make UHPC with the range of compressive strength 180MPa, it was
investigated how each ingredient of UHPC influenced on the compressive strength. First of
all the experimental variables were water-binder ratio, replacement of silica fume, size and
proportion of sand, type and replacement of filling powder, and whether using of steel fiber in
UHPC or not.
2

Experimental Design

2.1

experimental variables

The experimental variables considered in this paper are shown in Table 1. “O“ and “X“ in a
row means if the corresponding material was used or not in the mixture to estimate the effect
of each variable.
Table 1:

Test variable
Material
OPC

Silica
fume

C

SF

0.16∼0.24

○

Mineral admixture

0.20

Sand

W/B
(%)

Variable

Sand

Filling
powder

S

F

Steel
fiber
STF

A

B

A

B

○

×

○

×

×

×

○

○

×

○

×

×

×

0.20

○

○

○

○

×

×

×

Filling powder

0.20∼0.24

○

○

○

○

○

○

×

Steel fiber

0.20∼0.24

○

○

○

○

×

○

○

W/B

2.2

Materials used

Domestic ordinary portland cement and silica fume as an admixture are used in the
experiment. Their physical and chemical properties are shown in Table 2. Domestic sand
with grain size of 0.5mm and below was used for fine aggregate, and coarse aggregate is not
used. Two types of fine aggregate used are A(density: 2.62g/cm3, average grain size:
0.3~0.5mm, SiO2 93%) and B(density: 2.62g/cm3, average grain size: 0.17~0.3mm, SiO2
93%). Polycarboxylic ether-type superplasticizers with density of 1.01g/cm3 and 30% of solid
ingredient in dark brown liquid were used. Domestically processed filling powders with
average grain size of 100µm and 13µm were used and their physical and chemical
properties are shown in Table 3.
High elastic steel fibers, which has density of 7.8g/cm3, length of 13mm, diameter of 0.2mm,
and yield strength of 2500 Mpa, used to increase toughness at 2% concrete volume friction
ratio.
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Table 2:

Physical and chemical properties of cement and mineral admixture
Surface area

Density

Item

(cm2/g)

(g/cm3)

C

3,333

3.14

SF

200,000

2.10

Table 3:

Chemical composition (%)
MgO

SO3

SiO2

1.40

2.8

2.3

-

1.50

0.1

-

96.0

Physical and chemical properties of filling powders
Size(μm)

Ig.loss (%)

A

100

B

13

Item
Filling powder

2.3

Ig.loss (%)

Chemical composition (%)
Al2O3

MgO

CaO

Fe2O3

SiO2

0.01

0.15

0.003

0.004

0.01

99.3

0.01

0.15

0.004

0.03

0.01

99.3

Mix

The table 4 below shows relative mix compositions of materials used in this experiment
written by weight ratio. The mix design of UHPC used in this experiment is not configured on
such a mix of unit volume as in normal concretes, instead it is configured on relative ratio of
materials based on the quantity of cement.
Table 4:

Mix compositions of UHPC (by weight)
Item

W/B

Optimum mix design

0.16∼0.24

2.4

B
OPC

SF

1

0∼0.35

S

FP

SP

1∼1.3

0∼0.4

0.016

STF
(Vf)
2%

Curing Procedure

Moist curing was performed for one day, thereafter the forms of specimen were removed,
and water curing with high temperature at the temperature of 90±2°C for 3 days was carried
out[3,4].
2.5

Mixing Method

UHPC was mixed using mixer with the volume of 50m3 based on the sequence, time and
speed listed in Fig. 1.

Cement
10min
Silica fume
Filling powder
40rpm
Sand
Figure 1:

Water
+

10min

Superplasticizer

70rpm

5min
Manufacture

Steel fiber
40rpm

Mixing method
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2.6

Tests of Compressive Strength

The compressive strength of UHPC were estimated with 50mm cubic specimen in an
experiment of developing an optimum mix design, and the compressive strength values were
calculated by averaging the values of 5 specimens.

3

Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1

Development for the optimum mix design of UHPC

(1) Effects of Water-Cementitious Materials Ratio
Figure 2 shows the change of compressive strengths with various water-cementitious
materials ratios. The ratio of silica fume is fixed at 0.25. The result of experiment showed that
the compressive strength increased as water-cementitious materials ratio thought decreased,
which was far below the targeted compressive strength of 180MPa. It was estimated that the
strength of UHPC did not depend on failures of cement paste instead it depended on
interface failures between the cement paste and fine aggregates.
According to the experimental results about the effects of water-cementitious materials ratio
on compressive strengths, we concluded that lowering water-cementitious materials ratio had
limitation in manufacturing UHPC target compressive strength of 180MPa, therefore other
methods such as using filling powders had to be considered.
(2) Effects of Silica fume
Figure 3 shows the changes in compressive strengths with the ratio of silica fume. The result
showed that the compressive strength was the highest when the ratio of silica fume reached
0.25 and decreased at higher ratios. The effect of silica fume in UHPC is considered in three
aspects, Which is physical and chemical aspect. The first and second are related to chemical
aspect and third to physical aspect. First, in order for silica fume to undergo a pozzolanic
reaction, calcium hydroxide is required, which is generated when the cement undergo
hydration. In this experiment, we assumed that the quantity of calcium hydroxide required for
pozzolanic reaction of silica fume was sufficient until the ratio of silica fume reached 0.25.
Second, since the amount of cement decreased when the ratio of silica fume exceeded 0.25,
the calcium hydroxide required for pozzolanic reaction was relatively deficient, therefore it
would cause the decrease of the compressive strength[5]. The third is concerned with
physical effect of silica fume. The particle size of silica fume is very small compared with
cement and it can increase the packing density of composites when it is used as a substitute
of cement. The results show that the increase of compressive strength up to 0.25 of silica
fume/cement ratio may somewhat related to packing effect.
After studying the effect of silica fume on the strengths, the most optimum ratio of silica fume
is suggested to be 0.2~0.3. In the future, fly ash or blast furnace slag will be considered in
manufacturing more economic UHPC.
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(3) Effects of Aggregate
In this paper, we used fine aggregates with the size below 5mm instead of coarse
aggregates in developing UHPC in order to ensure homogeneity of concrete and improve the
strengths.
250
Co m p res sive s t ren g t h ( MPa ).

Co m p res s ive s t ren g t h ( MPa ).

250
C: SF: S: SP = 1 : 0 . 2 5 : 0 . 0 1 6

200
150
100
50

150
100

0

50
0

0.16

Figure 2:

W/ B=0 . 2 0
C: SF: S: SP = 1 : 0 ~ 0 . 3 5 : 1 . 1 : 0 . 0 1 6

200

0.18

0.2
W/ B

0.22

0.24

Compressive cementitious

0

Figure 3:

material ratio

Co m p ressive st ren g t h ( MPa ).

Co m p res s ive s t ren g t h ( MPa ).

Compressive strengths according

250

W/ B=0 . 2 0
C: SF: S: SP = 1 : 0 . 2 5 : 1 ~ 1 . 3 : 0 . 0 1 6

150
100
50
0

W/ B=0 . 2 0
C: SF: S: SP = 1 : 0 . 2 5 : 1 . 1 : 0 . 0 1 6

200
150
100
50
0

1

Figure 4:

0.35

to content of silica fume

250
200

0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
Silic a Fume/ Cement ratio

1.1
1.2
Sand/ Cement ratio

1.3

Compressive strengths according
to ratio of sand and cement

100- 0

Figure 5:

30- 70
50- 50
70- 30
0- 100
Replacement ratio ( A( %) - B( %) )

Compressive strengths according
to sand size

Figure 4 shows the effects of ratio of sand on the compressive strengths. The result showed
that the compressive strengths were the highest when the ratio of aggregate to cement was
1.1. Figure 5 shows the relationship of the size of aggregate to the compressive strengths.
We concluded that combining aggregates of different sizes were more advantageous to in
increase strengths than using aggregate of unified size. In particular, the compressive
strengths were the highest when 70% of aggregate A and 30% of aggregate B was
combined.
(4) Effects of Filling powder
In this study, we examined the use of filling powder that could act as filler which can enhance
the density of composites, between cement paste and aggregates to prevent interface
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failures and improve strength of UHPC. Figure 6 shows the experimental result of
compressive strength by the size of filling power. The filling powder A with grain size of
100µm had few effects on increase of strength, but filling powder B with grain size of 13µm
increased the compressive strength by 55MPa(31%) compared to ’ Non’ specimen without
filling powder. The result showed that filling powder increased the strength by acting as filler
in interface between the cement and aggregate. The size of filling powder most effective in
increasing the strength was 13µm. Figure 7 shows the experimental result that measured
compressive strengths at filling powder-cement ratios of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 when the
grain size of filling powder B was 13µm. It was concluded that 0.3 of filling powder-cement
ratio was the most appropriate mix ratio to improve the compressive strength. It was
concluded that 0.3 of filling powder-cement ratio was the most appropriate mix ratio to
density the composites and therefore improve the compressive strength.
Figure 8 shows the compressive strengths as water-cementitious materials ratio changes
when filling powder is used or not. If filling powder was used, the strength increased
irrespective of water-cementitious materials ratio, and if water-binder ratio decreased, the
compressive strength increased. For the ultra-high strength cementitious composites with
low water-cementitious materials ratio, the strength was not determined by cement paste
failures but by adhesive failures between cement paste and aggregate[3,5]. If we try to
reduce water-binder ratio or use the filling powder smaller than 13µm, the compressive
strength of UHPC seems to be increased.
(5) Effects of Steel fiber
In this experiment, we added steel fibers of 2% in volume friction ratio in manufacturing
UHPC, and measured compressive strengths by changing water-cementitious materials
ratio. Figure 10 shows the effect of steel fiber on the compressive strengths of UHPC. The
result of test shows that adding steel fiber increases compressive strengths by 13%
irrespective of water-cementitious materials ratio. In particular, adding steel fiber when watercementitious materials ratio was 0.20 increased the compressive strength to 200MPa, which
indicated the possibility of manufacturing UHPC.
(6) Example of Optimum Composition
As shown above, we obtained the composition of UHPC with compressive strength of
180MPa in the experiment by examining how the ingredients affect the compressive stregth
in UHPC manufactured with actively available domestic materials except silica fume and
steel fiber.
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Figure 10: Example of optimum mix proportion of UHPC
Based on the result obtained so far in this test, the example of composition for UHPC with
compressive strength of 180MPa can be summarized in Figure 10. If thre are substitutes for
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silica fume or steel fibers can be produced domestically, UHPC can be manufactured more
economically without expensive imported materials.
4

Conclusion

From this study, we can draw conclusions as follows :
Through studying the effect of silica fume on the strengths, the most optimum ratio of silica
fume is suggested to be 0.2~0.3.
The compressive strengths were the highest when the ratio of aggregate to cement was 1.1
and In particular, the compressive strengths were the highest when 70% of aggregate size of
0.3~0.5mm and 30% of aggregate size of 0.17~0.3mm was combined.
If we use filling powder with grain size of about 13µm, interface failure of cement paste and
aggregate will be prevented and compressive strength of UHPC will be incresed, and the
compressive strength was the highest at filling power/cement ratio of 0.3.
Under water-cementitious material ratio 0.2, we could make UHPC with compressive
strengths of 180MPa by properly using silica fume, quartz sand in below with a diameter of
under 0.5mm, filling powder with particle size of below 13µm, superplasticizer and steel fiber.
If we try to reduce water-binder ratio or use the filling powder smaller than 13µm, the
compressive strength of UHPC may be increased.
5
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Robustness of UHPC - A New Approach for Mixture
Proportioning
Summary
Experiences with UHPC have clearly shown the problem of the unsatisfactory robustness
concerning variations in the material properties of its components. Solving these problems is
a precondition for establishing the new material in building praxis. For design of a robust
mixture the knowledge of the “optimal mixture” is necessary; however the robust mixture
proportioning will differ thereto. The robust mixture will not achieve the maximum possible
performance in the relevant concrete properties (for example the compressive strength). But
for the robust mixture it is required to reproduce the aimed properties with a satisfactory
assurance despite any unfavourable influences. In this paper a new approach for the
proportioning of robust UHPC mixtures is suggested. Further the influence of the fresh
concrete properties on the robustness of the hardened concrete is pointed out by means of
laboratory tests.
Keywords: robustness, superplasticizer, mixture proportioning, packing density, water
demand
1

Introduction

Robustness is the ability, of a concrete mixture to satisfy its defined requirement profile
despite any unfavourable influences they may be predictable or unpredictable. For UHPC the
main requirements are the hardened concrete properties strength and durability. In general
the fresh concrete properties are of lower interest; however proper placement is a crucial
condition for consistent hardened concrete properties. That makes also the consistency and
the workability time to key properties that have to be considerer for a robust mix design. One
crucial condition for a robust mixture proportioning for UHPC as well as for ordinary concrete
is a surplus of fines. Therefore it is important to know the actual packing conditions in the
mix.
Based on extensive experiences in the development of high performance concrete mixtures
including UHPC [1-4] and investigations on their robustness, a new approach for the mix
design of robust concrete mixtures with high powder contents is suggested. One key point of
this approach is to include the superplasticizers (SP) when determining the water demand of
the materials that are used for the mixture. Caused by the high deflocculating potential, the
presence of PCE-based superplasticizers leads to a lower water demand respectively a
higher packing density of the powder solids than without superplasticizers. These values are
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more convenient to describe the actual conditions in an UHPC mix than conventional water
demand values.
2

The Superplasticizer Based Approach

In general the water demand of any granular mix depends on the specific surface and the
packing density. For coarse aggregates the packing density is the dominant parameter.
However in [5] it is confirmed that also for fine powders in the particle size range of cement
still the measurable value of the water demand is mainly influenced by the packing density
and not the specific surface
Amongst the various methods to determine the water demand the most common ones are
the βp value according to Okamura [6], the water demand at standard consistency according
to DIN EN 196-3 [6] and the water demand according to Puntke [5,6]. They have all in
common that they do not include the effects of superplasticizers.
As high performance concretes (UHPC in particular) are always made with superplasticizers
it seems necessary to include these effects in the determination of the characteristic “water
demand” respectively the characteristic attainable packing density. For each granular mixture
a certain consolidation point exists where just enough water is present to fill all the voids but
no additional water to enable flowing of the paste or mortar. For mixtures without
superplasticizers this point corresponds with the βp value according to Okamura, expressed
as the volumetric water/powder ratio (Vf/Vp-value) or more general as the fluid/solid ratio
(Vf/Vs), including also the coarser particles like sand if present. Already small contents of
PCE-based superplasticizers cause a significant increase in the slump flow compared with
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Figure 1:

Model of the superplasticizer-based approach

The superplasticizer based approach [7] describes the attainable consistency of paste
including superplasticizer in dependence of the Vf/Vp ratio. The model conception is
illustrated in fig. 1.
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Tests without superplasticizers are the basis of the model (consistency without
superplasticizer). With decreasing Vf/Vp ratios the consistency of the paste decreases
linearly, until no flowability is to be observed any longer. This point corresponds with the βpvalue according to Okamura. With increasing Vf/Vp ratios the point of segregation is reached.
Above this point the paste is no longer stable, the solids tend to separate.
Adding superplasticizers, the consistency can be increased to a specific maximum value for
each Vf/Vp ratio. At that point the so called saturation point is reached [8]. Now the paste
shows almost no yield stress, so that an additional superplasticizer dosage cannot lower the
yield stress any further, therefore no larger slump flow can be observed.
The maximum consistency decreases with low Vf/Vp ratios, whereby the needed
superplasticizer content strongly rises. With high Vf/Vp ratios above the segregation point it is
possible to obtain large slump flow values with relatively moderate superplasticizer dosages.
Because of strong separation features in this range, a practical application is not reasonable.
This behaviour changes with lower Vf/Vp ratios below the segregation point. Here it is
possible to design concretes with high superplasticizer contents, even beyond the saturation
point. These pastes are extremely flowable and at the same time stable against any
segregation. If the Vf/Vp ratio is decreased further, the maximum attainable slump flow value
decreases. Due to the dispersion and the related reduction of the agglomerates, a very high
packing density can be obtained, significantly higher than without superplasticizer. The
minimum consolidation point is called “Superplasticizer-based Water Demand”. This
characteristic value is significantly lower than the βp-value according to Okamura. It is
likewise lower than the water demand according to Puntke or DIN EN 196-3. It is noteworthy
that near this point the maximum attainable consistency is limited by the Vf/Vp value. For a
given powder mix this so called boundary consistency can not be exceeded by means of
higher SP dosage, only by changing the Vf/Vp ratio.
The model is valid for all powders or powder mixtures that would be adequate for the
determination of the βp value according to Okamura these are mainly cements and fine inert
powders. As for the βp value the experiments do not give satisfying results, if the material is
too coarse (e.g. sand only), because the fluid’s viscosity is to low to carry the particles. The
determination of the maximum possible packing density respectively the minimum water
demand with a modified Okamura test method as described above (water + SP, with SP
dosage above the saturation point) seems reasonable for the appliance in high performance
concrete technology, because the test conditions represent the conditions in a real concrete
mix much better than with the other testing methods.
3

Experiments

In a recent research project [9], investigations on the robustness of UHPC mixtures were
carried out. Based on a given UHPC mixture that is successfully used in the German DFG
research program SPP 1182, the mixture proportioning was systematically varied. The
materials that were used were a quartz sand (0,125-0,5 mm) (QS), a quartz powder (QP), a
CEM I 52,5R HS/NA cement (CEM), silica fume (in dry powder form) (SF) and a fine fly ash
(FA). As fluid a mix of a PCE-based superplasticizer and water in the mixing ratio 1/6 was
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used. In a first step the various materials were characterized concerning their
superplasticizer based water demand. Than the superplasticizer based water demand values
of mixtures of two components at a time were systematically determined. This was done to
find the mixing ratio with the highest attainable packing density but also to find mixtures
where the fines are dominant. Figure 2 shows an example for a mixture consisting of sand on
the one hand and a powder mix on the other hand. The proportioning of the powder was
chosen in a separate test row, and is kept for this test, whereas the sand content is
systematically varied. Left of the minimum water demand is the range where the coarse
particles (sand) are dominant, whereas right of the minimum the fines are dominant. For
each measurement point in fig. 2 the characteristic boundary consistency curves were
determined. Those values that are marked with circles represent mixing ratios that are also
used for the later hardened concrete investigations.
SP based water demand (Vf /Vs ) [-]

0,7

quartzsand / powder (17,9%QP+60,3%CEM+21,8%SF)

0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1

coarses dominant

fines dominant

0
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

sand content [vol.%]

Figure 2:

superplasticizer based water demand for certain mixing ratios of a sand/powder
mix

The boundary consistency curves are shown in figure 3. For the sake of a better overview
they are spited in two pictures. On the left hand side all those curves with coarse particles
being dominant are shown, on the right hand side are those with fines being dominant. For a
better orientation the curve for “past only” is shown in both pictures. It can be seen that in the
range of the packing optimum (60-46% sand) the curves look similar and run close to each
other. They start with an almost linear slope but between 30 and 40 cm slump flow they show
a distinct bend. In the range before this bend the mixtures are stable and can be adjusted
relatively freely by adding fluid. If the sand is dominant the curves start to bend much earlier
(70% and 85%) and it is not possible to adjust stable mixtures with a reasonable slump flow.
The high necessary amount of fluid to fill the voids in conjunction with the low powder content
leads to a very thin past which itself is not stable enough to keep the whole mortar together,
segregation occurs. For low sand contents the linear area in the first part of the curve gets
longer, whereas the gradient degreases. For paste only the whole curve is linear (in the
shown range) almost like it is known from the βp value according to Okamura. In this case it
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paste only

15% sand

30% sand

46% sand

60% sand

62% sand

70% sand

85% sand

60

60

50

50

40

40

sm [cm]

sm [cm]

is caused by the relatively high silica fume content of 21.8 vol.% in the paste. The silica fume
does not disperse fully and can thus act as a stabilizer. In a next step hardened concrete
properties were investigated on selected mixtures. Table 1 gives an overview of the mixture
variations.

30
20

30
20

10

10

0

0
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

0

0,2

0,4

Vf /Vs value [-]

Figure 3:

54% sand

0,6

0,8

1

Vf /Vs value [-]

boundary consistency curves for the mixing ratios shown in figure 3

In the test row each mixture was produced twice, but each time adjusted to a different slump
flow value. For the investigations the slump flow values (Haegermann cone) of 20 cm and of
30 cm were used. For the examination of the hardened concrete properties prismatic
samples (4 x 4 x 16 cm³) were produce. The compressive strength as well as the flexural
strength was determined after 2, 7 and 28 days.
Table 1:

mixture variations for hardened concrete tests

Mix-No.

total solid fraction[Vol.%]
QP
8,3

CEM
27,8

FA

powder fraction [Vol.%]

M1, M2

QS
54,0

-

SF
10,0

QP
17,9

CEM
60,3

FA
-

SF
21,8

M3, M4

46,0

9,7

32,6

-

11,7

17,9

60,3

-

21,8

M5, M6

30,0

12,6

42,2

-

15,2

17,9

60,3

-

21,8

M7, M8

54,0

9,5

31,9

-

4,6

20,6

69,4

-

10

M9, M10

46,0

11,1

37,5

-

5,4

20,6

69,4

-

10

M11, M12

54,0

10,5

35,5

-

-

22,9

77,1

-

-

M13, M14

46,0

12,4

41,6

-

-

22,9

77,1

-

-

M15, M16

46,0

9,7

32,6

5,9

5,9

17,9

60,3

10,9

10,9

M17, M18

46,0

9,7

32,6

11,7

-

17,9

60,3

21,8

-

Table 2 shows the actual mixture proportioning for each mixture as well as the slump flow
values and v-funnel times. The actual fluid to solid volume ratio (Vf/Vs) is also listed. In figure
4 to 6 the compressive strength is shown versus the w/c ratio respectively the water binder
ratio (w/b). In this case silica fume and fly ash are counted 100% to the binder fraction.
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Results

The experiments show that a dominance of fine particles in a mixture is necessary to be able
to adjust high slump flow values. As soon as the coarse materials are dominant a
disproportionate high amount of fluid is necessary to allow flowing, and with further addition
of fluid the mixture segregates before a useful slump flow value can be reached. Whereas
with a high surplus of fines it is possible to adjust mixtures to slump flow values up to 40 cm
without any segregation.
Table 2:
Mix-No.

mixture proportioning and fresh concrete properties
Components [kg/m³]

Vf/Vs

sm

tv

QP
174

CEM
699

FA
-

SF
179

Fluid
213

[-]

[cm]

[s]

M1

QS
1139

0,266

21,3

83

M2

1103

169

678

-

173

238

0,306

29,5

14

M3

973

205

824

-

210

210

0,262

20,5

128

M4

931

196

788

-

201

245

0,320

29,5

-

M5

613

257

1032

263

237

0,306

21,5

146-

M6

576

241

970

247

284

0,390

30,5

10

M7

1149

202

811

-

83

206

0,255

20,8

89

M8

1118

196

790

-

81

227

0,289

31,0

13

M9

965

234

939

-

96

217

0,273

19,8

143

M10

947

229

921

-

94

232

0,298

29,0

20

M11

1138

222

893

-

-

213

0,267

21,5

91

M12

1100

215

863

-

-

240

0,311

31,8

31

M13

948

255

1025

-

231

0,295

21,5

99

M14

931

250

1007

-

245

0,319

31,0

21

M15

971

204

822

119

105

213

0,265

21,5

99

M16

943

199

799

116

102

235

0,302

30,5

11

M17

960

202

812

235

-

222

0,280

18,8

-

M18

940

198

796

230

-

238

0,307

30,0

10

It is well known that the ruling parameter of the hardened concrete properties is the w/c ratio.
However it could be shown that the proper flowability and filling ability is at least as important
to secure reproducible high strength. In many cases the viscosity of the mixture that was
adjusted to a slump flow of 20cm was so high, that large air pockets formed and
imperfections in the form filling accrued. For those badly cast samples lower strength values
were achieved as for the corresponding mixtures with the higher fluid content and thus the
higher w/c ratio. With actual w/c ratios varying from 0,21 up to 0,33 compressive strength
values (28 days) were achieved mainly in a range between 120 and 160 MPa. However due
to the above mentioned circumstances the data shows no systematic dependencies between
w/c ratio and 28 days compressive strength. This again shows that those mixtures that
allows the adjustment of the consistency by adjusting the fluid content bear advantages
concerning the robustness, because proper flowability and filling ability are the condition for
satisfying hardened concrete properties.
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Conclusion and Outlook

With the Superplasticizer-based Water Demand a useful value to characterize cementitious
powder mixtures is presented. Not only a boundary value for the maximum attainable
packing density can be found but also a curve describing the boundary consistency of a
paste or mortar composition can be generated. This is valuable information for mixture
proportioning.
For the enhancement of the robustness of UHPC a mix design is suggested that secures a
surplus of fines for each grain size level. This surplus will lead to an overall packing density,
that is lower than the maximum achievable packing density, but it will assure that for each
grain size level the coarse particles will not become dominant despite any unfavourable
influences (changes in the dosage, changes in the characteristic properties of the materials).
Through this mixture proportioning voids, caused by the granular setup of the coarser
particles can be avoided successfully. Therefore an adjustment of the consistency is possibly
which guarantees proper flowability and filling ability of the mixture, which in turn is the
condition for reproducible hardened concrete properties.
Further research should be done to study the influence of boundary conditions like changes
in the temperature or the mixing process on the robustness and how these negative effects
can be avoided respectively minimised by means of mixture proportioning. Special attention
should be paid the interaction of silica fume (or other nano-scaled mineral stabilizers) and
superplasticizers including the newest superplasticizer developments. The long term aim is
to develop of a general concept for the mix design of high performance concretes with
increased robustness.
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Optimization of packing density of aggregates
Summary
The results of particle shape and particle size measurements carried out with the photooptical method show a significant relationship between the packing density and the width of
particle size distribution, characterized with the Fuller-exponent n. The particle shape, described with the descriptor sphericity SPHT, is the parameter of the different curves. The
packing density increases with the increase of the width of particle size distribution to the
maximum of these curves and otherwise also, when the particle shape will be changed from
angular and rough to rounded and smooth. So the same packing density of aggregates is
achieved with a broad distribution and an angular and rough particle shape or with a narrow
distribution and a well-rounded particle shape. The workability properties, for instance of a
self compacting mortar, depends therefore on the packing density and additionally on the
particle roughness.
Keywords: packing density, particle shape, particle size distribution, self compacting
concrete, workability, rheology
1

Introduction

Very recent developments in concrete technology, such as self compacting concrete or ultra
high performance concrete but also the development of new generations of photo-optical
measuring methods, make it necessary and possible to broaden the understanding of, in
particular, the action of fine aggregates in the concrete. The packing density, which represents the connecting link between the properties of fresh and hardened concrete like the
workability or strength on the one hand and the particle size distribution as well as the
particle shape on the other hand, has thereby the central importance. The new generation of
measuring techniques offers the possibility to measure simultaneously both the particle size
distribution and the particle shape with one measurement. The basic concept is the
combination of using the quick digital photography against the light and the image analysis.
The statistical analyses of measuring results allow to describe the total bulk with
characteristically values for size and shape in difference to the traditionally methods. The
results can give very much information's due to the narrow sized particle size fractions and
the possibility to measure a high amount of particles by using the dynamic image analysis
principle.
Both the SCC and the UHPC have a higher content of sand and powder compared to the
regular concrete, combined with the use of highly effective plasticizers. Therefore greater
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importance attaches to the properties of the basic mortar of these concretes and especially
to the properties of the type of used sand like natural or crushed sand or a mixture of both.
This paper examines at first the fundamental correlations between the properties of the fine
aggregates, that means between the particle size distribution and the particle shape on the
one hand and the packing density on the other hand. At second the influence of the packing
density and additionally of the particle roughness on the rheological behaviour was
investigated. These investigations was carried out with a SCC mortar. The basic results of
investigations, published in this paper, can be transfer to the UHPC mortars, because both
mortars have a similar granulometric composition. Therefore it can be expected, that a
comparable rheological behaviour could be obtained with the same properties of aggregates.
2

Properties of fine aggregates and workability properties of SCC mortars

The properties of fine aggregates like sand are characterised with the particle size
distribution, the particle shape and morphology as well as the different densities. The
investigation results are generated by using the measuring device HAVER CPA 4 2MB real
time with a line camera and against the continuous back-light of a halogen-fed light strip. The
particles are moving by free falling in a random orientation through the measuring plane. The
particle shape can be analysed in a total range from 100 µm up to 63 mm.
The particle shape is characterized with the descriptors length to width ratio L/W for
elongation and the ratio of measured perimeter to circumference of circle with the same area

P 2 ⋅ π ⋅ A for sphericity SPHT (in [1] also named with circularity). The roughness is
characterized with ratio sphericity to L/W.
The particle size distribution was described with the function according to Fuller [2]

Q 3 ( x ) = (x x max ) . The value xmax is in this context the maximum particle size of the distribun

tion. Exponent n, also frequently referred as the Fuller-exponent, provides information on the
width of the distribution.
The packing density is defined as the portion of the total space occupied by the solid
particles in a poured volume. A compacted “bulk volume”, the vibrating density, is generally
taken as the basis for packing density. Packing density is therefore calculated from the
quotient of vibrating density and bulk density.
With reference to the working practice, the equivalent characteristics slump flow and funnel
flow time were used for assessment of rheological properties of the SCC mortars in the own
tests. In an initial step, mortars of a constant formulation and a constant slump flow of 240
mm were prepared with variation of the sand type. The corresponding quantity of plasticizer
determined as a function of the type of sand. In a second stage, mortars were prepared with
the quantities of plasticizer determined for selected sands and the funnel flow time was
measured. Both the plasticizer requirement and the funnel flow time were used to describe
the workability behaviour of SCC-mortar.
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3

Results of investigations

The range of values for the particle shape descriptors of fine and coarse aggregates
examined and the width of particle size distribution n is shown in Figure 1 and Table 1.
Table 1:

Value range for particle shape descriptors and Fuller exponent n
Natural aggregates

Parameters

Crushed aggregates

Min. value

Max. value

Min. value

Max. value

L/W

1.34

1.57

1.46

1.78

SPHT

1.05

1.16

1.11

1.36

n (for sands only)

0.68

2.06

0.50

0.86

All the numerical values stated are volume-referred arithmetical means for the analyzed part
of the fine aggregate (> 100 µm).
1,5

SPHT [-]

1,4

C_0/2

C_2/8

C_8/16

C_16/32

N_0/2

N_2/8

N_8/16

N_16/32

1,3

1,2

1,1

1,0
1,3

1,4

1,5

1,6

1,7

1,8

L/W [-]

Figure 1:

Sphericity and L/W values for the fine and coarse aggregates examined

It is clearly apparent from Figure 1 that the shape parameters for natural sands and gravels
(N=natural) are in the lower numerical value range, whereas the crushed fine and coarse aggregates (C=crushed) are in the larger numerical range for L/W and SPHT. The width of the
particle size distribution (see Table 1) also differs significantly. Natural sands primarily have
narrow distributions with high values of n. Crushed sands have predominately broad
distributions with low values of n. Typical plots for particle size distributions are shown in
Table 2.
The evaluation of all tests up to now for determination of the correlation between the granulometric factors with the resulting bulk material properties, characterized by packing density,
is summarized in Figure 2. As in Figure 1, the results obtained with coarse aggregates are
also included here in addition to these correlations. The results by Liebezeit [3] and Bollert [4]
on natural and crushed sands, by Stein [5] on model mixtures of fine aggregates and by
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Daburger [6] on model mixtures of coarse aggregates, which are included in the graphic,
made it possible to show that the width of particle size distribution and the particle shape of
aggregates influence their packing density. The maximum particle size of the distribution has
no influence in this context. The diagram indicates good agreement at the measured data
with the curves calculated in accordance with Peronius and Sweeting [7].
0,90
SPHT = 1,08
SPHT = 1,10

Packing density [-]

0,80

SPHT = 1,15
0,70

0,60

0,50
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

Fullerexponent n [-]

Figure 2:

Packing density as a function of particle size and particle shape.

The diagram also shows, on the one hand, that for a constant particle shape the packing
density rises up to a maximum as the exponent n falls, of whether natural or crushed and fine
or coarse aggregates are examined. On the other hand, the packing density rises at a
constant n as sphericity values decline that means, if the particles become rounder and / or
the surface smoother.
The most important result of this diagram is, that the same packing densities can be obtained
either for sands with rounded particles and a narrow size distribution (natural sands) or for
sands with angular and rough particles and a broad distribution (crushed sands). This is
shown in Table 2 for sands with the same packing density of 0.66. This value was achieved
by natural sand NS 09 and also by crushed sand CS14.
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The results of the tests to determine the required quantity of plasticizer permitted the conclusion that there is a significant correlation between the packing density of the sands and the
quantity of plasticizer, as shown in Figure 3. As expected, the plasticizer requirement is low
in the case of high packing densities and increases as packing densities fall until, in an
extreme case, no flow anywhere is achieved. This was the case with 8 (2 natural and 6
crushed sands) of 53 sands examined.
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CS_Funnel flow time, R=0,71
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0,68

Funnel flow time [s]

Plasticizer [% of cem.]

CS_Funnel flow time, R=0,69

0
0,70

Packing density [-]
Figure 3:

Workability properties of natural and crushed sands

The funnel flow time was analysed with 18 sands (8 natural sands and 10 crushed sands) by
Bollert [4], by Ostheeren [8] and by a student’s project work [9]. In Figure 3 you can see the
results of these flow tests. The differences between the natural and crushed sands in terms
of plasticizer requirement are apparent only in scatter-width of the results, whereas the
results of the flow tests exhibit significant differences. As the packing density declines, the
flow times increase more strongly when using crushed sands than is the case with natural
sands. Furthermore the flow time becomes higher, if the particle shape will be more angular
or the surface will be rougher. The parameter of the three curves of flow time is therefore the
value of roughness R.
If a quantity of about 2.5 %, referring to the cement content, is set as a limit for plasticizer
quantity and the flow time must be lower than 11 s [10], then good workability behaviour will
be achieved in the grey marked range of the diagram in Figure 3 under the conditions
selected for testing of the SCC mortars.
Table 2 shows the characterisation of two different sands in correlation with the workability
behaviour of SCC mortars produced of these two sands.
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Characterisation of two sands with the same packing density
Crushed sand CS 14

Natural sand from the Quaternary /
Pleistocene

Greywacke

0/2 mm

0/2 mm

Particle size
as supplied
90

100
1.4

NS 09

80

Q3(x) / %

70

1.0

60
0.8

50
40

0.6

30

0.4

20

1.4

BS 14

80

1.2

70

1.0

60
0.8

50
40

0.6

30

0.4

20
0.2

10
0
0.05

90

1.2

0.1

0.5

1

5

0
10

0.2

10
0
0.05

0.1

0.5

1

Korngröße x / mm

Korngröße x / mm

Sphericity SPHT [-]

1,08

1,18

Fuller exponent n [-]

1,03

0,56

Roughness
= SPHT / L/W

0,77

0,70

Packing density [-]

0,66

0,66

Plasticizer demand
[% of cement quantity]

1,50

1,55

Funnel flow time [s]

6,5

9,7

Stereomicroscope
image

Image of CPA
analysis
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0
10

Dich te q3*(x)

100

Particle size
distribution

Q3(x) / %

Rock type

Natural sand NS 09

Dich te q3*(x)

Table 2:
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4

Conclusions

In summery the results currently available permit the conclusion that the workability
properties of SSC mortars depends on the packing densities of the used sands and the
roughness of these sands. The packing density is influenced again of the width of the particle
size distribution and the particle shape, characterized with the descriptor SPHT. Under the
conditions selected for the tests it can be concluded, that all sands, which values of packing
densities and roughness are laying in the marked range in Figure 3, can be used as
component in SCC mortar solitary or as mixture of natural and crushed sands. The last
statement, the using of defined mixtures of natural and crushed sands, as well as
transferability to UHPC mortars must be confirmed in further works.
5
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Influence of Carbon Nanotubes on the micromechanical
properties of a model system for ultra-high performance
concrete
Summary
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are well known for their extraordinary mechanical properties.
Their high aspect ratio, high resistance to corrosion and low specific weight make them a
very promising reinforcement material for modern building materials. So far carbon
nanotubes were incorporated into normal concretes, high and ultra-high performance
concretes as well as model systems leading to improved mechanical properties. The further
improvement of the UHPC´s properties by use of CNTs is only possible if the interaction
between the CNTs and the binder is understood. To show the influence of carbon nanotubes
on the micromechanical properties of the hydration products of a tricalcium silicate model
system were examined by the nanoindentation method. For a reduction of the hydrations
complexity a model system with mechanical properties of UHPC was chosen. The results
show that the CNTs influence the proportions of the hydration products. The presentation will
show specialties in the application of the carbon-based nanostructures and their influence on
the composite.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes, tricalcium silicate, C-S-H, nanoindentation, UHPC
1

Introduction

To enhance the performance of modern building materials like ultra-high performance
concrete (UHPC) fibres are very often used to overcome certain weaknesses of this material.
The fibres are utilized to improve the flexural strength, the ductility or the fire-resistance. Due
to their mechanical properties, high aspect ratio and their stability against corrosion carbon
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nanotubes (CNTs) are very promising reinforcements for a new generation of building
materials.
To advance the mechanical properties of the nano-composites the dispersion of the CNTs
and the linkage between the CNTs and the binder matrix has to be optimized. In addition,
detailed information about the influence of the CNTs on the hydration and the mechanical
properties of the binder´s reaction products is necessary to further improve the composite.
Within plain cement pastes multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) respectively singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) led to an increase in the compressive strength by 30% in
case of the MWNTs and 6% when the SWNTs had been used [1]. When properly used the
CNTs lead to improved mechanical properties of the nanocomposite [2–4]. The flexural
strength of model systems with pure tricalcium silicate (C3S) as binder and 0.5 ma.% of
different carbon nanostructures improved up to 45% [4]. The nanostructures not only act as a
reinforcement material but also have influence on the hydration and the resulting
microstructure of the binder. In situ x-ray powder diffraction measurements showed a huge
influence on the crystallization of portlandite showing less and smaller crystals compared to a
sample without MWNTs. Isothermal calorimetric measurements showed an acceleration of
the hydration by the MWNTs so that the effect was not due to a retarding effect [4]. The
influence on the portlandite crystallization shows that the used MWNTs have a clear
influence on the hydration of C3S and showed an accelerated reaction with very fine
portlandite. The effect of getting finer crystallisation products when using MWNTs could also
been seen by SEM-investigations. Another team [5] mentioned a reaction of the COOHgroups at the CNTs surface with the solution so that a chemical link between the hydration
products and the CNTs is possible. This means that the functional groups can act as crystal
seeds resulting in an increased number of finer hydration products.
Recently the nanoindentation method was used on cement-based composites to study the
micromechanical properties of hydration products on the micro- and nanoscale [6, 7]. This
method has proven to be very useful by studying mechanical properties and fractions of
hydration products.
We used pure tricalcium silicate as a simplified model system to study the influence of
untreated and oxidized MWNTs on the micromechanical properties of the hydration products.
2

Experimental Part

1 ma.% of untreated (Mu) or oxidized MWNTs (Mo) were incorporated into pressurecompacted C3S-prisms to see how they are influencing the mechanical properties of the
hydration products by use of the nanoindentation method. The results were compared with a
reference system without CNTs (R).
2.1

Sample Preparation

As binder pure triclinic C3S with a free lime content of 0.18 ma.%, a specific density of
3.12 g/cm³ and a particle size of d50=4 µm at a water to binder ratio of 0.22 had been used.
The tricalcium silicate was synthesized from a stoichiometrical mixture of calcium carbonate
and silicon dioxide at 1450°C. After the synthesis and grinding the C3S was controlled by
XRD for purity and presence of C2S and CaO. When the CaO amount calculated by the
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rietveld method was below 0.5 ma.% the amount was additionally controlled by the Franke
method. Two types of commercial MWNTs were used during the experiments. The untreated
MWNTs were purchased from Sun Nanotech Co. Ltd. and the oxidized MWNTs from Bayer.
MaterialScience AG. The properties of the MWNTs are listed in table 1. The MWNTs
(1 ma.% by binder content) were dispersed by sonification for 28 minutes within the mixing
water than a polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (2 ma.% by binder content) was added
and the dispersion sonificated for additional 2 minutes.
Table 1:

Product specifications for MWNTs

Manufacturer

Sun Nanotech Co. Ltd

Purity
Free amorphous content
Diameter
Length
Treatment

Bayer MaterialScience AG

> 80 %
< 10 %
10 – 30 nm
1 – 10 µm
---

> 95 %
not detectable
5 – 20 nm
1 - >10 µm
Refluxed in HNO3

After the mixing process the pastes were moulded into prism-shaped forms and compacted
by applying a pressure of 125 N/mm² for 30 minutes. The prisms were demoulded after 2
days of storage at a relative humidity of >90 % and 20 °C. Afterwards the prisms were cured
5 d under water at 20 °C. Than the samples were stored in a cabinet dryer for 2 d at 70 °C
and stored in a desiccator until the polishing took place. Prior to the polishing the prisms
were embedded into epoxy resin. At the last step the samples had been polished by use of a
diamond spray with a particle size of 1 µm. The average roughness of the polished surfaces
as examined by AFM was below 70 nm.
2.2

Experimental details for nanoindentation

The indentation tests were performed under quasi-static conditions using a scanning
nanoindenter [8] (TriboIndenter, Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis, MN) equipped with a Berkovich
diamond indenter in a load-controlled set-up. Three times a hundred indents (grids of ten
times ten indents with 10 µm spacing) were positioned in each sample, respectively. Each
indent followed a simple loading/holding/unloading scheme featuring a loading/unloading rate
of 200 µN/s, 10 s hold time under maximum load, and a maximum load of 4 µN.
Finally, the standard Oliver-Pharr method [9] was used to calculate the indentation modulus
Ei and the hardness H from the unloading portion (65-95%) of the load-displacement data
recorded during each test. These quantities are defined as

⎡ 2 A c 1 − ν 2t ⎤
Ei =
=
−
⎥
⎢
E t ⎥⎦
1 − ν s2 ⎢⎣ πS
Es

−1

and

H=

Pmax
,
Ac

(1)

where Ac and S are the contact area and contact stiffness at maximum load, Pmax,
respectively, E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and the subscripts s and t refer to
the sample and indenter tip materials, respectively.
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3

Results

3.1

Elastic Modulus

The distributions of the reduced elastic modulus (Er) for the three different samples are
shown in figures 1 – 3. By inspecting the distribution curves four different phases could be
identified at 47 GPa, 60 GPa, 95 GPa and 130 GPa. These phases are marked as I, II, III
and IV. The phases I and IV can be attributed to portlandite and tricalcium silicate. The
values found are in good agreement with those mentioned in the literature (CH: 36±3 – 40±4
GPa; C3S: 135±7 GPa) [6, 10, 11, 12]. The phases II and III can be attributed to the LD and
HD C-S-H. Compared to the data found in the literature (~20 GPa for LD / ~30 GPa for HD
C-S-H) [6, 10, 11] the results for the elastic modulus are much higher. This can be explained
by the fact that we were using pressure compacted samples

I

II

III

IV

Figure 1: (upper left) Distribution for the
reduced elastic modulus of the reference
sample (R)
Figure 2:
(upper right) Distribution for the
reduced elastic modulus of the sample
containing 1 ma.% untreated CNTs (Mu)
Figure 3: (left) Distribution for the reduced
elastic modulus of the sample containing 1
ma.% oxidized CNTs (Mo)
To quantify the phases four Gaussian-shaped curves (gray) were fitted to the observed data
(grey boxes). The median Young´s modulus for every phase and sample and their relative
intensities can be found in table 2.
Table 2:

Comparison of the Young´s modulus for samples R, Mu and Mo

Sample

I
E [GPa]

II
E [GPa]

III
E [GPa]

IV
E [GPa]

R
Mu
Mo

47±1 (38%)
47±1 (26%)
47±1 (38%)

63±1 (39%)
61±3 (55%)
58±8 (26%)

93±3 (20%)
102±6 (19%)
87±13 (34%)

124±2 (3%)
--130±2 (2%)

The values in brackets are showing the relative intensities.
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The relative intensities for each phase are also plotted in figure 4. It can be seen that the
incorporation of the CNTs are mainly influencing the amount of the two types of C-S-H (II,
III). While the unmodified MWNTs led to an increase in the amount of the LD C-S-H the
oxidized MWNTs increased the amount of the HD C-S-H. The LD/C-S-H ratio of 66% is in
good agreement with the one (65%) found in [6]. In the case of the sample Mu this ratio is
74% and 43% for Mo.
There is nearly no influence on the median values for the Young´s modulus but on the
distribution of the C-S-H phases especially in the case of sample Mo.

Figure 4:
4

Comparison of the relative intensities
Conclusions

Depending on their field of application modern building materials like UHPC have to fulfil
certain requirements. These are beside their good compressive strength mainly their flexural
and tensile strength, ductility, corrosion-resistance, fire-resistance and weight. Some of these
properties can be achieved or improved by the use of fibres. Mechanical properties, high
aspect ratio, low specific weight and stability against corrosion make carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) very promising reinforcement materials to advance modern building materials. It is
known that the CNTs improve the mechanical properties of building materials [1–4].
Additionally the CNTs seem to influence the hydration [4, 5]. By the nanoindentation
measurements we studied if there is also an influence on the C-S-H.
In this work the nanoindentation method was used to study the influence of untreated and
oxidized multi-walled nanotubes on the micromechanical properties as well the proportions of
the hydration products. To reduce the complexity of a real ultra-high performance system
and the resulting hydration products we used a model system consisting of the main cement
phase tricalcium silicate and a water to binder ratio of 0.22. Like already shown in [4] and [5]
the MWNTs have an influence on the hydration and the resulting microstructure of the
binder. The analysis of the distribution of the elastic modulus (figures 1 – 3) within the
composite material showed that especially the oxidized multi-walled nanotubes influenced
the ratio of the LD and HD C-S-H (see table 2 and figure 4) shifting it from 66% to 43%. The
untreated nanostructures led to an increased amount of the LD C-S-H and the oxidized ones
to an increase in the amount of the HD C-S-H. Also a broader distribution for the C-S-H had
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been found. The increased number of COOH-groups on the surface of the oxidized multiwalled nanotubes seems to lead to C-S-H with a HD character.
The results show that the MWNTs can be used for a regulation of the hydration products to
further improve the properties of ultra-high performance concretes. Systematic investigations
have to be done to fully understand the interaction between the carbon nanotubes and the
hydration products and therefore being able further improve the performance of UHPC.
5
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Environmental Advantages of Ternary Cement
Combinations
Summary
Ternary and binary blended cementitious combinations provide advanced technical and
environmental performance in concrete structures. These cementitious blends are being
developed to meet both increasing detailed technical performance specifications and the
requirement to reduce CO2 emissions related to concrete materials and construction. CO2
emissions related to portland cement are high because the production of portland cements
requires both the reduction of limestone (CaCO3) to calcium oxide (CaO) and the burning of
fuels for high temperature combustion and grinding. The blending of cement with pozzolans
such as fly ash and ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) allow for a decrease in
the amount of cement required for a concrete mixture.
Current research at the University of Utah is developing UHPC mixtures with ternary
cementitious blends to meet multiple technical performance characteristics and meet
sustainability performance criteria for low emission concrete production. Some engineers
confuse high strength or “ultra-high strength” concrete as essential for UHPC. Strength is
only one of many performance characteristics in concrete and often times not the controlling
element of long life performance. With the use of UHPC mixtures the sustainability of a
structure is increased by meeting technical requirements to lengthen its life-cycle and
reduce the CO2 emissions related with its construction.
This paper analyzes the CO2 emissions resulting from the building of UHPC structures,
where performance is measured both in technical characteristics and environmental impact.
The analysis will use data provided by US Department of Energy (USDOE) and other
sources to estimate the total CO2 emissions for a standard structure with and without ternary
and binary concrete mixtures.
Sustainability is becoming a major selection criteria in new construction as businesses
worldwide are attempting to build structures in a more eco-friendly manner. Currently
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) provides minimal energy credit
toward the reduction of CO2 in concrete structures using UHPC concrete mixtures. Analysis
of the emissions involved in concrete production for performance based concrete will provide
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a means of determining CO2 emissions for comparison and future consideration of larger
environmental credit.
Keywords: ternary cement, sustainability, ground granulated blast furnace slag, pozzolans
1

Background

The environmental impact of infrastructure projects is increasingly becoming important in
engineering design. Buildings and structures strive to be more sustainable. In order to be
sustainable, a design needs to take into account the consequences of the structure on
human health, the future of flora and fauna and the impact on the availability of resources.
LEED strives to award structures through a rating system that jugdes the amount of
sustainability considered.
1.1

Importance of Sustainability

For structures, measures can be taken to decrease the impact of construction materials and
to efficiently allocate natural resources. There are two means to greatly enhance the
sustainablity of newly constructed building and infrastructure projects; 1) use lower energy
and CO2 materials or reuse previously allocated energy and CO2 materials, or 2) design
longer life projects to ammortise the energy and CO2 over a greater period of time.
Currently, the manufacture of portland cement is energy and CO2 intensive and concrete is
the second most used resource on Earth next to water [2].
A primary concern of many sustainability projects is the amount of CO2 released into the
atmosphere. CO2 and other greenhouse gases in large enough quantities decrease the
quality of air for many forms of life. The heat trapping properties of CO2 contribute to the
greenhouse effect and to climate change. The calcination process from which cement is
made from burning limestone emits nearly 1kg of CO2 for every 1kg of portland cement
produced [5]. It is an aim for structures to have long life expectancies to reduce the
frequency replacement of structures; this reduces the materials needed for the infrastructure
and reduces the amount of CO2 that would be emitted for these additional materials needed
for a more short-lived version of a structure.

1.2

Current LEED Ratings for Ternary Mixture Designs

The ternary blend mixtures of concrete that reduce CO2 emissions by replacing some
percent of the cement with other cementious materials such as GGBFS, silica fume or fly ash
help buildings attain points for sustainability through the LEED ratings system. Currently,
version 2.2 of the rating system for new construction and major renovations states that if the
value of the post consumer products plus half of the pre-consumer products adds to 10% of
the total value of the material cost for the project, then one point shall be awarded [4]. If 20%
of the total value of material cost for a structure is comprised of post consumer and half preconsumer products, another point is added [4].
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LEED points are awarded for many energy saving criteria to rate a building as either LEED
Certified, Silver, Gold, or Platinum. The points are scaled as: Certified is 26-32 points; Silver
is 33-38 points; Gold is 39-51 points; and Platinum is 52-69 points [4].
2

Research Methods

The University of Utah is currently studying ternary blends of cementious materials to
develop concrete to last one hundred years. 120 mixtures and about 6,000 mortar and
concrete specimens were studied over three years to find the top 25 mixtures. Data
regarding the CO2 output of the processes used to create ternary blend mixtures of concrete
is applied to seven of the 120 mixtures of this study. These seven mixtures conform to the at
least five specified performance characteristics at a superior level. This is well beyond the
expectations of “normal” portland cement concrete that is produced for engineered projects.
This means that the mixtures satisfy requirements in the ASTM standards for 28-day
strength, 28:7-day strength ratios, drying shrinkage, salt scaling, chloride ion penetration. In
addition these mixtures have a reduction in CO2.
The seven mixture designs are described in Table 1 [7]. With the use of Table 1 CO2
emissions for a cementitious materials were developed. The CO2 emmissions of the
mixtures take into account the CO2 related to transportation, aggregate production, and
cementious materials production. These are compared to the CO2 levels for a concrete
mixture using solely portland cement as the cementious material. This analysis is then
applied to the CO2 emissions related to the building of a five km highway and the
sustainability achieved when using ternary cementitious materials. These calculations were
also applied to a building at the University of Utah to show its environmental impact related to
CO2 emissions.
3

Results

In Table 1 below, the mixture designs are listed with the respective percentages of
cementitious materials used; each of the listed mixtures use a reduced amount of portland
cement with other materials such as GGBFS, fly ash, and silica fume [7].
Table 1:

Summary of Mixtures

Mixture
Number

w/cm

102
103
101
105
108
109
110

0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43

Cementitious
Materials
Content
(kg/m³)
348.8
334.6
334.6
348.8
349.4
348.8
334.6

Portland
Cement
(%)
70
55
50
55
70
65
95

GGBFS
(Grade
100) (%)

Class F Fly
Ash (%)

Silica
Fume (%)

30
40
50
42

5

27
30

3
3
5
5
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Table 2 includes the cost of the concrete mixtures in Euros per cubic meter, CO2 emissions
from the concrete mixtures in a five kilometer highway, and the percent of CO2 emissions
reduction of the concrete mixtures compared to a solely portland cement concrete mixture
(PCC). A 100% portland cement mixture is not mentioned in the list of mixtures considered
since it is not typically used. This highway is five kilometers long, two lanes (each three and
a half meters wide), and a quarter of a meter thick; the emissions are shown for the different
mixtures.
Table 2:

Cost and CO2 Emissions
Concrete Cost
(€/m³)

CO2 Emissions
(kg CO2/m³
material)
230.65

CO2 Emissions
for 5 km highway
(Mg)
2018.21

% CO2
Emissions
Reduced
27.1

102

77.99

103

128.45

178.90

1565.37

41.1

101

82.58

164.43

1438.74

45.8

105

110.10

186.27

1629.85

41.1

108

105.51

231.03

2021.51

27.1

109

123.86

214.83

1879.78

32.1

110

128.45

297.48

2602.99

2.0

Mixture
Number

The emissions are taken from data that added the emissions exhausted burning limestone to
portland cement and the processes required to manufacture GGBFS [5]. GGBFS requires
regrinding to be the appropriate size for concrete mixtures and therefore has an associated
CO2 emission for the equipment required for the process [5]. Both silica fume and fly ash do
not have any CO2 emissions associated in these calculations since there is no grinding or
processing, and that both of these cementious materials are byproducts of another process
[5]. The cost analysis is taken from data related in U.S. dollars and the U.S. market and were
directly converted to Euros [8].The equivalent of this highway built using solely portland
cement in its mixture has more CO2 emissions associated with it than the UHPC ternary
blend mixture highways. Mixture number 101 is found to have the most significant reduction
of CO2 emissions with 45.8% less CO2 than a PCC mixture; the smallest amount of portland
cement is used in this mixture design and therefore is expected to have the least contribution
of CO2. The most economical mixture design is number 102 with €77.99 per cubic meter.
This mixture design replaced 30% of the portland cement with class F fly ash.
The average design life of a bridge deck prior to the use of any performance specifications in
the North-eastern United States is 27 years [3]. The design life of a UHPC bridge deck is
estimated to have a design life of 100 years [1]. If the costs are amortized over the life of the
bridge based on its technical performance, the cementitious material cost for a non-UHPC
bridge will be approximately €5 per year per cubic meter versus an average cost of €1.5 per
year per cubic meter for a UHPC bridge [8].
The performance categories for the mixture designs are listed in Table 3. When mixtures are
required to meet 4 or more high performance grades, the mixtures become substantially
more engineered to a point where UHPC is a more appropriate title [6]. The level of concrete
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performance as follows: compressive strength ratios of 28:7 day strengths of Grade 2
greater than 1.3, shrinkage for Grade 1 with less than 600 microstrain at 56 day period, and
scaling according to ASTM C672 between 1 and 3 on a scale of 5 [6]. The concrete was
also designed to limit chloride ion penetration to Grade 2 which is less than 1500 Coulombs
at 56 days in AASHTO T277 [6]. A mixture of pure portland cement has high permeability, a
scaling value of three, and 3500 coulombs of chloride ion penetration, and a strength ratio of
about 1.15 [6].
Table 3:

Mixture
Number

UHPC Characteristics

Mixture

Chloride Ion
Penetrability

Compressive
Strength (MPa)

Shrinkage
(ASTM C
157) (µε)

Scaling
(ASTM C
672)

7 day

28
day

28:7
day

28 day

50 cycles

28 days

56
days

AASHTO T-277
(Coulombs)

102

30% FA

30.75

40.33

1.31

430

1.5

850

820

103

40%
GGBFS
5%SF

43.92

63.09

1.44

370

3

830

810

101

50%
GGBFS

31.85

46.68

1.47

550

1.5

680

690

105

42%
GGBFS
3%SF

46.47

50.26

1.95

330

3

500

360

108

27%FA
3%SF

34.61

49.23

1.42

520

NA

600

440

109

30% FA
5% SF

35.16

46.40

1.32

420

NA

700

580

110

5% SF

45.30

59.29

1.31

500

NA

1100

1260

Figure 1 summarizes the CO2 emissions versus the percent portland cement used in the
different types of mixtures [5]. This verifies the direct relationship between the amount of
portland cement and the amount of CO2 emissions; the higher the amount of cement used in
a mixture, the higher the amount of CO2 emissions involved in production.
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Figure 1: CO2 Emissions versus percent portland cement
To see the CO2 savings in a concrete structure, the volume of concrete needed for a four
story steel building with concrete foundation and floors is analyzed using UHPC ternary
blend concrete versus a mostly PCC mixture of concrete. The total volume of concrete in the
building is 2850 cubic meters. Table 4 shows the different amounts of CO2 associated with
the different concrete mixtures for the building [5].
Table 4:

CO2 Emissions in Given Concrete Building

Mixture
Number

Concrete
Cost
(€/m³)

CO2
Emissions
(kg
CO2/m³
material)

CO2 Emissions
for Concrete
Building (Mg)

% CO2
Emissions
Reduced

102

77.99

230.65

657.36

27.1

103

128.45

178.90

509.86

41.1

101

82.58

164.43

468.62

45.8

105

110.10

186.27

530.86

41.1

108

105.51

231.03

658.43

27.1

109

123.86

214.83

612.27

32.1

110

128.45

297.48

847.83

2.0
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations

The demand of meeting multiple performance requirement for both techncial and
environmental performance creates a unique challenge for engineers. However, through
comparing the top UHPC mixture designs in 28-day strength, 28:7-day strength ratios,
shrinkage, scaling, chloride ion penetration, cost and CO2 emission reductions, the design
that best addresses all of these issues is mixture number 105. Mixture number 105 is the
most economical for the amount of reduction while still maintaining significantly high strength,
and relatively low amount of shrinkage, scaling and chloride ion penetration. Mixture number
105 uses 55% portland cement, 42% slag and 3% silica fume.
There are significant savings in CO2 emissions and material cost when designing long-lasting
structures. For this reason, there is growing effort to increase the credit attributed to UHPC
concrete for structure designs that utilize ternary blend mixtures than what is currently stated
in the LEED rating system.
5
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Statistical analysis of fibre distribution in ultra high
performance concrete using computer tomography
Summary
In a joint research project of the Kaiserslautern University of Technology and the Fraunhofer
ITWM Kaiserslautern fibre reinforced concrete was analysed using the computer tomography
method. Particular attention should be paid to the evaluation and analysis of the distribution
and the orientation of the fibres. In primary test series the applicability of the method
becomes apparent.
Keywords: fibre distribution, fibre orientation, computer tomography
1

Introduction

Concerning its compressive strength, concrete is classified in normal-, high performanceand ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC). UHPC are concretes with a compressive
strength over 150 MPa. The ductility decreases with increasing compressive strength.
Therefore, UHPC shows very brittle fracture behaviour with an abrupt breakdown under
compression. In order to accomplish a more ductile behaviour and a good crack control, steel
fibres can be admixed. They will not only improve the ductility in compression but also in
tension.
For the function as load bearing element, the ductility has to be guaranteed. Therefore a
uniform distribution of fibres is aimed at. To some extent the geometry of the structural
system and the fresh concrete characteristic effect the orientation of fibres. Self compacting
concretes with their capability of flow behaviour exhibit an orographical direction of fibres,
too.
In case the fibres are lined up matching the tension trajectories, the optimal tension bearing
capacity is effected. Normally, the fibres are spatially distributed at random. So, it is quite
reasonable that the determination of the distribution of fibres is very important in order to
verify the realistic tension bearing capacity.
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Aim of the research project of the Kaiserslautern University of Technology in collaboration
with the Fraunhofer ITWM is the generation and evaluation of tomography pictures from fibre
reinforced specimens. The focus of such research work has been put on the analysis of the
fibre arrangement in relation to volume ratio, specific fibre length and directional distribution.
Thereby, steel fibres as well as synthetic fibres should be looked on.
2

Existing methods

The application of fibre reinforced concrete mixes necessitates the random control of fibre
ratio and fibre distribution. This requirement arises in research work as well as in quality
controls at the building site and in giving expertises in cases of damage. Until now, the
determination of fibre ratio of fresh and hardened concrete is very labour-intensive
(elutriation of the fibres or destruction of a specimen and afterwards disentanglement and
weighing of the fibres).
The Institute for Building Material, Solid Construction and Fire Control (iBMB) of the
Braunschweig Technical University has developed a process in order to evaluate the steel
fibre volume ratio of cube specimens. Using magnetic induction of ferromagnetic materials,
the
apparatus
provides
certain
results
of
the
volume
ratio
(see
http://www.hertznet.de/messtechnik.html).
Tue et. al. [1] have demonstrated that the optoanalytical method provides practical results.
The orientation of fibres can be rated with a sufficient accuracy. Actually, the method has to
be achieved on separated intersections which -in terms of labour- is very costly.
In [2] initial researches for the determination of fibre distribution using computer tomography
are described. At this time, it was possible to gather tomographic pictures but not to analyse
the fibre distribution and orientation. The computer programs did not cope to solve this
problem yet.
Investigations using the computer tomography in analysing structures of concrete specimen
(e.g. microporous structure) were also arranged by the Federal Institute for Materials
Research and Testing (BAM, Berlin) [3].
Today, the computer programs show a higher development status. Within the research
project, the existing programs should be enhanced with further details in order to get the
possibility of an easier determination.
Supplementary to the magnetic and optoanalytical systems the computer tomography
provides the opportunity to evaluate the volume ratio and furthermore the exact orientation
and direction of any fibre reinforced concrete.
3

Fundamentals of computer tomography

A computer tomographic image is created by directing X-rays through an object from multiple
orientations and measuring their resultant decrease in intensity (see [4]).
The simplest common elements of X-ray radiography are an X-ray source, an object to be
imaged through which the X-rays pass, and a series of detectors that measure the extent to
which the X-ray signal has been weakened by the object (Figure 1). A single set of X-ray
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intensity measurements on all detectors for a given object position and scanner geometry is
termed a radiograph.
The fundamental principle behind computer tomography is to acquire multiple radiographs of
an object over a range of angular orientations. By this means, additional dimensional data
are obtained in comparison to conventional X-radiography, in which there is only one view.
These data and a specialized algorithm [5] are then used to reconstruct the distribution of Xray attenuation in the slice plane. Next step is to create two-dimensional images called
slices, because they correspond to what would be seen, if the object were sliced along the
scan plane.

Figure 1:

Schematic illustration of an X-ray scanning process

The gray levels in a CT slice correspond to X-ray attenuation, which reflects the proportion of
X-rays scattered or absorbed as they pass through each voxel. X-ray attenuation is primarily
a function of X-ray energy and the density and the atomic number of the material being
imaged.
By acquiring a stacked, contiguous series of CT images, data describing an entire volume
can be obtained.
4

Tests

4.1

First test series

In the first test series, a small specimen of an UHPC beam was investigated. The UHPC was
provided with fibre volume ratio of 144 kg/m³, which is equivalent to 1.83 Vol.-% having used
the straight DM 0.15/6.0 microfibre from Krampe-Harex. Table 1 gives a detailed description
of the specimen.
Table 1:

Description of the sample, series #1

Concrete

Dimensions

Type of fibres

Fibre length

Fibre diameter

UHPC_A

5×5×10 mm

DM 0.15/6.0

6 mm

0.15 mm

The sample was scanned using a μCT-System at RJL Micro and Analytic, Bernhard E.
Heneka GmbH. The effective pixel size is 9.77 μm. It becomes apparent that already the
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small samples of series #1 show good results. In a third series, bigger sized samples of
UHPC are being examined in order to get a better accuracy.
4.2

Second test series

Two portions, cut from conventional steel fibre-reinforced concrete beams made with
different mix design, were used for the second series. The concrete was provided with fibre
volume ratio of 60 kg/m³, what is equivalent to 0.76 Vol.-% having used the straight
endhooked HE+ 1.0/60 fibre from Arcelor-Bissen. Table 2 gives a detailed description of
each piece.
Table 2:

Description of the samples, series #2

Concrete

Dimensions

Type of fibres

Fibre length

Fibre diameter

SFHE_A

50×50×50 mm

HE+ 1.0/60

60 mm

1 mm

SFHE_B

47×50×52 mm

HE+ 1.0/60

60 mm

1 mm

Both samples were scanned using a μCT-System at Fraunhofer IZRT, Fürth. In both cases
the effective pixel size is 75.81 μm. The size of the samples ensures that the X-rays come
through the entire body of the volume. Due to the high density of the concrete matrix and the
high energy absorption rate of steel fibres, for the time being this is the maximum possible
sample size allowing to achieve complete 3D scans as exactly as possible. In the following,
however, it will be shown that in order to obtain good statistical results for the bigger sized
fibres (macro fibres) one needs 3D images produced at bigger samples. The search for a
possibility to scan larger volumes is currently in progress.
4.3

Third series

A third series objecting studies on bigger sized UHPC samples with the dimensions
50x50x50 mm is in progress now. So the orientation analysis of UHPC could be determined
with a smaller scatter band.
5

Mathematical algorithms for orientation analysis and test results

5.1

Image processing and analysis

The computer aided image processing and analysis was performed using MAVI software
developed at Fraunhofer ITWM, which includes a set of dedicated algorithms.
The reconstructed 3D images were cropped in order to remove the empty space around the
volumes. After the crop procedure they contain 456x474x932 (respectively, in x, y and z
directions) pixels for the UHPC_A sample, 620×625×570 pixels for the SFHE_A sample and
580×610×640 pixels for the SFHE_B one and are coded on 8 bits (the pixels are labelled
from 0 (black) to 255 (white)).
5.2

Segmentation of the fibres

A first step of the segmentation process consists in obtaining threshold images to separate
fibres and concrete matrix. The threshold level is set in such way as to minimize the number
of isolated voxels in each phase. Pixels having higher gray value than the threshold level are
interpreted as belonging to fibre phase. Figure 2 shows the two dimensional slices of
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reconstructed 3D images of UHPC_A (top), SFHE_A (middle) and SFHE_B (bottom) prior to
(left) and after (right) the fibres were segmented. The slices were taken perpendicular to the
x-direction.

Figure 2:

Two dimensional slices of 3D images prior to and after the segmentation.

5.3

Test results

After the segmentation process has been done, it is possible to compute the geometric
characteristics of the fibre phase. The method is based on measuring the Minkowski
functionals (or intrinsic volumes) [6]. In 3D these are volume V, surface S, integral of mean
curvature M, and integral of total curvature K. For convex particles, M and K are the surface
integrals of the mean and total curvatures, respectively. In addition, they can be extended to
finite clusters of convex particles by use of an inclusion-exclusion principle (see [7, Section
2.2.1] for details).
For macroscopic homogeneous random structures, the densities of the Minkowski
functionals are considered. That means, instead of the total values, one considers the
expected values of the functionals per unit volume. Thus the analysis starts with computing
the volume fraction (1-porosity) VV, the specific surface area SV, the density of the integral of
mean curvature MV, and the density of the integral of total curvature KV.
Based on these results, other characteristics can be deduced. For fibre structures, the
specific fibre length LV = MV / π(1-VV) is of particular interest.
Table 3 contains the measured values of fibre volume fraction and specific fibre length for the
considered concrete samples.
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Table 3:

Measured values
Fibre volume fraction

Specific fibre length

UHPC_A

1.6 Vol.-%

7868.97 m/m³

SFHE_A

0.5 Vol.-%

7256.71 m/m³

SFHE_B

0.7 Vol.-%

7941.48 m/m³

Specimen

It can be seen that the measured fibre volumes of the samples UHPC_A (effective: 1.83;
measured: 1.6) and SFHE_B (effective: 0.76; measured: 0.7) correspond approximately to
the used fibre ratio. In specimen SFHE_A the fibre volume ratio is undercut. Furthermore, the
fibres are not distributed spatially at random in this specimen. They are oriented in one
direction primarily.
5.4

Fibre orientation analysis

Estimated distribution of fibre orientation in a typical point of a fibre was obtained by use of
the “Field Features”–Module of the image analysis software MAVI. The estimator is based on
a discrete version of the Crofton formulae from integral geometry and uses measurements of
lengths of projection onto lines. Due to discretisation, the orientations of the lines are limited
to the following, given by the grid: three coordinate axes, six face diagonals and four space
diagonals. A thorough description of this method can be found in [6].
Figures 3, 4 and 5 compare 3D renderings of steel fibres and estimated fibre orientation
distribution for the concrete samples. The results of fibre orientation analysis have been
mapped onto the sphere by the method described in [8].
The steel fibres in the UHPC_A sample on Figure 3 show an orientation towards the diagonal
direction in the x-z-plane as well as in the x-y-plane, which also can be seen in the rendered
image. The steel fibres in the SFHE_A sample on Figure 4 show a concentration around the
z- axis with some scatter in x-direction, which correlates well with visual information on the
rendered volume image. The fibres in the SFHE_B sample (Figure 5), however, tend to
isotropy with light accent in the z-direction, which again corresponds to what can be seen on
the rendered image.

z
y
x
Figure 3:
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3D rendering of steel fibres (left) and estimated fibre orientation (right) of
UHPC_A
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z
y
x
Figure 4: 3D rendering of steel fibres (left) and estimated fibre orientation (right) of SFHE_A

z
y
x
Figure 5: 3D rendering of steel fibres (left) and estimated fibre orientation (right) of SFHE_B
Table 4:

Orientation values
UHPC_A

SFHE_A

SFHE_B

(x,y,z)

%

(x,y,z)

%

(x,y,z)

%

[1 0 0]

06.11 %

[1 0 0]

00.00 %

[1 0 0]

01.92 %

[0 1 0]

02.80 %

[0 1 0]

00.00 %

[0 1 0]

10.15 %

[0 0 1]

04.93 %

[0 0 1]

39.72 %

[0 0 1]

19.31 %

[1 1 0]

08.23 %

[1 1 0]

05.10 %

[1 1 0]

06.47 %

[-1 1 0]

03.68 %

[-1 1 0]

01.21 %

[-1 1 0]

05.90 %

[1 0 1]

28.13 %

[1 0 1]

15.29 %

[1 0 1]

06.62 %

[-1 0 1]

00.00 %

[-1 0 1]

04.46 %

[-1 0 1]

08.18 %

[0 1 1]

00.84 %

[0 1 1]

00.00 %

[0 1 1]

11.61 %

[0 -1 1]

17.25 %

[0 -1 1]

18.29 %

[0 -1 1]

11.43 %

[1 1 1]

01.03 %

[1 1 1]

03.53 %

[1 1 1]

06.41 %

[-1 1 1]

05.59 %

[-1 1 1]

04.42 %

[-1 1 1]

04.92 %

[1 -1 1]

19.57 %

[1 -1 1]

05.12 %

[1 -1 1]

02.91 %

[-1 -1 1]

01.83 %

[-1 -1 1]

02.86 %

[-1 -1 1]

04.16 %

In Table 4 the results of the orientation analysis are summarised. In addition to the principal
axis directions the 45° rotated directions were determined. So altogether there are 13
possible directions. If the fibres are directed parallel to the tension trajectories the full load
bearing capacity can be reached. A deviating orientation from the tension direction results in
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a lower bearing capacity. In the technical literature this effect is considered by the fibre
orientation value η (e.g. see [9]). Due to the precision division into 13 directions the load
bearing capacity of the fibres can be considered concerning the related orientation.
6

Conclusions and outlook

A procedure for estimating fibre orientation in fibre-reinforced concretes using 3D
tomographic images was accomplished. Applications to three different samples demonstrate
the use of this approach for assessing fibre orientations.
It should be noted, that the number of fibres within the tested samples is too small in order to
speak about reliable statistical analysis. Increasing of the volume dimensions, however, will
lead to the lower pixel resolution and, consequently, to more complicated segmentation and
analysis procedures.
Obtaining volume images of larger concrete samples and application of new practical
approach to fibre orientation estimation by use of anisotropic Gaussian filtering described in
[8] is the objective of our future work.
7
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Model for predicting the UHPFRC tensile hardening
response
Summary
Ultra High Performances Fibre Reinforced Concretes (UHPFRC) are characterised by an
extremely low permeability and outstanding mechanical properties. These characteristics
make UHPFRC suitable to locally “harden” reinforced concrete structures subjected to
aggressive environments and/or mechanical stresses. Results from uni-axial tensile tests on
different UHPFRC materials and cast in different directions have shown a variety of
mechanical behaviours. In particular, the tensile strain-hardening behaviour ranges from 0.10.4 % but, in some cases, completely vanishes. A meso-mechanical model is developed to
predict the UHPFRC tensile response as a function of the volume, aspect-ratio, distribution
and orientation of the fibres and the mechanical properties of the matrix. The model allows
the determination of the effect of two parameters, the coefficient of orientation and the
volume of fibre, on the tensile strain hardening behaviour.
Keywords: UHPFRC, strain hardening, fibre orientation, simulation model
1

Introduction

More and more durability and load carrying capacity problems emerge from aging existing
civil structures. In order to solve these problems, UHPFRC materials are being employed
because of their easy on-site casting combined with their excellent strength and durability
properties. The tensile performances of these materials are dependent on various factors
such as the quality of the matrix, the orientation and distribution of the fibres, the aspect-ratio
and the volume of fibres.
In [1], the fibre orientation and distribution in two specimens constituted from different fibrous
mixes, which showed dissimilar hardening behaviour, were investigated through image
analysis. Unfortunately, even if a difference was observed, it was not directly possible to
determine if the fibre orientation was responsible of the increase of the hardening domain.
Moreover, [1] tested also two specimens (same mix) cast in different directions. The results
showed two very dissimilar behaviours in tension (hardening-softening and only softening). In
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this case the fibre orientation analysis showed a significant difference in the coefficient of
orientation which explained the different tensile responses observed. Moreover, the different
models developed by [2], [3], [4], [5] to determine the response of fibre reinforced composite
are not sufficient for predicting the extent of the hardening domain in UHPFRC.
These two remarks emphasize the need of the development of a novel meso-mechanical
model that allows predicting the hardening domain in tension based on the factors mentioned
above.
2

Materials and experimental results

2.1

Materials properties

The tensile behaviour of three materials is studied in this paper. The first two UHPFRC
(UHPFRC-1 and 2) investigated contain a high amount of cement (>1000 kg/m3), a relatively
high quantity of steel fibres (4-6%) and has a low water/cement ratio (<0.15). A higher aspect
ratio of the fibres was used for UHPFRC 2 compared to UHPFRC 1 leading to a decrease in
fibre volume in order to obtain sufficient workability. The third material is an ECC developed
and tested by [6] and had 2% by volume of PVA fibres.
2.2

Experimental results

UHPFRC-1 and 2 were tested using dogbone specimens with a total length of 700 mm, with
a constant cross-section of 5000 mm2 (100x50 mm) over a length of 300 mm. The
measurements were done over a 350 mm distance (figure 2). The ECC was also studied with
a dogbone specimen with a constant cross-section of 968 mm2 over a length of 185 mm. All
specimens were cast horizontally.
UHPFRC-2 and ECC had a significant hardening domain, i. e. 0.24% and 1% respectively.
Contrary to this, UHPFRC-1 had a more limited hardening domain (0.1%). The fibre
orientation and distribution were investigated in [1] on one specimen of each UHPFRC group
(Table 1). The results show that the UHPFRC-2 has highly oriented fibres parallel to the
principle stress compared to UHPFRC-1, which helps increasing the hardening domain.

Figure 1: Description of the parameters of a tensile test response mentionned in table 1
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Table 1:

Tensile test results for the three groups of tested specimens
Group specimen results

UHPFRC-1
UHPFRC-2

εU,1

fU,1

εU,max

fU,max

εU,1

fU,1

εU,max

fU,max

[%]

[MPa]

[%]

[MPa]

[%]

[MPa]

[%]

[MPa]

Average

0.018

9.0

0.07

9.65

Std. Dev.

0.002

0.9

0.02

0.7

0.021

10

0.1

10.7

Average

0.027

10.5

0.27

12.6

Std. Dev.

0.006

1.0

0.06

1.4

0.032

11.5

0.24

13

3.11

0.99

4.89

0.23

0.57

0.07

Average

ECC

-

Std. Dev.

3

Selected specimen results

Not mentionned

Mechanical model of random micro cracking

The model for predicting the response in tension of hardening-softening cementitious
materials is explained in details in [7] and consists of two parts:
•

Sectional model of one micro-crack

This part of the model was adapted from the approach developed by [9]. It consists in the
superposition of the matrix softening behaviour (σm), the pre-stress already present in the
fibre before cracking (σfps) and the fibre bridging (σfb) to predict the sectional response.

σ U ( w) = σ fps ( w) + σ fb ( w) + σ m ( w)

(1)

The fibre bridging is considered by equation 2 which corresponds to the summation of the
contribution of all the fibres depending of their out of plane angle f(θ).
nf

Ffb = ∑ Ffb ,i ⋅ f (θ )

(2)

i =0

The force bridged by each fibre (Ffb,i) for a crack opening (w) can be calculated using
equations 3 and 4 depending on the crack opening.

F fb ,i =

π 2τ 0 E f d f 3 (1 + η )
4

w

Ffb ,i = π d f τ ( Le − w + wdb )

wdb =

4τ 0 Le 2
E f d f (1 + η )

0 < w < wdb

wdb < w < wdb + Le

η = V f E f /(Vm Em )

τ = τ 0 (( Le + wdb ) − wdb ) w + τ 0 (1 +

wdb
)
( Le + wdb − wdb )

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

With wdb: crack opening at which full debonding is complete; df : fibre diameter; Vf: fibre
volume; Vm: Matrix volume; Ef: Fibre module of elasticity; Em: Matrix module of elasticity.
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The hypotheses considered are a constant frictional stress τ0 during the debonding process,
a uniform distribution of the fibre embedment length (Le) and the decay of the frictional stress
with increasing crack opening (equation 6).
•

Combination of discretely distributed micro-cracks

Potential cracks spaced every 0.02 mm are created on all the tensile specimen length. They
are activated if the stress exceeds the first cracking resistance (fU,1). The first cracking
resistance is randomly distributed over the specimen length following a normal distribution.
The average and standard-deviation are deduced from the experimental results.
The stress releases in the neighbourhood of propagating micro-cracks locally prevent
creating a further micro-crack. Moreover, in the model, the stress increases until one of the
sections can no more withstand it and enters into the softening behaviour.
The total displacement is calculated using equation 7 which takes into account the elastic
displacement of the un-cracked part and the contribution of all the opening cracks. A similar
approach has been suggested in [10].
N

σu

i =0

Eu

Δl = ∑ wi (σ u ) +

LR

(7)

The hypothesis considered in this part of the model is that only the resistance of the matrix
varies.

Figure 2:

Description of the two parts of the model

4

Validation

The model is validated using the results of the three tensile tests described in section 2.2.
The parameters used in the simulation are given in table 2. For UHPFRC-1 all the properties
are directly obtained from the experimental results.
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Table 1:

Description of the parameter used in the simulation (GF is the matrix fracture
energy, Ff,R is the fibre maximum resistance in tension and Gd is the chemical
bond between the fibre and the matrix)

τ0 [MPa]
2

Gd [J/m ]

Sectional model of a
micro-crack

UHPFRC-2

ECC

6.9

6.5

2.44

-

-

4.71

COR [-]

0.24

0.66

0.43

Vf [%]

6.39

4.27

2.00

Ef [MPa]

210’000

210’000

48’000

Em [MPa]

40’000

40’000

15’900

10

13

12

0.2

0.16

0.039

GF [J/m ]

10

10

50

Ff,R [MPa]

3200

2500

1000

EU [J/m2]

Lf [mm]
df [mm]
2

Combination of
discretly distributed
mico-cracks

UHPFRC-1

49’000

52’000

16’438

fU,1,sim (Average) [MPa]

10.1

13.5

4.6

fU,1,sim (Std. Dev.) [MPa]

0.7

1.2

0.6

For UHPFRC-2, the frictional stress (τ0) is obtained by back analysis of the ultimate
resistance of the specimen ([7]). For the ECC, the parameters were found in [6] and [11].
Only the coefficient of orientation is determined by back analysis of the ultimate tensile
resistance.
a)
b)

Figure 3:

Comparing experimental and simulation results: a) UHPFRC-1; b) UHPFRC-2

For the two UHPFRC materials tested, a good correspondence between the simulations and
the tensile test response is obtained in terms of the shape of the curves and the extent of the
hardening domain. The model does however not perfectly follow the experimentally
measured softening curves; this is due to the configuration of the test used. Dogbone
specimens, which are less adapted for measuring the softening domain ([7]), were employed
and explain the obtained difference in shape.
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The last validation is done using the ECC. In this situation, the equation for the fibre pull-out
has to be modified to take into account the chemical bond (Gd).

P=

π 2τ 0 E f d f 3 (1 + η )
4

w+

π 2Gd E f d f 3
2

(8)

We can observe on figure 4 that the model is able to reproduce the extent, the shape of the
hardening domain and the drop after the peak resistance due to fibre rupture.

Figure 4:

Comparing experimental and simulation results for the ECC

On the other side, the model gives a more rigid response in the elastic domain than the
experimentally measured one; this is mostly due to the lack of information on this material,
particularly the modulus of elasticity.
5

Parametric study

Two parameters will be investigated in this study: the effect of the coefficient of orientation
and the fibre volume.
a)
Coefficient of orientation
The effect of the coefficient of orientation is investigated using the same parameters as in
table 1 for the specimens UHPFRC-1 and 2 but varying the coefficient of orientation from
0.56 to 1.
As can be seen on figure 5 a), the use of a coefficient of orientation of 0.56 for Mix 2, leads to
a response which is similar to the smallest tensile test of the group. Thus, all the tested
specimens should present a coefficient of orientation higher than 0.56 if we consider the
hypothesis of a constant volume of fibre. Moreover, the development of cracks is increased
with the use of a higher coefficient of orientation, leading to an extended hardening domain.
As can be seen on figure 5 b), the Mix 2, which has fibres with a higher aspect ratio has
always an increased hardening domain compared to Mix 1 for the same coefficient of
orientation. This is mainly due to the fact that the fibre of Mix 2 requires a higher force before
being pulled-out.
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a)

Figure 5:

b)

a) Comparison between the simulation with a COR of 0.56 and the experimental
resullts for UHPFRC-2; b) Effect of the COR on the tensile response for Mix 1
and 2

Also, these fibres are more effective at bridging a crack. In other words, they allow
withstanding a larger crack opening with the same force compared to those used in Mix 1.
b)
Volume of fibre
The effect of the volume of fibre is investigated on the two same mixes than in the previous
study. The volume of fibre is varied between 5 and 9 % and between 3 and 6 % for Mix 1 and
Mix 2 respectively.
a)

b)

Figure 6: Extent of the hardening domain as a function of Volume of fibre: a) Mix 1; b) Mix 2
The extent of the hardening domain does not increase linearly with increasing volume of fibre
but tends to an asymptotic value (figure 6); i. e. with Mixes 1 and 2 a maximum hardening
domain of about 0.15 and 0.3 % respectively may be reached. It is important to point out that
the slope of the hardening domain versus volume of fibre is more important for Mix 2. A
decrease of the fibre volume has thus a more significant effect on the hardening behaviour
for Mix 2. Moreover, Mix 1 seems to be more effective with respect to the use of the
hardening domain. Assuming that the mix is still applicable with high volume of fibre, Mix 1
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(Vf=6%) has already attained it’s asymptotic value while in Mix 2 (Vf=4%) it is still necessary
to increase the volume of fibre before attaining the asymptotic value.
6

Conclusions

•

A novel meso-mechanical model was developed and validated with experimental results
in order to predict the extent of the hardening domain for different cementitious materials.

•

The orientation of the fibres in the specimen has a significant impact on the hardening
response. A coefficient of orientation smaller than 0.64 does not allow creating an
extended hardening behaviour.

•

The tensile hardening response of mixes with a high fibre aspect-ratio and lower dosages
are more sensitive to a variation of the fibre dosage.
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Tensile Behaviors and Fiber Orientation of UHPC
Summary
Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC), which combines the benefit of self compacting
concrete and fiber reinforced concrete, was originally developed in this study. As is well
known, the properties of fiber reinforced concrete strongly depend on the actual fiber
characteristic in the mixture. The main parameters in this study were assigned as the fiber
length and their orientation by the direction and distance of flow at casting. In order to
investigate the tensile behavior of UHPC specimens, the direct tensile test on concentrically
fiber reinforced prisms with the originally proposed test method was applied. Crack widths
were measured by the image analysis of photos taken by the high-quality digital camera
during the loading test. Moreover, the actual fiber distribution in test specimens was shown
by the image analysis of pictures taken by the microscope. The number of steel fiber on the
slides was counted separately from the matrix by the computer program. Finally, the effects
of test parameters on tensile behaviors of developed UHPC mixture were shown by the
stress-crack width relationship and measured fiber orientation number.
Keywords: UHPC, steel fibers, tensile, fiber orientation, image analysis
1

Introduction

The attempt to increase the strength of matrix in concrete has exacerbated the weakness of
concrete because increasing strength is accompanied by increased brittleness. To try
overcoming this weakness by increasing the ability of the composite to absorb energy after
the matrix has cracked, fibers have been included into the concrete matrix to produce Ultra
High Performance Concrete (UHPC). As is well known, the structural performance of UHPC
members reinforced with steel fiber strongly depends on the actual tensile behaviors and
fiber orientation. However, the existing test method for the tensile behaviors of fiber
reinforced concrete such as the direct tensile test with strain gages/linear variable
displacement transducers (LVDT’s) or the bending test with an inverse analysis cannot
provide the tensile characteristic of a single crack and the relationship with the actual fiber
orientation on cracked plane. To predict the tensile behaviors of UHPC more precisely, the
test method must be developed. The production of the specimens and the wall-effect highly
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affect the test response so larger specimens compared with plain concrete have to be
prepared in order to limit the effect of the walls on the test response as much as possible.
For example, test cylinders can be drilled from larger specimens [1]. To show the postcracking performance of steel fiber reinforced concrete correlated with the number of fibers
crossing the crack, Kooiman [2] reported on counting fibers in the cracked cross-sections of
beams tested in bending. Alternatively, fibers can be distinguished and counted with
appropriate image analysis of picture of a beam cross-section since the concrete absorbed
the flashlight while the fibers reflected it [3]. In this study, original mixture of UHPC was
derived from the properties at the fresh state such as slump flow and funnel time and
compressive strength at the hardening state. The main parameters in this study were
assigned as the fiber length and their orientation by the direction and distance of flow at
casting. Crack widths were measured by the image analysis of photos taken by the highquality digital camera during the direct tensile test. Moreover, the actual fiber distribution in
test specimens was shown by the image analysis of pictures taken by the microscope.
Finally, the effects of test parameters on tensile behaviors of developed UHPC mixture were
shown by the stress-crack width relationship and measured fiber orientation number.
2

Experimental program

2.1

Materials and mixture compositions

The appropriate mixture was derived from the properties at the fresh state such as the slump
flow and the funnel time following the requirement of the self-compacting concrete [4]. The
slump flow was measured with a 60 mm high slump cone for mortar with 70 mm diameter at
the top and 100 mm diameter at the bottom. The diameter of the slump spread measured
after the removal of the cone was approximately 300 mm. The funnel time was measured
with 300 mm high V-shaped funnel for mortar with 30 × 30 mm2 outlet size at the bottom. The
controlled funnel time was approximately 10 seconds. Finally, the concrete mixture consists
of 665 kg/m3 of ordinary Portland cement, 1033 kg/m3 of sand, 214 kg/m3 of water, 443 kg/m3
of 396 m2/kg Blaine fineness of fly ash and 33 kg/m3 of superplasticizer RHEOBUILD SP8LS.
To adjust the mixture composition for the addition of the fibers, the content of the steel fibers
was replaced against the same volume of the aggregates. Two types of straight steel fibers,
0.16 mm diameter with 6 and 13 mm long, were applied in the experiments. Their tensile
strength is above 2000 MPa. For each batch of concrete, the mean value of compressive
strength tested at an age of 28 days on three cylinder specimens was 62 MPa.
2.2

Mixing and casting procedures

A 60-liter Omni concrete mixer was used in this study. After powder materials, aggregate,
admixture and water had been mixed, fibers were gradually added into the mixing matrix.
The production process has a prominent influence on the quality of conventional fiber
reinforced concrete [2]. Also, the method and intensity of compaction affect the orientation
and the distribution of the steel fibers and the variation of the result [2]. Thus, the “flowmethod” (Figure 1 [5]) consisted of filling the concrete from one side into the mold and
allowed the concrete to level itself was applied in the casting of large specimens (Figure 2).
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Filling of
concrete

Flow direction

Figure 1:

Filling method “Flow”

Figure 2:

2.3

Detail of specimens and parameters

Filling the concrete into steel mold

The main parameters in this study were assigned as the fiber length and their orientation by
the direction and distance of flow at casting. After mixing, the concrete was directly poured
from the mixer into the wide steel mold in one direction as shown in Figure 2. The molds
were 1200 and 1800 mm in total length having a width of 400 mm and a total depth of 100
mm as shown in Figure 3. After the poured concrete leveled itself in the mold, thin steel plate
and frame were installed into the fresh concrete to select and separate the test zone that
actual fiber orientation may be influenced by the flow distance, flow direction and the walleffect as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Specimens were demolded one day after casting and
only the concrete in the steel frame were cured in the room-temperature water until the age
of 28 days. Then, each cured concrete specimens were cut into small test specimens for
direct tensile test with the size of 150 × 50 × 40 mm as shown in Figure 6. The main
parameters studied in the experimental program, the total numbers of specimens and
reference pictures are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 5.
Steel mold

Flow direction

Filling of concrete
100
400

1200
Steel plate

Steel frame

Steel mold

Steel plate
100

1800
Figure 3:

Size and arrangement of molds

400
Figure 4:

Steel frame

Steel plate

Installation of steel plate and frame
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Table 1: Summary of parameters and numbers of specimens
Specimens

Fiber
length

Direction to
flow direction

Selected
zone

Filling of
concrete

Series A
A-1

Parallel

6 mm

A-2

Perpendicular
to flow

A-3

Center

Perpendicular

Filling zone

Series B
B-1

13 mm

B-2

Parallel

Center

Perpendicular

Center zone

Series C
C-1

Filling
6 mm

C-2

Parallel

Center

C-3

Parallel
to flow

End
End zone

Figure 5: Selected zone for tensile test
Grip zone

ΔX

40

ΔT
ΔY

150 Steel plate

Reference point
40

50

Grip zone

Figure 6: Specimens for the tensile test
2.4

At time T+ΔT

At time T

Overlapped picture

Figure 7: Displacement by the image analysis

Test method and measurement

To obtain the tensile properties of the material, the direct tensile test was conducted. In order
to get the homogeneous distribution of fiber throughout the whole tensile specimen, the final
specimens for testing were obtained by cutting off the initial specimen from steel frame. The
full details of the final specimens are shown in Figure 6. The steel plates were used to
strengthen the grip zones to prevent the local failure due to the high compressive stress
(Figure 6). In stead of strain gages or LVDT’s, crack widths were measured by the image
analysis of photos taken by the high-quality digital camera during the 0.1-mm/min loading
test. The camera with a resolution of 10.1 mega pixels was used to capture the movement of
the reference points on the specimen during photo-taking time interval (ΔT). Two taken
pictures were overlapped to each other by the computer program and the displacement in
the horizontal (ΔX) and vertical (ΔY) direction was measured (Figure 7). The measured
displacement represented the crack width when the reference points were set at the opening
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of each crack. The measure process for displacement was repeated until the completed
tensile stress-crack opening relationships can be obtained.
Direction of tensile force

dfi

Slid plane

ϕ

ϕ
df

Fibers
Fibers

Specimen A-3
Specimen A-1
Figure 8: Slid planes taken by a microscope
Figure 9:

Direction of fiber
Diameter of fiber on slid plane

To obtain the actual fiber orientation of the tensile specimens, all specimens were slid
perpendicularly to the direction of the applied tensile force at the sections without crack after
the tensile test was done. The slid specimens were neutralized by phenolphthalein to turn the
color of matrix into pink. By using pictures taken by a microscope, the area of fibers could be
easily distinguished from the matrix by the difference in the color as shown in Figure 8. The
shape of the fibers on the taken pictures will only be a full circle when it is oriented at an
angle of 90 degrees to the slid surface [3]. At any other angle, the fiber will be seen as an
ellipse. The value of the fiber diameter divided by the length of the longer major axis of an
ellipse indicates the angle ϕ of each fiber orientated in the slid surface. A total orientation
number ηϕ that gives a general impression about the overall orientation of all fibers in the
tensile specimens was determined with the following equation [3]:

ηϕ =

1 N
1 N
⋅ ∑ cos ϕ = ⋅ ∑ d f / d fi
N i
N i

(1)

Where N = the number of fibers in the slid section, ϕ = the angle between the direction of the
applied tensile force and the steel fiber (Figure 9).
3

Results and discussion

3.1

Tensile behaviors

The observed tensile behaviors of all test specimens by a digital camera are shown in Figure
10. Because of the variation in the compressive strength of each batch of concrete,
measured tensile stresses were normalized by the tensile strength of the plain concrete
calculated from the concrete strength of each batch as shown in Figure 10. Apparently,
UHPC reinforced with steel fiber has an improved tensile strength compared to the reference
plain concrete. The same tendency has been reported in previous study [6].
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The tensile behaviors of specimens in series A show the effect of the flow direction on short
steel fiber (6 mm). It can be seen that the tensile strength and post-peak behavior can be
improved if the tensile stress is applied at the direction of the concrete flow. In the same way,
from the results of series B, the tensile strength and post-peak behavior are also improved
when the tensile stress is applied at the direction of the concrete flow for 13-mm fiber. It can
be considered that the direction of steel fibers in the self-compacting matrix tries to arrange
itself into the direction of concrete flow which can be proved by the actual fiber orientation
later. Moreover, the effect of the length of fiber can be shown by the comparison of results of
series A and B (Figure 10). It can be said that the normalized tensile strength and the
fracture energy are higher for the longer fiber in both parallel and perpendicular direction to
concrete flow. However, the effect of the fiber length on the maximum crack opening cannot
be seen from the relationship. Results of series C show the effect of the flow distance and
wall on the tensile behaviors of specimens. The steel mold was shortened into 1200 mm to
increase the effect of the wall at the end zone (Figure 5). It can be seen that specimen from
center zone (C-2) has the higher normalized tensile strength and fracture energy than
specimens from the filling and end zones. It can be considered that the orientation of fibers in
the filling zone is disturbed by the filling of concrete and fibers can arrange itself into the
direction of concrete flow after flowed into the center zone. However, the orientation of fibers
is disturbed again by the obstruction of the concrete flow by the wall at the end zone. The
actual fiber orientation of all specimens can be shown by the image analysis later.
3.2

Fiber orientation

Image analysis was used to count the fibers in the cross-section of the tensile specimens.
The measured average angle ϕ, number of fibers and fiber orientation number are
summarized in Table 2. Corresponding to the measured tensile behaviors (Figure 10), the
higher fiber orientation number can be observed from the specimens that the tensile strength
and/or post-peak behavior are improved. It can be said from the results of series A and B
that fibers try to arrange itself into the direction of concrete flow because the orientation
numbers in the direction parallel to concrete flow are higher than that in the perpendicular
direction. However, it can be observed that the effect of flow direction is larger for the longer
fibers because the orientation number of B-1 is higher than that of A-1 and A-2. From the
comparison of the orientation number of series C, it can be concluded that the filling of
concrete and the obstruction of the concrete flow have an influence on the orientation of
fibers. On the other hand, the flow distance can improve the arrangement of fibers in the
direction of concrete flow as shown by the higher value of the orientation number of C-2
compared with specimens C-1 and C-3.
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2

0

Series A

0

1

2

3

Crack opening (mm)

Figure 10:
Table 2:

4

B-1
B-2

1

5

Normalized tensile stress

1

2

Normalized tensile stress

Normalized tensile stress

2

A-1
A-2
A-3

0

1

Series B

0

1

2

3

Crack opening (mm)

4

C-1
C-2
C-3

5

0

Series C

0

1

2

A

B
A-3

B-1

B-2

C-1

C-2

C-3

47.2

46.3

55.4

39.4

59.5

45.9

37.8

46.9

Number
of fibers

425

419

103

305

147

258

170

376

Fiber
orientation

0.65

0.66

0.53

0.74

0.48

0.66

0.76

0.65

Average angle

ϕ

2
A- 1
A- 2
A- 3
B- 1
B- 2
C- 1
C- 2
C- 3

0
0.5

0.6
Fiber orientation

0.7

0.8

Maximum crack opening (mm)

A-2

Normalized tensile strength

5

C

A-1

Specimens

0.4

4

Tensile stress-crack opening relationships
Summary of results from the image analysis

Series

1

3

Crack opening (mm)

5

A- 1
A- 2
A- 3
B- 1
B- 2
C- 1
C- 2
C- 3

4
3
2
1
0
0.4

0.5

0.6
Fiber orientation

0.7

0.8

2

A- 1
A- 2
A- 3
B- 1
B- 2
C- 1
C- 2
C- 3

1

0
0

20

40

η ・ l/d

60

80

Maximum crack opening (mm)

normalized tensile strength

Figure 11: Tensile strength - fiber orientation Figure 12: Crack opening - fiber orientation
5
A- 1
A- 2
A- 3
B- 1
B- 2
C- 1
C- 2
C- 3

4
3
2
1
0
0

20

40

60

80

η ・l/d

Figure 13: Tensile strength - η⋅l/d relationship Figure 14: Crack opening - η⋅l/d relationship
In this study, the normalized tensile strength (the maximum value of the normalized tensile
stress from Figure 10) and maximum crack opening are selected to show the effectiveness of
UHPC reinforced with fibers. Figures 11 and 12 show the normalized tensile strength-fiber
orientation relationship and the maximum crack opening-fiber orientation relationship,
respectively. It is clearly seen from Figures 11 and 12 that the normalized tensile strength
and the maximum crack opening increase proportionally with the increase in fiber orientation.
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To normalize the relationship in Figures 11 and 12 with fiber length and diameter, the fiber
orientation is replaced by η⋅l/d factor (η = orientation number, l = fiber length and d = fiber
diameter) as shown in Figures 13 and 14. Similarly, it is clearly seen from Figures 13 and 14
that the normalized tensile strength and the maximum crack opening increase with the
increase in η⋅l/d factor. Because of only limited number of data, the concrete relation could
not be derived for the relationship in Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14.
It can be concluded that the actual fiber orientation in UHPC member are varied with the
locations due to the main parameters in this study such as the filling location, the angle of
flow direction to direction of tensile stress, the flow distance and the obstruction of the flow.
And, the actual fiber orientation has a strong relation with the tensile characteristic of UHPC
such as the tensile strength and the maximum crack opening. As a result, the actual fiber
orientation at different locations in UHPC member should be considered in the prediction of
the structural performance of member.
4

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the findings of this study:
(1) In stead of strain gages or LVDT’s, the direct tensile test method that the displacement or
crack widths are measured by the image analysis of photos taken by the digital camera
are introduced. With this proposed method, the measurement of post-peak behavior of a
single crack can be obtained.
(2) Flow distance and fiber length have a positive effect on the orientation of fiber in the flow
direction. However, the filling of concrete and the obstruction of the concrete flow have a
negative effect. The effects on the orientation of fiber can be shown by the fiber
orientation number by the image analysis.
(3) The actual fiber orientation has a strong effect on the tensile characteristic of UHPC. As a
result, in the prediction of the structural performance of UHPC members, the varied
actual fiber orientation at the different locations in member should be considered.
5
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High Tensile Strength Strain-Hardening FRC Composites
with less than 2% Fiber Content
Summary
Tensile strain hardening FRC composite with a tensile strength exceeding 10 MPa and a
tensile strain capacity close to 0.5% was developed using only 2% fiber volume fraction in
high strength matrix (84 MPa). Two high strength steel fibers, Hooked and Torex fiber, of
tensile strength exceeding 2000 MPa were selected. In single fiber pullout tests, both fibers
showed slip-hardening behavior without fiber failure, and the Torex fiber showed high slip
capacity before bond decay generating large amount of pullout work or energy. In direct
tensile tests of bell-shaped specimens, the use of both high strength steel Hooked and Torex
fiber led to strain hardening-behavior. In some cases, strain-hardening was achieved with a
fiber volume fraction of only 1%. However, there were clear differences in the cracking
behavior of the composite depending on the type of fiber. With Torex fibers at 2% fiber
content, the crack spacing was less than 4.5 mm and crack width prior to maximum load was
less than 21 microns; the corresponding values for the high strength hooked fiber were 6.5
mm and 29 microns respectively.
Keywords: high strength steel fiber, strain hardening, slip hardening, multiple cracking
1

Introduction

Many researches have worked to increase the strength and ductility of concrete and
cementitious composites. As a result, high performance concretes (HPC) and ultra-high
performance concretes (UHPC) were developed with the aid of water reducing agents,
chemical admixtures, and the addition of very fine fillers. HPC and UHPC are usually first
characterized by their compressive strength. Initially HPC had compressive strengths
ranging between 40 and 70 MPa. For UHPC, strengths in excess of 200 MPa have been
attained. Such high strength is expected to reduce the required section size of reinforced and
prestressed concrete structural members such as bridge girders, beams and columns.
However UHPCs are extremely brittle in both tension and compression. Adding fibers to
such matrices improves their ductility and fracture properties. So far, ultra high performance
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tension without using high fiber contents (ranging from 5% to 11% by volume) such as in the
examples of SIFCON (slurry infiltrated fiber concrete), SIMCON (slurry infiltrated mat
concrete) and CEMTECmultiscale (Multiscale Cement Technical Composites). The properties
and applications of SIFCON were first reported by Lankard (1985). The tensile and
compressive behavior of SIMCON were reported by Krstulovic and Al-Shannag (1997) and
Krstulovic and Malak (1999). Naaman and Homrich (1989) described experimental studies
on the tensile behavior of SIFCON and proposed a model predicting the ascending branch of
its tensile stress-strain curve. Naaman et al. (1992) also investigated the flexural behavior of
reinforced concrete beams in a SIFCON matrix. Rossi (2005) introduced new cement
composites called CEMTECmultiscale by using three different types of steel fibers with 11%
total fiber volume fraction; Rossi et al (2005) reported that CEMTECmultiscale can achieve 5058 MPa modulus of rupture in bending and more than 200 MPa compressive strength.
Recently, several researchers reported on the mechanical, compressive and time dependent
behavior of UHPFRC (Habel et al. (2006), Graybeal (2007), and Habel et al. (2006)). Behloul
(2007) described many applications of Ductal, a type of UHPFRC with moderate fiber
content, in bridges and footbridges and showed that Ductal technology can achieve 200 MPa
compressive strength, 45 flexural strength and 11 MPa tensile strength.
Since each 1% of steel fibers usually cost more than the entire cement matrix, there is urgent
need to minimize the cost of the composite for practical applications. The main objective of
this study was to develop a tensile strain hardening Fiber Reinforced Cementitious (SH-FRC)
composites with a tensile strength exceeding 10 MPa, a corresponding tensile strain capacity
close to 0.5%, and a fiber content less than 2% by volume. The compressive strength of the
matrix described in this study was about 84 MPa. While higher compressive strengths could
have been used, they would generate significantly higher fiber bond strengths (adhesive,
frictional and mechanical) which lead in some cases to failure of the fibers upon matrix
cracking and during fiber pull-out. To minimize fiber failure, two steel fibers of tensile strength
exceeding 2000 MPa were selected; one fiber was circular in cross-section and hooked at its
ends, and the other was triangular in cross-section and twisted along its longitudinal axis
(here called Torex). Pull-out tests of single fibers were carried out as well as direct tensile
tests on cement matrices containing 1% and 2% fibers by volume.
2

Slip hardening and strain hardening

Strong correlation between single fiber pull-out behavior and tensile behavior of FRC
composites was reported by Kim et al in 2007. Used two types of high strength deformed
steel fibers, high strength Hooked and Torex fiber, they showed that slip hardening pullout
behavior with large slip capacity before bond decay helps achieve strain-hardening FRC
composites with high strain capacity in tension accompanied by multiple micro cracks.
Figs. 1a and 1b show typical single fiber pullout behavior of Hooked and Twisted fiber,
respectively. Although both deformed Hooked and Twisted fibers, show slip hardening
behavior, the slip capacity of Twisted fiber is much higher than that of Hooked fiber as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The higher slip capacity of Twisted (Torex) fiber originates from the
unique untwisting pullout mechanism which engages the whole embedded length of fiber
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during fiber pullout, while only a small portion of the fiber length is engaged in hooked fibers
(Naaman 1999, Alwan et al 1999, Sujiravorakul 2001).
The amount of pullout work (or energy) during the pullout described in Fig. 1 depends on slip
capacity and can be interpreted to derive an equivalent bond strength with the assumption
that bond strength remains constant along the fiber embedded length for the selected slip.
For any given slip capacity, a different equivalent bond strength can be determined, including
the case where the slip is the maximum observed in a typical pull-out test. Kim et al (2007)
suggested equation (1) to calculate the equivalent bond strength assuming the maximum slip
is equal to the fiber embedded length.

τ equivalent =

8 E PULLOUT
2
πd f L f

(1)

Where, E PULLOUT is Pullout energy, d f : Fiber diameter and L f : Fiber length.

Figure 1:

Typical pullout behavior of Hooked and Twisted fiber

Fig. 2 shows typical tensile behavior of an FRC composite using Twisted (Torex) fiber with
2% fiber content by volume. Clear strain hardening behavior is observed; the tensile load
resistance after first cracking strength σ cc steadily increases up to post cracking strength

σ pc and is accompanied with multiple micro-cracks. It is clear that the slip hardening
behavior in fiber pullout helps achieve strain hardening behavior in tension.

0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 0.6% 0.8%
Figure 2:

Typical tensile behavior of Twisted (Torex) fiber reinforced composites. a) Tensile
stress-strain response up to peak stress. b) Cracking behavior at different strain
levels
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3

Experimental Program

As mentioned above, two types of high strength steel fibers (Hooked and Twisted) with slip
hardening pull-out behavior, were used in a high strength cementitious matrix (84MPa) with
1% and 2% fiber by volume. Single fiber pullout tests and direct tensile tests were carried out
using a servo-controlled hydraulic testing machine (MTS810).
3.1

Materials and specimen preparation

The matrix mix composition and proportions are shown in Table 1, and the properties of
fibers are shown in Table 2. It should be noted that VMA (Viscosity Modifying Agent) was
added to the matrix to increase viscosity and ensure uniform fiber distribution in the matrix.
The compressive strength of the matrix was measured from 100x200 mm cylinders and this
matrix composition is self-consolidating mixture.
Table 1:

Composition of Matrix Mixtures by weight ratio and compressive strength

Cement
(Type III)

Fly
ash

Sand
(Flint)

Silica
Fume

Super Plasticizer

VMA

0.80

0.20

1.00

0.07

0.04

0.012

Table 2:

f c'

Water

(MPa)
0.26

84

Properties of Fibers used in this study
Diameter
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Density,
g/cc

Tensile strength,
(MPa)

Elastic Modulus,
(GPa)

Hooked

0.38

30

7.9

2300

200

Twisted

0.3*

30

7.9

2760**

200

Fiber Type

* Equivalent diameter

3.2

** Tensile strength of the fiber after twisting

Test setups and procedure

162.5

PULLOUT LOAD

LVDT

SPECIMEN
SPECIMEN
GRIP SYSTEM
TEST MACHINE FIXED SUPPORT

Figure 4:
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Tensile test specimen and setup

OPTOTRAK MARKERS

Apply
Displacement

Apply
Displacement
Support

FIBER

50.0

Support

FIBER
EMBEDMENT
LENGTH

SLIP

175.0

FIBER
GRIP SYSTEM

200.0

UNIT : MM

LOAD CELL

162.5

UNIT : MM

75.0

GAGE LENGTH

TEST MACHINE CROSS HEAD
MOVING UPWARD

UNIT : MM
T = 25

125.0

25.0

Figure 3: Pull out test specimen and setup
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The geometry of pullout test specimen and test set-up is shown in Fig. 3. The embedment
length of the fiber was 15mm (= 0.59 inch) and the fiber was placed at the center of the
specimen. The specimen’s axis was located along the loading axis and the fiber axis; the
fiber was gripped firmly to prevent any slip in the gripping device. The geometry of the
double bell end-shaped tensile test specimen and test set up are shown in Fig. 4 (Naaman et
al. 2007). Two layers of steel wire mesh were used to reinforce the bell shaped ends to
minimize failure at the grips and out of the gage length. The gage length was selected to be
175mm (=7 inch), between two infrared markers; displacement between the markers was
measured using a non-contacting motion measuring instrument (OPTOTRAK System)
placed at about one meter from the specimen; the measurement accuracy was 0.001 mm.
Test results
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(a) Pullout Load - Slip curve, Hooked fiber
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(b) Pullout Load - Slip curve, Twisted fiber

Pullout Stress-Slip Curve
: Hooked fiber and Torex fiber
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2000

1500
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1000

Hooked Fiber
Twisted(Torex) Fiber

500
0
0

5
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10

15

(c) Average Pullout Stress - Slip curve for both Hooked and Twisted fiber
Figure 5:

Pullout behavior of both Hooked and Twisted fiber

Pullout load - slip response curves of the high strength steel Hooked and Twisted fiber are
shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. Note that while the pull-out load axis has the same
scale for both fibers, the tensile stress induced in the fiber is different because they have
different cross-sections. Figure 5c compares the average curve derived for each fiber,
plotted as tensile stress in the fiber versus slip. It can be observed that the twisted fiber, in
which the tensile stress reaches 2000 MPa, is significantly more efficient than the hooked
fiber for which the maximum tensile stress reaches 1600 MPa. The average pullout energy
(area under the pull-out curve) was determined and the equivalent bond strength for each
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fiber was calculated from Eq. (1). The pullout energy of the Torex fiber was 1635.50 N-mm
while that of the Hooked fiber was 713.67 N-mm. The corresponding equivalent bond
strength was 15.4 MPa for Torex fiber and 5.05 MPa for high strength Hooked fiber,
respectively.
Tensile stress – strain curves and photos illustrating the number of cracks and crack spacing
in each test series are given in Fig. 6. Average numerical values of several parameters
describing tensile response such as first cracking strength, maximum post cracking strength,
strain capacity at maximum post cracking strength and number of cracks (and related crack
spacing) are shown in Table 3. These values are averaged from at least three specimens.
Figure 7 illustrates and compares graphically some of the parameters of Table 3.
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Tensile stress – strain curve and cracking behaviour
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Table 3:

Average experimental results obtained from the tensile tests

Fiber type
& Volume
fraction

First
cracking
strength
MPa

Post
Cracking
Strength
MPa

Hooked 1%

4.299

Hooked 2%

Strain
Capacity

Number
of cracks

Crack
Spacing

Average
Crack Width

%

EA

mm

micrometer

5.207

0.301

15

11.85

37

5.143

7.562

0.387

27

6.56

29

Twisted 1%

4.264

5.499

0.616

23

7.74

49

Twisted 2%

6.997

10.778

0.452

39

4.56

21

4

Evaluation of the experimental results

The tensile stress – strain curves observed for all test series showed strain hardening
behavior and multiple cracking characteristics, for both 1% and 2% fiber content by volume.
While both fibers were effective in developing tensile strain hardening response of the
composite, the twisted fiber was much more effective than the hooked fiber (Table 3 and Fig.
7). For a volume fraction of 2%, the test series with Twisted (Torex) fibers achieved a
maximum post-cracking stress of 10.8 MPa, at a strain of about 0.45%, with an average
crack spacing of 4.5 mm and an average crack width of 21 micrometer.
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Figure 7: Effect of fiber type and volume fraction
5

Conclusions

This study investigated the performance of high strength Hooked and Twisted (Torex) fiber in
a high strength cementitious matrix (84 MPa) in both pullout and tensile test.

y Although both Hooked and Twisted (Torex) fibers show slip-hardening behavior under pullout due to their mechanical bond, Twisted (Torex) fiber led to an equivalent bond strength
about 3 times that of the Hooked fiber.

y In tensile tests, the use of both Hooked and Twisted (Torex) fiber reinforced specimens led
to strain hardening behavior. However, Twisted (Torex) fiber was much more effective than
the hooked fiber in terms of maximum tensile strength, strain capacity and number of
cracks within gage length.
Finally, with Twisted (Torex) fibers at 2% fiber content by volume in a high strength
cementitious matrix (84MPa), the objective of achieving SH-FRC composites with post175

cracking direct tensile strength of about 10 MPa and strain capacity close to 0.5% was
attained. At time of this writing a new level of 17 MPa has also been achieved in a SIFCON
strain-hardening FRC composite with a fiber volume fraction of 4%, and is being used as a
reference base for the next level.
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Improvement of the Post Fracture Behaviour of UHPC by
Fibres
Summary
The development of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) now offers a complete new
range of application for RC-constructions. But due to the brittle material behaviour of UHPC
at the ultimate compressive and tensile strength, it is advisable to add steel fibres (UHPFRC)
to the concrete mix, in order to obtain a more ductile material behaviour. Research work has
been carried out at the iBMB of the Technical University Brunswick, Germany, with the aim to
improve the cost-effectiveness and sustainability of these UHPFRC mixes [7]. The following
paper summarises the results of these three test series (tensile, compressive and fire tests)
and gives recommendations for the addition of fibres, with regard to the type of steel fibres,
the steel fibre aspect ratio (fibre length lf / diameter df), as well as the steel fibre and
polypropylene fibre content.
Keywords: material properties UHPC and UHPFRC, fibre type, fibre content, stress-strainrelationship, fire resistance
1

Introduction

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a new material with a very high compression
strength and excellent durability. However, if the ultimate compressive and tensile strength is
reached, UHPC shows an extremely brittle material behaviour, with a nearly complete loss of
load carrying capacity after the maximum load is exceeded. The addition of steel fibres,
leading to Ultra High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) improves the post
fracture behaviour significantly. As, on the other hand, the required high-strength steel fibres
are expensive and reduce the workability of the concrete, a test series with nine concrete
mixes variations of the reference mix (UHPFRC-B4Q) was carried out at the iBMB, in order
to find the optimum fibre content in connection with an optimal mechanical performance. This
benchmark test was part of the DFG Priority Program (SPP) 1182 [7].
Furthermore some preliminary fire tests with nine different versions of the reference concrete
mix (UHPFRC-B4Q) were carried out in order to investigate the behaviour of UHPFRC at
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high temperatures, with regard to the spalling phenomenon known from other concretes with
a dense microstructure, such as SCC and HPC.
2

Investigated Concrete Mixes

Based on the reference concrete mix (UHPFRC-B4Q) given in Table 1, eight variants of
UHPFRC-B4Q were investigated. These mixes are based on the same concrete mix as
given in Table 1, but differ with regard to the steel fibre type and content. Details (fibre type
and volumetric ratio vf) are given in Table 2. As a benchmark, the behaviour of a concrete
mix without steel fibres (UHPC-B4Q) was studied too, which means that in total the results of
ten different concrete mixes are presented here.
Table 1:

UHPFRC-B4Q (B4Q-0) concrete mix

UHPFRC 160 (B4Q-0)
CEM-I 52.5 R HS-NA
ELKEM Microsilica Grade 983
Quartz sand 0.125/0.50 mm
Quartz flour I
Quartz flour II

Table 2:

[kg/m³] [kg/dm³] [dm³]
650.0
3.10 209.7
177.0
2.20
80.5
354.0
2.65 133.6
325.0
2.65 122.6
131.0
2.65
49.4

Basalt 2/5
Basalt 5/8
Water
Superplasticizer Glenium 51
SF lf /df = 9/0.15 mm (2.47 Vol.-%)

[kg/m³] [kg/dm³] [dm³]
298.5
3.06
97.5
298.5
3.06
97.5
158.0
1.00 158.0
30.4
1.11
27.4
193.9
7.85
24.7

Investigated mix variants of B4Q

Steel fibre
B4Q-0
B4Q
B4Q-3
B4Q-4
B4Q-5
B4Q-6
B4Q-1
B4Q-2
B4Q-7
B4Q-8
(SPP-ref.)
w/o SF
lf / df
9 / 0.15 mm 2.47 Vol.-%
0.25 Vol.-%
17 / 0.15 mm
1.50 Vol.-%
15 / 0.15 mm
0.50 Vol.-%
0.25 Vol.-% 0.25 Vol.-%
30 / 0.38 mm
1.50 Vol.-% 1.50 Vol.-% 1.25 Vol.-% 1.00 Vol.-% 1.00 Vol.-% 1.00 Vol.-% 0.75 Vol.-%
PP-microfibre 0.0 kg/m³ 1.0 kg/m³ 0.0 kg/m³ 0.5 kg/m³ 0.0 kg/m³ 0.0 kg/m³ 1.5 kg/m³ 0.0 kg/m³ 2.0 kg/m³ 0.0 kg/m³

70

Figure 1:
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60
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From each concrete mix a series of test specimens was produced, i.e. five cylinders
Ø 150 mm x 300 mm for the compression strength tests, three 100 mm cubes for additional
compression tests, three beams with b/h/l = 150 mm x 150 mm x 700 mm for bending tests,
and one test specimen with the dimensions of 200 mm x 200 mm x 500 mm for the fire test.
The test specimens were poured carefully and compacted on a vibration table. The beams
and the test specimens for the fire test were additionally compacted with internal vibrators.
After two days at 20 °C and 65 % relative humidity the tests specimens were demoulded and
stored under water until they were tested at the age of 28 days. Only the test specimens for
the fire tests were stored at 20 °C and 65 % relative humidity for 56 days.

B4Q-7

B4Q-8

B4Q w/o SF

Slump spread diameter of the different concrete mixes

The difference in workability is documented by the measured slump spread diameter given in
Figure 1. In relation to the reference mix B4Q-0 it can be seen that the mix B4Q-1 shows a
slump spread reduction of almost 20 %, whereas B4Q-7 shows an increase of the slump
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spread by nearly 30 %, indicating the considerable influence of the steel fibre type and
content on the concrete workability.
3

Tensile Load Bearing Behaviour of UHPFRC

In order to investigate the load bearing behaviour of UHPFRC under tension, bending tests
according to [1] were carried out. The test set-up for the 4-point-bending test is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2:

Test set-up according to [1] for the determination of the stress-strain relationship
of UHPFRC in tension (all dimensions in mm)

The load-mid-span deflection relationship for all concrete mixes are given in Figure 3.
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Load-mid-span deflection relationship for all concrete mixes (B4Q)

The different curves given here already represent the mean value obtained from the three
specimens tested for each concrete mix. It can be seen, that the reference mix B4Q-0 shows
the highest tensile strength value and that the values obtained from the other mixes differ up
to 35 %.
For the classification of the post cracking tensile load bearing behaviour of steel fibre
concrete it is useful to introduce so called “performance classes” [1]. For the classification of
steel fibre concrete, the post-cracking flexural tensile strength obtained in the 4-point bending
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tests at a mid-span deflection of 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm is used. These values are derived
according to equation (1) and (2) [1].

1 n F ⋅l
f f cflk,0.5 = 0.7 ⋅ ⋅ ∑ 0.5,i 2
n i=1 bi ⋅ hi

1 n F ⋅l
f f cflk,3.5 = 0.7 ⋅ ⋅ ∑ 3.5,i 2
n i=1 bi ⋅ hi

(1)

(2)

15

B4Q-4

B4Q-5

B4Q-6

11.5
4.6

B4Q-3

8.1
4.7

B4Q-2

11.5
8.0

B4Q-1

10.1
6.7

8.5
4.2

B4Q-0
SPP-Ref.

10.4
6.0

0

10.4
8.9

5

11.6
10.7

12.8

10
3.6

ffcflk,0.5 / ffcflk,3.5

Figure 4 gives the post-cracking flexural tensile strength values for the concrete mixes. It can
be seen that the reference mix B4Q-0 shows the largest decrease of approx. 70 % of the
flexural tensile strength values at 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm mid-span deflection of all concrete
mixes. Except B4Q-8, with a decrease of 60 %, all the other concrete mixes show a
decrease of 50 % or less, which indicates that concrete mixes with longer steel fibres (lf / df =
30 / 0.38 mm) might be more favourable for higher strains in contrast to mixes with shorter
steel fibres (lf = 9 mm and 17 mm). It can be noted as a further result, that for a characteristic
post-cracking flexural tensile strength value ffcflk,0.5 larger than 10 MPa, a steel fibre content of
more than vf = 1.25 Vol.-% is necessary. The same applies for a value ffcflk,3.5 larger than
6 MPa, where, in addition to a steel fibre content of more than vf = 1.25 Vol.-%, the longer
steel fibres with a length lf = 30 mm have to be used.

B4Q-7

B4Q-8

Figure 4:

Characteristic post-cracking flexural tensile strength ffcflk,0.5 and ffcflk,3.5 [1]

4

Compressive Load Carrying Behaviour of UHPFRC

Figure 5 shows the principle test set-up and one of the test specimens prior to testing. The
Ø 150 mm x 300 mm cylinders were placed directly between the loading plates of the 10 MN
testing machine and no further additional measures for the load transfer (e.g. steel brushes)
were applied. To ensure an even load transfer into the test specimen, the end surfaces, i.e.
the loading areas were face-grinded two days prior to the test.
The lateral strain was measured with two strain gauges in the middle of the cylinders (see
Figure 5, right). The longitudinal deformation was derived from the piston lift of the testing
machine and two linear variable differential transducers (LVDT), arranged at the opposite
sides of the test specimens. The longitudinal strains were measured by two vertical strain
gauges, placed at opposite sides of the cylinder (see Figure 5, left).
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Figure 5:

Test set-up for the determination of the compressive stress-strain relationship

The compressive strength fck values derived from these tests according to [3], the
compressive strain εcu at the maximum load level and the modulus of elasticity Ecm (secant
elastic modulus taken at 0.4 fck) are given in Table 3.
Table 3:

Compressive strength fck results of B4Q-0 to B4Q-8
B4Q
w/o SF

B4Q-1

B4Q-2

B4Q-3

B4Q-4

B4Q-5

B4Q-6

B4Q-7

B4Q-8

fck : [3]

B4Q-0
(SPP-ref.)
UHPFRC
160
-160.8

UHPFRC
145
-146.0

UHPFRC
140
-144.6

UHPFRC
145
-146.1

UHPFRC
145
-148.8

UHPFRC
145
-148.4

UHPFRC
145
-146.8

UHPFRC
145
-146.6

UHPFRC
150
-152.7

εcu:

-3.31 ‰

-3.37 ‰

-3.25 ‰

-3.18 ‰

-3.31 ‰

-3.35 ‰

-3.43 ‰

-3.34 ‰

-3.42 ‰

-3.05 ‰

Ecm : [3]

52.2 GPa

49.3 GPa

50.5 GPa

51.7 GPa

51.7 GPa

50.2 GPa

49.1 GPa

48.5 GPa

51.2 GPa

47.6 GPa

grade:

UHPC 145
-145.5

Similar to the tensile tests the B4Q-0 mix shows the highest compressive strength compared
to the other mixes, which show a compressive strength decrease of 5 % (for the lf / df = 17 /
0.15 mm fibres) up to 8 % (for the lf / df = 30 / 0.38 mm fibres), which indicates a certain
influence of the fibre type on the compressive strength. The strain at the ultimate loading εcu
is in the range of 3.2 to 3.4 ‰ and only the non-reinforced B4Q shows a smaller value of
3.05 ‰. The modulus of elasticity is in the range of 48 to 52 GPa.
Figure 6 shows the stress-strain relationship of the mono-fibre-mixes, with a typical load
decrease between 3.5 and 4.0 ‰ and a more or less similar curve progression for larger
strain values.
-170

B4Q-0

-150
-130

B4Q-8

σc1 [MPa]

-110

B4Q-0

B4Q-2

B4Q-3

B4Q-4

B4Q-7

B4Q-8

B4Q-3

-90

B4Q-2

-70
-50
B4Q-7

-30
-10
0

Figure 6:

-1

-2

-3

-4

ε c1 [‰]

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

Compression stress-strain-curve of UHPFRC for mono-fibre-mixes
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It can be noted that the UHPFRC with longer steel fibres (lf ≥ 17 mm) show a similar
performance as the B4Q-0 with shorter fibres (lf = 9 mm), but with a considerably reduced
steel fibre content.
Figure 7 shows the stress-strain relationship of UHPFRC with fibre-cocktails. In relation to
the reference mix B4Q-0, for 2 mixtures a considerable improvement can be noted in the
strain range between 3.5 and 5 ‰. For higher strains than 5 ‰ only the mix B4Q-1 shows a
significant difference, which means an improvement in robustness. It should be also noted
here, that the stress-strain curve of the B4Q without steel fibres (B4Q w/o SF) shows a
nearly vertical decrease after maximum loading level is reached. These test specimens
collapse explosively and without any prior warning.
-170

B4Q-0

-150
-130

B4Q-0

B4Q-1

B4Q-5

B4Q-6

B4Q w/o SF

σc1 [MPa]

-110
B4Q-1

-90
-70
-50
B4Q w/o SF

-30

B4Q-5
B4Q-6

-10
0

Figure 7:

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5
ε c1 [‰]

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10

Compression stress-strain-curve of UHPC and UHPFRC for fibre-cocktail-mixes

In order to describe the compressive stress-strain relationship, an analytical approach would
be useful. If one compares the analytical approaches given in [3-6], it appears that the
adaptation of HPC models given there is suitable for the ascending part of the stress-strain
relationship of UHPFRC, as shown in Figure 8 for concrete B4Q-0. However, the descending
part of the stress-strain-curve of UHPFRC cannot be described with the currently available
approaches.
A more suitable approach („own approach“) is developed at the iBMB, which is able to
describe the compression stress-strain relationship with a quad-linear model and allows a
better description of the descending branch. The ascending branch of the curve is described
by the approach given in [6] and the descending branch based on empirically determined
values. As can be seen in Figure 8, there is a satisfactory correlation between this approach
and the test results.
Table 4 show the own approach for the compression stress-strain-curve of UHPFRC (left)
and B4Q-0 (filling degree: αin = 0,91 [7], fck = 160 MPa, Ecm = 52.2 GPa, εcu = 3.31 ‰, right).
B4Q-0 is made with vf = 2.47 Vol.-% of high-strength steel fibres with lf / df = 9 / 0.15 mm
(Σ vf x lf / df = 2.47 % x 9 / 0.15 mm= 1.482).
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3

-170
-150

B4Q-0 (Test)
DIN 1045-1-UHPC [3]
Fanella u. Naaman [4]
MC-90 [5]
CDZ-Schumacher [6]
Own approach

2

σc1 [MPa]

-130
-110
4

-90
-70
-50
-30

5

-10

1

0

Figure 8:
Table 4:

5

-3

-6

ε c1 [‰]

-9

-12

-15

-18

Comparison of test results of B4Q-0 with different approaches
Approach for the stress-strain-curve of UHPFRC (left) and B4Q-0 (right)

Point i

εci / εcu

fci / fck

εci

fci

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

(2αin - 1 ) fck / Ecm

(2αin - 1 )

(2 x 0.91 - 1) x 160 MPa / 52.2 GPa
x -3.31 ‰ = -2.50 ‰

(2 x 0.91 - 1 ) x -160 MPa
= -131.2 MPa

3

1.0

1.0

-3.31 ‰

-160 MPa

4

1.25

0.35 Σ vf lf/df

1.25 x -3.31 ‰ = -4.13 ‰

0.35 x 1.482 x -160 MPa = -83.0 MPa

5

5.0

0.1 Σ vf lf/df

5.0 x -3.31 ‰ = -16.55 ‰

0.1 x 1.482 x -160 MPa = -23.7 MPa

Spalling Behaviour at High Temperatures

The spalling behaviour of UHPC and UHPFRC at high temperatures is – as known from HPC
– much more unfavourable than common normal-strength concretes (NSC). As a preliminary
investigation fire tests of the concrete mixes B4Q-0 to B4Q-8 were carried out at the iBMB
with the aim to determine the necessity, efficiency and necessary steel fibre and PPmicrofibre content of this concrete to avoid spalling [7]. Figure 9 show six unloaded
specimens with the dimensions of 200 mm x 200 mm x 500 mm made of UHPFRC before
and after a 90 minute fire test. The moisture content before test was between 2.8 to 3.4 %. It
can be seen that only the concrete mixes with PP-microfibres addition shows a sufficient
spalling behaviour. The concrete mixes without PP-microfibres deteriorated more or less
completely. Further on, it should also be noted that the specimen with B4Q-0 (2.47 Vol.-%
short steel fibres with lf = 9 mm and no PP-fibre addition) shows a better spalling behaviour
than the test specimens B4Q-2, B4Q-4 and B4Q-5 (with long steel fibres with lf = 30 mm and
no PP-fibre addition). Additional tests carried out in this context show, that for this UHPFRC
with a moisture content smaller 3.4 % a PP-fibre content of up to 2.0 kg/m³ PP-microfibres is
needed to avoid spalling.
In general the fire behaviour of UHPC has to be investigated more deeply. Especially the
material properties for the fire design and construction and design rules are not available at
the moment. Further research work has to be carried out urgently in this field.
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B4Q-5
0,0 kg/m³

B4Q-4
0,0 kg/m³

B4Q-3
0.5 kg/m³

B4Q-2
0,0 kg/m³

B4Q-1
1,0 kg/m³

B4Q-0
0,0 kg/m³

Figure 9:

Test specimens with B4Q-0 to B4Q-5 (from right to left) before and after a 90
minute fire test, PP-fibre content given in upper picture

6

Conclusion

A series of tests was carried out in order to determine the tensile and compressive load
bearing behaviour of different UHPFRC mixes. The test results can be summarised as
follows:
•

The post-peak behaviour of UHPFRC can be improved by the addition of steel fibres.
The main parameters to describe the influence are the type of steel fibres, the aspect
ratio (lf/df) and the amount of fibres within the mixes.

•

By the use of longer steel fibres (fibre length lf ≥ 17 mm instead of 9 mm) the
required amount of steel fibres can be reduced significantly.

•

7

Spalling of the concrete surface of this UHPFRC at high temperatures can be
avoided by the addition of approximately 2.0 kg/m³ PP-microfibres.
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Effect of Filling Method on Fibre Orientation & Dispersion
and Mechanical Properties of UHPC
Summary
The increase of tensile strength and improvement of toughness stand as the most remarkable
advantages promoting the exploitation of Ultra High Strength Concrete (UHPC). Since such
improvements are realized through the addition of steel fibres, the orientation and dispersion of
the fibres in the matrix have naturally significant influence on the mechanical properties of
UHPC. Fibre-reinforced concrete being manufactured by means various kinds of specimen
shape and diversified filling methods and directions, these variables are likely to produce effect
on the dispersion and orientation of fibres in UHPC leading to large differences in its
mechanical properties. Accordingly, need is for a thorough investigation on the effect of filling
method. This study intends to evaluate the effect of placing and flow direction not only on the
orientation and dispersion of fibres but also on the tensile behavior of UHPC. Section analysis
using photographic shooting is adopted to investigate the fibre alignment and reveals
considerable difference in the fibre alignment according to the placing and flow direction. The
best alignment appears to be achieved when placing is done in the direction of the flexural
tensile stress. Such placing and flow direction produce little difference in the first cracking
strength but significant discrepancy up to 50% in the ultimate tensile strength.
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete, fibre, orientation, dispersion, filling, flow
1

Introduction

The evolution of concrete technology has attained a level dealing with ultra high strength
features going beyond the classic concept of high strength and has even permit the
development of Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) solving also the problem of
brittleness that was the most critical one for the high strengthenization of concrete[1]. The
matrix based on RPC (Reactive Powder Concrete) commonly called as cement is composed
of an adequate proportion of particles with diameter below 1mm and is characterized by a
brittle behavior. In order to supplement such brittleness, UHPC uses steel fibres which allows
it to develop extremely high strength together with remarkable performance regard to
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toughness and durability aspects[2]. The mechanical characteristics of UHPC are its
compressive strength ranging from about 180 to 200MPa, its splitting tensile strength
averaging 10 to 12MPa and its flexural tensile strength running on the mean from 30 to
35MPa. The most important advantages of fibre reinforced concrete are the increase of
tensile strength and improvement of toughness. The improvement of such mechanical
properties can be optimized through an arrangement of the fibres suited to the orientation of
the stress. This can be achieved through the control of the orientation and dispersion of
continuous long fibres in the matrix. Short fibres with length of 15 to 30mm are generally
adopted in fibre reinforced concrete. These fibres are dispersed randomly in all directions so
as to exhibit isotropy. However, since UHPC are not using coarse aggregates and show high
fluidity, the orientation and dispersion of the fibres may rely on the flow direction owing to the
casting sequence or shape of the structure. So many studies were carried out with the
orientation and dispersion in fiber-reinforced concrete since the early seventies[3-5].
However the studies were focused on the material mechanics but did not deal with the flow
characteristics. Recently, Ozyurt et al.[6], Stähli et al.[7] did this kind of studies, which were
still restricted in specimen scale. Accordingly, this study examines the orientation and
dispersion of the fibres according to placing and flow directions in order to evaluate the
corresponding effects on the cracking strength and flexural strength.
2

Test setup and method

2.1

Specimen level

The composition of matrix used is given in Table 1 and 2% vol.
steel fibers were used. The flow test showed the flowabiliy of
about 230mm. This study performed at first specimen level tests
using rectangular specimens with dimensions of 100mm×
100mm×400mm to evaluate the orientation and dispersion of the

Table 1: The composition
(by Vol. ratio)
OPC
Water
Silica fume
Sand
Filling powder
Superplasticizer.

1
0.25
0.25
1.1
0.3
0.018

fibres according to the placing and flow directions of UHPC in
fresh state. The specimens were tested by four point bending
test. Two cases were considered for the placing and flow
directions: casting in the longitudinal direction and guided flow,
and casting in the vertical direction. This study being limited to flexural members and
particularly to plates, placing direction for specimens standing vertically to present height of
400mm has not been considered. Figure 1 illustrates each of the placing and flow directions
adopted during the manufacture of the specimens.

(a) Placing direction parallel to flexural tension
flexural tension
Figure 1: Placing and flow directions of concrete
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(b) Placing direction perpendicular to
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Survey was done by cutting the specimens in the 3 directions to evaluate the characteristics
of the fibres’ arrangement within the specimens according to the orientation. The specimens
were cut in 4 equal sections along their 400mm length of which the 2 median sections were
cut longitudinally, vertically and transversally into 4 equal portions as shown in Figure 2. High
resolution photographs were taken at each of the cutting planes to investigate the orientation
and dispersion of the fibres. Thereafter, 4-point bending tests were conducted to examine the
relationship between the orientation and dispersion of the fibres and the tensile
characteristics of UHPC. The tests were carried out through displacement control using an
actuation system with capacity of 250kN. The deflection at the center of the flexural members
was measured by means of LVDT installed at the center of the specimens.

(a) Shape of specimen

(b) Longitudinal
direction

Figure 2:

Section cutting directions of specimens

Figure 3:

Placing and flow directions

2.2

Structure level

Figure 4:

(c) Vertical direction

(d) Transverse
direction

Label and shape of plate pieces

In the precedent section, tests were carried out at the specimen level regard to the
orientation and dispersion of the fibres according to the placing and flow directions. However,
the flow in rectangular specimens of 100mm×100mm×400mm is disturbed by the small
dimensions of the members, which is likely to produce differences in the flow characteristics
and the corresponding orientation of the fibres in real structures. Chao et al.[8] reported that
the tensile strength and behaviour was different according to the scale in the direct tensile
test. More realistic orientation and dispersion of the fibres can be evaluated for specimens
presenting dimensions closer to those of real structures. Accordingly, this section
investigates these effects at a level comparable to actual structures. Plate with dimensions of
1320mm×1320mm×100mm was thus manufactured and cut into rectangular pieces of about
100mm×100mm×440mm to evaluate the cracking strength and flexural tensile strength with
respect to the position by four point bending test. Placing was done by free fall from a height
of about 200mm at the centre of the plate. The fresh UHPC was let to flow radially by itself.
Since UHPC exhibits fluidity reaching its self-filling possibility, complete filling was realized
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without additional finishing work except surface finishing. Figure 3 depicts the placing and
flow directions during the manufacture of the plate structure. Figure 4 illustrates the cutting
directions of the manufactured plate and the designation of each of the resulting pieces.
3

Test results and analysis

3.1

Specimen level

Figure 5 presents the results at the specimen level related to the orientation and dispersion
of the fibres according to the placing and flow directions of UHPC. Figure 5 shows the
alignment of the fibres at the cutting planes in each direction. In the case of placing parallel
to the flexural tension, the fibres are seen to be evenly dispersed in the longitudinal direction
with most of them being oriented vertically whereas their alignment appears to be
inconsistent in the vertical and transversal directions. On the other hand, when placing is
done perpendicularly to the flexural tension, the alignment of the fibres in the longitudinal
direction becomes improper while satisfactory in the transversal direction. Moreover, the
fibres are seen to be distributed more densely at the edges than at the centre in the vertical
direction. These results can be attributed to the rolling flow of the fluid due to the restraint of
the flow in the transverse direction when placing is done vertically.
Longitudinal cutting plane

Vertical cutting plane

Transverse cutting plane

[CASE 1]
Placing parallel to
flexural tensile
stress

[CASE 2]
Placing
perpendicular to
flexural tensile
stress

Figure 5:

Orientation and dispersion of fibers according to the placing and flow directions

Figure 6(a) illustrates the behavior until the initiation of crack and Figure 6(b) represents the
whole flexural tensile behavior. Even if CASE 1 presents a first cracking load slightly larger
than CASE 2, the corresponding maximum tensile load is seen to be larger by about 50%.
This means that, even if the initial cracking strength is relatively less influenced by the effect
of the orientation and dispersion of the fibres, this effect becomes considerable on the
maximum tensile strength. These results can be explained by the dependency of the initial
cracking strength to the strength of the matrix and the large influence of the pullout strength
of the fibres acting per unit area on the maximum tensile strength.
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120

120

CASE 1
CASE 2

CASE 1
CASE 2

80

Load (kN)

Load (kN)

80

40

40

0

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Deflection (mm)

0.2

0

0.25

(a) Load-deflection curve regard to crack initiation

2

4

Deflection (mm)

6

8

(b) Load-deflection curve regard to flexural tensile
behavior

Figure 6: Bending test results at specimen level according to the placing and flow directions
3.2

Structure level

Table 2 summarizes the test results at the structure level. The deflection at the centre during
the first cracking for the 36 pieces is seen to remain in a very narrow range running from
about 0.06mm to 0.08mm. The corresponding flexural tensile stress is showing values
between approximately 13 and 20MPa. Even if the initial crack stress presents slightly
different values according to the position, no sensitive difference is observed when
comparing series “1” to series “2”. However, considering the different initial crack stresses
developed in the symmetrical series “1” and series “3”, the flexural stress occurring at first
cracking appears to have no particular tendency according to the position.
However, it was verified that the maximum flexural stress exhibits significant difference with
respect to the position. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) plot respectively the flexural behaviours of series
“1” and series “2” according to the position. It can be seen that both series develop flexural
strength increasing from the centre toward the edges. In the case of series “1”, pieces 7, 8, 9,
and 10 are seen to have nearly no or very short hardening region whereas pieces 11 and 12
are presenting large increase of the flexural strength and also hardening after cracking. On the
other hand, a comparison of series “2” with series “1” reveals the occurrence of relatively larger
flexural strength for identical y coordinates as well as hardening.
50

50

Flexural stress (MPa)

Flexural stress (MPa)

1-12
40

1-11

30
1-10
20

1-7

1-8 1-9

10

40

2-10

2-11

2-12

2-9

30
2-8
2-7

20

10

0

0
0

2

4

6

Deflection (mm)

8

10

(a) Flexural behavior of series “1” by position

Figure 7:

0

2

4

6

Deflection (mm)

8

10

(b) Flexural behavior of series “2” by position

Bending test results at structure level according to the placing and flow directions
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Table 2:

Test results at structure level

Dimension
At first cracking
Ultimate state
Piece
Flexural
Flexural
No. Width Height Length Load stress Deflection Load strength Deflection cos2θ
θ
(mm) (mm) (mm) (kN)
(mm)
(kN)
(mm)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1-1
97
100
428
54
16.7
0.07
120
37.1
0.80
0.87 21.05
1-2

97

101

427

54

16.4

0.08

95

28.8

0.80

0.68 34.70

1-3

98

102

428

55

16.2

0.06

84

24.7

0.50

0.58 40.39

1-4

96

103

427

58

17.3

0.08

76

22.6

0.70

0.53 43.25

1-5

102

104

427

48

13.1

0.07

57

15.5

0.40

0.36 52.91

1-6

97

104

427

58

16.8

0.07

58

16.8

0.07

0.39 51.18

1-7

99

104

428

52

14.6

0.07

52

14.6

0.07

0.34 54.11

1-8

98

105

427

50

13.9

0.06

50

13.9

0.06

0.33 55.19

1-9

94

104

427

54

15.9

0.07

58

17.1

0.50

0.40 50.67

1-10

94

104

427

58

17.1

0.08

72

21.3

0.35

0.50 45.08

1-11

95

103

428

46

13.7

0.06

116

34.5

0.90

0.81 25.82

1-12

96

103

428

53

15.6

0.06

136

40.1

1.00

0.94 14.16

2-1

96

102

437

59

18.0

0.08

134

40.9

1.20

0.96 11.69

2-2

98

101

437

53

15.9

0.07

126

37.8

1.00

0.89 19.61

2-3

98

103

436

49

14.1

0.06

132

38.1

1.20

0.89 19.01

2-4

98

104

436

52

14.9

0.07

121

34.6

0.80

0.81 25.73

2-5

101

105

436

55

14.8

0.07

130

35.0

1.20

0.82 24.96

2-6

98

105

437

51

14.2

0.06

92

25.5

0.70

0.60 39.26

2-7

99

105

437

56

15.4

0.07

70

19.2

0.50

0.45 47.78

2-8

100

105

437

57

15.5

0.07

85

23.1

0.25

0.54 42.54

2-9

99

104

436

72

20.3

0.09

105

29.6

0.40

0.69 33.59

2-10

99

104

436

57

16.1

0.05

135

38.0

0.90

0.89 19.17

2-11

100

104

434

58

16.1

0.08

145

40.2

1.00

0.94 13.70

2-12

98

105

438

71

19.9

0.09

152

42.6

1.30

1.00

3-1

96

102

434

67

19.9

0.08

130

38.7

1.35

0.91 17.71

3-2

102

103

433

54

15.0

0.08

102

28.4

0.80

0.67 35.25

3-3

97

102

434

47

13.9

0.07

90

26.6

0.70

0.63 37.76

3-4

101

102

433

64

18.1

0.08

70

19.8

0.40

0.46 47.04

3-5

91

102

433

62

19.8

0.08

62

19.8

0.08

0.46 47.09

3-6

90

103

434

60

19.1

0.08

60

19.1

0.08

0.45 47.91

3-7

92

102

434

60

18.8

0.08

60

18.8

0.08

0.44 48.37

3-8

91

103

435

64

19.7

0.08

64

19.7

0.08

0.46 47.17

3-9

104

110

435

71

17.9

0.08

71

17.9

0.08

0.42 49.59

3-10

105

110

435

71

17.7

0.09

79

19.7

0.31

0.46 47.12

3-11

104

110

435

73

18.4

0.08

104

26.2

0.40

0.62 38.33

3-12

105

110

435

71

17.6

0.08

152

37.6

1.50

0.88 20.05
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(a) Comparison of stress at first cracking
(b) Comparison of maximum flexural stress
Figure 8: Comparison of the initial crack and maximum flexural stresses by position in the
plate
Figure 8(a) and 8(b) display the contour of the initial
crack stress and maximum flexural stress by position.
In Figure 8(b), the edges are developing larger
flexural strength than the centre and, assuming that
UHPC is flowing radially from the centre, it is verified
that the flexural strength of the specimens subjected
to flexural stress in a direction perpendicular to the
flow are larger. In other words, most of the median
pieces of series “1” and series “3” subjected to flexural
Figure 9: Evaluation of the relative stresses parallel to the flow direction develop small
orientation of the fibres by position strength, while most of the pieces of series “2”
in the plate
subjected to flexural stresses normal to the flow as
well as the outer pieces of series “1” and series “3” exhibit large strength at the whole.
Based on these results, the orientation of the fibres was evaluated by means of a twodimensional approach. Letting σ0 be the maximum tensile stress acting on the fibre disposed
perpendicularly to the flexural stress, the maximum tensile stress of the composite due to the
bridging effect of the fibre inclined by an angle θ to the flexural stress becomes σ0 cos2θ.
Assuming that the maximum flexural stress occurs when θ = 0° in the experimental results of this
study, the relative value θ of each piece can be determined. The corresponding results are
arranged in Table 1 and are drawn for each of the so-obtained positions in Figure 9. An
observation of the figure makes it possible to presume that the fibres are characterized by an
alignement perpendicular to the radial flow expanding from the position where UHPC was
poured.
4

Conclusions

The changes in the orientation and dispersion of fibres according to the placing and flow
directions of ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) have been evaluated at the specimen
and structure levels. Investigation of the effect of these results on the flexural behavior of
UHPC has been conducted.
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(1) The orientation of fibres according to the placing and flow directions of UHPC has been
evaluated both at the specimen and structure level through the evaluation of the flexural
strength.
(2) The first cracking strength was seen to be relatively indifferent to the placing and flow
directions. However, the maximum tensile strength exhibited difference of about 50% at the
specimen level and up to about 2 times at the structure level.
(3) Large differences in the alignment of the fibers were verified according to the placing and
flow directions. The best orientation and dispersion of fibres were obtained when placing and
flow occurred in the flexural tension direction.
(4) The evaluation of the effects of the placing and flow characteristics at the structure level
revealed that the flexural strength increased when the flow of UHPC is oriented
perpendicularly to the direction of the principal tensile stress. It was verified that the
alignement of the fibres approaches the normal to the flow for larger flow distance from the
pouring site.
(5) Accordingly, the evaluation of the tensile strength of UHPC shall imperatively consider the
effects of the placing and flow directions. During the design of the structure, the design
tensile strength shall be determined with sufficient consideration of the placing conditions on
field and the flow characteristics according to the shape of the relevant member.
5
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Durability and Strength Characterization of Ultra-High
Performance Concrete under Variable Curing Regimes
Summary
The effects of curing regimes and specimen age on the strength and durability properties of a
fiber-reinforced ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) have been investigated. Regardless
of when the thermal treatment was applied, UHPC consistently attained compressive
stresses above 207 MPa, a modulus of elasticity of approximately 55 GPa, and a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.21. UHPC also demonstrated an extremely high resistance to freeze-thaw cycling
(durability factor of over 100), coefficient of thermal expansion values only slightly higher
than that of normal strength concretes, and negligible chloride ion penetration. Furthermore,
ASTM and AASHTO standard methods were employed, yet modified, to aid in developing
draft standards for testing some UHPC material properties in the United States.
Keywords: ultra-high performance concrete, UHPC, durability, freeze-thaw, rapid chloride,
coefficient of thermal expansion, modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, compressive stress,
curing
1

Introduction

Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), a family of concretes with compressive strengths
typically exceeding 150 MPa, is relatively new in the United States. Other countries have
already begun to take advantage of the unique material characteristics of UHPC for exciting
and innovative systems, but U.S. engineers and designers are currently interested in
properties validated by ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) and AASHTO
(American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials) testing standards.
Precasters and engineers are also seeking information on mechanical behavior variations for
structural elements that are thermally treated at different concrete ages and more
representative of conditions similar to a precaster’s plant. All UHPC specimens in this study
were cast and cured at Michigan Tech’s Cement & Concrete Research Facilities using one
UHPC blend. The pre-mix, steel fibers, superplasticizer, and water were mixed in accordance
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with manufacturer’s recommendations. Details of the materials, mixing process and testing
standards may be found in Ahlborn et. al [1].
2

Mechanical Property Testing

Four different curing regimes: (a) 48-hour thermal steam treatment, (b) ambient air curing, (c)
delayed thermal steam treatment (10-day delay before curing applied) and (d) doubledelayed thermal steam treatment (24-day delay before curing applied) were used to
determine the impact of the thermal cure timing on the compressive strength (ASTM C 39),
modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio (ASTM C 469), and flexural cracking strength
(ASTM C 1018) of an ultra-high performance concrete. While these standards are intended
for use with normal strength concrete, they were modified slightly to facilitate their
applicability to UHPC.
All specimens were demolded at 70 hours, and stored at room teperature until a curing
regime was applied. Thermally steam treated (TT) specimens were subjected to a 90°C and
100 percent relative humidity steam bath for a total cure time of 48-hours (not including 6
hour ramp up and 6 hour ramp down times) immediately after demolding. For ambient air
curing (Air), the specimens were allowed to cure in the air at ambient temperatures after
demolding. Delayed (DTT) and double-delayed (DDTT) thermal steam treatment followed the
same procedure as the thermal steam treatment except that there was a 10-day and 24-day
delay before curing, respectively.
2.1

Compressive Strength

Compressive testing on 76 x 152 mm cylinders showed that the compressive stress was
independent of the age at which thermal treatment was applied and the age at which the
specimen was tested (Table 1). The mean compressive stress for 28-day TT, DTT, and
DDTT cylinders were 214, 206, and 203 MPa, respectively. The air cured specimens gained
strength with age and recorded a 28-day compressive strength of 165 MPa. Sample
coefficent of variations (COV) are also listed and shows the data tightness.
Table 1:

Specimen mean compressive stress results

Curing Regime

Air

TT

DTT
DDTT
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Age

Sample Size Sample Mean Compressive Stress (MPa) Sample COV

3

6

99.6

3.8

7

6

137.3

1.8

14

6

153.7

3.2

28

6

165.0

2.2

7

6

208.8

2.9

14

6

207.4

4.6

28

6

214.4

1.3

14

5

205.0

3.5

28

6

206.3

2.2

28

5

202.9

3.2
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As shown in Table 1, the mean compressive stresses of the air cured specimens increased
as they continue to cure, much like traditional concrete. However, TT and DTT cured
specimens show almost no compressive strength gain after the steam curing. Even when
thermal treatment is delayed and applied to older specimens (such as DTT and DDTT
specimens) there is not a statistical difference when compared to compressive strengths of
UHPC thermally treated after demolding.
2.2

Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson’s Ratio

Modulus of elasticity testing was performed on 76 x 152 mm cylinders from each of the four
curing regimes following ASTM C 469. The modulus of elasticity of UHPC specimens 14
days and older was only slightly impacted by the thermal treatment (Figure 1.a). Air cured
specimens at 14 and 28 days had a mean modulus of elasticity of 54,100 MPa. All of the
thermally treated specimens (TT, DTT, and DDTT) had a population mean modulus of
elasticity of 56,200 MPa. Therefore, the thermally cured specimens had a modulus of
elasticity value only 4 percent greater than the 28-day Air cured specimens. The same curing
increased the compressive stress by 26 percent. Figure 1.a also shows that the modulus of
elasticity value increased for the Air cured specimens until 14 days, as was expected from
the increase in compressive stress shown in Table 1.
0.250

50,000
Air

40,000

TT

30,000

DTT
20,000

DDTT

10,000
0

Mean Poisson's Ratio

Mean Modulus of Elasticity (MPa)

60,000

0.200
0.150
0.100
0.050
0.000

3 Day

7 Day

14 Day

28 Day

Age of Specimens

(a)

3 Day

7 Day

14 Day

28 Day

Age of Specimens

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Specimen mean Modulus of Elasticity results for all ages and curing regimes,
(b) Specimen mean Poisson’s ratio results for all ages and curing regimes
Differing from the modulus of elasticity, the four curing regimes had no impact on Poisson’s
ratio. Instead, all specimens, independent of age or curing regime, statistically had the same
population mean (see Figure 1.b). The mean value for all samples, 0.21, is comparable with
SETRA recommendations [2], and is slightly greater than the commonly accepted Poisson’s
ratio value for normal strength concrete of 0.20.
2.3

Modulus of Rupture in Bending

For flexural third point testing following ASTM C 1018 on 51 x 51 x 286 mm beams, only
three curing regimes were compared (Air, TT, and DTT). Contrary to the compression and
modulus results, all curing regimes had different population means for first crack stress. The
sample means for first crack stress are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2:

UHPC first flexural crack stress

Curing
Regime
Air
TT
DTT

Age
28
28
28

3

Durability Testing

Sample Size
12
12
12

Corrected Mean First Crack Flexural Stress
(MPa)
5.13
7.31
8.10

COV
10.9
8.0
9.1

Durability testing considered rapid chloride penetration, freeze-thaw, and coefficient of
thermal expansion and compared two curing regimes: ambient air curing (Air) and thermal
treatment (TT) following manufacturer’s recommended curing practices. Some modifications
of ASTM and AASHTO standards were employed to maintain the integrity of these curing
regimes.
3.1

Rapid Chloride Penetration

Electric Indication of Concrete’s Ability to Resist Chloride Ion Penetration, ASTM C 1202,
was followed for both specimen preparation and testing. The test involves applying a 60V
electric potential across a saturated 51 mm thick by 102 mm diameter cylinder for 6 hours
and measuring the total charge passing. Initially, the creation of a “electric short” circuit due
to the steel fiber reinforcement was a concern [3], but because of the random fiber
distribution and short fiber length no such “electric short“ was ever created. Specimens were
tested for each of the following curing regimes: 7-day thermally treated, 28-day air-treated,
and 28-day thermally treated. Results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3:
Curing
regime
Air
TT
TT

Rapid Chloride Penetration Summary Data
Age at
testing
(days)
28
7
28

Sample Size
4
2
4

Charge passed (coulombs)
Standard
Mean
deviation
75
15
11
2.1
15
3.5

Chloride ion
penetrability
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

All of the specimens exhibited chloride ion penetrations in the negligible range (< 100
Coulombs passed), with lower total charge passing through the TT specimens than through
Air cured specimens. In addition, the ionic movement in the TT specimens was independent
of the age at testing (7-days or 28-days), which is congruent with other research data [3].
Furthermore, the low standard deviations also show consistency between batches, as
samples were randomly selected from four batches. Finally, it should be noted that in
materials such as UHPC that contain a high amount of silica fume, the ASTM C 1202 test
method tends to indicate a lower chloride movement rate than would normally be expected
from concretes without silica fume [4].
3.2

Freeze-Thaw

Freeze-thaw durability is a necessary attribute for concretes in the mid-northern climates. To
study the effect of freezing and thawing on the relative dynamic modulus (RDM), mass, and
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length of UHPC specimens, six 75 x 100 x 406 mm UHPC beams were tested in an 80-beam
freeze-thaw chamber following ASTM C 666 Procedure B: rapid freezing in air, and thawing
in water. In addition to the beams tested in the freeze-thaw chamber (FT), 6 side-study (SS)
beams (2 from each batch - one TT sample and one Air sample) were cycled in and out of a
separate water bath at ambient temperature to compare their mass change and RDM values
(equivalent to durability factor when specimens reach 300+ cycles) to the specimens
undergoing freeze-thaw cycling. Table 4 summarizes the data obtained from this testing.
UHPC evidenced a high resistance to freeze-thaw cycling as there were no signs of distress
recorded as RDM decrease, mass loss, or length change. Comparatively, Graybeal showed
that specimens submerged in a water bath after curing experience mass gain, RDM
increase, and an increased compressive strength [3].
Table 4:

Freeze Thaw Summary Data

Curing
Regim
e
Air
TT
Air
TT

Testing regimespecimen age
(days)
FT-28
FT-28
SS-28
SS-28

Sample
Size
6
6
6
6

Freezethaw
cycles
300+
300+
None
None

RDM at end
of cycling
(%)
101.57
100.29
101.91
100.10

Length
Change
(%)
0.0004
0.00004
N.A.
N.A.

Mass
Change
(%)
+0.54
+0.08
+0.22
+0.06

N.A. – no data acquired

Figure 2 shows the RDM over number of cycles (with eight cycles completed per day). The
RDM values increased independent of curing, however, the Air cured specimens increased
much more dramatically. Additionally, the RDM of the Air cured specimens increased
similarly regardless of testing regime (FT or SS). Therefore, the increase is closely tied to the
effect of cycling the specimens in and out of water, and not necessarily the effect of freeze
damage

Relative Dynamic Modulus (%)

102.5
Air cured F-T
specimens

102.0
101.5

Air cured SS
specimens

101.0
Thermally treated
F-T specimens

100.5

Thermally treated
SS specimens

100.0
99.5
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Freeze-Thaw Cycles

Figure 2:

Mean relative dynamic modulus of air cured and thermally treated UHPC
specimens
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3.3

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) testing was performed on 3, 7, 14, and 28-day Air
cured specimens and on 7-day and 28-day TT specimens following the FHWA Procurement
Specification [5] which closely follows AASHTO-TP 60-00 [6]. However, following previous
research [3] and to avoid any reaction between water and unhydrated cement particles in the
cement matrix, all of the UHPC specimens were kept unsaturated during testing through the
use of an epoxy coating. A summary of the CTE values for the specimens is presented in
Table 5.
Table 5:

Coefficient of thermal expansion summary

Curing
regime
Air
Air
Air
Air
TT
TT

Specimen
Age (days)
3
7
14
28
7
28

Mean CTE value
(mm/mm/ºC)
13.6 x10-6
13.7 x10-6
13.8 x10-6
13.9 x10-6
14.8 x10-6
14.7 x10-6

Sample Size
3
4
3
3
3
3

Standard deviation
(mm/mm/ºC)
0.1 x10-6
0.1 x10-6
0.2 x10-6
0.3 x10-6
0.1 x10-6
0.3 x10-6

The unsaturated 28-day TT specimen's mean CTE was 14.7 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C, and was
higher than the CTE value for unsaturated 28-day Air specimens (13.9 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C).
The results also demonstrate that the age of a specimen at testing plays a more significant
role in Air-cured UHPC specimens than in thermally-treated UHPC specimens. The mean
data in Table 5 indicate little change from the 7-day thermally treated specimens to the 28day specimens, but Figure 3 shows an increasing CTE value as the air cured specimens
age.
14.3E-06

CTE (mm/mm/°C)

14.2E-06
14.1E-06
14.0E-06
13.9E-06
13.8E-06
13.7E-06
13.6E-06
13.5E-06
13.4E-06
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Specimen Age at Testing (days)

Figure 3:

Mean and one standard deviation values for CTE of air-cured UHPC specimens

Measured CTE values of UHPC during testing were slightly higher than typical normal and
high strength concrete CTE values of approximately 7.4-13 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C [7]. This is
expected because the CTE of a concrete is most greatly influenced by the CTE of its
aggregate and UHPC consists mostly of fine sand (41 percent) and portland cement (29
percent). Therefore, the CTE value for UHPC would be expected to fall between the range of
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a 1:6 cement/natural silica sand mortar (12 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C) [8] and saturated portland
cement pastes (18-20 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C).
4

Conclusions

UHPC mechanical and durability properties compared well with others [3] and showed
repeatability between laboratories. The ASTM and AASHTO standards used in this study
generally apply to UHPC with a few minor modifications to some test procedures. Draft
recommendations for procedures are being developed.
4.1

Mechanical Properties

Independent of age at curing and the age at which the specimen was tested, thermally
treated specimens reached average compressive stresses greater than 200 MPa, while Air
cured specimens at 28 days had a compressive stress of 165 MPa. Modulus of elasticity was
not greatly affected by various curing regimes, and thermally treating only increased the
modulus of elasticity by 3.8 percent. Furthermore, modulus of elasticity data compared well
with the SETRA relationship [2] when Air cured specimens are removed from the analysis.
The mean Poisson’s Ratio value was 0.21 and was not affected by any of the curing
regimes. However, first crack stress was affected by changes in the curing regime and
increased from 5.1 MPa for Air cured specimens, to 7.3 MPa for TT specimens, and 8.1 MPa
for DTT specimens.
4.2

Durability Properties

Thermal treatment increased UHPC’s resistance to ionic movement, and both thermally
treated specimens and air cured specimens showed negligible chloride ion penetrability.
Also, UHPC can be considered a frost-resistant concrete that does not become sufficiently
saturated to be damaged by freezing according to ASTM C 666. Freeze-thaw specimens
showed no sign of deterioration even though UHPC does not include air entrainment. The
coefficient of thermal expansion of UHPC was slightly higher than that of normal-strength or
high-strength concrete. Average CTE values for UHPC at 28-days were 14.7 x 10-6
mm/mm/°C and 13.9 x 10-6 mm/mm/°C for thermally treated and Air cured specimens,
respectively. The air-treated specimens exhibited increasing CTE values as UHPC aged up
to 14-days. However, CTE values for thermally treated UHPC did not significantly change
with age.
5

Impacts

The compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson’s Ratio did not significantly
vary once UHPC was thermally treated, and therefore could have a large impact on how
ultra-high performance concretes are used in the United States. This may allow a precaster
to make several elements over a short period of time and cure them at a later time, thus
providing more flexibility in the casting and curing sequence. However, design considerations
need to consider strength reductions for air-cured specimens, as well as other material
properties (such as creep and shrinkage) that are not studied herein.
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Effect of Curing Temperature at an Early Age on the LongTerm Strength Development of UHPC
Summary
In order to achieve compressive strengths above 200 MPa, UHPC is normally heat treated at
an early age (2 days) for 24 to 48 hours at 90°C. Essentially, this accelerates the pozzolanic
reaction of silica fume with Ca(OH)2. Contrary to expectation, this long-term study shows that
the strength development of UHPC after heat treatment has not ceased. The compressive
strength of a heat treated UHPC was observed to increase from 220 to 280 MPa over 8
years’ storage in water. 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy revealed that the chain length of the CS-H phases increased from values between 5 and 6 to 9 during this period. A distinct
increase in compressive strength of UHPC not subjected to heat treatment (20°C) was also
observed at high ages. The compressive strength was 250 MPa at an age of six years which
was 58% more than the 28 day strength of 160 MPa. This is due to the slow, but continuous,
pozzolanic reaction of the silica fume and the increase in C-S-H phase chain length.
Keywords: UHPC, silica fume, heat treatment, 29Si MAS NMR, C-S-H chain length
1

Introduction

Between 1990 and 1995 in France and Canada progress was made in the development of a
type of concrete called Poudres Réactives (BPR) or Reactive Powder Concrete (RPC). In the
mean time the term ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) has become established as the
international designation for this type of concrete. Since the end of the 1990s several UHPC
demonstration structures have been built such as filigree footbridges with wide spans in
Sherbrooke (Canada, 1997), Seoul (South Korea, 2002) and Kassel (Germany, 2007). In
Cattenom (France, 1997), a UHPC substructure of a cooling tower may be found which is
very durable despite exposure to an aggressive environment. Other examples of UHPC
realization include several aesthetically ambitious demonstration objects like the toll station in
Millau (France, 2004). These structures are all less than ten years old and therefore the
concrete still relatively young. The design of the structures was usually based on test results
for concrete specimens with an age of at most 28 days. The experience gained during the
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design and realization of some of these structures influenced the French guidelines for
UHPC which appeared in 2002. The results of this study on the long-term development of
compressive strength at high ages of up to eight years should increase the level of trust and
acceptance for the novel cementitious material UHPC. Since it is not possible to extract
cores from the highly stressed UHPC structural components, the development of
compressive strength at high ages is of particular interest with regard to the assessment of
safety margins.
In the present investigations, not only specimens stored under normal conditions (20°C,
enclosed in polyester foil or submerged in water) were considered, but also specimens
subjected to heat treatment for 24 hours at 50, 65 or 90°C at an early age. Besides
measurements of compressive strength, 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy was used to determine
the degree of hydration of cement and silica fume as well as the chain length of the C-S-H
phases.
2

Experimental

2.1

Materials and Compositions

The present investigations were performed using four different UHPC compositions and a
model binder paste mix which were produced between 1999 and 2001. The same cement
and silica fume were used for three of the UHPC mixes stored at 20°C and the model mix
(made in 2001). The heat treated UHPC1 (produced in 1999) contained different binder
materials. The 28 day compressive strengths after storage at 20°C were between 155 and
171 MPa, see Table 1. The composition of the UHPC and the curing method are in Table 1.
Table 1:

Composition and curing of the UHPC mixes

Mix

UHPC1 (1999)

28 d compressive
strength***
Temperature, storage
and heat treatment

UHPC2 (2001)

UHPC3 (2001)

UHPC4 (2001)

160 MPa

171 MPa

165 MPa

155 MPa

20°C
50, 65 and 90°C

20°C

20°C

20°C

0.23

CEM I 42.5 RHS
0.27

28
Quantity

CEM I 42.5 R

Cement
w/c
Silica fume content
[wt.%] w.r.t . cement
Material

0.33

CEM I 42.5 RHS
0.27

30

30

18

Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

CEM I 42.5 R-HS

kg/m³

l/m³

kg/m³

kg/m³

kg/m³

l/m³

kg/m³

l/m³

Quartz sand (< 0.5 mm)
Stone flour (< 0.063
mm)
Cement

872

329

943

356

943

356

943

356

153*

56

458**

149

458**

149

458**

149

889

287

683

212

636

198

736

229

Silica fume

248

105

205

87

189

80

132

56

Superplasicizer

57

52

44

41

28

25

43

39

Water

171

171

155

155

192

192

171

171

Total

2390

1000

2488

1000

2446

1000

2483

1000

* Quartz flour,
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** Basalt flour,

*** Stored at 20 °C
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2.2

NMR Spectroscopy

Solid state NMR experiments were performed with a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer
(magnetic field strength 7.0455 T, resonance frequency of 29Si is 59.63 MHz). To measure
the 29Si MAS NMR spectra, the samples were packed in 7 mm zirconia rotors and spun at
5 kHz at an angle of 54°44’ (MAS). The chemical shifts were recorded relative to external
tetramethylsilane (TMS). The single pulse technique was applied with a pulse width of 6 µs.
Owing to the slow relaxation of the silica fume, a repetition time of 45 s was chosen and a
typical number of scans was 2000. Thirty Hertz line broadening was applied to all spectra
prior to deconvolution. The signal patterns of the spectra were deconvoluted with the Bruker
WINNMR software using a Lorentz curve which led to the best result. The interpretation of
the 29Si NMR spectra was performed according to the Qn-Quotation, Figure 1.

CSH-Q1

C2S

C3S

Figure 1:

CSH-Q2

CSH-Q2 (1Al)

sf

29

Si MAS NMR spectrum for the model binder mix Portland cement and
20 wt.% silica fume (w/c = 0.27) at an age of 28 days

By combining the integrated intensity of the different NMR signals, it is possible to calculate
the degree of hydration of cement Z and silica fume sf with respect to Si as well as the mean
chain length of the C-S-H phases, equations 1 to 3 [4].
H Si , Z , =

H Si , sf =

C =

(

I (Q1 ) + I (Q 2 ) + I (Q 4 ) − sf

Eq. 1

I (Q1 ) + I (Q 2 ) + I (Q 0 ) − sf

Eq. 2

⋅ I (Q 0 )
Z
I (Q 0 ) + I (Q1 ) + I (Q 2 ) + I (Q 4 )
⋅ I (Q 4 )
Z
I (Q 0 ) + I (Q1 ) + I (Q 2 ) + I (Q 4 )

2 I (Q 1 ) + I (Q 2 )
I (Q1 )

)

Eq. 3
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3

Experimental Results

3.1

Investigation of Hydration Using 29Si NMR Spectroscopy

The slow pozzolanic reaction of silica fume at 20°C which led to a change in the structure of
the C-S-H phases (see Figure 2) was responsible for the increase in compressive strength at
high ages. Parallel strength and 29Si MAS NMR measurements performed with hardened
binder specimens at an age of 28 days (w/c = 0.27, 20 wt.% silica fume) and UHPC at an
age of one year (w/c = 0.27, 18 wt.% silica fume) and eight years (w/c = 0.23, 28 wt.% silica
fume) confirm this relationship, cf. Table 2.
Using 29Si MAS NMR Zanni et al. [5] proved that at 20°C quartz flour in concrete is absolutely
inert - even after long storage times. Moreover, silica fume has a larger specific surface than
quartz flour. Thus the model mix, which is almost identical in composition to the binder paste
matrix of one of the UHPC mixes, is comparable to UHPC.
Table 2:

Degree of hydration of cement and silica fume it dependence of age, heat
treatment and composition

Specimen

Age

Degree of
hydration
CEM
SF

Mean
chain length

Compressive
strength

[days]

[%]

[%]

[-]

[MPa]

Model mix (0.27 – 20)

1

30.6

10.2

3.5

92

Model mix (0.27 – 20)

7

38.5

26.2

4.4

135

Model mix (0.27 – 20)

28

37.8

47.1

5.7

156

[years]

[%]

[%]

[-]

[MPa]

UHPC2 (0.27 – 30)

1.123

39.1

51.3

7.6

199

UHPC3 (0.33 – 30)

1.123

47.2

66.3

6.0

175

UHPC4 (0.27 – 18)

1.123

35.2

72.8

5.8

172

UHPC1 (0.23 – 28)

8.370

30.7

76.4

8.4

252

[years]

[%]

[%]

[-]

[MPa]

8.438

25.2

85.0

7.7

263

90°C / 1 d

8.553

30.9

90.4

9.1

247

50°C / 5 d

8.427

35.4

78.8

8.3

* ≥ 256

65°C / 5 d

8.427

34.6

81.3

7.6

* ≥ 272

90°C / 5 d

8.543

35.6

83.3

8.1

249

Specimens stored at 20°C

Heat treated specimens
UHPC1 (0.23 – 28)
Temperature / Prestorage time
50°C / 1 d

*
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these compressive strengths were already determined at an age of 6.041 years
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8 years
1 year
28 days
7 days
1 day
Initial mix (0 h)

Figure 2:

29

Si MAS NMR spectra for the model mix (0.27-20) up to 28 days (bottom) and
UHPC mixes after 1 year (0.27-18) and 8 years (0.23-28)

At an age of 28 days, the proportion of hydrated silica phases of the cement in the model mix
was approximately 38%. The hydration reaction of the cement was completed after, at latest,
seven days, see Figure 3. The proportion of reacted silica fume increased during normal
storage from 47%, at an age of 28 days, to 76% after eight years. During this period the
amount of C-S-H formed clearly increased and the Q2 signal for bridging silicate tetrahedra at
-85 ppm increased indicating a growth in mean chain length of the C-S-H phases from 5.7 to
8.4. In the case of the heat treated specimens, the proportion of reacted silica fume (80 to
90%) was much larger. The degrees of hydration of cement and silica fume determined by
29
Si NMR spectroscopy and the chain lengths of the C-S-H phases are shown in Table 2.

Figure 3:

Hydration of the silicate phases of cement and silica fume measured with 29Si
MAS NMR for the model mix (w/c= 0.27, CEMI, 20% sf)
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3.2

Long-Term Development of Compressive Strength at 20°C

The results for the compressive strength measurements for very different UHPC
compositions at the high ages of 1, 3.5, 6 and 8 years are shown in Figure 4. At an age of
3.5 years the strength is 40% above the 28 day value indicating a considerable increase in
hardening at high ages. Since all the UHPC mixes were produced without fibres, the
specimens were extremely brittle - especially at high ages. Because of this, specimen
preparation and mounting in the testing machine led to a large scatter of the measured
values: It was up to 50 MPa within a test series. This explains the lower compressive
strength of the eight year old compared with the six year old specimens in Figure 4; 225 as
opposed to 250 MPa, respectively.

Figure 4:

Long-term compressive strength of different UHPC compositions stored at 20°C
(enclosed in a polyester sheet or submerged in water). Values are plotted versus
time on a square root scale.

The results of the

29

SI MAS NMR investigations showed a distinct increase in mean chain

length of the C-S-H phases at high ages. Obviously, strength increases with the mean chain
length of the C-S-H phases. This relationship confirms the results of Zanni et al.
4

Effect of Age at Heat Treatment and Temperature on Compressive Strength
at Ages up to 28 Days

Beginning the 24 hour heat treatment at an age of five days was found to be most favourable
for the achievement of high strengths at ages up to 28 days, Figure 5. This was valid for heat
treatments at 50, 65 and 90°C, Figure 5. After five days, the maximum possible hydration of
the Portland cement is reached which is below 100% owing to the low w/c ratio. The effect of
the storage time before heat treatment is confirmed by the results of Ma who recommended
commencing heat treatment on reaching a UHPC compressive strength of 90 MPa. The
present UHPC compositions reached this strength in just under three days. Depending on
the type and dosage of superplasticizer, strength development can be delayed by up to two
days under certain conditions.
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Figure 5:

Effect of age at the beginning of heat treatment and heat treatment temperature
on the compressive strength of UHPC 1 at ages up to 28 days.

A high compressive strength of 225 MPa, obtained by optimal heat treatment (beginning at
an age of five days, 90°C) and reached after only seven days, was equalled only after a very
long storage period (roughly 3.5 years) at 20°C, cf. Figure 4.
5

Long-Term Development of Compressive Strength after Heat Treatment at
an Early Age

The results of these investigations contradict statements in the literature where the
development of shrinkage and strength as well as the chemical reactions causing them are
terminated by heat treatment at an early age. All the heat treated specimens with ages up to
eight years exhibited a further gain in strength of as much as 30%, see Figure 6.

Figure 6:

Long-term evolution of compressive strength of UHPC 1 during storage under
normal conditions and after heat treatment at early ages

Irrespective of treatment history, the specimens between six and eight years old all had high
compressive strengths of 250 to 300 MPa which corresponds to values measured for natural
stone, e.g. granite. If UHPC is not heat treated at an early age or only at temperatures up to
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90°C then it may be assumed that a final strength of 250 to 300 MPa will be reached after six
years. Significantly higher strengths are only possible through the more complicated process
of heat treating at temperatures around 250°C. By adding steel fibres to the mix, typically 3
vol.%, ductility increases and the statistical scatter of strength values is reduced. It must
therefore not be expected that fibres increase strength.
6

Conclusions
•

To obtain high compressive strengths at early ages it is expedient to heat treat UHPC
for at least 24 hours following storage for five days at 20°C. After five days, the
hydration of the cement, which is 35 to 40% due to the low w/c ratio, is essentially
complete.

•

Heat treatment at 50 to 65°C at an early age results in high compressive strengths of
200 MPa. At 90°C the pozzolanic reaction of silica fume is greatly accelerated so that
compressive strengths of 225 MPa are reached at an age of only seven days.

•

Irrespective of previous treatment, all specimens exhibited very high compressive
strengths ranging from 250 to 300 MPa at high ages of six to eight years. This
corresponds to values measured for natural stone, e.g. granite. The ongoing increase
in strength at high ages is due to the pozzolanic reaction of silica fume and growth of
C-S-H phase chains to lengths between eight and nine SiO4 tetrahedra.

•

7
[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]
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Since the design of structural components made of UHPC is based on compressive
strength measured at an age of 28 days or following heat treatment, a safety margin
of 20 to 50% is valid for concrete strength at an age of 6 years.
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Micro texture and mechanical properties of heat treated
and autoclaved Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)
Summary
The goal of the presented study was to evaluate the effects of thermal treatment on the
curing of UHPC with the intention of reducing curing times and enhance the mechanical
properties of UHPC. Two different mix designs were used. The heat treatment conditions
consisted of simple heating in an oven and autoclaving under steam pressure. Mechanical
properties were enhanced with heat treatment and autoclaving but autoclaved samples
showed a considerable higher flexural strength. The micro texture of samples cured at
elevated temperatures was different to those cured under ambient conditions. TEM studies
showed that quartz filler reacted with the cement matrix in the heat cured samples. The
results showed that in particular autoclaving of UHPC shows a promising positive influence
on the micro texture and phase assemblage of the materials in conjunction with secondary
cementitious materials.
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete, micro texture, mechanical strength, secondary
cementitious materials
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1

Introduction

The developments in concrete technology show a significant trend towards the application of
hybrid and multifunctional materials and structural parts. The major motivations of these
developments aim usually in an improvement of the concrete properties in the fresh and
hardened state as well as in an extension of material durability and the lifetime of concrete
structures. One of the more recent research topics in the field of improving the concrete
composition is ultra high performance concrete, a development which resulted in a material
with considerable different properties compared to standard concrete. These properties are
best highlighted by their high mechanical strength in conjunction with a ductility not found in
standard concrete formulations. Heat treatment of concrete has a long standing tradition in
the pre-cast concrete industry and is mainly used in order to reduce curing time and increase
early strength. Heat curing was also considered for UHPC and reactive powder concrete
(RPC), respectively, from the very beginning [1,2]. Applied were different temperatures up to
400 °C. Usual effects of heat treatment consists in the development of a more dense micro
texture with the formation of crystalline calcium silicate phases, in the temperature range
over 200 °C predominantly xonotlite (C6S6H). Pure heat treatment results usually in a
reduction of pores in the nanometer range and an increased compressive strength,
compared to the same specimen cured under ambient conditions [3].
However, steam pressure curing is mainly applied to pure calcium silicate systems, such as
autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) and has been applied to these systems since the 20's of
the last century. Early studies on the phase stability and the mechanical properties of these
steam cured calcium silicate systems can be found in Assarsson [4], Taylor [5]. In this
system curing with a defined steam pressure seems to stimulate the formation of crystalline
calcium silicate phases much earlier than in a purely temperature controlled curing regime.
Mitsuda & Taylor [6] reported the formation of the crystalline phase tobermorite already at
90 °C under a H2O saturation pressure. The compressive strength of sample specimen
seems to be strongly controlled by the steam pressure in the autoclave, as reported in their
study by Gerstner & Henning [7]. Higher steam pressure caused higher strength in their
sample specimens but over a certain time period (usually 10 to 24 h) compressive strength
passed through a maximum and was slightly decreased afterwards. Micro structural analysis
showed that this effect was combined with an increase in crystal size of the hydrous reaction
products. Besides the effect of accelerating curing and increasing early strength, heat
treatment and autoclaving could be useful for cementitious systems containing secondary
cementitious materials, i.e. granulated blast furnace slag or fly ash. In particular maintaining
a controlled steam pressure at elevated temperatures as a curing regime could possibly be
influential on the reaction rate of these mineral additions compared to the same system
cured at ambient conditions. This is indicated in the study of Beaudoin & Feldman [8] who
investigated autoclaved cement pastes with variable amounts of quartz powder and fly ash.
The goal of the study was therefore to investigate the influence of autoclave (steam) curing
on the mechanical properties and micro texture of UHPC. The study included also heat
treatment under atmospheric pressure and curing under ambient conditions (23 °C, 1 bar) in
order to compare the effects of the different curing regimes on the properties of the UHPC's.
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As secondary cementitious materials fly ash and silica fume was used. In particular the use
of fly ash was envisioned to considerably reduce the high amount of cement and micro silica
usually used for UHPC without loss of strength properties and performance.
2

Starting Materials and Methods

In total two different UHPC formulations were used for the study. The mix designs are shown
in Table 1. One mix contained only silica fume as addition, the other mix additionally fly ash
with a lower amount of cement and silica fume. Steel fibers were not used in this study
because of interference with the micro textural analysis. The starting materials were
thoroughly mixed in a high shear mixer and then casted to prisms of 160 x 40 x 40 mm3.
After 1 day the prisms were demoulded and cured: 1. under water at 23 °C for 6 days
(reference), 2. at 250 °C for 2 days and 3. at 200 °C and 14 bar steam pressure for 8 h.
Table 1:

Mix design of the two UHPC formulation (in kg/m3).
Mix 1

Mix 2

Cement

850

650

Quartz sand

1000

860

Quarz filler

210

150

Silica fume

140

70

Fly ash

-

140

Water

170

110

Plasticizer

used

used

The specimens were then stored at 23 °C and 50 % r.h. until the 7th day and 28th day,
respectively. Afterwards mechanical strength testing was performed. Samples for micro
textural analysis were taken from additional specimens. After 7 days the hydration was
stopped by drying the samples under vacuum at 40 °C. The samples were split into small
pieces of ca. 5 mm size and then embedded in epoxy resin. Afterwards the embedded
samples were ground and polished without water in order to avoid leaching of soluble
components. The analytical methods consisted in scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
studies (LEO Gemini 1530 VP) including textural and micro chemical analysis and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies (Jeol STEM JEM 2200FS) on one heat
treated sample of mix 2. On all samples mechanical tests were performed consisting of
compressive strength and flexural strength measurements. Additionally analysis was
performed on mix 1 paste samples: thermal gravimetry in order to evaluate the pozzulanic
consumption of portlandite, the determination of the modulus of elasticity on macro samples
and nano indentation (CSM Indentation Tester) for analyzing micro mechanical properties
(modulus of elasticity, hardness). The latter is in particular useful to get information about the
mechanical properties of the hydrous reaction products only.
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3

Results

3.1

Mechanical Properties

The results of the uniaxial compressive and flexural strength testings shows in general a
clear influence of the different curing regimes. The 7 day compressive strength of the heat
cured sample series of both mixes were higher compared to the one cured at 23 °C (Fig. 1a).
Mix 2 showed for the 23 °C series a considerable lower and for the steam cured samples a
slightly lower value. The series of mix 1 and 2 cured at 250 °C showed almost the same
results for compressive strength. Interestingly the compressive strength of the mix 1 samples
cured at 250 °C/1 bar was slightly higher when tested after 7 days compared to the samples
tested after 28 days. This might be due to a different state of moisture after 7 and 28 days.
The flexural strength, however, exhibited a more unusual behavior. Here, the autoclaved
series of both mix designs furnished the highest values (Fig. 1b) and was more than double
as high as the one cured at 23 °C. In contrast the series cured at 250 °C/1 bar showed the
lowest values (Fig. 1b). This could be due to the presence of micro cracks in the material
texture as a consequence of induced stress during the cooling of the specimens. The results
were also confirmed by the measurements of the modulus of elasticity of paste samples of
mix 1. Here a similar pattern was observed with the highest values for autoclaved and lowest
for samples cured at 250 °C/1 bar, though not as distinctive compared to the results of
flexural strength.

200

30

Mix 1
Mix 2

Flexural Strength (MPa)

Compressive Strength (MPa)

250

150

100
50

0

a
Figure 1:

25

Mix 1
Mix 2

20
15
10
5

23°C/1 bar

250°C/1bar

200°C/14 bar

0

b

23°C/1 bar

250°/1 bar

200°C/14 bar

Seven day (a) Compressive strength and (b) flexural strength of mortar samples
of the two mix designs.

The results of nano indentation show almost no influence of the curing regime on the
modulus of elasticity of the hydration products (between 36.7 and 34.5 GPa), though the
statistical variation in the results was fairly high. The hardness of the paste was more
distinctive. Autoclaved samples furnished the highest results (1175 MPa) followed by at 250
°C/1 bar cured samples (1107 MPa) and the samples cured at 23 °C (901 MPa).
3.2

Micro Texture and Micro Chemistry

Macroscopically the reference samples and the autoclaved specimens showed no difference
in appearance. However, the 250 °C/1 bar cured sample exhibited color differences in the
sample cross sections indicating a heat and probably also a moisture profile during the heat
curing and subsequent cooling. Figure 2 gives a overview of the micro texture of the samples
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in form of polished cross sections. The mix 1 samples (upper row in Fig. 2) exhibit a much
higher content of remnant clinker indicating a lower hydration degree. The texture of heat
cured mix 1 samples show a denser cement paste compared to the 23 °C cured set. The
texture of autoclaved and 250 °C/1 bar cured specimens is very similar. The 250 °C/1 bar
cured samples shows a very dense micro texture with visible portlandite. Notable is the often
etched appearance of the borders of quartz filler, indicating a reaction of quartz with the
cement paste (Fig. 3a).
23 °C
200 µm

250 °C/1 bar

200 °C/14 bar
200 µm

200 µm

Mix 1

100 µm

100 µm

100 µm

Mix 2

Figure 2:

Micro texture of the UHPC samples (SEM-BSE images). The mix 2 samples
show a distinctive difference in micro texture between heat treated and
autoclaved samples (see text)

10 µm

a
Figure 3:

20 µm

b
a. SEM-BSE images of mix 1, 250 °C/1 bar cured sample. Note the dense micro
texture and the etched borders of the quartz grains (arrows). b. Mix 1,
autoclaved. The clinker in the paste show separated hydration shells and
distinctively etched clinker borders (arrows).

Autoclaved samples show a slightly more porous micro texture with pores concentrated
mostly between clinker grains and inner CSH (Fig. 3b) in form of separated hydration shells
[9]. Larger portlandite crystals were not found in the micro texture anymore. This could also
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be confirmed by thermo gravimetry were the amount of portlandite disappeared in the
autoclaved specimens, showing that steam curing caused a total consumption of portlandite
during the hardening in the mix 1 samples. The mix 2 samples (lower row of Fig. 2) showed a
lower amount of remnant clinker, suggesting a higher degree of hydration. The samples
cured at 250 °C/1 bar exhibited similar etched grains of quartz filler as the corresponding one
of mix 1. They showed also a much denser micro structure as the autoclaved samples. The
latter one did not exhibit separated hydration shells around clinker grains, as observed in mix
1. In order to evaluate if quartz is reactive during heat treatment of UHPC one sample cured
at 250 °C/1 bar of mix 2 was in detail investigated by TEM. Figure 4 shows a quartz grain
with a reaction rim of CSH inside a lamella, which was prepared by focussed ion beam (FIB)
technique. In Figure 4a the original boundaries of the quartz grain can faintly be recognized
(arrow). Inside the boundaries predominately very long fibers of CSH with length of up to 500
nm occur (Fig. 4b). Outside the boundaries average fiber lengths is below 50 nm (Fig. 4c).
The elemental maps in Figure 4d indicate that CSH surrounding the grain has a lower Ca/Si
ratio than farther away from the grain.

b

a

c

high
concentration

low
concentration

d
Figure 4:

Bright field images from TEM depicting a quartz filler grain and CSH fibers (a).
Longer CSH fibers around the grain boundary (b). Shorter fibers in the cement
paste (c). d. Elemental mapping of calcium and silicon of the same quartz grain
and surrounding CSH (EDX).

The influence of fly ash on the micro texture of mix 2 samples could be seen by micro
chemical analysis of the cement paste by SEM-EDX. Figure 5 shows the results of the spot
analysis in form of atom ratios of Si/Ca vs. Al/Ca. The aluminum of the fly ash seems to have
generally raised the Al/Ca ratio of the mix 2 samples. Since aluminum and silicon seem to
increase proportional, possibly the aluminum is incorporated into the CSH-phase. Autoclaved
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samples of mix 2 seem to have reacted stronger with the fly ash resulting in higher silicon
and aluminum content of the hydrate phase. Interestingly autoclaved and at 250 °C/1 bar
cured samples of mix 1 showed identical elemental ratios, which indicates equal
consumption of silica fume in the system. If there are any crystalline phases present in the
cement paste of the heat treated UHPC’s the Si/Ca ratios suggest tobermorite and/or
truscottite (C6S10H3) as main crystalline phases for the mix 2 autoclaved samples and
xonotlite and/or tobermorite for the other samples. So far, only xonotlite could be confirmed
in mix 2 specimens cured at 250° C/1 bar by electron diffraction on a TEM.
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Figure 5:

Atom ratios from micro chemical analysis of the autoclaved and at 250 °C/1 bar
cured samples of mix 1 (diamonds) and mix 2 (circles). The results of the 23 °C
cured samples are not shown here. The Si/Ca ratios of three crystalline phases
observed in heat treated CaO-SiO2-H2O – systems are marked as well.

4

Conclusions

The results of the study showed clearly a strong influence of the thermal or hydrothermal
curing regime on the mechanical properties and micro texture of UHPC. The different
mechanical properties are at least partly controlled by the micro texture of the cement paste.
Compared to UHPC cured under ambient conditions heat treated and autoclaved specimens
show generally a denser micro structure, which explains the increase in compressive
strength. The differences in flexural strength is certainly influenced by the different conditions
of heating in an oven and autoclaving under a H2O pressure. Simple heating at high
temperature (250 °C) certainly causes a strong temperature gradient inside the UHPC
samples in the initial heating phase and during cooling. This may lead to stress and micro
cracking in the cement paste [10]. In particular the escape of moisture from the subsurface
zone during the heating might be a major problem in all temperature intervals causing
additionally a moisture profile. This effect is mitigated by the steam curing were the steam
pressure in the autoclave maintains a stable moisture content inside the specimens, thus
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minimizing stress due to a combined moisture/temperature gradient. The addition of quartz
powder has to be seen from a different viewpoint. Under ambient curing conditions quartz
filler is non-reactive. Heat treated concrete, however, causes reaction of quartz with the
cement paste. If it is only with portlandite or also with other hydrate phases has to be
investigated in future studies. The addition of fly ash in mix 2 seems to have no negative
impact on the micro texture or mechanical properties. The data acquired showed that fly ash
reacts strongly when the concrete were heat cured or autoclaved. This could be an important
factor for the reduction in amount of cement and the quite expensive silica fume by the
replacement with alternative more cost effective secondary cementitious materials.
5
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Summary
Salt freeze-thaw durability of ultra high strength concretes (UHSC) was studied. The ultra
high performance concretes contained coarse granite and diabase aggregates and in one
case short steel fibers. The water to cement ratio varied from 0.22 to 0.26. Amorphous silica
fume (25% by the cement weight) was used as additional binder in all mixes. The obtained
compressive strength values varied from 150 to 200 MPa. The specimens were either cured
in water or were heat-treated at 90 ºC for two days prior to the water curing. Freeze-thaw
durability was determined in accordance with the CDF test procedure with the number of
cycles increased to 200 in the case of the specimens with coarse aggregate particles. The
test results showed low surface scaling values after 56 freeze-thaw cycles in all test
specimens. After 150 freeze-thaw cycles the heat-treated specimens showed an increase in
the surface scaling values, which eventually reached 500 g/m2 at the end of the test. The
measurements of the internal damage determined by ultrasonic transit time showed a similar
tendency. The relative dynamic modulus dropped below 50% after 200 freeze-thaw cycles in
the case of the heat-treated specimens while the non-heat-treated specimens showed a very
small change. The addition of short steel fibers decreased significantly the internal damage
of the heat-treated specimens but, at the same time, these specimens obtained higher
surface scaling values. The presence of the coarse aggregates did not significantly alter the
microstructure of the binder matrix. No internal transition zone characterized by increased
porosity, higher amount of Portlandite or AFt phases was visible during SEM (Scanning
Electron Microscopy) investigation. MIP-tests (Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry) revealed a fine
microstructure in all of the studied concretes. The specimens in which short steel fibers were
introduced revealed crack formation originating from the fiber/binder interface already at 28
days after casting. The subsequent freeze-thaw cycles caused further propagation of the
cracks. Nearly no microcracking of the binder matrix was observed in any of the non-heattreated samples before or after 200 freeze-thaw cycles.
Keywords: UHSC, coarse aggregates, salt freeze-thaw durability, SEM, MIP
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1

Introduction

The first ultra high strength concretes (UHSC) were developed back in the 70’s and 80’s;
Brunaer et al. [1], Bache et al [2], Brichall et al. [3]. The main target was to obtain as an
dense as possible microstructure of the binder matrix. In all cases, except of the so-called
MDF concrete developed by Birchall which incorporated a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) polymer, a
very low water to binder ratio in combination with high addition of secondary binders and
micro fillers was used. Furthermore, the coarse aggregates were made of hard rock e.g.
diabase, basalt or coarse aggregates were excluded. Nowadays, the most widely used
UHSC is the Reactive Powder Concrete (RPC) and its derivatives. The roots of this material
go back to France and Canada where in the 90’s the theoretical bases were formulated by
DeLarrard et al. [4, 5, 6] who developed the so called linear packing density model (LPDM),
solid suspension model (SSM) and more recently the compressive packing model (CPM).
The basic RPC mix consists of cement, silica fume, fine sand, quartz and often short steel
fibers [7]. The high dosage of cement which varies between 800 to 1000 kg/m3 is indicated
as one of the major disadvantages of RPC. In many cases the produced mixes showed a
rapid loss of workability and high amount of entrapped air, [8, 9]. It is also common to use
heat treatment to further enhance the microstructure and mechanical properties of RPC.
Specimens are heated to temperatures ranging from 90 to 450 oC usually 24 or 48 hours
after casting. The duration varies between 24 hours to 1 week. The main effect of the heat
treatment is the acceleration of the hydration processes by enhancement of the pozzolanic
reaction of SF and fine fillers. Since application of heat treatment can cause certain
unfavorable processes several scientists studied its effect on the physical and mechanical
properties of concrete. One of the most comprehensive investigations was done by Zanni et
al. [10] who used the NMR technique. The obtained results revealed that the consumption of
silica fume strongly depends on the temperature and duration of the treatment. An increase
in the temperature from 90 to 250 oC enhanced the pozzolanic activity from 15 to 70%. In the
case of crushed quartz an engagement into the pozzolanic activity was observed above 200
o
C and after 48 hours of heat treatment. The pozzolanic activity of quartz was not clearly
observed at 90 oC. The hydration ratio increased from 10% to 55% between 90 oC and 250
o
C. Furthermore, the CSH average chain length was increasing. In temperatures above 200
o
C the formation of xonotlite was observed too. In general, silica fume appeared to be more
active which is caused by its smaller particle size. A longer heat treatment duration appeared
to increase the pozzolanic activity of SF and quartz filler. For instance after 8 hours at 90 oC
there was no pozzolanic activity detected in the case of quartz filler but after 40 hours the
activity index was increased to 40%. The hydration degree appeared to increase from 10 to
25% between 8 and 48 hours which is more than hydration degree after 28 days curing at 20
o
C. Similar research was done by Cheyrez et al. [11] who used mercury intrusion
porosimetry, thermogravimetric analysis and x-ray diffraction instead of NMR. The results
showed similar trends of increasing pozzolanic activity of quartz and silica fume with
temperature and time. Furthermore, it was shown that according to the thermogravimetric
analysis the hydration degree for RPC varied from 40 to 60% and heat treatment enhanced
the proportion of bound water. Specimens heat treated at 200 oC showed a residual
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expansion after cooling down to 20 oC. The authors attributed this to the formation of low
density tobermorite and not to microcracking. The results by Cheyrez et al. revealed also that
heat treatment affects the porosity. MIP porosity threshold was lowered with increased
temperature. The results revealed that within the temperature range from 20 to 65 oC the
setting pressures did not affect the amount of pores having a diameter smaller than 100 μm.
This result, according to the authors, showed that the main role of pressure is the elimination
of entrapped air voids and removal of part of the free water. At temperatures between 80 and
200 oC the porosity appeared to be lower for the pressed specimens. Application of
temperatures higher than 250 oC caused an increase of porosity which was attributed to
formation of xonotlite accompanied with water release. The final conclusion was that the
RPC characterized by the smallest porosity should be heat treated at 150 to 200 oC and
pressure should be applied. The influence of the curing regime on the mechanical properties
and microstructure of ultra high strength mortar was studied by Cwirzen [12]. The
microstructure and microchemistry were investigated by scanning electron microscopy and
mercury intrusion porosimetry. The results revealed that longer heating times increased the
hydration degree, refined the microstructure and resulted in higher ultimate compressive
strength. Very late and very early application of the heat treatment caused a lower hydration
degree and a smaller long-term increase of compressive strength. The scanning electron
microscope investigation revealed the formation of one hydration rim around anhydrous
cement particles and presence of hollow shell in all specimens. Heinz and Ludwig [13]
studied possible delayed ettringite formation in UHPC subjected to heat treatment. The
commercially available “Duracret” concrete from Schewenk was used in this research. Five
different types of cements were used. Addition of SF varied from 12 to 25 % by the cement
weight. The water to cement ratio was 0.22. The heat treatment included application of
temperatures between 65 and 180 oC. The obtained results showed an increase of the 28day compressive strength from around 180 to 280 MPa, depending on the cement type, with
temperature increase from 20 to 180 oC. Similarly to the results described earlier, a
refinement of the porosity could be observed with increasing heat treatment temperature.
The phase composition was studied using XRD, thermal analysis (DSC/TG) and SEM. The
results showed formation of ettringite in specimens cured at 20 and 65 oC but not at higher
temperatures. The main reason is the lack of portlandite in cement paste after heat treatment
in temperatures above 65 oC which can be attributed to higher pozzolanic activity of SF and
quartz. In order to determine secondary ettringite formation tests were performed by Duggan
[14]. The results showed no expansion due to secondary ettringite formation in any of the
UHPC concretes. In accordance with the authors’ knowledge there are no results available
concerning the effect of the heat treatment on the long-term freeze-thaw durability of UHSC.
Therefore, the main objective of this research was to study the effect of the heat treatment on
the frost de-icing salts durability of UHSC with and without coarse aggregates.
Experimental
Two types of ultrahigh strength concretes were investigated within this study. The first type
had a typical RPC mix composition while the second was RPC incorporating coarse diabase
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or granite aggregates. All of the test concretes were produced using a sulfate resistant
cement CEM I 42.5 N (SR). The fine quartz which was used as micro filler had the mean
particle diameter of 16 μm. The used quarry sand had a maximum particle diameter of 600
μm. The amorphous undensified silica fume (SF) grade 983U was delivered by ElkemNorway. The RPC mix composition was optimized by using the method based on the
determination of the minimum water demand. The optimization procedure is described
elsewhere [15].
The proportions of silica fume, quartz, sand and cement were constant while the amounts of
coarse aggregates are given in Table 1. The content of the used polycarboxylate
superplasticizer and water depended on the mix. Two types of curing procedures were used.
The first procedure included heat treatment consisting of 48 hours of steam curing at 90°C
followed by storage at 95% of the relative humidity. In the second procedure all specimens
were stored at 95% R.H. until the testing and no heat treatment was applied. This curing
procedure was chosen in accordance with the results obtained from the previous research,
see elsewhere [12]. The rheological properties were determined by means of concrete flow
measured by the mini cone method and the flow table. The compressive strength was
measured by 10x10x10 cm3 cubes after 7, 28 and 180 days.
Table 1 :

Mix design. Proportions are given in accordance with the cement weight which
equals 1.

Test concrete

Silica
fume

F26/022/N
F26/022/H
F26/024/G/F/H
F26/024/G/3/H
F26/024/G/3/N
F26/026/D/H
F26/026/D/N

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Coarse aggregates
Sand
Granite Granite
(160Diabase
(2-5
(5-8
600um) (3-6 mm)
mm)
mm)
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

1

0.1
2
2

2
2

Steel
fibers

Quartz
fillers

W/C

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.22
0.22
0.24
0.238
0.238
0.259
0.259

The frost durability was determined in accordance with the CDF test procedure [16]. The
concrete specimens were cast separately and had dimensions of 70x110x150 mm3. The test
surface was cast against a teflon plate and no release oil was applied on the moulds. 3%
sodium chloride solution was used as the freezing medium. One freeze-thaw cycle lasted 12
hours with a temperature change ±200C. The tests were continued for 56 and 200 freezethaw cycles. Surface scaling, internal damage and water uptake were measured. The
internal damage was determined in accordance with the measured relative ultrasonic transit
time.
The microstructure was studied by environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) and
mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The specimens for the ESEM investigation were
impregnated with resin and polished using a diamond spray (9 to 0.25 μm). All images were
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taken in the backscattered electron mode which allowed to identify the particular phases
according to the procedure described by Scrivener [17]. MIP specimens were 25 mm high
and had a diameter of 20 mm. The cores were cut from concrete cubes at the age of 28 days
and were vacuum dried for 6 weeks.
2

Test results

2.1

Mechanical and fresh concrete properties of the test concretes

The fresh concrete properties were determined by measuring the maximum flow value which
are shown in Table 2. The test method was a modified slump test which is described in EN
12350-2 and Cwirzen et al. [18]. All of the test concrete revealed a flow-like consistency and
had an average flow value between 650 and 860 mm. The 28-day compressive strength of
non- heat-treated concretes varied between 132 and 137 MPa. The heat-treated concrete
reached values around 180 MPa. The flexural strength varied between 12 and 15 MPa. The
presence of steel fibres did neither improve the compressive strength nor the flexural
strength.
Table 2:

Mechanical and fresh concrete properties.
Flow
[mm]

28-day
compressive
strength

28-day
flexural
strength

F26/022/N

785

137

14.8

F26/022/H

860

183

13.3

F26/024/G/F/H

650

181

14.3

F26/024/G/3/H

740

171

13

F26/024/G/3/N

730

132

11.9

F26/026/D/H

825

187

15.1

F26/026/D/N

845

138

13.5

Test concrete

2.2

Microstructure

The microstructure of all test concretes appeared to be very similar. The two images shown
in figure 1 represent the areas in the vicinity of granite aggregate and sand particle. The
examination revealed increased porosity in some areas in the vicinity of the coarse
aggregate particles. However, since this was a random phenomenon a local microbleeding
could be indicated as the main cause. Otherwise no visible interfacial transition zone was
found in any of the studied specimens. The BSE images did not reveal a generally higher
porosity, more portlandite nor less anhydrous cement in the vicinity of the aggregates.
The MIP test results are shown in figure 2. The highest total porosity and the coarsest pores
were detected in the non heat-treated specimens without coarse aggregates. The
application of the heat treatment appeared to refine the porosity in the entire measuring
range. The incorporation of coarse aggregates resulted in a slightly higher amount of pores
having a radius smaller than 10 nm which could be caused by the earlier described local
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micro bleeding. A similar effect, although to a higher extend was observed in concretes with
coarse aggregates and steel fibers.
Aggregate
Sand
particle

Figure 1:

Backscattered electron image of polished specimens with and without coarse
aggregates. The visible higher porosity is marked by an ellipse.
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Figure 2:

MIP test results.

2.3

Freeze-thaw durability

10000

100000

The freeze-thaw test results and the measured water uptake values are shown in figures 3-5.
As expected, the measured water uptake during the test was slightly higher in the specimens
incorporating coarser aggregates. After approximately 70 cycles a rapid increase of the water
uptake was noticed in specimens F26/026/D/H and F26/024/H. The measured surface
scaling values are shown in figure 4. The lowest amount of the scaled material after 200
cycles was collected from the non heat-treated concretes incorporating coarse aggregates;
F26/026/D/N and F26/024/G/3/N. The heat treated specimens; F26/026/D/H, which
contained diabase aggregates had surface scaling values of ~150 g/m2 after 56 freeze-thaw
cycles and 500 g/m2 after 200 cycles. The concretes without coarse aggregates revealed
lower surface scaling values in comparison with the heat treated specimens incorporating
coarse aggregates up to 56 cycles. The presence of short steel fibers appeared to increase
the surface scaling. The visual examination of the deteriorated surfaces revealed that most of
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F26/024/G/F/H
F26/024/G/3/N
F26/26/D/N
F26/26/D/H
F26/24/G/3/H
F26/022/N
F26/022/H

0.30

1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

F26/024/G/F/H
F26/024/G/3/N
F26/26/D/N
F26/26/D/H
F26/24/G/3/H
F26/022/N
F26/022/H

Water up take [%]

Water up take [%]

the scaled material originated from the vicinity of the steel fibers located close to the exposed
surface.

0.25
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Figure 3:
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Water uptake measured during freeze-thaw testing. Negative number on the
horizontal scale denotes the measurements done before the start of the first
freeze-thaw cycle.
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Figure 4:

50
100
150
Freeze-Thaw-Cycle

200

Surface scaling of test concretes determined in accordance with CDF test
procedure.

The development of the internal damage is shown in figure 5. The test revealed that after 56
freeze-thaw cycles none of the studied specimens showed a significant internal damage.
However, higher number of freeze-thaw cycles caused an increase of the internal damage.
Eventually, after 200 cycles the heat treated specimens incorporating granite and diabase
aggregates were completely disintegrated. The presence of short steel fibers appeared to
decrease the degree of the internal damage and no extensive internal damage was observed
until ~170 freeze-thaw cycles.
ESEM investigation of some of the specimens after freeze-thaw cycles was done. The BSE
images of concrete with and without coarse aggregates and one with coarse aggregates and
steel fibers are shown in figure 6.
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Internal damage expressed as change of the dynamic relative modulus of
elasticity determined by measurements of the ultrasonic transit time.

ESEM examination confirmed the CDF test results. No significant cracking of the binder
matrix of concrete F26/022/H (heat treated without coarse aggregates), figure 6a and
F26/024/G/3/N (non-heat-treated with coarse aggregates) was observed. On the contrary,
the heat-treated concrete incorporating coarse aggregates and steel fibers revealed
extensive cracking of the bulk binder matrix and in the interfacial zone between steel fibers
and matrix, figure 6b.
a)
b)

Figure 6:

SEM images of concrete specimens a) F26/022/H subjected to 56 freeze thaw
cycles and b) to 200 freeze thaw cycles in the case of concrete F26/024/G/F/H.

3

Discussion

The results showed that in general the heat treated concretes incorporating coarse
aggregates revealed more extensive deterioration when subjected to 200 freeze-thaw cycles
compared to the non-heat-treated samples. In the case of the surface scaling, a higher
increase of the surface scaling rate could be observed until around 70 freeze-thaw cycles in
all test concretes. Subsequently, in the following 90 cycles the accumulated amount of the
scaled material was very low. After around 150 cycles a sudden increase of the scaling could
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be observed in the case of the heat treated specimens. This increase related to a rapidly
developing internal damage, figure 5. Also the water uptake increased significantly after
around 70 cycles in the case of the heat treated concretes. These concretes revealed also
finer porosity. However, this did not result in lower water uptake as expected; instead it
tended to be slightly higher until the internal damage and excessive surface scaling started to
develop. The damage mechanism could be directly attributed to the variation of the relative
humidity within the specimen, Penttala [19]. Obviously, the heat treatment and extensive self
desiccation caused by a very low water to binder ratio and 25% addition of silica fume
resulted in a very low internal relative humidity. The progressive water uptake into the
external layer of concrete specimens and freezing of capillary water caused increase of the
relative humidity in these layers. Consequently, the ultimate difference of the relative
humidity values resulted in increasing tensional stresses which at some point exceed the
strength capacity of the binder matrix and resulted in microcracking. The specimens
incorporating steel fibers revealed very high surface scaling especially in the vicinity of the
fibers located near the test surface. Presumably, the ITZ present between the fiber surface
and binder matrix enhanced the water ingress during freeze-thaw cycles. At the same time
the presence of steel fibers lowered the internal damage. The relative dynamic modulus of
elasticity increased from 45% to 75%. In the authors’ opinion the fibers stopped the crack
propagation following the mechanism described by Cwirzen and Penttala [18]. According to
this mechanism the fibers bridge the cracks formation and hinder their further propagation.
4

Conclusions

The effect of the heat treatment of UHSC on the frost deicing salts durability was studied.
The test concretes had water to binder ratio from 0.22 to 0.59. All mixes included silica fume
and fine quartz fillers. Some of the mixes incorporated also coarse granite or diabase
aggregates. Additionally, short steel fibers were added to one mix. The curing included
storage in water at 20oC followed in some cases by 48 hours of heat treatment at 90oC. The
test results revealed that the mixes incorporating coarse aggregates were characterized by a
flow-like consistency and a 28-day compressive strength of around 180 MPa. The
incorporation of coarse aggregates increased the capillary porosity and probably caused the
formation of a narrow transition zone between cement matrix and coarse aggregates. The
water uptake recorded before the freeze-thaw cycle was higher in the heat treated concretes
containing coarse aggregates. The lowest surface scaling and the less extensive internal
damage were recorded in the non-heat-treated concretes incorporating coarse aggregates.
The presence of steel fibers appeared to lower the internal damage by restraining the crack
formation. At the same time they caused higher surface scaling.
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Long Term Behaviour of Ultra High Performance Concrete
under the Attack of Chlorides and Aggressive Waters
Summary
Within the framework of long term investigations, several ultra high performance concretes
were exposed to a one-dimensional attack of acid water and the relevant corrosion depth at
the border zone of the concretes was calculated on the basis of the dissolved calcium mass.
Furthermore, the corroded border zone was characterised by means of infrared spectroscopy
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). For the examination of the chloride penetration
resistance, concrete samples were immersed in a NaCl solution for several months and the
interactions between chloride and concrete were recorded. The obtained results allow a
quantification of the very high durability of ultra high performance concrete.
Keywords: long term behaviour, chloride attack, aggressive waters, infrared spectroscopy,
SEM
1

Introduction

So far only little experience has been gathered concerning the application of ultra high
performance concrete in practice. Hence, its long term behaviour is still largely unknown,
also due to limited research on this subject. Within the framework of a research project
supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), the microstructure and
durability of UHPC was extensively investigated. Subsequently, the mixing composition and
the mechanical properties of the investigated concretes were determined. Furthermore, the
results of the experiments concerned with the attack of aggressive waters and the attack of
chlorides are presented.
2

Mixing composition and mechanical properties of the investigated UHPC

The investigations on durability were carried out on a coarse aggregate mixture (UHPC) and
on a fine aggregate mixture (RPC) that were developed at the Institute of Concrete
Structures and Building Materials (IfMB). The mixing compositions of the investigated
mixtures are given in Table 1.
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Basalt 2/8

Quartz sand

Quartz powder A

Quartz powder B

Steel fibres
(l/d = 8/0.175 mm)

Superplasticizer

Mixing water

w/c

w/b

UHPC

582

178

714

355

326

132

196

29

137

0,27

0,21

RPC

774

236

-

472

434

175

196

38

184

0,27

0,21

Concrete

Microsilica

Mixing compositions [kg/m³], water-cement-ratio (w/c) and water-binder-ratio
(w/b) of the investigated concretes UHPC and RPC

CEM I 52,5
R-HS/NA

Table 1:

Table 2:

Strength values and modulus of elasticity [MPa] of the investigated concretes
UHPC and RPC
fcm,cube1)

fcm,cube,90°C2)

fcf1)

Ec,281)

UHPC

190

251

24.2

52 500

RPC

177

222

25.3

45 700

Concrete

1)
2)

water storage
heat treatment

The mechanical properties of the steel fibre reinforced (2.5 % by volume) concretes UHPC
and RPC were tested at a concrete age of 28 days and can be seen in Table 2. The
compressive strength fcm,cube was determined on cubes with an edge length of 150 mm. Due
to heat treatment (3 days at 90 °C), the compressive strength increased by 32 % (UHPC)
and 25 % (RPC) respectively compared to the compressive strength after water storage. The
modulus of elasticity Ec,28 was determined on cylinders (d/h = 150/300 mm).
3

Attack of aggressive waters

The attack of aggressive waters containing hydrochloric acid (pH 1, pH 3, pH 5) was
investigated on a defined concrete surface (150 x 150 mm²) under dynamic, non-abrasive
conditions. By a frequent exchange of the attacking medium, the repression of the solution
reaction was prevented. The pH-value of the aggressive waters was kept constant by means
of titrators. Besides the influence of the pH-value, also the maximum aggregate size and the
influence of thermal treatment of the hardened concrete were taken into account.
3.1

Development of the corrosion front

The relevant corrosion depth at the border zone of the concrete was calculated on the basis
of the calcium mass dissolved in the attacking medium. Thus the calculated corrosion depth
indicates an averaged value for the surface attacked.
Figure 1 illustrates the development of the corrosion depth of the ultra high performance
concretes UHPC and RPC compared to the corrosive behaviour of a normal strength
concrete C30/37 that was investigated in previous studies [1].
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Figure 1:

Development with time of the corrosion depth c of the mixtures UHPC and RPC
due to the attack at pH 5 (above), pH 3 and pH 1 (below) compared to the
behaviour of a normal strength concrete C30/37

Table 3 shows the regression functions associated with the experiments. The determination
coefficient R² is nearly 1.0 for all regression functions. Within a double logarithmic scale, an
increasing factor of the regression function means a parallel translation of the straight line
towards a higher corrosion depth. An increasing exponent means an increasing gradient and
so an acceleration of the corrosion process over time.
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Table 3:

pH-value

Regression functions c(t) and corrosion depth after 6 and 80 weeks of attack for
the investigated concretes
Concrete
RPC

pH 5

UHPC
C30/37

pH 3

pH 1

Regression
function c(t)

Corrosion depth after x weeks of
attack [µm]
x=6

x = 80

0.51

261

970

0.52

261

993

0.58

7.51 · t

7.61 · t

413

1845

0.45

7.57 · t

UHPC
UHPC,
heat treated

16.74 · t

381

1217

10.61 · t0.53

418

-

C30/37

18.25 · t0.54

751

3023

UHPC

78.38 · t0.52

2916

-

5308

-

C30/37

0.53

133.05 · t

As can be seen from Table 3, both UHPC and RPC show nearly the same regression
function and thus a very similar corrosion depth for an attack at pH 5, while the normal
strength concrete C30/37 differs mainly in the exponent. The corrosion depth of the UHPC
and RPC respectively is approx. 50 % lower than for the C30/37 after 80 weeks of attack.
However, for an attack at pH 3 the functions for UHPC and C30/37 differ both in factor and
exponent and the corrosion depth is 60 % lower for UHPC after a corrosion period of 80
weeks. After 80 weeks of attack, the corrosion depth of UHPC increased by approx. 20 %
when the intensification of the attack increased from pH 5 to pH 3 (see Table 3).
The experiments on the attack at pH 1 as well as the investigations on the influence of the
heat treatment of the UHPC have been under way for a shorter period so far. Due to heat
treatment, a slight reduction of the resistance against the attack of aggressive waters could
be observed (see Table 3). One explanation for this effect is a possible development of
microcracks due to the thermal treatment, which leads to an increase in the attacked surface.
In the case of the attack at pH 1, the corrosion depth of the UHPC was 45 % lower than that
for the normal strength concrete after 6 weeks of attack. This lies in the same range as an
attack at pH 3 (cp. Table 3). Compared to the attack at pH 3, the corrosion depth of the
UHPC attacked at pH 1 is more than 7 times higher after 6 weeks of leaching.
Besides the experiments presented above, further investigations on the influence of the
attacking medium (water containing sulphuric acid) are in progress.
3.2

Change in microstructure due to the attack of aggressive waters

The border zone of the corroded concrete was characterised by means of infrared
spectroscopy and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In Figure 2 the corroded border
zone of the ultra high performance concretes RPC and UHPC can be seen after the attack of
aggressive waters at pH 5 and pH 3.
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Figure 2:

Corroded border zone of the mixture RPC after the attack at pH 5 (left) and of the
mixture UHPC after the attack at pH 3 (right)

rusty edge zone
thin brass film

silica filling

intact fibre
intact edge zone
void

Figure 3:

Detail of a corroded fibre after the attack at pH 5 (left) and after the attack at pH 3
(right)
As a typical characteristic for the attack at pH 5, the fibres were corroded and only a thin
intact steel zone was left (see Figures 2 and 3, left). A reason for this effect might be that the
porous rust filling of the fibres is removed by the grinding process within the specimen
preparation. Differing from this appearance, the fibres attacked at pH 3 show a rusty border
zone and the void is filled with silica (see Figures 2 and 3, right).
Independent from the intensity of the attack, the fibres seem to corrode from the inside.
Depending on manufacture, the fibres are covered with a brass film that could be detected by
means of SEM. It is possible that the brass generates a kind of protective cover, so that the
border zone of the fibres is protected from corrosion and the corrosion is initiated from the
cut cross section of the fibres. On the other hand, the steel corrosion is accelerated by the
brass due to the potential difference.
It was frequently observed that highly corroded and intact fibres were situated in direct
proximity, see Figure 3 (right). This effect is still under investigation.
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A thin bay-coloured surface coating resulted from the attack of the aggressive waters that
was investigated by infrared spectroscopy (Figure 4). Therefore, the thin coating was locally
removed by spatula.
60
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Figure 4:

Infrared spectrum of the bay-coloured surface coating of the ultra high
performance concrete after the attack of aggressive waters (pH 5)

For increasing wave numbers (> 2000 cm-1), the infrared spectrum is affected by increasing
absorption. The high absorption is caused by the formation of a secondary phase
(Fe2O3/FeOOH) on the surface of the specimen. The band at 1117 cm-1, the double band at
797 and 779 cm-1 and the bands at 694 and 461 cm-1 can be attributed to the quartz (Qz) that
was added to the mixture as quartz sand and powder (see Table 1). Because this mineral is
resistant to acids within these low-acid environments, it remains on the surface of the
corroded specimen in addition to the ferrous secondary product. Hence, a corrosion product
consisting of quartz powder and ferrous oxide hydroxide (FeOOH) is built up on the surface
attacked.
4

Chloride attack

The resistance of ultra high performance concretes to chloride intrusion was investigated by
placing the specimens into an NaCl solution (3 %) with an intrusion depth of 2 to 3 mm. After
“suction” of the NaCl solution for different periods, the surface attacked was removed in
different layers by grinding and was investigated by means of potentiometric titration of
halogen. The resulting chloride profiles related to the chloride content of the concretes before
attack (blank value) are shown in the Figures 5 and 6 for the ultra high performance
concretes UHPC and RPC. The curves for RPC and UHPC are obtained from 2 experimental
series.
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Chloride profiles of the mixture RPC after different periods of attack (1, 2, 4, 8
and 16 months)
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Chloride profile of the mixture UHPC after different periods of attack (1, 2, 4, 8
and 16 months) compared to a normal strength concrete C30/37 and a high
strength concrete C90/105 (2 months of attack)

It can be seen that the chloride content increases up to a maximum value. Thereafter, the
chloride concentration decreases to the blank value. Furthermore, the maximum moves
towards the inside of the specimen and the intrusion depth increases.
The intrusion depths are similar both for the RPC and the UHPC and lie between approx. 3
mm after 1 month of attack and 5 mm after 16 months of attack. However, the maximum
chloride concentration is nearly twice as high for the RPC. The RPC contains a much higher
amount of matrix than the UHPC (see Table 1). It may be assumed that the chloride ions can
better be adsorbed by the microstructure of the matrix of the RPC than by that of the UHPC.
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In addition, Figure 6 shows the chloride profiles of a normal strength concrete C30/37 and a
high strength concrete C90/105 after 2 months of chloride attack. The maximum chloride
content both of the C30/37 and of the C90/105 is considerably higher than that of the ultra
high performance concretes after 2 months of suction. Furthermore, the C30/37 especially
shows a significantly lower decrease of the chloride concentration which indicates a much
higher absorption of chloride solution and thus a significantly higher intrusion depth of
chlorides.
Due to a permanent exposure to the attacking solution it was expected that the maximum
chloride content occurs on the exposed surface of the specimen. Therefore, it has to be
investigated, to wich extend this phenomenon is influenced by the test method. However, the
shifting of the maximum with increasing exposure time indicates that the phenomenon can
be ascribed to the concrete structure or the phase composition of the material.
Further experiments on the resistance against chloride attack after 32 months of attack are in
progress. Moreover, the influence of heat treatment and fibre reinforcement is being
investigated, see e. g. [2].
Additional experiments on normal and high strength concretes will be carried out to enhance
the understanding of the material behaviour of ultra high performance concrete.
5

Conclusion and outlook

An essential basis for the practical application of ultra high performance concretes is the
knowledge of its long term behaviour. Because only limited conclusions can be drawn by
accelerated experiments, real-time examinations in particular are carried out within the
introduced research project. Most of the investigations mentioned above are still in progress.
Besides the experiments dealt with above, an extended research is being carried out
concerning the microstructure of ultra high performance concrete. The investigations cover
porosity, transport characteristics and other aspects of durability, e. g. carbonation, see [2] or
[3].
6
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Effect of Improved Interfacial Bond on Whitetopping Using
Ultra High Strength Fiber Reinforced Concrete
Summary
This study examined methods to improve the bonding strength between UFC panels and
grout, which is very important in ensuring good performance of ultra-thin whitetopping with
high strength concrete (HSC-WT). For that, several methods with combinations of forming
macro textures on the panel surface and special surface treatment with chemical ingredients
on the interface were examined using shear tests and direct tension tests in the laboratory.
After the examinations, some candidate methods were selected and applied to full scale
pavement load tests, and the effects on pavement behavior were investigated. Positive
effects of the methods were confirmed from the tests. Also, the possibility of early opening to
traffic of the pavement was examined by increasing the early age of strength of the grout.
Keywords: ultra high strength fiber reinforced concrete, precast panel, whitetopping, bond
strength test, shear strength test, full-scale pavement test, grout
1

Introduction

Recommendations for the Design and Construction of Ultra High Strength Fiber Reinforced
Concrete Structure (Draft)[1] were published and application of UFC in the actual structure is
expected. Because UFC has a very dense matrix and contains short fibers, it has excellent
mechanical properties and durability compared with conventional concrete[2]. When UFC,
with such mechanical properties, is used as pavement material, it is expected that thinner but
tougher concrete pavement will be possible.
Asphalt is the most common road pavement material in Japan but becomes mastic
deformation from the wheel load at high temperature, and wheel tracks will form under heavy
traffic. This type of damage in asphalt pavement is generally limited to the surface layer, and
the whitetopping repair technique[3] was developed where a concrete overlay is applied on
the surface of the damaged asphalt. However, there are problems associated with the
conventional white topping technique, such as limits to the thickness of the concrete layer
due to the small bending strength of concrete and long road closure to cure concrete. High
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a) Asphalt pavement

b) Existing whitetopping

30mm

UFC Grout

50mm

Concrete
100mm

Wheel tracks

20mm

strength concrete whitetopping (HSC-WT) was developed for our study using ultra-thin
thickness precast UFC for fast construction in order to solve the existing problems.
HSC-WT consists of a UFC panel (t = 30 mm) and a bonding layer (grout, t = 20 mm) as
shown in Figure 1, and after placement of the UFC panel, grout is injected underneath the
panel to integrate with the existing pavement.
According to the numerical analysis on dynamics[4],[5] the development of interfacial
bonding technique of the UFC panel with the grout was the key to this technique.
Accordingly, element tests for the bonding characteristics of the UFC panel and the grout
were conducted in addition to the existing studies[6],[7]. Some of the methods, by which
satisfactory bond strength was achieved, were applied to the load test on full-scale pavement
to confirm the effect.

c) HSC-WT

Figure 1:

Whitetopping using UFC Panel

2

Study of the bonding layer specification of UFC panels

The effect of irregularities in the UFC panel surface and surface treatment by primer as
means to enhance interfacial bond strength were investigated by elemental tests.
2.1

Outline of the tests

(1) Material used
UFC was prepared by mixing 180 kg/m3 of water, 2254 kg/m3 of UFC Premix (Ductal(R)
Premix manufactured by Taiheiyo Cement Corporation) with 2 vol. % of steel fiber. The UFC
was cured for 24 hours after placement at a temperature of 20°C, and after demould, it was
further cured with 90°C steam for 48 hours.
Two fast curing type grouts I and II (hauynite cement) with different strength levels and
cement grout (ordinary cement) were used as the grout material. The compressive strength
of each grout material at 20°C according to JSCE-G-505 is as shown in Figure 2. The figure
indicates that bond strength will stabilize in 7 days. Accordingly, the bond strength test and
shear strength test were conducted after 7 days curing at 20°C from placement of the grout.
Fifty percent solid concentration SBR emulsion was used as a primer and applied to the
surface of UFC test piece with a brush. The amount of SBR applied was 300 g/m2 for the
surface with irregularities and 150 g/m2 for smooth surfaces.
(2) Test piece
The back surface of the UFC panel was provided with irregularities in order to achieve bond
strength and shear strength. The convex forming type (d = 19 mm, h = 5 mm) and aggregate
dispersion type (size 1310 crushed stone dispersed at 7 kg/m2) were used as described in
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our previous study[7] (Figure 3). Test pieces used for the bond strength test were the UFC
panels, 400 x 400 x 50 mm in size cured as described above and 20 mm thick grout material.
Test pieces for the two-interface shear strength test were prepared by setting up two UFC
panels (100 x 100 x 100 mm) that were cured as described above at a 100 mm distance in
the form with grout material between the two panels (Figure 4). The test pieces were used in
the tests after curing at 20°C for 7 days from placement of the grout.
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Test
(3) Test method
In the bond strength test, maximum tensile load was measured by application of a vertical
tensile load on the test piece using steel attachments bonded to the test piece using the
Building Research Institute type bond strength tester (capacity: 30 kN) as shown in Figure 4,
and bond strength was obtained by dividing the maximum tensile load with the bonded area.
Number of tests for each level was nine locations. The two-interface shear strength test was
conducted following the procedure for the shear strength test for steel fiber reinforced
concrete (JSCE-G 553-1999) as shown in Figure 5.
2.2

Test results

Figure 6 shows the results of bond and shear strength tests for a total of 12 levels in
combination of surface irregularity pattern, use or non-use of primer, and grout material.
Compression strength of the grout material in the tests was 28.6 N/ mm2 for fast curing grout
I, 57.2 N/ mm2 for fast curing grout II, and 63.3 N/ mm2 for conventional grout. In this study,
1N/ mm2 or more of the control value is used for both bond and shear strength referencing
the results of the previous study[8].
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(1) Effect of the primer
As shown in Figure 6, an increase in the bond and shear strength was observed at any test
level due to application of the primer. While the effect of the primer on bond strength was
generally large, it was especially significant for the test levels without irregularities in the
surface (smooth surface) as shown in Figure 6 (1) and (2). Although the mechanism for the
effect of the primer was not fully understood, it was considered primarily due to the anchoring
effect of the primer penetrating into microscopic cavities.
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⑥
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Results of Shear and Two-Interface Shear Strength Test

(2) Effect of surface irregularity
In the bond and shear strength test, shear strength was improved by providing surface
irregularities by convex forming and aggregate dispersion. As shown in Figure 6 (3), (9), and
(11), bond and shear strength was effectively improved by combined use of primer.
(3) Effect of grout material
Specifications to achieve 1N/ mm2 of the control value from the combined effect of primer
and surface irregularities can be found for all grout materials tested.
3

Full scale load test on the pavement

A method to increase the bond strength of the UFC panel with grout was shown from the
element tests conducted. Verification as to whether such a method effectively functions
under the behavior of actual pavement was conducted using a full scale load test.
3.1

Outline of the test

(1) Test pavement
About 48 m2 of test pavement was constructed at the test track of the Public Works Research
Institute for the full-scale load test as shown in Figure 7. Six levels of test pavement were
constructed in Sections A to F with the conditions satisfying the criterion of 1N/ mm2 or more
in the above bond and shear strength tests. The effect of the specification of bonding
surface, effect of dimensions of the UFC panel, and capability for early opening to traffic for
different types of grout material were investigated.
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(2) Construction procedure
The procedure for constructing the test pavement was as follows. First, 50 mm in thickness
of asphalt pavement was removed. Next, a UFC panel was placed, unevenness was
adjusted, and then grout material was placed using a mortar pump. Finally, joints were filled
with elastic material to complete the test pavement.
(3) Load test
A running load was applied with the test carriage (wheel load of 50 kN) until the total number
of wheel passes reached 150,000 at the speed of 10 km/hr. The test started two weeks after
construction of the test pavement, and it took six months to complete the load test from the
start.
(4) Method to investigate behavior of the test pavement
Visual and hammering inspections of crack and delamination of the UFC panel was
conducted to monitor the behavior of the test pavement due to the process of the load test
when the total number of wheel passes was between 0 to 150,000. Furthermore, in order to
inspect the status of damage of the pavement structure after the load test in detail, a core
sample (diameter: 100 mm, depth: 200 mm) was taken from the test pavement at each
section, and an appearance check and bond strength test of core samples were conducted.
3.2

Test results and discussion

(1) Crack and delamination
Survey results of cracks and delamination at the start of the load test and after 150,000
wheel passes are shown in Figure 8. The shaded area indicated the spot of a cavity
underneath the UFC panel from hammering. While no cracks in the UFC panel were
observed before 150,000 wheel passes, delamination occurred and expanded with the
number of wheel passes. Delamination that occurred before the start of the load test was due
to poor filling of grout during construction (Figure 8 before load test) and delamination tended
to expand from this position. It was also observed that delamination tended to occur from the
joint between panels, and it was considered due to steps between panels at the joint.
To examine the inside of the test pavement, a core sample with 100 mm diameter and about
150 mm in depth was taken. (a) Sound portion (No. 1), (b) and (c) delaminated portion in
construction (No. 2 and No. 3), and (d) delaminated portion occurred in the load test (No. 4)
from core samples as shown in Figure 9 as the representative portion. From the appearance
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examination of the core samples, it was found that delamination occurred at the interface
between the UFC panel and grout (No. 2, 3, and 4), delamination during construction was
either the section where delamination occurred after filling with grout or a section with poor
filling of grout (No. 2 and 3), and that delamination expanded due to loading from a small
section of poorly filled grout that could not be detected by hammering after construction. The
delamination in No. 2 that occurred during construction was believed due to separation in
construction of the UFC panel with lower flexural rigidity. Care should be taken during
construction when fast curing grout is used, and filling of grout should be adequate in order
to increase the durability of HSC-WT.
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Figure 8:

Observation Results of Crack and Delamination

(a) Sound portion

Figure 9:

(b) Delaminated portion in
construction

(c) Portion of poor grout filling

(d) Delaminated portion in
loading test

Status of Crack and Delamination

(2) Possibility for early opening to traffic
Possibility for early opening to traffic was investigated using grout material with comparable
temporal and long-age strength (fast curing grout I for Section A and fast curing grout II for
Section B). Compression strength of the grout after 28 days of curing under field conditions
was 30.2 N/mm2 for fast curing grout I and 59.8 N/mm2 for fast curing grout II, and the
relationship between temporal strength and long-age strength shown in Figure 2 was
successfully demonstrated under field conditions.
At Sections A and B, delamination expanded from a section of poorly filled grout during
construction, but delamination did not expand to other panels, and no cracks were observed
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in the panel. The results indirectly indicated that a certain level of durability was reached by
the specification for Section B after 2-3 hours from construction.
(3) Specification of bonding surface
Convex forming for Section C, aggregate dispersion for Section D, and no application of
primer for Section F were used to investigate the effects of the bonding surface specification
of the UFC panel. While delamination in Section C was less frequent than in Sections D and
F, no cracks in the UFC panel were observed in any sections, and no significant differences
in durability were detected. The difference due to the specification was not significant within
the range of the specification that was selected for each section to satisfy 1 N/mm2 or more
of bond and shear strength.
(4) Effect of dimensions of the panel
To investigate the effect of UFC panel dimensions, the panel area in Section E was enlarged
twice compared to the others. The results of the load test showed that the occurrence of
delamination was less compared with other sections, and no cracks in the UFC panel were

2
2
Bond
strength in field
testN/(N/mm
フィールド試験の付
着強度（
mm ） )

observed. This indicated, within the dimensions tested in this study, that enlarging the panel
area and reducing the joints was effective for improving durability.
(5) Bonding strength of the test pavement
The relationship between bond strength in the laboratory test (Figure 6) and bond strength in
the field test using core samples is shown in Figure 10. Bond strength for all sections of the
field test satisfied the control value for bond and shear strength of 1 N/mm2, and although
direct comparison was impossible due to differences in the test conditions, it was confirmed
that specifications established by the laboratory test satisfied the criterion in the field test.
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Figure 10: Relation of Bond Strength in Laboratory Test and Field Test
4

Conclusion

The following findings were obtained from a full scale load test for investigation of
specifications to improve interfacial bonding characteristics between the UFC panel and
grout, which is important in determining the behavior of HSC-WT and its effect on the
behavior of the overall pavement.
(1) Bond strength can be effectively improved by application of the primer, and shear
strength can be effectively improved by increasing the irregularity of the surface.
Specifications that satisfy the criterion of 1 N/mm2 can be established with a combination of
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bonding surface specifications, such as primer application, and providing irregularities to the
surface.
(2) Durability can be enhanced by improving accuracy in placement of the panel and grout
because the step between panels and poor filling of grout can cause delamination.
(3) Early opening to traffic is possible using high strength fast curing grout.
(4) The effect of the bonding surface specification to durability such as pattern of surface
irregularity and use of primer is not significant, exceeding the control value of bond and shear
strength of 1 N/mm2.
(5) Durability can be increased by enlarging the dimensions of the UFC panel.
(6) The specification of the bonding surface established in the laboratory test was confirmed
by the field test, and no cracks in the UFC panel were detected in the load test up to 150,000
wheel passes, and durability of HSC-WT was confirmed.
5
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Ultra-High Performance Concrete in Grouted Connections Potential and Design Aspects
Summary
Grouted Connections are a well-known means of fixing offshore structures to the seabed. In
the last decade this technology was transferred from the oil- and gas industry to Offshore
Wind Energy Converters. In contrast to the oil- and gas industry Ultra-High Performance
grouts are planned in these connections. Therefore this paper deals with the specifics of
connections grouted using UHPC. Apart from significant increases in the load-bearing
capacity the fatigue strength is shown to be increased either. In addition UHPC leads to
higher stresses in the confining steel tubes as well as in the shear keys. Approaches for their
design are briefly outlined.
Keywords: Grouted Connections, Load-Deformation curve, Design, Fatigue
1

Introduction

Grouted connections, or Grouted Joints as they are often called in the offshore industry, are
a well-known method of fixing offshore structures to the seabed. For fixed offshore platforms
usually shear connectors so called “shear keys” are used to increase the load-bearing
capacity. In addition, the technology is used for strengthening and repair of aged offshore
structures.
In the last decade, the technology of Grouted Connections was transferred to foundations of
Offshore Wind Energy Converters (OWEC). Therefore extensive experiments on the static
and fatigue performance of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) in Grouted Joints were
performed with focus on the effects of the compressive strength of the grout and the fibre
reinforcement of the grout as well as the height of the shear keys on the load-deformation
behaviour.
2

Basics of Grouted Connections

For the design and construction of axially loaded Grouted Joints in offshore applications
three major recommendations exist, given by the American Petroleum Institute (API) [1], the
Health and Safety Executives (HSE) [2] as well as Det Norske Veritas (DNV) [3,4]. [4] is the
only code especially developed for OWECs.
According to figure 1 Grouted Joints are made of two steel tubes with different diameters that
are connected using grout. The tube with the larger diameter is called the sleeve, the smaller
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tube is called the pile. Generally, the connection can be constructed with or without shear
keys. The basic parameters characterizing the load-deformation behaviour and the maximum
load are the ratio of diameter to thickness of pile, sleeve and grout (D/t), the compressive
strength of the grout and the ratio of height to spacing (h/s) of the shear keys. The diameter
to thickness ratio characterizes the confinement of the grout provided by the steel tubes.
Concerning the shear keys a maximum h/s-ratio of 0.1 is given in the recommendations, but
has rarely been used in experiments or offshore.

pile
sleeve

grout

Figure 1:

Grouted Joints in fixed offshore platforms, characteristic properties and design
with and without shear keys

Regarding connections with shear keys, three load bearing mechanisms are distinguished:
adhesion and friction in the interfaces between grout and steel tubes and the load-bearing
capacity of compression struts which develop between the shear keys on the pile and the
sleeve. The main failure modes of connections with shear keys are shear failure along the
shear connectors for closely spaced shear keys and crushing of the grout on the stressed
side of the shear keys for Grouted Joints with an appropriate spacing of the shear keys. In
this case, diagonal cracks occur in the grout. Finally the pile is pushed through the grout in
either case. More detailed information on the characteristic properties and the failure
mechanisms can be found in references [5,6,7,8].
The fatigue performance of Grouted Connections depends on the loading regime. According
to Hordyk [9] the slope of the S/N-curve increases with a decreasing stress ratio (R),
especially in reverse loading. In case of compression-compression loading the slope of the
S/N-curve is small, but exhibits large scatter in the number of cycles to failure.
3

Grouted Connections with UHPC – Experiments and Results

3.1

Specimens and Experimental Programme

The specimens used were designed according to Det Norske Veritas [4]. Important limiting
conditions were the application of standard steel profiles and compressive loading of pile and
sleeve without the danger of yielding. Figure 2 displays the resulting geometry and a
specimen of a grouted connection subjected to static loading. It can easily be seen that the
steel tubes provide a strong confinement due to the thickness of the tubes resulting in stiff
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specimens. Compared to the limits given in the regulations the specimens are stiffer than
covered by the recommendations.

a) longitudinal section

Figure 2:

b) picture of a specimen

a) longitudinal section (lengths in mm) and b) picture of a specimen

In the case of static loading the compressive strengths of the grout were about 60 MPa
(C60), 110 MPa (C110), 150 MPa (C150) and 170 MPa (C170). All grouts were tested with
and without fibre reinforcement of 2 vol.-% short, high-strength steel fibres, as well as shear
keys with h/s ratios of 0.013 (h = 0.3 mm) and 0.056 (h = 1.25 mm). Detailed information
concerning the tested materials and the testing conditions can be found in reference [11].
3.2

Quasi-static Loading

In figure 3 the marked effect of shear keys is demonstrated. The maximum pile shear
strength of a specimen without shear keys is about 0.75 MPa. The load-bearing capacity is
increased to about 16 MPa at an h/s-ratio of 0.013. If shear keys with h/s = 0.056 are
applied, the pile shear strength can be increased up to 28 MPa. All displayed tests were
performed using a C150 without fibre reinforcement.
Concerning the stress-slip curve, Grouted Connections show a behaviour that can be divided
into two parts. A first linear-elastic part, which is terminated by the first slip. The second part
is characterized by non-linear behaviour. This part ends with the pile shear strength. As
stated by Lamport [8], the first part is characterized by the development of diagonal cracks in
the grout. The non-linear second part of the curve is driven by gradual crushing of the grout
in front of the shear keys. In this case, wedges of crushed grout develop which nevertheless
transfer the load from the shear keys into the compression struts until the ultimate capacity is
reached. The confining steel tubes cause the marked ductility of the connection, even if the
UHPC itself is known for a distinct brittle mode of failure. In figure 3 the pile shear stress is
calculated by dividing the load by the surface area of the pile.
If steel fibres are used, the stress at first slip and the pile shear strength can be significantly
increased. Generally the ultimate stress can be increased using a higher compressive
strength of the grout, higher shear keys or fibre reinforcement.
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Figure 3:

Effects of shear keys, the h/s-ratio, grout-compressive strength and fibre
reinforcement on the load-deformation behaviour of Grouted Joints

The effect of steel fibre reinforcement on the stress at first slip and the pile shear strength is
an increase of about 25 % in the load bearing capacity compared to the grout without fibres
independent of the compressive strength of the grout and the h/s-ratio. In addition, it seems
as if the three possibilities to enhance the load-bearing capacity namely the compressive
strength of the grout, the fibre reinforcement and the h/s-ratio are independent and can be
used additively.
3.3

Fatigue Loading

In figure 4, the results of the performed fatigue tests are displayed. The ultimate number of
cycles to failure is given in logarithmic scale. The stress range is normalized using the static
pile shear strength at the first slip. The lower load limit is kept constant at 5 % of the static
stress at first slip. It is found that the ultimate numbers of cycles show a significant scatter as
already reported by Hordyk [9] for tests in compression-compression. Except for the C110
with h/s=0.056 and fibres, all specimens show comparable ultimate numbers of cycles to
failure. Consequently the increases stated for the static pile shear strength can be
transferred to fatigue loading. Conclusive reasons for the inferior results of the C110,
h/s=0.056 with fibres could not be found.
If defined values for the deformation of the connections are used as failure criteria instead of
final failure, S/N-curves with a steeper slope were found, which limit the number of cycles
until a specific deformation is reached. In this case the safety margins could possibly be
reduced. In cases of stress reversals the slope of the S/N-curves increases anyway.
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Figure 4:

Ultimate number of cycles of Grouted Joints with different UHPCs, the stress
range is normalized using the static pile shear strength at first slip

4

Design Aspects

Figure 5 displays that in some cases the shear keys shear off if the grout has a sufficient
compressive strength. In addition it can be seen that the shear keys are subjected to different
stresses at different heights. Therefore the shear keys, as well as the pile and the sleeve
have to be considered separately in design to resist the stresses induced by the Ultra-High
Performance grout. Obviously these stresses increase with an increasing strength of the
grout. According to an approach given by the American Petroleum Institute [1] the shear keys
can be designed by applying a stress of 2.5 times the compressive strength of the grout on
the stressed side of the shear key. Based on this approach, the minimum ratio of shear key
width (w) to shear key height (h) can be calculated for the failure of the shear keys:

min ( w / h) =

2.5 ⋅ 3 ⋅ A SR,P
⋅ fcu
π ⋅ DP ⋅ f y , k ⋅ h

(1)

In this equation ASR,P equals the stressed area of the shear keys, DP the outer diameter of the
pile, fy,k the yield stress of the steel, h the shear key height and fcu the unconfined
compressive strength of the grout.
In the experiments described above the w/h-ratio was chosen to be 2.0. The shear keys are
estimated to fail at a compressive strength of about 180 MPa. This value was also found in
the experiments. The shear keys failed if a compressive strength of about 190 MPa (C170
with fibre reinforcement) was applied, whereas no failure was found for a compressive
strength of 150 MPa. In fatigue tests, the shear keys failed even earlier at a stress range of
about 65 % of the static pile shear strength. Therefore the approach by the API is supposed
to be transferable to Grouted Connections with UHPC.
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Figure 5 displays the cracks that developed in the grout during fatigue tests. Obviously
marked compression struts develop between the shear keys on the pile and the sleeve,
which are separated by cracks. According to figure 5 the forces transferred by friction (FR) at
the interface between grout and steel as well as the normal stresses acting horizontally on
the pile (FN) and the sleeve can be calculated using a model presented in 1988 by
Lamport [8]. Lamport developed this model for a single compression strut and static tests.
Consequently identically stressed shear keys in the whole connection are assumed, which
have already been shown not to exist.
The normal forces can be calculated using the geometric properties of the grouted
connection. The force transferred by friction depends on the stresses that are induced by the
shear keys FSR and calculate the load-deformation curve up to the pile shear strength.
Lamport applied two plasticity models for concrete in order to estimate FSR and calculate the
load-deformation curve. A simpler approach has already been given by the American
Petroleum Institute [1] using 2.5 times the compressive strength of the grout. Apart from the
longitudinal forces the circumferential forces have to be taken into account. If the approach
described by Lamport is combined with the approach of the API, the stresses can be
calculated as follows:

σR =

(DP − t P )

⋅

(t

g

−h

)

2 ⋅ t P ⋅ s ⋅ DP ⋅ π t g (tan α − μ )

⋅ FSR

(2)

σL =

Fmax ⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜1 − ⎟
AP ⎝ n ⎠

(3)

σR equals the circumferential stresses, σL the longitudinal stresses, DP the outer pile
diameter, tP the wall-thickness of the pile, tG the wall-thickness of the grout, s the spacing of
the shear keys, h the shear key height, μ the coefficient of friction, FSR the force applied by
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the shear keys, AP the area of the pile in the cross-section, n the number of shear keys on
the pile, α the angle of the compression strut against the horizontal and finally Fmax the
ultimate load-bearing capacity.
The resulting local stresses can be estimated by the equivalent stress. The load-bearing
capacity of the Grouted Connection should be estimated using the approaches by Det
Norske Veritas [3,4] or the Health and Safety Executives [2]. As an example the equivalent
stresses calculated for a grout with a compressive strength of about 190 MPa and an h/sratio of 0.056 are shown in figure 6. According to this estimation the equivalent stress will
exceed the yield stress of the pile if the wall-thickness of the pile is less than about 7 mm.
The specimens used in the experiments had a wall-thickness of 9.75 mm. Therefore yielding
did not occur.
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Figure 6:

Equivalent stress in the pile, calculated for the specimens used, compressive
strength of the grout about 190 MPa, h/s-ratio 0.056

The experiments and the estimation of the load-bearing capacity of the shear keys, pile and
sleeve have shown that a separate design of the named parts of the Grouted Connections is
inevitable in order to ensure the load-bearing capacity of the whole connection. This is
especially true for Ultra-High Performance grouts. The outlined approaches for the estimation
and design should be complemented with further instrumented tests to fix the local stresses
and deformations. In addition the coefficient of friction between steel and grout with further
compressive stresses should be investigated. Another aspect is a suitable estimation of the
angle of the compression struts.
The technology of Grouted Connections is already applied for the rehabilitation and
strengthening of aged offshore structures. Therefore the described results can be easily
transferred. If one does not only think about offshore structures Grouted Connections could
also be used for steel structures onshore for rehabilitation, strengthening or joining. Another
aspect are double-walled concrete filled hybrid members, which could also be joined using
grouting technologies. In either case, further tests are needed concerning the effects of the
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radial stiffness on the load-bearing capacity if smaller or larger steel members with a bigger
or smaller radial stiffness than in the offshore industry are used.
5

Summary

In this paper, the load-deformation behaviour of Grouted Connections is described. It is
demonstrated that the compressive strength of the grout, fibre reinforcement and the shear
key height are three independent means of increasing and adapting the load-bearing
capacity of a Grouted Connection. Furthermore it is shown that the increases stated for static
behaviour can be transferred to fatigue loading. Enhanced static load-bearing capacity
means enhanced fatigue strength. Failure of the shear keys in static and dynamic tests has
shown that a separate design of the shear keys, the pile and the sleeve are inevitable.
Therefore approaches for the design and calculation of these members are briefly outlined
and discussed. In some cases their suitability could be shown.
6
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Development of adhesive-bound UHPC-Timber Composites
Summary

This report describes theoretical and experimental investigations which were carried out
within the development of glued UHPC-Timber-Composites. To detect, which geometries for
the cross-section and which timber-materials are reasonable for the UHPC-timber
composites, calculations about the stress distribution and the bending-stiffness of the
composites were conducted. Further on, shear-tests on the glued joint between timber and
UHPC are described. The surface-properties of concrete and timber were varied for this
investigations and five different adhesives where applied.
Keywords: timber-concrete, hybrid structures, composites, UHPC
1

Introduction

Until now, for timber-concrete-structures the two composites which are timber beam and
concrete plate are mostly connected by steel connection of different shape. This type of
connection leads to a more or less elastic bond between the two composite materials. For
typical geometries (see Figure 1 (a)) slender plates of fibre-reinforced UHPC are capable to
transfer life-loads without conventional reinforcement. If fibre-reinforced ultra-highperformance-concrete (UHPC) will be used, it becomes reasonable to apply adhesives to
connect concrete and wood, because the surface-tensile-strength of the fibre-reinforced
UHPC is much higher than that of common concrete. Continously bonding with adhesives
leads to a rigid compound and therefore to high stiffness of the bending member.
By many research-projects and a lot of existing timber buildings it could already be shown,
that the gluing technology is applicable to timber components. Further more the poststrengthening of concrete members with adhesive bonded FRP´s was well investigated in the
last decades (Niedermeier [1], Seim [2], Schilde [3]). The high surface-tensile-strength of
UHPC emphasizes the gluing technology to be most efficient for connecting UHPCmembers. This could be backed up by experimental studies by Schmidt [4], Mühlbauer [5]
and Teichmann [6].
To now only few research activities focused on adhesive bonding of timber and concrete.
Brunner et. al. [7] studied the shear-behaviour on small specimens and the bendingbehaviour of full scale members. The gluing was carried out by pouring the fresh concrete on
the fresh resin (wet in wet). Brunner achieved a stiff compound between the two materials
and could prove the full bond of the bending member. But the adopted technology was
vulnerable to local deficiencies. Further manifestations on glued timber-concrete-composites
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are to be found in a publication from Negrao [8] who focused on shear tests under variable
conditions of moisture contents and bending tests in structural size.

2

Preliminary design studies

To find out which geometries and which timber-materials are most efficient for UHPC-timber
composites, extensive parametric studies were carried out. In these calculations the stress
distribution within the cross-section and the bending-stiffness of the bending-member are
determined and compared for different dimensions of the timber-beam and for different
thicknesses of the UHPC-plate as well as for different E-Modules of timber products.
The following assumptions are made:
•

Bernoulli´s beam theory is adapted

•

bond between timber and UHPC is modelled as a stiff connection

•

3-dimensional effects are not considered

•

The bending-moment for the calculation of the stress-distribution is 60 kNm for all
observed cases

Two different types of cross-sections are observed: In the first case a Typical t-beam section
(Figure 1 (a)), in the second case a solid section (Figure 1 (b)). The geometries are shown in
Figure 1. The E-Modules for the basic calculations are 12.600 N/mm2 for the timber and
50.000 N/mm2 for the UHPC.

(a)
Figure 1:

(b)
Cross-sections of the composite-girders: (a) double t-beam section; (b) solid
section

The material and geometrical parameters are shown in Table 1. The first part of the index
refers to the part of the composite girder (UHPC = 1; timber = 2). The second part shows
which type of cross section is observed. The UHPC-slab should be as slim as possible to
create economically efficient structures. Therefore it was varied between 20 mm and 60 mm,
whereas 20 mm is a lower limit, if common loads and the given geometry are considered.
The E-Modulus of the timber was varied between 7.000 N/mm2 which corresponds to low
graded soft wood and 15.200 N/mm2 which can be achieved with derived timber products or
hard wood.
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Two main ambitions are connected with the design of hybrid structures from timber and
UHPC: The first is a high utilisation of both materials and the second is a high bending
stiffness of the composite-girder. Beyond the basics of engineering mechanics the results of
the calculations which are documented in Table 1 and the Figures 2 and 3 depict the
following: In case of the beam stiffness the t-section is the one which is more efficient. Its
stiffness is more than six times of the stiffness of the pure timber-beam for a thickness of the
UHPC-slab of 60 mm. If the height of the timber beam is varied stiffness reaches values up
to five times of the pure timber-beam (see Figure 3). The influence of the E-Modulus of the
timber on the stress-distribution is quite small for the t-Section. For the solid section this
parameter has only a small influence on the tension-stresses in timber but there is a
significant decrease of compression-stress in the UHPC-slab if the E-Modulus of timber
increases. To get an image of the shear stresses which occur in the adhesive joint, the
bending moment of 60 kNm can be connected to a four-point bending-situation. For this
case the maximum shear-stresses in the adhesive joint lay between 1,03 and 4,76 N/mm2 if
material and geometrical parameters are varied as documented in Table 1.
Table 1:
Parameter

Results of the parameter variation
Width of Variation

compression
2]

h1,t
h1,s
h2,t
h2,s
E2,t
E2,s

20 – 60 mm
100 – 500 mm
7000 – 15200 N/mm2

tension
2]

(EI)ef,compl/(EI)timber

[N/mm

[N/mm

[-]

20.5 – 13.1

22.3 – 15.8

3.60 – 6.11

77.3 – 41.1

29.1 – 19.9

2.02 – 3.84

59.3 – 11.8

75.2 – 10.6

4.78 – 3.12

209.7 – 41.7

94.0 – 14.3

2.92 – 1.70

24.0 – 19.6

21.3 – 22.7

4.00 – 3.40

94.1 – 71.6

26.1 – 30.2

2.50 – 1.89

Concluding it can be detected, that the best utilisation of both materials can be achieved with
the solid-section but the highest improvement of stiffness compared to the timber-beam can
be achieved with the t-section. It should be mentioned, that there are further conditions which
have to be considered, like the distribution of shear stresses or the bending-strength of the
UHPC-plate in the transverse direction of the beam. Overall it can be found, that for the solid
section a ratio from UHPC-slab thickness to timber-thickness of 0.13 – 0.14 is an optimum
for a high capacity utilisation of both materials if timber products with higher strength are
applied. For common soft wood or glued laminated timber this ratio has to be smaller. For tsections, the cross section which is shown in Figure 1 is considerable even if the stresses
are much below the compression-strength of the UHPC. This is reasonable because of the
high stiffness of the slim and lightweight structure.
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Figure 2:

Bending stresses within solid section (h1 = 20 mm)

Figure 3:

Stiffness ratio for solid and t-section
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3

Short-time shear tests

To detect, which adhesives are applicable and to compare different forms of surface
treatment of the UHPC and of the timber overall 51 shear tests have been carried out. The
adhesives used for this study are documented in Table 2.
Table 2:

Applied adhesives

Denotation

Adhesive

R1
M1
E1
E2
E3

Phenol Resorcinol Resin 1775
Melamin-Urea Resin 1247
Resin Epoxy 55
Sikadur 330
Sikadur 30

Hardening
Compound
2575
2526
Komp. II
Komp. II
Komp. II

Producer

Viscosity

Akzo Nobel
Akzo Nobel
S&P
Sika
Sika

fluid
fluid
fluid
viscous
viscous

Table 3 depicts the combinations of surface treatment and adhesive for the shear samples.
For all test specimens, the UHPC-plates were glued on the timber prisms. Three different
kinds of surface-treatment were used for the UHPC: No treatment, sandblasting and steel
brushing. The timber-surface was planed or raw-sawn. All bondings were produced
according to the handling instructions of the producers of the adhesives. The humidity of the
timber was located between 7 % and 11 % during adherence as well as during testing. For
every parameter combination three samples were produced and tested.
Table 3:

Shear samples

Denotation
R1UH
R1GH
M1UH
M1GH
E1UH
E1US
E1GH
E1GS
E2UH
E2US
E2GH
E2GS
E2DS
E3UH
E3US
E3GH
E3GS

untreated
i
i
i
i
i
i

i
i

UHPC-Surface
sandblasted steel-brush
i
i
i
i
i
i

i
i

i

Timber-Suface
planed
raw-sawn
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
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The geometry of the test specimens was taken according to DIN EN 392 [9]. The side
lengths of the timber-cubes was 42 mm. UHPC-prisms measured 42 mm x 42 mm x 20 mm.
The timber cubes were sawn out of GL 24h laminated beams. The UHPC-mixture which was
selected, has been approved for practical application [10]. The orientation of the fibrereinforcement could not be determined experimentally. But it can be assumed, that the
prevalent orientation of the fibres is parallel to the slab surface which is the bonding surface.
All specimens were tested parallel to the grain.
The mean values of the shear-strength are listed and the fracture surfaces are documented
in Table 4 for all specimens. For the calculation of the shear strength a constant shear-stress
over the whole shear-surface was assumed. The results show, that the resorcinol-resin is
well applicable for the bonding of timber and UHPC because of the high shear strength and
because there is only a small percentage of failure in adhesive. The specimens which were
bonded with the resorcinol-resin were the only ones which showed a significant fraction of
failure in the UHPC. The melamine-resin is not adequate for connecting timber and UHPC
because failure-surfaces in the resin were significant (see Figure 4). Overall the epoxy-resins
performed best. Excepting the specimens whose surfaces were treated with a steel-brush all
epoxy bonded specimens failed almost exclusively in timber (Figure 4, Table 4). Shear
stresses reached values around of 10 N/mm2. Among the tests with the epoxy specimens
there was no significant influence of the surface-treatment on the results. The variation of the
shear-strength in this group was probably caused by the variation of shear strength of the
timber-specimens.
Table 4:

Den.

Results of the shear tests

fv,mean

Std. Deviation

2

R1UH
R1GH
M1UH
M1GH
E1UH
E1US
E1GH
E1GS
E2UH
E2US
E2GH
E2GS
E2DH
E3UH
E3US
E3GH
E3GS
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[N/mm ]
7,29
10,03
6,18
5,74
9,95
11,35
9,23
10,96
8,96
6,24
11,22
10,10
5,04
12,59
10,61
9,17
9,45

1,13
1,82
3,41
1,01
1,02
1,47
1,15
0,89
2,02
1,81
1,47
1,64
1,97
1,20
3,06
0,95
2,13

Percentage of the fracture surface [%]
Timber
73
75
80
45
96
97
95
98
100
100
94
98
48
100
100
100
100

UHPC
22
15
3
5
1
1
2
1
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0

Adhesive
5
10
17
50
3
2
3
1
0
0
2
0
52
0
0
0
0

Development of adhesive-bound UHPC-Timber Composites

(a)

(b)

Figure 4:

Characteristic fracture surfaces (a) epoxy-resin, (b) melamin resin

4

Summary and Conclusions

Parameter studies showed, that the bending stiffness of timber-beams can be multiplied for
about five to six times by the bonding of a thin UHPC-plate on the beams. In case of the
solid-section a high utilization of both materials can be achieved but the increase in bendingstiffness is smaller, compared to the t-section. The shear-tests carried out on 51 samples
displayed, that epoxy- and resorcin-resins are applicable for the connection of timber and
UHPC. If these adhesives are applied, the kind of the surface-treatment has no significant
influence on the shear-strength and a shear-failure in wood is decisive.
Therefore hardwood and derived timber-products will be included in further studies.
Furthermore the shear stress-strain characteristics will be investigated by further testing and
an analytical model for the shear-behavior of the bond will be derived. Within these studies
the assumption of the rigid compound has to be verified. Finally the capability of the
construction shall be demonstrated by full scale testing. Within these tests also the load
bearing in transverse direction will be observed.
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Durable adhesive bonding with epoxy resins in civil
engineering construction
Summary

History shows that there is an interrelationship between a new material and the form of
structures it is used for. Early arches were built with stones. Steel enabled trusses and long
span girders. High strength wires made long span suspension bridges possible, etc. Ultra
high performance concrete, with its extremely high strength and durability, is basically a new
material, even though it is called concrete. Its application should not follow the path of regular
concrete. It is anticipated that, with time, new structural concepts will be developed that can
better utilize the superb properties of the UHPC.
Keywords: epoxy resin, Zulassung Z-36.12-29, ETAG 013
1

Introduction

Bonding of structural elements is a very old and traditional technology. The Romans and
other ancient civilisations used mineral adhesives (mortars) for bonding and pointing natural
and artificial stones. The historic buildings surviving from that era demonstrate how durable
these bonds can be.
The first polymer based adhesives for producing durable high-strength adhesive bonds in
“rigid” construction were investigated in the early Sixties.
One of the first major applications to attract worldwide attention was the construction of the
bridge viaduct near Chillon Castle (Switzerland) in the late 1960’s. Here precast concrete
segments produced on an industrial scale, were joined by high-strength epoxy adhesive
bonding for the first time. This method reduced construction times and improved
performance dramatically and the technology was soon in use worldwide.
Epoxy-bonded segmental concrete bridges are still ‘state of the art’ today and their economy,
efficiency and durability, have been proven many times during the last 40 years.
The adhesives used as part of this technology are also used for the post-strengthening of
structures with bonded strengthening elements. Steel profiles were used initially in the
1960’s, but generally these have now been superseded by carbon fibre profiles since the mid
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1990’s. The adhesives used for both of these applications are the same high performance
epoxy resins. The durability of these materials in these applications has been demonstrated
in countless trials and evaluations including: performance and endurance testing, being
subjected to literally millions of dynamic load cycles and extensive and accelerated artificial
and natural weathering.
This paper aims to illustrate with some striking examples, that adhesive bonding in
construction provides reliable, economic and ecologically sound solutions to many problems,
plus that it can extend the design possibilities and creative opportunities.
2

Long-term experience with epoxy resins

The absolute structural integrity and safety of modern reinforced concrete structures always
has the top priority for engineers, architects and their clients. Yet, despite all the careful
planning and painstaking workmanship during the original construction work, there are still
many reasons why structural post-strengthening can prove necessary during the service life
of a structure. One of the most common is a change of use, demanding higher load carrying
capabilities. This has been the case with numerous bridges, largely due to the hugely
increased traffic volumes and the much higher axle loads that have been introduced in recent
years.

Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Ravenna Bridge: strengthened with CFRP- EMPA beam, steel plate bonded with
Prestressingsystem Sika Leoba CarboDur® Sikadur®-31 in 1970
and final trial with with heavy load trucks.
Epoxy adhesives have been used for many years in the structural bonding of load-bearing
members in construction engineering. The method using bonded steel plates for poststrengthening of reinforced concrete members was already established by the mid-60s.
Thirty years later experiments began with different types of polymer plates for tensile
strengthening. It soon transpired that carbon fiber (CFRP) was far superior to all other types
of fiber for this purpose. A long-term test on a bonded reinforced concrete beam has been
running at the EMPA Dübendorf (Switzerland) ever since 1970. It was strengthened with a steel
plate, bonded with epoxy resin and it has been under constant load and monitoring since then.
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3

Examples of Segmental Bridges, bonded with Sikadur® Epoxy Adhesive

3.1

Viaduct de Chillon, the oldest segmental bridge in Switzerland bonded with
epoxy resin adhesive

In Switzerland, the first bridge built with
precast concrete segments bonded
together with epoxy resin, was
completed in 1970. This was the Viaduct
de Chillon, which was also one of the
earliest Segmental Bridges to be bonded
with epoxy resin adhesives anywhere in
the world.

Figure 3:

Viaduct de Chillon, Switzerland

The Project
As early as 1960, it was known that the section of the new Lausanne – Simplon Highway
(N9), behind the Château of Chillon in Switzerland, would be one of the most problematic
and challenging stretches of the road. Following a design competition between several
leading Consulting Engineers, who each presented alternative project design concepts
(tunnels as well as viaducts), the design for this section of the highway was awarded to the
scheme of J.-Cl. Piguet, Lausanne. The detailed design (calculations and drawings) was
started at the end of 1965. Tenders were invited for the construction of the viaducts and the
contract was awarded to P. Chapuisat Eng. and Dentan Frères contractors. They first
proposed the innovative use of bonded segmental construction on the project, without
changing the Consulting Engineers design for the appearance and performance of the new
viaducts.

The two parallel viaducts, each 2’150 meters long with a 12 metre wide roadway having two
lanes plus a hard shoulder or emergency lane, follow an extremely sinuous route. The
viaducts have a longitudinal gradient of between 1.5% and 3.0%, with a maximum camber of
6% necessitated by the relatively tight curves, having a minimum radius of 700m.
The Superstructure
The viaducts are built from hollow precast segments of varying depths, joined in the form of a
post-tensioned continuous box girder beam. Each viaduct is divided into five independent
sections by expansion joints and supported by 22 columns and two abutments. The stability
is achieved by the abutments, and a brace support in the middle of each of the three
intermediate sections. The viaducts are then formed by the juxtaposition of two balanced
cantilevered sections of 92 metres or 104 metres, which are symmetrical about the axis of
the supporting columns. The 92 metre sections are comprised of 26 segments 3.20 metres
long and four segments 2.20 metres long. The 104 metre ones have four extra segments 3.0
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metres long, but otherwise, the two are identical. The precast segments are formed in hollow
rectangular section 5 metres wide and of varying depths, with hollow triangular shaped
flanges 4 metres wide each side of the central section, giving an overall width of 13 metres.
This somewhat unconventional shape was chosen after considerable research into its
performance.
This innovative segment shape has excellent structural properties and since it is ultimately
entirely enclosed in service, it creates a thermal ‘blanket’ under the roadway, which
decreases the risk of ice formation during the long periods of the year when temperatures
are around freezing point for at least some time every day.
Segment Production

The segment production and stockpiling areas were
situated at the southern end of the viaduct. The
production area was equipped with five segment
moulding areas, which each produced one segment per
day, and together had to produce 1’376 elements in two
years (which represents 32’000m3 of concrete, and
3’900 tons of steel reinforcement). The complex
geometry of the viaducts demanded a very high degree
of precision for that time in the production of reinforced
concrete segments. This precision was achieved by the
use of electronically controlled formwork, which enabled
tolerances as fine as ±0.5mm to be obtained. Each

Figure 4:

Viaduct de Chillon

segment was match cast against its future adjacent
segment, which was also given its actual erected
position (gradient, camber) by the use of hydraulic
jacks.

Erection
The individual segments, weighing between 45 and 80 tons each, were erected by a rolling
gantry (230 t) which moved along rails fixed to the bridge, maintained in a vertical position by
a series of hydraulic jacks fixed to the bogies of the gantry legs. The central leg could
therefore be moved sideways to facilitate the erection of the segments in the curved sections
of the viaduct.
During construction the rolling gantry was extended to the next column and fixed using a

temporary support on its side, the four special units were set on top of the columns and the
erection of the rest of the cantilevered construction could continue at both sides.
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The segments were erected in pairs
symmetrically placed about the columns,
and the joints between them were formed
from the epoxy resin adhesive. When a pair
of segments had been provisionally erected,
four 145 ton post-tensioning cables were
installed between them. Normally, 4 pairs of
segments were fixed each day.
This
method of construction enabled the viaduct
to be built at the rate of over 300 meters per
month.
The Viaducts of Chillon, 40 years after their
construction, are still in continual daily use
and in good condition
Figure 5:

Errection of a segmental bridge

3.2

Sutong Bridge, China, the longest cable stayed bridge in the World

Figure 6:

Sutong Bridge, China

The Project
The Sutong Bridge lies between Nantong City and Changshu (near Suzhou City) in the east
of Jiangsu Province (Eastern China), an important route across the Changjiang River in the
national key highway system for the Ministry of Communications. This project is on a
massive scale and will be one of the most complex ever built in China.
The total length of the Sutong Bridge is 32.4 km. It consists of three sections: the north bank

link, the main crossing and the south bank link.
The whole project requires 200’000 tons of steel, one million cubic metres of concrete for the
bridge and culverts and 3 million cubic metres of earthworks. The total investment for the
project is more than RMB 6 billion (about US $ 750 Mio.) and the programmed construction
period is 6 years from 2003 to 2009.
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Figure 7:

Errection of the Sutong Bridge

The Main Crossing:
Total length is 8’206 m.
The main bridge is a double-cable-plane, double-tower steel box girder, cable-stayed bridge
with sections of 100 + 100 + 300 + 1088 + 300 + 100 + 100 = 2088m. This will be the largest
bridge of this type in the world. The central channel consists of a140 + 268 + 140 = 548 m
T-type steel girder bridge, which is the second largest of this type in the world. Both the north
and south approach bridges to the Links are both 30 + 50 + 75 m sections of pre-stressed
concrete continuous box girder bridges.
The North Bank Link:
The total length is 15.1 km and there will be two interchanges, a Tollgate on the main
highway and a Service Zone.
The South Bank Link:
The total length is 9.1 km, and there will be one interchange.
4

CFRP-strengthened engineering constructions bonded with epoxy resin

Since the mid-90s, CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic) -plates have been used for flexural
strengthening on many structures such as bridges, which either have stability problems or
need their maximum working load classification increased (ie maximum axle load).
A General Building Authority Approval (AbZ, Z-36.12-29) for the shear strengthening of loadbearing reinforced concrete members with CFRP plates has existed In Germany since
November 1997. The epoxy adhesive defined here is an essential component. To utilise the
high-performance CFRP plate material to the limit of its capacity, post-tensioning systems meeting
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the requirements of ETAG 013 have also been developed. These high-strength tendons can only
be anchored by a combination of mechanical pressure and the epoxy adhesive bond.

Figure 8:
Figure 9:
BAB A6 Heilbronn-Bridge over River Neckar BAB A3 Bridge ICE-Access, CFRPCarbodurplates with Sikadur®-30
with Sika Leoba CarboDur®, SLC II
Approval Z-36.12-29 requires the formulation of the epoxy adhesive Sikadur®-30 to be filed at
the Deutsche Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt). With the Declaration of Conformity (Ü-mark), the
manufacturer must certify this for its production and have it checked by an external quality
control agency (DUE). The approval also covers all of the other important criteria and
conditions such as the area of application, substrate preparation, installation, ambient
environment and conditions etc. The qualifications of the contractor (proof of
competence/training) are also defined.
5

Figure 10:

Bonding of UHPC with epoxy resin

Toll station for the Millau Bridge

In 2004, on the approach to what is
now the tallest bridge in the world,
near Millau in Southern France, a
98x28m curved concrete structure
was produced – the roof of the toll
station spanning the new section of
the A75 motorway. 54 separate
curved elements made of UHPC
were assembled with prestressing
strands.
The high-strength bond between
the elements was achieved with
Sikadur® epoxy resin based
adhesive.

In July 2007 a bridge was opened across the River Fulda at Kassel in Germany which is
again constructed in Ultra High Strength Concrete. Following several development and trial
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projects, Kassel University put its knowledge and experience into practice on the 136m long
Gärtnerplatz Bridge. This pedestrian and cycle path bridge is designed for vehicles up to 5
tons. It consists of a lattice steel frame. The 2 top chords and the 5m wide bridge deck
consist of precast UHPC sections containing steel fibres. For the first time in the world, these
load-bearing units were only joined by bonding. It was decided to use the epoxy adhesive
Sikadur® 30 DUE for this bonding. The reasons were its long-term experience, the Z-36
approval and naturally also the research work carried out for this project at Kassel University.
The construction company already had many years of experience in bonding CFRP
strengthening systems and together with the precast segment producer; they developed new
methods and systems to level the precast units both longitudinally and transversely during
erection with the epoxy adhesive.

Figure 11:
Figure 12:
Gärtnerplatz-Bridge, placing the UHPC- Opening-celebration at 11. July 2007
elements and bonding with Sikadur® 30 DUE
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Structural and semi-structural adhesive bonding of UHPC
by modifying the surface and close to surface layers
Summary

Bonding on concrete with polymer based adhesives rather than mortar is well established for
decades. The significantly low tensile strength of layers close to the surface of standard concrete parts is the main limitation for optimal utilization of the concrete substrate. In contrast,
the tensile and shear strength at the surface of Ultra-High-Performance Concrete (UHPC)
are excellent requirements for the use of structural adhesive technology. For optimal
utilization of semi-structural or even structural adhesive bonding of UHPC parts the substrate
surface, the thin layer close to the surface and the adherence of appropriate polymer
adhesives on it has to be investigated. The Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel is the first bridge,
whose structural UHPC precast elements are bonded exclusively by adhesive. [3], [4]
Keywords: surface modification, structural adhesive bonding, steel fibre reinforcement,
workability, ductile cracking, two-part epoxy resin, two-part polyurethane resin, layers close
to inner formwork
1

Target

The results presented in this paper come from a research project which has the aim to
investigate adequate surface treatments together with different adhesive systems in
consideration of typical environmental situations. The main topic presented here is the
optimization of UHPC with special remark on grain and steel fibre reinforcement and their
effects on close to surface layers when bonded with suitable adhesives. The experimental
should indicate the abilty of activating steel fibres for structural and ductile behaviour of
bonded joints and display a possible weaker layer close to formwork in comparison to the
core concrete.
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2

Materials

The mixtures of investigated UHPC substrates are made of three basic compositions [1]
which differ in steel fibre content and maximum grain size. The specifications of the eight
investigated mixtures of UHPC are shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

Mixtures of UHPC

Steel fibre
17 mm

kg

CEM I 52,5 HS-NA

kg

Water

kg

Sand 0/0,5

kg

Quartz powder 1

kg

Quartz powder 2

kg

Micro silica

kg

Basalt 2/5

kg

Basalt 5/8

kg

HRWRA

kg

m³

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

77

134

192

77

134

192

78

136

m³

733

832

650

m³

161

166

158

m³

1008

975

354

m³

183

207

325

m³

0

0

131

m³

230

135

177

m³

0

0

298,53

m³

0

0

298,53

m³

28,5

29,4

30,4

M1Q

M2Q

B4Q

Mixtures M4, M5 and M6 contain more cement and less sand than M1, M2 and M3 and the
maximum grain size is the sand part with up to 0,5 mm. Mixtures M7 and M8 have additional
basalt grain with a maximum grain size of up to 8 mm. Mixtures M1, M4 and M7 have a fibre
content of 1,00 volume-%, M2, M5 and M8 of 1,75 volume-% and M3 and M6 of 2,50
volume-%. The specifications of steel fibres are shown in Table 2.
Table 2:

Specifications of steel fibre reinforcement material [2]
geometry

steel fibre

Length
Diameter

= 17
mm
= 10,15 mm

specific
density
7,85

kg

dm ³

modulus of
elasticity
210.000

N

mm

tensile
strength
2300

N

mm

The research project started with 14 different adhesives, eight two-part epoxy resin types
(EP) and six two-part polyurethane resin types (PUR) to study the workability and adhesion
on UHPC substrates. Some of the EP types are filled with quartz sand for a thixotrope
behaviour whitch allow thick layers and bonding of vertical structures. Some specifications
regarding the workability of the selcted adhesives are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3:

Workability of selected adhesives after material screening on UHPC (5 out of 14)
chemical
basis

sand
filled

density
kg/m³

application
temperature

adhesive - 1

two-part EP

yes

1,6

10 – 25 °C

90 min.

thixotrope

adhesive - 2

two-part EP

no

1,65

8 – 30 °C

40 min.

viscous

adhesive - 3

two-part EP

no

1,5

5 – 35 °C

60 min.

viscous

adhesive - 4

two-part PUR

no

1,52

7 – 35 °C

60 min.

viscous

adhesive - 5

two-part EP

yes

1,65

8 – 35 °C

60 min.

thixotrope

adhesive

3

Experimental

3.1

Bonded joints in 4-point bending strength test

working time consistancy
at 20 °C
at 20 °C

The screening of all 14 adhesives were made by 4-point bending tests of mid-bonded UHPC
prisms, see Figure 1. Concrete prisms (40 mm x 40 mm x 160 mm) were cutted in two half
parts and the sawed surfaces were sandblasted with an abrasion depth of about 1mm.
These prepared surfaces were adhesively bonded with a joint thickness of 3 mm. After a
hardening period of seven days stored under norm climate (20°C, 65% relative humidity) the
prisms were tested.

Figure 1:

Bonded prism (40mm x 40mm) in 4-point bending strength test

3.2

Selection of adhesives

The selection of 5 adhesives out of 14 available were made by considering different
boundery conditions and criterias. Two-part epoxy adhesives are most common for structural
bonding of concrete, steel and fiber reinforcements on construction sites and a range of
different types are developed for different fields of application [5]. Two-part polyurethane
adhesives allow at least some semi-structural bonding and they are suitable for mechanically
flexible joints. During application of PURs the substrates should not contain water on the
surface because of an immediate reaction of the isocyanate component with water. The
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adhesive foams immediately and can not react properly. One of the investigated PURs
showed a structural bonding strength on a typical average level of some two-part epoxy
adhesives. Together with acceptable workability and type of failure this PUR (adhesive - 4)
were selected for further testing within the project. In addition four of the two-part epoxy
adhesives were also chosen because of the highest bonding strength, good workability and a
failure by cracking usually in the substrate close to the bonded joint.
The substrate of UHPC prisms was mixture M1, the surface modification was sandblasting
and the prisms were bonded at the sawed area. The five adhesives where chosen according
to the following rules:
•

level of average bending strength

•

workability (viscosity high enough and long working time)

•

fracture pattern (adhesive failure is the most critical case and fractures in concrete

close to adhesive layer is the desired failure because of utilisation the ductility of the
compound out of concrete and steel fibers)
The fracture patterns proved to be very different [6]. Some prisms bursted in concrete only,
some showed cohesive failure through the adhesive joint, most specimen failed across the
joint or close to contact surface in concrete. The results of max. bonding strength in 4-point
bending configuration of the five selected adhesives on UHPC substrates are displayed in
Figure 2.

35

max. bending strenght [N/mm²]

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
adhesive - 4
(two-part PUR)

Figure 2:
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adhesive - 3
(two-part EP)

adhesive - 1
(two-part EP)

adhesive - 5
(two-part EP)

adhesive - 2
(two-part EP)

Results of five selected adhesives out of the 4-point bending strength test,
displayed are the average out of three specimens and the range of results
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3.3

Comparison of bonding on modified surfaces of formwork layers and core
concrete

At construction sites or at prefabrication plants where concrete structural parts are produced
it is most common that the formwork surface of the concrete is modified by sandblasting or
grinding. This preparation removes weak layers and provides an excellent basis for adhesive
bonding with mortars or polymer adhesives. A sawed surface displays the core concrete and
there is usually no need for extra modification.
To investigate the difference on mechanical strength of UHPC substrates provided by the
close to formwork layers on the one hand and the core material of UHPC on the other, some
additional testing with prisms made of mixture M4 were conducted. The results are displayed
in Figure 3. The values for bonding strength are always higher at the sawed surfaces than at
formwork surfaces. This indicates a weaker outer surface layer in comparison with the core
concrete material even on UHPC substrates but the scale of results is far beyond of results
usally known from standard concrete substrates. In some cases adhesives bonded on the
sawed surfaces provide a very high bonding strength so that it is in the same region as the
non cutted prisms of mixture M4, where the average of the measured bending strength is
displayed for comparison reasons.

non cutted prisms
(UHPC-Type M4)

formwork surface sandblasted

sawed surface sandblasted

0

15

adhesive 5

adhesive 2

adhesive 1

adhesive 3

adhesive 4
5

10

20

25

30

max. bending strength [N/mm²]

Figure 3:

Comparison of bending strength on formwork surface vs. sawed surface, both
sandblasted, also displayed is the average of uncutted prisms tested
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3.4

Optimization of UHPC with special remark on grain and steel fibre
reinforcement and their effects on close to surface layers

This research project includes three different modification methods compared with
unmodified surface. These are
•

sandblasting

•

grinding and

•

retarders at surface layer

At that time only sandblasted and unmodified surfaces are investigated, see Figure 4.

Figure 4:

Unmodified formwork surface (left) and sandblasted surface (right) of UHPC
prisms with the dimensions 40 mm x 40 mm of lateral cut

One aim of the research project is the optimal modification of the surfaces in that way that
bonded structural members burst only in concrete because steel fiber reinforced concrete
provides a ductile failure reaction, what is most important for safety reasons [7]. In the
following diagram (Figure 5) the deformation behaviour of three prisms in the 4-point bending
test is displayed. All three specimen showed ductile behaviour with no sudden failure.
adhesive 5 - mixture M6 (2,50 V-%) - unmodified form surface
30,00

standard force [kN]

25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00
5,00
0,00
0,00 0,25 0,43 0,58 0,69 0,80 0,91 1,02 1,16 1,30 1,41 1,64 1,87 2,10 2,47 2,88 3,35 3,83
standard way [mm]

Figure 5:
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4-point bending test of 3 bonded prisms (adhesive 5 on mixture M6)
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In the following Figure 6 a matrix of the achieved bending strengths with the chosen five
adhesives on five different mixtures are displayed. At the moment it seems to be, that
mixture M6 is one of the best of all mixtures with sandblasted surface. It provides highest
values for bending strength and evidences a ductile behaviour. Mixture M8 evidences a
ductile behaviour in nearly all cases as well, but the achieved bending strength is lower.
Mixture M8 has a maximum grain size of 8 mm, M6 of only 0.5 mm, so a macroscopic
coarse-grained mixture provides not necessarily more adhesion. In comparison the bonded
prisms with a sandblasted surface achieved in most cases higher mechanical values and
more often ductile behaviour than bonded prisms with a non-modified surface.

max. bending strenghts [N/mm²]
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Figure 6:

Comparison of achieved bending strengths with selected adhesives on different
UHPC mixtures, any left column is unmodified surface, any right column is
sandblasted surface (displayed are the average values of 3 prisms each)

4

Conclusions

The investigated adhesives showed appropriate bonding strenghts for bonding UHPC
substrates. A modification of the thin layers close to formworks by sandblasting is a simple
method to increase the bonding strength. The difference between sandblasted sawed
surfaces out of the core concrete and sandblasted close to formwork surfaces amounts to 5
N/mm² in average. The bending strength of bonded prisms between sandblasted and
unmodified surfaces amounts to 3 N/mm². Sandblasting the surfaces is a easy way of
preparation for adhesive bonding and it showed in many cases a ductile breakdown of the
joint. UHPC mixtures with a maximum grain size of 8 mm are not as strong as a mixture with
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a high fibre content (2.50 V-%) and a max. grain size of 0.5 mm. Coarse grain mixtures have
a similar fracture behaviour no matter if there is a high fibre content or not.
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Evaluation of Properties of High Strength Concrete for
Prestressed Concrete Prisms
Summary

The current project will study the use of high strength concrete in Prestressed Concrete
Prisms (PCPs), which present an alternate reinforcing technique in concrete structures. The
higher concrete tensile strength prevents splitting of the concrete cover upon release of
prestress and also allows the elements to remain uncracked under service loads, which
improves flexural rigidity with consequent reduction in deflection and crack width. Tests
performed on standard cylindrical specimens have revealed a compressive strength of up to
95 MPa at 3 days and 140 MPa at 28 days, which exceeds the 120 MPa lower bound value
for Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC). This paper will discuss the gain in both tensile
and compressive strength, Poisson’s ratio and stress-strain relationship for UHPC used in
the research.
Keywords: high strength concrete, tensile strength, Poisson’s ratio, elastic modulus,
prestressed concrete prisms, stress-strain relationship
1

Introduction

The concrete mix used in this project was selected from the Portland Cement Association
(PCA) Research and Development Bulletin RD104 [1]. The report presents engineering
properties of commercially available high strength concrete obtained from six separate mixes
over a period of three years. The mix with the highest strength gain was selected since the
project involves prestressing of concrete elements and requires the earliest release date to
minimize relaxation losses within the tendon. The mix has the highest silica fume content out
of the six designs proposed by the report, which provides the lowest water absorption rate as
well as the lowest permeability to chlorides. The advantages are significant when considering
protection of the reinforcement to environments that are susceptible to entice deterioration.
The proportions of the mix are listed in Table 1. Aside from including the use of silica fume,
the low water-cement ratio of the mix requires the use of a High Range Water Reducer
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(HRWR) to achieve an acceptable level of workability during each cast. A retarder was also
included in the mix to maintain workability and allow sufficient time to cast the elements
before reaching the setting time. The weight of silica fume is in terms of its dry weight and
the maximum size of aggregate was chosen as 12.5 mm.
Table 1:

Concrete Mix Proportions
Parameters [/m3]

Quantity

Cement Type I [kg]

564

Silica Fume [kg]

89

Coarse Aggs. SSD [kg]

1068

Fine Aggs. [kg]

593

HRWR Type F [l]

20.11

Retarder Type D [l]

1.46

Water [kg]

144

Water:Cementitious Ratio

2

0.220

Mechanical Properties of the High Strength Concrete Mix

Cylindrical concrete specimens with 100 mm diameter and 200 mm height were tested in
accordance with ASTM Standard C39/C39M-04a [2], C496/C496M-04 [3] and C469-02 [4]
for respectively determining the compressive strength, splitting tensile strength and elastic
modulus. All tests were performed with a 1350 kN hydraulic testing machine. The test setup
is shown in Figure 1(a) for compressive tests and in Figure 1 (b) for splitting tensile tests.

(a) Compressive Strength

(b) Tensile Strength

Figure 1:

Cylindrical Concrete Test Setup

2.1

Compressive Strength

A total of 3 specimens were tested in compression at approximately 3, 7, 14 and 28 days.
Compressive strengths recorded from each of these tests were averaged for each testing
day and each of the three sets of 50 mm by 50 mm by 2450 mm PCPs cast in this project.
Results are shown in Table 2. In order to maintain constant moisture content during all
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compressive tests, specimens were taken out of the curing room 24 hours prior to testing.
The curing room maintains relative humidity at 100% with temperatures averaging 20oC and
the procedure was considered on the basis of work presented by Li [5], which suggests that
water absorbed in the pores of concrete specimens lead to transverse bursting stresses that
can greatly influence the compressive strength of cylindrical specimens and therefore
consistency in the results.
Table 2:

2.2

Compressive Strength Development [MPa]
PCP SET #1

PCP SET #2

PCP SET #3

Age

Strength

Age

Strength

Age

Strength

4

98.7

3

85.6

3

83.1

8

123.8

7

110.8

9

112.4

14

131.9

13

122.1

14

122.5

28

139.2

28

133.5

28

130.8

Splitting Tensile Strength

At each of the days selected for testing, an additional 3 specimens were set aside to
determine and investigate splitting tensile strength. In order to control the effects of moisture
on strength, specimens intended for tensile tests were also taken out of the curing room 24
hours prior to testing. Results in terms of age at testing are graphically illustrated in Figure 2
(a).

(a) with Age
Figure 2:

(b) with Compressive Strength

Tensile Strength Development

Tensile strength values typically display a linear trend with the square root of the
compressive strength [6]. Figure 2(b) clearly demonstrates the result, which holds true at all
ages since tensile and compressive strengths display similar variation over time. A
relationship describing this trend was obtained by fitting a linear model to the measured data
on the basis of a least squares method. It is expressed in equation (1) and has a correlation
coefficient of 0.714, which suggests a strong relationship with the linear model explaining
71.4% of the variation in the measured values about the mean.
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fsp = 0.593 fc′

(1)

The splitting tensile strength is mainly used in the design of structural lightweight concrete
members to evaluate shear resistance provided by concrete and to determine the
development length of reinforcement [3]. Consequently, results from the splitting tensile test
cannot be directly applied to determine the cracking strength of PCP reinforcement in this
project. However, some approximate relationships exist that can be used to correlate values
obtained from the splitting tensile test to those required for the project [7].
According to Collins and Mitchell [7], the direct cracking strength of concrete can be taken as
65% of the strength obtained from a splitting tensile test. Using test results presented for
splitting tensile strength gives the following relationship for describing the strength of
concrete selected for this project in direct tension. Equation (2) correlates quite well with that
suggested by the reference, which relates direct tensile strength to 33% of the square root of
the compressive strength.
fdt = 0.385 fc′

3

(2)

Elastic Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio

Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were measured during 14 and 28 day compressive tests.
From each set of compression tests, two cylindrical concrete specimens were instrumented
with 60 mm long 90o cross electrical resistance strain gauges. The sensor was capable of
measuring longitudinal as well as transverse strains to the nearest millionth. A 12-channel
data acquisition system was used to collect stress readings from the testing machine as well
as strains from the sensor. Elastic modulus values shown in Table 3 were determined by
fitting a linear trend through diagrams relating the stress and longitudinal strain data. Results
for Poisson’s ratio displayed in
Table 4 were obtained by evaluating the relationship between transverse and longitudinal
strains with an approach similar to that used for estimating elastic modulus. The linear
regression analyses were performed for a longitudinal strain range extending from 50
millionths to that corresponding to a stress of 40% of ultimate.
Table 3:

Elastic Modulus Development with Compressive Strength [MPa]
PCP SET #1

Age
7
14
28
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PCP SET #2

Strength

Modulus

129.4
135.1
142.7
137.1

46 409
44 897
44 009
47 716

Age
8
13
28

PCP SET #3

Strength

Modulus

112.9
93.7
123.8
129.7
137.3
136.7

38 945
42 750
46 336
46 423
44 134
44 531

Age
9
14
28

Strength

Modulus

117.3
106.2
122.9
128.8
129.8
125.6

43 293
43 276
43 411
46 595
46 581
43 716
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Table 4:

Poisson’s Ratio
PCP SET #1
Age
7
14
28

Ratio
0.251
0.227
0.217
0.229

PCP SET #2
Age
8
13
28

Ratio
0.211
0.190
0.248
0.246
0.241
0.230

PCP SET #3
Age
9
14
28

Ratio
0.228
0.215
0.235
0.235
0.251
0.222

While elastic modulus values for concrete appear to increase with compressive strength,
those for Poisson’s ratio remain consistent over the complete range of ages considered for
testing. The ratios appear to fluctuate between 0.190 and 0.251 with a respective mean and
standard deviation of 0.221 and 0.031. The mean of this distribution can be expected to vary
within a margin of error of 0.004 at a 95% confidence level.
3.1

Stress-Strain Relationship in Compression

Thorenfeldt [8] has generalized expressions given by Popovics [9] that represent well the
family of stress-strain curves for concrete of different strengths. Although more complex in
form than the parabolic model, the relationship of equation (3) should offer higher potential in
estimating the stress-strain behavior of high strength concrete presented in this paper.
fc
n(ε cf ε′c )
=
nk
fc′ n − 1 + (ε cf ε′c )

(3)

In this equation, fc is the compressive stress, εcf is the longitudinal compressive strain, ε'c is
the peak strain when stresses reach the compressive strength, n is a curve fitting factor, and
k is a factor to increase the post peak decay in stress. Stress readings obtained from each of
the instrumented compressive tests were plotted against longitudinal strain and compared
with the estimate provided by equation (3). Results from the comparison are shown in Figure
3(a) for a 14 day compressive test performed on a cylindrical concrete specimen from the
second set of PCPs. The figure also contains the progression of transverse and volumetric
strains with compressive stress along with the progression of transverse strains with
longitudinal strains in Figure 3(b).
The descending branch of the curve describing stress as a function of longitudinal strain is
not required for estimating the behaviour of PCP reinforcement in tension for this project and
therefore not captured during compressive tests. However, transverse εct as well as
volumetric εcv strains in Figure 3(a) clearly indicate the increase in volume of the sample due
to excessive internal cracking when the compressive strength is approached. The root mean
squared error (RMSE) values in Table 5, representing average error in stress expected at
each strain value, were calculated to measure ability of equation (3) to estimate stress-strain
behavior of concrete. Results in this table also contain RMSE values that arise from
estimating behavior on the basis of elastic modulus measured during compressive tests.
Although values in this table do not suggest a significant improvement in RMSE, they
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strongly emphasize the influence of elastic modulus on the stress-strain behavior of concrete
in compression.

Trans. Strain ε'c [με]

(a) Stress-Strain Behaviour

(b) Poisson’s Ratio

Figure 3:

Testing Results at 14 Days [PCP SET #2]

Table 5:

RMSE of Stress Estimation [MPa]
PCP SET #2

PCP SET #1
Age
7
14
28

EQ.3

Measured

2.48
1.01
5.25
1.56

2.99
0.55
4.71
2.08

Age
8
13
28

EQ.3

Measured

5.37
4.77
3.17
1.29
2.73
1.87

4.97
5.10
3.66
1.58
2.21
1.35

PCP SET #3
Age
9
14
28

EQ.3

Measured

1.32
2.33
1.16
2.75
1.27
1.31

1.09
2.73
0.73
3.26
1.69
0.87

The peak strain of equation (3) is usually expressed in terms of elastic modulus and is
therefore a strong parameter influencing RMSE values in Table 5. The relationship was
investigated as shown in Figure 4. Correlation coefficients are shown in the figure for elastic
modulus values suggested by Collins & Mitchell [7] as well as for those measured during
compressive tests. The results indicate that estimates of peak strain have higher correlation
and therefore account for a higher level of variability in the results when using elastic
modulus values obtained from compressive tests. The outcome was expected and results
from lower RMSE values obtained from elastic modulus measured at some of the curing
stages.
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Peak Strain ε'c [με]

Figure 4:

Trend of Peak Strain with Compressive Strength

4

Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from results presented in this paper. Although a larger set
of samples is required to confirm these conclusions, relationships in the literature are in close
agreement with measured properties, which can be used to establish the behaviour of PCP
as reinforcement in flexural members:
- The direct tensile strength obtained from splitting tensile test results presented in this
paper can be written as 38.5% of the square root of compressive strength. The result
agrees well with the 33% value suggested by Collins and Mitchell [7]
- The relationship for elastic modulus proposed by Collins and Mitchell [7] was modified
to improve the RMSE and more adequately accounts for variability in the measured
response. In order to establish a suitable comparison, adjustments were brought to
the existing relationship on the basis of results obtained at 28 days of curing.
- Poisson’s ratio was found to vary between 0.190 and 0.251 with an average of 0.221,
which is slightly higher than the 0.15 to 0.20 range recommended for normal strength
concrete in compression. The standard deviation was determined as 0.031 and the
margin of error for a 95% confidence level was calculated as 0.004.
- RMSE values obtained from fitting the stress-strain relationship proposed by
Thorenfeldt et al. [8] to the measured data suggests that it is reliable in estimating
behavior of high strength concrete at various curing ages. The relationship can be
improved by adjusting peak strain on the basis of elastic modulus measured during
testing.
5
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Influence of test specimens geometry on compressive
strength of ultra high performance concrete
Summary

Existing recommendation for ultra high-performance concrete (UHPC) suggest cylinders with
an aspect ratio of 2 (diameter/height) for determining compressive strength. The diameter of
cylinder should not be less than 70 mm. Recommended dimension of cylinder are φ7×14 cm,

φ10×20 cm and φ15×30 cm. None of existing recommendations for UHPC had defined
conversion factors for testing compressive strength on cylinders with different geometry. This
is very important for practice because UHPC is tested on different samples and there is no
correlation between results.
In this paper experimental research is described in which compressive strength of different
UHPC mixtures was tested on cylinders with different geometry. Furthermore, an analysis is
done and conversion factors for testing compressive strength of UHPC on samples with
different geometry are proposed.
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete, compressive strength, conversion factors
1

Introduction

Existing recommendations for UHPC suggest general rules for specimen size, such as that
diameter/height ratio of cylinder should be 2 and that diameter of cylinder should be more
than 70 mm. Furthermore, recommended dimensions of cylinders are φ7×14 cm, φ10×20 cm
and φ15×30 cm (AFGC 2002, JSCE 2004). On the other hand, none of existing
recommendations for UHPC has defined conversion factors for testing compressive strength
on cylinders with different geometry. Since the compressive strength of concrete is the most
basic and important material parameter when designing concrete structures, engineers need
to have methods to test, evaluate and compare compressive strength of different concrete
types measured on different specimen size in different countries (Aitcin 1994, Neville 1995,
Yi et al. 2006, Yazici, Sezer 2007).
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During present research different mixtures of ultra high performance concrete have been
prepared and their compressive strength, tested on cylinders with different geometry (φ7×14
cm, φ10×20 cm and φ15×30 cm), was analysed. The aim of the research was to investigate
the effect of specimen size on compressive strength of UHPC and to propose conversion
factors for compressive strength of UHPC when tested on samples with different geometry.
2

Experimental program

In this research, the effect of specimen sizes on UHPC compressive strength is evaluated.
During the research 10 different UHPC mixtures were prepared and tested in fresh and
hardened state. After evaluating the size effect of cylinders on compressive strength,
correlations between compressive strength with size of the specimen are investigated.
2.1

Mixture proportioning

UHPC mixtures were designed under the following principles (AFGC 2002, Schmidt &
Fehling 2005, Skazlic 2005, Skazlic et al. 2007): compressive strength that is greater than
150 MPa, internal fiber reinforcement to ensure nonbrittle behaviour, high binder content with
special aggregates and very low water content. The concrete mixture proportions are listed
in Table 1. Cement type CEM II/B-M (S-V) 42,5 N is used in all mixtures. Crushed stone
diabase was used as aggregate in following fractions: 0-1, 0-2, 2-4, 4-8, 8-11 mm. For
reducing water demand and improve workability and consolidation of concrete
superplasticizers are used in different concentrations. Water/binder ratio is between 0,16 and
0,20 in all 10 mixtures. Steel fibers (13/0,2mm, 30/0,6mm, 50/0,1mm) are added in all
mixtures to improve ductility.
Table 1:

Mixture proportions of UHPC

Concrete
composition (kg/m3)

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

w/b ratio

0,16

0,16

0,16

0,16

0,16

0,20

0,18

0,16

0,18

0,16

cement

1115

1115

1115

1115

1115

650

925

930

660

955

silica fume

169

169

169

169

169

65

148

140

70

171

water

204

204

204

204

204

143

193

171

131

180

55,69

50

65,54

59,38

88,46

34,23

-

-

1073

1073

1073

-

superplasticizer
aggregate 0-1 mm

72,69 58,08 46,92
-

-

-

53,85
1152

aggregate 0-2 mm

751,1 858,4

-

-

-

686,4

575,5 784,7 448,8

-

aggregate 2-4 mm

321,9 214,6

-

-

-

343,2

345,3 336,6 224,2

-

aggregate 4-8 mm

-

-

-

-

-

343,2

230,2

-

224,2

-

aggregate 8-11 mm

-

-

-

-

-

343,2

-

-

224,2

-

steel fibres 13/0,2mm

234

156

234

156

390

80

234

156

39

200

steel fibres 30/0,6mm

-

52

-

52

-

40

-

39

39

34

steel fibres 50/0,1mm

-

26

-

26

-

-

-

39

39

-
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2.2

Test procedure

From every UHPC mixture 9 cylinder samples for compressive strength testing were cast: 3
cylinders size φ7×14 cm, 3 size φ10×20 cm and 3 size φ15×30 cm. All cylinders were
demoulded after 24 h and after removal of the mould water cured for 28 days. Compression
tests were carried out on Toni-technik testing press with capacity of 3000 kN. Loads were
measured continuously until the specimen failed.
3

Experimental results

Compressive strengths of UHPC mixtures obtained from this experiment are shown in Table
2. Testing of compressive strength was performed on three specimens prepared from the
same mixture. Mean values and standard deviation for every cylinder size and every mixture
are given in Table 2.
Table 2:
Mix.
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

Compressive strength of UHPC mixtures
Cylinder, mm
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300
Ø70/140
Ø100/200
Ø150/300

Compressive strength, MPa
132,64
122,66
95,26
111,93
76,37
120,51
122,66
121,99
129,83
124,09
121,84
124,38
118,48
116,33
117,7
107,6
111,45
108,54
111,78
108,75
119,89
106,06
97,32
114,36
70,12
93,71
90,35
84,52
97,46
113,02
90,94
91,13
99,73
90,63
90,91
86
131,89
137,41
141,63
123,45
112,02
103,24
100,81
117,24
98,74
98,09
102,93
91,84
109,17
108,12
110,2
94,08
96,91
102,63
119,26
103,28
118,41
123,66
125,53
117,8
100,65
124,8
95,4
114,95
118,19
114,34
107,44
110,82
102,63
91,22
97,21
101,24
120,91
104,23
86,62
102,61
97,42
85,58
82,63
85,5
82,18
116,59
119,11
84,16
109,84
118,49
111,56
102,93
98,35
98,54

Mean value, MPa
116,85
102,94
124,83
123,44
117,50
109,20
113,47
105,91
84,73
98,33
93,93
89,18
136,98
112,90
105,60
97,62
109,16
97,87
113,65
122,33
106,95
115,83
106,96
96,56
103,92
95,20
83,44
106,62
113,30
99,94

St. Dev., MPa
19,35
23,40
4,35
1,39
1,09
2,01
5,76
8,52
12,76
14,27
5,02
2,76
4,88
10,13
10,14
5,56
1,04
4,36
8,99
4,03
15,68
2,07
4,12
5,04
17,15
8,73
1,80
19,49
4,58
2,59
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From the results of compressive strength tested on 10 UHPC mixtures, Table 2, it can be
seen that the compressive strength of mixtures tested on cylinder Ø100/200 was from 93
MPa to 123 MPa. Compressive strength of tested mixtures is somewhat lower than usual
compressive strength of UHPC because the specimens were cured in water and were not
heat-treated which is usual procedure for UHPC curing (AFGC 2002, Tanaka et al. 2002,
Skazlic et al. 2007). Compared to Ø100/200 samples, compressive strength tested on
samples Ø70/140 was around 5 % higher, and was from 98 MPa to 137 MPa. On the other
hand compressive strength tested on samples Ø150/300 was around 7,5 % lower than when
tested on Ø100/200 and was from 83 MPa to 125 MPa. Increase and decrease of
compressive strengths tested on Ø70/140 and Ø150/300 samples compared to Ø100/200
samples are shown in Table 3.
Table 3:

Increase and decrease of compressive strength

Sample
size, mm
Ø70/140
Ø150/300

4

UHPC mixture
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

Mean increase
(%)

M10

13,51 5,05
7,14 4,68 21,32 -10,57 -7,10 8,29
9,16 -5,89
21,26 -7,07 -20,00 -5,06 -6,47 -10,34 -12,57 -9,73 -12,36 -11,79

4,56
-7,41

Analysis of results

Figure 1 a) shows results of compressive strength when tested on Ø70/140 sample, fcy
(70/140 mm) as a function of the compressive strength for the same UHPC mixture when
tested on Ø100/200 sample, fcy (100/200 mm). Figure 1 b) shows results of compressive
strength when tested on Ø150/300 sample, fcy (150/300 mm) as a function of the
compressive strength for the same UHPC mixture when tested on Ø100/200 sample, fcy
(100/200 mm).

140

160
y = 0,6384x + 43,716

y = 0,6547x + 29,113

140

120
f cy (150/300 mm), MPa

f cy (70/140 mm), MPa

120
100
80
60
40

80
60
40
20

20
0

0

90

95

100

105

110

115

120

125

90

f cy (100/200 m m ), M Pa

a)
Figure 1:
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100

95

100

105

110

115

120

f cy (100/200 m m ), M Pa

b)
a) Relationship between compressive strengths of Ø70/140 and Ø100/200
sample, b) Relationship between compressive strengths of Ø150/300 and
Ø100/200 sample
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From the results of the presented research conversion factors for Ø70/140 samples were
calculated as ratio of compressive strength tested on Ø70/140 samples and compressive
strength tested on Ø100/200 sample. Conversion factors fro Ø150/300 sample were
calculated as ratio of compressive strength tested on Ø150/300 sample and Ø100/200
sample. Individual calculated conversion factors for every UHPC mixture are shown in Table
4.
Table 4:
Sample
size, mm

Conversion factors for compressive strength tested on samples with different
geometry
UHPC mixture
M1

Ø70/140
Ø150/300

M2

1,14
1,21

1,05
0,93

M3
1,07
0,80

M4

M5

1,05
0,95

1,21
0,94

M6
0,89
0,90

M7

M8

0,93
0,87

1,08
0,90

M9
1,09
0,88

Mean
value

M10
0,94
0,88

1,05
0,93

Figure 2 shows calculated conversion factors for both sample sizes (Ø70/140 mm and
Ø150/300 mm) as a function of the diameter of the samples, d.

1,30
1,20

fcy (d)/f c

1,10
1,00
0,90
0,80
0,70
0,60
50

70

90

110

130

150

170

cylinder diame ter, mm

Figure 2:

Effect of specimen size on compressive strength of UHPC

From Figure 2 it can be seen that that the size of specimens has influence on compressive
strength and that the smaller the specimens are the larger compressive strengths are
obtained. Furthermore, there is a trend in the change of compressive strength with different
sample size and this trend could possible be described with adequate equation, similar to
those for normal strength concrete (Yi et al. 2006). In order to perform regression analysis
further research has to be performed.
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Based on the results of the presented research, conversion factors for compressive strength
of UHPC tested on samples with different geometry, when compared to Ø100/200, were
assessed and are shown in Table 5.
Table 5:

Assessed UHPC conversion factors for compressive strength

Ø100/200

Conversion factor
for compressive strength
1,0

Ø70/140

1,05-1,15

Ø150/300

0,85-0,95

Sample size

5

Conclusions

In practise, it is often the case that compressive strength testing is performed on specimens
with different geometry. That is why there is a need of conversion factors that would enable
correlation and comparison of results gathered during testing on specimens with different
size. The aim of presented research was to evaluate effect of specimen size on compressive
strength of UHPC and to propose conversion factors for compressive strength of UHPC
when tested on samples with different geometry.
Conversion factors were assessed comparing different specimens size to standard samples
for UHPC compressive strength testing φ10×20 cm. Assessed compressive strength
conversion factors are between 1,05 and 1,15 for specimens size φ7×14 cm and between
0,85 and 0,95 for specimens size φ15×30 cm.
In order to determine reliable and accurate values of conversion factors for compressive
strength of UHPC tested on specimens with different geometry, further research is needed. It
is an opinion of authors that these conversion factors should be implemented in one unique
recommendation for production, design, construction and conformity assessment of UHPC.
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Influence of Tensile Properties of UHPFRC on Size Effect in
Bending
Summary

Bending behaviour of members without ordinary reinforcement made of quasi-brittle
materials (such as concrete or fibre-reinforced concrete) is subjected to size effect both in
terms of strength and ductility. For a typical ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concrete
(UHPFRC), size effect on bending strength is less significant. In this paper, taking advantage
of an analytical approach, this behaviour is confirmed if large tensile strains are developed in
UHPFRC before beginning of tension softening. However, it is also shown that changes in
the size of the member have a significant influence on the ductility in bending. Both results
are in agreement with available experimental data. A parametric study on size effect in
bending is finally performed by varying the tensile strain before beginning of tension
softening and the initial slope of the tension softening law. On that basis, some
considerations on the modelling and design of such members are given.
Keywords: UHPFRC, bending, size effect, tension strain hardening, tension softening.
1

Introduction

Ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC) is a new type of fibre-reinforced
material, having high quantity of fibre reinforcement (usually more than 2 % in volume of
metallic fibres) and a very dense matrix. UHPFRC has high compressive and tensile
strengths and a ductile behaviour in tension. An interesting possibility to take advantage of
UHPFRC mechanical properties in tension is to use it for thin members in bending without
ordinary reinforcement. This is justified because of the significant ductility of such members
and by their limited size effect on strength in bending.
Contrary to the rather ductile behaviour of UHPFRC in tension, the tensile behaviour of
ordinary concrete (OC) and of fibre-reinforced concrete (FRC) is characterized by a linear
elastic phase followed, after cracking, by a tension softening phase with localisation of the
strains in a single crack (Figure 1a and 1b). This difference in the tensile behaviour is due to
the fact that after cracking of the UHPFRC matrix, fibres can carry larger tensile forces than
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the matrix itself. As a consequence, a large number of cracks develop in UHPFRC and
cracking of the matrix is not directly followed by strain localisation. This phenomenon, often
named multi-microcracking, results in a strain hardening behaviour characterized by a limited
or no stress increase with development of large tensile strains [1] (Figure 1a). This phase will
be named in this paper as pseudo-plastic behaviour.
The softening behaviour, characterizing the response after crack localisation, can be
described in terms of the stress-crack opening relationship (Figure 1b). According to the
assumptions of the Fictitious Crack Model [2], the area below the stress-crack opening
relationship is the fracture energy GF. UHPFRC is characterized by a fracture energy which
is up to several hundred times that of an OC. Another significant difference between these
materials is the slope of the stress-crack opening law, much larger for OC or FRC than for
UHPFRC (Figure 1b).
a)
b)
c)

Figure 1:

Qualitative comparison between the tensile behaviour of FRC and UHPFRC:
a) stress-strain relationship before crack localisation; b) stress-crack opening
relationship (tensile softening); c) beam in bending with crack localisation and a
microcracked region.

From the point of view of fracture mechanics, both OC and FRC can be considered as quasibrittle materials. Thus, their bending behaviour is sensitive to size effect both in terms of
strength and ductility [3]. It will be shown in this paper that for quasi brittle materials that have
a pseudo-plastic phase with sufficient tensile strain capacity (and for a range of thicknesses
interesting for structural applications), the size effect on the bending strength is practically
negligible and less significant than the scatter of test results.
This paper focuses on the behaviour of simply supported beams failing in bending. Failure is
assumed to occur by the development of a discrete crack in a multi-microcracked zone
(Figure 1c). The analyses presented in the paper are performed using an analytical model
developed by the first author of this paper [4] based on equilibrium and energy-balance
conditions. The accuracy of the analytical model has been checked against the results of a
finite element model implementing the same hypotheses (fictitious crack [2] and pseudoplastic behaviour in tension) and against experimental results on beams tested at the EPFL
by the authors of this paper [4] and taken from the literature [5], Figure 2. The results shown
in Figure 2 a) and b)) were obtained for beams in three-point bending with 420 mm span,
whereas results in Figure 2 c) refer to beams in four-point bending with 300 and 900 mm
span.
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a)

b)

Figure 2:

c)

Comparison of theoretical and experimental behaviour for beams in bending:
a) results of analytical and FEM models for UHPFRC beams; b) model and test
results for UHPFRC beams taken from [4]; c) model and test results for beams
made of engineered cementitious composite (ECC), [5].

To compare the bending response of beams made of different materials, the terms
equivalent bending stress and equivalent bending strength are used in this paper. The
equivalent bending stress is defined as:

σ equ =

M
⋅y
I z ,el

(1)

where M is the bending moment, Iz,el is the moment of inertia of the elastic uncracked section
and y is the distance between the centre of gravity and the outermost tensile fibre of the
section. The equivalent bending strength, fequ, is given by Eq. (1) with M = Mmax, where Mmax
is the maximum bending moment carried by the section. Although σequ and fequ have no
physical meaning once tensile strength fctm is exceeded, they are used in this paper as
reference values.
2

Size effect on strength and ductility of members in bending

As previously introduced, the tensile properties of a material have significant influence on its
bending behaviour. This phenomenon is investigated in this section with reference to
bending strength and ductility considering the case of a beam subjected to three point
bending (Figure 1c). The slenderness of the beam is kept constant, with a span to depth ratio
L / h equal to 8. The depth of the beams is varied from 25 to 500 mm to investigate size
effect in a range of thicknesses interesting for structural applications. Three different
materials are considered (Figure 3):
1. UHPFRC BSI-Céracem [6], which is characterized by a Young modulus of 60 GPa, a
tensile strength of 9 MPa, a pseudo-plastic plateau extending up to a strain of 2.5 ‰
and an initial strain softening slope F = dσ/dw equal to 6.8 MPa/mm (Figure 3a);
2. a hypothetic material with the same elastic and softening behaviour as the UHPFRC,
but without the pseudo-plastic plateau;
3. an ordinary FRC with a Young modulus of 30 GPa, a tensile strength of 3 MPa and F
equal to 20 MPa/mm (Figure 3b).
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a)

Figure 3:

b)

Tensile behaviour of: a) the UHPFRC tested at the EPFL; b) a FRC.

The results of the analyses are plotted in Figure 4 in terms of equivalent bending stress
versus nominal deflection (defined as the ratio between the deflection δ at mid-span of the
beam and its value δel at cracking of the matrix). Comparing the peaks of the different
curves, it can be noted that for UHPFRC (Figure 4a) the equivalent bending strength
depends only slightly on the size of the elements, whereas for FRC (Figure 4c) the size effect
on the bending strength of the member is more significant. Figure 4 also shows that the
ductility of the members strongly depends on their size and on the mechanical properties of
the materials. In terms of ductility, the size effect is qualitatively similar for all materials
investigated.
a)
b)
c)

Figure 4:

Bending behaviour of beams made of: a) UHPFRC with pseudo-plastic phase;
b) UHPFRC without pseudo-plastic phase; c) FRC. In a), point 1 corresponds to
matrix cracking and point 2 corresponds to the end of pseudo-plastic phase.

It is interesting to note that for the material with the same softening as UHPFRC but without
the pseudo-plastic plateau, the behaviour is similar to that of UHPFRC for thin members (25
to 150 mm), with a limited size effect on strength. On the contrary, it is similar to that of
ordinary FRC for thicker elements, for which size effect becomes more pronounced (Figure
4b, 5a).
In Figure 5a, the results of the simulations are plotted for the various materials in terms of the
ratio between the equivalent bending strength and the tensile strength of the material versus
the thickness of the elements. The upper value on the vertical axis (fequ / fct = 3) corresponds
to a perfectly-plastic behaviour in tension. Results are given also for an ordinary concrete
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that, for significant sizes, can be considered as the limiting case of an elastic-perfectly brittle
material (σequ / fct → 1). This diagram shows that for UHPFRC size effect is clearly less
significant than for FRC and OC.
Figure 5b presents the experimental results obtained at EPFL [4] for UHPFRC beams of
various thicknesses. The experimental results confirm that, for thicknesses ranging from 25
to 75 mm, the size effect on the strength cannot be clearly appreciated (the scatter of the
results is larger than size effect). The results of the model are also confirmed by similar
experimental results presented by other authors [5, 7] who investigated materials with
pseudo-plastic tensile behaviour in beams with thicknesses up to 300 mm.
a)
b)

Figure 5:

a) Theoretical size effect in UHPFRC, UHPFRC without pseudo-plastic plateau,
FRC and OC; b) experimental size effect on bending strength for UHPFRC
beam [4].

3

Influence of pseudo-plastic phase and tension softening on the bending
behaviour

The limited influence of size effect on the bending strength of UHPFRC can be explained by
the fact that most of the bending strength is activated during development of the pseudoplastic phase in concrete (Figure 6a), whose behaviour is size-independent. Analytically, it
can be shown that for a typical UHPFRC (εfct = 2 – 3 ‰) the equivalent bending stress
attained before beginning of tension softening (Figure 6a) is between 2.2 - 2.5 times the
tensile strength fct, [4]. The additional increase in strength, developed with a local tension
softening (Figure 6b), is size-dependent. This increase is limited however (typically varying
between 0.2 fct to 0.4 fct , corresponding to the variation of σequ between point 2 and the
maximal strengths in Figure 4.a).
In addition to the strains developed prior to tension softening, the slope of the stress-crack
opening law also plays a major role. For instance, considering a material with the same
softening as a UHPFRC, it was shown in the previous section that size effect on the strength
of thin elements is strongly reduced even without a pseudo-plastic phase. This can be
understood with the help of Figure 6c: if the slope of the softening branch is small, the stress
distribution in the tensile zone is similar to that obtained with a pseudo-plastic behaviour in
tension (Figure 6a). As a consequence, for thin elements a pseudo-plastic behaviour or a
strain softening with a small slope lead to similar results with respect to size effect.
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ε fct

fct

σ(wi )
fct

εctm

Stress distribution in the section developing a fictitious crack: a) development of
quasi-plastic phase in tension; b) local softening due to opening of a fictitious
crack (with a part of the height of the section in the quasi-plastic phase); c)
softening due to opening of a fictitious crack without quasi-plastic phase in
tension.

For modelling and design purposes, however, the two phenomena differ. In cases of a
dominant pseudo-plastic behaviour, the sectional and the structural response can be
modelled using a continuum approach based on stress-strain relationships [8]. On the
contrary, when the strain softening behaviour is strong, strain localisation develops and
models based on fracture mechanics theories need to be used.

Figure 7:

Variation in material properties in tension: strain εfct at the end of the pseudoplastic phase and initial slope of the stress-crack opening law.

In order to understand the relative importance of the pseudo-plastic phase and of the
softening behaviour of a material on the strength and ductility of a member, a parametric
analysis has been performed. The strain εfct prior to tension softening and the initial slope of
the stress-crack opening law are the main parameters for this study. The choice of the latter
parameter is justified since, for most structural applications, the bending strength is reached
with small crack openings and thus the initial slope of the stress crack opening relationship is
more significant than the value of the fracture energy GF [4]. The parametric study is
performed considering a UHPFRC with same material properties as those detailed in Section
2. The values of εfct and of the initial softening slope are varied according to Figure 7. The
values chosen for the softening slope F are: 3.3 MPa/mm, 6.8 MPa/mm, representing the
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UHPFRC used in this study, and 20 MPa/mm, which reasonably approximates the initial
slope for an ordinary FRC.
The results of the analyses are presented in Figure 8. The nine curves in plot a) were
obtained considering a constant thickness of 50 mm. This figure shows that for increasing
values of the pseudo-plastic strain prior to tension softening (black curves) the contribution of
the softening slope on the structural response becomes less significant.
a)
b)
c)

Figure 8:

Influence of pseudo-plastic plateau and strain softening slope on the bending
response: a) bending stress for a beam with h = 50 mm, varying εfct and F; b)
influence of εfct on size effect, with constant F; c) Influence of F on size effect, for

εfct = 2.5 ‰ (solid lines) and εfct =εel (grey lines).
On the contrary, for small values of εfct (grey lines) variations of the softening slope have a
significant influence on the bending strength (Figure 8a). In Figure 8b and 8c, the analysis is
extended to thicknesses varying from 25 to 500 mm. The influence of εfct for a constant
tension softening slope is shown in Figure 8-b. The results clearly show that the size effect
on the bending strength is very limited in the case of a pseudo-plastic plateau with strains up
to 2.5‰. The same applies for εfct = 1.5‰, whereas for smaller values of εfct the size effect is
more pronounced. However, if the softening slope is small, the bending strength of elements
without softening plateau (Figure 8c, grey line with F = 3.3 MPa/mm) is similar to that of
elements with a pseudo-plastic plateau (black lines).
4

Conclusions

This paper investigates size effect of UHPFRC members in bending. A parametric study has
been performed by varying the tensile strains prior to development of a localised crack
(pseudo-plastic phase) and the initial slope of the tension softening law. The results have
been compared to those obtained on members made of FRC and OC. On that basis, the
following conclusions are drawn:
1 in a range of thicknesses interesting for structural applications (25 to 500 mm), size
effect on bending strength is limited for a typical UHPFRC, characterized by a
pseudo-plastic behaviour in tension with a deformation capacity of 2 to 3 ‰;
2 for very thin members (25 to 75 mm) it is theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated that size effect on bending strength is practically negligible;
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in presence of a significant pseudo-plastic behaviour, the influence of the post-peak
tension softening on bending strength is not very significant, because most of the
bending strength is developed while concrete is in the pseudo-plastic tensile phase.
The post-peak tensile behaviour is however relevant to the ductility in bending;
in the case of limited or no pseudo-plastic phase, the bending response of UHPFRC
elements is similar to that of ordinary FRC. However, for thin members the small
value initial slope of the tension softening stress-crack opening law leads to a rather
ductile behaviour and to a limited size effect on the strength, even if there is no
pseudo-plastic phase;
in case of a significant pseudo-plastic behaviour, modelling and design can be
performed with simple approaches based on continuum mechanics and stress-strain
relationships.
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Effective Steel-Ratio and Size effect in Shear Sensitive HSC
Beams Subjected to High-Shrinkage
Summary

The shrinkage effect on the diagonal cracking strength of reinforced high-strength concrete
beams is investigated, using shear beams with the effective depth of 250mm-1000mm, made
of high-shrinkage and low-shrinkage high-strength concretes. The test results show that
shear strength at diagonal cracking is decreased by shrinkage 6-18%. Moreover, a new
concept of equivalent tension reinforcement ratio considering strain change in tension
reinforcement before and after loading is proposed. This concept shows successfully the
linear relationship between shear strength at diagonal cracking and the –2/5 power of
effective depth independent of the magnitude of shrinkage, and a design equation for the
diagonal cracking strength is proposed.
Keywords: reinforced high-strength concrete beams, autogenous shrinkage, shear strength,
size effect, equivalent tension reinforcement ratio
1

Introduction

High-strength concrete (HSC) is increasingly applied in order to enhance durability and
decrease cross sectional area of structural members. It is well known that significant
autogenous shrinkage develops in HSC. Shrinkage developed in reinforced concrete (RC)
members compresses reinforcing bars, and the compression strain in tension reinforcement
is released at cracking. The strain change in tension reinforcement of reinforced highshrinkage HSC members before and after loading is larger than that of low-shrinkage HSC
members. This fact should mean that the tension reinforcement ratio of RC member made of
high-shrinkage HSC substantially decreases and widths of flexural and shear cracks
increase, compared with those of RC members made of low-shrinkage HSC. Therefore,
shrinkage of concrete may affect the shear strength at cracking, considering that the tension
reinforcement ratio is one of the major factors of design equations for predicting shear
strength at diagonal cracking.
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(a) HAS25-1,2 and LAS25-1,2
(d=250 mm, ps=1.55%)

(b) HAS50-1,2 and LAS50-1,2
(d=500 mm, ps=1.59%)

(c) HAS100-1,2 and LAS100-1,2 (d=1000 mm, ps=1.59%)

Figure 1:

Dimensions and configurations of RC beams (unit:mm)

2

Outline of experiment

Tension reinforcement strain (× 10-6)

Table 1:
Mixture proportions of concretes
In the present study, the
3
Unit Content (kg/m )
shrinkage effect on the
Shrinkage
Type of
Silica Expansive
High-range WaterW/B WaterCement Sand Gravel Fume Additive Reducing reducing Agent
Cement
diagonal
cracking
Agent
W
C
S
G
SF
EX
SRA
SP
strength of reinforced
HAS
OPC 0.23 155 607 731 894 67
0
0
12.8
HSC
beams
is
LAS
LPC 0.23 155 567 740 894 67
40
6
11.1
B=C+SF+EX, B: Binder, OPC: Ordinary Portland cement, LPC: Low heat Portland cement
investigated
experimentally. Moreover, a new design equation is
300
(Expansion)
proposed for the generalized evaluation of the
200
HAS25-1
LAS25-1
HAS50-1
LAS50-1
diagonal cracking strength and size effect law of
HAS100-1
LAS100-1
100
reinforced HSC beams independent of the
0
magnitude of shrinkage.
-100
-200
-300

(Shrinkage)
Table 1 indicates mixture proportions of concretes.
-400
1
10
100
Low-autogenous-shrinkage high-strength concrete
Temperature adjusted concrete ages t+1 (days)
(LAS) is made of low heat Portland cement, lime
Figure 2: Development of tension
type expansive additives and shrinkage reducing
reinforcement strain
agent, in addition to conventional high-autogenousshrinkage high-strength concrete (HAS) made of ordinary Portland cement in order to
investigate the shrinkage effect on the shear response of RC beams, whose water-to-binder
ratio is 0.23.
Dimensions and configurations of RC beams are demonstrated in Figure 1. Twelve RC
beams were prepared, one-third of which had the effective depths of 250, 500 and 1000 mm,
respectively. Half of them were made of HAS, and the other half was made of LAS. Two RC
beams were made for the same effective depth and concrete. Two-point loading was applied
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to all RC beams, as shown in Figure 1. The shear span length to effective depth ratio was
fixed to 3.0.
Table 2:
Name of
specimens

Results of experiment
Outline of
RC beams
b

h

(mm) (mm)

Mechanical properties of
concrete at the age of loading

d

ps

(mm)

(%)

fc'
2

2

-3

ε s,def

Gf

Ec

ft

2

Strain
before
loading

(N/mm ) (N/mm ) (×10 N/mm ) (N/mm)

-6

(×10 )

Shear strength
Diagonal cracking
Vc

τc

(kN)

(N/mm )

2

Ultimate

Failure mode

Vu

τu

(kN)

(N/mm )

2

HAS25-1
-227
118
1.57
136
1.81
Diagonal tension
300 305 250 1.55
121
6.9
46.4
0.201
HAS25-2
-242
127
1.69
127
1.69
Diagonal tension
LAS25-1
-59
128
1.71
239
3.19 Shear compression
300 305 250 1.55
117
6.7
46.5
0.211
LAS25-2
-50
132
1.76
181
2.41 Shear compression
HAS50-1
-310
177
1.18
180
1.20
Diagonal tension
300 580 500 1.59
117
6.7
47.3
0.231
HAS50-2
-310
182
1.21
182
1.21
Diagonal tension
LAS50-1
-69
197
1.31
219
1.46
Diagonal tension
124
7.4
48.0
0.225
300 580 500 1.59
LAS50-2
-77
214
1.43
303
2.02 Shear compression
HAS100-1
-284
254
0.85
254
0.85
Diagonal tension
123
6.6
47.3
0.216
300 1130 1000 1.59
HAS100-2
-294
240
0.80
467
1.56 Shear compression
LAS100-1
-33
296
0.99
647
2.16 Shear compression
126
7.4
50.7
0.209
300 1130 1000 1.59
LAS100-2
-37
311
1.04
677
2.26 Shear compression
b : Width of beam, h : Height of beam, d : Effective depth, p s (=A s /bd) : Tension reinforcement ratio
A s : Nominal cross sectional area of tension reinforcement, f c ' : Compressive strength of concrete, f t : Splitting tensile strength of concrete
E c : Young's modulus of concrete, G f : Fracture energy, ε s,def : Tension reinforcement strain induced by early age deformation before loading
V c : Shear force at diagonal cracking, τ c (=V c /bd) : Shear strength at diagonal cracking
V u : Ultimate shear force, τ u (=V u /bd) : Ultimate shear strength

(Non-failure side)

(Failure side)

(Non-failure side)

(Failure side)

High shrinkage beam (HAS100-1)

High shrinkage beam (HAS100-1)

Low shrinkage beam (LAS100-1)

Low shrinkage beam (LAS100-1)

(a) Crack patterns before critical diagonal
cracking (V=240kN, τ =0.80N/mm2)

(b) Crack patterns just after failure

Figure 3: Effects of shrinkage on crack patterns of RC beams before critical
diagonal cracking and just after failure (d=1000mm)
3

Results and discussion

The mechanical properties of concrete at the age of loading tests for RC beams are
tabulated in Table 2. The results show that the compressive strength, splitting tensile
strength, Young’s modulus and fracture energy in the present program were 117-126 N/mm2,
6.7-7.4 N/mm2, 46-51 kN/mm2 and 0.20-0.23 N/mm, respectively, without noticeable
differences in the mechanical properties of concrete betwen HAS and LAS.
Examples of development of tension reinforcement strain in RC beams after placing concrete
are shown in Figure 2. The values for tension reinforcement strain before loading induced by
early age deformation are tabulated in Table 2. The differences of tension reinforcement
-6

strains between HAS and LAS beams were more than about 170 × 10 .
The comparison between reinforced HAS and LAS beams with effective depth of 1000mm
for cracking patterns before critical diagonal cracking and just after failure is illustrated in
Figure 3.
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Effects of shrinkage on load-deflection relationship
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600

0
0

10

20
30
Deflection (mm)

40

(c) d=1000mm

According to this figure, flexural and flexural-shear cracks develop to a greater extent in HAS
beam than LAS beam before critical diagonal cracking. After failure, it is found that the
primary shear crack produced in HAS beam propagates toward loading point, while the
primary crack in a companion LAS beam propagates below the loading point.
Figure 4 shows the comparison between all reinforced LAS and HAS beams for the loaddeflection relationship. The circular marks denote the initial and primary diagonal cracking,
which were determined based on the measurement of the remarkable increase of shear
displacement with almost no increase or drop of load. As is shown in Figure 4, HAS beams
failed in diagonal tension with decrease-slight increase of shear resisting force excluding
HAS100-2, whose failure mode is defined as diagonal tension failure in the present study.
LAS beams, different from the case of HAS beams, failed in shear compression after forming
arch mechanism.
The diagonal cracking strength, ultimate shear strength, and failure mode of all the RC
beams obtained by the loading test are listed in Table 2. These results show that the
averaged shear strengths at diagonal cracking of HAS beams are decreased by 6%, 13%
and 18% for d=250 mm, 500 mm and 1000 mm, compared with that of LAS beams. The
differences in the averaged ultimate shear strength between the HAS and LAS beams were
much more significant, and the strengths of the former were 37%, 30%, and 45% lower for
d=250 mm, 500 mm, and 1000 mm than those of the latter.
4

A new generalized equation for diagonal cracking strength

Based on Eq. (1) proposed for RC beams made of normal-strength concrete by Niwa et
al.[1], Fujita et al. proposed Eq. (2) for the diagonal cracking strength of reinforced HSC
beams[2]. The applicability of Eq. (2) is verified for the compressive strength of concrete from
80 to 125 N/mm2. On the other hand, Zink also proposed Eq. (3) derived mechanically and
empirically, whose applicability ranges are 20-111N/mm2 for the compressive strength [3].
V c = 0 .2 f c,
Vc = 1 8 0

1

3

(d /1000)

−1
−1
f c, 2 d 2

−1

4

(1 0 0 p s ) 3 ( 0 .7 5 + 1 .4 /( a / d ) ) b d
1

(1)

(1 0 0 p s ) 3 ( 0 .7 5 + 1 .4 /( a / d ) ) b d
1

1

(2)

1

(3)
V c = ( 2 / 3) k x f ct ( 4 d / a ) 4 (5 l ch / d ) 4 b d
where, a : shear span length(mm), kx : height of the flexural compression zone normalized by
1

effective depth and given approximately by kx ≈ 0.78( psαE )1/3 = 0.78( As ⋅ Es ) 3 ,
bd
E
c
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Es : Young’s
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Modulus of tension reinforcement(N/mm2),
axial tensile strength given by
f ct :
fc '

f ct = 2 .1 2 ln (1 +

10 N / m m 2

)

Cracked section

M

(N/mm2),

Mcr,non

2

lch (= Ec G f / f ct ): characteristic length(mm).

Mcr,sh

Gustafsonn and Hillerborg gave the result
based on FEM analysis that τ c / f t

has

almost a linear relation with

with

d / lch

logarithmic scales[4]. Assuming that this
linear relation is applicable to reinforced HSC
beams, Eq. (2) was formulated based on the
following
Eqs.
(4)-(6)
obtained
experimentally.

τ c / ft ∝ ( d / lch )
∗

τ c /d

−1/ 2

{

= 180 f c '

τ = τ c / (100 ps )
∗
c

−1/ 2

1
3

Full section

0

ε s − ε s 0,def

Figure 5:

}

(6)

Non-shrinkage
Shrinkage

Concept of the effect of shrinkage
on strain change in tension
reinforcement
Assume

(5)

( 0.75 + 1.4/(a / d ) )

εs

Mcr,non : Flexural craking moment of non-shrinkage beam
Mcr,sh : Flexural craking moment of shrinkage beam

(4)

−1/ 2

εs

Calculate

ε s 0, def

(τ c )i

ε s by flexural theory

Calculate

ps ,e

by Eq. (7)

(τ c )i = (τ c )i +1
Comparison of Eq. (1) with Eq. (2) shows
Calculate (τ c )i +1 by Eq. (10)
that the size effect on the shear strength of
(τ c )i
No
reinforced HSC beams is noticeably sensitive
0.99<
< 1.01
τ
( c )i +1
compared with that of reinforced normal
Yes
strength concrete beams, although the size
Determine τ c at
diagonal cracking
effect of Eq. (1) is the same as that of Eq.
(3). However, it should be noted that Eq. (2)
Figure 6: Flow for determining diagonal
include implicitly the autogenous shrinkage
cracking strength of HAS beams
effect at early ages.
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) contain tension reinforcement ratio as one of major factors, while the
effect of tension reinforcement ratio is evaluated in height of the flexural compression zone in
Eq. (3). Performance of shear transfers along cracks as well as in the concrete compression
zone should be decreased when shrinkage effect is remarkable, because flexural cracking
moment deteriorates due to shrinkage induced tensile stress in concrete, and flexural crack
width is increased due to the strain change in tension reinforcement from compression to
tension before and after loading. This fact must mean that tension reinforcement ratio is
substantially decreased due to the effect of shrinkage. The following tension reinforcement
ratio substantially equivalent to the decreased tension reinforcement ratio is given by
considering the strain change in tension reinforcement from the condition where concrete
stress at the same depth as the tension reinforcement is zero to that at diagonal cracking,
whose concept is shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the equivalent tension reinforcement ratio is
given by the following equation;
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Table 3:

Results of experiment data of specimens obtained previously

Reseacher number
Ito et al.

b

h

d

ps

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(%)

-6

5

150-200

300

5

150

600

Fujita et al.

9

150-350 300-1130 250-1000 1.36-1.53 3.0

Ito et al.

5

150-200

300

Ushio et al.

5

150

600

Concrete
ft
Ec

fc'

(×10 )

HAS Ushio et al.

LAS

ε s,def

a/d

2

(N/mm )

2

(kN/mm )

(N/mm)

42-43

0.22*

234-250 1.53-3.39 3.0 -192 - -360 115-127 4.9-6.2
500

1.53-2.06 3.0

234-250 1.53-3.39 3.0
500

1.53-2.06 3.0

-225--247 115-128 6.6-7.5
-300*

93-103

Gf
2

(N/mm )

48-50 0.20-0.22

3.9-4.9

-16 - -66

101-113 4.5-5.7

-1 - -40

108-121 7.3-8.3

37-41

0.22

40

0.22*

48-50 0.21-0.25

* Assumed value

*

τ

τ *c ∝ d

0.4
0

250

−

1
2.04

500

0.2

c,e

1
0.8
0.6

1000

/ ft

1.2

*

1
2.59

c,e

−

Present study(HAS)
Ito(HAS)
Ushio(HAS)
Fujita(HAS)
Present study(LAS)
Ito(LAS)
Ushio(LAS)

HAS
LAS

0.4
0

τ

*

c ,e

∝d

250

−

1
2.52

τ

τ c ∝d
*

(N/m m 2 )

1

0.6

0.3

1.4

HAS
LAS

τ

(N/m m 2 )

0.8

*

1.2

c

1.4

0.1

500

0
0

1000

⎛ τ *c ,e ⎞ ⎛ d ⎞
⎜
⎟∝⎜ ⎟
⎝ f t ⎠ ⎝ lch ⎠

1

d (mm)
d (mm)
(a) Evaluation based on Nominal (b) Evaluation based on equivalent Figure 8:
tension reinforcement ratio
tension reinforcement ratio

p

s ,e

where,

ε

s

=

Effects of effective depth and shrinkage on
shear strength at diagonal cracking

ε
p

s

s ,e

εs
ps
− ε s 0 ,def

(7)

: equivalent tension reinforcement ratio,

: tension reinforcement strain at the section 1.5d

distant from loading section in shear span at the diagonal
cracking, ε

s 0 ,def

ε

s

4

5

6

τ ∗c ,e / f t - d / lch

relationship

0.2
Gf =0.22 N/mm
Present study(HAS)
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G f - f c ' relationship

is obtained by iterative calculation following the flow shown in Figure 6, in which it is

assumed that strain distribution is linear through the section and the section 1.5d distant from
the loading section is critical section leading to diagonal cracking.
Figure 7(a) shows the relationship between the normalized shear strength given by Eq. (6)
and the effective depth obtained from HAS and LAS beams, in which nominal tension
reinforcement ratios are applied and the regression curves obtained by the method of least
square are also drawn for both types of RC beams. According to this figure, the size effect is
obviously different depending on shrinkage and the powers of the effective depth for HAS
and LAS beams are -1/2.04 and -1/2.59, respectively. However, applying the concept of the
equivalent tension reinforcement ratio given by Eq. (8), as is shown in Figure 7(b), the
normalized shear strength follows approximately the effective depth to -1/2.5 power
independent of shrinkage.
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Figure 10: Comparison of previously proposed equations and newly proposed equation
for the evaluation of shear strength at diagonal cracking
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obtained from all beams in the present

experiment together with those from Ito et al.[5], Ushio et al.[6] and Fujita et al.[2], whose
specimens’ conditions are tabulated in Table 3, and the regression curve are plotted in
Figure 8. Good applicability of the effective depth to -2/5 power is found from the figure for all
beams. Based on the regression analysis, the following equation was obtained for predicting
shear strength at diagonal cracking;
τc =

(

Vc
= 0 .2 0 4 E c G f
bd

)

2/5

ft

1/5

(1 0 0 p s , e )

1/ 3

d − 2 / 5 ( 0 .7 5 + 1 .4 /( a / d ) )

(9)

As the fracture energy of concrete, as is shown in Figure 9, is hardly varied in compressive
strength from 80-130N/mm2, Eq. (9) is simplified to Eq. (10) by using 0.22N/mm as the value
of the fracture energy as follows;
τc =

1/3
Vc
2/5
1/5
= 0 .1 1 E c
f t (1 0 0 p s , e ) d − 2 / 5 ( 0 .7 5 + 1 .4 /( a / d ) )
bd

(10)

The comparisons of the Table 4:
Comparison of previously and newly proposed
shear strengths obtained
equations for prediction accuracy
by the experiment and
Eq. (2) by Fujita et al.
Eq. (3) by Zink
Eq. (10) by authors
those calculated by the
τ c,exp / τ c,cal
τ c,exp / τ c,cal
number τ c,exp / τ c,cal
CC
CC
CC
Average
SD
Average
SD
Average
SD
equations proposed by
HAS
25
1.09
0.20 0.81
0.77
0.12 0.88
1.03
0.11 0.94
Fujita et al., Zink and the
LAS
16
1.27
0.22 0.87
0.90
0.10 0.89
1.01
0.09 0.94
Total
41
1.16
0.22 0.80
0.82
0.13 0.86
1.02
0.10 0.95
authors are shown in
τ c,exp : Shear strengt at diagonal cracking obtained by the experiment
Figure 10, and the
τ c,ca l: Shear strengt at diagonal cracking calculated by the prediction equation
SD: Standard deviation, CC: Correlation coefficient
prediction accuracy of
each equation is summarized in Table 4. According to these results, the equation by Fujita
et al. predict tested results fairly well for HAS beams but underestimate them for LAS beams.
Zink’s equation tends to underestimate test results on the whole, while Heggar et al. showed
that calculated results by Zink’s equation agree well with experimental results[7]. One of the
reasons for this discrepancy may be due to the difference in fracture energy between
concrete used for the formulation of Eq. (3) and that in the present experiment. On the other
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hand, the proposed method shows the highest prediction accuracy, the smallest standard
deviation and the highest correlation coefficient for the present experiment independent of
the magnitude of shrinkage, compared with the results of other researchers.
5

Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn within the limit of the present study.
(1)The shrinkage caused the deterioration of shear strength at diagonal cracking of
reinforced high-strength concrete beams by 6%, 13% and 18% for the effective depth of
250mm, 500mm and 1000mm, respectively.
(2)High-shrinkage high-strength concrete (HAS) beams tended to fail in shear tension, while
low-shrinkage high-strength concrete (LAS) beams tended to fail in shear compression,
resulted in the remarkable difference of ultimate shear strength between HAS and LAS
beams. The former was 37%, 30% and 45% for the effective depth of 250mm, 500mm and
1000mm smaller than those of the latter, respectively.
(3)The size effect on the diagonal cracking strength followed the effective depth to -1/2.04
and -1/2.59 powers for HAS beams and LAS beams prepared in the present study,
respectively.
(4)A new generalized design equation independent of the magnitude of shrinkage was
proposed, by applying the concept of the equivalent tension reinforcement ratio based on the
strain change in tension reinforcement before and after loading. The size effect on the
diagonal cracking strength was succcessfully explained by the proposed equation, which
followed approximately the effective depth to -2/5 power for both HAS and LAS beams.
6
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
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Non-destructive ultrasonic testing methods for quality
control of UHPC
Summary

The use of Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) as a high performance material for
concrete constructions requires an efficient and reliable inspection process. Non-destructive
tests on UHPC samples, like beams in bending or cylinders, have shown that the ultrasonic
inspection can be used quickly, efficiently and in a non-destructive manner, in order to, for
example, detect structural changes within the framework of quality control or material
research. In the manner, compaction problems were able to be identified on UHPC beams in
bending. Using highly frequent probes is possible for this fine-grained material, in
comparison to ordinary concrete. This results in higher resolutions and therefore higher
reliability from the inspection and quality control of UHPC.
Keywords: UHPC, ultrasonic testing, quality control
1

Introduction

Compared to ordinary concrete, UHPC is a very dense concrete with low porosity, which
possesses high compressive strength and deformation resistance. UHPC has an excellent
load capacity, as well as an enormously high resistance to the penetration of liquids and
gases. As a result, it has exceptional durability qualities.
Such high performance materials inevitably require, for technical applications, very efficient
and reliable test and quality control procedures, because the high loaded cross sections and
are not suitable for destructive investigation.
The non-destructive ultrasonic testing method is very well suited to the investigation of
UHPC, because of the fine grained components and the more homogeneous structure of
UHPC compared to ordinary concrete (the aggregates of UHPC are in general 10 to 20 times
smaller). Due to the dense and fine grained structure, ultrasonic frequency ranges > 1 MHz
(normally used to examine steel) can be used to test UHPC. The wavelength of the impulses
is at least one power of ten times smaller than for examinations of ordinary concrete. This
affords a much higher resolution, and therefore a higher reliability of the examinations and
quality control of UHPC, in particular using the favorable pulse-echo-method. Within a quality
control system, deficiencies in material properties and production (defects) can be
discovered and judged confidently and quickly.
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2

Ultrasonic inspection of UHPC samples

In the following, results from inspections on UHPC samples -beams in bending and
constricted cylinders- are presented, in order to make clear the necessity for a qualitative
evaluation of UHPC using ultrasonic inspections which can be carried out quickly and nondestructively.
2.1

Ultrasonic inspection for quality control of two UHPC beams in bending

For these inspections, two differently composed and fabricated steel fiber reinforced UHPC
beams in bending (15 x 15 x 70 cm³) were inspected with regards to their structural formation
using non-destructive ultrasonic measurements. One of the beams in bending was made
from a UHPC laboratory recipe (referred to as LAB), the other was made from an industrially
created mixture from a UHPC producing company, which will be referred to in the following
as IND.
An ultrasonic procedure was used, in which transmitting and receiving probes are located at
opposite positions of the scanned beam in bending. The beams in bending were fitted with a
2 cm spacing grid for the measurements and scanned with longitudinal wave probes (rated
frequency 2.25 MHz). The measurement results were processed with the Hilbert
Transformation [1] and generating the envelopes. The determination of the run time of the
ultrasonic impulses is then done using the difference of the maximal peaks of the sending
and receiving impulse under the consideration of the preliminary leadtimes of the probes.
From the run time and the known thickness of the beams in bending, the longitudinal wave
velocity was calculated and graphed (Fig. 1 and 2). Additionally, the beams in bending were
scanned over their entire length (0.7 m) with the above-mentioned probes. Based on the
broad frequency bandwidth of the selected probes, receiving impulses up to 1 MHz with a
significant onset could be detected on a measurement of this size.
A significantly lower longitudinal wave velocity vp (by 4600 m/s) can be seen in the results
from the LAB beam in bending in the margin than in the rest of the beam (4800-4900 m/s)
(Fig. 1). These differences are a result of the structural inhomogenities of UHPC, which can
be traced back to non-uniform compaction of the beam in bending. Geometry effects, which
sometimes can influence the measured ultrasonic signal, are not the cause of the deviations
in the wave velocity in the margin, because then similar measurements would have to have
been made on the IND beam in bending (Fig. 2).
The IND beam in bending showed a more homogenous structure than the LAB beam in
bending with respect to the wave velocity (Fig. 2), though fluctuations of vp were also present.
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Figure 1:

Longitudinal wave velocity vp [m/s]; UHPC beam in bending LAB

Figure 2:

Longitudinal wave velocity vp [m/s]; UHPC beam in bending IND

Looking at the obtained measurements (Table 1), one can clearly see based on the given
standard deviation, that the LAB beam in bending shows a significantly higher structural
inhomogenity (see also Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Table 1:

Wave velocity vp and standard deviation of the inspected beams in bending LAB
and IND

Longitudinal Wave Velocity vp

LAB

IND

Median

m/s

4847

4668

Standard Deviation σ

m/s

130

42
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2.2

Ultrasonic Inspection for Quality Control in Materials Research on Two
Constricted Cylinders

The ultrasonic run time measurement is well suited for, among other things, determining the
dynamic elastic constants Edyn and µdyn (see Eq. (1) and (2)). The elastic constants
determined in this manner can be used both in quality assurance as well as in materials
research and development, in order to, for example, show chronological (strength
development) or local (workmanship) material changes [2-9]. By determining vp, vs and the
bulk density, it is also possible to calculate the dynamic elastic constants Edyn and µdyn for a
material [10, 11]. Therefore, not only the wave velocity, but also the physical properties of a
material are taken into account for an evaluation [12, 13].
Two constricted UHPC cylinders (Ø 15, 8, 15 cm, l ≈ 30 cm, CYL1 und CYL2) were available
for inspection (Fig. 3). Their recipes were identical, but one probe was additionally reinforced
with 1.5 mass % steel fibers (lf/df = 9 mm / 0.15 mm). The cylinders were scanned with
longitudinal wave probes (rated frequency 2.25 MHz) and transversal wave probe arrays
(rated frequency 55 kHz) and the corresponding wave velocity vp und vs was calculated using
the run times.
In the cylinder without steel fiber reinforcement (CYL1) vp = 4890 m/s (σ = 4 m/s) and
transversal wave velocity vs = 3183 m/s (σ = 2 m/s) were measured. By adding steel fibers,
the overall velocity of the longitudinal wave impulses in the cylinder with steel fibers should
have increased, due to the higher wave velocity in steel (vp = 5900 m/s, vs = 3230 m/s) [14,
15]. However, this is not the case in the inspected cylinder (CYL2) (vp = 4870 m/s (σ = 26
m/s) and vs = 3193 m/s (σ = 3 m/s)). Because the median of vp for the steel reinforced
cylinder lies below the median of vp for the non-reinforced cylinder, this indicates different
material properties of the concrete used.
For the purpose of ocular assessment of the inspected UHPCs, the cylinders were sawed
through along the ultrasonic measurement range (Fig. 3). The cylinder with steel fibers
shows a higher porosity – mostly air and compaction pores – than the non-reinforced
cylinder. Compared to the fibre free sample, the steel fibre containing sample has a
0.05 g/cm³ higher density. If the concrete matrix of both samples would have the same
porosity, the fibre containing sample must have a 0.08 g/cm³ higher porosity based on the
high density of the steel fibres. It is well known, that steel fibres reduce workability of the
fresh UHPC, which results in a worse compaction. Poorly compacted samples have a higher
porosity, which can be easily seen in Fig 3.
A direct comparison of the mechanical properties with respect to the influence of the steel
fibers is not possible at this point, because the cylinders, despite having the same
composition, could not be compared on the same terms.
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Figure 3:

Photographic documentation of the structure of the inspected cylinders;
left: without fibers, right: with fibers. The light specks in the UHPC are pores.

Using the determined wave velocity and the bulk density of the material, the dynamic elastic
constants Edyn and µdyn can be determined. This is done by solving equations (1) and (2).

vs =

vp =

1
ρ 2(1 + μ )

E

E

ρ

⋅

⋅

(1)

(1 − μ )
(1 + μ )(1− 2μ )

(2)

The material figures calculated in this manner for both cylinders are presented in Table 2.
Table 2:

Wave velocity and material figures, cylinder 1 without fibers and cylinder 2 with
fibers

Velocity and Material Figures

CYL1

CYL2

Longitudinal wave velocity vp

m/s

4890

4870

Transversal wave velocity vs

m/s

3183

3193

Bulk density ρ

g/cm²

2.26

2.31

Dynamic modulus of elasticity Edyn

N/mm²

51,860

52,900

-

0.13

0.12

Dynamic Poisson’s ratio µdyn

The density of cylinder 2 is, due to the steel fibers (1.5 mass %) – despite a higher porosity
(see Fig. 3) – larger than in cylinder 1. As was expected, the dynamic modulus of elasticity of
the steel fiber reinforced cylinder is higher than the non-reinforced cylinder. Based on the
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porosity, CYL2 has a lower dynamic Poisson’s ratio than CLY1. The dynamic elastic
constants are in the range of statically determined values for UHPC (E ≈ 50,000 N/mm², µ ≈
0.16-0.24 [16]). Dynamically determined constants are larger than the statically determined
constants (secant model) due to determining them in the purely elastic state of stress of the
material (tangents in the coordinate origin). Therefore, Edyn and µdyn of these two cylinders
are rated as being low.
3

Assessing the Inspections

The results presented here show, on the one hand, that the quality of UHPCs can be
quantified using ultrasonic measurements. On the other hand, the results show the need for
a qualitative assessment of UHPC samples using quickly executable, non-destructive
ultrasonic measurements. It is apparent, that quality assurance of UHPC components is
absolutely necessary. Both in materials research for this material, as well as in the later
production of UHPC components, this quality assurance using ultrasonic inspection can be
performed, but in its current state, it does not have the standard to be the only method of
inspection for UHPC.
4

Pulse-Echo-Method Investigations

Using the pulse-echo-method mentioned [17] an additional monitoring of imperfections like
contraction cavities, etc was also performed. For this purpose, a 3 cm deep imperfection
(borehole Ø 12 mm) perpendicular to the direction of inspection was created; the geometry is
illustrated in Figure 4. The imperfection was detected by a probe for longitudinal waves,
(bandwidth 0.2 – 0.6 MHz), whereby due to the probe characteristics (low frequency, faulty
wave bundling), the depth of the imperfection could be determined, but not the exact lateral
dimensions as was desired (Fig. 5). Here, the most considerable progress is expected due to
an adaption of probes from steel inspection of more coarse material (e.g. cast iron) with
higher wave bundling (directivity) [18] for the inspection of UHPC. The limits of use of such
probes depend on the particle maximum size of the UHPC being inspected and still require
being researched. UHPCs with more coarse aggregate (up to Ø 8 mm) are, in practice, rare,
but can also be inspected using ultrasonic methods that were developed for normal concrete.
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Figure 4:

Measurement geometry of the UHPC probe with a fabricated imperfection

tracknumber (distance 1 cm)

0

5

15
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(t=3,0 cm)

5

depth [cm]

10

10

15
backwall echo

Figure 5:

Detection of the imperfection with the pulse-echo-method
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Risk Analysis of Early-Age Cracking in UHPC Structures
This work focuses on the analysis and the risk assessment of early age cracking for
structures made of Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) due to autogeneous and
thermal shrinkages induced by the highly exothermic reaction. First, we summarize the
background work on modelling of UHPC materials discussing the hypothesis at the basis of
this approach of partial thermodynamics decoupling. Then, we calibrate the chemo-thermomechanical properties for UHPC materials. The model is employed to study the setting
period and demolding sequence during the construction of an UHPC footbridge in Calgary,
Canada. The comparison between the simulated and measured histories of temperature and
strains is presented, while it is shown that the concept of level of loading can be employed to
assess the risk of early age cracking.
Keywords: Ultra High Performance Concretes; Early-Age Cracking; thermo-Chemomechanics; reaction affinity; autogeneous shrinkage.
1

Introduction

Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a range of new cementitious composites that
exhibit remarkable properties such as ultra-high strength, enhanced toughness, high
durability, and very low permeability even when cracked [1-2]. However, a recent project on
UHPC bridge girders has shown that due to the low water-cement ratio, as the curing water
can not be supplied externally, the chemical shrinkage, which accompanies the hydration
reactions (also called autogeneous shrinkage), and the thermal shrinkage, which is due to
the highly exothermic reaction due to high cement content , can lead to detrimental cracking
during setting [3].
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Experiments indicate that autogeneous shrinkage begins about 20 hours after casting and
reaches an asymptotic value at 10 days which ranges between 400 and 800 microstrains,
depending on the mix composition of the UHPC and the environmental conditions [2].
To assess the risk of early age cracking, one can consider the characteristic length
governing the heat diffusion equation for hydrating concrete lch [4]. For thin structures with
dimension D << lch , the heat diffusion is sufficiently intense to dissipate the latent heat
supplied by the hydration process so that temperature does not rise significantly. Figure 1.a
compares the characteristic length lch for normal concrete (NC), high strength concrete
(HSC), and UHPC, as a function of the hydration degree (data of UHPC are from this work).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1:

(a) Diffusion characteristic length vs. hydration degree; (b) 1D model for UHPC
[5].

2

Background on Modelling UHPC at Early Age

2.1

Hardened model

The backbone of this model approach is the rheological model of Figue1.b proposed by
Chuang and Ulm [5] to reproduce the tensile behaviour of UHPC materials. It consists of two
parallel sub-devices reproducing the matrix stress σ M and the fiber stress σ F . The brittleplastic behaviour of the matrix is described by an elastic spring of stiffness CM , and a brittle
crack device of strength ft in parallel with a friction element of strength kM . The frictional
strength represents the residual stress after matrix fracture. Elasto-plastic behaviour of fibres
is described by an elastic spring with stiffness CF in series with a friction element with
strength f y . To simulate the shear transfer mechanisms at the fiber-matrix interface, an
elastic spring CI couples the matrix plastic strain ε MP with the fibre plastic strain ε FP .
As for the plasticity criteria, the elastic domains for the matrix and the fibres is described by
Drucker-Prager type critera for compression-tension (CT) and compression-compression
(CC) stress state and a Rankine type criterion for tensile-tensile (TT) stress state. The above
mentioned loading surfaces are conveniently defined in functions of the following material

(

)

(

)

parameters: the matrix tensile strength σ M0 ,t , the matrix compression strength σ M0 ,c , the
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(

)

(

)

matrix biaxial compression strength σ M0 ,b , the fiber tensile strength σ F0 ,t , and the fiber

(

)

compressive strength σ F0 ,c ). At the onset of cracking, all these parameters are reduced by
a constant γ to simulate the load drop.
2.2

Thermo-chemo-mechanical model

The hydration degree ξ = m(t ) m(∞) is defined as the ratio between the hydrated water

m(t ) and the asymptotic hydrated water m(∞) [6]. The 3D thermo-chemical extension of the
model is carried out within the framework of thermodynamics by replacing a second order

(

expansion of the Helmotz free energy ψ = ψ ε , ε MP , ε FP , ξ , T

)

within the classical Clasius-

Duhem inequality ϕ dt = Σd ε − dψ − SdT ≥ 0 , where ϕ dt is the dissipated energy, S is the
entropy and T is the temperature [7]. Under the engineering assumption that reaction affinity
and entropy are not affected by external loads, the resulting incremental state equations can
be decoupled in the following 2 sub-systems:

⎧d Σ ⎫ ⎡
−CM (ξ ) : α M − CF : α F
CM ( ξ )
CF
%
%
%
%
⎪⎪
⎪⎪ ⎢
⎢
:
d
C
C
C
C
σ
ξ
ξ
ξ
ξ
α
=
+
−
−
(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)
⎨ M⎬
M
I
I
M
M
%
%
%
⎪
⎪ ⎢%
C F ( ξ ) + CI ( ξ )
−CI (ξ )
−CF (ξ ) : α F
⎪⎩d σ F ⎪⎭ ⎣⎢
%
%
%
%

⎡ C
⎧dS ⎫ ⎢ −
⎨ % ⎬ = ⎢ T0
⎩d Α ⎭ ⎢ 0
⎣
2.3

⎧d E − d ε P ⎫
M
−CM (ξ ) : β ⎤ ⎪
⎪
M ⎥
%
⎪ d E − d ε P ⎪ (1)
F ⎬
−CM (ξ ) : β ⎥ ⎨
M ⎥
%
⎪ dT
⎪
⎥⎦ ⎪
0
⎪
⎩ dξ
⎭

L⎤
⎧dT ⎫
T0 ⎥ ⎨ ⎬
⎥ ⎩ dξ ⎭
−η ⎥⎦

−

(2)

Hydration kinetics

% (ξ ) from the
The hydration degree is obtained by integration of the normalized affinity Α
second equation of (2). As convenient alternative, the hydration kinetics law can be written
as

dξ
⎛ E
= exp ⎜ − a
dt
⎝ RT

⎞%
⎟ Α (ξ )
⎠

(3)

The Arrhenius's term Ea R in Eq.(3) accounts for thermal activation behaviour of concrete
hydration and was found to be about 4000K [8].
2.4

A

Heat Equation

combined

form

of

the

first

and

second

laws

of

thermodynamics

TdS = δ W ext − dψ − SdT + δ Q with the first equation of (2) yields the following working
equation:

C

dT
dξ
= K ∇ 2T + L
dt
dt

(4)

where ψ is Heltmotz free energy, and δ Q = divq is the heat absorbed by the system
through the boundary for a linear isotropic conduction law, q = − K ∇T , where ∇T is the
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temperature gradient and K is the (scalar) conductivity coefficient. In energy balance Eq (4),

C dT dt is the energy change stored in the system and K ∇ 2T is the net heat rate provided
from the outside and L d ξ dt is the heat generated by hydration. The heat equation needs
to be completed by thermal boundary conditions for the outgoing heat flux q⋅n through the
surface ∂S oriented by outward unit vector n

q ⋅ n = −λ (T − T ext )
2.5

(5)

Equilibrium Equation

From the constitutive equations of Eq.(1), the rate form of the stress reads

(

)

(

d Σ = d σ M + d σ F = CM (ξ ) : d ε − d ε M − α M 1dT − β M 1dξ + CF (ξ ) : d ε − d ε F − α F 1dT
%
%
P

P

)

(6)

which explicitly shows the thermo-chemo-mechanical couplings of the physical phenomena.
3

Material Characterization

3.1

Hardened Property and Strength’s and Stiffness’ Evolution

The elastic properties ( CM (ξ ) , CF , CI ) and strength properties ( f M (ξ ) , k y (ξ ) , f y ) of the

%

%

%

rheological model of Figure 1.b are calibrated by fitting the model response against the
experimental uniaxial tensile response on specimens of dimension 70×70×280 mm [9] as
shown in Figure 2. For low fiber content (~2% in Ductal®), fibers have a negligible effect on
the composite elastic stiffness so that the fiber stiffness CF can be disregarded.

%
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(b)
(a) Experimental and simulated uniaxial stress-strain response; (b) Stiffness’ and
strength’s evolutions laws.

The strength properties of the loading functions ( σ M0 ,t = 11.5MPa , σ M0 ,c = 158.6 MPa ,

σ M0 ,b = 190MPa , σ F0 ,t = 4.6 MPa , σ F0 ,c = 9 MPa ) are taken in accordance to available data in
[1-2]. In a first approach, material isotropy and an unique Poisson's ratio ( υ = 0.2 ) are
assumed.
3.2

Strength Growth and Stiffness Evolution

We assumed a single evolution law known as Laube's law (1990), for both tensile and
compressive strength, which is a bi-linear relation between the strength property and the
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reaction degree as shown in Figure 2.b. Note that the strength increases from 0 to f(∞) only
after an initial percolation threshold ξ₀. Like the mechanical strength, the Young's modulus
evolves substantially with the hardening of material and increases continuously from zero to
an asymptotic value. For the stiffness evolution, the Byfors' law (1980) is assumed as
showed also in Figure2.b.
3.3

Thermo-chemical properties

Owing to the high cement content in UHPC, an upper bound value of the volume heat
capacity C is assumed as C=2700 kJ/(m³×K) [10]. The thermal conductivity, which mainly
depends on the density of concrete, has been extrapolated from the available data for
ordinary concrete as K = 7 kJ

( hr × m × K ) [10].

The chemical dilatation coefficient β M = −450 μ m m is taken from the asymptotic strain
measured in shrinkage tests on Ductal® specimens in open air [2]. A percolation threshold
ξ₀=0.1 is commonly employed in the early-age concrete literature [6].
3.4

Affinity kinetics

The increase of isothermal strength growth f ciso is found to be approximately proportional to
the increase of hydration degree[10]. Thus, replacing df ciso ∝ d ξ in Eq.(3) yields a means to
access the normalized affinity from the isothermal strength evolution tests. Figure 3.a and 3.b
show the isothermal compressive strength curve interpolating the experimental tests on

% (ξ ) , respectively.
Ductal® [2,7] and the corresponding normalized affinity Α

Figure 3:

(a)
(a) Compressive strength vs. time [2,7];(b).Employed affinity vs. hydration
degree.

4

Case Study: The Glenmore Footbridge

(b)

The pedestrian bridge in Glenmore, Canada, constructed by Lafarge North America on
November, 2006, consists of 37 m³ of UHPC material (Ductal®) has a length of about 33.6 m
and a width of about 3.6 m. Figure 4.a shows the lateral view of the footbridge. The height of
the tee-girder section varies from 1.1 m to 1.4 m so that the curved intrados is about 0.3 m
higher than the ends. Bars of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) were added as
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longitudinal and shear reinforcement. The prestressing cables are made of multiple strands
15 mm in diameter. Measurement equipment consisted of 8 thermocouples (TC) and the 4
strain gauges (SG) measuring both temperatures and longitudinal strains. The formwork is
shown in Figure 4.b.
(c ) P o lystyre n e
S e ctio n A (o r E )
(b ) P o lys tyre n e
S e c tio n C
P lyw o o d

(d ) S te e l
fo rm w o rk

(a)
Figure 4:

(b)

(a) Lateral view of the Glenmore footbridge; (b) Formwork.

Table 1 summarizes the construction phases during the first 200 hours of curing. The casting
procedure lasted 8.8 hours. For the curing, the footbridge was placed in a tent equipped with
a heat system.
Table 1:
Phase

Construction phase.
Duration
[hours]

Note

1

0-74.5

Curing before the formwork layers (c) of polystyrene is removed

2

74.5-77.8

Curing before the tendon T#1 in the deck is prestressed

3

77.8-107.0

Curing before the rest of the formwork is removed

4

107.0-131.7 Curing before the two multi-strand tendons T#2 and T#3 were prestressed

5

131.7-201.6 Curing

The decoupling hypothesis allows us to apply the early-age model in a two step manner.
First, the thermo-chemical problem of Eqs. (3) and (4) is solved to predict the temperature
and reaction degree within the structure; then, the thermo-chemo-mechanical problem of
incremental Eq.(6) is solved to obtain the stress and strain fields. In the finite element model,
the effect of the GFRP bars on the elastic behaviour of the structure is disregarded, while
prestressing is modelled by equivalent loading.
4.1

Thermo-chemical analyses

The average temperature of the material at the beginning of casting was about 6OC. Within
the module TEXO of the finite element code CESAR-LCPC [11], the hydrating bulk material
is modelled by means of solid elements, while the loss of heat through the formwork is
modelled by linear exchange elements according to Eq.(5). Formwork removal is modelled
by modifying the exchange coefficient taken from existing literature (Ulm and Coussy, 2001).
Figure 5 shows a comparison between the simulated and measured temperatures over time
for the points monitored at the midspan section. The effect of hydration heat is not negligible,
since the temperature rise is slightly higher than one expected for ideal adiabatic condition.
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Figure 5:
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(a)
(b)
(a) Thermocouple (TC) and strain gauges (SG) in midpspan section; (b)
Comparison between simulated and experimental temperature histories.

4.2

Mechanical analyses

Displacement boundary conditions reflect the formwork demolding: no displacement is
allowed with the formwork in place, while the surface becomes stress-free once the formwork
is released. Displacement in the longitudinal direction is slightly restrained as the supports
are inclined upwards by 3.4%.
Figure 6.a compares the measured and simulated strain history for the monitored point of the
midspan section. Finally, we employ the concept of a level of loading L to evaluate the risk
of early age cracking (Hellmich et al., 2004) which for a Drucker-Prager and Rankine type
criterion are defined respectively as

Lj =

( )

φM (ξ ) tr σ M + s M

where s M

cM (ξ )

≤1

j = CC , CT ; LTT =

( ) ≤1

tr σ M

σ

0
M ,t

(ξ )

(7)

is the magnitude of the deviator stress tensor, and φM (ξ ) and cM (ξ ) are

standard coefficients depending on the matrix or fibre strength values. Figure 6.b shows the
levels of loading for the point in the midspan section which experienced the highest strain
gradient.

Figure 6:

(a) Simulated and experimental strain histories for mid-section; (b) Level of
loadings;
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5

Conclusions and outlook of future works

1. The effect of hydration heat can be critical in UHPC structure with size larger than the
critical diffusion length of 0.20-0.40 m, depending on the hydration degree;
2. The energy de-coupling hypothesis at the base of the presented thermo-chemomechanical approach facilitates the calibration of the model properties and yields an
accurate prediction of temperature and strain histories (strain measurement error is about
24%± 2% for a time setting between 70 and 200 hours);
3. The concept of level of loading can be used as quantitative indicator of risk of early age
cracking. In this application, the level of loading for tension-tension stress of states has
reached a maximum of 39% at about 63 hours after casting, i.e., relatively limited risk of
cracking.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the Marie Curie FP6 progarmme for supporting the
mobility of the first author and Lafarge North America for making available the data of Glenmore
footbridge.
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Textile cementitious composites at high temperatures
Summary

Textile materials are more and more used for special applications. This paper proposes the
use of textile cementitious composites in car brakes and investigates their behaviour at high
temperatures.
A high performance mortar reinforced with carbon fibre fabric is here presented.
The experimental investigation is made by two different phases: the first one is aimed to a
mechanical characterization of the cementitious matrix at room condition according to
national recommendation. The second phase of the experimental programme investigates
the compressive behaviour of small disks (80mm diameter and 20mm thick) at high
temperatures. The tests are performed at hot condition inside a furnace mounted onto a
compressive machine and three different temperatures (200, 400, 600°C) were considered
beside room condition taken as a reference. In the disks, 3 or 5 fabric layers were introduced
and, in one case, an external carbon fibre ring was applied in order to prevent cracks related
to cooling thermal shock. The stiffness variation of the specimen was investigated by means
of unloading-reloading cycles performed with a frequency equal to 0.5Hz and in a stress
range between 2 and 6 MPa.
Keywords: textile cementitious material, high temperatures, stiffness variation, brakes
1

Introduction

Modern textile technology offers a wide variety of fabrics with great flexibility in fabric design,
like the control of yarn geometry and orientation. Several researchers investigated the
improvement in the mechanical behaviour of cement matrixes when fabrics are introduced.
Different geometry [1] and materials were considered in many investigations as, for instance,
woven [2,3], glass [4] and carbon [5,6]. In this paper an unusual application of these
materials is presented: the use of carbon fibre textile cementitious composite for car brakes.
The main idea is to take advantage of the low thermal diffusivity of the cementitious matrix,
its mechanical performance even at high temperature and the physical and mechanical
properties of the carbon textile used.
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In the application, here presented, a textile cementitious composite disk is kept between two
spheroid-graphite cast iron disks and the brake pressure is directly applied over the iron ring.
The scheme and a picture of the braking system is represented in Figure 1.

Brake shoe
Spheroidal cast iron
braking bands

Textile cementitious
disk
Wheel hub
(a)

(b)

Figure 1:

Braking system: (a) scheme (b) picture.

2

Material characterisation

The material characterization of the matrix was performed according to Italian Standards for
mortars. First of all, three point bending tests on unnotched specimen were carried out
according to UNI EN 196-1 on small beams, 160 mm long, with a 40 x 40mm cross section.
The loading scheme used is presented in Figure 2, where also a picture of the test is shown.
Once performed the bending tests, on each remaining half of the specimen a compressive
test was carried out considering a loading area of 40 x 40 mm.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 1, by means of the indirect tensile
strength (fct,fl) and the cubic compressive strength (Rc).

40

P

30

P/2
50

50

P/2
30

(a)

(b)

Figure 2:

Three point bending test set-up: (a) picture (b) scheme.

Table 1:

Three point bending test and uniaxial compressive test results.

Identification
specimen
E1

Max load
[N]

fct,fl
[MPa]

3884.3

9.10

fctm,fl [MPa]
(std %)

Rc
[MPa]

Rcm [MPa]
(std %)

82.32
78.46

E2

E3

4206.1

4099.2

9.86

9.61

9.52
(4.03%)

76.71
80.30
82.90
64.29
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(8.87%)
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Figure 3:

(d)
(c)
Elastic Modulus tests: (a,b,c) test set-up, (d) test results for specimen E1.

Table 2:

Elastic modulus results.

Identification
specimen
E1

σmin

σmax

[MPa]

[MPa]

Esec
[GPa]

7.75

25.83

29.72

Esec-av [GPa]
(std %)

Rc
[MPa]

Rcm[MPa]
(std %)

75.84
70.91

E2

E3

7.75

7.75

25.83

25.83

29.64

29.67

29.67
(0.11%)

77.57
81.08

76.50
(3.93%)

76.38
77.24

The elastic modulus of the mortar was evaluated by means of proper tests according to
Italian standard UNI 6556. A specimen 160 mm high and a 40x40 mm cross section was
adopted, four extensometers were used to measure the central displacement of the
specimen by considering a gauge length equal to 50 mm; different loading cycles were
applied to each specimen in the range 1/10 - 1/3 of the average compressive strength of the
material, previously evaluated. The test set-up is presented in Figure 3.
Table 2 shows test results by means of the stress range used to define the elastic modulus
(minimum σmin and maximum σmax stresses applied), the secant modulus defined for each
specimen, its average value and finally the cubic compressive strength obtained on each
specimen, once defined the elastic modulus according to the same provisions previously
specified (UNI EN 196-1).
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3

Disk tests at high temperatures

Once performed the mechanical characterization of the matrix, the behaviour of the textile
material was investigated both at room and high temperatures. In order to better reproduce
the brake situation, a proper experimental set-up was adopted. A 80 mm diameter disk, 20
mm thick, was uniformally supported on the lower face and loaded on the upper one by a
punch acting on a small circular region, characterized by a 20 mm diameter. For each
specimen the stiffness at 20, 100, 200, 400 and 600°C was evaluated.
The test set-up is shown in Figure 5a; the test region was placed inside a furnace and two
quartz bars (characterized by a very low thermal dilatancy coefficient; α=5⋅10-7) were used to
take into account the steel shaft thermal elongation, when heated. During the tests, each
temperature threshold was reached with the maximum heating rate allowed by the furnace
(4.5°C/min), and once reached, a one hour stabilization phase at that temperature was
imposed to guarantee a uniform temperature distribution into the specimen. The stiffness at
each temperature was defined performing 20 unloading re-loading cycles between an
average pressure of 2 and 6 MPa at a 0.5Hz frequency and the assumption shown in Figure
5b was adopted.
Three different specimens were considered: a three and a five layer carbon fibre over the
thickness and a five layer fabric with an external ring made of carbon fibre were prepared.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 6, where the specimen
stiffnesses at different temperatures are indicated.
It’s quite interesting to observe how the specimen stiffness increases with temperature for all
the tests performed. This result can be related to the high homogeneity into the mortar matrix
in which no differential thermal expansion was experienced. Analogue results were proposed
in the literature referring to the residual compressive strength of different cement pastes at
increasing temperatures (up to 600°C) by Khoury [7]: the strength in very homogeneous
matrix is also in that case quite constant or even increases with temperature growths.
After the unloading-reloading cycles at maximum temperature (600°C), the furnace was
opened and the disk was extracted from the oven. The two disks without the external ring
experienced some cracks due to thermal shock. The crack patterns are highlighted in
Figures 7a,b.
First of all, the comparison between 3 and 5 layer specimens highlights a reduced stiffness
for 5 layer one: the main cause has to be searched in the more difficult compaction of the
sample in the casting process.
Looking at the results, it’s also possible to observe in the five layer specimens how the initial
stiffness is lower when the external ring is applied even at room condition.
Two possible reasons can be found to justify this fact. The first one is that the specimen with
external ring was previously subjected to a thermal shock in order to verify that no cracks
occur into the specimen after a fast cooling of the structure itself. The disk was heated up to
800°C and, once reached this temperature, was extracted from the furnace. In this way the
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Load cell

Steel shaft

LVDT HBM WA 10
Quartz bar

Furnace
Specimen

Quartz bar
LVDT HBM WA 10

(a)
Figure 5:

Steel shaft

Test set-up (a) scheme (b) stiffness assumption.

specimen experienced a thermal damage before unloading-reloading cycles were applied.
As well known, carbon fibre has a negative thermal expansion coefficient. In this way the
confining action increases with temperature and allows a better crack control in fast cooling
phase starting from high temperatures.
The second reason to justify the lower stiffness can be related to the rough upper surface of
the disk; this occurrence caused a stress concentration during the first loading of the
specimen at room condition, giving rise to the crack shown in Figure 7c.
In order to evaluate the ring contribution and the effect of the crack that covered the 2/3 of
the disk thickness, some linear elastic numerical simulations of the disk were performed. The
numerical stiffness of the disk are summarized in Figure 8 with the model used to reproduced
the cracked specimen. In this model, the crack pattern (position, depth and opening) was
taken similar to the one presented in the disk discussed (Figure 7c).
Comparing the results obtained, the confining effect of the ring at room temperature is quite
negligible (less than 1%), while the crack introduction causes a stiffness reduction close to
4%, lower than the one experimentally detected. This consideration brings us to suppose that
the interaction between the crack formation and the thermal damage experienced before
loading (thermal shock due to fast cooling) caused the stiffness reduction shown in the
results.
4

Application example

In order to verify the performance of the solution proposed in the real operating conditions, a
real brake test was performed. A mortar disk 26 mm thick with an internal diameter equal to
149 mm and an external one of 305 mm was casted with 7 layers of carbon fibre fabric and
with an external ring of carbon fibre. The mortar disk was closed between two spheroidgraphite cast iron disks, specifically designed. The weight of the disk, so conceived, is lighter
than a common one (only 5.9 kg against 8.6 kg).
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Table 3:

Experimental results: stiffness and standard deviation (std) for the three samples.
3 layers

T [°C]

5 layers

5 layers + ring

Km
[kN/mm]

Kstd
[kN/mm]
(%)

Km
[kN/mm]

Kstd
[kN/mm]
(%)

Km
[kN/mm]

Ksdt
[kN/mm]
(%)

20

25.611

1.796
(7.014%)

20.362

1.360
(6.677%)

17.541

0.107
(0.612%)

100

27.022

0.563
(2.084%)

20.653

0.399
(1.930%)

-

-

200

27.785

0.360
(1.296%)

20.493

0.604
(2.947%)

18.232

0.205
(1.125%)

400

28.468

0.399
(1.401%)

23.691

0.437
(1.844%)

20.087

0.040
(0.197%)

600

27.585

0.515
(1866%)

23.560

0.472
(2.003%)

21.802

0.055
(0.251%)

Figure 6:
Experimental results: stiffness vs. temperatures and its variation for the three
sample compared.

Figure 7:
layers+ring.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Crack pattern of the specimen after test: (a) 3 layers (b) 5 layers (c) 5
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Figure 8:

Specimen

Numerical stiffness
[kN/mm]

Without ring

28.0

With ring

28.2

Cracked disk

26.9

Numerical model for the cracked specimen and stiffness numerically obtained.

The brake tests was performed on a proper machine made of a heavy basement with a
180kg flywheel able to simulate the speed of a vehicle balanced on a single wheel. The
power of the engine was 85 hp and the breaking system used to stop the flywheel was
connected to an electronic equipment devoted to control the test and measure the
temperature of the brake itself. This test was aimed to reproduce the situation of the brake in
a GT racing car. The set-up is shown in Figure 9a.
A series of 23 full brakings from 300 km/h was performed and the test data are summarized
in Table 4.
At the 23rd braking, the un-sintered brake pads started burning and the mortar disk becomes
incandescent. After the fire, as can be see from Figure 9b, the concrete disk didn’t
experience any serious damage.
5

Conclusions

The paper refers to a preliminary investigation on a new braking system conceived to reduce
the weight and optimizing the durability by means of high performance textile mortar obtained
by using a carbon fabric.
Taking advantage of the experimental results described in this paper it is quite interesting to

Figure 9:

Brake test: (a) test set-up (b) textile cementitious disk after test.
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Table 4:

Braking test: number of consecutive braking events and final temperature of the
braking band and of the disk.

Number of consecutive braking events

2

4

6

11

Final temperature of braking band [°C]

120

474

470

500

Final temperature of the disk [°C]

94

160

283
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observe how the high homogeneity of the mortar ensures the material to have a constant or
even increased stiffness at different high temperatures. The use of external carbon fibre ring
ensures a confinement action increasing with temperatures also because of the negative
sign of the carbon fibre thermal expansion coefficient. This contribution prevents the crack
formation into the disk after a fast cooling. In order to improve the performance of the
material, an addition of short fibre randomly dispersed can be supposed to reduce any
possible crack into the cementitious matrix, in the direction at right angle with respect to
fabric plane. As a matter of fact, some investigations in the literature show how the
interaction of fibre and fabrics improves ductility and ensures to the material a strength
higher than the simple cumulative behaviour of the fabrics and the fibre themselves [4].
6
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
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Behaviour of Ultra High Strength Concrete at High
Temperatures
Summary

This paper reports results of experimental investigations concerning high temperature
behaviour of four ultra high strength concrete mixtures. Two series were made with coarser
diabase aggregates (max. grain size 3 mm – 6 mm), two only with fine quartz powder (max.
grain size 0.125 mm - 0.6 mm). Three series were heat treated at 90 °C for 48 hours, and
three series contained Polypropylene fibres (PP-fibres). Their cylinder (∅ 70 mm,
h = 195 mm) strength was in between 160 and 180 N/mm2.
The studies comprised investigations of mechanical properties, behaviour and tests like
stress-strain-relations, thermal strain, transient creep strain and restraint tests. Attention was
also paid to the chemical and physical background of their alterations due to heating and
investigations by aid of simultaneous thermal analysis, dilatometry and Hg-porosimetry were
performed.
The investigated materials showed very similar behaviour, partly it was comparable with the
behaviour of high strength concrete. Specimens containing PP-fibres suffered no spalling
during heating.

Keywords: Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC); high temperature behaviour, thermal
analysis, porosity, transient creep, thermal strain, restraint forces,  – L – relations.
1

Introduction

Ultra High Strength Concrete, also called Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC), is a
very dense material with compressive strength between 150 N/mm² and 250 N/mm². The
enormous strength reveals new possibilities to build very filigree, light weight and raw
material saving concrete structures.
Investigations concerning UHPC have been already conducted during the 1970ies in the
USA and Scandinavia [1]. First applications in building technology followed in 1997 by the
erection of a pedestrian bridge in Canada and a repair of a cooling tower in Cattenom in
France [2, 3].
Concerning high temperature behaviour of UHPC up to now only a few data are at hand [3].
The aim of the study discussed hereafter was to fill some of the present gaps of knowledge
[4].
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2

Experimental programme

To obtain information concerning thermally induced changes of the material behaviour
thermal analyses, weight loss measurements and dilatometric studies were performed during
heating of the materials. The resulting structural changes were analysed by mercury
porosimetry.
The main part of the study formed investigations of the mechanical behaviour and the
determination of material data by following tasks:
- investigations concerning the spalling behaviour
- measurements of  – L– relations at high temperatures, and determination of the
respective strengths, E-moduli and ultimate strains
- determination of transient creep strain and free thermal strain
- determination of the restraint forces
3

Materials

The proportions of the investigated mixes are given in the following table 1.
Table 1:

Mix proportions of the specimens, related to the cement weight
FIR/LA/PF/H
Series 1

FIR/LA/PF
Series 2

FIR/022/PF/H
Series 3

FIR/022/H
Series 4

1

1

1

1

Silica fume

0.2500

0.2500

0.2500

0.2500

PP fibres

0.0004

0.0004

0.0004

0

Sand (0.125mm-0.6mm)

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

0.8000

Diabase

1.8000

1.8000

Quartz

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

0.2000

Super plasticiser

0.0500

0.0500

0.0400

0.0400

Water

0.2190

0.2190

0.2000

0.2000

W/B ratio

0.2600

0.2600

0.2200

0.2200

W/C ratio

0.2000

0.2000

0.1760

0.1760

Materials
CEM I 42.5 N (SR)

The binder consists of Finnish Super Rapid Cement and 25 % silica fume. Series 1 and 2
were made with coarse crushed diabase aggregates (3 – 6 mm grain size). Series 3 and 4
contain only fine quartz sand (0.125 - 0.6 mm grain size) and series 4 was made without
PP-fibres. “H” indicates heat treatment at 90 °C and saturated water vapour for 48 hours.
The materials were cast in plastic pipes to produce cylindrical specimens (diameter=70 mm,
length=200 mm) for the mechanical high temperature tests.
The selection of materials and production of the specimens were conducted by Prof. Vesa
Penttala and Dr. Andrzej Cwirzen at Helsinki University of Technology, Dep. of Building
Materials Technology [5]. At the commencement of the test the age of the specimens was
more than half a year.
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4

Results

4.1

Thermal stability and structural changes

The thermal stability of the materials has been investigated by simultaneous thermal
analysis. Measured and determined, resp., were the weight loss, the differentiated weight
loss and the DTA-curves, which give the temperature difference between an inert sample
and the sample under investigation.
The series 1 sample showed a series of peaks indicating the following endothermal and
exothermal reactions (see Figure 1):
- 20 °C – 120 °C
evaporation of the physically bound water (about 3 % weight loss)
- 175 °C – 210 °C
exothermal reaction due to the deterioration and oxidation of
PP-fibres
- 120 °C – 650 °C
continuous liberation of physically stronger bound water (about 3%
weight loss)
- 573 °C
DTA-peak due to quartz transformation H  ß-quartz, which is
hardly visible in Figure 1, but was very small in the original curve
- 650 °C – 700 °C
step in the weight loss curve, which indicates the dehydration of
the CSH-phases, connected with the formation of ß-C2S
(about 0,3 % weight loss) [6]
- 700 °C–1000 °C
further continuous liberation of CSH-water (again 1 % weight loss)

Figure 1:

Results of the simultaneous thermal analyses obtained with series 1 material

The structural changes due to heating were investigated by aid of mercury porosimetry. For
these tasks 10 mm thick slices were cut out of the cylindrical specimens and heated with a
rate of about 5 K/min to 150 °C, 250 °C, 350 °C, 450 °C, 550 °C, 650 °C, 750 °C and 850 °C,
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resp., and analysed after cooling to ambient temperature. – The 20 °C specimens were only
vacuum dried at room temperature. – Figure 2 shows typical results of the measurements.

Figure 2:

Cumulative pore size distributions of specimens of series 3, at ambient
temperature and after heating to 150 °C, 250 °C, 350 °C, 450 °C, 550 °C, 650 °C,
750 °C and 850°C, resp.

Figure 2 indicates that the thermally unstressed material has nearly no porosity in the pore
region between 30 µm and 0.4 µm. The capillary porosity in pore region 0.4 - 0.03 µm, which
amounts to roughly 3 mm²/g, or about 0.8 Vol.-%, is also negligibly low. The accessible gel
pore volume (0.03 - 0.00375 µm) has also a rather low volume. It reaches ¡ 4 mm³/g or
0.9 Vol.-%.
But, already a mild thermal treatment (150 °C exposure) leads to remarkable changes in the
capillary pores and the gel pores. Above 250 °C growth of the gel pores radii seems to be
much bigger than that of the capillary pore radii. Obviously only when heated to 450 °C or
above the formation of bigger cracks seems to start, and the pore volume between 30 µm
and 1 µm appears in the diagram.
From these results, it can be concluded that first after heating to 250 °C or higher
temperatures cracks are formed and capillaries are opened, which enables the water vapour
to escape at such low vapour pressure that spalling of the material may be avoided.
4.2

Mechanical behaviour

The stress-strain relations have been measured at 20, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750,
and 850 °C, resp., with all four materials. Figure 3 shows the testing equipment (with oven
and length measuring device). The specimens were heated to the test temperatures (with
350
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rate of 3 K / min) and homogenized for 1 h. The homogenizing was necessary to obtain a
steady state temperature distribution in the specimens. During this thermal regime none of
the specimens, which were made with PP-fibres exploded or indicated spalling. The
subsequent compressive tests at high temperatures have been carried out with a loading
rate of 0.5 MPa/s while stress-strain-relations were measured.

upper load platen
thermocouples

furnace with heating coils

lower load platen

length measuring device

Figure 3:

Test equipment (with oven and length measuring device)

Figure 4:

Explosive spalling of a specimen of series 4 (without PP-fibres) after exceeding
300 °C (heating rate 3 K/min, left hand side) and preheated specimens (right and
side), which indicated rupture, while heating from 180 °C (after 24 h
homogenization) to 350 °C
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The specimens of the series 4 (without PP fibers) had to be pretreated to avoid explosive
spalling in excess of 250 °C. These specimens were heated to temperatures of 180 °C and
homogenized for 24 h. After this, the specimens were heated up to 250 °C, and
homogenized once more for 24 h. Without this pretreatment the specimens broke during the
heating-up in a temperature area between 200 °C and 350 °C, as shown in Figure 4.
The complete set of results is given in [4]. Figure 5 summarizes the results of compression
tests obtained with specimens of series 1. Up to 250 °C there is hardly a loss of strength. In
the region 350 °C to 550 °C the strength is continuously descending from about 80 % to
60 % of the original strength, simultaneously the ultimate strain increases. Above this
temperature region a rather steep decrease of strength occurs.

Figure 5:

Stress-strain-relations obtained with cylindrical specimens of series 1
(FIR/LA/PF/H)
Some results of the thermal strain and transient strain measurements are shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen that the non-loaded material expands up to 250 °C almost linearly with
temperature increase. With further temperature rise shrinkage due to accelerated
evaporation of the water occurs, and counteracts the thermal expansion such that the
specimens keep their length almost constant. At around 570 °C again a small expansion
appears, which is due to quartz inversion.
The loaded specimens show distinct transitional creep deformations, which seem to increase
linearly with the load level. The temperature of rupture (also called critical temperature) for
specimens, which are loaded to 30 % or less is in between 720 and 780 °C. Specimens
loaded with 40 to 60 % of the ultimate load failed a little bit above 500 °C. Similar
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observations have been made with the specimens of the series 1, 2 and 4, too. – None of the
specimens containing PP-fibres suffered spalling when passing 250 °C to 350 °C.

Figure 6:

Thermal strain and transient strain of cylindrical specimens of series 3
(FIR/022/PF/H)

Figure 7:

Development of restraint forces with cylindrical specimens of series 1
(FIR/LA/PF/H)
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In Figure 7 the results of the restraining tests performed with specimens of series 1 are
indicated. During the starting phase of heating the stress rises according to the restraint
thermal expansion almost linearly with temperature and reaches the maximum stress with
specimens of the series 1 at approx. 150 °C. The specimens which were not heat treated
(series 2) reached their stress maximum already at 100 °C [4].
5

Conclusions

From the result of the investigations of four different Ultra High Strength Concretes the
following conclusions may be drawn:
The studies concerning thermal stability by aid of simultaneous thermal analysis revealed
that the various UHPC mixes show in the thermograms generally the same peak locations
and roughly the same peak heights as conventional high strength concretes. Thus the same
deteriorations reactions occur in UHPC and high strength concrete [7].
The investigations of the porous structure by means of mercury porosimetry indicated that
thermally unstressed UHPC have perceptibly smaller porosity than ordinary high strength
Portland cement pastes and concretes. Thermal loads alter the microstructure of the UHPC
in the same way as in normal high strength pastes and concretes, but the microstructure of
the UHPC is much denser then that of high strength concrete. This holds also for elevated
temperatures.
The mechanical behaviour of UHPC differs distinctly from those of normal strength concrete,
but not much from high strength concrete. In general the failure of UHPC is more brittle than
that of high strength concrete.
6
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Mechanical Behavior of UHPC and UHPC Filled Steel
Tubular Stub Columns
Summary

UHPC with the compression strength higher than 170 MPa was prepared using PO 42.5
ordinary Portland cement, silica fume, ground granulated blast-furnace slag or fly ash.
Mechanical behaviors of UHPC, such as the compressive/flexural stress-strain curves and
Poisson’s ratio etc., are investigated. UHPC shows high strength, large compressive peak
strain but brittle failure. Based on the study on mechanical behaviors of UHPC, it is also
studied the interaction between steel tubes and the UHPC core as well as the interaction’s
influence on the bearing capacity and deformability of UHPC filled steel tubular (UHPCFT)
stub columns when the columns are subjected to axial load. UHPCFT stub columns get
tremendous ductility and overwhelm UHPC’s disadvantage of brittle failure. Steel tubes’
confinement effect on UHPC is weaker than that on normal strength concrete (NSC), thus it
can be neglected in the design for convenience and safety.
Keywords: UHPC, stub column, interaction, bearing capacity
1

Introduction

Reactive powder concrete (RPC) is a new type of concrete with compressive strength up to
200 MPa or 800 MPa [1] (with iron aggregates and cured by steam with high pressure and
high temperature). On the other side, with wide use of high efficiency water-reducing agents,
the strength of concrete prepared and cured in conventional method is higher and higher.
Compressive strength of this type of concrete can reach 130 MPa, even more than 150 MPa.
However, there is no clear definition of UHPC. In this study, UHPC is defined as concretes
with compressive strength more than 100 MPa, but regardless of whether the concrete
contains coarse aggregate or steel fiber.
UHPC is a brittle material. Brittle failure may occur when it is subjected to high stress level.
Its brittleness limits its application in engineering. The addition of steel fiber can enhance the
tensile ductility of UHPC, but its effect on compressive performance of UHPC is limited. Here
ductility is the amount of inelastic deformation which a structural member experiences before
complete failure. The fluidity of fresh concrete also declines significantly when the ratio of
steel fiber exceeds 2 % by volume.
Concrete filled steel tubular columns exhibit good ductility and bearing capacity because
concrete encased in steel tubes can be under effective lateral confinement. So it is available
to utilize steel tubes’ confinement to alleviate brittle failure of UHPC.
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2

Experimental description

Raw materials used for preparing UHPC are as follows: PO 42.5 Portland cement (C); silica
fume (SF); ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GS); fly ash (FA); polycarboxylate
superplasticizer; tidy river sand (S) with particle diameters ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 mm;
copperized steel fiber (F) with the diameter of 0.2 mm and the length of 13 mm.
Six UHPC samples (C1-C6) were prepared. The mix proportions used are shown in Table 1.
The samples was cured with 90 °C steam for 3 days after initial setting. After heat treatment,
hydration of cementitious materials had almost completed, and the strength of UHPC did not
increase obviously. Therefore, the strength of UHPC was measured on 5 day (Table 1).
It is derived from Table 1 that cement-water ratio has obvious effect on the strength of
UHPC; either GS or FA can be used to prepare UHPC; adding high-volume fly ash is
available.
Table 1:

UHPC mix proportions (kg/m3) and 5 day compressive strength (MPa)

Code

C

SF

GS

FA

W

S

F

fc

fcu

C1

745

132

219

0

175

1096

0

115.8

125.5

C2

745

132

219

0

175

1096

37

117.9

133.9

C3

884

221

0

0

155

1105

0

136.7

163.0

C4

884

221

0

0

155

1105

150

144.9

178.2

144.2

C5

737

184

0

184

155

1105

75

C6

553

184

0

368

155

1105

150

170.0
172.2

The experimental setup of UHPCFT specimens is shown in Fig. 1. The specimens’ length is
300 mm; their diameter is about 110 mm; the wall thickness of the steel tubes is 5 to 6.5 mm.
Loading was controlled by displacement. The axial load was increased at the speed of 10
µε/s monotonically until the axial deformation rate of the columns reached approximately 5
%. Two displacement transducers were used to monitor the axial compressive stain of a 120
mm gauge length.

Figure 1:
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Experimental setup of UHPCFT specimens
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Mechanical behaviour of UHPC

3.1

Bend and compression behavior of UHPC
2% steel fiber
0.5% steel fiber

60

Load (KN)

50
40
30
20

100

10

50

300

100
50

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Midspan deflection (mm)

Figure 2:

Bending behavior of UHPC

Axial compressive stress (MPa)

3

0.5% steel fiber
2% steel fiber

150

100

50

0
0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Axial compressive strain ( με)

Figure 3:

Compression behavior of UHPC

Four-point bending behavior and compressive bahavior of UHPC with different steel fiber
content is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Steel fiber improves bending ductility of UHPC
significantly. However, when axial compressive strain of UHPC exceeds the peak strain,
axial stress descends rapidly and explosive failure occurs. The descending branch of stressstrain curve can not be derived even if the loading speed is as low as 1 µε/s. Steel fiber plays
little act in improving compressive ductility of UHPC. So it is necessary to utilize steel tubes
to alleviate brittleness of UHPC.
3.2

Interaction capacity between UHPC and steel tubes

Difference in mechanical behavior between UHPC and normal strength concrete (NSC)
leads to difference in steel tube-concrete confinement effect. Here, NSC mainly refers to
concretes with compressive strength below 60 MPa, interfacial zone in which is rather weak.
The classical load-strain curve of a NSC filled steel tubular (NSCFT) stub column under axial
loading can be divided into three phases shown in Fig. 4:
Linear Elastic Phase (OA):
In this phase, both the steel tube and the NSC core are in the elastic stage. Initial Poisson’s
ratio of concrete is about 0.2 while that of steel tubes mainly ranges from 0.27 to 0.3. So the
lateral deformation of the steel tube is larger than that of concrete and there is no interaction
between the steel tube and NSC.
Elastic-Plastic Phase (AB):
When the steel tube enters plastic phase, its longitudinal rigidity decreases while its
Poisson’s ratio increases to about 0.5. However, the microcracks in the interfacial transition
zone of NSC propagate when the compression strain of NSC exceeds 50 % of the
compressive peak strain of NSC. The appearance and propagation of microcracks increases
the lateral deformation of NSC and increases the Poisson’s ratio. With the increase of
compression strain, Poisson’s ratio of NSC exceeds that of steel, leading to the restraint in
steel-concrete interface.
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Platform phase (BC):
In this phase, as NSC is under three-dimension compression, its deformability is enhanced
significantly.
However, properties of UHPC rendered below limit the confinement effect between steel
tubes and UHPC.
(a) Poisson’s ratio
0.5

2000

1000
500
O
0
0.0

B
A

D x t x L=113 x 6.5 x 300 (mm)
fy=321 MP a
fc=53 MP a

0.5

1.0
1.5
Axial Strain (%)

2.0

Figure 4: Typical load-strain curve of a
NSCFT stub column under axial load

Poisson's Ratio

Load (KN)

0.4

C

1500

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Relative Strain

1.0

Figure 5:
Poisson’s ratio vs. relative
compressive strain of UHPC

Fig. 5 shows the typical development of UHPC’s Poisson’s ratio with respect to the relative
compression strain in this study. Poisson’s ratio keeps constant (about 0.2) before UHPC’s
strain reaches the compressive peak strain and visible cracks occur.
For high strength concrete (HSC), the strength of interfacial transition zone is high, which
retards the crack growth. Thus, the increase speed of Poisson’s ratio is far lower than that of
NSC. For HSC with compressive strength of about 100 MPa, its Poisson’s ratio starts to
increase only when the load exceeds 90 % of the peak strain [2].
Length of initial cracks in UHPC is reduced as its interfacial transition zone has been greatly
diminished, so the strength of interfacial transition zone of UHPC is even higher than that of
HSC. Therefore, the cracks in UHPC propagate later than those in HSC and Poisson’s ratio
of UHPC stays constant until the compressive strain of UHPC reaches the peak strain.
It is shown in Fig. 3 that the ascending branches in the strain-stress curves are almost linear.
Linear strain-stress relation indicates that there is basically no propagation of microcracks.
So even the steel fiber volume concentration is 2 % , there is still no obvious increasing
process of Poisson’s ratio.
(b) Deformability
Fig. 3 shows the stress-strain curves for UHPC subjected to axial compression. The peak
strain of UHPC is 3000-3700 με, which is much larger than that of NSC (about 1500-2000
με), even larger than the yield strain of common steel (about 1500-2500 με). The Young’s
modulus of UHPC measured in this study is about 44 GPa. With higher strength but relatively
lower Young’s modulus, UHPC has larger deformability than NSC. Even if the steel tube

enters plastic phase and large lateral deformation occurs, the UHPC core is still under linear
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phase and its lateral deformation is tiny. The incongruity in lateral deformations limits the
confinement effect between the steel tube and the UHPC core.
(c) Crack propagation
There are two possibilities for a crack in the cement-aggregate interfacial zone to propagate:
propagating along the interface or penetrating into the aggregate [3].
Cracks in low strength concrete propagate along cement-aggregate interfaces. When a
coarse aggregate is being extracted, the bonding between the aggregate and the cement
matrix provides great bridging strength over a large scale to improve the fracture toughness
of concrete. Furthermore, extraction of an aggregate forms a cave in the cement-aggregate
interface which leads to the volume expansion of concrete that can promote interaction
between concrete and steel tubes. Cracks in HSC penetrate into aggregates and propagate
unstably and the aggregates’ function of enhancing the toughness of concrete disappears.
After a HSC specimen under compression fails, no obvious global lateral expansion of the
specimen but a few permeable cracks occur. Therefore, the confinement effect between

steel tubes and HSC is not as effective as that between steel tubes and NSC.
Values of α prescribed by CECS 104:99

Table 2:
fcu

<=50

55

60

65

70

75

80

α

2.00

1.95

1.90

1.85

1.80

1.75

1.70

It is derived from the analysis above that the interaction capacity between steel tubes and
concrete decreases with concrete strength. The formula in Chinese code CECS 104:99
calculating axial bearing capacity of concrete filled steel tubular stub column is
Nc = Acfc + αAsfy. α, whose value is prescribed in Table 2, is a correction factor related with

concrete strength, which reflects the confinement effect between steel tubes and concrete. It
is also derived from Table 2 that the interaction capacity between steel tubes and concrete
decreases with concrete strength.
4

Whole load-strain behavior of UHPCFT stub columns under axial
compression

Despite the content of steel fiber, typical load-strain relationship of a UHPCFT stub column
under axial compression is as the curve shown in Fig. 6. The whole curve can be divided into
four phases:
B

2000

D

Load (KN)

C
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Figure 6:
0.5
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2.0

Typical load-strain curve of a
UHPCFT stub column under
axial compression
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Linear Elastic Phase (OA):
In this phase, both the steel tube and the UHPC core are in elastic stage, the steel tube and
the UHPC core work independently.
Elastic-Plastic Phase (AB):
In this phase, the steel tube enters plastic stage, and the UHPCFT stub column is achieved.
It is discovered in experiments that the failure mode of UHPC prismy specimens is
longitudinal splitting failure while the failure mode of UHPC encased in steel tubular stub
columns is shearing failure. When a UHPCFT stub column is subjected to compression, the
ends of steel tube are confined by the welding plate or the end plates of the testing machine,
so the steel tube wall near each end presses the UHPC core. The pressure caused by the
steel tube wall will arrest longitudinal cracks in the UHPC core when they propagate to the
zone near the ends of the UHPC core. However, shearing cracks will not be arrested as they
do not pass the ends of the column.
Descending Phase (BC):
When the stress of the UHPC core reaches the ultimate strength, a shearing crack occurs in
the middle of the UHPC core and the UHPC core was separated into two wedges. These two
blocks slip and press the tube wall to generate the hoop force Fc, which impedes the slip.
When the slip between wedge blocks is small, Fc is not large enough to restrict the slip.
Therefore, the bearing capacity of the UHPCFT stub column declines with the development
of the slip. Fc increases with the development of the slip, so if the slip researches some
degree, Fc is large enough to stop wedge blocks from unstable slip and the load-strain curve
enters the platform phase.
D/t in this study is 17 - 22 and all the UHPCFT specimens have descending phase. However,
specimens with D/t of 13 show no obvious descending phase [4]. This is due to relatively
thicker steel tube wall offering more lateral rigidity to stop the slip between wedge blocks.
Platform phase (CD):
In this phase, the Load-strain curve is horizontal. Fc is large enough to stabilize the slip.
UHPCFT stub columns show excellent ductility. The platform phase of all specimens is
approximately horizontal till the loading is complete. However, the part of the curve in Fig. 6
beyond the strain of 2 % is not rendered.
5

Practical formulas

It is convenient and safe to calculate axial bearing capacity of UHPC filled steel tubular stub
columns by the formula Nc = fyAs + fcAc, in which the interaction between concrete and steel
tubes is neglected.
The purpose of calculating the bearing capacity of a column is getting a solution with degree
of security high enough but not getting an “accurate” solution. Columns are the most
important elements in a frame so that they should keep high enough bearing capacity to
avoid collapse of structures, however, beams should yield in time to consume kinetic energy
when the frame is subjected to seismic effect. It is important to follow the principle of “strong
column but weak beam” in structure design.
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Figure 7:

Comparison between calculated results and experimental results

Table 3:

Parameters and Axial Bearing Capacity of Specimens

Number

D×t×L / mm

Concrete

fy / MPa

Nt / KN

CFT1

110×5×300

C1

310

1 580

113×6.5×300

C1

321

110×5×300

C2

310

CFT2-1
CFT2-2
CFT3-1

2 076
2 048
1 620

CFT3-2

1 621

CFT4-1

1 645

CFT4-2

110×5×300

C2

320

1 655

CFT4-3
CFT5-1

113×6.5×300

C2

321

113×6.5×300

C3

321

108×6×300

C5

391

CFT5-2
CFT6-1
CFT6-2
CFT7-1

1 709

2 096
2 172
2 379
2 415
2 141

CFT7-2

2 146

CFT8-1

1 693

CFT8-2
CFT8-3

110×5×300

C4

320

1 641
1 734

Comparison between the bearing capacity calculated by Nc = fyAs + fcAc and experimental
results is rendered in Fig.7. The experimental data is from this study, which is shown in Table
3, as well as data from reference [4], [5], and [6]. It is obvious that this formula is safe.
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6

Conclusions

UHPC with the compressive strength of 170 MPa was prepared using ordinary Portland
cement, silica fume, ground slag or fly ash, steel fiber and superplasticizer.
Adding of steel fiber shows significant influence on improving tensile ductility of UHPC but no
obvious influence on improving compressive ductility of UHPC.
Steel tube confinement can increase the ductility of UHPC, eliminating the risk of collapse of
structures caused by fragile failure of UHPC under high stress state.
Confinement effect on UHPC by steel tube is not as good as that on normal concrete. The
interaction between UHPC and steel tube can be neglected in calculation of bearing
capacity.
7
D
L
t
fy
fc
fcu
As
Ac
Nt
Nc
8
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Notation

= diameter of circular steel tube;
= length of column;
= thickness of steel tube wall;
= tensile yield strength of steel tube;
= prismy strength of concrete, specimen dimension is 100mm×100mm×300mm;
= cube strength of concrete, specimen dimension is 100mm×100mm×100mm;
= cross section area of steel tube;
= cross section area of concrete;
= bearing capacity measured in experiments;
= bearing capacity calculated by formulas.
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Effect of Finely Ground Blast Furnace Slag on the
Properties of Fresh and Hardened UHPC
Summary
Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) is a cementitious material containing a very high
proportion of ordinary Portland cement which requires a high amount of energy for its
production. This work aimed at systematically developing UHPC made with less Portland
cement, but achieving strengths above 150 MPa at an age of 28 days under normal
conditions or above 200 MPa with heat treatment. Up to 75% Portland cement was
volumetrically replaced by ground blast furnace slag of different fineness. The effect of slag
content on the workability of fresh concrete and compressive strength was investigated. It
was found that cement replacement by finely ground blast furnace slag reduces the water
and superplasticizer requirement of the mix. However, compressive strength decreases with
the content of slag. This loss was partly compensated by increasing the fineness of the slag.
The type and dosage of superplasticizer had a significant effect on strength development. An
appropriate choice of materials enabled the achievement of 28 d strengths above 200 MPa
after heat treatment of concrete made with binders containing 25% Portland cement and
75% slag.
Keywords: UHPC, GGBS, mineral additions, binder, superplasticizer
1

Introduction

The following investigations were performed in a project “Binder Optimisation” within the
German Research Foundation (DFG) priority programme No. 1182 “Sustainable Building
with Ultra High Performance Concrete”. Different UHPC compositions were designed and
investigated with the aim of reducing the proportion of Portland cement in UHPC, but
maintaining high strengths and good workability of the fresh concrete.
Investigations performed by Bornemann et al. [1], Ludwig et al. [4] as well as at the Centre
for Building Materials of the Technical University of Munich [3] have shown that UHPC made
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with Portland blast furnace cement CEM III/B has a lower strength at an age of 28 days or
after heat treatment at 90°C than equivalent concrete made with Portland cement CEM I.
Yazici [7] found that the replacement of up to 40 wt.% of Portland cement by fly ash or GGBS
need not lead to a reduction in strength of UHPC. Heat treatment at 90°C and autoclaving at
210°C yielded much higher strengths compared with untreated concretes. However, the heat
treatment was performed over 9 to 12 days which is not acceptable for plant production.
Moreover, the maximum compressive strength was at most 180 MPa after autoclaving which
is rather low.
The present investigations focus on the use of finely ground blast furnace slag as an
alternative binder component in UHPC.
2

Materials Used

As well as the materials in Table 1, quartz sand and two different superplasticizer based on
polycarboxylate ether were used. The quartz sand grading ranged from 0.125 to 0.500 mm
with d50 and d95 values of 291 µm and 412 µm, respectively. Two different finely ground blast
furnace slags were used which differed in density and specific surface, see Table 1.
Table 1:
Material

Characteristic values of the materials used
Cement

CEM I 52.5R
-HS/NA
Density
[g/cm³]
3.21
Blaine [cm²/g]
4 840
Specific
surface
BET
[cm²/g]
12 800
Slope n
1.21
Location parameter
[µm]
11.8
d95
[µm]
37.5
[µm]
9.5
d50
Main oxides SiO2
wt.%
21.1
(XFA)
wt.%
Al2O3
3.42
wt.%
Fe2O3
5.23
wt.%
079
MgO
wt.%
CaO
66.4
wt.%
1.93
SO3
wt.%
Na2O
0.19
wt.%
K2O
0.38

3

Finely
ground slag
Slag C
(coarse)
2.94
3 760
10 800
1.59
13.4
35.1
10
36.9
11.7
0.45
6.85
40.6
0.98
0.15
0.28

Finely
ground slag
Slag F
(fine)
2.91
8 690
38 800
2.86
3.4
6.4
2.6
36.9
11.7
0.30
7.03
40.9
1.09
0.2
0.39

Silica
fume

Quarz flour

2.53
152 300
0.52
0.17
97.6
0.8
0.05
0.13
0.37
0.08
0
0

2,67
4 423
12 500
1.41
18.1
55.2
14.7
98.7
0.5
0.05
0.06
0.15
0.03
0
0

Specimen Preparation and Investigations

The fresh concrete mixes were prepared in an intensive mixer (EIRICH R02 Vac.) which
produced homogeneous mixes after short times due to the high mixing intensity and inclined
drum of this mixer. A vacuum unit attached to the mixer was used to remove air from the
fresh concrete so that the air content could be kept between 1.0 and 2.0 vol.%. An optimised
mixing procedure was used which was based on earlier work performed at the Centre for
Building Materials [5].
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Besides the determination of air void content according to DIN 18555-2, the fresh concrete
was characterised by its slump flow (following DIN EN 1015-3, but without jolting) and its
setting behaviour with the Vicat needle based on DIN EN 196-3.
After mixing, the concrete was poured into moulds for cylindrical specimens with a diameter
of 50 mm and a height of 50 mm. The specimens were kept at 20°C/95% RH before
demoulding after 24 hours. They were then immersed in water at 20°C until testing. Instead
of storage in water, some of the specimens were heat treated for 24 hours at 90°C after
demoulding. To do this, the temperature was gradually increased from 20 to 90°C over a
period of 1 hour and after the treatment at 90°C continuously cooled down to 20°C over 6
hours. During the heat treatment, the specimens were tightly enclosed in a polyethylene foil.
After cooling down, the specimens were transferred to a controlled climate 20°C/95% RH
were they were kept until testing.
The compressive strengths were measured at ages of 7 and 28 days.
4

Concrete Composition

The fine concrete mix M2Q investigated in the priority programme mentioned above was
used as the reference concrete composition in the present investigations, see Table 2. This
mix was designed in the course of earlier optimisation and research work at the University of
Kassel in Germany [2]
Table 2:

Composition of reference concrete mix M2Q
Component
Cement
Silica fume
Water
Superplast. I
Quartz flour
Quartz sand

kg/m³
kg/m³
kg/m³
kg/m³
kg/m³
kg/m³

M2Q
832
135
166
35
207
975

The characteristic values determined from the investigations performed with fresh and
hardened concrete are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3:

Fresh concrete properties M2Q

Property
Temperature
Bulk density
Air content
Spread

5

[°C]
[kg/m³]
[%]
[cm]

M2Q
28
2,43
1,2
24,5

Table 4:

Hardened concrete properties M2Q

Compressive strength
7d
[MPa]
28d
[MPa]
7d, heat treated
[MPa]
28d, heat treated
[MPa]

M2Q
139
188
228
219

Replacement of Cement by Finely Ground Blast Furnace Slag

The effect of cement replacement was investigated by exchanging 15, 35, 55 and at most
75 vol.% of Portland cement by finely ground blast furnace slag, i.e. the volume fraction of
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binder in the mix was constant. This corresponds to slag contents of 14, 33, 53 and 73 wt.%
with respect to the weight of cement and slag together.
As can be seen from the particle size distributions in Figure 1, the granulometric values for
the coarser finely ground blast furnace slag C were almost same as those of the cement.
Figure 1 also shows distributions for the dry components of mix M2Q and the slag rich mix C75 with 75 vol.% cement replacement. It is apparent that even this high level of cement
replacement does not significantly affect the particle size distribution of the total mix.
Slag F, which is much finer than the cement and finer than slag C, was used in a further
series of investigations. Figure 2 compares the particle size distributions of the reference mix
M2Q without slag and the high slag content mix F-75 with the distributions for cement and
slag alone. As opposed to slag C, it is apparent that the replacement of cement significantly
affects the overall particle size distribution of the mixed concrete components.
100
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50
40
30
20
10
0

Slag F
CEM
F-75
M2Q
0,1

1,0

10,0

100,0

1000,0
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Figure 1: Particle size distributions for
cement, finely ground blast furnace slag C
(coarse) and the mixes M2Q and C-75

Figure 2: Particle size distributions for
cement, finely ground blast furnace slag F
(fine) and the mixes M2Q and F-75

The packing densities of the dry material, determined according to a method described by
Schwanda [6], in Table 5 exhibit only a small decrease in density as the amount of slag C
increases. In the case of the finer slag F, the packing density seems to increase slightly at
first reaching a maximum value at approximately 15% before decreasing like slag F.
Table 5:

Packing density according to Schwanda [6] in dependence of slag content and
cement replacement level

Cement replacement, [vol.%]
with coarse slag C
with fine slag F

5.1

0
0,886
0,886

15
0,884
0,889

35
0,882
0,887

55
0,880
0,880

75
0,878
0,874

Cement Replacement with Finely Ground Slag C (coarse)

The concrete mixes in which 15, 35, 55 and 75 vol.% cement is replaced by slag C are
denoted by C-15, C-35, C-55 and C-75 in the following.
The lower surface area of slag C compared with the cement (Table 1) and thus the smaller
amount of water needed to wet the surface of the particles together with the corresponding
lower reactivity of the slag resulted in an increase in slump flow at constant water content
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from 24.5 cm (M2Q) to 35.7 cm (C-75). The effect of cement replacement on compressive
strength at 7 and 28 days is shown in Figure 3 for concretes with and without heat treatment.
Compressive strength [MPa]

250

Figure 3:

200
150
100
50
0

M2Q

C-15

C-35

C-55

C-75

7d

139.1

128.7

118.9

99.1

76.1

28d

187.9

176.4

171.6

162.8

149.4

7d-HT

228.0

208.7

188.5

185.4

178.1

28d-HT

218.5

191.3

183.3

183.0

174.5

Compressive strength at 7 and 28 days in dependence of cement replacement by
finely ground blast furnace slag C. Constant water and superplasticizer dosage.
HT: heat treated concretes

In general, the compressive strength decreases as more and more cement is replaced by
slag at a constant volumetric water-to-binder w/b ratio of 0.59 - the binder comprises cement,
finely ground slag and silica fume. For replacement levels of 35% and higher, the strength of
the heat treated concrete falls well below 200 MPa.
Table 6:

Dependence of setting times on slag content
Mix
Setting begins
Setting ends

[h:min]
[h:min]

M2Q
09:20
09:40

C-35
18:00
18:30

C-75
41:30
43:20

The heat treatment for mixes with 55 and 75% replacement could only be performed after 48
hours because setting was delayed (Table 6) and the strength development was slower for
these mixes.
To achieve comparable workability of mixes made with slag, the water content was reduced
until a slump flow of approximately 25 cm was reached, i.e. the target value for M2Q. The
w/b ratio decreased correspondingly. The compressive strengths are shown in Figure 4
where the water reduced mixes are denoted by W.
The loss in strength due to cement replacement could, to some extent, be compensated by
reducing the amount of water. For concrete with 15% cement replacement it was possible to
regain the reference 28 d strength of 188 MPa for M2Q specimens stored in water. For the
heat treated specimens, the strengths were only 4 MPa, i.e. 2%, below the reference values.
In the case of 55% replacement, the strengths of the water reduced concretes after heat
treatment were even above 200 MPa.
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Com pressive strength [M Pa]

250
200
150
100
50
0

M2Q

C-15

C-15-W

C-55

C-55-W

C-75

C-75-W

7d

139,1

128,7

133,9

99,1

111,1

76,1

88,8

28d

187,9

176,4

188,4

162,8

174,3

149,4

154,6

7d-HT

228,0

208,7

223,5

185,4

205,0

178,1

183,2

28d-HT

218,5

191,3

214,1

183,0

201,3

174,5

179,1

w/b ratio

0,19

0,19

0,18

0,20

0,17

0,20

0,17

Figure 4:

Effect of water reduction on compressive strength

5.2

Cement Replacement with Finely Ground Slag F (fine)

The same levels of replacement were used for the finer slag F as for slag C above.
Like slag C, the slump flow of fresh concrete made with slag F increased as more slag was
used in the mix at constant water content. However, the increase in slump flow with slag F
content was less than with the coarser slag C, Figure 5.
40
35

Slumpflow [cm]

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 5:

M2Q

C-15

F-15

C-35

F-35

C-55

F-55

C-75

F-75

24.5

28.5

26.2

29.9

28.3

33.3

30.6

35.7

30.1

Effect of fineness of ground blast furnace slag on slump flow for different fresh
concrete compositions

The fineness of the slag also affected concrete strength. An increase in fineness led to
higher compressive strengths, Figure 6. For example, the 7 d strength of concrete with 55%
cement replacement by slag F (without water reduction) is higher than the equivalent
concrete with the coarser slag C.
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Owing to the delay in the development of sufficient strength for demoulding, the concretes
made with 55 and 75 vol.% slag F were heat treated after 48 hours.
Compressive strength [MPa]

250
200
150
100
50

7d

28d

7d-HT

28d-HT

0
M2Q

Figure 6:

C-15

F-15

C-35

F-35

C-55

F-55

C-75

F-75

Effect of fineness of ground blast furnace slag on compressive strength

The reduction of water content to adjust slump flow to the reference mix value did not
significantly affect strength, i.e. the decrease in strength due to cement replacement with the
finer slag F cannot be compensated by lowering the water content.
6

Effect of Superplasticizer

A high dosage of superplasticizer I (4.2 wt.% with respect to cement) was required to obtain
a flowable consistency of the fresh reference concrete mix M2Q. For the different binder
compositions used, the superplasticizer dosage was kept constant with respect to binder
content (cement, slag, silica fume) so that the superplasticizer content with respect to cement
content alone increased from 4.2 to 17%. To reduce the amount of superplasticizer, the
fluidising effect of a number of different superplasticizers based polycarboxylate ether was
tested and a suitable superplasticizer (II) found with which the dosage could be considerably
reduced. With superplasticizer II only 1.5 wt.% (with respect to cement) was necessary to
obtain the target in slump flow of 25 cm for mix M2Q at constant total water content.

Compressive strength [MPa]

250
200
150
100
50
7d

28d

7d-HT

28d-HT

0
M2Q

Figure 7:

M2Q-SP II

C-35-W

C-35-SP II

C-75-W

C-75-SP II

Comparison of the effect of superplasticizer at dosages to give the same slump
flow at constant water content (with respect to binder)
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The lower dosage had a decisive effect on the development of the compressive strength of
the different mixes. The 28 d strength of M2Q stored in water was increased by 17%, and 8%
with heat treatment. The strengths of concrete prepared with superplasticizer are denoted by
SP II in Figure 7.
It was also possible to increase the strength of concrete made with the coarser slag C by
using superplasticizer II. Even at a replacement level of 75%, it was possible to demould
specimens after 24 hours and heat treat the concrete to achieve strengths above 200 MPa at
an age of 28 days.
The mixes with high slag content were noticeably stiffer in consistency than the original mix
M2Q even though they possessed the required slump flow. This indicates a future need for
superplasticizers which are better adapted to the needs of UHPC, especially containing high
amounts of secondary cementitious materials. Detailed investigations on the effect of cement
replacement on the rheology of fresh UHPC are planned using a rotation viscometer.
7

Conclusions

Cement replacement by finely ground blast furnace slag reduces the water and
superplasticizer requirement of the mix. At the same time, compressive strength decreases
with slag content. This loss can be partly compensated by increasing the fineness of the
slag.
The type and dosage of superplasticizer have a significant effect on strength development.
An appropriate choice of materials enabled the achievement of 28 d strengths above 200
MPa after heat treatment of concrete made with binders containing 25% Portland cement
and 75% slag.
8
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Direct measurement of particle-particle interactions of fines
for UHPC using AFM technology
Summary
In this paper, fundamental aspects on interparticle forces like the DLVO theory will be
discussed. In the experimental section, the influence of pH, composition and concentration of
pore solutions and different superplasticisers are presented for glass spheres as a model
substance for UHPC. Some experiments were conducted by indirect measurements of
interparticle forces like zeta potential measurements and rheological tests. By using the
highly sophisticated colloidal probe AFM technique (AFM = atomic force microscopy), it was
possible to measure directly the forces that occur between two single particles. For these
experiments, single particles were glued with a resin to the free end of an AFM cantilever.
Other particles were fixed on a microscope slide. The force measurements were performed
in water containing different pore solutions and polymers.
Keywords: AFM, zeta potential, interparticle forces
1

Introduction

The fraction of fines < 125 µm (Portland cement, ground limestone, ground quartz, rock
powder, silica fume etc.) of the solid constituents of the UHPC composition amounts to much
more than 50 wt.-%. Compared to “normal” concrete this high amount of fines results in an
enormous increase in the total surface area. This effect is even more important if the packing
density and reactivity is enhanced using colloidal particles like silica sol. In Table 1 the
surface fraction of UHPC constituents are shown for a mixture either containing silica fume or
silica fume and silica sol. The total surface area of the mixture is multiplied by both kinds of
silica and even with only a minor mass fraction; the total surface area is dominated by silica.
As a consequence, the chemical and physical behaviour of the mixture is changing and
colloidal properties have to be taken into account. With finer particles the stability of a
dispersion is increasing, the reactive surface area is increasing and optical properties are
changing. But with increasing fineness also the interactions of the fine particles via their
surfaces are more and more dominating the rheological characteristic of the dispersion.
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The fundamentals of the interaction between surfaces are given in the DLVO-theory
(Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey und Overbeck [1, 2]). It suggests that the interaction between
charged particles depends on the total potential energy function VT, which is the sum of the
repulsive forces VB and VR and the attractive force VA.
Table 1:

Surface fraction in UHPC with silica fume (SF) and silica fume plus silica sol (SS)
Specific
surface
[m2/kg]

Fine

Mass fraction
[%]

Fraction in
concrete [kg/m3]

Surface area
[m2/m3]

SF

SF+SS

SF

SF+SS

SF

-

45.4

45.4

975

975

-

Cement

465

38.7

38.7

832

832

386880

Quartz powder

417

9.6

9.6

207

207

86319

Silica fume

20000

6.3

4.9

135

105

Silica sol

150000

-

1.4

-

30

2149

2149

Fine sand
0/0.5

Sum

SF+SS

SF

SF+SS

-

-

386880

12.2

5.5

86319

2.7

1.2

85.1

29.7

-

63.6

2700000 2100000
-

Surface fraction
[%]

4500000

3173199 7073199

VA is the long-distance attractive van der Waals force, VB the strong but only short-distance
repulsive Born-repulsion that prevents the particles to fully interlock and VR is the longdistance electrostatic force, which is repulsive for equal charged particles and attractive for
opposed charged particles. VA and VB are mainly dominated by constant material properties,
whereas VR is a complex function depending on the particle radius, the solvent permeability,
the ionic composition and the zeta potential [3]. Opposed charged particles will coagulate.
For equal charged particles, the main correlations are given in Figure 2. It is visible, that the
surface charge has a considerable influence on the interparticle forces and the stability of the
dispersion.

repulsion

repulsion

sek. minimum

attraction

attraction

prim. minimum

distance

Figure 1:
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left: total interaction VT of particles after DLVO-therory; VR= electrostatic
repulsion, VB= Born-repulsion, VA= Van der Waals attractive force; right: (VR)a=
high surface charge, (VR)b= medium surface charge, (VR)c= low surface charge;
according to [3]

Direct measurement of particle-particle interactions of fines for UHPC using AFM technology

For a given aqueous dispersion of particles, the zeta potential ζ is the main factor influencing
the stability of the dispersion. The zeta potential ζ is the potential difference between the
dispersion medium and the stationary layer attached to the dispersed particle; in simple
terms it is the outwards effective charge of the particles. The ζ-potential is mainly influenced
by surface potential, the pH value, the electrolyte concentration and the kind and valence of
the ions in solution. Therefore the ζ-potential is the main factor influencing the rheological
properties and packing density of particle dispersion like UHPC if only electrostatic
mechanism is considered [4, 5].
Instead of an electrostatic stabilization mechanism, modern superplasticisers act via a “steric
stabilization” [6], were the entropic repulsion of particles with adsorbed comb polymers on
the surface is used to prevent the coagulation of particles. In this case there is no direct
correlation between ζ-potential and rheology and direct measurements of interparticle forces

entropic (steric) repulsion

electrostatic repulsion

are necessary to characterise particle interactions [7]. The principles of both mechanisms are
shown in Figure 2.

particle

particle

Figure 2:

Principles of electrostatic and entropic stabilization of dispersions

2

Samples and Measurement

The measurement of ζ-potential was done using the ZetaProbe analyser from Colloidal
Dynamics. The determination of zeta potential is done using the electro acoustic principle
and therefore it is possible to measure in undiluted dispersions. Rheological properties were
analysed with a rotary viscosimeter CS-50 from Bohlin. For direct measurement of
interparticle forces glass spheres (app. diameter 50 µm) were glued onto an AFM cantilever
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and a glass plate (see Figure 3). The colloidal probe measurements were performed in
aqueous solution using a Multimode with Nanoscope IV controller from Veeco Instruments
Inc. The schema of colloidal probe measurement is shown in Figure 3. The spring constant
of the cantilever with the glass sphere was determined and from the colloidal probe
measurement that is not influenced by the way of stabilization the interparticle forces were
calculated [8].

E
Δz
D

B

A

C

F

Figure 3:

Left: SEM of glass spheres glued onto an AFM cantilever and a glass plate;
middle: movement of cantilever with glass sphere during colloidal probe
measurement; right: Schematic position sensitive detector signal vs. piezo
position (z) including approaching and retracting part during colloidal probe
measurement.

3

Results and discussion

Like mentioned in the introduction, for fine particles there is a strong correlation between zeta
potential and the rheological behaviour [9-11]. In order to check this relation, the viscosity
and zeta potential of an alumina dispersion (Al2O3, particle size app. 500 nm) was measured
versus pH-value. The results in Figure 4 show that the zeta potential is decreasing with rising
pH-value and at the same time the viscosity is increasing. At a pH-value were the zeta
potential is around zero (iso electric point, IEP), the viscosity is reaching its maximum and is
then decreasing again while the absolute value of zeta potential is increasing but now with
the opposite sign.
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Figure 4:

Principles of electrostatic (left) and entropic stabilization of dispersions (right)

In Figure 5 the correlation between zeta potential and rheology is shown for a dispersion of
CaCO3 that was stepwise treated with an aqueous solution of sulphonated melamine
formaldehyde resin. There is a good correlation between the yield point τy and ζ2 that can be
derived from the DLVO theory [10, 12, 13].
6

y= 5,715 - 0,0026 ∗ x
2
R = 0,9967

4

y

yield
point τy τ[Pa]
Fließgrenze
[Pa]

5

3
2
1
0
0

500

1000

1500
2

2000

2500

2

ζ [mV ]

Figure 5:

Linear correlation between yield point τy and ζ2 for a dispersion of CaCO3 with
different dosages of sulphonated melamine formaldehyde resin

The measurement of zeta potential gives a good understanding for the stability and
rheological behaviour of dispersions in the absence of superplasticisers or if there is an
electrostatic working mechanism of the superplasticizer like in the case of naphthalene or
melamine based superplasticisers.
If the superplasticizer is based on polycarboxylates or other systems with an entropic
working mechanism, there is no correlation between rheology and zeta potential and a direct
measurement of the interparticle forces is necessary to learn more about the working
mechanism. In Figure 6 the measurement of the interactions of two glass spheres glued onto
a cantilever and a glass plate is shown. The first measurement was done in pure water and
the interaction force of the spheres resulted in about 20 nN. After several measurements in
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pure water, the liquid was exchanged by a solution of 0.2 wt.-% of a polycarboxylate ether
(PC1) in water and the measurements were repeated. The results are shown in Figure 6 b).
The interaction force between the particles is decreased to 6 to 8 nN.
The tests were repeated with other kinds of superplasticisers. As shown in Figure 6 c) the
interparticle force is reduced more efficiently by the use of another type of superplasticiser
(PC2). Measurements were done in the same way and with PC2 it is possible to decrease
interparticle forces to less than 5 nN. The spring constant of the cantilever is 0.03 nN/nm in
all cases.

PC1

b)

a)
PC2

c)
Figure 6:

d)
Force curves of glass spheres in AFM. a) pure water, b) 0.2% of PC1, c) 0.2% of
PC2, d) histograms of forces. Spring constant of cantilever is 0.03 nN/nm.

Due to changing conditions during the process of measurement (i.e. changing spot of
interparticle touching) the measured interparticle forces are changing more or less. Thus it is
necessary to repeat AFM measurements many times. In the examples shown in Figure 6 all
experiments were repeated more than 1000 times. Results are presented in histograms
shown in Figure 6 d).
4

Conclusion

For superplasticisers which act via electrostatic repulsion, the experimental results show a
good correlation between the rheological behaviour and the zeta potential. For other
superplasticisers with an entropic working mechanism, it was necessary to measure the
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particle interaction directly via colloidal probe measurement with an AFM, where the
measurement is direct and independent from the working mechanism of the superplasticizer.
5
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Structure performance relationship of polycarboxylate
superplasticizers based on methacrylic acid esters in ultra
high performance concrete
Summary
The effectiveness of various superplasticizers was studied in a simplified recipe for ultra high
performance concrete (UHPC) containing only cement, microsilica and no aggregates.
Water/cement (w/c) ratios were varied between 0.70 and 0.20. The target was to identify
chemical compositions which are most effective at w/c 0.22, i. e. which require low dosages
to minimize cement retardation and to reduce costs. Accordingly, comb-type methacrylic
acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-co-methallylsulfonic
acid
superplasticizers were synthesized and characterized. A polymer possessing a molar ratio of
methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate ester of 12 / 1, a short backbone length, a high
proportion of methallylsulfonic acid and a side chain length of 45 ethylene oxide units was
found to be most effective. At w/c 0.22, a dosage of 1.1 % by weight of cement is required.
Keywords: superplasticizer, ultra high performance concrete, polycarboxylate
1

Superplasticizers for ultra high performance concrete

Ultra high performance concrete is a demanding material due to its characteristically low
water/cement ratio. Highly efficient superplasticizers are needed to obtain a workable, i. e.
pumpable, paste. Traditional high range water reducing agents like BNS (β-naphthalene
sulfonate formaldehyde condensate) or PMS (poly melamine formaldehyde sulfite
condensate) cannot be used since they are not efficient enough. They disperse binder grains
only by electrostatic repulsive forces [1]. However, to liquefy binder compositions containing
very low amounts of water, this effect is not sufficient. To overcome this problem, comb-type
molecules were developed which disperse particle suspensions by a combination of
electrostatic repulsion and steric hindrance [2]. This so-called electrosteric mechanism
explains why molecules causing electrostatic repulsion as well as steric hindrance can
successfully be applied to UHPC with w/c ratios below 0.25. Molecules acting in an
electrosteric manner usually consist of a polymeric backbone, along which anionic functional
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groups such as carboxylate, phosphonate or sulfonate are situated. These enable the
dispersing agent to adsorb to the grain surface. Only adsorbed molecules can act as
dispersants. These functional groups are furthermore responsible for the electrostatic part of
dispersing the binder particles. Additionally, water-soluble, uncharged polyoxyalyklene
branches are connected to the backbone. When the molecule adsorbs to a surface, these
attached branches spread into the liquid phase. Thus, the side chains act like spacers
between the cement grains and prevent their agglomeration [3].
Nowadays, several types of comb-type superplasticizers are successfully used as cement
dispersing agents. Methacrylic acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate on the
one hand and copolymers of maleic acid anhydride and α-allyl- or α-vinyl-ωmethoxypolyethyleneoxide on the other hand are the most common basic molecules.
Especially in the first copolymers, methallylsulfonic acid is used as an important comonomer.
Furthermore, copolymers containing polyamido-amine functional groups as well as mixed
polyalkyleneoxides (ethylene oxide and propylene oxide) in the side chains are available [4,
5].
The type of polycarboxylate superplasticizer used in this study was based on
poly(methacrylic acid) containing polyalkyleneoxide side chains. Their structural formula is
shown in Figure 1. In previous work, this type of carboxylated and sulfonated polymer has
been found to disperse pure cement well at w/c ratios to 0.23 [6].
CH3

CH3

CH3

O

COOH
a

O

b

SO3H

c

O
H3C

n

Figure 1:

Chemical structure of methacrylic acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)methacrylate superplasticizer containing methallylsulfonic acid; molar ratios of the
comonomers are indicated by a, b and c

2

Dispersive force

To test the plasticizing effect of the superplasticizers, a mini slump test with a VICAT cone
was applied. The complete recipe of UHPC type M2Q, as given in [7], was reduced to water,
superplasticizer, cement and 16 mass-% by weight of cement (bwoc) microsilica (Table 1).
Microsilica is hydraulically active and represents the finest powder component in the model
system. Because of its huge surface area of 15.5 m2/g (N2 adsorption, BET method), it has a
potential to influence the effectiveness of superplasticizers. The test program started at w/c
0.70 which was then stepwise reduced to 0.20. As a reference, w/c 0.22 was chosen as this
is the standard w/c ratio in the Priority Program on UHPC of the German Research
Foundation. For calculation of the amount of water at a certain w/c ratio, the solids content of
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the aqueous superplasticizer solution was taken into account. Cement and microsilica were
interspersed into the mix of deionised water and superplasticizer within one minute. After one
minute of rest, the paste was stirred with a spoon by hand for three minutes. The workability
of a paste was regarded to be good when a flow value of 26.0 ± 0.5 cm was obtained. The
performance of a superplasticizer was judged by its dosage required to achieve this paste
flow.
Table 1:

3

Reduced UHPC recipe for mini slump test
Component

Amount [g]

Cement CEM I 52.5 R HS/NA
Microsilica Elkem Grade 983
Total water (including water from polymer solution) for w/c 0.22

296.8
48.2
65.3

Methacrylic acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-comethallylsulfonic acid

In this work, methacrylic acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-co-methallylsulfonic acids as shown in Figure 1, were synthesized, characterized and tested for their
effectiveness as superplasticizers in UHPC. Their chemical composition was optimized in
order to most effectively disperse a UHPC paste at w/c 0.22, i. e. achieve a certain level of
workability at the lowest possible dosage. The challenge was to develop polymers capable of
achieving an UHPC paste flow of 26.0 ± 0.5 cm at w/c 0.22.
The three comonomers methacrylic acid, ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol-methacrylate
(MPEG-methacrylate) and methallylsulfonic acid were radically copolymerized in a one-pot
synthesis. The density of side chains along the backbone was determined by the molar feed
ratio of methacrylic acid and methallylsulfonic acid to MPEG-methacrylate. Since their
reactivity ratios coincide adequately, statistic copolymerization can be assumed [8]. The main
chain length can be adjusted by varying the molar ratio of all the monomers to the
polymerization initiator sodium peroxodisulfate [9]. Methallylsulfonic acid can act as a chain
transfer agent. Thus, the degree of backbone polymerization can be predetermined by
varying its molar feed ratio. In this function, it is only copolymerized as a backbone
terminating monomer. Because of the high molar feed of methallylsulfonic acid used in our
synthesis, it will also incorporate into the polymer backbone to a significant degree. In an
earlier work, YAMADA et al. described similar polymers which were able to plastify pure
cement pastes (without microsilica or other aggregates) at w/c 0.23 [6]. Most effective were
those polymers with longer MPEG side chains, lower degree of backbone polymerization and
a higher content of sulfonic acid groups.
Molecular parameters such as side chain density, side chain length and degree of backbone
polymerization were varied independently, offering a rather huge matrix of polymer
structures. Side chain lengths were set by using commercial ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol
methacrylates as macromonomers. In preliminary tests, a side chain length of 45 ethylene
glycol units proved to be most useful. None of the polymers possessing longer or shorter
side chains were able to disperse this non-slump mixture of cement and microsilica at w/c
ratios below 0.25. The side chain density was adjusted by the molar feed ratio of methacrylic
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acid and methallylsulfonic acid to MPEG-methacrylate. Only copolymers with a molar ratio of
methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate higher than 6 / 1 were able to plastify below w/c
0.26. Most copolymers lost their effectiveness already below w/c 0.35. The third molecular
parameter, namely the degree of backbone polymerization, was regulated independently by
two means. First, the molar ratio of the sum of comonomers to initiator was varied. To be
specific, the ratio of initiator to methallylsulfonic acid was kept constant and only the sum of
methacrylic acid and MPEG-methacrylate to initiator was varied. The second way was to
vary the molar ratio of methallylsulfonic acid to initiator while the overall ratio of the
comonomers to initiator was kept constant. These polymers should incorporate different
molar ratios of sulfonic acid groups along the backbone.
Backbone length and side chain density (ratio of comonomers) are the key parameters
studied in detail in this paper. A molar ratio of methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate of 10 /
1 and more, combined with a side chain length of 45 ethylene glycol units, turned out to be
effective at w/c 0.22. Compositions of the synthesized copolymers are listed in Table 2. Size
exclusion chromatography was applied to characterize the polymer batch solutions. The
eluate from the chromatographic column was analyzed by refractive index and dynamic light
scattering detectors. From these, molar mass and molecular radii were derived. The
molecular data in Table 2 are based on the number average mass of the polymer fraction of
each polymer solution. Since the molar composition of each polymer is known from the feed
of the polymer synthesis and from the determination of the molecular mass, the degree of
backbone polymerization was calculated. In addition, hydrodynamic radius and radius of
gyration were measured. Based on this data, the shape of the molecules in aqueous solution
(conformation) can be deduced. According to GAY et al. [10], all superplasticizers effective in
our UHPC formulation are shaped as “flexible backbone worms”.
Table 2:

Molar composition, backbone length and dispersing force of methacrylic acid-co(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-co-methallylsulfonic acid
superplasticizers for UHPC, side chain length 45 ethylene glycol units

Polymer

Molar ratio methacrylic acid /
MPEG-methacrylate /
methallylsulfonic acid

Backbone
length [no. of
monomers]

Dosage for paste flow 26.0 ±
0.5 cm at w/c 0.22 [% by
weight]

PCE 1

8.0 / 1.0 / 0.5

90

3.0

PCE 2

10.0 / 1.0 / 0.5

100

2.6

PCE 3

12.0 / 1.0 / 0.6

105

2.4

PCE 4

15.0 / 1.0 / 0.8

115

2.6

PCE 5

12.0 / 1.0 / 1.4

85

1.4

PCE 6

12.0 / 1.0 / 2.5

65

1.5

PCE 7

12.0 / 1.0 / 3.0

50

1.1

PCE 8

10.0 / 1.0 / 2.6

60

1.5

PCE 9

15.0 / 1.0 / 3.8

40

1.5

PCE 10

12.0 / 1.0 / 8.0

25

no plastification
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Polymers PCE 1 to 4 possess similar backbone lengths and the same methallylsulfonic acid
content. Among them, the most effective superplasticizer was PCE 3 which has a molar ratio
of methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate of 12 / 1. Thus, the next step was fixing this molar
ratio while varying the methallylsulfonic acid proportion. This led to different degrees of
backbone polymerization. Within this group made up of PCE 3 and PCE 5 to 7, the
copolymer possessing the highest amount of sulfonate groups (PCE 7) and consequently the
shortest backbone was most effective. A copolymer with a higher content of sulfonate groups
and shorter backbone length (PCE 10) was not able to disperse the UHPC paste at all. For
these reasons, different comonomer compositions based on PCE 7 were investigated (PCE
8 and 9). However, these could not meet the performance of PCE 7.
PCE 3

PCE 5

scale

PCE 7

10 nm

Figure 2:

Schematic representation of the molecule architecture of selected methacrylic
acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-co-methallylsulfonic acid
comb-type copolymers for UHPC

4

Structure-performance relationship

In Figures 3 to 5, the effectiveness of the copolymers PCE 1 to 9 is shown. All dosages given
correspond to solid polymer. The side chain length of each polymer is 45 ethylene oxide
units. As a reference, commercial superplasticizers PCE A and PCE B are included. These
are used in the Priority Program on UHPC of the German Research Foundation.
0,75
PCE 1
PCE 2

0,65

PCE 3
PCE 4

w/c ratio

0,55

PCE A
0,45

PCE B

0,35
0,25
0,22
0,15
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

PCE dosage [mass-% bwoc]

Figure 3:

Influence of molar ratio of comonomers on polymer effectiveness; polymer
dosages given are those required to achieve 26.0 ± 0.5 cm paste flow at w/c 0.22
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0,75
PCE 3
PCE 5

0,65

PCE 6
PCE 7

w/c ratio

0,55

PCE A
0,45

PCE B

0,35
0,25
0,22
0,15
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

PCE dosage [mass-% bwoc]

Figure 4:

Influence of main chain length and sulfonate content on polymer effectiveness;
polymer dosages given are those required to achieve 26.0 ± 0.5 cm paste flow at
w/c 0.22
0,75
PCE 8
0,65

PCE 9
PCE 7

w/c ratio

0,55

PCE A
PCE B

0,45
0,35
0,25
0,22
0,15
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

PCE dosage [mass-% bwoc]

Figure 5:

Influence of molar ratio of comonomers on polymer effectiveness; polymer
dosages given are those required to achieve 26.0 ± 0.5 cm paste flow at w/c 0.22

The influence of the molar ratio of comonomers on the dispersing effectiveness of the
polymers is presented in Figure 3. Polymers PCE 1 to 4 possess similar backbone lengths
and sulfonic acid contents. Their molar compositions are shown in Table 2. Obviously, their
different performance is based on different side chain densities along the backbone. The
polymer possessing a molar ratio of methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate of 12 / 1 (PCE
3) is most effective. Polymers of this molar ratio, but shorter backbones achieved by
increased addition of methallylsulfonic acid (PCE 5 to 7), were even more effective, as can
be seen in Figure 4. Among them, PCE 7, which possesses the highest content of sulfonate
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groups and the shortest backbone, performed best. Figure 5 demonstrates the effectiveness
of copolymers with similar sulfonate content and backbone length, but different side chain
densities. Both higher and lower side chain densities than in PCE 7 resulted in decreased
performance. Obviously, a certain degree of backbone polymerization accompanied by a
certain comonomer composition and side chain length is responsible for optimum
performance in UHPC. PCE 7 performs significantly better than the commercial products
PCE A and B which are used as standard superplastizicers in the Priority Program.
5

Retardation of cement hydration

Polycarboxylate superplasticizers have the potential to retard cement hydration [11].
Carboxylic groups which are not adsorbed to a surface, can complex calcium ions [12]. This
complexed calcium is not any longer available for cement hydration reactions. Calcium
depletion in the pore solution is supposed to cause retardation. This effect is especially
pronounced when the superplasticizer is applied at a very high dosage (above 1.0 M-%
bwoc). Retardation was found to be predominantly a matter of dosage and was rather
independent of copolymer structure. For this reason, development of new polymers has to
focus on reducing the dosage. High dosages of more than 1.0 M-% bwoc are usually not
required in conventional concretes since mixing is done under high-shear conditions which
support plasticization. A cement paste or mortar mixed in a high-shear blender does not
show retardation of cement hydration to a large extent, since agitation is very strong and the
applied superplasticizer dosage is low [13]. Within this study, PCE 7 was the most preferred
copolymer also in terms of retardation since its dosage was the lowest of all superplasticizers
investigated.
6

Summary

Methacrylic acid-co-(ω-methoxypolyethyleneglycol)-methacrylate-co-methallylsulfonic acid
polymers are effective superplasticizers for UHPC with a characteristic w/c of 0.22 and a
binder composition of cement and microsilica. A comb-type copolymer with a rather short
backbone length, a high molar ratio of methacrylic acid to MPEG-methacrylate (12/1), and a
long side chain length of 45 ethylene glycol units is most effective. This molecular shape
matches similar structures reported in an earlier publication by SUGIYAMA et al. They had
found that these structures have a very strong dispersive force [3]. However, they did not
point out the importance of sulfonic acid. Polymers synthesized with an elevated level of
sulfonate groups show a better performance. However, a certain balance between the
degree of backbone polymerization, side chain length and side chain density has to be
accomplished to obtain the most effective polymer. Retardation of cement hydration with
these superplasticizers is predominantly an effect of polymer dosage rather than molecular
composition.
To understand the different performances of the synthesized copolymers, the working
mechanism has to be investigated, e. g. by solubility tests in the highly electrolyte loaded
pore solution of UHPC, by adsorption measurements and further molecular polymer analysis.
Hopefully, this will lead to new superplasticizers with further improved properties.
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Summary
We present here in this paper the advantage of using nanoscale pyrogene oxides for
producing ultra high performance concretes with advanced properties. The inclusion of
pyrogene oxides and especially of their powder form in well optimised ultra high
strength/performance concrete formulations enable the decrease of total porosity and causes
pore refinement similarly as in the case when pyrogene oxide (aerosil®) dispersions are
used. The strength property of the resulting specimens is further enhanced when the powder
form of pyrogene oxides is involved.
Keywords: pyrogene oxide, Ultra High Performance Concrete; advanced properties, porosity
1

Introduction

The production of extremely dense ultra high performance concretes with advanced
properties is based on the designing of systems with highly compatible well graded
components. The various pozzolanic fillers used in these formulations play an essential role.
Since various pozzolanic fillers that are characterised by different surface characteristics,
grain sizes and different reactivity can be used, in order to optimise the packing density, they
will also behave and affect differently the micro- and nanostructure development. Additionally
some filler will accelerate the hydration reactions, while others may retard it [1].
Actually, the finest component that is being used in different UHPC systems is microsilica
(silica fume) with grain sizes which have their lower limit at around 0.1µm. Hence, the need
for extending the granulometry and optimising at the nanoscale through aimed use of
nanosize particles becomes obvious. A better and denser packing can be realised by
extending the size range below this limit using nanopowders (nanoscale oxides), which have
specified particle sizes covering the nanometre range from 1-100nm. Their use is expected
to allow the development of materials with increased durability and improved performance or
new properties.
Among various existing synthetic nanopowders (1-100nm), pyrogene oxides arise a
particular interest due to their very high purity, possibility of controlling the particle sizes,
surface modification and to their very high reactivity. Hence, it is expected that their use
alone or appropriately combined with other pozzolanic fillers in various concrete formulations
will bring considerable improvements of micro- and nanostructure, strength, reduction of
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porosity, hydration behaviour, durability etc [1]. The UHPC composites of this work that
contain ultra fine powders are characterised by lower porosity and pore refinement, which
correlate very well with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) investigations [2]. These results show a further structure densification at all levels and
agree also with the mechanical property improvements. An acceleration of the hydration
reaction has been observed for formulations containing highly reactive nanopowders. The
rate of heat development measured by using isothermal conduction calorimetry is also lower
and the induction period shorter (4-5h) [1]. Highly pozzolanic nanoscale powders can be
used to produce high and ultra high performance cement-based composites with advanced
properties.
2

Materials and processing

In this work we have used nanoscale pyrogene oxide products (aerosil® is the representative
product) in their powder form. The powder form of pyrogene oxides offers the possibility to
vary the water quantity, without being dependent on the water coming from dispersion. Thus,
more variations of the component quantity used for the mixture formulation can be done.
Also, because of differences of surface characteristics and agglomeration state, the mixing
procedure together with properties of obtained concrete formulations will differ, depending on
the form of the pyrogene oxide used.
The following components were chosen for the investigations of this work:
•

Sand quartz 125-500µm

•

Portland cement “PC I 52.5 R HS/NA,

•

Elkem microsilica grade “G-983” named in this work “SF1”

•

Fly ash type “FA SWF”

•

Polycarboxylate-ether based superplasticizer (in dispersion form)

•

Polycarboxylate-ether based superplasticizer (in powder form)

•

Pyrogene oxides (aerosil®) with some of their properties depicted in table 1.

Table 1:

Some properties of the pyrogene nanoscale oxides used
Hydrophilic types

Pyrogene oxide
2

BET m /g
Primary particle size [nm]
pH
Oxide (s)

Hydrophobic type

POx 1

POx 2

POx 3

POx 4

POx 5

50±15

80±20

100±15

90±15

110±20

40

30

13

20

16

3.8-4.8

3.6-4.5

4.5-5.5

3.7-4.4

3.6-4.4

SiO2

SiO2/Al2O3

Al2O3

SiO2

SiO2

The nanoscale pyrogene oxide products were included in the formulation of the ternary
combination microfiller (SF) - microfiller (FA) - nanofiller (pyrogene oxide, POx), as in the
table 2 (no fibres were included for these formulations). The fly ash quantity was varied
inside the optimal range (17-22%) depending on the nanoscale-oxide used and its specific
surface area.
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Table 2:

The reference UHPC formulation.

Formulation components

Component ratio referring to cement

PC I 52.5R HS/NA
Fly ash (FA SWF)
Silica fume SF1 G983
Quartz sand 125-500µm
SP (polycarboxylate-ether)
Pyrogene oxide
Water

1
0.17-0.22*
0.24
1.34
<0.03
varying
<0.3

Heat treatment temperature

20°C

*The FA content was 0.22 for the UHPC specimen containing only silica fume and fly ash

Mixing and processing
The mixing process that is required for an efficient mixing of all components was found to be
circa 10 minutes. After the specified mixing time, fresh concrete was filled in the mould
(1.5x1.5x6 cm) in two layers and vibrated for 2 minutes. The prism-shaped specimens were
demoulded after 24h of hydration time and then stored in water (20°C) for the rest of
specified curing time. Investigations were carried out for the following representative
specimens:
•

Normal mortar specimen having a w/c = 0.45 and quartz aggregates < 2mm

•

Simple RPC specimen containing 25% silica fume (SF1 G983), without quartz flour
and without fibres [3]

•

UHPC specimen containing both silica fume (SF1 G983) and fly ash (FA SWF), cast
after table 2, but without pyrogene oxide

•

UHPC specimen with SF1 (G983) - FA (SWF) - POx cast after table 2

As pyrogene oxide were used those indicated in table 1.
3

Results and discussion

3.1

Strength results for specimens of ternary combination microfiller (SF) microfiller (FA) - pyrogene oxide (POx)

The 28 days strength values of specimens that contain small amount of pyrogene oxides,
cast according to the mixture formulation given in table 2, are shown in figure 1. Here are
shown only the compressive strength values for 1.5% of pyrogene oxide (POx) in powder
form used in combination with silica fume (SF1) and fly ash (FA) in an optimised UHPC
mixture formulation. This pyrogene oxide content was chosen inside the optimal range being
circa 1-2.5% (referring to quantity of the cement used) for a considerable strength increase
and appropriate rheological behaviour.
The compressive strength results indicate that in these formulations, the pyrogene oxide
quantities more than 3%, referring always to cement are unfavorable for maximizing strength,
even though, higher quantities realize higher volume filling effects and higher pozzolanic
reaction degrees. The lower strength results are related to the observed poorer rheological
behaviour, which is due to the increased water retention. There is no sufficient water
available to contribute for lubrication and particles free movement. At the same time, a
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poorer deairing of the fresh formulation that is related to the worsened flowing behaviour in
the presence of higher pyrogene oxide contents, results in lower strength values. Here of
course, the maximal pyrogene oxide quantity that can be used is depended on the specific
oxide and formulation workability.
A further strength improvement results when using nano-oxides in powder form, as
compared to the strength enhancement in the case when pyrogene oxide dispersions are
used. From an average estimation of the compressive strength contribution by pyrogene
oxide in powder form, at least 10% strength improvement results, depending on pyrogene
oxide type, compared to the strength achieved by the UHPC specimen without pyrogene
oxide. A trend of better strength contribution with the increase of pyrogene oxide specific
surface area is also observed.
The reason for the better strength contribution of pyrogene oxide in powder form is not well
understood. It is however assumed that this is due to an improved mixing and flowability of
the formulations in the fresh state in the case where powdered pyogene oxides are used. In
figure 2 is shown the strength improvement for the simple RPC specimen, the UHPC
specimen that contains silica fume and fly ash, and the UHPC specimens that additionally
contain small quantities of pyrogene oxide, both in dispersion and in powder form.
28 days compressive strength

Compressive strength [MPa]

180

160

140

120

Simple RPC containing 25% silica fume (SF1)
UHPC containing silica fume (SF1)-fly ash (FA SWF)
UHPC containing SF1-FA-POx1
UHPC containing SF1-FA-POx2
UHPC containing SF1-FA-POx3
UHPC containing SF1-FA-POx4
UHPC containing SF1-FA-POx5

100

80

60
0

1,5

--

--

Procent POx (pyrogene nanoscale SiO2) referring to cement

Figure 1:
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Compressive strengths comparison for UHPC specimens of ternary combination
microfiller (SF) - microfiller (FA) - pyrogene oxide (POx)

Compressive strength [MPa]
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Figure 2:

28 days compressive strengths comparison

RPC with SF1 (G 983) 25%
UHPC with SF1 (G983)-FA (SWF)
UHPC with SF1 (G983)-FA (SWF)-POx dispersion
UHPC with SF1 (G983)-FA (SWF)-POx powder

Strength improvement for UHPC specimens that contain pyrogene oxide in
dispersion and powder form.

As previously mentioned the specimen that contains pyrogene oxide in powder form is
characterised by the highest strength value.
3.2

Porosity and pore size distribution (PSD) for the UHPC specimens of
ternary combination Microfiller (SF) – microfiller (FA) - pyrogene oxide
(POx)

Both, the gas adsorption (GA) and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) measurements were
carried out for representative specimens, in order to obtain an integral picture of the whole
porosity distribution. These methods can be used as complementary of each-other [4].
Measurements were done on 28 days old specimens that were dried according to the “Fdrying” method of our previous work [5]. The obtained porosity distribution plots cover the
porosity range from around 200µm down to 2nm. The porosity peak maximum (figure 4)
corresponding to around 150µm, which is also considered as air porosity according to pores
classification, might be entrapped air during the mixing process. The porosity distribution
plots obtained by both methods, shown in figures 3 and 5, confirm the expected results of a
much coarser and higher total porosity for the normal concrete specimen, as compared to
the RPC and UHPC specimens. The normal concrete specimen represents much more
porosity beyond around 10nm (has a maximum at around 50-60nm) and much lower pore
volume at the fine pore range 2-10nm.
The Hg-porosimetry porosity distribution plot of the RPC specimen that contains only silica
fume (figure 3) stands slightly above those of UHPC specimens at the range 30-60nm but
much below that of normal concrete. The threshold values assessed from the distribution
plots of figure 3 are; around 100nm for the normal concrete, 25-30nm for RPC with only silica
fume, and 20nm for the UHPC specimens group. The percolation threshold values give in
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this way additional evidence for a pore refinement in direction from normal concrete to RPC
with only silica fume and UHPC specimens. This trend of pore refinement is in good
agreement with the conclusions found on literature [6], [7], [8], [9]. Inside the UHPC
specimens group there are only very small differences of pore distributions to be seen,
referring to the plots assessed by Hg-porosimetry.
UHPC with SF1-FA
Simple RPC with 25% SF1
Normal concrete specimen
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx1
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx3
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx4

0,060

3

Pore volume dV/dlogD [cm /g]

0,055
0,050
0,045
0,040
0,035
0,030
0,025
0,020
0,015
0,010
0,005
0,000
-0,005
1E-3

0,01

0,1

1

10

100

1000

Pore size [nm]
Figure 3:

Pore size distribution plots assessed by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (56
days old specimens)

Capillary porosity (0.03-10 µm after Smolcyk [10]) plays the most important role for concrete
durability. By a smaller capillary porosity, a lower probability for the ingress of damaging
species would result, and an increased concrete durability should be expected. The
differences between values of measured capillary porosity are very small (figure 4). The
simple RPC specimen represents slightly higher capillary porosity than the UHPC specimens
group, whereas the normal concrete is characterised by a remarkably higher capillary
porosity, as it has to be expected.
The method of gas adsorption is better suited than mercury intrusion for detection in the
range pore 2-10nm [11]. At the very fine pore range below 10nm (figure 5) only a very small
pore sizes shifting can be observed, referring to gas adsorption plots. Both UHPC specimen
cast with SF - FA and the RPC specimen have a peak maximum at around 4nm, whereas
the UHPC specimens of the ternary combinations SF – FA - POx have this maximum at 33.5nm. At this pore maximum the last mentioned UHPC specimens have also a slightly
higher pores volume. In other words, for the UHPC specimens of the ternary combinations
SF – FA - POx only a very slight pore size shifting was observed by gas adsorption. The
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increase of finer pores proportion for the UHPC specimens that contain pyrogene oxides can
be used to explain the measured strength improvements, and is in good agreement with
conclusions of others [11], [12].
For concluding it can be said that, whether a great difference results between the normal
concrete, the RPC and the UHPC specimens, only very small differences could be recorded
inside the UHPC group, which might also be associated to the accessibility limitations of both
methods at these very fine porosity range.

6

Capillary porosity [%]

5

4

UHPC with SF1-FA
Simple RPC with 25% SF1
Normal concrete specimen
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx1
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx3
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx4

3

2

1

0
Figure 4:

Capillary porosity assessed by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (56 days old
specimens)
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Figure 5:

Pore size distribution plots assessed by gas adsorption (GA).(56 days old
specimens)

3.3

Capillary water absorption behaviour for the UHPC specimens of ternary
combination Microfiller (SF) – microfiller (FA) - pyrogene oxide (POx)

Since the absorptivity of a material can be inversely correlated to its degradability, absorption
measurements performed on uniformly prepared concrete specimens can provide useful
information concerning the quality control and the determination of which specimens are
likely to have a longer service life. The measurements for estimation of the capillary water
coefficients were done on prismatic specimens after the specifications of DIN 52 617 norm.
In the figure 6 are given the results of capillary water absorption (water uptake) coefficients
for representative specimens.
The results of water absorption coefficient are in good agreement with capillary porosity
values, assessed by MIP and other previous conclusions. The normal concrete specimen is
characterised by the highest coefficient of capillary water absorption, followed by the RPC
specimen and the UHPC of the combination silica fume (SF) - fly ash (FA). The water
absorption coefficient of the last-mentioned concrete specimen is only slightly higher than
those corresponding to the UHPC specimens of the combinations silica fume (SF) - fly ash
(FA) - POx. Other authors address the lower water absorption to the higher concrete
compactness and increased pores tortuosity [12]. Our results confirm these conclusions, but
indicate also that specific features of the oxide surface play additionally a key role for the
water uptake. This is also the case for the UHPC specimen cast with POx3. The UHPC with
POx3 has the highest coefficient of water absorption among all UHPC specimens of the
ternary combinations, comparable to that of UHPC with silica fume and fly ash. Its water
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absorption behaviour cannot be related to just the capillary porosity space, but also probably
to other characteristics of the resulting micro and nanostructure.
According to these results, it can be concluded that at least theoretically an improved
durability and service life has to be expected for the UHPC specimens containing additionally
pyrogene oxides.
3,5
3,0

2

1/2

K [kg/m *h ]

2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0

UHPC with SF1-FA
Simple RPC with 25% SF1
Normal concrete specimen
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx1
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx3
UHPC with SF1-FA-POx4

0,5
0,0

Figure 6:

Coefficients of capillary water absorption values (28 days old specimens)

4

Conclusions

We have used pyrogene oxides in powder form for obtaining ultra high strength and
performance concrete specimens with improved properties.
The inclusion of pyrogene oxides in powder form in combination with microfillers, as it is
expected, could further improve the strength properties of the resulting UHPC specimens,
even more than pyrogene oxides in dispersion form.
Around 10% compressive strength improvement results, compared to the reference UHPC
system without pyrogene oxide have been calculated.
The simultaneous use of gas adsorption and mercury intrusion porosimetry techniques could
give an integral picture for porosity and pore size distribution of these specimens. A pore
refinement from normal concrete systems to RPC and UHPC direction in agreement with
literature has been as well assessed. Measurement of porosity inside the UHPC group did
not show any remarkable difference concerning the total porosity. The only difference was a
pore shifting to smaller ones for the specimens that additionally contain nanoscale powders.
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Mixing Time Optimisation for UHPC
Summary
At present the production of ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) requires mixing times
which are much longer than for odinary concrete. The present work focuses on the effect of
mixing technology (mixing time and tool speed) and concrete composition on the properties
of fresh and hardened concrete. The composition of UHPC was systematically varied to
determine the factors affecting the mixing time necessary for optimum workability (slump
flow). The shortest mixing time (stabilisation time for homogenisation) was determined by
monitoring the power consumption of the mixer. It is shown that the stabilisation time
depends on w/c ratio and the grading of the fine material. An important new parameter is
presented for the effect of concrete composition on mixing time of UHPC which takes the
effect of particle sizes into account. It is known as the relative solid concentration and is the
ratio of actual to maximum packing density. By dividing the mixing process into two stages
with first high (6.1 m/s) and then low (1.4 m/s) tool speeds it was possible to reduce the
mixing time of UHPC to only two minutes.
Keywords: UHPC, mixing time, packing, grain abrasion
1

Introduction

Since the 1990s, the development of high and ultra high performance concrete with strengths
above 200 MPa and good durability has opened new possibilities in construction such as
filigree load-bearing components. To exploit fully the performance of this material it is
necessary to consider not just concrete composition, placement and curing technology, but
also the actual process of concrete production, i.e. the mixing technology. Currently, the
mixing time for ultra high strength concrete is well above that of conventional concrete. In
practice, mixing times between 7 and 18 minutes are currently used for UHPC constructions
[1, 2, 3]. These long mixing times are mainly due to the special composition of UHPC. Very
low water/cement ratios, high superplasticizer dosages and high contents of fine mineral
additions are indispensable for good workability and high compressive strength. In addition,
the mixing technology used affects the time necessary to produce a homogeneous mix. It
has been shown in previous investigations on self-compacting concrete [4] that mixing time
can be considerably reduced by increasing mixing tool speed. The effect of mixing time, tool
speed and concrete composition on the mixing process of UHPC are considered in this
contribution. The main factors which lead to the long mixing times of UHPC are explained. A
method is proposed for the optimisation of the mixing process for UHPC.
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2

Investigations

The time necessary to achieve a sufficient degree of mixing is an important technical and
economic aspect of UHPC production in practice. In the course of preliminary investigations,
the effect of mixing time and mixing tool speed on the properties of fresh UHPC was
investigated systematically. A 75 l intensive mixer with an inclined drum and variable tool
speed was used for the investigations. It was possible to vary the tool speed continuously
over a range covering 1.5 to 20 m/s. In addition, it was possible to monitor and record the
electric power supplied to the mixing tool during the mixing process.
As well as tool speed, concrete composition has a considerable effect on the necessary
mixing time. UHPC has a higher binder paste content, a lower w/c ratio, a higher content of
mineral additions and a significantly higher amount of admixtures than ordinary concrete.
Thus the effect of the UHPC composition on the mixing process was investigated by varying
mix composition. Two different UHPC mixes containing silica fume and quartz flour as
mineral additions were considered (Table 1). Concrete UHPC.A was a fine-grained concrete
with a maximum aggregate grain size of 0.5 mm. UHPC.B was coarser, containing aggregate
with a maximum size of 8 mm.
Table 1:

Mix proportions and concrete properties

Reference mix

UHPC.A

UHPC.B

cement

c

kg/m³

853

682

quartz flour

qf

kg/m³

212

170

silica fume

sf

kg/m³

138

111

water

w

kg/m³

167

132

fine sand 0/0.5 mm

fs

kg/m³

999

799

crushed basalt 2/8 mm

g

kg/m³

-

614

superplasticizer

sp

wt.%

4.1

4.5

water/cement ratio

w/c

0.23

0.23

compressive strength (28d / 20 °C)

fc,20

[N/mm²]

130-140

125-135

compressive strength (28d / 90 °C)

fc,90

[N/mm²]

180-195

170-180

The water/binder ratio of the reference mix UHPC.A and the grading curve of the fine
material were varied systematically. The volumetric ratio of water to fine material ranged over
VW/Vf ratios between 0.36 to 0.70 while keeping the volume of fine paste (volume of cement,
silica fume, and quartz flour) constant. The grading curve of the fine material was varied by
changing the proportions of cement and mineral additions. The silica fume content ranged
between 10 and 30 vol.-% and the content of quartz flour between 9 to 32 vol.-%, both with
respect to the volume of fine material, keeping the volume ratio of water to binder constant.
The ultra high performance concrete UHPC.B differed from UHPC.A primarily by its
maximum aggregate size. In an additional investigation, up to 40 vol.% coarse aggregate
(crushed basalt with a maximum grain size of 8 mm) was used in concrete mixes with the
same binder paste composition.
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3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Mixing Time

To achieve a high packing density during mixing, all particles must take part equally in the
mixing process and be blended evenly together. This requires the complete dispersion of
agglomerates and the distribution of cement, aggregate and additions. Especially in the case
of fine-grained UHPC.A more particles must be moved relative to each other to achieve
homogenisation than in normal concrete. The effect of mixing time was studied using a finegrained UHPC.A and a coarse-grained UHPC.B. The mixing water and all the
superplasticizer were added at the beginning of mixing after which the electric power
required by the mixer was observed to increase significantly, Figure 1. According to [4] water
bridges form between the particles after the water has been added and distributed in the mix.
The forces between the particles increase due to the surface tension of water and the
Laplace pressure difference between the inside of the liquid and the surroundings, see [4].
The particles are attracted to each other owing to capillary pressure which explains the
increase in mixing power observed. As mixing proceeds, water and superplasticizer are
distributed more and more evenly. The superplasticizer is adsorbed on the surface of the
particles and the hydration products. The slump flow of the mix increases which leads to a
decrease in mixing power as shown in Figure 1. The power supplied to the mixing tool
decreases asymptotically towards a plateau where it may be assumed that the concrete
components are homogeneously blended and the superplasticizer fully distributed in the mix
[4]. Both types of UHPC mixes investigated exhibited maximum flowability when the plateau
was reached. The time taken for the mixing power to reach the asymptotic limit of the power
curve is defined as the stabilisation time ts [5]. Thus the stabilisation time is the minimum
mixing time needed for complete dispersion of all the concrete components.
3

90
power

2

60

1

30

slump flow [cm]

power [kW]

slump flow

UHPC.B

water and sp addition

0
-2

0

2

4

6

UHPC.A
8

10

0

12

mixing time [min]

Figure 1:

Effect of mixing time on power and slump flow
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Whereas the slump flow for the fine-grained UHPC.A remains essentially constant having
reached the optimum flow properties after 2 minutes, additional mixing energy supplied to the
coarser UHPC.B results in a progressive decrease in slump flow, Figure 1. Lowke [4]
observed a similar reduction while mixing self-compacting concrete and explained the loss of
flowability by the ongoing dispersion of agglomerates due to the action of the mixing tool.
This results in an increase in surface area and consequently water requirement of the mix. It
is also possible that additional particles are produced by abrasion of the coarse aggregate
[4]. Moreover, abrasion of the initial hydration products may also take place which would lead
to new surfaces for reaction [6, 7].
3.2

Tool Speed

The properties of concrete can be influenced by mixing tool speed. The degree of dispersion
at higher speeds was characterised by slump flow and the 28 d compressive strength of
10 cm cubes (without heat treatment). Figures 2 and 3 show the development of slump flow
for the fine-grained UHPC.A and the coarse-grained UHPC.B as a function of mixing time for
a number of different tool speeds. As the tool speed becomes faster the time needed to
reach maximum power is shorter. Water and superplasticizer are distributed faster and the
water bridges between the particles are broken up more quickly. Thus the time needed to
achieve optimum flow properties is shorter. The mixing time for good flow properties is

800

compressive strength
[N/mm²]

slump flow ds [mm]

halved from 4 to 2 min by roughly doubling the tool speed from 1.4 to 2.9 m/s. Tool speeds
above 2.9 m/s only led to a small additional reduction of mixing time for fine-grained
UHPC.A.
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Effect of tool speed on slump Figure 3:
flow
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The extent to which mixing time can be reduced by higher tool speeds depends on concrete
composition. Lower tool speeds were sufficient for the coarse-grained UHPC.B compared
with fine-grained UHPC.A. Consequently, optimum flow properties were already reached for
UHPC.B after 2 min at 1.4 m/s. The additional action of the coarse aggregate in this concrete
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enhances the mixing process speeding up the distribution of water and superplasticizer [4].
However, the maximum slump flow and the duration of the phase with optimum flow
properties are smaller. Longer mixing times result in a decrease in slump flow. The
investigations show that concrete made with coarser aggregate is, due to the reasons
discussed above, more sensitive to mixing. In contrast, no perceptible loss in flowability was
observed for the fine-grained UHPC.A as tool speed was increased in the range investigated.
The development of compressive strength reflects the behaviour of slump flow, Figure 3.
However, high compressive strengths are already achieved with low tool speeds and short
mixing times.
3.3

Concrete Composition

In order to compare objectively the mixing energy necessary for different concrete
compositions the stabilisation time ts was calculated from the power curves recorded during
mixing. As already mentioned, the stabilisation time is defined as the time need for the power
curve to reach the asymptotic value [5]. In the course of earlier investigations in [5] and
earlier investigations at the Centre for Building Materials it was shown that optimum fresh
concrete properties are obtained when the power supplied to the mixing tool does not
significantly decrease anymore. The shortest mixing time is therefore given by the
stabilisation time. To find the stabilisation time, the power curve is normalised and divided
into two regions. The increase in power between the beginning of mixing and the time of
maximum power was described by a linear approximation. The region following peak power
was described using an exponential function, Eq. 1.

P = P0 + P1e

−

t
t1

+ P2 e

−

t
t2

(1)

The stabilisation time ts is assumed to be the time at which the slope of the curve dP/dt
reaches -4 . 10-4; i.e. the asymptotic limit has been reached to within reasonable accuracy.
The stabilisation time is strongly affected by concrete composition. Figure 4 shows the effect
of silica fume content on the stabilisation time where the silica fume content was varied
between 10 to 30 vol.% while keeping the content of fine material and water constant. The
silica fume content in the reference UHPC.A mix was 15% with respect to the fine material,
Table 1. It can be seen in Figure 4 that the addition of silica fume leads to much shorter
stabilisation times. This is because the silica fume particles fill the spaces between the larger
cement and quartz flour particles increasing packing density. This means that more water is
effectively available for the smaller particles which therefore lowers internal friction. In
addition, the friction between the particles is reduced owing to the spherical form of the silica
fume particles which also reduces stabilisation time. As well as silica fume, the amount of
quartz flour was varied between 9 and 32 vol.% by replacing cement and silica fume while
keeping the volume of fine material constant. The addition of quartz flour resulted in longer
stabilisation times, Figure 4. The longer stabilisation times are due to lower packing
densities. To understand the effect of silica fume and quartz flour content on mixing time, a
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general parameter was sought to describe the effect of particle packing with regard to mixing
time. The results for silica fume and quartz flour have shown that the actual volumetric
packing density of particles in concrete (concentration of solids) φ and the maximum possible
packing density (maximum concentration of solids) φmax are important parameters with regard
to mixing time. The ratio of this parameters φ/φmax - known as the relative solid concentration is related to the degree or state of homogenisation and was therefore determined for the
concrete mixes investigated. The values of φmax were calculated for each mix according to
Schwanda [8]. Comparison of stabilisation time with φ/φmax in Figure 5 shows that stabilisation
time correlates well with the relative solid concentration. The figure also includes data for
UHPC.A with different ratios of water to particle volume (VW/Vf-ratio) and UHPC.B with
different amounts of coarse aggregate. The relative solid concentration is thus a useful value
for characterising the mixing energy needed to produce concrete of good workability.

Figure 4:

Relationship between stabilisation time and content of
silica fume and quartz flour

Figure 5:

Relationship between stabilisation time and relative solid
concentration

In particular, UHPC possesses large numbers of well-packed fine particles which affect the
rheological properties of the fresh concrete. For example, a reduction in water content results
in an increase in φ and therefore φ/φmax as well. The stabilisation time is longer. In contrast,
the volumetric replacement of cement by silica fume (φ is constant) results in a larger
maximum solid concentration. Thus the relative solid concentration φ/φmax is smaller and the
stabilisation time shorter. This relationship is demonstrated by comparing the stabilisation
time for the two reference mixes UHPC.A (φ/φmax = 0.93) and UHPC.B (φ/φmax = 0.95). The
fresh and hardened concrete properties are similar for these mixes. Whereas UHPC.B
requires a stabilisation time of 222 s for optimum mixing, UHPC.B requires only 169 s,
Figure 5. When designing ultra high performance concrete, high maximum packing densities
φmax of the particles should be aimed at since this helps reduce mixing time. This has been
confirmed for other concrete compositions and is described in detail in [9].
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3.4

Optimisation of Mixing Process

Based on the above knowledge of the factors which affect the mixing process, the mixing
procedure for UHPC was optimised. By investigating the effect of mixing tool speed, it was
found that increasing tool speed to 2.9 m/s results in sufficient blending after two minutes.
However, increasing tool speed can cause more air voids to enter the mix resulting in loss of
strength. Moreover, the effect high tool speed on the adsorption of superplasticizer is
unknown. This could adversely affect the time available for placement of UHPC which is
already short. In a first intensive mixing stage, high tool speeds were used for the first
distribution of water and superplasticizer [4]. Afterward, final blending was performed at a
lower tool speed. This mixing procedure permitted the production of fresh UHPC.A in two
minutes. Mixing for 40 s at 6.1 m/s was found to be most favourable for the first mixing stage,
see Figure 6, left. In the second mixing stage, the tool speed was reduced to 1.4 m/s and
mixing performed for 70 s. Prolongation of the first intensive mixing stage was not
advantageous because loss of flowability occurred. Figure 6, right, shows the power
recorded during the mixing stages. Optimum flowability was obtained when mixing was
performed at high speed until the peak of the power curve was reached and then the tool
speed switched down to the lower value for the remaining time. Shortening the intensive
stage to 20 s resulted in lower slump flow values for the UHPC investigated. This occurred
because at the time of speed reduction the dispersion of the mix components was
incomplete - which explains why the power increased further after the speed was reduced,
Figure 6, right. Prolongation of intensive mixing resulted in a reduction of slump flow,
perhaps due to the abrasion of the initial hydration products on the surface of the cement
particles containing adsorbed superplasticizer.

Figure 6:

Slump flow and electric power of mixing tool as a function of tool speed and
intensive mixing time at 6.1 m/s. Intensive mixing started 10 s after water and sp
addition. v1, v2, v3, v4 intensiv mixing for 20, 40, 60, 120 s respectively.
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4

Conclusions

Although the workability and strength of ultra high performance concrete is excellent, the
application of UHPC in practice is currently hampered by long mixing times which impede
continuous production processes and lower the capacity of concrete plants. In the present
work, the main parameters governing the mixing process of UHPC are considered as
exemplified by fine-grained and coarse-grained mixtures, UHPC.A and UHPC.B,
respectively. At the beginning of mixing at constant tool speed, the slump flow of the mix
increases. In the case of the coarse-grained concrete this was followed after 2 minutes by a
steady reduction in flowability. This can be explained by the dispersion of agglomerates
which increases the surface area of particles in the mix and, consequently, water
requirement. In the case of the fine-grained concrete, the slump flow remained virtually
constant having reached a maximum value. By increasing the mixing tool speed from 1.4 to
2.9 m/s it was possible to reduce the mixing time (including 10 s for the addition of mixing
water and superplasticizer) for both fine and coarse concretes to two minutes. Continius tool
speeds above 2.9 m/s did not significantly further reduce mixing time. By systematically
varying concrete composition an important new parameter regarding the effect of particle
sizes on the mixing time of UHPC has been found. It is known as the relative solid
concentration and is the ratio of actual to maximum packing density which describes the
actual degree of mixing. Based on this, optimum fresh and hardened UHPC properties were
obtained by intensively mixing at high speed 6.1 m/s for 40 s followed by a low speed mixing
period 1.4 m/s for 70 s.
The investigations were performed in the German Research Foundation (DFG) priority
programme No. 1182 “Sustainable Building with Ultra High Performance Concrete”.
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Heat of Hydration and Hardening of Ultra High Performance
Concrete (UHPC)
Summary
Several models exist to describe the time dependent mechanical properties of normal
strength and high performance concrete. For ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) only
first approaches are existing. To get durable UHPC constructions the properties of the
material have to be known from casting to usage. The degree of hydration α , the maturity
and the equivalent age te of the UHPC respectively are important criteria for a close
description of the material. For the purpose of temperature stress analyses it is established
to calculate the degree of hydration from the adiabatic heat release during hydration. An
accurate approach of the maturity and the equivalent age for normal strength concrete was
developed by Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1]. In this paper it is shown that the maturity
concept and the activation energy concept can be applied to a reference fine grain ultra high
performance concrete (cf. chapter 2) too.
Keywords: Ultra high performance concrete, hardening, heat release, degree of hydration
1

Introduction and Background

UHPC is often used in combination with other building materials, in so-called “hybrid” or
rangy constructions with high contents of reinforcement in combination with steel fibres. The
hardening of UHPC often occurs in thermal and mechanical bond with stiffer members [2].
High cement contents provide a quick and high heat release during hydration leading to
thermal restraint and cracking of young concrete, with the subsequence of reduced durability
of UHPC structures. Within the framework of the Priority Program 1182 - Sustainable
Building with Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC), supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) [3], the Institute for Building Materials, Concrete Structures
and Fire Protection (iBMB) is investigating the early age properties of UHPC in the normal
temperature range. The main aim is the development of constitutive models to describe the
degree of hydration and the mechanical properties of hardening UHPC. At iBMB constitutive
models of hardening concrete have been developed before describing the time dependent
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development of mechanical properties of normal strength concrete, massive concrete and
high performance concrete respectively [4, 5, 6, 7]. A heat treatment in the temperature
range up to 90°C, as it is widely used for pre-cast members, was not investigated here. Such
treatment is leading to a nearly completed hydration and autogenous shrinkage in short time.
By contrast in on-site casted constructions UHPC is hardening at ambient temperature, the
hardening process becomes influential for structural behaviour. Besides the development of
compression and tensile strength and Young’s Modulus concrete hardening models must
comprise the description of the heat release, degree of hydration, creeping and shrinkage.
The main focus of this paper is on the heat release, the development of the degree of
hydration α and the activation energy E A of UHPC.
2

Mix proportions

The investigated concrete mixture M2Q is a fine grain UHPC with a cement content of 832
kg/m³ and a water cement ratio of 0.22 developed and tested by Fehling et al. [8]. The
cement is an ordinary Portland cement CEM I 52.5 R HS/NA. The packing density of the
concrete mixture is optimized by using the following aggregates and admixtures: quartz sand
(maximum grain size 0.5 mm), a quartz flour (maximum particle size of 0.125 mm) and silica
fume (maximum particle size of 0.02 μm). An acceptable workability of the fresh concrete
was achieved by adding a superplasticiser based upon polycarboxilatether. The ductility of
the hardened concrete was improved by adding steel fibres with a length of 9 mm and 0.15
mm diameter. Table 1 gives a general survey of the mix proportions of M2Q.
Table 1:

Mix proportions of 1 m³ M2Q
M2Q

Cement CEM I 52.5R HS/NA

kg/m³

832

Quartz sand

kg/m³

975

Silica fume

kg/m³

135

Steel fibres (2.5 Vol.-%)

kg/m³

192

Quartz flour

kg/m³

207

Superplasticiser

kg/m³

29.4

Water

kg/m³

166

[-]

0.22

Water cement ratio

3

(60% liquid; 40% solid)

Experimental procedures

Since UHPC is sensitive against variation of mixing procedure, the raw materials were
weighted exactly and stored sealed at 20°C for at least 48h before the mixing process
started. The sequence of the mixing procedure is shown in table 2. For measuring the heat
release during hydration an adiabatic calorimeter is used. The fresh concrete is placed in a
10 dm³ bucket with a temperature sensor being placed in the middle of the specimen. The
calorimeter is well insulated and temperature controlled because adiabatic conditions prohibit
any heat exchange between the concrete specimen and the surroundings. All generated heat
due to hydration reactions of the cement and reactive additives remains within the concrete
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body. High temperatures occur due to the high cement content. Although the calorimeter
shown in figure 1 is cooled by oil, the tests had to be stopped before time because
temperature reached more than 110°C in less than 20 hours. This was necessary to avoid
damages of the cables and the fans. All in all eight tests were carried out. To determine the
degree of hydration and to verify the applicability of the maturity concept four different fresh
concrete temperatures were tested (10°C, 20°C, 25°C and 35°C).
Table 2:

Mixing procedure

Action

Time [sec]

Premixing of silica fume and quartz sand

240

Addition of quartz flour and cement

120

Addition of water and superplasticiser

60

Additional mixing time

300

Interspersing steel fibres

60

Final mixing time

120

Total mixing time

900

Figure 1:

Oil cooled adiabatic calorimeter

4

Results

4.1

Degree of hydration

In temperature stress analysis the degree of hydration α is usually calculated from the heat
development during hydration, directly from adiabatic calorimeter tests as shown in equation
(1).

α (t ) =
with:

α

Qad (t )
Q pot

(1)

= degree of hydration

Qad = adiabatic heat release

Q pot = maximum heat release according to equation (5)
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The adiabatic heat release Qad (t ) is directly derived from the temperature increase in the
adiabatic calorimeter. The relation between temperature rise ΔTad (t ) and adiabatic heat
release Qad (t ) can be calculated with equation (2).

ΔTad (t ) =
with:

Qad (t )
cc ⋅ ρ c

cc

= specific heat capacity of the concrete

ρc

= density of the fresh concrete

(2)

The theoretical maximum heat release ΔTpot depends on the cement composition and other
reactive additives of the mixture and is expressed by equation (3).

ΔTpot =

Q pot

(3)

cc ⋅ ρ c

So finally the degree of hydration can be given by equation (4).

α (t ) ≈

ΔTad (t )
ΔTpot

(4)

The maximum heat release Q pot is calculated by adding up the individual heat releases of
the different clinker phases Qi . Equation (5) by Rostásy and Krauß [6] is modified in order to
include silica fume.
6
⎡
⎤
Q pot = C ⋅ ⎢(1 − mSL ) ⋅ ∑ mi ⋅ Qi + mSL ⋅ Q7 ⎥ + FA ⋅ Q8 + SF ⋅ Q9
i =1
⎣
⎦

with:

(5)

Q1 to Q9 = individual heat releases of the single clinker phases (free calcium oxide,
free magnesium oxide, slag, fly ash and silica fume)

Table 3 shows the values of the several heat releases Qi [6]. The individual heat release for
silica fume is taken from [9]. The mass analyses of the portland cement have been done by
the Verein Deutscher Zementwerke (VDZ) [10] using x-ray diffraction.
Table 3:

Individual heat release in kJ/kg

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

C3S

C2S

C3A

C4AF

500

250

1340

420

Q5

Q6

free CaO free MgO
1150

840

Q7

Q8

Q9

SL

FA

SF

290

35

565

A maximum heat release Q pot of 433102 kJ/m³ can be determined for the fine grain concrete
M2Q by means of equation (5). The density value of the fresh concrete used here is the
average value of all M2Q-mixtures. The ultimate value of the heat capacity cc of the M2Qmixture can be calculated with equation (6) as shown by Krauß [7].

cc =
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1

ρc

⋅ [C ⋅ cc + W ⋅ cw + A ⋅ c A + FA ⋅ cFA + SF ⋅ cSF ]

(6)
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The maximum heat capacity of the M2Q-mixture is 1.10 kJ/(kg · K). This value is within the
range from 1.00 to 1.10 kJ/(kg · K) for concretes with quarzitic aggregates given by Rostásy
and Krauß [6]. With the maximum heat release Q pot and equation (7) the limiting value

max ΔTad is calculated to 158.42°K.

max ΔTad =

Q pot

(7)

cc ⋅ ρ c

The development of the degree of hydration is estimated with equation (8).

α (ΔTad (t )) =
with:

ΔTad (t )

ΔTad (t )
max ΔTad

(8)

= time dependent adiabatic temperature rise

max ΔTad = see equation (7)
In figure 2 the measured degree of hydration (average value of two adiabatic tests, unset
concrete temperature 20°C) is compared with the Jonasson approach, shown in equation (9).
The calculation result agrees with the experimental result besides the first hours of hydration
(dormant phase).

⎡ ⎛ ⎛ t
α (t e ) = exp ⎢− α ⎜⎜ ln⎜⎜1 + e
⎢ ⎝ ⎝ tk
⎣

Figure 2:

⎞⎞
⎟⎟ ⎟
⎟
⎠⎠

c1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(9)

Measured and calculated degree of hydration α vs. effective age te
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The effective age indicates the time span for an arbitrarily temperature history T j (t ) in which
the same degree of hydration is reached as for a temperature of T = 20°C = constant. This
approach by Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] is expressed in equation (10) and is more
specified in section 4.2.

α ad (Tc 0 + ΔTad (t )) ≡ α (20°C ; te ) ≡ α (T j (t ))

(10)

Usually models of the degree of hydration assume a complete hydration enabling a final
degree of hydration of 1.0. If the water cement ratio is less than about 0.40, such as 0.22 of
the tested M2Q-mixture, it can be expected that the hydration process will stop when the
whole store of water is consumed. Several approaches have been developed to calculate a
maximum degree of hydration αU , taking an incomplete hydration into account [11, 12, 13].
Equation (11) developed by Mills [12] gives an example how to calculate αU dependent on
the water cement ratio. For a concrete with a water cement ratio of 0.22 the maximum
degree of hydration αU would be 0.55.

αU =
4.2

1.031 ⋅ w / c
0.194 + w / c

(11)

Activation energy (EA-concept)

Concrete hardening depends on the activation energy E A . To start the hydration the
activation energy should exceed the activation barrier. The activation energy depends on the
chemical composition and the particle size distribution of the binding agents. To determine
the activation energy experimentally calorimetric tests with different fresh concrete
temperatures (10°C, 20°C, 30°C and 35°C) were carried out. The transformation of the
effective age is realized by using the maturity concept by Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen, as
shown in equation (12) [1].
t

te , j = ∫ exp
0

with:

⎤
EA ⎡ 1
1
−
⎢
⎥ dt '
R ⎣⎢ 293 273 + T j (t ' ) ⎦⎥

(12)

T j (t ' ) = temperature of concrete at position j during hardening

R

= gas constant, R = 8.315 [J/mol · K]

EA

= activation energy [J/mol]

E A / R = ratio [K] (see equation (13) or (14))
Several approaches are available to determine the value of the activation energy E A . The
approach by Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] is expressed in equation (13) and (14). This
approach assumes that a temperature dependency of E A is only valid for concrete
temperatures below 20°C. At higher temperatures above 20°C the value of E A is constant.

EA
= 4030 = const.
R
or rather
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if T ≥ 20°C

(13)
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EA
= 4030 + 177 ⋅ (20 − T )
R

if T < 20°C

(14)

Another approach to determine the activation energy is made by Jonasson [14] (see
equation (15)).

E A = Θ ref

⎛ 30 ⎞
⋅⎜
⎟
⎝ T + 10 ⎠

κ

(15)

with: Θ ref = 47.39 kJ/mol

κ

= 0.54

The approach of van Breugel [15] is based exclusively upon the C3S content of the cement
used (see equation (16)).

E A = 30 + 0.33 ⋅ m(C3 S )

(16)

Compared to the approaches of Jonasson [14] and van Breugel [15] the approach of
Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] seems to be more appropriate to determine the activation
energy E A . Figure 3 shows the degree of hydration α versus the effective age te calculated
with the model for the activation energy E A by Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] for the four
temperatures of the fresh concrete included. Ideally all values of α and te should be
temperature independent if the approach applies. The differences between the calculation
results in figure 3 can be explained with uncertainties calculating max ΔTad (see equation
(7)) and with unavoidable scattering of mixing proportions and measurement procedures.

Figure 3:

Calculated degree of hydration α vs. effective age te

5

Conclusions

The calorimetric tests carried out so far show a sufficient reproducibility. The calculation of
the degree of hydration by means of the adiabatic heat release seems to be a suited
415

instrument for UHPC too. It should be pointed out that the water cement ratio of 0.22 of the
M2Q-mixture is limiting the final degree of hydration. The end of hydration αU can be
calculated as shown in section 4.1. Another intention was to show the applicability of the
maturity concept of Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] for UHPC at the example of the M2Qmixture. It could be shown that the concept of Freiesleben Hansen/Pedersen [1] is suited to
describe the activation energy dependent temperature development appropriately. This
indicates that constitutive models describing the time dependent material properties of
normal and high strength concrete developed at the iBMB [5, 6] can be applied also on
UHPC.
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Summary
The investigations on Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) with different High Resolution Electron Microscopy Imaging Techniques and Isothermal Heat Conduction (DCA) show
a strong retardation of the hydration process caused by a high amount of superplasticizer.
The C-S-H phases with a length of max. 200 nm are visible after 18 hours of hydration time.
During the hardening process an extremely dense and compact UHPC microstructure is
formed. For this purpose a FE-SEM with high resolution low vacuum imaging capabilities in
the low voltage mode (using a helix detector) was deployed. The existing results of pretreated UHPC (stored in water or heat treated up to 90 °C) show no significant deterioration
in the microstructure and only marginal elongation after the storage in the climate chamber.
In pre-damaged samples with microcracks a “secondary hydration” of unreacted clinker particles can be observed. In heat treated samples also a secondary ettringite formation can be
found. Nevertheless, the elongation damage threshold value of 0.4 mm/m was not exceeded.
Keywords: UHPC, hydration, microstructure, durability
1

Introduction

So far only a few investigations on the hydration process, the formation of the microstructure
and the durability under defined climate conditions of UHPC have been published. In this
paper the hydration process and the formation of the microstructure were investigated on
samples which had been stored in water or had undergone a heat treatment.
Several high resolution electron microscopy imaging techniques (ESEM-FEG and FE-SEM)
were used for the imaging of the hydration process and for the characterization of the complex microstructure of UHPC. In addition DCA and quantitative X-ray phase analysis were
used. These results are not presented here and can be taken from [1, 2]. Furthermore, the
durability of UHPC was evaluated by means of cyclic climate storage, a procedure developed
in Weimar at the Bauhaus University. This program simulates the climate conditions in
Central Europe in an accelerated manner on constructions exposed to free weathering [3].
All investigations were carried out on a standardized fine grain UHPC mixture (M2Q).
Furthermore, durability studies were performed on a standardized coarse grain UHPC
mixture (B4Q).
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2

Materials and Methods

The investigations were carried out on two UHPC reference mixtures (M2Q, B4Q) [4]. An
ordinary Portland cement (OPC) CEM I 52.5 R – HS/NA and the following additives and
aggregates were used: silica fume, quartz powder, quartz sand (0.125/0.5 mm), basalt (2/8
mm), and superplaticizers (SP) based on polycarboxylate ether. In order to improve the
ductility of the material steel fibres (length/diameter: 9.0/0.15 mm) were used. The chemical
composition and the properties of the raw materials can be taken from [1, 2].
For the investigations of the hydration process and the characterization of the very dense
and complex microstructure of UHPC various High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy
(HR-SEM) imaging techniques were used such as [5, 6]:
•

ESEM-FEG in a water vapour atmosphere (WET mode) – in early state of the hydration
process: During the early hydration process of cementitious materials it is possible to
image the microstructure in detail at high accelerating voltages and at high water vapour
pressures (relative humidity near 100 %) in the sample chamber. Through crystal
formation and growth during the hydration process the microstructure becomes more and
more dense. In the ESEM-WET mode the high gas pressure in the sample chamber
causes a significant scattering of the primary electron beam (“beam skirting“). In order to
optimize the contrast conditions we have used another type of microscope - the Nova
NanoSEM - for more dense and complex microstructures.

•

Ultra high resolution FE-SEM (Nova NanoSEM, FEI Company): This microscope was
deployed for the investigations in the low voltage mode with imaging capabilities in a
water vapour pressure up to 1.3 mbar in the sample chamber. High resolution (e.g. 1.8
nm at 3 kV) without partial charge build-up can be achieved by means of a helix detector
when the magnetic immersion lens technology is connected with the ESEM technology.
By means of this type of microscope it becomes possible to choose excitation conditions
for charging non-coated and extreme dense materials in such a way that contrast rich
imaging as well as spatial resolution in the X-ray microanalysis can be optimized. This
method enables us to see structures in ultra-high-resolution which are not evident using
conventional SEM or ESEM.

•

High resolution backscattered electron (BSE) imaging technique on highly polished
microsections cut through the UHPC microstructure: The BSE image contrast is
generated by the different phase compositions relative to their average atomic number
and is observed by the differential brightness in the image (material contrast).
The hydration process and the development of the microstructure were studied in detail on
the reference mixture M2Q. The investigations were carried out on samples stored in water
(series A) and on samples which had been heat treated (series B). After the production of the
concrete the samples were kept in moulds at room temperature (20°C) for 48 hours. After the
de-moulding the samples of series A were stored in water until examination. Series B was
heat treated in a regime of 90°C maximum temperature for 48 hours analogous to the heat
treatment regime of [4] and afterwards stored under standard conditions (20°C, 65% RH).
Investigations on the durability were carried out in a climate simulation chamber (Feutron
Klimasimulation GmbH, Greiz). The cyclic climate storage had been developed in Weimar.
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This program can simulate weather conditions in Central Europe (such as: drying,
moisturing, freezing and thawing). The cycle scheme for the climate simulation chamber is
described in [1, 3, 9]. It is especially tailored for problems relating to alkali silica reaction
(ASR) [3, 7]. The cement and silica fume (SF) content in UHPC mixtures is generally high.
For this reason it is necessary to estimate the durability of UHPC regarding ASR. A
homogenous dispersion of silica fume is an essential prerequisite to prevent ASR. In these
investigations the silica fume is added as dry component, usually slurry is used, but this
would exceed the required water to cement ratio. At an age of 8 days the samples were
undergone the cyclic climate storage. The pre-treatment of the samples was similar to the
investigations by means of electron microscopy. After the twelfth day a pre-damage due to
mechanical stresses was carried out to increase the permeability of the concrete and to
accelerate possible damaging potentials [8]. The pre-damage was reviewed with resonance
frequency measurements. One cycle of the cyclic chamber storage lasts 21 days and
simulated drying at 60°C and <10 % relative humidity [RH] (4 days), moisturizing at 45°C and
100 % RH (14 days) and freeze - thaw – alteration between +20°C and -20°C according the
CDF-Test (3 days). An evaluation of the expansion by cyclic chamber storage is usually
carried out after 6 – 8 cycles (Fig. 9) [3, 7, 9].
3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Hydration process and microstructure of UHPC

The aspect of extremely dense microstructures is particularly important during the investigation of UHPC by means of electron microscopy. The UHPC mixtures were optimized as to
their grading. They have - when used with superplaticizers - a very low water to cement ratio
(approx. 0.22). Because of the spatial limitation caused by the dense mixture it comes to an
extreme obstruction of growth of the hydration products being formed. The image sequence
(Fig. 1–4) shows the hydration process and the development of the UHPC microstructure
under usage of ESEM in WET mode. The sequence was taken on pasty samples in the early
hydration state (scratched by the micromanipulator in the sample chamber). Then, with the
hydration proceeding, fresh fracture patterns were imaged. Up to a hydration time of eight
hours and beyond, the microstructure of the UHPC reference mixture is dominated by
spherical silica fume particles (Fig. 1). Between the silica fume spheres isolated ettringite
crystals with a short prismatic habit (length up to 400 nm) are visible. The hydration of the
clinker phase alite is retarded up to this point in time by the superplaticizer used, so that no
C-S-H phases are observed. With the hydration process proceeding, after a time of 18 hours,
C-S-H phases having a length of up to 200 nm are visible (see Fig. 2). After further six hours
hydration time (1 day) a clear densification of the microstructure can be observed caused
mainly by the growth and new formation of C-S-H phases. At individual points the alite phase
of the clinker grains having a size of up to 1 µm has been dissolved completely and cavities
(hollow shell grains) have been formed in the microstructure (Fig. 3, see arrows). The microstructure densification continues to progress, this becomes evident e.g. on the basis of Fig. 4
after a hydration time of six days at a fresh fracture surface (the crack runs through the
quartz grain as well as the UHPC matrix). It is clearly visible that at an accelerating voltage -
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necessary in the ESEM WET-mode - certain structure components (mainly C-S-H phases,
SF and ettringite) cannot be imaged clearly although the resolution is high.

Figure 1: Hydration time 8 h: spherical Figure 2:
Hydration time 18 h: needle-like
silica fume particles and short prismatic C-S-H phases (length up to 200 nm) and
(length up to 400 nm) ettringite crystals
cavities on the surface of an alite grain

Figure 3: Hydration time 24 h: densifica- Figure 4:
Hydration time 6 d: fractured
tion of the UHPC matrix, some of the clinker surface: the crack runs through the quartz
grains completely dissolved (see arrows)
grain as well as the UHPC matrix
Only by optimizing the contrast by means of Nova NanoSEM at low accelerating voltages in
a low water vapour atmosphere it becomes possible to image such extremely dense microstructures in detail at high resolution and without charge build-up artifacts. The microstructures of UHPC imaged by means of this type of microscope (with helix detector) can be
looked at in Fig. 5 and 6. The several hydration and reaction products in the microstructure
can now clearly be imaged at a high resolution. A further option to characterize ultra dense
microstructures is the FE-SEM analysis using backscattered electron imaging in combination
with X-ray microanalysis. Modern detectors permit a high-resolution BSE-imaging at polished
specimens using accelerating voltages between 4 and 10 kV. The most important contrast
mechanism of BSE is the dependence of the backscattering coefficient on the mean atomic
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number (Z) which allows phases with differences in Z to be recognized (material contrast).
Due to the comparatively small mean atomic number of the silica fume (spherical particles of
glass) Z = 10.8 it can be imaged clearly in the UHPC matrix.

Figure 5: 2d hydration time: by optimizing Figure 6:
8 d hydration time: interface
the contrast even very dense microstructures area of the partially dissolved alite clinker
can be imaged in detail
grain and the dense matrix

Figure 7: Heat treated sample after 4 d
hydration time: marginal heterogeneous dissolution of alite (see arrows); sf – silica fume
– dark spherical particles (see white circles)

Figure 8: Heat treated sample after 28d
hydration time: phases of a clinker grain with
different reactivity – with line marked the
former grain size

After a hydration time of 4 days (heat treated sample) the clinker grain shows only a
marginal, heterogeneous dissolution structure of the alite phase (Fig. 7). On the other hand
after a hydration time of 28 d (see Fig. 8) the clinker grain shows a strongly dissolved area of
the alite phase (reaction zone approx. 1 µm). In contrast the weaker reactive clinker phases
ferrite and belite appear in their original habit. So one can see the former clinker grain
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surface (white line in Fig. 8) which is also decorated by the dark spherical silica fume
particles in the matrix.
3.2

Durability

In the following paragraph the UHPC reference mixtures M2Q-SP1 and B4Q-SP2 are
evaluated as to their durability. After every climate cycle the expansion was measured. At the
beginning of these measurements a tempering of the concrete samples to 20°C is necessary
to eliminate a temperature influence. An uncritical threshold of expansion was determined at
0.4 mm/m. After the drying period of the climate cycle the mass and the dynamic elastic
modulus were routinely measured [3, 7]. Every second cycle the microstructure is studied
with ESEM and SEM to investigate changes in the microstructure. In Fig. 9 the expansion of
the reference mixture M2Q-SP1 is shown.

WS-pre-dam

HT-pre-dam

WS-undam

HT-undam

Concrete /7/

0,50

0,35
0,30

8. Cycle

0,40
6. Cycle

Expansion [mm/m]

0,45

0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00
8

Figure 9:

50

92 134 176 218 260 302 344 386 428 470 512 554 596 638
Sample age [d]

Expansion measurements of reference mixture M2Q-SP1 (water storage with
pre-damage [WS-pre-dam], heat treatment with pre-damage [HT-pre-dam], water
storage undamaged [WS-undam], heat treatment undamaged [HT-undam])

It is obvious that the expansion of the UHPC reference mixture is below the threshold of 0.4
mm/m regardless of water storage, heat treatment or pre-damaging. During the first two cycles of cyclic climate storage a minor increase in the expansion caused by a hygric expansion can be observed. For comparison purposes a normal concrete (CEM I 32,5R, greywacke, quartz sand) with a w/c-ratio of 0.45 has been integrated in Fig. 9. You can see a
continuous increase of expansion. After 10 cycles of storage the threshold is trespassed. The
expansion progression of the heat treated reference mixture M2Q-SP1 shows the double
amount of expansion compared to water storage. A value of 0.2 mm/m is not exceeded. Only
a minor difference can be observed between the undamaged and pre-damaged series. So
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far after 29 cycles (603 days) no increase in expansion could be measured. For a final
assessment of the samples with a highly impermeable microstructure the usual evaluation
period of 6-8 cycles has to be exceeded. The measurement period has to be expanded to 24
months (after manufacturing). The durability investigations in cyclic climate storage were also
carried out with a coarse grain reference mixture (B4Q-SP2: Figure is not displayed). The
water stored, pre-damaged samples show an expansion value of max. 0.2 mm/m. The
undamaged samples show an expansion value between 0 - 0.07 mm/m compared to the predamaged samples. By means of electron microscopy investigations it was found that in predamaged samples a ‘second hydration’ takes place namely in the crack areas (Fig. 10). After
the 4th cycle of cyclic climate storage it can be observed that in heat treated and predamaged samples a delayed ettringite formation (Fig. 10) occurs in cracks having a width
smaller than 10 µm. Cracks which exceeded a crack width of 10 µm show a strong
carbonation effect. Furthermore, it was found that cracks near the surface were filled with
calcium carbonate. Through insufficient dispersion of silica fume isolated silica fume
aggregates are present in the UHPC microstructure. An ASR (Fig. 11) can take place
irrespective of the storage conditions like heat treatment, water storage or cyclic climate
storage. Although a cement with a low alkali content was used an ASR could not be avoided.

Figure 10: UHPC – reference mixture M2QSP1 after 10th cycle in cyclic climate storage
(218 days), delayed ettringite formation and
C-S-H phases (crack width ≤ 10 µm)
4

Figure 11: Cement + silica fume + SP1 after
heat treatment and a hydration time of 28
days, silica fume accumulation and
development of cracks caused by ASR

Conclusions

Different HR-SEM imaging techniques are necessary for the characterization of the hydration
process and the development of the microstructure of UHPC: ESEM in WET mode for the
early hydration process, NanoSEM for the examination of the extremely dense microstructures of hardened samples and BSE imaging analysis for polished microsections. A strong
retardation of the hydration process caused by a high amount of superplasticizer can be observed. Furthermore, the growth of ettringite is influenced. The length of the ettringite crystals
is smaller than 600 nm whereas under “normal” cement hydration conditions a length of up to
3 µm is visible. Clinker grains smaller than 2 µm had often been completely dissolved, re423

sulting in hollow shell grains in the UHPC microstructure. The bonding between the aggregates and the UHPC matrix is very strong. The interfacial region shows no gaps between
these components. Individual silica fume aggregates up to a diameter of 250 µm are visible
in the UHPC microstructure irrespective of the storage conditions of the samples. Locally
concentrated a starting ASR can be observed but the typical crack formation occurs isolated
around the silica fume aggregates. No damages due to ASR occur. Investigations on the durability in a climate simulation chamber show that the expansion of the UHPC reference
mixtures is below the threshold value of 0.4 mm/m regardless of water storage, heat treatment or pre-damaging. In heat treated and pre-damaged samples a delayed ettringite formation in microcracks with a crack width smaller than 10 µm can be observed whereas in wider
cracks a strong carbonation occurs. Nevertheless the expansion threshold value is not trespassed.
5
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Mitigation of volume changes of Ultra-High Performance
Concrete (UHPC) by using Super Absorbent Polymers
Summary
Autogenous shrinkage is one of the major sources of volume changes in Ultra-High
Performance Concrete (UHPC), which leads to the development of eigenstresses as well as
stresses due to external restraints, and finally to concrete cracking. The internal curing of
concrete using small, well distributed water reservoirs seems to be able to solve this
problem. In this research project, the effects of the internal curing by using Super Absorbent
Polymers (SAP) on autogenous shrinkage and other properties of a self-compacting UHPC
were investigated. The results of the investigation display that the autogenous shrinkage
after concrete setting was strongly reduced by the internal curing, while rheological
properties of fresh concrete and the strength of hardened concrete did not change negatively
upon adding SAP if the right amount of extra water was added for the purpose of internal
curing.
Keywords: UHPC, autogenous shrinkage, internal curing, Super Absorbent Polymers (SAP)
1

Introduction

High Strength/High Performance Concrete (HSC/HPC) and Ultra-High Performance
Concrete (UHPC) have become objects of intensive research due to their advantages: high
compressive strength to density ratio, high durability, favourable workability etc., which
justifies the use of the term “high performance” materials.
However, the low water to cement ratios (below 0.4), which are necessary for the
enhancement of strength and durability, lead to a so-called self-desiccation of concrete as a
result of the cement hydration process [1]. This causes considerable volume changes known
as autogenous shrinkage, which in turn lead to the development of eigenstresses as well as
stresses due to external restraints, and finally to concrete cracking. Mitigation of autogenous
shrinkage using external curing is not effective due to the fact that very dense microstructure
of HPC or UHPC enables only very slow water ingress into interior of concrete members.
In this research project, the effectiveness of the internal curing was investigated for UHPC,
while Super Absorbent Polymers (SAP) were used as materials, which first absorb water in
the fresh mix and subsequently release it when the relative humidity in the pore system
decreases due to the hydration process. The particular UHPC under investigation was
developed for a pavilion built in conjunction with the FIFA World Cup 2006 in Germany and
situated in Kaiserslautern, one of the host cities. The pavilion was designed as a filigree, thin-
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walled structure with very slender columns (minimum wall thickness of 20 mm), and without
conventional reinforcement, cf. Figure 1 (structural design: Prof. Schnell, TU Kaiserslautern).
Besides the requirement for reduced autogenous shrinkage, a number of specific
requirements were defined with regard to concrete to be developed due to particularities of
the design and production process: high durability, enhanced ductility, self-compaction as
well as “perfect” surface appearance with an appealing anthracite colour. This paper reports
the effects of the SAP addition on autogenous shrinkage of UHPC as well as on other
properties of fresh and hardened concrete.

Figure 1:

Pavilion made of UHPC with internal curing by using SAP

2

Concrete composition

A number of different compositions was developed and tested in the process of the mixture
development and optimisation. Detailed information on the material design is published
elsewhere [2]. Table 1 gives four of the tested UHPC compositions, which particularly met
the requirements with regard to the strength and workability of concrete. The so-called
reference mixtures without (Ref) and with (Ref-SAP) addition of SAP were produced without
pigment, while ELBA one-wave laboratory 60 l mixer was used. In order to supply additional
water for internal curing, the total amount of mixing water was increased in the mixture RefSAP so that an amount of entrained water was equal to the water to cement ratio increase by
0.05 compared to the reference mixture without SAP. The mixture Pav-SAP is the
composition which was used for the construction of the pavilion. In comparison to the RefSAP, changes involved a slight decrease of water to cement ratio (including extra water),
addition of the pigment and utilization of a high intensity mixer of the Eirich company. The
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mixture Pav differs from Pav-SAP only by the absence of SAP and a lower addition of water
which would correspond to a reduction of the total water to cement ratio by 0.03.
Table 1:

Compositions of UHPC under investigation with and without addition of SAP

Components

Ref

Ref-SAP

Pav

Pav-SAP

Cement CEM I 42.5 R HS

kg/m³

800

800

800

800

Silica fume

kg/m³

120

120

120

120

Water (total)

kg/m³

171

211

179

203

SAP

% m.c.

-

0.4

-

0.4

0.24

0.29
(0.24+0.05)

0.25

0.28
(0.25+0.03)

W/c total
((w/c)effective + (w/c)internal curing)

kg/m³

Quartz powder

kg/m³

211

190

206

195

Fine sand 0.125/0.5 mm

kg/m³

234

211

229

217

Crashed basalt sand 0/2 mm

kg/m³

188

169

184

173

Basalt split 2/5 mm

kg/m³

533

481

522

493

Steel fibre 6x0.015 mm

kg/m³

144

144

144

144

Superplasticizer

% m.c.

4.3

4.3

4.3

4.3

Pigment Fe2O3

kg/m³

-

-

12

12

In both mixtures with SAP addition (Ref-SAP and Pav-SAP), the amount of SAP was 0.4
mass% of cement. Covalently cross linked acrylamide/acrylic acid copolymers were used as
SAP. It consisted of suspension polymerised, spherical particles with an averaged particles
size of approx. 200 µm, cf. Figure 2.

Figure 2:
3

Dry SAP particles

Figure 3:

Slump Flow test on fresh
UHPC

Properties of fresh concrete

Fresh concrete was subjected to the slump flow tests (Figure 3) using standard slump cones
for concretes (height of 300 mm) and mortars (height of 60 mm). Additionally, V-funnel tests
were performed. The measured averaged values of the slump flow diameter relate to the
yield stress of concrete, while the V-funnel flow time relates to the apparent viscosity of
mixtures. Table 2 gives the results obtained from these tests.
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Table 2:
Mixture

Results of rheological measurements
w/c (total)

SAP

[-]

[% m.c.]

Slump flow [mm]

V-funnel

Small

Large

flow time [s]

Ref

0.24

0

240

675

44

Ref-SAP

0.29

0.4

265

765

14

Pav

0.25

0

270

770

5

Pav-SAP

0.28

0.4

270

780

13

With regard to the obtained slump flow values, all presented mixtures can be considered as
self-compacting. However, it is obvious, that the difference in the water addition
(corresponding w/c = 0.05) in the reference mixtures Ref and Ref-SAP was too high. Not all
extra water in the mixture Ref-SAP was absorbed by SAP, which lead to an increase in the
slump flow and a considerable decrease in the V-funnel flow time.
In the mixture Pav-SAP the amount of extra water corresponded to an increase of water to
cement ratio by 0.03 in comparison to the mixture Pav (no SAP addition). As a result,
identical slump flow values were measured for both mixtures. However, slight difference
could be observed with regard to the V-funnel flow time: the mixture with SAP showed a
higher viscosity.
From the experience collected until now, it can be pointed out that the measurement of
rheological behaviour can serve as a reliable indicator of the water demand of SAP in the
fresh mixture and correspondingly of the approximate amount of water available for internal
curing. The investigations on this issue continue using a universal rheometer.
4

Water entrained pores in hardened concrete

Different methods were used in order to investigate the shape, sizes and spatial distribution
of pores entrained by means of SAP. Micro-computer tomography images of hardened
UHPC showed that such pores were regularly distributed over the concrete volume (cf.
Figure 4) which is an important prerequisite with regard to the efficiency of internal curing.
Figure 5 gives an SEM image of an entrained water pore: it corresponds to the spherical
shape of dry SAP particle (cf. Figure 2), just like before their addition to the mixture. Due to
the absorption of water, the pores are considerably bigger then the SAP particles. The
investigations on the entire pore content, number of pores and pore size distribution
continue.
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1 mm

Figure 4:

5

Micro-computer tomography
image of pores entrained by
using SAP

Figure 5:

Entrained pore in hardened
UHPC

Autogenous shrinkage

The measurements of autogenous shrinkage were carried out using corrugated tubes
according to the method developed by Ole M. Jensen [3]. This method allows a continuous
measurement of the deformation of concrete starting immediately after filling the tubes.
In order to enable the evaluation of the results with regard to the stress-inducing parts of
these deformations, the setting behaviour of concrete was recorded as well. For this purpose
testing procedure acc. to DIN 480-2 was used, which implies the measurement of the change
in a pin penetration in mortar over time. The time of final set was chosen as ‘time zero’ as the
time of the fluid-solid transition, when self-supporting skeleton is formed and the subsequent
autogenous deformations lead in the hardening concrete, if hindered, to development of
tensile stresses in concrete and eventually to cracking.
Figure 6 shows representative autogenous strain-time curves obtained for the first 28 days
after the end of concrete setting for the compositions with and without SAP. The curves were
derived from the bulk strain data by subtracting the strain value at the end of setting, so that
only potential stress inducing strains were considered. The mixtures with addition of SAP (RefSAP and Pav-SAP) showed a dramatic decrease of the autogenous shrinkage in comparison
with the corresponding mixtures without SAP (Ref and Pav). For example, at the concrete age
of 3 days the autogenous shrinkage of the reference concrete Ref-SAP was in average about
50 µm/m, while the corresponding values for the reference concrete without SAP were above
400 µm/m.. Further data on autogenous shrinkage of different UHPC compositions may be
found in [2].
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Figure 6:

a) Dilatometer for autogenous shrinkage measurements; b) Development of the
autogenous shrinkage of UHPC with and without internal curing versus time

6

Mechanical properties

The compression strength was measured on cubes with a side length of 150 mm as well as
on the halves of small beams (cross-section equal to 40 mm by 40 mm, these specimens will
be referred further as “prisms”), which were obtained from the previously performed bend
tests according to EN 196-1. Two different curing conditions were applied for the specimens:
storing unsealed in the standard laboratory climate and tested at the age of 28 days, and
alternatively, storing sealed at a temperature of 20°C.
Table 3 gives the average values obtained from the tests as well as the corresponding
standard deviations. The higher values obtained from the experiments on small prisms are
commonly observed in comparison to the tests on larger cubes. This phenomenon can be
traced back to the size effects and to some particularities of the test set-up.
The measurement on both reference mixtures Ref and Ref-SAP were performed on the
specimens stored in the standard laboratory climate right after demoulding. In this series a
slight but clear decrease of the compressive and flexural strength could be observed. This
could be expected, since, as shown in the Section 3 of this paper, the addition of curing
water was too high and correspondingly the effective water to cement ratio of the mixture
Ref-SAP was likely higher than that of the mixture Ref.
The interpretation of the results from the test on the concretes Pav and Pav-SAP can not be
that straightforward. The compression tests on cubes provided equal values for both
mixtures in the case of the storing in the standard laboratory climate (unsealed). However,
the compressive strength measured on sealed cubes was lower in the case of the mixture
with SAP. The compressive strength from the tests on prisms at the concrete age of 28 days
showed, on the contrary, equal values for both mixtures in the case of the sealed specimens,
but lower values for the mixture with SAP in the case of the unsealed ones. In the bend tests
on sealed specimens made of the mixture with SAP, higher flexural strength was measured
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in comparison to the mixture without SAP, while for the unsealed specimens the flexural
strength was higher in the case of the mixture without the SAP addition.
Table 3:

Mechanical properties of investigated concretes (average values), Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.
Flexural strength [MPa]

Compressive strength [MPa]
Mixture

Cubes
Unsealed

Prisms

Sealed

Unsealed

Prisms
Unsealed

Sealed

Sealed

28d

2d

28d

28d

2d

28d

28d

2d

28d

Ref

132
(4)

-

-

172
(3)

-

-

16.4
(0.4)

-

-

Ref-SAP

129
(4)

-

-

150
(1)

-

-

12.3
(0.8)

-

-

Pav

140
(3)

96
(-)

139
(-)

163
(6)

112
(3)

166
(2)

20.9
(2.4)

13.0
(0.6)

15.3
(1.1)

140
85
131
(6)
(-)
(-)
(-) only two specimens were tested

150
(6)

107
(2)

166
(4)

16.1
(-)

14.8
(-)

19.1
(1.2)

Pav-SAP

A number of possible mechanisms influencing the compressive and flexural strength, partly
in different or even opposite ways, could be responsible for the findings. For sure the water
content and moisture distribution is one of them, a very evident one. Higher water content
causes generally lower strength value, so do the pronounced moisture gradients over the
cross-section of the specimens (leading to eigenstresses). The geometry of the specimens
and the mode of loading are decisive with regard to the effect of these factors on the strength
values. Information on the moisture content and distribution in the specimens should be
collected for a more precise interpretation.
Also other particular mechanisms leading to the observed effects on the mechanical
properties of UHPC must still be investigated in more detail. Generally, on the one hand, a
reduction of strength of the concrete matrix can be expected for the mixtures with SAP and
extra water as a result of the formation of entrained pores (cf. Figure 4), which are initially
filled with water. Such voids affect the strength negatively. On the other hand – due to
internal water supply – the hydration process continues and the microstructure of the matrix
becomes denser, which is positive with regard to the strength development. Finally, due to
the reduction of the autogenous shrinkage of the cement paste, the internal stresses
resulting from the hindrance of shrinkage deformations by stiff aggregates are more
developed in the specimens with SAP. However, there is no quantitative information on these
effects.
Comparing the tests results obtained for the concrete age of 2 days and 28 days it can be
stated that the increase in strength of the mixture with SAP is more pronounced. This can be
probably traced back to the more intensive continuation of the hydration process for the
concrete with internal curing.
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7

Conclusions and final comments

From the performed experiments on the effect of internal curing using SAP on the material
behaviour of the developed UHPC, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The addition of SAP has no negative effect on the workability of concrete if extra water
for internal curing is used.
- The applied SAP material displayed a sufficient robustness in the highly alkaline
concrete environment as well as in the case of a relatively high mechanical loading
during mixing process in a high intensity mixer.
- The internal curing using SAP practically eliminated autogenous shrinkage of the investigated UHPC for the first week after setting. With increasing age, i.e. with
continuing hydration process, water “reservoirs” gradually expired and as a result, the
autogenous shrinkage increased, however, still remaining small. In contrast, a very
pronounced autogenous shrinkage was observed for the UHPC mixtures without SAP.
- There are no pronounced negative effects on the compressive strength and the flexural
strength of UHPC upon adding SAP if a right amount of extra water is added for the
purpose of internal curing.
Based on these results, worldwide first known practical application of internal curing, a
filigree pavilion in Kaiserslautern (Germany), was successfully built.
However, further intensive research is needed for a better understanding of the kinetics of
water absorption by SAP in fresh concrete and the subsequent water release in the
hardening concrete. With this knowledge the efficiency of internal curing using SAP could be
further improved. This is the goal of an ongoing research program by the authors. The
program deals with HPC and UHPC and includes the investigation of the effects of the type
of SAP, particle size, absorption capacity of ionic solutions, quantity of the added SAP and
other parameters.
8
[1]
[2]

[3]
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Autogenous Shrinkage Strain of Ultra-High-Performance
Concrete (UHPC)
Summary
Very low water/cement-ratios are accompanied by high autogenous shrinkage in the early
stage of hydration and strength development, potentially leading to cracks. Results of
autogenous shrinkage strain of UHPC reported to date show a huge variation mainly
attributable to different measurement methods and experimental setups. The values
presented herein were obtained from small prisms with a mechanically coupled sensor. The
initial set was taken as time-zero. The influence of cement, water/cement-ratio, content of
silica fume, superplasticizer and steel fibres was focused upon. The autogenous shrinkage
strain at the age of 28 days was between approx. 0.6 and 0.9 mm/m. The shrinkage rate was
particularly high within the first day.
Keywords: ultra-high-performance concrete, autogenous shrinkage
1

Introduction

The volume of concrete diminishes as pore water is either incorporated into hydration
products or evaporates to the ambient air. The volume change due to hydration of cement is
called chemical shrinkage, while evaporation of water causes the known drying shrinkage.
Part of the chemical shrinkage is the autogenous shrinkage. This term is widely accepted for
the macroscopic volume reduction of a hardening concrete specimen which is not subjected
to evaporation. Autogenous shrinkage is commonly attributed to the internal desiccation.
The autogenous shrinkage can be measured either linearly or volumetrically and vertically or
horizontally [1]; values usually are given in linear strain. The autogenous shrinkage strain is
considerably influenced by the way it is measured. Its rate usually reaches a maximum within
the first 24 hours and decreases significantly afterwards. The concrete age, at which the
measurement starts, is fundamental for the outcome of the measurement. The age, at which
concrete has formed a self-supportive skeleton, sufficiently solid to transfer relevant tensile
stresses, is called “time-zero” [2]. When the risk of early-age cracking is to be evaluated, it is
essential to start the measurement of the autogenous shrinkage by time-zero. Time-zero
needs to be determined individually for every concrete composition based on an
experimental convention, for example the initial setting [3]. Like hydration, time-zero under
field conditions is affected by the course of temperature.
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2

Current State of Knowledge

The basic mechanisms underlying the autogenous shrinkage are known. It generally
increases with decreasing water/cement-ratio. The usage of silica fume reportedly increases
the autogenous shrinkage. While these correlations have been examined extensively for
high-performance concrete, only few parameter studies have been undertaken for UHPC.
In [4] the linear horizontal autogenous shrinkage of UHPC (fc28=156 MPa, CEM I 42,5 R,
w/c=0.268, s/c=0.2, max. grain size: 0.8 mm) amounted to about 0.4 mm/m from the moment
of maximum temperature (32.8 °C at the age of 45.5 hours) inside the concrete specimen
(150 x 150 x 700 mm³) to the age of 28 days, taken with two mechanically coupled sensors.
The thermal dilation was subtracted from the total deformation based on the approximation of
a constant coefficient of thermal expansion, which was quantified at the age of 14 days (12.6
µm/m/K).
A similar method was used in [5] for UHPC (fc28=155 MPa, CEM I 52,5 R, w/c=0.20,
s/c=0.325). The coefficient of thermal expansion (22 µm/m/K after 3 days) was calculated
from the deformations of normal (20 °C) and heat (42 °C) cured samples. The time-zero was
chosen at the equivalent age of 1 day. The calculated autogenous shrinkage from time-zero
to the age of 6 days was 0.4 mm/m.
Results of the autogenous shrinkage of temperature controlled, horizontal prisms (100 x 100
x 500 mm³) made of very high-strength concrete (fc28=140 MPa, CEM I 52,5, w/c=0.276,
s/c=0.20, steel fibres: 77 kg/m³, max. grain size: 16 mm) are presented in [6]. The isothermal
measurement started at initial set. The autogenous shrinkage at the age of 28 days was
approx. 0.8 mm/m.
In [7] the autogenous shrinkage of UHPC (fc28=171 MPa, CEM I 42,5 R/HS, w/c=0.27,
s/c=0.30) was determined on horizontal cylinders. The influence of an increase in
temperature by 1.7 K inside the specimens at the beginning of the acceleration period was
shown to be negligible. The steep increase of temperature at the age of 6.5 hours was taken
as time-zero. Initial and final set occurred at 6.4 and 6.6 hours respectively. The autogenous
shrinkage amounted to approx. 1.2 mm/m after 24 hours and 1.7 mm/m after 28 days.
In [8] again, temperature controlled, horizontal prisms (50 x 50 x 1000 mm³) were examined.
Time-zero was chosen as the end of swelling, which lasted until the age of 31 hours,
obviously owing to the extreme retardation effect of the superplasticizer. The autogenous
shrinkage of the UHPC (fc28=168 MPa, CEM I 52,5 N, w/c=0.18, s/c=0.26, c:1050 kg/m³,
steel fibres: 470 kg/m³, max. grain size: 0.5 mm) from time-zero to the age of 7 days was
approx. 0.325 mm/m.
In [9] the measurement of autogenous shrinkage apparently began 24 hours after mixing.
Vertical cylinders (d=90mm, l=600 mm) were used. The strain resulted in approx. 0.56 mm/m
after 28 days. Similar values were obtained with a similar method in [10].
Some of the aforementioned results are summarized in Figure 1. Though the investigated
concrete compositions were quite similar, the results show a huge variation. This can be
attributed mainly to the different measurement methods and experimental setups.
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Autogenous shrinkage strain [mm/m]

1.8

[4] (fc28=156 MPa, CEM I 42,5 R,
w/c=0.268, s/c=0.2, max. grain
size: 0.8 mm)

1.6
1.4

[5] (fc28=155 MPa, CEM I 52,5 R,
w/c=0.20, s/c=0.325)

1.2
1.0

[6] (fc28=140 MPa, CEM I 52,5,
w/c=0.276, s/c=0.20, steel fibres:
77 kg/m³, max. grain size: 16 mm)

0.8

[7] (fc28=171 MPa, CEM I 42,5
R/HS, w/c=0.27, s/c=0.30)

0.6
0.4

[8] (fc28=168 MPa, CEM I 52,5 N,
w/c=0.18, s/c=0.26, c:1050 kg/m³,
steel fibres: 470 kg/m³, max. grain
size: 0.5 mm)

0.2
0.0
0

7
14
21
Time after time-zero [d] (time-zero: t = 0)

28

Figure 1:

Results of the autogenous shrinkage of UHPC from time-zero (t = 0). Data: [4-8]

3

Measurement technique

There is no common standard for measuring the autogenous shrinkage yet. This may be due
to the complexity of the task. The particular importance of determining time-zero has already
been discussed above. Another problem lies in the separation of thermal dilation and
autogenous shrinkage [11, 12]. While isothermal methods eliminate the influence of changing
temperature histories on the autogenous shrinkage, they do not necessarily allow for realistic
predictions of the behaviour of a concrete member with a large cross section or at varying
ambient temperatures. However, as typical concrete members made of HPC or UHPC are
rather slender, prisms with a small cross section (25 x 25 x 285 mm³) were used herein to
measure the linear autogenous shrinkage under quasi-isothermal conditions (20 °C). Besides
that, very low water contents prevent extreme heat development even with high cement
contents. Sealed with a stainless steel foil, tape and beeswax, the heat of hydration flowed
off fast and temperature changes due to hydration (max. 1.2 K) could be neglected. The
continuous measurement was done with a mechanically coupled high-precision sensor
(Figure 2). The influence of friction between the bottom side of the prism and the mould was
minimized by means of felt covered with a thin foil. From the sixth or seventh day the length
change of the prisms was measured manually in regular intervals. A minimum of two prisms
per mix was tested. In addition the setting was determined by an automatic Vicat apparatus
according to EN 196-3 at a constant water bath temperature of 20 °C. The initial set was
taken as time-zero.
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Figure 2:

Experimental setup for the autogenous shrinkage and production of a prism

4

Aim and scope of the investigations

The investigations were to quantify the autogenous shrinkage of different UHPCcompositions and to identify the most important parameters influencing the autogenous
shrinkage of UHPC. The results will be used for future investigations on cracking due to
restrained shrinkage and on the potential impairment of durability of UHPC by cracks.
The influence of the following parameters was examined: cement, water/cement-ratio,
content of silica fume, superplasticizer and steel fibres. Two cements were used; their
chemical composition is given in Table 1; Table 2 contains some basic granulometric and
physical parameters. The individual concrete compositions are given in Table 3. The cylinder
compressive strength (150/300 mm) of the concrete compositions 1A, 4A, 5A, 1B, 4B and 5B
was between 182 and 152 MPa, exceeding the lower limit of UHPC used in Germany,
namely 150 MPa.
Table 1:

Chemical analysis of cements A and B
LOI

Parameter

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO SO3 Na2O-eq.

C2S1)

C3A1)

C4AF1)

60.3

17.4

1.98

14.3

61

18.6

8.59

4.29

mass %

Unit
Cement

C3S1)

A

2)

1.19

21.2

3.31

5.21

65.2

2

0.51

3)

1.08 22.3 4.1
1.39 65.7 3.5
0.52
B
1) X-ray diffractometry with Rietveld-refinement
2) CEM I 52,5 R-HS/NA (High Sulfate Resistance/Low Alkali Content)
3) CEM I 52,5 R

2)

Initial Set

Final Set

Compressive
strength (2 d)

Compressive
strength
(28 d)

Heat of
Hydration
(7 d)

µm

-

mass %

min

min

MPa

MPa

J/g

28.5

140

195

30.6

61.8

320

3.12 4710 12.8 0.81
30.5
155 195
B
2) CEM I 52,5 R-HS/NA (High Sulfate Resistance/Low Alkali Content)
3) CEM I 52,5 R

39.8

64.3

357

Cement
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A

3)

3.18

Water
demand for
standard
consistency

kg/dm³ cm²/g

Unit

N

Density

Parameter

x‘

Granulometric and physical parameters of cements A and B
Blaine-Value

Table 2:

4650 15.5 0.76
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superplasticizer

mass %
of c

mass %
of c

kg/m³

kg/m³

vol.-%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B
A/B

800
800
800
700
600
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
700
600

168
192
224
168
168
168
168
168
173.5
163
158
168
168
168

0.230
0.260
0.300
0.260
0.300
0.230
0.230
0.230
0.230
0.230
0.230
0.230
0.260
0.300

0.198
0.223
0.258
0.223
0.258
0.191
0.209
0.219
0.198
0.198
0.198
0.198
0.223
0.258

16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2
20.0
10.0
5.0
16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2
16.2

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

1019
960
890
1106
1193
993
1069
1100
1020
1009
1003
1019
1106
1193

220
215
200
244
268
210
230
245
220
220
220
220
244
268

1.0
1.0
1.0

steel fibres5)

silica fume

-

powder4)

(w/c)eq2)

-

quartz

w/c-ratio

kg/m³

quartz sand3)

water

kg/m³

content

-

cement

cement1)

Composition of the 28 tested concrete compositions, varied parameters bold

concrete composition

Table 3:

1) cement: A: CEM I 52,5 R-HS/NA (High Sulfate Resistance/Low Alkali Content); B: CEM I 52,5 R
2) k-value for silica fume: ks = 1.0 → (w/c)eq = w / (c + s)
3) grain size: 0.125 mm - 0.5 mm
4) grain size: 0 mm - 0.125 mm
5) straight, diameter d = 0.15 mm, length l = 9 mm, l/d = 60

5

Results of autogenous shrinkage measurements

5.1

Variation of w/c-ratio at constant cement content

The concrete compositions 1, 2 and 3 showed a rapid increase in the linear autogenous
shrinkage strain within the first day and a second period with much lower shrinkage rate
(Figure 3). The strain of concrete 1A at the age of 28 days was approx. 0.70 mm/m, those of
1B approx. 0.79 mm/m. With cement A lower w/c-ratios did lead to higher shrinkage. There
was no clear correlation for cement B. The shrinkage strain was generally higher with cement
B; the transition to the second period of lower shrinkage rate was smoother. Cement B
contained considerably more C3A (A: 2.0 mass %; B: 8.6 mass %).
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Figure 3:

Autogenous shrinkage vs. age – variation of w/c-ratio at constant cement
content. Left: cement A, right: cement B

5.2

Variation of water/cement-ratio at constant water content

The above variation of the water/cement-ratio at constant cement content is widely used. At
low degrees of hydration, however, a change of the water/cement-ratio at the same time
changes the paste volume that causes shrinkage. To account for this superimposition it
would be necessary to determine the degree of hydration. Herein the water/cement-ratio at
constant water content was varied instead.
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Autogenous shrinkage vs. age – variation of cement content at constant water
content. Left: cement A, right: cement B
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Due to the identical water content almost the same amount of cement hydrated in the
concrete compositions 1 (c: 800 kg/m³), 4 (c: 700 kg/m³) and 5 (c: 600 kg/m³), so they varied
only in the amount of unreacted cement. Tests of the evaporable water content proved this
assumption right. The results for cement A (Figure 4, left) were very similar to those of
concrete compositions 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 2, left). As for cement B, there was a weak
correlation of water/cement-ratio and shrinkage strain at the age of 28 days.
5.3

Variation of silica fume content

The variation of the silica fume content (5 to 20 mass % of cement) led to no clear correlation
(Figure 5). However, the concrete composition with cement A and the lowest silica fume
content (8A, s/c=0.05) showed the lowest shrinkage. Similarly composition 6B (s/c=0.20)
showed the highest shrinkage.
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Figure 5:

Autogenous shrinkage vs. age – variation of silica fume content by weight of
cement (s/c); c: 800 kg/m³, w: 168 kg/m³, w/c: 0.23. Left: cement A, right: cement
B

5.4

Variation of content of superplasticizer

Varying the superplasticizer content did not lead to significant changes in the autogenous
shrinkage strain at the age of 28 days. However, the early development of the autogenous
shrinkage clearly depended on the retardation effect caused by the superplasticizer, as
shown in Figure 6. The less superplasticizer was added, the earlier did the autogenous
shrinkage rise.
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Figure 6:

Autogenous shrinkage vs. age – variation of content of superplasticizer (SP) by
weight of cement; c: 800 kg/m³, w: 168 kg/m³, w/c: 0.23. Left: cement A, right:
cement B

5.5

Variation of steel fiber content

The addition of steel fibers (1.0 vol.-%, concrete compositions 12 - 14, s. Table 1) led to a
general decrease in the autogenous shrinkage strain of between 10 and 15 % in relation to
the correspondent compositions without fibers (1, 4, 5).
6

Conclusions

The autogenous shrinkage strain of the examined UHPC-compositions from time-zero to the
age of 28 days was approx. 0.6 to 0.9 mm/m. These values are higher than most of those
reported to date for UHPC. The differences can be due to different experimental setups.
However, it is important to note that the experimental setup applied here – a mechanically
coupled sensor and horizontal prisms with some residual friction between their bottom side
and the mould – may lead to values lower than the true value, but not to higher ones.
Therefore, the results clearly show that the autogenous shrinkage strain of UHPC can be
very high and must be taken into account both for assessing the risk of cracking and for
obtaining the correct dimensions of structural elements.
The most important parameters for the autogenous shrinkage strain of UHPC were the
water/cement-ratio and the cement composition. The strains were higher with lower
water/cement-ratios. Cement B, containing more C3A than cement A, led to higher strains.
This confirms the importance of the C3A for the autogenous shrinkage. High silica fume
contents led to high strains, whereas the correlation within the whole range of examined
silica fume contents (0.05 < s/c < 0.20) was not clear. This may be due to different rates of
hydration of the silica fume. The complex interaction of the reactive constituents needs
further investigation. The superplasticizer content had no significant influence on the
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shrinkage at the age of 28 days, but changed the early age behavior. Steel fibers reduced
the autogenous shrinkage strain by about 10 to 15 %.
7
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Ultra-high-performance concrete under frost and de-icing
salt attack
Summary
For ultra-high-performance concrete with its high amount of cement, additives, admixtures as
well as steel fibers and maximum grain sizes of 0.50 mm, totally different damage and
transport mechanisms under climatic exposures like the frost and de-icing salt attack must be
considered. The previous knowledge about the behavior of UHPC under this kind of stress is
at present not sufficient to assess the durability and to understand the responsible
mechanisms for a wider range of UHPC mix designs. Beyond this, also different aspects like
the curing conditions, after-treatment or the testing age have to be taken into account for the
assessment of the durability. Under this consideration, fundamental investigations
concerning the analysis of the transport and damage mechanisms of UHPC under frost and
de-icing salt attack are currently carried out under the scope of the priority program SPP1182
“Sustainable Building with Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)”, funded by the German
Research Foundation (DFG). An extract of these new results can be found in this paper.
Keywords: frost salt resistance, moisture uptake, damage mechanisms
1

Introduction

During the last decades of years several damage models for normal strength concrete (NSC)
under frost and de-icing salt attack have been developed by different authors. Although the
knowledge of the basic deterioration process of concrete under such type of exposure is in
the meantime well advanced, a deeper understanding especially for modern concrete types
is still necessary. With the significant variation of the mix design by means of addition of
additives and admixtures, as it is the case for HPC and UHPC, the durability cannot be
longer assessed by the composition and the descriptive approach solely. Although excellent
durability properties can be supposed due to their extreme dense structure, this phenomena
as well as the stiffer matrix, can lead to unpredictable damage behaviour compared to
normal strength concrete. With this knowledge it comes obvious that the different damage
and also transport process of these special types of concrete under climatic exposures have
to be better understood.
1.1

Frost and de-icing salt resistance

Frost attack with and without de-icing agent leads at first to an external damage in forms of
surface scaling, but also to an internal damage, characterized by an internal micro cracking
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of the concrete matrix. In the process both phenomena are not directly linked together due to
the fact that they are based on different damage mechanisms.
When concrete is exposed to cyclic freeze-thaw exposure, an artificial saturation of the
matrix due to the so called frost pump takes place, which finally results into a critically
saturation of the concrete structure. As a result micro cracking, caused by the 9% ice
expansion, and finally loss of the relative dynamic modulus of elasticity are the
consequences. This process is explained by the micro-ice-lens model [3, 5]. It becomes
obvious, that both mechanisms - moisture uptake and internal damage - are directly linked
together. This implies that the speed, with which the concrete is saturated, is the most
important parameter for the frost resistance of a concrete structure. With a more efficient
frost pump, the concrete is saturated faster and internal damage starts earlier. Beyond this,
the speed of saturation depends on the pore structure, which is again connected with the
composition; in front the w/b ratio as well as the addition of additives and admixtures.
External damage occurs in case of a pure frost attack only secondary and does not represent
the acceptance parameter. This is different in case of a combined frost and de-icing salt
attack, where surface scaling is the dominant damage factor, at least for normal strength
concrete. Responsible for this kind of external damage is here a superposition of different
phenomena. At first phase transformations, but also chromatographic effects are relevant [7].
For the degree of damage most important factors are the chloride content and gradient, the
water uptake capacity, the moisture gradient and saturation as well as the physical and
chemical aggressiveness of the de-icing solution and last but not least the temperature
stress.
1.2

Durability of high-performance concrete

For high-tech concrete, whereas additives and admixtures are usually incorporated and low
w/b ratios are used, the pore size distribution is considerably different from normal strength
concrete. Besides the shifting of coarser to smaller gelpores, also pores caused by selfdesiccation play a more important role. These changes of the pore structure and the extreme
dense matrix compared to normal concrete results also into different transport and damage
mechanisms. In 0 this relation has been described for HPC and NSC with low w/c ratios.
In the past, extensive investigations with the frost test methods CDF/ CIF-Test have been
carried out at the IBPM, in order to determine the frost and frost-salt resistance of a wide
spectrum of different concrete structures with various compositions [4, 5]. Examples of
results found for w/b ratios in the range between 0,42 down to 0,30 are shown in figure 1.
From these CIF-test results with demineralized water as test solution, it could be concluded
that with lowering the w/b ratio, the moisture uptake and accordingly the internal damage
behavior differs significantly. With start of freeze-thaw testing normal strength concrete
always show a linear water uptake and course of damage, due to continuous saturation of
the matrix by the frost pump. When testing HPC the frost suction is often essentially delayed
or even interrupted, especially when using additives like silica fume or fly ash. It can be
summarized that due to the denser structure the critical saturation is reached at lower values
of water content and loss of RDM runs often faster compared to concrete without silica fume.
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CIF-results of HPC mixes with w/b ratio 0.30 and 0.42 with and without additives.

Further investigations [4, 5] could also show and approve that even slight variations within
the composition of HPC mixes could result into significant changes of the frost and frost salt
resistance due to essential changes within the pore structure. While using e.g. a different
cement and/ or superplasticizer combination the time until frost damage starts and especially
the speed of saturation varies importantly. At this point, it can be concluded that in most
instances a higher resistance against outdoor exposure is observed for concretes with very
dense structures, but also sudden and unexpected damages could occur due to different
interactions. Furthermore boundary conditions like the testing age or curing conditions have
to be more considered for the assessment of the durability of HPC as well as UHPC. This
could also be shown by investigations with UHPC carried out at the Technical University of
Finland (HUT) [8].
2

Research activities

2.1

Test programm and test procedures

In order to study the transport and damage mechanisms of ultra-high-performance concrete
in detail, different UHPC mixes with w/b ratios below 0,27, addition of steel fibres and
different cement types have been investigated under the scope of the DFG funded SPP 1182
project at the University of Duisburg-Essen [6]. The pervious test program includes beside
the variation of the mix design also different types of heat treatment, testing age as well as
cyclic pre-treatment (cyclic temperature attack before frost testing (7d Æ +60°C/ 7d Æ
capillary suction at 20°C/ 7d Æ +20°C/ -20°C)). An extract of representative UHPC mix
designs with their fresh and hardened concrete parameters includes Table 1. The target flow
of the UHPC mixes was fixed to be in the range of > 650 mm.
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cement

kg/m³

832
CEM I 52,5
HS/NA

-

w/b

-

0.19

0.21

silica

kg/m³

135

177

quartz I

kg/m³

207

325

quartz II

kg/m³

-

131

basalt 2/16

kg/m³

-

625

sand

kg/m³

969

362

fibres

kg/m³

192

-

-

SP

%

3,95

3,78

5,25

SP Type

-

PCE 1

PCE 2

PCE 2

191

195

CEM I 52,5

143

188

190

237

CEM I 52,5

232

147

181

189

3,8**

4,3***

2,6***

5,6

4,8

2,8

5,5

2,9

7,6

+ 2d at
180°CÆ8°C

650

type

fc,28d*
N/mm²
air pore cont.,
%
fresh
air pore cont.,
hardened
%
state
porosity
%

+ 2d at 180°C

+2d at
90°CÆ8°C

+ 2d at 90°C

B4Q-C2

+2d at
180°CÆ8°C

+2d at 180°C

+2d at
90°CÆ8°C

+ 2d at 90°C

M2Q-C2

+ 2d at 90°C

Mix design and characteristic data of the different UHPC mixes.

M2Q

Table1:

10

9

11

10,1

7,9

6,9

6,5

232

207

6,6

7,1

*tested on 4x4x8cm samples (½ of standard prism)
**determined on 8 liter air pore container
*** 1 liter air pore container

As it can be seen from the table, a higher air pore content due to the sticky consistency and
the difficult compaction could be found for nearly all mixes, although the casting process had
been continuously optimized. The concrete specimens were usually demoulded after 2 days
and then stored under water for another 5 days. Half of the specimens were exposed to a
heat treatment after demoulding with duration of 2 days at 90°C. After this procedure the
specimens were placed under water until age of 7 days, when they were stored in a climate
chamber as well. Start of frost testing was at specimen age of 28 days as well as 180 days,
in order to determine the influence of ageing on the durability.
The frost- and de-icing salt testing was conducted with the CDF- and CIF-test [1,2]. The
analysis of the pore structure by MIP and Helium pycnometer measurements as well as
microscopic analysis has been carried out in addition.
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2.2

Results of Frost- and de-icing salt testing

2.2.1

Scaling behaviour of UHPC

Examples of the scaling behavior of some UHPC mixes are given within the following figure.
The difference between NaCl and a demineralized water test solution becomes obvious,
although the maximum scaling rate after 112 ftc amounted not higher than 591g/m²,
independent from the type of curing or testing age. This value is far below the CDF-test limit,
although the test duration has been expanded, so that an extremely high frost salt resistance
for this UHPC mix M2Q can be guaranteed, despite variation of the curing conditions. It
should be still considered, that the air pore content of the tested samples is conform to air
entrained
1000
concretes
CIF after 28d
CDF-assessment CIF-scaling
CDF after 28d
.
CIF + pre-cyclic temp. attack
criterion for NSC
criterion for NSC

scaling [g/m²]

750
mscal.,max= 591 g/m²

CDF + pre-cyclic temp. attack
CIF after 180d
CDF after 180d
CIF + heat treatment (2d_90°C)
CDF + heat treatment (2d_90°C)

+NaCl

500

250
+H2O

0

Figure 2:

0

14

28

42
56
70
84
Freeze-thaw-cycles [ftc]

98

112

Scaling of mix M2Q (w/b=0.19+ fibres) and variation of after-treatment as well as
testing age within the CDF/ CIF-test.

M2Q-1A (M1) – CDF-Test

Figure 3:

Microscopic pictures of the CDF-tested surface of the M2Q mix. Left photo:
overview of test surface with corrosion scums, right side: corroded steel fibre in
detail.

Nevertheless, in comparison to non-fiber mixes a slightly higher scaling rate could be found
for mixes containing fibres [6]. From the microscopic pictures, given above, it can be seen,
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that local spalling of cement particles around partly corroded fibres could be observed after
end of CDF-testing. Here, it still needs to be clarified whether the corrosion of the steel fibres
is responsible for the scaling of the first concrete layers or if it is a secondary effect. This
means, despite low scaling rates, the corrosion of steel fibres could be problematic for
practical use of UHPC, which implies aesthetic as well as functional losses.
2.2.2

Internal damage and moisture uptake

Figure 4 shows at first the course of the relative dynamic modulus of elasticity (RDM) versus
the moisture uptake as well as the moisture uptake as function of time for the mix M2Q (w/b
0.19 + fibers) during the CDF/ CIF-test. Again the curing conditions i.e. after-treatment has
been varied. It can be seen that a stagnation of the moisture uptake takes place, when using
a demineralized test solution (CIF-test). But also for the CDF-tested specimens only a slightly
higher sodium chloride uptake can be observed without any internal damage. Here an
interaction between the low amount of freezable water and the high air pore content seems
to be responsible for this behavior.
The same course of moisture uptake as well as internal damage could be observed for the
mix with coarser aggregates (B4Q), so that the results are not presented at this point.
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CIF/ CDF-results of the UHPC mix M2Q with w/b ratio 0.19 and steel fibres –
Variation of after-treatment and curing. Testing until 112 ftc!

In general, when testing concrete with such a dense structure, the amount of freezable water
down to temperatures around –20°C is inside the concrete drastically reduced, which can be
also verified by MIP as well as DSC investigations [6]. This leads to a significant reduction of
the efficiency of the micro-ice-lens pump. In case of no internal ice formation the driving force
of the frost pump – the potential difference between water and ice – is missing and therefore
no re-suction of moisture takes place during the thawing phase. This can be also derived
from the results of continuous ultrasonic transit time measurements during different freeze-
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thaw cycles of some HPC and UHPC mixes (figure 5). In contrast to a HPC mix with a w/b
ratio of 0.35 and silica addition, where micro cracking starts after 85 ftc and results into
complete deterioration of the matrix, the mixes with w/b=0.30 (fig. 5b) and 0.19 (fig. 5c) show
nearly no changes within the course of the US transit time. That means for these two mixes
on one side no loss of RDM during the testing period and on the other side no freezing and
melting of ice during the separate frost and thawing phases. While the HPC mix with
w/b=0.30 gets absolutely no ice formation during freezing, the UHPC sample (w/b=0.19)
shows some small changes within the US transit time during the frost phases. This signifies
that a small amount of ice is still generated within the UHPC mix, but does not lead to micro
damages of the matrix.
Another effect is, that high air pore contents generally causes an interruption of the frost
pump as well. This has been already approved by previous investigations on air entrained
HPC mixes [4]. It can be pointed out that both phenomena – low amount of freezable water
and high air pore content - finally lead to changes within the freezing and thawing behavior of
UHPC, which influence the micro-ice lens pump as well.
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Active frost pump with slight ice
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48

96
144
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-20
192

240

(c)

Continuous US transit time measurements during different freeze-thaw cycles
within CDF/ CIF-testing of mixes with a) w/b ratio 0.35 + silica fume, b) w/b ratio
0.30 + silica fume, c) w/b ratio 0.19 + silica fume + fly ash (M2Q+FA).

Here it must be noticed that the high frost and frost salt resistance of UHPC mixes with
respect to internal damage could be not explained by the reduced amount of freezable water
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and the very dense pore structure alone. The question is, whether there is still any impetus of
damage process, which provokes start of micro cracking of UHPC matrixes. One factor
certainly is existing micro damages before start of frost exposure e.g. because of predamages by higher autogenous shrinkage or induced stress.
2.2.3

Influence of pre-damage on the durability

The influence of pre-damages is rudimentary presented in figure 6. After demoulding the
specimens were exposed to different heat treatments, which differ between water storage,
heat treatment (90°, 180°C) with moderate cooling down in a climate chamber (20°C, 65%
RH) and heat treatment (90°, 180°C) with rapid cooling to 8°C until start of frost testing. The
following results of the internal damage reflect a higher micro cracking of the special heattreated specimens compared to the other samples. The loss of the rel. dyn. modulus starts in
all cases, except the water stored samples (reference concretes), even after some few ftc
and drops down to 75% i.e. 50% while continuing the test. In case of a rapid cooling of the
samples a significant internal damage could be already found after 4 ftc. Also the moisture
uptake is much higher for the special treated samples, which can be certainly correlated with
the course of the internal damage. This is in contrast to the water stored and non-heat
treated samples and also investigations with standard curing conditions of UHPC mixes.
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21
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Figure 6:

CDF-results of M2Q-C2, B4Q-C2 mixes with w/b ratio 0.19 and 0.21 and cement
2 (CEM I 52,5) – Variation of heat treatment and storage conditions.

3

Conclusions and Outlook

In cases of lower w/b ratios and high amounts of additives only very low amounts of scaling
and no critical saturation can often be found under frost and de-icing salt attack. Regarding
the scaling behavior the observed corrosion of steel fibres could be despite low scaling rates
problematic for practical use of UHPC. Concerning the internal damage it could be found that
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the amount of freezable water is so much reduced that no further moisture uptake according
to the frost pump takes place during frost or frost salt exposure. It seems that here both
effects, the low amount of freezable water as well as the high air pore content prevents the
structure from re-saturation due to the micro-ice lens model. A totally different behavior can
be assumed in case of an existing micro cracking at start of testing. First investigations on
pre-damaged UHPC mixes, which have been exposed to harsher heat treatments after
demoulding, higher moisture uptakes and following start of internal damage as well as
surface scaling could be found under freeze-thaw attack. The same can be assumed for
UHPC structures with higher autogenous shrinkage values, massive structures with
expansion obstructions or mechanical stress. Overall, the mentioned aspects lead again to
the conclusion that the behavior of HPC/ UHPC mixes is much more difficult to predict than
in case of OPC. As the variation of constituents is very high for UHPC, the testing of the
resistance of the mix design by accelerated test procedure before the application can be
necessary. However, it should be kept in mind that the results only reflect some major
parameters and not the variety of internationally available constituents and further
incompatibility aspects. This latter topic is of greatest interest for safe and durable use of
these special types of concrete. Further investigations are still necessary to clarify the
influence of further boundary conditions and variation of mix designs on the durability.
4
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Behaviour of ultra high-performance concrete with respect
to chemical attack
Summary
In this document the analyses of ultra high-performance concrete with respect to chemical
attack will be characterised and discussed. The possibility of using UHPC without additional
external protection, e. g. coatings, in settings of higher acid and salt concentrations than XA3
is hereby of special interest. Particularly the leaching attack of dissolving acid and ammonia
solution and expansion by salt water is investigated. In this context the difference in durability
of an ordinary reference mortar and various optimized UHPC mortars will be examined.
Some different criteria are necessary to evaluate the damage in progress. Furthermore an
extrapolation of the corrosion depth will be presented. It is possible to calculate the expected
corrosion depth occurring during normal exposure times. In the framework of a more
extensive research project on the behaviour of durability of ultra high-performance concrete,
initial results of investigations are presented.
Keywords: chemical attack, durability, sulphuric acid, lactic acid, sulphate, ammonia
1

Introduction

The aim of the research is to evaluate if UHPC has a defined higher resistance as an
ordinary concrete or a high performance concrete with respect to the durability. In the first
test series the behaviour of UHPC against sulphuric acid, lactic acid, sulphate solutions and
ammonia solutions was investigated. These experiments were carried out on the optimized
mixtures M2Q and B4Q without fibres, which were heat treated at 90°C for two days. In
comparison to UHPC an ordinary reference mortar was also investigated. For the
investigation in this research project, ultra high-performance concrete with compressive
strength values of approximately 170 N/mm² to 200 N/mm² is used.
2

Composition and characterization of concrete

The ordinary reference mortar consists of ordinary Portland cement CEM I 42.5 R-HS and is
produced according to Sielbau-Richtlinie [1]. In both ultra high-performance concretes the
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powder was composed of ordinary Portland cement CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA, microsilica and
quartz powder. The fineness of this quartz powder is between the silica fume and the cement
and was used as a micro filler to optimize the packing density of the powder mixture.
Superplasticizer on the basis of polycarboxylateether ensured the flowability of the
investigated compacted UHPC. Table 1 gives more details on the composition of the ordinary
reference mortar and the UHPC mixtures.
Table 1:

Composition of ordinary reference mortar and ultra high-performance concrete
unit

material

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

832

650

975

354

cement

cement CEM I 52.5 R-HS/NA

kg/m³

cement CEM I 42.5 R-HS

kg/m³

512

aggregates
CEN sand

kg/m³

1536

quartz sand 0.125/0.5

kg/m³

basalt split 2/8

kg/m³

597

additives

quartz powder Q I

kg/m³

207

325

quartz powder Q II

kg/m³

microsilica

kg/m³

135

177

superplasticizer

kg/m³

29.4

15.2

water

kg/m³

166

158

131

admixtures

230

water to cement ratio (w/c)

0.45

0.20

0.24

water to binder ratio (w/b)

0.45

0.17

0.19

The values of compressive and flexural tensile strength of the specimens (prisms 40 x 40 x
160 mm³) of the above mixtures were determined at seven and 28 days (see Table 2).
Table 2:

Compressive and flexural tensile strength of the concrete
unit

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

after 7 days

N/mm²

-

172

201

after 28 days

N/mm²

58

167

192

after 7 days

N/mm²

-

16

14

after 28 days

N/mm²

8

20

16

strength
compressive strength

flexural tensile strength

For all mixtures the concentration of calcium hydroxide was determined via differential
thermal and thermogravimetric analysis (DTA/TG). After heat treatment of ultra highperformance concrete no calcium hydroxide was detected as expected. In contrast the value
measured for the ordinary reference mortar amounts to about 19 mass percent.
The total porosity of ultra high-performance concrete and ordinary reference mortar was
determined by the bulk density using the dipping and weighing method and the skeletal
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density using helium pycnometer. With this procedure it is possible to detect a widely
spectrum of pores, particularly nano pores. Measurements of porosity were also performed
by mercury intrusion porosimetry. The maximum pressure used in this method was about
420 N/mm². In this project the specimens were oven dried at 105°C.
Table 3:

Results of porosity measurements
unit

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

17.4

13.1

8.9

fraction gel pores

Vol.-%
Vol.-%

7.3

12.1

8.3

fraction capillary pores

Vol.-%

9.9

0.9

0.4

fraction raw pores

Vol.-%

0.2

0.1

0.2

Hg-porosity (420 N/mm²)

Vol.-%

14.8

6.7

2.5

porosity
total porosity

The ultra high-performance concrete has a lower porosity as the ordinary reference mortar
because of it’s higher packing density. The difference in porosity is the fraction of the pores.
UHPC consists mostly of gel pores while the reference mortar has more capillary pores.
3

Mass transfer coefficients in the building material matrix

The corrosive process in concrete is mostly caused by the transport of fluids and gases.
Because of their minimum of capillary pores the ultra high-performance concrete is more
resistant in corrosive environment as an ordinary mortar. In the following the water
absorption and the diffusion coefficients will be presented.
3.1

Water absorption

The determination of the capillary water absorption was carried out on concrete cubes (a =
40 mm) and was determined by gravimetric weighing. The depth of immersion in water was
about 3 mm.
In Figure 1 is showed the capillary water absorption of ultra high-performance concrete and
the ordinary reference mortar. The water absorption coefficient w24 is determined after 24
hours. It equals to 0.033 kg/m²h0.5 for the mixture M2Q and 0.044 kg/m²h0.5 for the mixture
B4Q. For the ordinary reference mortar the water absorption coefficient amounts to 1.84
kg/m²h0.5. As expected the water absorption of ultra high-performance concrete is much
lower than the ordinary reference mortar or high-performance concrete.
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Figure 1:

Water absorption of UHPC (left) and ordinary reference mortar (right)

3.2

Diffusion in an electrical field

The diffusion coefficients of concrete are determined by using an electrical field method
measurement. This optimized method was developed in the institute of the authors. It will be
acquired how much greater is the diffusion resistant Wspec of a specimen compared to the
diffusion coefficient Di,free in free solution.

D spec = Wspec ⋅ D i ,free

(1)

In this work the cation Na+ is used for this diffusion method. The diffusion coefficient DNa,free of
Na+ in free solution amounts to 1.344*10-9 m²/s. The experimental results are presented in
Table 4. The diffusion resistance of UHPC is also much better than the ordinary reference
mortar. Because of knowledge of the total porosity it is possible to calculate the tortuosity τ of
the materials. This parameter is necessary for numerical simulation.
Table 4:

Results of diffusion measurements

diffusion resistance

W
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unit

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

-

40

1500

2500

water absorption REF w [kg/m²]

water absorption UHPC w [kg/m²]

capillary water absorption
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4

Investigations to durability

As mentioned above, ultra high-performance concretes have a much better packing density
than the ordinary reference mortar. Because of these results a higher resistance of UHPC
against to chemical attack will be indicated. But also a really dense concrete is not inert
against acid or salt due to soluble components in the cement paste. Depending on the kind
of acid or salt attack it could be important to get a high basic buffer potential without influence
on the porosity. This could be realised by adding unreacted cement with high density in the
cement paste like in ultra high-performance concrete.
To characterise the resistance of UHPC against acid or salt attack, corrosion experiments
with ultra high-performance concrete and ordinary reference mortar has been carried out.
The ordinary reference mortar is stored in the same corrosive environment like the UHPC.
The test program and the results of these experiments are shown in the following parts.
4.1

Attack of aggressive acid solutions

A important part of the investigations are experiments in aggressive acid solutions. The
specimens (40 x 40 x 80 mm³) of the ultra high-performance concrete and ordinary reference
mortar are stored in sulphuric acid and lactic acid. By using a dynamic multitasking titration
system (MultiT) the pH value is always constant and the consumption of protons is recorded.
The boundary conditions of this investigation are listed in the following.
•

Exposure time ≥ 8000 h

•

Chemical attack by using sulphuric acid with a pH value of 3 and 4 (M2Q, B4Q, REF)

•

Chemical attack by using lactic acid with a pH value of 4 (M2Q, REF)

•

Constant temperature of T = 20°C

•

Constant mixing of the solution using magnetic mixers

In Figure 2 you can see the chemical laboratory of the institute with some of the
measurement properties.

Figure 2:

Ultra high-performance concrete in sulphuric acid pH 3, chemical laboratory
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To minimize the influence of foreign ions in the solution, the aggressive water is renewed
every 1000 hours during the complete exposure time. At the end of the experiment the
specimens are getting of all loose particles using a wire brush. The alteration of the external
dimensions is represented by the erosion depth XA. The visual corrosion depth XV is
measured using the phenolphthalein method and by a light microscope. In addition a new
method to calculate the corrosion depth XVR was developed. This corrosion depth is
determined on the basis of the consumption of protons (can be extrapolated) during the
embedding experiments and the total consumption of protons caused by a powdered
specimen. To calculate the corrosion depth XVR the following parameters must be
determined.
•

total consumption of protons of a powdered specimen after oven drying at 105°C:
H*M = HM · ρM,tr in gH+/dm³
with

•

dry bulk density ρM,tr in g/cm³ and HM in gH+/kgmortar

consumption of protons of the embedded specimens in the acid solution for the
interested exposure time HM,t in the unit gH+/dm²

X VR =

H M ,t ⋅ 100
H M*

[mm]

(2)

The corrosion depth, the consumption of protons and the bulk density of the examined
concretes in sulphuric acid are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5:

Results of the sulphuric investigations at pH3 after 8000 h

results

unit

consumption of protons HM,t
consumption of protons HM
bulk density ρM,tr
corrosion depth XVR

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

gH /dm²
gH+/kgmortar

0.257

0.253

0.249

5.83

9.33

7.43

g/cm³

2.115

2.19

2.34

mm

2.08

1.23

1.43

+

Table 6:

Results of the sulphuric investigations at pH4 after 8000 h

results

unit

consumption of protons HM,t
consumption of protons HM
bulk density ρM,tr
corrosion depth XVR

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

B4Q 90

gH /dm²
gH+/kgmortar

0.145

0.131

0.125

5.33

8.45

5.98

g/cm³

2.115

2.19

2.34

mm

1.32

0.71

0.89

+

The resistance of both ultra high-performance concretes in sulphuric acid environment at
pH3 and pH4 is much better than the resistance of the ordinary reference mortar.
In lactic environment at pH 4 the corrosion depth of the ordinary reference mortar is
determined to 3.7 mm. The corrosion depth of the UHPC mixture M2Q is much lower and
amounts to 1.7 mm. The high leaching zone of the reference mortar is shown in Figure 3 on
the left. Both samples on the right were treated with phenolphthalein.
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Figure 3:

REF (left) and UHPC (right) in lactic acid at pH 4 after 8000 h

4.2

Attack of aggressive salt solutions

The experimental design to test the behaviour of ultra high-performance concrete in salt
solutions is similar to the acid investigations. The boundary conditions are as follows.
•

Exposure time ≥ 8000 h

•

Chemical attack by ammonium nitrate with a concentration of NH4+ about 100 mg/l
and 11250 mg/l (M2Q, REF)

•

Chemical attack by sodium sulphate with a concentration of SO42- about 6000 mg/l
and 33800 mg/l (M2Q, REF)

•

Constant temperature of T = 20°C

•

Constant mixing of the solution using magnetic mixers

The solution is renewed every 500 hours to get a constant concentration and to minimize the
influence of foreign ions. Every 500 hours the alteration of weight and the dissolved mass of
calcium in the solution is determined. After the experiment the erosion depth XA and the
visual corrosion depth XV is measured.

Figure 4:

REF (left) and UHPC (right) in ammonium nitrate solution after 12000 h

Figure 4 shows the ordinary reference mortar and ultra high-performance concrete after
12000 hours in ammonium nitrate solution. Both samples on the right were treated with
phenolphthalein, too. The results of this investigation are shown in Table 7. Even though the
ultra high-performance concrete has a higher amount of calcium in cement paste, the
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concentration of dissolved calcium in the solution is lower than that of the reference mortar.
This indicates a much deeper leaching zone of the reference mortar and the better
resistance of ultra high-performance concrete against aggressive ammonium solutions.
Table 7:

Results of the ammonium investigations NH4+ = 11250 mg/l after 12000 h

results

unit

Ord. mortar

M2Q 90

loose of weight

9.7

8.1

concentration of dissolved calcium

%
g/m²

1502

1477

erosion depth

mm

3.9

0.4

visual corrosion depth XV

mm

20.3

6.7

(SO42-

In sodium sulphate solution
= 33800 mg/l) the resistance of ultra high-performance
concrete is also better than the reference mortar. The corrosion depth after 12000 hours
amounts to 0.9 mm for UHPC and about 1.7 mm for reference mortar.
5

Conclusions

The behaviour of ultra high-performance concrete in sulphuric acid, lactic acid, ammonium
nitrate solution and sodium solution was tested in lab and was compared with an ordinary
reference mortar. Furthermore a new method to calculate the corrosion depth for a long
exposure time was developed and described.
It was shown that the UHPC has a better resistance against the investigated chemical
attacks compared to the reference mortar. In sulphuric acid pH 3 the corrosion depth of ultra
high-performance concrete is the same as the reference mortar in pH 4. Also in comparison
to the leaching zone of the aggressive salt environment in the reference mortar the zone
developed in UHPC was small due to its high packing density.
In the near future it will be possible to calculate the corrosion process using simulation
software. For this work the simulation software ASTra [2] was developed and expanded.
6
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Sustainable Construction with UHPC – from Life Cycle
Inventory Data Collection to Environmental Impact
Assessment
Summary
The results of a research project aimed at developing a scientific basis for the life cycle
assessment (LCA) of ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) are presented from which the
environmental impact of UHPC production is derived for the first time. The environmental
impact of UHPC production is mainly due to the manufacture of micro steel fibres, cement
and superplasticizer. To reduce environmental impact it is necessary to lower the quantity of
these materials used in the UHPC mix. Based on the results of this study, the environmental
impact of existing UHPC bridges and comparable conventional constructions is being
currently analysed.
Keywords: sustainable construction, life cycle assessment, life cycle inventory
1

Introduction

Structures made from normal concrete with a mass to strength ratio which ranges from 40 to
120 kg / MNm usually require considerable quantities of raw materials. In the case of UHPC,
the mass to strength ratio of 15 kg / MNm is lower than that of normal concrete which
provides for more economical deployment of resources. However, a disadvantage of UHPC
when produced according to current technology is its high cement content which is well
above that of normal concrete. Moreover, the high content of high-performance
superplasticizer and the use of micro steel fibres increase demands on resources and
energy. These factors partially offset the advantages of UHPC. However, the evaluation of
the sustainability of building materials requires consideration of many parameters – not just
mass to strength ratio. The aim of the research project presented here is the development of
a scientific basis for the LCA of UHPC.
2

Environmental Impact Assessment with the Help of LCA

LCA enables estimation of the potential environmental impact of production processes. The
procedure is laid down in the standards DIN ISO 14040 ff.. Owing to the large amount of
data, LCA is carried out using software and databases for processes and materials. In this
study, the software SimaPro and the Swiss ecoinvent database were used. The impact
assessment can, in principle, be performed using different methods. Depending on the
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particular method, one or more impact category indicators are specified. In this study, the
estimation of impact was performed using the CML method in SimaPro where results were
obtained for the impact categories global warming (GWP), ozone depletion in the
stratosphere (ODP), summer smog, i.e. photo chemical ozone creation (POCP), acidification
(AP) and eutrophication (NP).
3

Composition of State-of-the art UHPC

The mean composition of UHPC was investigated based on the evaluation of literature
covering the last 10 years. The mean cement content is roughly 750 kg/m3. If all reactive
components are included, the binder content is about 925 kg/m3. This yields a mean
water / binder ratio of 0.20 for a mean water content of 180 kg/m3. A high content of
superplasticizer on polycarboxylate ether (PCE) basis is necessary which is, on average,
30 kg/m3, i.e. 3.4 wt.% with respect to the binder. The mean content of steel fibres used is
240 kg/m3 or 3 vol.%. Another literature research [1] yielded similar results. To estimate the
environmental impact of UHPC production in the scope of a LCA, production process data for
the individual concrete components are required. Process data may be taken directly from or
represented by appropriate values in the ecoinvent database for the production of cement,
quartz sand and quartz flour as well as the provision of water. In this study, inert powder is
represented by a dataset for inert finely ground limestone. The effect of polypropylene fibres
is neglected since UHPC contains an average of only 2 kg/m3 of this material. Process data
are not available for the production of micro steel fibres and PCE so far. To obtain process
data for these materials it is necessary to analyse the production method and prepare the
information so that modelling using the basic ecoinvent modules is possible.
4

Production of Micro Steel Fibres

4.1

General

The production of high strength micro steel fibres can be divided into the subprocesses
electric steel production, hot rolling, descaling, dry wire drawing, wet wire drawing,
tempering, steel cord strand production and cutting to length, Figure 1. Ecoinvent process
data are directly available for the first two subprocesses. In this study, the remaining
subprocesses were modelled with the help of other ecoinvent subprocesses.

Figure 1:
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Process stages for the production of high strength steel fibres and system
boundary (dashed line)
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4.2

Descaling

When hot rolled wire cools down a hard, brittle surface oxide layer known as scale forms
which must be removed before the wire can be drawn to smaller diameters. The conventional
descaling method is to bend the wire in different directions in order to loosen the scale which
is then removed by brushing. Based on data in [2, 3], the descaling machine was assumed to
weigh 1 500 kg and operate at a feed rate of 1.25 m/s being electrically powered by 30 kW. It
is assumed that 1 g scale per metre wire is removed. The service life of the machine is taken
to be 25 years which, when running for 23 hours a day, means an output of 105.68 × 106 kg.
The descaling process was modelled using the ecoinvent process data sets for an industrial
machine and the energy mix needed for its operation.
4.3

Dry Wire Drawing

Dry wire drawing is performed to pull hot rolled wire down to a diameter of approximately
1.8 mm [4]. Mostly calcium and sodium soaps are used as a dry lubricant. Since friction can
cause temperatures as high as 400 °C, the drawing dies are cooled with water and the wire
with compressed air. Dry wire drawing machines have as many as 14 consecutive drawing
dies each usually separately driven. In this study, it was assumed that the complete machine
weighs 25 t and operates at an electric power of 164 kW to draw wire at a speed of 20 m/s.
Thus assuming the same operating conditions as for the descaling machine, the total output
is 181.11 × 106 kg steel wire. The dry wire drawing process was modelled with ecoinvent
process data sets for an industrial machine and the energy mix necessary for its operation.
The lubricant was taken into account by a data set for soaps.
4.4

Wet Wire Drawing

During wet wire drawing the wire diameter is reduced to its final value of appr. 0.175 mm. In
wet wire drawing machines, a series of drawing and deformation cones are placed beside
each other in a “parallel” arrangement and driven by a common electric motor [2, 3]. The wire
and dies are cooled with a drawing liquid consisting of an aqueous emulsion of vegetable oils
and fats (lubricant). The machine considered in this study draws wire at a speed of 24 m/s
and is electrically powered at 40 kW. A machine weight of 2 t was assumed. The drawing
liquid is in a bath with a capacity of 700 l and is used over a period of 3 months before
renewal. Thus a total of 42 000 l liquid is used during the service life of the machine. A
consumption of 2 kg lubricant per tonne of wire is assumed. Applying the same operating
conditions as for dry wire drawing, the total output of the wet drawing machine is
2.05 × 106 kg steel wire. The wet wire drawing process was modelled with ecoinvent process
data for an industrial machine and the energy mix necessary for its operation. Moreover, the
lubricant was taken into account by a data set for lubricating oil and the drawing liquid by
water.
4.5

Tempering

Although wire drawing enables tensile strength as high as 4 000 N/mm2 ductility is lost. To
improve ductility, the wire is tempered in a continuous feed method by heating to 500°C and
cooling in water or oil [3]. Tempering is performed under an inert gas blanket to avoid
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unwanted oxidation reactions. The tempering machine in this study weighs 2.2 t and is able
to treat simultaneously 16 wires with diameters around 0.175 mm [5]. The total electrical
power for heating is rated at 22 kW. The mean feed speed may be assumed to be 16 m/s so
that the total output is 21.91 × 106 kg for the same operating conditions as the above
machines. The tempering process was modelled with ecoinvent process data for an industrial
machine and the energy mix necessary for its operation.
4.6

Steel Cord Wire Strand Fabrication

Single steel wires are laid in strands by twisting around a common central axis. Strand is
easier to handle than wire thus enabling a larger output in fibre production in the last stage of
manufacture. Laying is performed by so-called double-twist bunching machines. The pay-off
bobbins are located outside the machine and the steel wire cord is produced and spooled
inside the laying system. The weight of the stranding machine considered was appr. 15 t and
the electric power 43 kW. The laying speed is 2.5 m/s if a twist length of 2 cm and 7 500 wire
twists per minute are assumed. A total output of 5.78 × 106 kg results for operating conditions
the same as the above machines. The laying process was modelled with ecoinvent process
data for an industrial machine and the energy mix necessary for its operation.
4.7

Cutting to Length

In this last sub process the high strength steel wire strand is cut to length producing
individual fibres having the required length. This is performed with a wire cutting machine
where the required fibre length is set by adjusting feed speed and the speed of a rotating
cutter. The wire feed and cutter are powered by an electric motor with a continuously variable
rotational speed. The machine considered weighs 700 kg and has an electric power of 5 kW.
The total operating time was assumed to be 30 000 h and the mean throughput 150 kg/h [6].
This results in a total output of 4.5 × 106 kg. The cutting process was modelled with
ecoinvent process data for an industrial machine and the energy mix necessary for its
operation.
4.8

Impact Assessment of the Production of High Strength Steel Fibres

The results of the environmental impact assessment for the production of 1 kg of micro steel
fibres are presented in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the contributions of the different sub
processes to each impact category.
Table 1: Results of the impact assessment for The largest contribution to the impact
the production of 1 kg high strength steel fibres indicators is from the wet wire drawing
process which lies between approximately
Impact category
Result
Unit
35 and 52%. This is followed by the
GWP
2,68
kg CO2-eq
production of electric steel and steel cord
ODP
1,41 × 10-7
kg CFC11-eq
wire strand fabrication which both range
kg C2H4-eq
POCP
6,86 × 10-4
approximately from 14 to 32%.
-2
AP

NP

1,41 × 10

-3

1,02 × 10

kg SO2-eq

kg PO43--eq

Hot rolling contributes about 6 to 15% and dry drawing approximately 3%. The contributions
of the remaining subprocesses are all below 1%.
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Figure 2:

Results of dominance analysis for the production of micro steel fibres

5

Production of Superplasticizer Based on Polycarboxylate Ether

5.1

Raw Materials and Constituents

Polycarboxylate ethers (PCE) contains groups with polyoxyalkylene, especially polyethylene
or polypropylene glycol groups as well as carboxylic acid and/or carboxylic acid anhydride
monomers, e.g. acrylic acid , methacrylic acid, maleic acid and its anhydride, itonic acid and
its anhydride. In addition monomers based on vinyl or acrylate can contribute to the
chemistry of PCE. The raw materials and the molecular chaining hierarchy of the
constituents for the synthesis of PCE are shown in Figure 3 in a schematic flow diagram. The
constituents are represented by ecoinvent process data for acrylic acid, maleic acid, ethylene
glycol, sodium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide. The final product, superplasticizer based
on PCE, also contains water and biocides which were also represented with the help of
ecoinvent process data. The batch polymerisation process requires a polymerisation plant
and suitable industrial buildings. The necessary infrastructure and energy for this was
determined in this study.

Figure 3:

Flow diagram for raw material and chaining hierarchy of constituents for
polymerisation of PCE
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5.2

Polymerisation Plant

The following information on process engineering for the production of PCE is taken from [7,
8, 9, 10]. PCE plants comprise a number of storage and supply vessels as well a chemical
reactor with a capacity usually around 20 m3. The lid of the reactor is fitted with a cross beam
stirrer complete with motor. A supply system is used to charge the reactor with the
constituents from above. Beforehand, some of the monomers are transformed into
macromonomers in a small agitator container and then transferred with the main charge to
the reactor. The main polymerisation reaction is controlled by the dosage of initiator and a
heating and cooling system. The temperature of the reactor is maintained at 60 to 80 °C
during polymerisation. In this study, the reaction time was set at 5 h. After a cooling phase
lasting one hour, neutralisation and the addition of substances such as defoamer and
biocides, the reactor can be recharged. The plant in this study weighs 95 325 kg and has
electric motors with a total power of 135 kW as well as operation and production buildings
with a volume of 35 000 m3. The service life of the plant is set at 25 years. Working in three
shifts, the plant synthesises approximately three times 20 t PCE per day. This corresponds to
a total production of 390 × 106 kg aqueous polycarboxylate solution for a total operating time
of 156 000 h. The polymerisation plant was modelled with ecoinvent process data for an
industrial machine, a general operating building and the energy mix necessary for operation.
5.3

Impact Assessment for the Production of PCE

The results of the impact estimation for the production of 1 kg PCE are presented in Table 2.
Figure 4 shows the contributions of the different subprocesses to each impact category. The
production of maleic acid contributes with 42% most to GWP. This is followed by the
production of ethylene glycol, approximately 26%. Acrylic acid and sodium hydroxide each
contribute between 10 and 12%, respectively. ODP is dominated by the production of maleic
acid , approximately 62%. The production of sodium hydroxide, biocides and ethylene glycol
also contribute with between 8 and 11% significantly to this indicator. 99% of POCP comes
from the production of acrylic acid.
Table 2:
Results of the impact assessment for With 35%, ethylene glycol production
the production of 1 kg PCE
has the largest effect on AP. It is
Impact category

Result

GWP

1.11

ODP
POCP
AP
NP
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Unit

kg CO2-eq
-8

kg CFC11-eq

-2

kg C2H4-eq

-3

kg SO2-eq

-3

kg PO43--eq

6.09 × 10

1.97 × 10
4.81 × 10

1.75 × 10

followed by the production of acrylic
acid, maleic acid and sodium
hydroxide which each contribute
between 13 and 21% to AP. With 83%,
ethylene glycol production clearly
dominates NP.

Sustainable Construction with UHPC – from Life Cycle Inventory Data Collection to Environmental Impact
Assessment

Figure 4:
6

Results of dominance analysis for the production of PCE
LCA for a mean UHPC

Based on the process data derived in this study and the ecoinvent process referred to in
section 3, it is now, for the first time, possible to estimate the environmental impact of UHPC.
The mean UHPC composition in section 3 is used in this calculation. The results of the LCA
for the production of 1 m3 UHPC are presented in Table 3. The corresponding contributions
of the subprocesses are shown in Figure 5. The manufacture of micro steel fibres dominates
Table 3:
Results of the impact assessment
with 48 to 76% the categories GWP,
for the production of 1 m³ UHPC
Impact category

Result

Unit

1.35 × 10

3

kg CO2-eq

5.64 × 10

-5

kg CFC11-eq

POCP

8.12 × 10

-1

kg C2H4-eq

AP

4.53

kg SO2-eq

NP

4.45 × 10-1

kg PO43—eq

GWP
ODP

Figure 5:

ODP, AP and NP. The contribution
from cement production, approximately
20 to 47%, is also considerable for
these categories. The impact POCP is
essentially due to the production of
PCE, 75%, and the production of micro
steel fibres, 21%.

Results of dominance analysis for the production of state-of-the-art UHPC
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7

Discussion

The main effect of UHPC production on the environment is caused by the manufacture of
micro steel fibres, cement and PCE. Lowering the amount of these materials in UHPC is the
easiest way of producing UHPC which is more environment friendly. The amount of fibres
could be reduced to an optimum by improving the bond between the fibres and the binder
matrix as well as the distribution and orientation of the fibres in UHPC. Since the contribution
of wet wire drawing down to diameters around 0.175 mm to the environmental impact of steel
fibre production is very large, the use of fibres with larger diameters is recommended. This
would also be economically advantageous because micro steel fibre currently cost between
1 800 and 2 000 Euros per tonne and therefore present a high proportion of UHPC
production costs. The production of PCE and its constituent acrylic acid cause the most part
of POCP in UHPC production. This study did not consider whether use of other basic
monomers for PCE production could reduce POCP.
8

Conclusions

The present research project aimed at developing a scientific basis for the LCA of UHPC.
The results enabled, for the first time, the estimation of the environmental impact of UHPC
production within LCA. It was found that the environmental impact of the UHPC production is
mainly due to the production of micro steel fibres, cement and superplasticizer. The
verification of the process data, determined in this study for the production of UHPC
components, could be performed by process monitoring at the factory. This was not within
the scope of the present research project. Moreover, the environmental effect of heat
treatment, which is often carried out during UHPC production, was not taken into account. At
present, the environmental impact of existing UHPC bridges and comparable conventional
constructions is being investigated. Soon an answer could be given to the question as to
whether building with UHPC is more sustainable than with conventional materials.
9
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Summary
An essential precondition for a reliable design of UHPC constructions is a substantiated
knowledge about the time-dependent stress-strain behaviour of this material. A
comprehensive research programme at the University of Karlsruhe is therefore aiming at the
development of suitable material laws and design methods. The related experimental
programme includes various creep and shrinkage experiments on different UHPC,
considering well known parameters on the deformation characteristics of concrete. As
concrete generally shows a distinctive nonlinear deformation behaviour several experiments
under varying stress levels will be performed also including the measurement of the creep
recovery and relaxation tests.
Keywords: UHPC, creep, shrinkage, strength limit of sustained loading
1

Introduction

Due to the distinctive creep and shrinkage capability of concrete the consideration of the
time- and load-dependent deformation behaviour is indispensable in corresponding design
codes for reinforced and pre-stressed constructions. The material laws developed so far, are
based on various experimental investigations performed since the 60’s of the previous
century. Primarily developed for normal strength concretes ([1], [2]) they have later been
adjusted to the latest developments in concrete technology as for example high-strength
concretes and light weight concretes [3].
Ultra high strength concretes (UHPC) are one of the latest and most promising developments
in recent years. Although several UHPC constructions have already been realised a profound
experimental basis has not been available so far to describe the material and its load bearing
behaviour in constructions. For that reason a priority programme was initiated by the German
Research Foundation (DFG) financing numerous research projects within a period of six
years [4].
Previous to the begin of the priority programme creep of UHPC had only been investigated
by a few researchers, using different concrete compositions and considering parameters
such as the age at loading and the storing conditions [7], [8]. Despite of the low water content
a considerable deformation capability could be observed especially in the young concrete
age and even a small drying creep component was measured [9]. Nevertheless the small
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number of experimental results does not allow for the development of a corresponding
material law and the project at the University of Karlsruhe is therefore aiming at the creation
of a sufficient database enabling the development of a thermodynamically sound material law
for the time- and load-dependent deformation behaviour of UHPC. The related experimental
programme includes various creep and shrinkage experiments, considering well known
parameters on the deformation characteristics of concrete. For the quantification of potential
nonlinearities several experiments under varying stress levels will be performed also
including the recording of the creep recovery and relaxation tests.
The priority programme started in fall 2005 and the experiments performed so far allow for a
first estimation of the creep and shrinkage deformations as well as the strength limit of
sustained loading. The comparison of these data with a prediction based on models currently
used in corresponding German and European design codes revealed that especially the
deformations in the young concrete age cannot adequately been predicted. An adjustment of
existing creep and shrinkage models is therefore necessary.
2

Experimental programme

2.1

Reference concretes

To ensure the comparability of the experimental results within the priority programme two
reference concretes have been determined which shall be investigated within all projects.
The composition of the concretes which had originally been developed at the University of
Kassel is given in the following Table 1.
Table 1:

Composition of the reference concretes

Constituents

M2Q

B4Q

Cement, CEM I 52.5R HS/NA

kg/m³

832

650

Quartz sand, H33 0.125/0.5 mm

kg/m³

975

354

Basalt 2/8

kg/m³

-

597

kg/m³

135

177

1)

Micro silica, MS Grade 983
Steel fibres, Stratec, d/l = 0.15/9 mm/mm
(2.5 Vol.-%)
Quartz powder, Millisil W3

kg/m³

192

194

kg/m³

207

325

Quartz powder, Millisil W12

kg/m³

-

131

Superplasticiser

kg/m³

33

30

Water

kg/m³

166

158

-

0.2

0.24

w/c-ratio
1)

Production of this type of silica has been stopped. Adjustment of the composition is under way

Due to the long duration of the creep and shrinkage tests the experimental programme within
the first years focuses on the investigation of the reference concretes. In this publication a
first estimation of the deformation behaviour of UHPC is presented based on the experiments
on the reactive powder concrete M2Q.
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2.2

Mechanical parameters

Within this project the parameters compressive strength fcm and Young‘s Modulus E are
determined for the characterisation of the age-dependent mechanical behaviour and
additionally fcm serves as an input parameter for the calculation of the stress levels within the
creep experiments. All samples were demoulded after 24 hours and stored under water at a
temperature of 20 °C. At the concrete age of 7 days the specimens were exposed to a
climate of 20 °C and 65 % r. h.
Table 2:

Mean values of the compressive strength and the Young’s Modulus (M2Q)

Parameter
[MPa]

Age at testing (average over 3 specimens)

Specimen
[mm]

1d

3d

28 d

120 d

180 d

fcm

Cyl. 150 x 300

51

101

166

186

194

E

Cyl. 150 x 300

30.900

40.400

47.700

55.200

55.200

The compressive strength used for the calculation of the stress levels was determined on
specimens with a geometry similar to those used in the creep experiments.
2.3

Shrinkage

In combination with published shrinkage experiments the own tests provide a basis for the
modelling of the load-independent deformation behaviour of UHPC. Additionally they are
indispensable for separating the creep deformations from the total deformations measured in
the creep experiments.
Table 3 gives a brief overview over the experimental programme considering parameters
such as the specimen’s geometry, the storage conditions and the duration of moisture curing.
Table 3:

Shrinkage experiments (climate conditions 20 °C / 65 % r. h.)
Concrete

M2Q

Concrete age at begin
of drying [d]

Specimen diameter
[mm] 2)

1

100

2

75 / 100 / 150

7

100

sealed 1)

100

1)

Begin of measurement at the concrete age of 1 day

2)

Cylinder height to diameter equals 3

The shrinkage deformations measured on unsealed specimens consist of autogenous
shrinkage deformations and drying shrinkage deformations resulting from moisture loss. The
two components may only be separated by the investigation of both sealed (by means of
aluminium tape coated with butylcaoutchouc) and unsealed specimens. The corresponding
data is shown in the left diagramme of Figure 1, whereas the curves represent the mean
values measured on two identical specimens (d = 100 mm). The begin of measurement
coincided with the begin of drying at the concrete age of 1 day. Due to the low water content
of UHPC, only marginal drying shrinkage deformations had been expected. This is confirmed
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by the deformations of the sealed and unsealed specimens which hardly show any
differences.
Duration of measurement [d]

Duration of measurement [d]

0

-50
-100
-150
-200
-250

0

50

100

150

200

sealed
unsealed
DIN 1045

-50
Shrinkage [µm/m]

Shrinkage [µm/m]

0

100

150

200

d = 75 mm
d = 100 mm
d = 150 mm
d = 100 mm
(DIN 1045)

-100
-150
-200
-250

-300

-300

-350

-350

Figure 1:

50

DIN

Shrinkage deformations of M2Q; left: Influence of storage conditions, begin of
drying ts = 1 d, dcyl = 100 mm; right: Influence of specimen size, ts = 2 d; the
prediction according to German standard DIN 1045 is plotted as well

In Germany the consideration of shrinkage in the design of concrete structures (according to
DIN 1045) is based on a model, which was originally developed for normal strength
concretes and in the meantime has been extended to high strength concretes [3]. The
comparison of the prediction according to DIN 1045 – which is not valid for UHPC – with the
deformations of the sealed and unsealed specimen (see Fig. 2, left) gives first evidence, that
the autogenous shrinkage is significantly underestimated in the young concrete age,
whereas the drying shrinkage component is overestimated. Nevertheless the total shrinkage
deformations of an unsealed specimen are well predicted.
The influence of the specimen size on the magnitude and the time-development of shrinkage
has been investigated on unsealed cylinders with diameters of 75, 100 and 150 mm. The
specimens were moisture cured up to the begin of measurement at the concrete age of 2
days. As also considered in the prediction according to the German standard, an increase in
the specimen size has no influence on the magnitude of both autogenous and drying
shrinkage but is delaying the time-development of diffusion processes. As the drying
shrinkage component of this UHPC is negligibly small the differences between the curves in
the right diagram of Figure 1 mainly result from scatter.
Furthermore the influence of the duration of moisture curing on the final value of drying
shrinkage was investigated on unsealed cylinders with a diameter of 100 mm. The concrete
age at the begin of drying was 1 d, 2 d and 7 d, which corresponded to the respective begin
of measurement. Though hardly any drying shrinkage could be observed on this UHPC no
final conclusions should be drawn before the investigation of further concrete mixes.
The analysis of published experimental data and a comparison with own results have shown
a large scatter of the measured final shrinkage values between 0.2 and 1.0 ‰. Main
parameters affecting shrinkage are the water/binder-ratio and the – compared to normal
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strength concrete – considerably higher cement content which increases the total shrinkage
deformation. Nevertheless the large scatter does not seem to be founded in the concrete
composition but in the concrete age at begin of measurement. With measuring devices
enabling a begin of measurement a few hours after casting large deformations have been
observed within the first 24 hours [5].
2.4

Creep

Numerous experiments have shown that creep of normal and high strength concretes is
influenced by various parameters, such as the age at loading, the storing conditions, the
specimen size and geometry and the stress level. These experiences were considered in the
experimental programme of this project, given in the following Table 4.
Table 4:

Creep experiments (climate conditions 20 °C / 65 % r. h.)
Concrete

M2Q

Age at loading
[days]

Storing
conditions

Specimen
diameter [mm]

Stress level
[-]

1

unsealed/
sealed

100

0.30 / 0.60

3

unsealed
sealed

75 / 100 / 150
100

0.30 / 0.60
0.30 / 0.60

28

unsealed/
sealed

100

0.30 / 0.60

180

unsealed

100

0.60

The comparison of creep experiments under different stress levels (here 30 and 60 % of the
compressive strength at the age at loading, respectively) gives information about the linearity
of concrete creep. In each experiment the deformations of two identical specimens are
recorded, the data shown in the following diagrams, however, are the calculated mean
values.
Except for the creep experiments starting at the concrete age of 1 day, all unsealed
specimens were moisture cured up to the age of 2 days and afterwards moved to a climate
of 20 °C and 65 % r. h. which also corresponded to the test conditions. The sealed
specimens were enwrapped at the age of 1 day.
The influence of the concrete age at loading on the deformation behaviour of UHPC is
investigated by experiments starting at the age of 1, 3, 28 and 180 days. The left hand side
of Figure 2 shows the relation between specific creep (creep per unit stress) and age at
loading of 1 and 3 days under a stress level of 30 % (d = 100 mm, unsealed). As already
observed in experiments on normal and high strength concretes the creep ability is
decreasing with increasing concrete age.
Considering creep one usually distinguishes between basic creep (measured on sealed
specimens) and the additional drying creep deformation of unsealed specimens initiated by a
water loss of the concrete. Resulting from a relocation of water and sliding processes on
microstructure basic creep is independent of the size of the specimen. In contrast thereto the
thickness of a concrete member influences the diffusion processes and therefore the drying
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creep rate. Analysing the shrinkage experiments, only marginal drying shrinkage
deformations could be observed. The same could be expected for the drying creep
component which is partly confirmed by the data in the right diagram of Figure 2 showing the
specific creep of unsealed specimens with diameters of 75, 100 and 150 mm. The age at
loading was 3 days and the stress level 30 %. No significant difference could be observed
between the creep capabilities of the specimens with a diameter of 100 and 150 mm. In
contrast thereto creep of the smallest specimen seemed to be larger. However, own
experiences in the past have shown that the measured deformations of these specimens are
not only influenced by the concrete itself, but also by the casting method and the sample
preparation, especially regarding compacting and grinding of the cylinders. Therefore a final
conclusion on the creep behaviour of small specimens compared to larger geometries does
not seem reasonable before the analysis of further experiments.
35

d = 100 mm

25
20
15
10
5

t0 = 1 d
t0 = 3 d

0
0.1

1

10

100

Duration of loading [d]

Figure 2:

Specific creep [10-6/MPa]

Specific creep [10-6/MPa]

30

1000

t0 = 3 d

30
25
20
15
10

d = 75 mm
d = 100 mm
d = 150 mm

5
0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

Duration of loading [d]

Specific creep of M2Q dependent on the age at loading (left) and the specimen
size (right)

The distinctive time- and load-dependent deformation behaviour of concrete has been
considered for decades in corresponding design codes. Main input parameter is the creep
coefficient expressing the ratio between creep deformation and elastic deformation at the
age of 28 days resulting from a certain stress. In Figure 3 the curves marked with filled
symbols describe the time-development of the creep coefficient calculated from the
experiments on unsealed cylinders (d = 100 mm) under a stress level of 30 % at an age of 1
and 3 days, respectively. The comparison of the experimental data with the prediction
according to the German design code DIN 1045 – which is not valid for UHPC – shows that
the deformation capability of young UHPC is underestimated considerably and the measured
deformations develop much faster.
Resulting from the marginal drying of the specimens the curves given in Figures 2 and 3
mainly represent basic creep deformations. The time-development of basic creep has often
been predicted by using a logarithmic function which turns into a straight line in the half
logarithmic scale [10]. The given curves, however, show the trend of a hyperbolic function
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which has mainly been used to model the drying creep component [6]. But before drawing
final conclusions this observation will have to be confirmed by further experiments.
The creep model of DIN 1045 is valid within the range of service stresses (σ ≤ 0.4·fcm), where

1.4

0.7

1.2

0.6

1.0

0.5

0.8
0.6
0.4

t0 = 1 d
t0 = 3 d
t0 = 1 d (DIN)
t0 = 3 d (DIN)

0.2
0.0
0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000

Duration of loading [d]

Figure 3:

Stress level [-]

Creep coefficient [-]

creep is assumed to be linearly related to the creep inducing stress. However, the analysis of
numerous experiments on normal and high strength concretes has shown an over
proportional creep capability with increasing stress levels even within the range of service
stresses. As the limit between linear and nonlinear creep is increasing with the compressive
strength, a limit above the originally defined range of service stresses is expected for UHPC.
nonlinear creep component

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

t0 = 1 d

0
0

500

1000

t0 = 3 d

1500

Creep deformation [µm/m]

Measured and predicted (DIN 1045) creep coefficients dependent on the age
at loading (left) and nonlinearity of creep after a duration of loading of 100
days dependent on the age at loading (right)

Within this project stress levels of 30 and 60 % of the corresponding compressive strength
were applied at different ages at loading. This does not allow for the exact determination of
the limit between linear and nonlinear creep, but it enables a first estimation of the nonlinear
creep behaviour under high stress levels. The relation between stress level and resulting
creep deformation is shown on the right side of Figure 3, exemplarily for the deformations
measured after a duration of loading of 100 days. The unsealed cylinders (d = 100 mm) were
loaded at the age of 1 and 3 days with stress levels of 30 and 60 %. The comparison of the
curves shows an increasing nonlinearity with increasing age at loading, probably resulting
from the time-development of the compressive strength. During the experiment the initial
stress level is reduced all the more the younger the concrete is.
In various creep experiments on normal strength concretes a decrease of the nonlinearity
with increasing duration of loading was observed [6]. As the own experiments have not
shown a uniform tendency, yet, a final conclusion should not be drawn before the end of the
entire experimental programme.
2.5

Strength limit of sustained loading

The strength limit of sustained loading is influenced by two contradicting processes which are
on one hand the increase of the compressive strength of the cement paste due to the
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ongoing hydration and on the other hand the development of micro cracks. Within this project
the strength limit of sustained loading is therefore determined on young UHPC at the age of
1 day and additionally at the age of 28 days where the strength gain has almost been
completed. Resulting from the rapid hydration at the age of 1 day the strength limit of
sustained loading lies presumably in the range of a relatively high value of 90 % of the shorttime strength. The experiments at the age of 28 d are still under way, but from first results a
higher strength limit than observed on normal strength concretes can be expected.
3

Conclusions

Various experiments have shown a distinctive deformation capability of UHPC especially in
the young concrete age which should not be disregarded in design codes for UHPC
constructions. As UHPC is a relatively new material, the development of corresponding
material laws is still at the beginning. The experimental results presented in this paper are
the first part of an extensive experimental programme designed for an overall period of six
years aiming at the development of a thermodynamically sound constitutive approach.
4
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Ultra High Performance Concrete under Biaxial
Compression
Summary
Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) is characterized especially by high compressive
strength up to 250 N/mm² as well as high impermeability and resistance to corrosion. These
properties go along with increasing brittleness. Brittle concretes have lower scaled strength
under multi-axial load compared to ductile normal strength concrete. The effective application
of UHPC requires specific knowledge of load bearing behaviour under multi-axial stress
conditions. This paper describes the behaviour of UHPC under biaxial compressive load in
comparison to normal strength concrete. It will show that the calculation approach for EN
1992-1-1 is not transferable to UHPC unreservedly.
Keywords: biaxial compression, stress-strain-behaviour, strut-and-tie-model, transversal
isotropy
1

Introduction

Multi-axial states of stress occur in many places of building structures. The increased
strength under multi-axial compression load often is left unconsidered for the dimensioning,
e.g. of columns. The core cross-section is confined by stirrups; therefore the core is under
triaxial compression. The resultant strength increase is disregarded for design. In contrast to
that multi-axial strength is explicitely considered by using strut-and-tie-models. Accordingly,
the design strength for concrete struts should to be reduced in cracked compression zones.
Under specific conditions the uni-axial design stress values for compression nodes may be
increased by up to 10 % [1]. In normal strength concrete, this increase is conservative for all
biaxial stress ratios, figure 1. The percental increase of strength under multi-axial
compression stress decreases with increasing uni-axial strength and decreasing ductility. For
high strength concrete the strength under stress ratio σ1 = σ2 is only 8 to 10 % higher than
under uni-axial strength [2], [3]. Increasing the ductility by adding a fibre mix of steel- and
polypropylene-fibres the load bearing behaviour develos near to the behaviour of normal
strength concrete [4], [5]. As for the further embrittlement of ultra high performance concrete,
a further decrease of the scaled biaxial strength may be expected.
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Figure 1:

Biaxial compression strength of normal strength concrete, high strength concrete
and ductile high strength concrete compared to approach for multi axial strength
in compression nodes of strut-and-tie-models, EN 1992-1-1:2003 [1]

2

Experimental Program

2.1

Material Properties

The tests were carried out within the framework of the DFG-Priority Program 1182
“Sustained Constructing with Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)”. In the Priority
Program, two reference mixtures are examined: fine-grained mixture M2Q-2,5 (D = 0.5 mm)
and coarse-grained mixture B4Q-2,5 (D = 8 mm). Both mixtures contain fibres with a length
of 9 mm and a diameter of 0.15 mm. Yet, the coarse-grained mixture is also applied with
longer fibres but less fibre content. For the examination of columns (Dr. Teutsch,
Braunschweig), mixture B4Q-1,25 is used, whereas for the examination of shear connector
(Prof. Hegger/ Prof. Tue, Leipzig/Aachen) mixture B4Q-0,9 used. In both projects, multi-axial
stress states occur. Therefore, these mixtures have been incorporated into the bi-axial
experimental program. The examinations are completed by a fibre-free reference mixture,
table 1.
Due to the production technology, the fibres were mainly horizontally oriented in the finegrained mixture M2Q-2,5. The resulting effect is a transversal isotropic material behaviour.
The basalt supplements in the coarse-grained mixture hinder the even distribution of the
fibres, figure 2. The supplements also hinder the horizontal orientation of the fibres. In
contrast to fine-grained concrete, coarse-grained concrete can be regarded as isotropic
material. The cylindrical compressive strength of the concrete lay between 160 and
170 N/mm² without heat treatment. Coarse-grained concretes tend to have slightly higher
strengths than fine-grained concrete. The examined fibre contents do not have a significant
influence on the uni-axial compressive strength. It can be deduced from the tensile tests that
the tensile strength increases with increasing fibre content and increasing fibre length.
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Table 1:

Properties of the investigated concretes
M2Q-2,5

B4Q-2,5

B4Q-1,25

B4Q-0,9

B4Q-0,0

Fibre content

Vol.-%

2,5

2,5

1,25

0,9

0,0

Fibre geometry
Diameter
Length

mm
mm

0,15
9

0,15
9

0,38
30

0,15
17

-

Fibre orientation
vertical
horizontal
horizontal

%
%
%

~20
~40
~40

~30
~35
~35

~30
~35
~35

~30
~35
~35

-

Compression strength
Cylinder 30/15 cm
Cube 10 cm1)

N/mm²
N/mm²

-159,7
-156,4

-161,2
-169,8

-168,4

-169,3
-179,9

-172,3

Flexural strength
Prism 4/4/16 cm

N/mm²

28,9

27,0

34,2

22,9

12,6

1) Tested with steel brushes in the triaxiale testing machine

Figure 2:

Fibre distribution at fine-grained concrete M2Q-2,5 (left) and coarse-grained
concrete B4Q-2,5 (right)

2.2

Experimental Setup and Execution of the Tests

The tests are carried out in a one-piece tri-axial testing machine. A quite stiff steel casting
frame encloses the three load axes. There is a cylinder in each axis that can produce
pressure of up to 5 MN, figure 3. Cubes with an edge length of 10 cm are used as
specimens. Load is applied via steel brushes. These steel brushes follow the deformation of
the specimen and do not hinder it. Moreover, they prevent parts of the load being introduced
through friction into the load application system of the lateral direction. Therefore, the
complete load is ablated parallel through the specimen.
The load components in both directions are increased proportionally. The larger compression
component is strain-controlled and is increased with 0.004 mm/s and with 0.002 mm/s
respectively close to the peak load. Depending on the force in this direction and the
examined stress rate, the lateral direction is stress-controlled. For each stress rate, three to
six single tests are carried out.
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Strain is measured directly at the specimen with the help of strain gauges and a snap gauge.
The deformation of the stress brushes is additionally measured with the help of displacement
transducers and then converted to the deformation of the specimens.

Figure 3:

Experimental setup; left: triaxiale testing machine; right: testing space during a
biaxial compressive test

3

Behaviour under Biaxial Compressive Stress

3.1

Influence of Grain Size

Under all stress ratios, the bi-axial compressive strength of coarse-grained concrete is higher
than the one of fine-grained concrete, figure 4 left side. The single values of the measured
strengths as well as the details concerning dispersion can be extracted from the [6] and the
[7]. The uni-axial strength in concreting direction (f’c2) is higher than in the directions lateral
to it (f’c1 = f’c3), as for load in concreting direction more fibres lie in the direction of lateral
expansion. With 2 %, the difference is within the range of the test dispersions for coarsegrained concrete, an indication for nearly isotropic behaviour. Because of the anisotropic
fibre distribution, fine-grained concrete has an 11 % higher strength in concreting direction
than in the direction lateral to it. To evaluate the strength increase under bi-axial stress
ratios, an averaged uni-axial compressive strength is used.
fc′ = ( fc′1 + fc′2 + fc′3 ) 3

with fc′3 = fc′1

The scaled bi-axial compressive strengths do not show significant differences between finegrained and coarse-grained concrete as long as the concretes do have the same fibre
content, figure 4 right side.
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-250

M2Q-2,5
D = 0,5 mm
2,5 Vol.-% fibres
d /l = 0,15/9 mm

σ 2 [N/mm²] Coarse-grained concrete

-200

B4Q-2,5
D = 8 mm
2,5 Vol.-% fibres
d /l = 0,15/9 mm

M2Q-2,5
D = 0,5 mm
2,5 Vol.-% fibres
d /l = 0,15/9 mm

σ 2 fc′

B4Q-2,5
D = 8 mm
2,5 Vol.-% fibres
d /l = 0,15/9 mm

1,10
1,07

1
-173,1
Fine-grained
-167,1
concrete

-150
-100

0,5

-50

σ1

-169,8

[N/mm²]

-151,0

0
0

Figure 4:

-50

-100

-150

-200

-250

0
0

0,5

1

σ 1 fc′

Strength under biaxial compressive stress depending on grain size;
left: absolute values; right: scaled values

In contrast, significant differences can be seen in the stress-strain-behaviour. In figure 5, the
strains under uni-axial (σ1 = 0) and bi-axial compressive strains (σ1 = σ2) are compared.
Negative strains are strains in load direction; positive strains are lateral strains. Both
concretes behave less brittle under bi-axial compressive load than under uni-axial stress.
This behaviour is known from normal concrete and High Performance Concrete. Under biaxial stress, the influence of the coarse supplement basalt is clearly displayed. The highstrength basalt grains are able to stop or deflect the development of cracks. Cracking is
slowed down, the crack surfaces are partly interlocked and several finely distributed cracks
develop. For this crack growth, 2.5 Vol.-% fibres are able to minimise emerging cracks. This
behaviour is reflected in the stress-strain-curves by a flattening of the curve before fracture
and by a slow drop after the fracture. Whereas coarse-grained concrete B4Q-2,5 shows
hardly detectable cracks after load relieving, the fibres of fine-grained concrete M2Q-2,5 are
not able to control crack width, figure 6. Thus, the necessary minimum fibre content for Ultra
High Performance Concretes of this strength ranges around 2,5 Vol.-%.
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σ1 = 0
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ε2

ε1≈ε3

Fine-grained
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-50
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0

5

-5

σ1 = σ2

ε3

Coarse-grained
concrete

-150

0
-5

-200

Coarse-grained
concrete

Stress σ 1 = σ 2 [N/mm²]
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-150

ε1≈ ε2

Fine-grained
concrete
-100
B4Q-2,5
M2Q-2,5
-50
Strain ε [‰]
0
0

5

Figure 5:

Stress-strain-behaviour depending on grain size under uni-axial load (left) and
biaxial load (right)

Figure 6:

Crack pattern under uni-axial load (M2Q-2,5, B4Q-2,5, B4Q-0,9, B4Q-0,0, from
left)

3.2

Influence of Fibre Content

According to a comparison between the coarse-grained concretes, figure 7, the percental
increase of strength under bi-axial compression increases with increasing fibre content. The
bi-axial strength in case of a fibre content of 2,5 Vol.-% lies above the uni-axial strength,
irrespective of the examined stress ratio. For lower fibre contents, it is merely the uni-axial
strength that is reached at a stress ratio of σ1 = σ2. The bi-axial strengths of fibre-free
concrete exceeds the uni-axial strength only inconsiderably and only under few stress ratios.
The differences in the scaled bi-axial strength in turn correlate with the ductility of the
concretes. The lowest scaled strength is noticed at the brittle, fibre-free concrete B4Q-0,0.
Figure 8 illustrates the linear-elastic slope of the stress-strain-curve until fracture which
occurs without advance notice and under a sudden release of energy. With increasing fibre
contents, failure is signalised by a disproportionally soaring increase of the strains. In this
process, the lateral strains are growing more than the negative strains in load direction.
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This behaviour is also reflected by the fracture patterns, figure 6. Whereas concrete B4Q-2,5
with 2.5 Vol.-% fibres shows hardly any cracks after load relieving, concretes B4Q-1,25 and
B4Q-0,9 with roughly 1 Vol.-% fibres show very wide cracks which do not close after load
relieving. Fibre-free concrete B4Q-0,0 partly collapses fully at fracture, particularly under uniaxial load ratios with a low lateral compressive stress.
B4Q-2,5
B4Q-2,5: 2,5 Vol.-% fibres 0,15/9 mm
BaQ-1,1
B4Q-1,25: 1,25 Vol.-% fibres 0,38/30 mm
B4Q-0,9
B4Q-0,9: 0,9 Vol.-% fibres 0,15/17 mm
B4Q-0,0
B4Q-0,0: without fibres

σ 2 fc′

2,5 Vol.-%

ε1≈ε2

1,07

1

-200

2,5 Vol.-%

-150

0,9 Vol.-%
0,0 Vol.-%

0,0 Vol.-%
Stress σ 1 = σ 2 [N/mm²]

1,25 Vol.-%

0,99

0,5

0
0

0,5

σ1 = σ2

ε 3 0,9 Vol.-%

1

σ 1 fc′

Figure 7:

Strength under biaxial
compressive stress depending on
fibre content, scaled values

4

Conclusions

-5
Figure 8:

-100
B4Q-2,5
B4Q-0,9
B4Q-0,0

-50

Strain ε [‰]
0
0

5

Stress-strain-behaviour
depending on fibre content
under biaxial load

UHPC is a highly innovative building material lending itself to various fields of application.
However, some properties of UHPC clearly differ from those of normal concrete and have to
be taken into account for calculations and for the construction of components made out of
UHPC. In order to perform equivalently to High Performance Concrete, UHPC requires at
least 2.5 Vol.-% fibres. For smaller fibre contents, a strength increase should not be taken
into account for, e.g., pure bi-axial compression nodes. Some preliminary tests in the tri-axial
compression area indicate that the strength increase under partial area compression is also
smaller for UHPC than for normal strength concrete. Therefore, elaborate tests on this
subject will be carried out in the near future. On the basis of the results, a failure criterion will
be set up which will enable the examination of other calculation approaches concerning their
validity for UHPC, too.
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The strength of UHPC then depends on the fibre content, but also on the distribution of the
fibres. Anisotropies in the behaviour of the material that result from an uneven distribution of
fibres have to be considered in the calculation. Coarse supplements may even the
orientation of the fibres and increase the strength. Moreover, high strength supplements are
able to retard cracking and thereby allow for an advance notice of the failure. For the usage
of coarse supplements, the cement content is also smaller, a fact that highlights the usage of
coarse supplement concerning sustainability, too.
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Multi-Axial and Fatigue Behaviour of ultra–high–
performance concrete (UHPC)
Summary
The development of a multiaxial mechanical model for ultra-high performance concrete for
numerical investigations is reported in this paper. The parameters for calibrating the three
phases model for UHPC shall be determined in uni- and multiaxial experimental
investigations. The uniaxial fatigue tests indicate that UHPC under fatigue loading is different
from normal-strength concrete. The gradient of the second phase of strain development can
be used to estimate the number of cycles until failure.
Experimental investigations of rotation-symmetric lateral pressure have been carried out. The
results of low peripheral pressure show that the failure of UHPC is significantly more ductile in
comparison to uniaxial failure. The parameters for an anisotropic damage model shall be
determined for multiaxial fatigue loading in further dynamic investigations.
Keywords: multiaxial mechanical model; fatigue; damage development
1

Introduction

The outstanding characteristics of ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC) require the
development of a multiaxial mechanical model for numerical investigations. The three phases
model allows for describing the behaviour of concrete in range from extremely brittle to more
ductile by using the characteristic developments of the principal meridians of the fracture
surface in particular the compressive meridian. Furthermore, the anisotropic damage due to
fatigue is considered in the principal-stress area by different grades of damage in relation to
the tensile and the compressive meridian.
The necessary parameters are determined in experimental investigations in order to calibrate
the three phases model for UHPC by specifying the failure curve of static loading on the
principal meridians.
Uniaxial investigations have been carried out under static as well as under compression
fatigue conditions. Actually, multiaxial investigations are focussed only on static loading
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along the compressive meridian, i.e. under longitudinal compression combined with
transversal compression or tension.
2

Three phases model for ultra-high-performance concrete

The general shape of a failure surface in the three-dimensional stress space can be
described by its failure curves in the principal meridians sections and its cross-sectional
shapes in the deviator sections (Figure 1). The surface in the 60 degree sectors between the
principal meridians are generated by means of elliptic interpolation. There are a lot of
mutiaxial failure models (e.g. Drucker-Prager or Willam-Warnke) in literature to be used for
normal-strength concrete (see [1]). But these traditional failure criteria are not applicable for
UHPC. The failure of UHPC under uniaxial loading is brittle, in both, tension and
compression. Therefore the three phases model [2] has been modified to take into account
these characteristic material properties of UHPC. The change-over range is wider and
probably moves to higher hydrostatic pressure.

ζ=
a

Tension
meridian
Ductile
phase

Changeover

Brittle
phase

ρ
fc,1

η
O=

ξ
fc,1

Compressive
meridian

ξ

= hydrostatic stress

ρ

= deviatoric stress

fc,1 = uniaxial compressive strength

Curve progression ?

Figure 1:
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Principal meridians section of the failure surface due to three phases model for
ultra high performance concrete
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The compressive meridian is described by two straight lines with different slope which are
connected by a parabolic curve. The cross section on the deviatoric plane changes from
nearly triangular (brittle phase) to nearly circular with increasing hydrostatic pressure.
3

Experimental Investigations

Information about the concrete mixtures examined in the Priority Programme 1182 “Building
Suitable with Ultra-High Performance Concrete”, the test specimens and the test-setup can be
found in [3]. The results of the uni- and multiaxial investigations are presented in the following.
3.1

Uniaxial Investigations

The fatigue behaviour of normal-strength or high-strength concrete has been documented in
several articles e. g. [4], [5] or [6]. Figure 2 shows the fatigue tests on ultra-high performance
concrete examined at the Leibniz University of Hannover. The investigations were carried out
with a constant lower-stress level of 5% of the static strength and varying upper-stress levels.
1.0

0.8

regression line uhp coarse grain concrete
log N = 12,7 – 11,5 (2σa); B = 0,89

2σa / fcm [/]

normal-strength
concrete [4]
regression line uhp fine grain concrete
log N = 12,0 – 11,1 (2σa ); B = 0,90

0.6

0.4

individual result / mean uhp finegrain concrete
∑ 84 tests uhp fine grain concrete

individual result / mean uhp finegrain concrete

∑ 45 tests uhp coarse grain concrete

regression line uhp finegrain concrete

∑ 165.000.000 numbers of cycles to failure

regression line uhp coarse grain concrete

0.2
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

numbers of cycles to failure log N [/]

Figure 2:

Wöhler-curves for ultra-high performance fine and coarse grained concrete

Until now more than 125 specimens have been tested with up to 1.5·107 load cycles
subjected to uniaxial compression fatigue tests with a total number of more than 165.000.000
cycles. The regression lines for the S/N-average-value curves of the ultra-high performance
concrete mixtures display scopes above and below the Wöhler-line for normal-strength
concrete derived by Klausen [4]. With a coefficient of determination of B = 90% for the fine
grain concrete and B = 89% for the coarse grain concrete, linear regression lines seem to be
expedient for a first approximation. Further tests have to show the reliability of this approach.
Various indicators for the damage development can be found in literature, e. g. the strain, the
stiffness or the consumed energy per load-cycle [4], [5]. Figure 3 displays the development of
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strain and of secant stiffness against the normalized numbers of cycles of a fibre-reinforced
ultrahigh-performance fine grain concrete. The fatigue test has been carried out with an
upper stress level of 80% fcm, a lower stress level of 5% fcm and a load frequency of 10 Hz,
where fcm means the main value of uniaxial compressive strength.
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Figure 3:

Development of strain and secant stiffness of a fine grain fibre-reinforced ultrahigh performance concrete during fatigue loading

The characteristic three-phase damage development known from normal-strength concrete
[4], [7] can be verified also for ultra-high performance concrete. The development of strain
increase indeed non-linearly only up to about 3 % to 5 % of the number of cycles to failure.
Between 5 % and 95 % a distinct linear increase in strain is found, followed by a third phase
where the damage increases exponentially till the fracture of the sample. This fact is in
contrast to normal-strength concrete, where the boundaries can be found at 20% and 80% of
the normalized numbers of cycles. It seems as if there is a shortening of phase I and
phase III caused by the brittleness of UHPC reported for static loading [3].
Investigations carried out by Cornelissen [8] indicate that the gradient of the second phase
presented in a logarithmic scale is an indicator for the number of cycles until failure. Because
of the linear increase between 25 % and 75 % of the number of cycles until failure, these
points were chosen to calculate the gradient in the second phase and normalized using the
total loss in strain (1).

⎛
⎞
S0.75⋅ N − S0.25⋅ N
log( S& II ) = log ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ ( n0.75⋅ N − n0.25⋅ N ) ⋅ ( S1.0⋅ N − S0.0⋅ N ) ⎠
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Figure 4 presents the single values of the gradient of phase II plotted against the numbers of
cycles until failure in a logarithmic scale for the ultra-high performance concrete mixture
examined in the Priority Program 1182 [3].
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gradient of stain development between
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Figure 4:

Correlation between the gradient in phase II and the number of cycles until failure

Figure 4 indicates that a linear regression seems to be possible with respect to the
correlation between the gradient of phase II and the ultimate numbers of cycle to failure for
ultra-high performance concrete. But because of the scatter of the measurement, more data
points are required for a reliable conclusion.
3.2

Multiaxial loading

3.2.1

Compressive Meridian

The failure curve on the compressive meridian is characterized by specific loading
conditions. These are states of stress composed of predominantly axial compression and
rotationally symmetrical transversal stress, either tension or compression.
One point on the compressive meridian – the uniaxial compressive strength – is already
known and can be found on σ33-axis (σ11 = σ22 = 0). The uniaxial compressive strength
divides the failure curves into two parts, uniaxial compression below compressive strength
combined with transverse tension and uniaxial compression above compressive strength
combined with transverse compression.
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Figure 5:

Loading conditions of compressive meridian

3.2.2

Uniaxial Compression combined with Transverse pressure

The design of the experimental set-up for these loading conditions should be as simple as
possible especially for later following dynamic investigations. Therefore, cylindrical
specimens (∅ 60mm, h=180mm) were tested under longitudinal compression and restrained
transverse extension. The idea was to generate passive transverse compression by means
of circular reinforcement. Different loading paths were to be realized by varying the thickness
of reinforcement. Different test arrangements (e.g. rings, coil) have been developed [3]. But
all these experiments did not produce suitable results.
Finally a triaxial compression testing device was used. This experimental setup allows
controlling different rotation-symmetric transverse compression states in combination with
longitudinal compression. The specimen geometry (cylinder d/h 60/180 [mm]) is the same
used for uniaxial fatigue loading (see 3.1). First results up to a lateral pressure of -45 MPa
are shown in Table 1.
Table 1:
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Experimental results of triaxial testing

Lateral pressure
[MPa]

Axial failure load
[MPa]

η = ξ / fcm

ζ = ρ / fcm

[-]

[-]

-2

-215.8

-0.641

-0.882

B

-5
-10
-20
-30

-249.5
-280.1
-305.1
-326.3

-40
-50

-367.9
-354.0

-0.757
-0.876
-0.991
-1.121
-1.307
-1.325

-1.009
-1.115
-1.158
-1.216
-1.353
-1.255

B
B
A
A
B
B

Series
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The uniaxial strengths are fcm,1 = 199 MPa (Series A) and fcm,1 = 198 MPa (Series B),
respectively. Figure 6 shows these results transformed into the Haigh-WestergaardCoordinate System and compared to some possible failure curves produced by the three
phase model. The array of these curves is generated by different parameters. Currently, the
EN 1992-1-1 approach seems to be most convenient. But a von-Mises approach combined
with a wide change over range also could be possible.
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Figure 6:

Experimental results of triaxial testing

In case of low transverse pressure the failure behaviour of UHPC is significantly more ductile
in comparison to brittle failure behaviour due to uniaxial compression. The maximum axial
elongation at fracture was up to 15 o/oo.
4

Outlook and Conclusion

4.1

Uniaxial Fatigue Investigations

Ultra-high performance concrete under fatigue loading shows a different behaviour in
comparison to normal-strength concrete. First results indicate that the correlation between
the gradient of phase II of the damage development and the ultimate numbers of cycle until
failure is quite strong not only for normal-strength concrete but also for ultra-high
performance concrete. Further investigations are needed to examine the different factors of
influence, e.g. the load frequency.
4.2

Extension of Three phases model with respect to fatigue loading

The ultimate numbers of stress cycles until failure according to the uniaxial S-N-curve are
attached to the σ33-axis (see triangular symbols in Figure 7). Further S-N-curves shall be
developed according to specific ratios of deviatoric versus hydrostatic stresses (e.g. ρ/ξ =
0,10; 0,20; 0,30; …). Attaching ultimate numbers of stress cycles until failure (see rhombic
symbols) to the straight lines defined by these ratios, affine curves connecting equal cycle
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numbers can be derived. Thereby, the three phases failure model is extended to a three
phases fatigue model (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7:

Three phases modell extension for fatigue loading
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Crack Formation and Tensile Behaviour of UHPC
Reinforced with a Combination of Rebars and Fibres
Summary
To carry tensile loads beyond the tensile strength of fibre reinforced UHPC in beams or
tensile members, fibres can be combined with conventional bar reinforcement or prestressing
steel. Thereby, the structural and deformation behaviour in serviceability as well as in
ultimate limit state is affected significantly. Based on equilibrium and compatibility, the
introduced mechanical model enables to predict both the integral load-deformation-behaviour
and the width of discrete cracks of UHPC-tensile members reinforced with rebars and fibres.
Fundamentals are the well-known mechanical principles for cracked reinforced concrete and
the stress-crack-opening-relationship of fibre concrete. The application of the proposed
model to an extensive test series with numerous varied parameters shows a very good
agreement even for fibre-reinforced UHPC with strain softening behaviour.
Keywords: tensile behaviour, combined reinforcement, crack width, durability, economic mix
design
1

Introduction

To achieve ductile post failure behaviour in compression and to increase tensile strength and
ductility of UHPC, often fibres, normally high strength steel fibres, are added. Thus very high
flexural strengths can be achieved, particularly for thin structural members. However, to
realise long-span structures (i. e. bridges) under systematic utilisation of the high
compressive strength of concrete, additional untensioned or prestressed reinforcement in the
tensile area is needed.
Thereby, differences in the load bearing and the deformation behaviour compared to
common reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete result from the interaction of
continuous reinforcement elements and discontinuously distributed short fibres. In particular
stiffness and cracking, but also bearing capacity and ductility, are significantly affected by the
reinforcement configuration.
The calculation of UHPC structures therefore requires methods and models, which describe
the mechanical processes of cracking well and thus enable a material suited structural
design. In order to ensure durability, a secure limitation of crack width in serviceability state
plays an important role.
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2

Bond between UHPC and bar reinforcement

Within a test series, the bond between rebars (BSt 500, high strength ribbed prestressing
steel St 1420/1570 and St 1470/1620) with different diameters (ds = 8, 10 and 12 mm) and
fine-aggregate UHPC of mixture M1Q (table 1) was investigated experimentally. Depending
on the fibre content the compressive strengths of the UHPC-mixture lie between 160 and
190 N/mm².
Table 1:

UHPC-mixture [1]

UHPC-mixture

M1Q

M2Q

cement

kg/m³

733

832

sand 0.125/0.50

kg/m³

1008

975

silica fume

kg/m³

230

135

fine quartz

kg/m³

183

207

l/m³

405

403

finest particles < 0.125 mm
superplasticiser

kg/m³

water

l/m³

28.6
161

29.4
166

water-cement-ratio

0.24

0.22

water-binder-ratio

0.19

0.19

Differing from the recommendations of RILEM [2], for the pull-out-tests’ specimens the bond
length was reduced to 1.5 ds, to avoid yielding of reinforcing steel. Besides concrete cubes
with edge lengths of 10 ds specimens with reduced concrete cover (2.5 and 1.0 ds) were
tested. Furthermore, the influence of steel fibres (l/d = 17 mm/0.15 mm) was investigated.
The highest bond strength was reached for BSt 500 with a concrete cover of 4.5 ds at
comparatively small relative displacements of about 0.1 to 0.2 mm (figure 1). High strength
steel with indentation showed definitely softer bond behaviour. For reduced concrete cover of
2.5 ds longitudinal cracks along the reinforcing steel bar caused a reduction of bond strength.
This could not be avoided even by adding fibres of 1.0 vol.-%.
60

BSt10c45F = BSt 500, Ø 10 mm,
concrete cover: 45 mm,
1.0 vol.-% steel fibres

50

τ b [N/mm²]

BSt10c45F

St10c25F

30

Figure 1:
20
test data
equation (1)

10
0
0,00

0,05

0,10

s [mm]
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St10c25F

40

0,15

0,20

= St 1420/1570, Ø 10 mm,
concrete cover: 25 mm,
1.0 vol.-% steel fibres

Bond behaviour of reinforcing
steel (BSt 500) and high
strength ribbed prestressing
steel (St 1420/1670) in fibre
reinforced
fine-aggregated
UHPC (grey) and approximation
by equation (1) (black)
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As bond law for reinforced NSC equation (1) is used frequently. Fitting the input parameters,
the bond behaviour of UHPC can be approximated by equation (1) as well (figure 1). Table 2
represents the parameters based on the results of the conducted pull-out-tests.
α

⎛s⎞
τb = τb max ⋅ ⎜ ⎟ ≤ τb max
⎝ s1 ⎠
τb max bond strength
with
s
slip
s1
slip at reaching the bond strength
α
constant, depending on the bond quality of the reinforcing steel

Table 2:

Parameters to describe the bond behaviour of UHPC by equation (1)

type of reinforcement
τb max

N/mm²

BSt 500

St 1420/1670

55

40

s1

mm

0.1

0.5

α

-

0.40

0.30

3

(1)

Stress-crack-opening-relationship of fibre reinforced UHPC

For fine-aggregate UHPC of mixture M2Q (table 1), the stress-crack-opening-behaviour was
investigated experimentally within a test series on notched prisms. Smooth high strength
steel fibres with a diameter of 0.15 mm and a length of 9 mm or 17 mm were added to the
concrete in different volume fractions (0.9 up to 2.5 vol.-%). The prisms had a cross section
of 40 x 40 mm² with 5 mm x 5 mm sawn notches at two opposite sides (figure 2).
To avoid failure outside the notch and to enable the measurement of very small values of
crack opening, thin steel plates, which reached directly to the notch edge, were glued to the
lateral surface of the test specimens. The chosen load application per threaded bars without
hinges led to an elastic restraint of the specimens (figure 3).
F

steel block for load
introduction
UHPC-prism
(grey)
casting direction

80

notch 5 x 5

40

glued steel
plates

F

Figure 2:

measurements
in mm

Test specimen

Figure 3: Test set-up (left) and instrumentation (right)
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The deformations were measured by LVDT’s, which were fastened at the steel plates by a
device near to the notch edge. Figure 4 shows the obtained stress-crack openingrelationships. They can be approximated very well in the phase of both, fibre activation
(figure 4a) and fibre pull-out (figure 4b) by the following equations, as given among others by
Pfyl [3].
⎛
w
w ⎞
fibre activation: σcf = σcf0 ⋅ ⎜ 2
−
⎟
⎜ w
w 0 ⎟⎠
0
⎝
σcf0
w0
lf

with

⎛
2w ⎞
fibre pull-out: σcf = σcf0 ⋅ ⎜ 1 −
⎟
lf ⎠
⎝

(2a)

2

(2b)

maximum stress of fibre concrete (post-cracking phase)
crack width at reaching the maximum stress of fibre concrete
fibre length

To consider the influence of shrinkage and of matrix-softening in the state of micro cracking,
the equations (2a) and (2b) can be extended as shown in [4].
16

12

test data
approximation by
eq. (2a) and (2b)
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8

σ cf [N/mm²]

σ cf [N/mm²]
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6
4

0
0,00

6

2
0
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w [mm]

Figure 4:

8

4

test data
approximation by
eq. (2a) and (2b)

2

10

0

1

2

3

4

5

w [mm]

Stress-crack opening-relationship in the fibre activation phase (left, 17 mm long
steel fibres) and until complete pull-out of all fibres (right, 9 mm long steel fibres)
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Tensile behaviour of UHPC reinforced with rebars and fibres

4.1

Mechanical model

To describe the tensile behaviour of tensile members with a combination of bar and fibre
reinforcement, the mechanical relationships valid for fibre concrete and reinforced concrete
have to be linked. For balance reasons, within the crack equation (3) is true. In the state of
micro cracking, equation (3) may be extended by the contribution of the UHPC-matrix Fc.
F = Fs + Ff
with
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F
Fs
Ff

(equilibrium condition)
external tensile force
tensile force of reinforcing bars
tensile force of fibres

(3)
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Implying plane cross sections, the relative displacement between bar reinforcement and
matrix on one hand and the stress-crack-opening-relationship of fibre concrete on the other
hand must lead to identical crack widths (compatibility condition). Considering the equilibrium
condition and the compatibility condition, the tensile forces of bar and fibre reinforcement and
therewith the local as well as the integral strain of an UHPC-tensile member with combined
reinforcement can be determined definitely.
As shown in [4], with increasing bond stress between concrete and reinforcement acc. to
figure 1 and with further fibre activation (figure 2a) new cracks can arise up to high elastic
tensile strain. At this, the fibre concrete itself does not need to show a strain hardening
behaviour.
Because of the quite complex mechanical relationships, the iterative evaluation of the
equilibrium and compatibility conditions has to be done numerically. In the proposed model
the tensile member is divided into a finite number of “crack elements” of discrete lengths.
These elements differ in the fibre content effective in tensile direction (considering the scatter
of fibre distribution and orientation) and in their length. The lengths of the elements measure
the single up to the twice of the load transition length of the bar reinforcement (possible crack
spacings in the state of single cracking), which shows a more unfavourable bond behaviour
compared to the fibres.
The calculation of the load-deformation-behaviour of the different elements is conducted
force-controlled. Therefore, the external load is increased incrementally, starting with the
smallest cracking strength of all considered crack elements. On each load level, the internal
forces, the crack width, the average tensile strain etc. are determined by iteration for all crack
elements. It is checked, if in the middle of two existing cracks the cracking strength of fibre
concrete is reached again. In this case for the next load level the crack spacing is halved and
the number of cracks of the corresponding element is doubled. Subsequently, for each load
level a statistical evaluation (frequency distribution of the crack spacings and crack widths,
extreme and mean values etc.) and the superposition of the average steel strain values is
done. Thereby the results of the elements are weighed according to their distribution density.
4.2

Experimental verification of the proposed mechanical model

4.2.1

Test programme and test execution

To analyse the interaction of bar and fibre reinforcement, tensile tests on panel-shaped
UHPC-members (mixture M2Q acc. to table 1) have been carried out. Within the test series
the influence of the fibre length (9 and 17 mm), of the fibre content (0.9 up to 2.5 vol.-%), of
the type of bar reinforcement (BSt 500, high strength steel, see figure 1), of the bar diameter
(8 and 12 mm) and of the content of bar reinforcement (1.3 and 3.0 %) on the load and
deformation behaviour under short-term monotonic loading was investigated.
The panels had a cross section of 70 x 220 mm² and a length of 1300 mm (figure 5). They
were reinforced in tension direction concentrically with one layer of 4 steel bars each. Some
specimens had an additional lateral reinforcement. The panels were implemented by clamp
jaws in a servo-hydraulic test device (figure 6). The loading was conducted path controlled.
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Dimensions and reinforcement of UHPC-panels
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Test setup

The deformations were measured integrally by 4 LVDT’s over a measuring range of 750 mm.
Crack formation and development of crack width were observed visually via crack loupe at
discrete strain states. Furthermore, results about the crack width distribution should be
gained indirectly through the correlation between crack width and crack spacing. Therefore,
the crack spacings were measured on the front and back side along 3 measuring ranges
each.
4.2.2

Shortening due to shrinkage

Due to the high cement content and the low water-binder-ratio of UHPC the autogenous
shrinkage exceeds the drying shrinkage. According to tests done by Fehling et al. [1] with
mixture M1Q, the autogenous shrinkage strain εcas amounts to about 0.9 ‰. Considering the
minor drying shrinkage strain εcds the total degree of total shrinkage εcs∞ sums up to
approximately 1 ‰.
Within the test series, the shortening due to shrinkage εs,shr was determined experimentally.
For that purpose the length of the reinforcement bars, which stick out at the ends of the
panels, were measured before being implemented in the formwork and another time several
days after finishing the heat treatment of the hardened specimens. Figure 7 shows the
measured shrinkage shortening as a function of the total reinforcement ratio ρtot. The fibre
content is considered by half in comparison to the bar reinforcement ratio.
Equation (4) describes the theoretical εs,shr - ρtot -relationship. The unknown parameters can
be determined via regression analysis using the measured values (broken line in figure 7).
εs,shr =

with
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εcs∞
1 + αE ⋅ ρtot ⋅ (1 + ρ ⋅ ϕ )
ϕ
creep coefficient
ρ
relaxation coefficient
αE = E s Ec

(4)
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Figure 7: Shortening of tensile members
due to shrinkage

4.2.3

2

Figure 8: Load-deformation-behaviour of
tensile members (high strength steel,
ds = 12 mm and 17 mm long fibres)

Load-deformation-behaviour and crack formation

Figure 8 shows the stress-strain-relationships obtained by the tensile tests. The average
strain εsm was calculated from the displacements measured by the 4 LVDT’s and the
shrinkage shortening acc. to figure 7. A very good agreement with the proposed model is
achieved.
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Development of crack spacings during tests (a) and relative frequency
distribution of the crack spacings at the end of tests (b) in comparison to the
mechanical model (high strength steel, ds = 12 mm and 17 mm long fibres)
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In figure 9a, the maximum, minimum and mean values of crack spacings are depicted
numerically and by symbols. They were obtained by the analysis of recorded test data for the
specimens with a fibre content of 0.9 vol.-%. Figure 9b shows the relative frequency
distribution of crack spacing at the end of tests as histogram (grey bars).
The calculation by the mechanical model is based on the same material parameters as the
calculation of the load-deformation-behaviour. Again, an overall very good agreement
between test data and mechanical model could be obtained. Due to the assumption of plain
cross sections (Bernoulli’s hypothesis), the minimum crack spacings, measured in the tests,
which may emerge near to crack splittings, are overestimated by the model.
5

Conclusions

The load-deformation-behaviour as well as the development of crack spacings and crack
widths observed in the tests can be represented very well by the suggested mechanical
model [4]. The calculations are based on the bond-stress-slip-relationships of bar
reinforcement and on the stress-crack-opening-relationships of ultra high strength fibre
concrete. Thus, the introduced model enables both calculations of stiffness and of crack
widths of non-prestressed reinforced as well as prestressed UHPC-tensile members.
Experimental and theoretical studies show, that the tension stiffening effect increases
strongly with increasing fibre, but crack spacings and crack widths do not decrease in the
same manner. The maximum contribution of fibres is reached at high strain levels, which
frequently lie above the elastic range of bar reinforcement. The results, obtained for a fibre
content of only 0.9 vol.-%, confirm that in combination with bar reinforcement, the fibre
concrete itself does not need to show strain hardening behaviour to achieve progressive
crack formation with very small crack spacings and crack widths, which enables very durable
structures. Since the costs of the fibres mainly determine the costs of UHPC, this finding is of
high economical importance.
Model ideas developed so far, which primarily suggest a superposition of the loaddeformation-behaviour of fibre concrete and stress-strain-relationship of plain steel without
considering compatibility (e.g. [5]) are not able to reproduce this observation.
6
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Determination of the distribution and orientation of fibres
in steel fibre reinforced UHPC by photographic method
Summary

Micro steel fibres are often used to improve the ductility as well as to increase the tensile and
bending strength of Ultra High Performance Concrete. An improved photographic presented
in this paper enables users a significant and simple determination of the distribution and
orientation of micro steel fibres in UHPC. This contribution describes the main features of the
method.
Keywords: fibre distribution, fibre orientation, photographic method, surface preparation,
image analysis
1

Introduction

An appropriate characterisation of the material properties is needed for the application of
steel fibre reinforced Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) in structures. The knowledge
of the distribution and orientation of fibres is important to predict the load capacity of
structures. They are also relevant from an economic and ecological point of view. Due to the
multiple influence factors, such as geometry, concrete properties and manufacturing
technology, it is necessary to investigate the distribution and orientation of fibres for
individual application. Therefore, suitable testing methods are required to determine these
parameters. In this case some specifics must be considered for UHPC reinforced with micro
steel fibres.
2

Theoretical approach

The spatial fibre alignment is described by the fibre distribution and fibre orientation. The
fibre distribution describes the number of fibres NF within a volume unit V or a cross-sectional
area A (figure 1a). The fibre orientation is characterised by the orientation coefficient ηF
(figure 1b). The coefficient ηF is defined as the average ratio of the fibre length lF,proj. in tensile
stress direction to the actual fibre length lF of all fibres in the examined volume unit or cross
section (equation 1).

ηF =

1
NF

NF

lF,proje .,i

i=1

lF,i

∑

0 ≤ ηF ≤ 1,0

(1)
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}

A
NF

V

(a) fibre distribution
Figure 1:

(b) fibre orientation

Definition of the fibre distribution and orientation

Four methods are mostly used for the experimental determination of the fibre distribution and
orientation:
•

Counting the fibres in the cross-section [1]

•

Radiography (X-ray) [2] / computer-tomography (CT) [3]

•

Magnetic induction [4]

•

Photographic method [5]

Equation 2 is often used for the investigation of the fibre orientation by counting the fibres in
an section of a specimen.

ηF = 25 ⋅
with

NF ⋅ π ⋅ dF2
AP ⋅ vF

(2)

ηF

Orientation coefficient

[-]

NF
dF
vF
AP

Number of fibres
Fibre diameter
Nominal fibre content
Cross-sectional area

[-]
[mm]
[vol.-%]
[mm²]

In this case only the number of fibres in the section must be counted to determine the
orientation coefficient. However, this approach offers only correct results if the actual fibre
content in the section corresponds to the nominal fibre content. In other cases, e.g. in
fracture zones the orientation coefficient is estimated too high or too low [6]. Then X-ray, CT,
magnetic induction or photographic methods are better suitable.
The photographic method used at the Leipzig University is based on the work of Schönlin [5]
and Markovic [7]. The fibre orientation is determined on the basis of the elliptical-shaped fibre
cross sections which appear in the section of the specimen.
The fibre orientation for a spatial oriented fibre can be determined with equation 3 if the
tensile stress direction is identical to the y-direction (figure 2).
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Figure 2:

Geometric relations for the determination of the fibre orientation

lF,y lF ⋅ cos α
d
=
= cos α = F
lF
lF
dF 2

ηF,y =

(3)

The average orientation coefficient of the examined can be calculated as:

η F ,y =
with

1 NF lF,y .i
1 NF dF,i
⋅∑
=
⋅∑
NF i=1 lF,i
NF i=1 dF 2,i

dF,i
dF2,i
NF

(4)

Length of the short principal axis of the ellipse (fibre diameter)
Length of the long principal axis of the ellipse

[mm]
[mm]

Number of fibres

[-]

Furthermore, the fibre orientation for other directions orthogonal to the examined direction (ydirection) can be calculated if the angle β between the principal axis of the ellipse and one
axis of the examined section is known. The fibre orientation of a single fibre in relation to the
z-direction can determinate with equation 5.

ηF,z =

lF,z lF ⋅ cos δ lF ⋅ sin α ⋅ sin β
⎛
d ⎞
=
=
= sin α ⋅ sin β = sin⎜⎜ arccos F ⎟⎟ ⋅ sin β
dF 2 ⎠
lF
lF
lF
⎝

(5)

The average orientation coefficient is:
ηF,z =

1
NF

NF

⎛

i =1

⎝

dF,i ⎞
⎟ ⋅ sin βi
⎟
F 2,i ⎠

∑ sin⎜⎜ arccos d

(6)
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(a) Fibre cross sections in
the examined section
Figure 3:

(b) Spatial position
of the fibres

(c) Fibre cross sections in the
calculated sections

Mathematic determination of the fibre orientation

For the mathematic determination of the fibre orientation the spatial position of the fibres
(figure 3b) is calculated based on the experimentally found values of dF, dF2 and β in the
examined section (figure 3a). In this process the "duality-orientation problem" [8] (figure 4) is
not considered because it has no influence on the calculated sections (layer 1 until 4 in figure
3c) which are orthogonal to the examined section (layer 0). Afterwards, for each fibre the
coefficient ηF,i is determined based on the fibre cross sections in the calculated section. The
average value of the coefficients gives a good estimate of the fibre orientation in the direction
orthogonal to the examined direction. The validity is limited to an area of lF/2 perpendicular to
layer 0.

Figure 4:

Graphic illustration of the „duality-orientation-problem“

3

Determination of the distribution and orientation of micro steel fibres in
UHPC

The photographic method developed at the Leipzig University stands out thanks to an
improved photography and analysis of the sections in comparison to the method from
Schönlin [5]. The image analysis software FiDiOr (Fibre Distribution and Orientation) was
developed to that end. Furthermore, the preparation of the section was adapted on the
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requirements of UHPC reinforced with micro steel fibres. Three factors are important for an
accurate determination of the fibre distribution and orientation:
•

Preparation of the sections

•

Photography of the sections

•

Computer-assisted image analysis

3.1

Preparation of the intersections

High thermal and mechanical stresses occur during cutting the specimens and the fibre cross
sections melt in the section. The melting effect is especially significant for the micro steel
fibres (diameter about 0.16 mm) usually used in UHPC (figure 5a). So the sections must be
prepared after cutting to restore the original elliptical geometry of the fibre cross sections
(figure 5b). Furthermore, fibres can be separated which are melt to clusters before
preparation. The preparation of the sections begin with a levelling of the rough unevenness,
e.g. from lurching of the saw blade. After that a wet grinding procedure is applied to restore
the original fibre cross sections.

(a) Before preparation

(b) After preparation

Figure 5:

Light-optical microscope view of a section

3.2

Photography of the sections

The images of the sections should be taken with a high resolution digital camera because the
pictures must be available in a digital format for the analysis. The following requirements are
made on the pictures of the sections:
•
•
•
•

Good contrast between fibre and concrete
Uniform lightening
High resolution
Avoidance perspective distortions

The fibre diameter should correspond to a minimum of 9 pixels in the image. Therefore a
camera with a resolution of 9 million pixels is required to take a picture with a size of 50 x 50
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mm and a fibre diameter of 0.16 mm. A lower resolution limits the precision of the logging of
the geometry of the ellipses and thus also the determination of the fibre orientation.
Perspective distortions by camera shake can be avoided by the use of a tripod. Other
perspective distortion, e.g. barrel, pincushion or complex distortions can be compensated by
the use of high quality lens and camera with full frame senor or with software applications.
3.3

Computer-assisted image analysis

The computer-assisted image analysis is carried out with the self-developed software FiDiOr
in 3 steps:
•
•
•

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:

Image analysis
Post-editing
Data interpretation

An automatic image analysis is executed in the step 1. The differentiation between fibres and
concrete is carried out by a threshold limit value on a grey scale with 256 brightness
graduations. Pixels with a grey tone above the threshold value are interpreted as fibre parts.
Afterwards groups of pixels are assigned to fibres using a recursive algorithm. The fibre
geometry is subsequently idealized by substitute ellipses for groups of pixels.
In step 2 the ellipses from step 1 are transmitted to a CAD-unit and marked in the picture of
the section. Through this a visual control is possible. The ellipses are plotted in four different
colours (green, red, magenta, blue) (figure 6). The colours have following meanings:
•

Green:
with

•

Red:

•

Magenta:

•

Blue:

Correct fibre - length of the short principal axis of the ellipse is equal
the nominal fibre diameter
Failure 1 - length of the short principal axis of the ellipse is larger
than the nominal fibre diameter (e.g. overexposed fibres)
Failure 2 - length of the short principal axis of the ellipse is smaller
than the nominal fibre diameter (e.g. fibre fragments)
Failure 3 - fibre cluster

The program FiDiOr allows not only identifying incorrect fibres but also the manual postediting of incorrect fibres. It is possible to change the measurements of the ellipses, add new
ellipses or erase incorrect ellipses. The combination of automatic fibre detection with
additional post-editing remarkably reduces the effort for the image analysis. At the same time
a convincing database for the determination of the fibre distribution and orientation is
created.
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Figure 6:

Illustration of the equivalent ellipses in the section

In step 3 the data of the substitute ellipses is transmitted from the CAD-unit to a calculation
unit. The calculation-unit determines following results:
•
•
•
•

Number of fibres NF
Experimental fibre content vexp according to Hilsdorf [9]
Fibre orientation ηF according to equation (2)
Fibre orientation ηF according to equation (4)

[-]
[vol.-%]
[-]
[-]

Because fibre orientation is determined according to equation (2) and (4) it is possible to
check the results if the experimental (actual) fibre content correspond to the nominal fibre
content.
4

Conclusion

For the application of fibre reinforced UHPC the knowledge about the fibre distribution and
orientation is important from structural, economic and ecologic point of view. However, some
specifics must be considered for UHPC reinforced with micro steel fibres. The preparation,
photography and analysis of the specimens are similarly important for a accurate
determination of the fibre distribution and orientation. With the suggested photographic
method a suitable technique is presented to determine these parameters.
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Shear carrying capacity of steel fiber reinforced UHPC
Summary

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a high-tech material opening new opportunities
especially for slender constructions as for example pretensioned beams. Within a priority
program [1] supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) the shear carrying
capacity of beams is in vestigated at the Institute of Structural Concrete at RWTH Aachen
University. Several tests on beams with and without openings were carried out. Due to the
steel fibers added to the concrete, no shear reinforcement is required. The shear carrying
capacity of UHPC beams is significantly increased compared to normal strength or even high
strength concrete. The parameters varied were the fiber content, the prestressing grade, the
shear slenderness as well as the position and amount of web openings in the beams.
Keywords: ultra-high performance concrete, steel fibers, shear carrying capacity,
prestressing
1

Field of application and research significance

It is well known that the compressive strength of UHPC is about five times the strength of
conventional normal strength concrete. Therefore, a high degree of prestressing can be
applied and thus, more slender structures are feasible. This leads to significant savings in
dead load, which is an important issue especially for prefabrication. The essential savings of
the new construction material are the low consumption, lower transport costs and dead load.
The production requirements for UHPC restrict the main field of application to prefabricated
members, e.g. roof girders of large storages. For the building service systems web openings
are arranged in the girders, which effects the flow of the shear stresses. Also, the ultimate
shear carrying capacity is considerably reduced. The steel fibers contribute to the shear
resistance and thus the fibers also improve the post-cracking behavior. The load bearing
behavior becomes nearly ductile after crack initiation. To take into account the fibers,
constitutive design rules for the shear carrying capacity of UHPC are essential for both,
beams with and without web openings.
2

Specimen design and fabrication

The concrete composition is based on the mix design of the priority program [1] (M0 with
2.5% p.v.). With respect of the sustainability, the fiber content was varied. Table 1
summarizes the concrete mixes used for the beam tests. The steel fibers of 0.15 mm
diameter had a length between 9 mm and 17.5 mm. The reference composition MR
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contained no fibers. The concrete showed nearly self consolidating properties and could be
cast without compacting.
Table 1:

concrete composition

material [kg/m³]

M0 (2.5% p.v.)

M1 (0.9% p.v.)

MR (w/out fibers)

cement CEM I

650

660

666

silica fume

177

180

181

quartz powder

456

463

467

sand 0.125-0.5 mm

354

360

363

basalt 2-8

598

606

612

steel fiber 9.0/0.15

194

-

-

steel fiber 17.5/0.15

-

70

-

water

158

161

162

superplasticizer

31

32

32

An overview of the conducted shear test program is given in table 2. So far, four beams have
been fabricated. Due to the specific loading (Figure 1) two tests with different prestressing
grades could be performed on one beam. The first test is indicated with “a” and the second
with “b”. To avoid an anchorage failure, two stirrups Ø6 were arranged behind the support. A
considerable enhancement of the overhang is not expedient because the rising arch action
influences the shear carrying capacity more than in common practice. A size of 15 cm was
appointed for all shear tests. The specific concrete cover was c/dp = 2,5 according to
preceding tests [2].
Table 2:

parameters of the shear tests

test

concrete
M1

M0

MR

slenderness

support
overhang

strands
with bond /
total

a/d [-]

[m]

units 0.5’’

T1a

x

3.8

7/9

T1b

x

3.8

9/9
7/9

T2a

x

3.8

T2b

x

3.8

0.15

9/9

T3a

x

3.8

7/9

T3b

x

3.8

9/9

T4a

x

3.8

9/9

T4b

x

4.4

9/9

The lower chord was pretensioned with nine 0.5’’ strands, each with a prestressing of 125 kN
(figure 1). Two of the middle strands were debonded on one side of the beam. This way, two
different ratios or prestressing could be tested. All other parameters as the effective depth
maintained the same. To check out the influence of the shear slenderness, the forth beam
was tested with a/d = 3.8 (T4a) and 4.4 (T4b).
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Figure 1:

view and section of the specimens and the test set-ups

3

Prestressing

The prestressing force was induced in steps of 20 % three days after concreting. The
concrete compression strength at that time was about βcube = 100 to 110 N/mm². As shown in
figure 2, the longitudinal concrete strain due to prestressing was about -0.8 ‰ (T1a with
seven strands) and -1.0 ‰ (T1b with nine strands). Due to creep and shrinkage the concrete
strain increased up to -1.25 ‰ and -1.6 ‰ until the day of the first shear test.

Figure 2:

longitudinal concrete strain along the lower strands of T1

The simultaneous loss of prestressing directly influences the shear carrying capacity since
the arch action is decreased. At the time of the shear tests of beam T1 the losses of
prestressing were 18 % (T1a) and 24 % (T1b) with regard to the initial state in the
prestressing bed.
Furthermore, the concrete strains indicated, that the transfer length is appr. 25 cm to 30 cm.
This means, that the transfer length is longer than the support overhang, which influences
also the arch action [2]. The beams T2, T3 and T4 showed comparable results, but the
missing fibers in T2 led to horizontal hairline cracks lateral to the middle strands and the
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transfer length was increased.

Figure 3:

vertical concrete strain in the anchorage zone lateral to the middle strands of T2

At the end of the member the so-called hoyer-effect leads to lateral tension in the concrete,
which may arise till tension failure of the concrete. When the prestressing was induced, the
lateral strain has been measured in five measuring points with strain gauges (figure 3). They
were arranged in the height of the lower strands (detail view in figure 3). The first three steps
of prestressing led to a lateral strain of about 0.035 ‰ in each step, that means about
0.105 ‰ after 60 %. After that, the increase of lateral strain became nonlinear and at the end
of the prestressing, the failure strain of about 0.2 ‰ was exceeded. Hairline cracks lateral to
the middle strands appeared on the front as well as on the back side. These cracks
developed in a distance of appr. 10-15 cm from the end of the beam, but did not reach the
edge (detail view in figure 3). An increase of the end slip of the strands has not occurred. In
almost the same manner as T1b, the end slip ranged between 0.8 mm and 1.0 mm. On the
other side of the beam, where seven strand were arranged, the maximum lateral strain was
0.17 ‰ with no cracks visible.
4

Shear tests

Generally, the shear tests showed a very stiff load bearing behavior due to the high
prestressing. In figure 4 the load-deflection diagrams for all four beams are presented. In the
left diagram the shear tests with different fiber ratios are compared. In test T1b (0.9 % p.v.)
first shear cracks developed at a shear load of 245 kN which led to a decrease in initial
stiffness. Further cracks appeared continuously while loading. The ultimate shear load of 267
kN was reached at a deflection of 9 mm. The main failure cracks were declined between 20°
and 24° (figure 8) with spacings from 2 to 3 cm. As expected, the ultimate shear force of T1b
was superior to T1a due to the higher prestressing (table 3). Two main failure cracks in T1a
were declined 20° and 22°. Entirely different, the second beam without steel fibers failed
without any indication. The crack pattern of the failure cracks was similar but there was a
sudden failure after the first crack developed. When 2.5 % steel fibers were added to the
concrete there was a significant increase in ultimate load. The load deflection curve indicates
first cracks at approximate 220 kN, however, at this time no cracks were visible. Only at a
higher load level capillary cracks with a spacing of appr. 3 mm appeared. About 90 % of all
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cracks showed a width less than 0.05 mm and after failure these cracks were completely
closed again and no longer visible.

Figure 4:

load deflection behavior depending on the fiber ratio and the shear slenderness

The comparison of the load deflection curves of T1b, T2b and T3b in figure 4 as well as the
ultimate shear forces in table 3 indicate the effectiveness of the steel fibers as shear
reinforcement. Even 0.9 % p.v. of steel fibers led to an increase of 80 % and an amount of
2.5 Vol-% even of 177 % in comparison to T2b without fibers. The shear bearing capacity of
T3a was even higher than the bending resistance. To prevent bending failure, the test was
aborted. The flexural strength Rf of the concrete compositions with 0.9 % fiber content (T1,
T4) and 2.5 % (T3) were almost in the same range. But the flexural strength without fibers
(T2) was considerably reduced. The flexural strength was determined with three point
bending tests (prism dimension: 4cm x 4cm x 16cm).
Table 3:

material properties and ultimate shear forces of the shear tests
test

T1a

T1b

T2a

T2b

T3a

T3b

T4a

T4b

ƒc,W100

[N/mm²]

151

174

134

134

162

170

176

183

Rf

[N/mm²]

22.7

21.2

12.3

12.3

23.1

24.1

19.1

20.2

Vu

[N/mm²]

234

267

134

147

abort

408

344

291

The ultimate shear force of T4b with an enlarged shear slenderness of a/d = 4.4 was about
15 % lower compared to T4a with a/d = 3.8 as presented in the right diagram of figure 4. This
leads to the assumption, that a higher arch action is still present even when a/d = 3.8. The
different stiffness is not caused by the slenderness but the different spans of the first and
second test set-ups. A comparison of T1b and T4a is not possible without restrictions,
because they were fabricated with different casting methods. The fiber orientation, which is
influenced by the casting method, will be investigated within the project.
Apart from T2 most of the shear cracks started at the bottom of the web (A in figure 5). Some
of these cracks developed slowly upwards the web and were decisive for the later failure (B).
When shear failure occurred, the cracks grew suddenly towards the anchorage zone of the
strands (C). However, a significant strand slip before shear failure was not observed and
anchorage failure may be excluded.
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Figure 5:

crack pattern and characteristic stages of crack formation of T4b

5

Girders with web openings

Former shear tests with multiple openings in the web [2] showed that the remaining shear
resistance was about 60 to 65 % compared to solid beams. Within the current research
project the influence of single and multiple openings will be investigated systematically. In the
first step, single openings are arranged with different spacings to the support and varying
diameters. Girders with openings and additional shear reinforcement will complete the
experimental program of this research project.
setup of the 2nd shear test

setup of the 1st shear test

4,70 m

Figure 6:

pretensioned girder with single web openings and different spacings to the
support

To predict the load bearing behavior and the crack formation, nonlinear numerical
simulations were conducted. The simulations were carried out with the program LIMFES,
which includes the micro plane model [7-10]. This material model is appropriate to describe
the distinctive fracture energy of UHPC with steel fibers. As presented in figure 7 the finite
element model has been calibrated amongst others with test T1b. The experimental and
calculative results agree in stiffness as well as the ultimate load very well. At a load stage of
about 70 % the stiffness decreases, in the test as well as in the simulation.
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Figure 7:

preliminary simulations with web openings – load deflection curves

One opening led to a theoretical decrease of the shear carrying capacity of 27 %, when the
opening was arranged 30 cm (effective depth d = 30 cm) from the support. The spacing was
varied as well, but the influence was barely noticeable. The high prestressing and the crack
angle accounts for this behavior. Adding a second opening, the shear resistance decreases
to 50 % compared to the solid beam. In each case, the crack development initiated lateral to
the openings and led finally to shear-tension failure as presented in figure 8. These results
are used to attach the measurement equipment like displacement transducers as well as
other devices (e.g. Aramis [5, 6]) to the most effective position. Furthermore, the simulations
indicate, that a vertical reinforcement adjacent to the openings is an effective enhancement.

Figure 8:

simulated crack formation of T1b compared to the test result (left) and preliminary
simulations with one and two web openings
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6

Summary and conclusions

Shear tests with pretensioned girders made of UHPC were carried out. The main test
parameters were the fiber content, the prestressing grade and the shear slenderness. In
advance, the following beam tests with openings were simulated.
The results can be summarized as follows:
•

The amount of steel fibers has a significant influence on the shear carrying capacity.
With increasing the fiber ratio the failure becomes more and more ductile.

•

The specific concrete cover c/dp = 2,5 seems to be adequate for this strand
arrangement when steel fibers are added. Without fibers, single hairline cracks in the
anchorage zone were observed.

•

Higher prestressing forces led to approximate proportional higher shear resistance.

•

One test with a shear slenderness a/d = 4.4 leads to the assumption, that a higher
fraction of arch action seems to be present when a/d = 3.8.

7
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Load-Bearing Behaviour of Centrically Loaded UHPFRCColumns
Summary

Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) shows a very brittle material behaviour, both in
compression and in tension. This can result in a sudden, unannounced failure of UHPC
columns. Experimental research [4] carried out at the iBMB of the Technical University of
Brunswick, Germany, shows that the load-bearing behaviour of UHPC can be improved
considerably by the addition of steel fibres, leading to Ultra High Performance Fibre
Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC), as well as by a longitudinal reinforcement of high-strength
rebars and a core confinement by reinforcement stirrups. These UHPFRC-Columns are able
to produce a similar robustness and ductility compared to HPC and NPC columns. As a
result of the tests carried out in this context, a design model for the load-carrying and postpeak behaviour of centrically loaded UHPFRC-Columns was developed, which takes these
mechanical measures into account.
Keywords: UHPFRC-Columns, confinement, steel fibre, ductility, robustness
1

Introduction

Due to architectural reasons and for the optimisation of the rentable floor space, the current
structural layouts of high rise buildings often demand very small column cross-sections.
These requirements cannot be achieved with the presently available and used concrete
qualities and with still economical reinforcement ratios. Very often highly loaded columns in
high rise buildings have been constructed as composite steel columns, although - in
comparison to concrete columns - there is still the need for an additional fire protection but
the need for difficult connection details remains. With the development of UHPC the
achievable compression strength can be increased in such a way, that UHPC-Columns with
a high load-bearing capacity and very small cross sections become possible. However, in
order to use UHPC for these structural members, it is necessary to improve the fracture
behaviour by appropriate measures in such a way that a comparable robustness to normal
strength concrete columns, can be achieved. The following paper describes the possible
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measures able to improve the robustness of these columns and presents the result of a
series of tests carried out at the iBMB in order to investigate the load-bearing behaviour of
centrically loaded UHPFRC-Columns.
2

Post Peak Behaviour and Ductility

The margin between the design load and the ultimate load-bearing capacity of a column is a
function of the structural vulnerability and, if a sudden, brittle failure can occur, appropriate
additional safety precautions have to be provided. Non-reinforced UHPC columns show a
brittle failure, which occurs without prior warning. Therefore, the strength potential of UHPC
cannot fully be utilised without additional measures, which ensure a much more ductile
behaviour and robustness. In principle the following measures or their combinations are
possible:
•

Addition of high strength steel fibres to improve the post fracture behaviour,

•

Core confinement reinforcement by stirrups,

•

Confinement provided by a steel jacket pipe,

•

High-strength longitudinal reinforcement.

3

Test Lay-Out

The ultimate stress level and the post-peak deformation behaviour of UHPFRC-Columns was
tested with a set of six short columns (20 x 20 x 60 cm). Figure 1 shows the principle test setup and one of the test specimens prior to testing. The lateral strain was measured with four
strain gauges in the middle of the columns. The longitudinal deformation was derived from
the piston lift of the testing machine and two linear variable differential transducers (LVDT),
arranged at the opposite sides of the test specimens. The longitudinal strain was measured
by four vertical strain gauges, placed on the four column sides, as indicated in Figure 1.
The concrete mix was chosen in accordance with the investigations carried out in context
with „Improvement of Post Fracture Behaviour of UHPC by Fibres“ [2]. The mix design is
given in Table 1.

[mm]

Figure 1:

Test set-up for the short columns and installation in a 10 MN testing machine

With reference to the measures already mentioned in Chapter 2 of this paper, a core
confinement reinforcement by stirrups was chosen. The possible effect of a confinement by a
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steel jacket pipe was not further investigated. The influence of steel fibres and high strength
reinforcement was determined by a variation of these test parameters.
Table 1:

Concrete Mix (B4Q-3) for Columns S1 to S5, S6 (B4Q without steel fibre)

UHPFRC 160 (B4Q-3)

[kg/m³]

[kg/m³]

[kg/m³]

CEM-I 52,5 R HS-NA

650.0

Quartz flour II 131.0

Superplasticizer Glenium 51

30.4

ELKEM Microsilica Grade 983

177.0

Basalt 2/5

298.5

SF RC 80/30 BP (1.25 Vol.-%)

98.1

Quartz sand 0,125/0,50 mm

354.0

Basalt 5/8

298.5

Quartz flour I

325.0

Water

158.0

The design details of the test specimens are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2:
Column:

Test column details
S1

S2

S3

S4

Concrete:

B4Q-3 (UHPFRC 145)

Steel fibre:
b / d / l:

Σ vf x lf/df = 1.25 Vol.-% x 30 / 0.38 = 1.0
20 • 20 • 60 cm

S5

S6
B4Q w/o SF
UHPC 145
0

Arrangement:

Asl :

4 Ø 28

8 Ø 28
S 670/800

Grade Asl :

4 Ø 14

4 Ø 28

ρl :
Stirrups
Grade Asq:

6.16%
1 x Ø 8 / 8.4 cm

12.32%
2 x Ø 8 / 8.4 cm

ρs :

1.48 Vol.-%

2.74 Vol.-%

4 Ø 28

1.54%
6.16%
1 x Ø 8 / 8.4 cm 1 x Ø 8 / 6.0 cm
BSt 500 S
1.48 Vol.-%

4 Ø 28

S 670/800

BSt 500

BSt 500

6.16%
1 x Ø 8 / 4.1 cm

6.16%
1 x Ø 8 / 4.1 cm

3.31 Vol.-%

3.31 Vol.-%

2.20 Vol.-%

Σ vf : fibre volumetric ratio, lf / df : fibre length and Ø, ρl :longitudinal reinf. ratio, ρs :lateral reinf. volumetric ratio

4

Test Results

The ultimate load level and the corresponding concrete strains are given in Table 3, showing
column S2 with the highest and column S3 with the lowest load-bearing capacity.
Table 3:

Ultimate load-bearing capacity and related strain of tested columns S1 to S6.
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Nu

6.516 kN

7.358 kN

5.612 kN

6.057 kN

6.224 kN

6.297 kN

εu

3.1 ‰

2.8 ‰

2.9 ‰

3.1 ‰

3.0 ‰

3.0 ‰

Figure 2 shows the load-strain relationship of the six tested columns. It can be seen from
these curves, that all columns show a more or less elastic load increase until the maximum
load level is reached. Then, depending on the column design, a certain load decrease
occurs, followed by a post peak-deformation behaviour, which can differ considerably.
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Figure 2:

Load - strain relationship of UHPFRC columns S1 to S6
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Test Analysis
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In order to analyse the test results and to evaluate the column ductility, a performance index,
based on the proposal in [5], was determined, which compares the area under the forcestrain relationship with the internal elastic work, resulting into a ductility index I10. A ductility
index I10 = 1 means ideal brittle behaviour and I10 = 10 indicates an elastic ideal plastic
behaviour. The relationship is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3:

Ductility index I10 = 5.63 for column S1, ξ = 2.75 ‰, Nu = 6.512 kN

Figure 4 shows the ductility indices I10 according to [5] for the tested columns S1 to S6 [4].
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Figure 4:
Ductility index I10 of columns S1 to S6
Experimental and numerical analysis described in [4] and [5] show, that conventionally
constructed RC-columns with compression strengths up to 40 MPa reach a ductility index of
I10 = 6.5 [5] and this value is reduced to I10 = 4 for a column with a compression strength of
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100 MPa and minimal lateral and longitudinal reinforcement [4,5]. The question of a required
or necessary ductility index has to be determined for the respective application.
It can be concluded from these tests, that the UHPFRC-columns S2, S4 and S5 show a
robustness which is comparably to conventional RC-Columns (I10 ≥ 6.5). These columns are

NR / Nu,S1 [%]

constructed with a combination of steel fibres with vf = 1.25 Vol.% and lf / df = 30 / 0.38 mm,
lateral reinforcement ratio of ρs > 2,0 Vol.-% and a high strength longitudinal reinforcement
which is able to carry approx. 15 % of the ultimate axial load Nu (NAsl ≥ 15 % Nu).
Furthermore, the different load-strain relationships were normalised to their maximum load
level. Figure 5 shows the normalised curves of column S1, S4 and S5, consisting of the
same concrete mix (B4Q-3) and longitudinal reinforcement (4 Ø 28, S 670/800), but have a
different lateral confinement. Firstly, it can be seen that the post peak deformation behaviour
can be improved by increasing the ratio of the lateral confinement reinforcement from
1.48 Vol.-% for column S1 up to 2.20 Vol.-% for column S4. Secondly, a further increase of
confinement reinforcement as in column S5 up to 3.31 Vol.-% does not result in an additional
improvement of the post-peak behaviour.
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Normalised compression-strain relationships of columns S1, S4 and S5
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Figure 6:
Normalised compression-strain relationship of columns S5 and S6
Figure 6 shows the influence of the steel fibre content. Column S6 consists of B4Q without
steel fibres, whereas column S5 has a steel fibre content of vf = 1.25 Vol.-%. Both columns
are reinforced with stirrups Ø 8 mm / e = 4,1 cm, ρs = 3.31 Vol.-%. The difference in the steel
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grades of the longitudinal reinforcement (S5: S670/800 and S6: BSt 500S) was considered in
the normalised curve. Figure 6 show, that the ultimate load-bearing capacity cannot be
increased by additional steel fibres, but the post-peak behaviour / robustness is improved
considerably from I10 = 6.00 without fibres to I10 = 7.31 with fibres.
6

Analytical Model

The load carried by a centrically loaded short UHPFRC-column can be described as the sum
of the load carried by the unconfined concrete, the confined concrete and the longitudinal
reinforcement at each load step. For an analytical description of the load-deformation
behaviour in the pre- and post-peak-range the modification of the concrete stress-strain
curve of the confined concrete due to a confinement provided by stirrups and steel fibres and
the load of the partially spalling unconfined concrete cover have to be considered. In this
paper a “smeared” approach is chosen, which idealizes the aforementioned bearing
behaviour of unconfined and confined concrete only by a modification of the concrete loadbearing cross section Ac,eff.
The assumption of an ideal and full bond between reinforcement steel and concrete allows
the superposition of the concrete- and steel - loads. For levels with a concrete strain εc < ε c,u,
indicating the load-bearing capacity of short columns, the following equation (1) can be used:

NR,ε = Nc,ε + Ns,ε = 0.9 ⋅ σ c,ε ⋅ A c,eff + σ s,ε ⋅ A s

(1)

A c,eff = A c − A s

(2)

Ac,eff : net concrete cross-section, As : cross section of the longitudinal reinforcement,
σc,ε: uniaxial compressive stress of the concrete, σs,ε : stress of longitudinal reinforcement
For force levels in the post peak range, i.e. εc > ε c,u indicating the ductility and robustness of
short columns, the effective load bearing concrete cross section has to be adopted, due to
the spalling of the concrete cover. In order to study different failure possibilities, the following
approaches A to C were investigated (Figure 7 and 8).
Approach A:

A c,eff

⎛
(w i )2
∑
⎜
= b c ⋅ dc −
⎜
6
⎝

⎞ ⎛
⎟ ⋅ ⎜1 − s´1
⎟ ⎜⎝ 2 ⋅ b c
⎠

⎞ ⎛
s´1
⎟⎟ ⋅ ⎜⎜1 −
⎠ ⎝ 2 ⋅ dc

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3)

Approach A (Figure 7) is based on the research work of Held3 on NPC- and HPC-columns
with the participation of steel fibres considered according to an approach of Campione et. al.
[1] with the steel fibre modified vertical stirrup spacing s1´ according to equation (4).

s1

dc

s

Approach A

wi

Figure 7:
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bc

Approach A for the effective post peak load bearing concrete cross section
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v ⋅l
f f
d
f

s´ = s −
1
1

(4)

s1 : clear vertical spacing between the stirrup [cm]; vf : volumetric ratio [Vol.-%]; lf: fibre length
and df : diameter [mm] of steel fibre
Approach B assumes the complete inner concrete core within the confinement stirrups as still
able to carry the compression stresses.

A c,eff = bc ⋅ dc
(5)
Approach B:
Approach C is based on approach B and assumes that, due to the steel fibre reinforcement,
a part of the outer concrete cover is still connected to the inner concrete core. The activation
of the outer concrete cover is limited to a quarter of the steel fibre length lf.
Approach C:

2 ⋅ lf ⎞
2 ⋅ lf ⎞ ⎛
⎛
A c,eff = ⎜ b c +
⎟ ⋅ ⎜ dc +
⎟
4 ⎠
4 ⎠ ⎝
⎝

Approach B

(6)
lf / 4
dc + 2 • (lf / 4)

dc

s

s

Approach C

s1

s1

lf / 4
bc

bc + 2 • (lf / 4)

bc

Figure 8:

bc + 2 • (lf / 4)

Approach B and C for effective post peak load bearing concrete cross section

The comparison of the load deformation behaviour of the column S1 derived from the tests
with the three design approaches is given in Figure 9. For column S1 approach B shows a
good correlation over the whole load-strain-range.
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Comparison of column S1 with design approaches A to C
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7

Parametric Study of UHPFRC-Columns

In order to define minimum requirements which are able to provide a robust post-peak
behaviour of centrically loaded UHPFRC-Columns with square cross sections and a
compression strength up to 160 MPa a parametric study was carried out [4]. Herein the
parameters concrete dimensions, volumetric steel fibre ratio vf and aspect ratio lf / df, lateral
reinforcement volumetric ratio ρs and longitudinal reinforcement ratio ρl was changed. The
load-strain curve was calculated using the material model for the compression stress-strain
relationship of UHPFRC developed in [2] and the idealized load-bearing areas of concrete
according to equation (3) (Approach A). This parametric study showed that centrically loaded
UHPFRC-Columns are able to show a robust load carrying behaviour when the following
parameters are observed.
Minimal steel fibre content:
Σ vf x lf / df ≥ 100
(7)
(8)
Minimal lateral reinforcement volumetric ratio d:
ρs ≥ 2.0 Vol.%
(9)
Minimal load supported by the longitudinal reinforcement: NAsl ≥ 15 % Nu
8

Conclusion

A series of tests was carried out in order to determine the load bearing behaviour of six
centrically loaded UHPFRC - columns. The test results can be summarised as follows:

9

•

A robustness which is comparably to conventional RC-columns can be achieved by
the combination of steel fibres and a reinforcement cage composed by longitudinal
bars made of high-strength steel and a comparatively moderate confinement by
stirrups.

•

Columns without steel fibre addition do not show a sufficient robustness for still
executale reinforcement ratios.
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Fatigue Behaviour of Ultra High-Performance Concrete
under Cyclic Stress Reversal Loading
Summary

Structures designed economically by taking advantage of the material properties of Ultra
High-Performance Concrete (UHPC) feature reduced self weight. Compared to its high
compressive strength UHPC is characterised by low tensile strength. Hence structural
members made of UHPC should be prestressed appropriately. Due to economic design
alternating live load may cause cyclic stress reversal loading. For diversified application of
UHPC the examination of cyclic loading in tension-compression is of considerable practical
relevance.
Representing this kind of loading 120 single-level fatigue tests were performed on UHPC
specimens without reinforcement. This contribution presents the effect of important
parameters like stress level, stress range and fibre addition on the fatigue behaviour of
UHPC in classical S-N-diagrams.
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete, fatigue, cyclic stress reversal loading

1

Introduction

The high strength of Ultra High-Performance Concrete enables the economical design of
slender stuctures with reduced self weight. Compared to structures made of normal strength
concrete (NSC) structures made of UHPC show a diverging ratio of dead load to live load. An
auspicious design principle for the utilisation of the specific material properties of UHPC is its
application combined with prestressing. Economic design of prestressed members made of
UHPC may cause cyclic stress reversal loading.
It is well known that NSC shows a reduced fatigue strength under cyclic reversal stress
loading compared to threshold loading. Further the stiffness of structures is reduced
gradually by the occurring damage progress under cyclic loading.
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For the first time comprehensive experimental research was performed on the fatigue
behaviour of UHPC under cyclic reversal stress loading in tension-compression. In the first
stage of the research project the fatigue strength and the reduction of the uniaxial stiffness
due to cyclic loading were examined in 120 force controlled fatigue tests on bone-shaped
non-reinforced UHPC-specimens. The lower and upper stress level were defined with
respect to practical conditions and material properties such as the prestress level and the
assumed long term behaviour under tension loading. Compared to similar previous
examinations the fatigue tests were not restricted to 2 million load cycles. Testing an
adequate number of tension-compression combinations in this first stage and an additional
second stage the indication of approximately linearised limiting curves for defined number of
load cycles in terms of Goodman diagrams is the long term objective of the research project.
During the first stage the effect of important parameters like stress range and stress level,
fibre addition, fibre orientation and heat treatment on the fatigue behaviour have been
investigated in different experimental series.
2

Material

2.1

Concrete composition

The bone-shaped UHPC-specimens were composed according to [1]. The ingredients for the
mixture M2Q are listed below in table 1.
Table 1:

Composition of the Mixture M2Q
resource

2.2

description

addition

cement

kg/m³

CEM I 52,5 R - HS/NA

832

water

kg/m³

water

169

additive

kg/m³

silica fume grade 983

135

kg/m³

silica dust (QM1) W12

207

kg/m³

superplasticizer glenium 51

24

fine aggregate

kg/m³

glass sand H33

975

steel fibres

kg/m³

steel fibres stratec 0,9/0,15

192

Concrete properties

The consistency of fresh UHPC was determined by a slump flow test, executed immediately
after mixing. The slump flow for UHPC with and without steel fibres was about 750 - 800 mm.
In figure 1 the development of the compressive strength of UHPC with steel fibres and heat
treatment (mSF mWB), with steel fibres and without heat treatment (mSF oWB) and without
steel fibres and with heat treatment is shown (oSF mWB). As expected the addition of steel
fibres and heat treatment led to an increase of the compressive strength. Even after 90 days
of curing the compressive strength of UHPC without heat treatment is far below the
compressive strength of UHPC with heat treatment. The testing load levels for cyclic testing
were appointed in relation to the static strength values. The static compressive and tensile
strength were determined in tests on reference specimens manufactured of the same
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concrete batch as the bone-shaped UHPC-specimens for the cyclic tests. The compressive
strength was determined on cubes with a edge length of 100 mm.
fcm [MPa]

strength development of UHPC
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0

Figure 1:
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Strength development of UHPC

Due to the limitation of the capacity of the concrete mixer the reference specimens for static
tensile testing had a small cubature. To devise an equation for the uniaxial tensile strength of
the bone-shaped UHPC-specimens at the beginning of the research programm some
investigations on the correlation of the static tensile strength determined in different kind of
tests on variant specimens were carried out. For a few concrete batches the uniaxial tensile
strength (fctm,gr) was acquired in tests on specimens (figure 2a) equal to the specimens for
cyclic testing. For these concrete batches the uniaxial tensile strength (fctm,kl) was also
determined in tests on small bone-shaped UHPC-specimens bonded to the testing gadget at
their top and bottom with the solvent-free epoxy resin-based two-component adhesive MCDUR 1280 (figure 2b). Additionally the bending tensile strength (fctm,fl) was determined in
flexural tests on prisms of 40/40/160 mm The tensile testing loads for the further cyclic tests
were appointed in relation to the static tensile strength (fctm = fctm,gr) calculated from the
results of the tests on the reference specimens for each concrete batch [2].

a)
Figure 2:

b)

Uniaxial tensile strength test (fctm,gr) and (fctm,kl)
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3

Test program

3.1

Production of test specimens

The bone-shaped UHPC-specimens were cast in the concrete laboratory. The formwork for
six specimens consisted of plastic (polyoxymethylen). The dimensions of the bone-shaped
UHPC-specimens are shown in figure 3a. The concrete was poured into the mould and
compacted with an external vibrator. Simultaneously the reference specimens (cylinder,
small bone-shaped UHPC-specimens and bending tensile prisms) were cast. One day after
casting the specimens were stripped off and all cured under water till the 7th day (only for
series WB) or were subjected to a heat treatment for two days at 90°C (series OF, FO and
HV). Then the bone-shaped UHPC-specimens and the reference specimens were moved
into the testing laboratory and stored under laboratory conditions until testing.
3.2

Test arrangement

The test rig for the main tests is shown in figure 3b. The top and the bottom of the boneshaped UHPC-specimens were bonded with the epoxy resin-based two-component adhesive
MC-DUR 1280 to the testing machines adapters. Between the adapter and the ends of the
specimen the adhesive was applied to compensate the uneven concrete surface and for
bonding. Above the lower crosshead, a load cell with reference to the testing machines
maximum load was arranged. Three different testing machines were used depending on
required stress range.
After bonding the specimen to the adapter a curing period of 24 hours followed up. Then the
gauges were prepared, the instrumentation applied and the first zero readings taken.

a)

b)

Figure 3:

a) Dimensions of bone-shaped UHPC-specimens
b) Test arrangement

3.3

Test procedure

In four test series of cyclic fatigue test the following parameters were investigated:
- Influence of stress level and stress range
- Influence of fibres
- Influence of heat treatment
The direction of casting was supposed to influence the fibre orientation and will be checked
with random controls on the tested specimens. With the background of the expected test
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duration and in combination with the necessary number of at least five specimens for a
statistical analysis some parameter of influence were examined restrictedly. In figure 4 the
intended load combinations are marked. The four test series are divided as follows:
•

Series 1 (OF): tests on specimens without fibres

•

Series 2 (HV): main tests on specimens with fibres, horizontally casted, with heat
treatment

•

Series 3 (FO): tests on specimens with fibres, vertically casted, with heat treatment

•

Series 4 (WB): tests on specimens with fibres, horizontally casted, without heat
treatment

Figure 4:

Goodman diagram, researching combinations marked

The relevant range for the experimental investigations is limited by the strengths under
permanent load. For UHPC neither the compressive nor the tensile strength subjected to
permanent load is known so far. In [3] the limit value for the tensile strength of High Strength
Concrete (HSC) under permanent load was investigated to be 75% of the static tensile
strength under short-term loading. At an average the limit value for compression strength
under permanent load of HSC amounts to 80%. Tensile members of UHPC at economic
design do not fall below a lower stress of |σc| ≈ 0,5·fcm. With these boundary conditions the
relevant range in figure 4 was designed. The experimental tests included in the main series
(HV) 60 tests and the three additional test series (OF, FO, WB) consisted of 20 tests in each
case.
3.4

Instrumentation

In addition to the load the elongation of some specimens at a basic length of 50 mm on
selected tests (range of constant cross section) was measured. To measure the strain, four
inductive displacement transducers were used. The measurement were recorded with digital
measurement amplifiers and a sampling rate of 100 Hz. The strain measurement were only
performed at some specimens of each series. The frequency of the testing machines varied
between 8 and 10 Hz.
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4

Test results

4.1

Survey on test results

The whole test program comprised 60 tests with heat treatment and fibre addition (HV) as
well as 60 additional tests without heat treatment (WB), without addition of fibres (OF) and
direction of casting (FO). In autumn 2007 the test series HV and the test series OF have
been appraised.
The linearised S-N-curves for the tests on specimens with heat treatment are represented in
the semi logarithmic diagrams of figure 5 showing the number of load cycles to failure (logN)
against the specific compression strength (σc/fcm). Figure 5a shows the results of tests either
on specimens without fibres (OF) whereas figure 5b exemplifies the results of tests on
specimens with fibres (HV). Remarkable is the large spread of the number of load cycles. As
a reason for these variations local faults which initiate and accelerate the failure progress can
be assumed.
Additionally in figure 5a the average number of load cycles to failure of normal strength
concrete (NSC) is shown [4]. The number of load cycles found in the tests on UHPC exceeds
the results of tests on NSC by far.
The complete evaluation of the test results for the main tests is shown in figure 5b. The
number of load cycles reached depends on the upper stress level as well as on the stress
range. Remarkable is that some tests failed under compression (marked with filled symbols).
A couple of tests have been stopped after 10 million load cycles without failure as the
research program could not be realised in the scheduled period otherwise.
S-N-curves of UHPC oSF mW B (OF)
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Figure 5:

a) S-N-curves of UHPC oSF mWB (OF)
b) S-N-curves of UHPC mSF mWB (HV)

4.2

Results of deformation measurements
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The measurement of deformation performed on selected specimens showed damage
progress similar to normal strength concrete (NSC) and high-strength concrete (HSC)
subjected to cyclic loading. As known for normal concrete and high strength concrete, the
increase of deformation to be observed in tests on UHPC can also be divided into three
phases reffered to as crack formation (phase I), constant crack propagation (phase II) and
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instable crack growth (phase III). Exemplifying the damage progress figure 6 shows the
increase of deformation of a bone-shaped UHPC-specimen without fibres subjected to
tensile threshold loading. Especially phase III is shorter as known for normal concrete. Figure
6 also shows the failure behaviour of normal concrete and high strength concrete of [5]. Due
to the addition of fibres the damage progress may be decelerated and proceed less brittle.

Figure 6:

Failure behaviour of UHPC-specimen without fibres under tensile threshold
loading

4.3

Fracture pattern

Depending on the compression stress level different fracture patterns occurred as shown in
the next figures. Figure 7a shows a bone-shaped UHPC-specimen after tension failure
occurring at low compressive stress levels. The UHPC-specimen was without steel fibres
and with heat treatment (OF series). The fracture was plain at the basic length. Local faults
constituted by air voids can also be seen in the figure 7a.
UHPC-specimens with steel fibres and with heat treatment (HV series) subjected to cyclic
loading at a high compressive stress level showed compression failure and appropriate
fracture pattern as shown in figure 7b.

a)
Figure 7:

b)
a) Fracture pattern of UHPC-specimen without fibres and with heat treatment
(OF series) under tension
failure
b) Fracture pattern of UHPC-specimesn (HV series) under compression failure

Figure 8 shows an UHPC-specimen with steel fibres after tension failure. UHPC with fibres is
characterised by a more ductile behaviour then UHPC without fibres. The fracture surface
was not plain like in figure 7a. The fibres and air voids can also be seen in the figure 8.
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Figure 8:

Fracture pattern of UHPC-specimen with fibres and heat treatment (HV series)
under tension

5

Conclusions

As expected the number of load cycles found in the tests on UHPC exceeds the results of
tests on NSC by far. Remarkable is also the large spread of the number of load cycles. Local
faults which initiate and accelerate the failure progress can be assumed to be a reason for
these large spread. Due to the addition of fibres the damage progress may be decelerated
and proceed less brittle. Considering these test results economic design of UHPC structures
under cyclic loading is possible.
For the next research phase additional tests with more than 10 million load cycles are
planned. Furthermore, the damage behaviour of UHPC under cyclic loading will be
investigated by deformation measurement. Other stress ranges will also be investigated to
get the correlation between the specimens with and without failure.
6
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Anchorage behavior of pretensioned strands in steel fiber
reinforced UHPC
Summary

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is an appropriate construction material for
pretensioned girders. To ensure an economic and safe design a detailed knowledge of the
behavior of pretensioned strands in the anchorage zone is essential. The dimension of the
bond anchorage zone favors the cost-effective design of pretensioned girders, especially
when the shear resistance is decisive. However, a minimum concrete cover has to be
maintained to avoid splitting cracks in the transmission zone, since they lead to an
uncontrolled increase in transfer length and may cause a premature anchorage failure.
Within a priority program [1] supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG)
experimental and theoretical investigations on the bond behavior of strands in UHPC are
carried out at the Institute of Structural Concrete at RWTH Aachen University. The influence
of the hoyer-effect and the concrete cover was systematically investigated by pull-out-tests.
The results indicate a reduction in anchorage and transfer length. Tests on the transfer of
prestressing forces were performed to verify the coherence between local bond stress and
transfer size.
Keywords: ultra-high performance concrete, steel fibers, anchorage, prestressing
1

Influence of the anchorage behavior on shear resistance

Generally, the number of strands in pretensioned girders results from the bending design. In
addition, the prestressing force above the support is essential to calculate the shear
resistance. A decisive part of the shear carrying capacity arises from arch action as
presented in figure 1. When the anchorage length is shorter than the support overhang, the
full prestressing force is available to intensify arch action. The vertical support reaction
corresponds with the prestressing and the arch action. Prestressing forces, which have to be
transferred in front of the support line, do not contribute to the arch action.
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Figure 1:

principle of arch action with corresponding prestressing force

The higher the bond stresses between strands and concrete the shorter is the anchorage
length. The compressive strength of UHPC is about five times higher than normal strength
concrete. The bond strength and the compressive strength, however, show no linear
coherence. To ensure a safe design, constitutive design rules to calculate the anchorage and
transfer length of strands in UHPC are required. In addition, the gradient of the bond forces is
important as the topic of shear resistance points out. The bond slip behavior is important for
the design of the beam tests [2], which followed these investigations.
2

Anchorage behavior of strands

So far, several investigations have been performed on the anchorage behavior of strands [36]. Generally, the bond stresses can be divided into three parts (figure 2):
•

a constant part caused by the basic friction, also called the rigid-plastic bond
behavior.

•

a stress dependent part which is based on the hoyer-effect and which increases with
the transfer of pretensioning.

•

and a slip dependent part which is also independent of the prestressing. This effect
can be explained by the “lack of fit” which results from the geometry of the strands
which is not completely uniform.

Figure 2:
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schematical stress distribution along the transfer length of strands
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Furthermore, the bond stress is not constant along the transfer length. The slip as well as the
lateral stress arises from the difference between steel and concrete strain while the
pretensioning is released. Close to the concrete edge, almost the full pretensioning has to be
transferred which leads to high lateral pressure between steel and concrete. All three bond
parts are fully activated. The prestressing of the concrete increases along the transfer length.
Thus, the stress which has to be transferred decreases. At the end of the transfer length,
most stresses already have been transferred from steel to concrete. Here the lateral stresses
and the slip are very low the bond is mainly established by the base value of the bond.
Outside the transfer length there are neither bond nor lateral stresses nor slip due to
prestressing.
To determine the bond stresses along the transfer length and to investigate the anchorage
behavior, pull-out tests with different pretensioning, what means different lateral strain, were
performed.
3

Pull-out tests

The concrete composition is based on the mix design of the priority program [1] (M0 with
2.5% p.v. fibers). With respect of the sustainability, the fiber content was varied. Table 1
summarizes the concrete mixes used for the beam tests. The steel fibers of 0.15 mm
diameter had a length between 9 mm and 17.5 mm. The reference composition MR was
made completely without fibers. The concrete showed nearly self consolidating properties. It
was cast without compacting.
Table 1:

concrete composition
M0
(2.5% p.v.)

M1
(0.9% p.v.)

M7
(1.04% p.v.)

MR (w/out
fibers)

cement CEM I

650

660

660

666

silica fume

177

180

180

181

quartz powder

456

463

463

467

sand 0.125-0.5 mm

354

360

359

363

basalt 2-8

598

606

606

612

steel fiber 9.0/0,15

194

-

-

-

steel fiber 17.5/0,15

-

70

-

-

steel fiber 13.0/0.16

-

-

39

-

steel fiber 6.0/0.15

-

-

42

-

water

158

161

160

162

superplasticizer

31

32

32

32

material [kg/m³]

In table 2 an overview of the pull-out tests is given. A total of 72 tests were performed. The
main test parameters were the fiber ratio, the specific concrete cover, the concrete strength
(age) and the strand diameter. Because of the high bond stresses, short embedment lengths
between 25 and 50 mm were chosen. Each batch contains three tests with three different
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lateral strain stages (0 %, 50 %, 100 %). Figure 3 shows the sequences of the pull-out tests.
Three strands have been prestressed inside a testing rig. Then, the specimens were
concreted. After a hardening period of three days the first three tests have been conducted.
Afterwards, the prestressing force was decreased about 50% and further three tests were
preformed. Finally, the last tests were accomplished with full release (100 %), which means
full lateral strain of the strand.
Table 2:

parameters of the pull-out tests (72 tests)

test
batch

concrete
M1

PO1-3

M0

M7

MR

x

PO4-6

x

PO7-9

x

concrete
cover

bond
length

age of
concrete

c/dp [-]

[cm]

[d]

4.4

3.0

4.4

strands
0.5’’

number

0.6’’

[-]

3

x

3x3

3.0

3

x

3x3

4.4

3.0

3

x

3x3

PO10-12

x

1.5-2.5

3.0

3

x

3x3

PO13-15

x

1.5-2.5

5.0

3

x

3x3

PO16-18

x

5.5

2.5

3

PO19-21

x

4.4

3.0

14

x

3x3

4.4

3.0

3

x

3x3

PO22-24

Figure 3:

x

x

3x3

fabrication and test sequences of pull-out tests

The diagrams in figure 4 indicate, that the fiber ratio has no significant influence within the
tested range. With a concrete compressive strength of 100 N/mm² at an age of three days a
bond strength of 30 N/mm² was achieved with full lateral strain (100 % release of
prestressing), 20 N/mm² with 50 % release and about 12 to 14 % without a change of the
prestressing force.
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Figure 4:

Influence of the fiber ratio and the prestressing (0%, 50%, 100%) on the bond slip
behavior of the test batches PO1 to PO9, PO22-PO24

The variation of the concrete cover showed no effect on the bond strength when the
prestressing remains unchanged as presented in figure 5. A release of 50 %, however, led to
a reduction of the bond stresses of about 10 to 15 %. When the full lateral strain was preset,
visible splitting cracks appeared below a specific concrete cover of c/dp = 2.5. This means,
the transferred bond stresses were reduced for 10 to 30 % according to the existing concrete
cover.

Figure 5:

Influence of the concrete cover, test batches PO10 to PO12

By varying the strand diameter (0.5’’ and 0.6’’) no differences in bond behavior were
observed. The higher concrete strength of the 14 days old specimens led to higher bond
stresses. However, the increase of the bond strength was disproportionately low compared
to the compressive strength.
4

Tests to investigate the transfer length

The main targets of these 10 tests were to determine the minimum dimensions of the
concrete cross section to avoid splitting cracks and to investigate the transfer length of the
specimens which remained uncracked. Specimens with two strands were chosen to
investigate the minimum concrete cover (figure 6). Four strands were required to test the
minimum spacing between the strands. The test parameters are listed in table 3. The
concrete mix M1 with 0.9 % p.v. was used for all beams and the concrete age at the day of
the tests was always three days.
Similar to the pull-out tests, the specimens were fabricated in a rig. The strands were already
prestressed at the time of concreting. After the hardening period the prestressing was
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released in steps of 20 %. At each load stage the concrete strains were measured along the
longitudinal axis of the specimen. This way, the transfer of prestressing can be derived from
the strain differences. In addition, the slip at the end of the specimen was measured
continuously with displacement transducers.

Figure 6:

test setup to determine the transfer length as well as the minimum dimensions

Table 3:

parameters of the small beam tests

test

concrete cover c/dp [-]
1.5

SE1
SE2

2.0

2.25

2.5

x
x

spacing
s/dp [-]
hor.

vert.

age of
concrete

number of 0.5’’
strands

[d]

2

3.0

3

x

3.0

3

x

4

SE3

x

2.5

2.5

3

x

SE4

x

3.0

3.0

3

x

SE5

x

3.0

3

x

SE6

x

3.0

3

x

SE7

x

2.5

2.5

3

x

SE8

x

2.5

2.0

3

x

SE9

x

3.5

3.5

3

x

SE10

x

3.0

3.0

3

x

x

Splitting cracks in the area of the transfer zone are hardly visible, especially when steel fibers
are added to the concrete. However, the development of splitting cracks can be spotted by a
sudden slip increase. As charted on the left side of figure 7 the specimen SE1 with a specific
concrete cover of c/dp = 1.5 started cracking when 70 % of the prestressing was induced.
Due to the splitting crack the stress depending part (hoyer-effect) diminished leading to a
higher slip. SE2 with c/dp = 2.0 cracked at 95 %. Only when the specific concrete cover
amounts at least c/dp = 2.5 the full prestressing was feasible without visible cracks as
indicated by the continuous load-slip behavior in the middle diagram. Compared to HSC a
reduction of the minimum concrete cover cannot be accomplished. Most likely, the splitting
stresses arose simultaneously due to the higher bond stresses.
Nevertheless, the transfer length becomes shorter compared to HSC or even NSC when
cracks were avoided as shown in the right diagram of figure 7. In these cases the measured
transfer length amounts to 25 cm on average. The transfer length was extended when
splitting cracks appeared, anyhow the strands have been anchored after 40 to 50 cm (SE1).
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Figure 7:

end slip of the strands, SE1 with cracks, SE5 without visible cracks – concrete
strain at the end of the test compared to HSC and NSC

5

Calculative bond model

On the basis of the results from the pull-out tests a stress-slip relation can be derived, which
takes into account the lateral strain and the slip. As demonstrated in [7] the local bond
strength can be translated to components by using the bond differential equation system.
Therefore, the differential equation for steel bars [6] has been upgraded to a formulation for
strands prestressed with pretensioning:

d 2s p( x )
dx

2

=

1
Ep

⎛
Up
⋅ ⎜ f ( s p ;σ p ) ⋅
1+α p ⋅ ρ p
⎜
A
p
⎝

(

⎞

)⎟⎟
⎠

(1)

Using any stress-slip relation the stresses as well as the slip in the transfer zone can be
calculated. The resulting theoretical transfer length can be checked by the measured one in
the beam tests. The test SE3 without visible cracks was used to check the applicability of the
bond law according to [6]. The theoretical transfer length was calculated by using the local
bond stresses of the pull-out tests. The theoretical transfer length lbp,cal = 12.2 cm (figure 8,
left) as well as the theoretical slip scal = 0.37 mm (figure 8, right) fall below the experimental
values (lbp,exp » 20 cm / sexp » 0.48 mm).

Figure 8:

comparison of theoretical and experimental transfer length and slip for SE3

In principle, these differences may have the following reasons:
•

The bond law, which was derived for normal and high strength concrete, cannot be
transferred without adequate modification. Especially the proportion between
compressive strength and bond strength may have an influence.
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•

A damage of the specimen may have occurred, even though it was not visible. This
means, that micro-cracks developed but the steel fibers avoided the crack growth.
Nevertheless, the stress dependent part of the bond stresses was decreased. The
cracks in the other specimen with smaller concrete cover were hardly visible, too.
In the left diagram of figure 8 the results of the pull-out tests are marked. The bond stresses
are insignificantly lower than the theoretical values of the curve, i.e. the approached bond law
according to [6] leads to results in the right range. Furthermore, the experimental transfer
length is too long compared to high strength concrete. Invisible crack development seems to
be the main reason. Therefore, further tests with enlarged concrete cover will be added on.
6

Summary and conclusions

Pull-out test to determine the local bond stresses as well as beam tests to investigate the
transfer length were performed. The results can be summarized as follows:
•

Bond stresses about 30 N/mm² (100% release of prestressing), 20 N/mm² (50%) and
12-14 N/mm² (0%) result from the pull-out tests.

7

•

An influence of the fiber ratio on the bond stresses was not observed inside the
investigated range.

•

A specific concrete cover less than c/dp = 2,5 led to a significant decrease of bond
stresses and splitting cracks.

•

The experimental transfer length seems to be too long and further tests are required.
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UHPC in Composite Construction
Summary

The paper summarizes the results of a research program (DFG priority program SPP 1182
[1]) involving the testing of push-out specimens and composite beams with innovative
continuous shear connectors in ultra-high performance concrete. In the push-out tests the
load-slip behavior of the shear connectors was evaluated and compared for various
parameters. The parameters included the steel fiber content, the transverse reinforcement
ratio and the thickness of the puzzle strip. The test results indicate that the steel fiber
reinforcement ratio has only a minor influence on the load carrying capacity whereas the
transverse reinforcement ratio is more vital. The beam tests are focused on the moment
carrying capacity and the transition of the shear forces across the joint between steel and
concrete. The results of one of the tests with an innovative cross section are presented as an
outlook.
Keywords: composite structures, high strength steel, UHPC, steel fibers, shear connectors
1

Introduction

Composite structures combine the favorable features of structural steel and concrete. Taking
into account the mechanical properties, the steel carries the tensile forces and the concrete
is arranged in the compression zone of a composite beam. Due to the composite action a
significant increase in load carrying capacity and stiffness is achieved, resulting in savings in
dead load, construction depth and construction time. Further savings can be accomplished
when high strength steel and high performance concrete are used [2] [3]. Within a priority
program [1] ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) with steel fibers is applied for hybrid
structures. Due to its high compressive strength of up to 200 MPa, even more slender and
attractive structures are feasible. In addition, ultra high performance concrete features a high
tensile strength under considerable tensile strains which is primarily caused by the steel
fibers added to the concrete mainly for ductility reasons.
The increase in load carrying capacity of a composite beam also leads to higher stresses in
the composite joint. So far, the shear connection is commonly accomplished by headed
studs, however, in high strength concrete they are suitable only to a limited extend [2]. Due
to their high load carrying capacity and high initial stiffness continuous shear connectors, e.g.
the puzzle strip described in [2] [3], are very appropriate. The shear connectors are expected
to withstand high loads with sufficient ductility. In the paper the results from push-out tests
and one beam test are presented.
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2

Ultra-high performance concrete

The ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) used in the tests is based on the concrete mix
B4Q which is one of the reference mixes in the priority program. The fiber content was varied
between 0.9 and 2.5 % of the concrete volume. In addition, an UHPC without steel fibers was
tested (Table 1). For comparison reasons all specimens were cast the same way with flow
direction parallel to the shear connector’s axis.
Concrete Composition
M0
M1
MR
(2.5 % p.v.) (0.9 % p.v.) (w/out fibers)

material [kg/m³]
cement CEM I

[kg/m³]

650

660

666

silica fume

[kg/m³]

177

180

181

quartz powder

[kg/m³]

456

463

467

Coarse aggregates [kg/m³]

952

966

975

steel fiber

[kg/m³]

194

70

-

[-]

158

161

162

w/cm

compressive stress [MPa]

Table 1:

200
160
UHPC

120
80

HSC

40
0

NSC
0

1

2
3
4
strain [1/1000]

5

6

Due to the steel fibers, UHPC not only features a high compressive strength but also a
linear-elastic behavior until about 90 % of its compressive strength at a strain rate of about
4.5 ‰ (see graph in Table 1). Conventional concrete (NSC and HSC) shows a distinctive
nonlinear behavior due to the micro-cracks which develop at a stress level of about 40 % of
the compressive strength.
3

Continuous Shear connectors

Continuous shear connectors have been used for about 20 years. The most common one is
the perfobond strip [4], where the shear forces between the steel beam and the concrete slab
are transferred by vertical steel plates with holes. In [5] [6] the so-called puzzle-strip is
introduced. Its main advantage is the symmetrical geometry (Figure 1). This way it is
possible to receive two shear connector strips with one cut and no material is wasted. If the
cut is performed in the web of a steel I-beam, two composite beams can be produced.
detail

transverse
reinforcement

concrete

puzzle-strip

Figure 1:

steel

Puzzle-strip shear connectors (left) and filigree composite beam (right)

Since the neutral axis of a composite beam under positive bending moments is in the region
of the upper flange the strains are usually relatively low. Thus, there is little loss in load
carrying capacity compared to a conventional composite beam with equal height. However,
there are significant savings in production costs. The load bearing behavior of continuous
shear connectors has been investigated by several researchers [2] [4] [6] [7]. Four failure
modes have to be considered (Figure 2, left): local concrete failure in front of the shear
connector, concrete pry-out failure, shear failure of the concrete and steel failure due to the
moment stress of the puzzle profile which is described in [3].
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contact pressure concrete shearing

concrete
contact
area

concrete pry-out

P

steel failure

micro-fibers micro-cracks
cracking
area

reinforcement

macro-crack

Figure 2:

Failure modes (left), load carrying model according to [7] (middle), crack behavior
(right)

According to the model described in [7] there are lateral tensile forces between the steel
teeth resulting from the concentrated load introduction of the steel profile (Figure 2, middle).
In the early state of testing fine micro-cracks begin to form in the concrete. The steel fibers
are capable to bridge the micro-cracks and thus the formation of macro-cracks is deferred
(Figure 2, upper right). However, as the micro-cracks grow the tensile forces have to be
sustained by additional reinforcement and the fibers fail due to the missing anchorage
(Figure 2, lower right).
4

Push-Out Tests

4.1

Test Set-up

The specimens were designed for both, concrete and steel failure. Concrete failure is mainly
governed by the concrete cover between shear connector and concrete surface and the ratio
of transverse reinforcement by means of steel fibers and steel rebar, respectively.
The tests were performed using two different set-ups, the Push-Out Test (POT) and the
Single Push-Out Test (SPOT). The POT according to [8] simulates the shear transfer in the
composite joint of composite girders (Figure 3).
P
P
steel
profile

625

175

125

625

80100

LVDT

UHPC

225

steel
profile

[mm]

Figure 3:

tie rod

UHPC

puzzle
strip

90

steel
plate
400

250

40

puzzle
strip

shear
connector

steel
profile
UHPC

steel
frame

plaster

Push-Out Test POT (left) and Single Push-Out Test SPOT (right)

The standard POT (Figure 3, left) consists of a steel I-beam where the shear connectors are
welded on the outer side of the flange. In slender composite beams as shown in Figure 1,
there is no upper flange and thus there is less confinement of the concrete in this area. For
this reason, push-out tests were performed on steel profiles where the geometry is cut in the
web (lower cross section in Figure 3) [5]. In this case the thickness of the shear connector
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equals the thickness of the web. The Single Push-Out Test (SPOT, Figure 3, right) consists
of a steel frame embracing the UHPC block. Due to its compactness it is an appropriate test
set-up to pre-select shear connectors effectively under nearly pure shear load. In all tests,
LVDTs were applied to measure the slip between the steel profile and the concrete slab.
4.2

Test parameters

The tested parameters are summarized in Table 2. As a reference, the puzzle strip with a
thickness tw of 20 mm and a concrete cover co between puzzle and concrete surface of
10 mm was tested (Series A) in which the effects of the amount of steel fibers were
determined. For the following tests the concrete cover co was 20 mm and the fiber content
0.9 %. The influence of the transverse reinforcement was investigated in Series B. In Series
C the thickness of the shear connector tw was varied. Series D consisted of a steel beam
without a confinement through a flange and served as a basis for the beam tests with equal
shear connection.
Table 2:
Series

Test program

# of
Test
Tests Set-up

Description

fc,cube100
N/mm²

fy,connector
N/mm²

Pmax,mean
kN

PRk
kN

δuk
mm

A1

2

POT

2.5 Vol.-%

191.0

499

426.0

372.4

2.2

A2

3

POT

0.9 Vol.-%,

177.9

499

389.1

340.7

1.4

A3

2

POT

0 Vol.-%,

134.2

499

268.3

200.2

0.18

B1

1

POT

Reinf. 2 Ø 12

177.9

499

492.7

443.4

5.1

B2

2

POT

Reinf. 2 Ø 12 + Ø 8/5

179.5

499

562.5

493.5

7.1

B3

2

POT

-

194.4

499

432.8

369.5

4.0

C1

2

SPOT

tw = 10 mm

182.6

441

326.2

282.1

15.1

C2

2

SPOT

tw = 15 mm

178.0

521

375.2

327.0

11.8

C3

2

SPOT

tw = 20 mm

179.5

499

412.6

330.5

5.2

D

3

POT

tw = 12 mm,co = 30 mm

179.1

472

587.0

495.0

8.4

5

Test Results

For each test series the load-slip diagrams were evaluated according to the procedure of
EC 4 [8]. The characteristic slip δuk describes the deformation measured in the tests during
the plastic period when the characteristic load PRk was maintained. The concrete
compressive strength for a 100-mm-cube fc,cube100, the yield strength of the shear connector,
the mean maximum loads Pmax,mean, the characteristic loads for one recess of the shear
connector and corresponding slip δuk are presented in Table 2. In almost all tests failure of
the concrete due to pry-out occurred. Only in the specimens with thin shear connectors
(Series C1 and D), the yielding of the steel determined the ultimate load. In the following the
results are discussed in detail.
5.1

Load-slip behavior

As a result of the push-out tests the load-slip diagrams are plotted for each series. In the
evaluation not only the ultimate load but also the initial stiffness and the ductility, which is the
slip after reaching the characteristic load PRk, were examined.
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Figure 4:

Load-slip diagrams

5.2

Effect of steel fibers

The first load-slip diagram in Figure 4 shows that the amount of steel fibers added to the
concrete influences the load carrying capacity of the puzzle-strip. When there are no fibers
added to the concrete there was a sudden failure after the ultimate load was reached. With
0.9 % steel fibers there was an increase in ultimate load of appr. 33 %. In addition, the steel
fibers had a positive effect on the descending branch after reaching the maximum load.
Adding 2.5 % of steel fibers led to a further increase of appr. 10 %. However, an increase in
the maximum load of 10 % with about 2.7 times more steel fibers cannot be recommended
for practical use in terms of cost effectiveness since the steel fibers are the most costintensive factor in UHPC.
5.3

Effect of transverse reinforcement

In Series B the effect of transverse reinforcement in the puzzle recesses and above the
shear connector was investigated (Figure 4, upper right). The transverse reinforcement
increased the confinement of the concrete in front of the puzzle and thus led to higher
ultimate loads and an increase in ductility in case of concrete failure.
5.4

Effect of the shear connector thickness

The influence of the shear connector’s thickness was investigated in the SPOT. There was a
slight difference in initial stiffness. With increased thickness of the shear connector higher
ultimate loads were achieved (Figure 4, lower left). The specimens of Series C1 with a
thickness of 10 mm failed due to the yielding of the puzzle. After the test, the puzzles were
deformed noticeably and a horizontal crack was observed. In Series C2 with a connector
thickness of 15 mm a combined steel and concrete pry-out failure was observed. Due to the
larger thickness pure concrete pry-out failure occurred in Series C3 with no visible
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deformation of the steel. With increasing thickness and predominating concrete failure the
ductility was significantly reduced compared to pure steel failure. However, even for concrete
failure the behavior was not brittle due to the steel fibers.
5.5

Reference test

The shear connector in Series D results from a cut in the web of an IPE 600 profile with a
web thickness of 12 mm. Even though the thickness of the web was only 60 % of the one in
series B (20 mm) there was no difference in the ultimate load. However, the thinner shear
connector was more flexible and its ultimate load was reached after a slip of 10 mm. The
failure mode in Series D was steel failure with a horizontal crack in the puzzle strip. On the
outer surface there were signs of concrete pry-out failure, however, on the inside of the
concrete surface no cracks were visible.
6

Beam Test

6.1

Test Set-up

Under positive bending moments it has to be verified that the yield-line theory is applicable,
i.e. the steel profile plasticizes before the concrete compression zone fails. Using high
performance materials this becomes even more vital since the high strength steel requires a
higher yield strain to plasticize and for concrete the strain at failure generally decreases with
increasing concrete strength. This effect was investigated in beam tests. One of the four
tests performed with UHPC and high strength steel S460 is introduced. The puzzle strip was
directly cut into the steel web. Figure 5 presents the test set-up and the cross section of the
tested beam. Taking into account the load-slip behavior achieved in push-out tests (Figure 4,
Series D) the beam was fully shear connected. Along the shear joint between the steel profile
and the concrete slab, LVDT’s were attached to measure the slip. At midspan, strain gauges
were fixed across the cross section to investigate the strain distribution.

Figure 5:

Beam test under positive bending

6.2

Test results

In the beam test a failure of the compression zone was observed when the ultimate strain of
the concrete slab was exceeded. Figure 6 shows the moment-rotation curve of the tested
beam with the angle φ representing the rotation of the beams cross section at midspan,
which is determined by the tangent angles of the rotation at the supports. The EC 4 [8]
regulation (Mpl,calc) for composite beams was reached under consideration of the actual
material properties with the safety factors γi set to unity.
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Moment-rotation behavior

For full and rigid shear connection between steel and concrete there is a continuous strain
distribution with no slip between the two components. However, due to the flexible puzzle
strip there is a step in the strain distribution in the composite joint. Figure 7 shows the strain
distribution at distinct load levels for the cross section at midspan. With increasing load the
neutral axis moves upwards in the composite cross section. At about 80% of the maximum
load the lower flange started to yield (εy = 2.3 ‰). In the ultimate limit state the neutral axis
was in the concrete slab and the steel profile was almost completely under tension. The
offset in the composite joint, which corresponds to the slip, becomes apparent (see
enlargement in Figure 7, left).

Figure 7:

Strain distribution (left), slip along the interface (right)

In Figure 7, right, the slip along the interface is presented. In the linear-elastic range, there is
only a minor increase in slip and the shear connectors are equally stressed. After the yield
strength was exceeded, the slip increased non-linearly and the slip distribution became more
and more uneven. After removing the concrete slab, the shear connectors in the composite
joint were investigated. No cracks were found in the puzzle strip even though there was
measurable slip.
7

Summary and conclusions

Experiments with Push-Out Test (POT) and Single Push-Out Test specimens on continuous
shear connectors in UHPC were carried out. The parameters of the tests were the fiber
content, the transverse reinforcement ratio and the thickness of the shear connector.
The results can be summarized as follows:
•

The influence of the amount of steel fibers added to the UHPC is of minor importance.
With almost 3 times more steel fibers only an increase of 10 % in ultimate load could be
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achieved. Independent of the fiber content concrete failure occurred. Nevertheless, a
minimum fiber ratio has to be maintained to guarantee a ductile behavior.
•

Arranging transverse reinforcement in the puzzle recesses and between the shear
connectors and the concrete surface leads to an increase in ultimate load of up to 30 %.
Also the ductility was improved.

•

Different failure modes were observed depending on the thickness of the shear
connector. For thin puzzles (10 mm) steel failure occurred with a very ductile behavior.
Concrete failure (pry-out and local concrete compression failure) was achieved at a
thickness of 20 mm. A combined steel and pry-out failure occurred at a thickness of 15
mm.

•

In the beam test the plastic moment according to EC 4 was reached. Due to the
characteristic load carrying behavior of the puzzle strip the composite joint was rather
flexible despite theoretical full shear connection. However, no cracks could be found in
the puzzles after removing the concrete slab.

•

8

The puzzle strip is capable of transferring high shear forces. Especially with thick steel
webs, as for example at HEM profiles, a rigid shear connection can be established.
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Summary

In this paper the application of UHPC dowel in truss construction made of steel tubes is
presented. The innovative connector is characterized by high bearing capacity and adequate
ductility, in which the main parameter are the confinement and the roughness of the cracking
surface of the dowels. Based on the experimental results and theoretical analysis a model for
the design of nodal joints using UHPC dowels should be developed.
Keywords: UHPC, hybrid nodal joint, confined UHPC dowel, truss construction
1

Introduction

Since about 10 years Ultra High Performace Concrte (UHPC) is investigated in Germany.
Priviously results show that UHPC has excellent mechanical and durability properties. But, it
is also very expensive and highly sensitive to the quality of its components, as well as to
flutuation in the production technology. An use in the same maner as with normal strength
reinforced concrete seems not to be reasonable [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
new construction in order to use UHPC efficiently in the future.
In this contribution a new idea to simplify the nodal joints of truss constructions made of steel
tubes is presented. For this purpose, steel tubes will be filled with UHPC. Instead of usually
welded connections confined UHPC dowels are arranged in nodal joints (see Fig. 1). The
equilibrium in nodal joints is reached by carring compression force by concrete and transfer
tension force by concrete dowels.
Experimental and theoretical investigation with FE simulation show very high bearing
cappacitiy and adequate ductility of confined UHPC dowels. The main influence parameters
for load capacity of the UHPC dowels have been determined.
2

The Construction Principle

Truss constructions made of steel tubes are generally architectural sophisticated
constructions. They are used in representative buildings e.g. sport or city halls and bridges
with large spans. An important element in this construction is the nodal joint. Nowadays,
welded or cast steel joints are usually used. Both joint types have disadvantages. For the
welded joints the wall thickness in the region of nodal joints is generally higher than the
thickness of the truss members because the design of the joints is often controlled by the
shape stability and not by the stress analysis. Furthermore, the verification of the fatigue
strength is necessary for dynamic loads. Structural problems may be caused by the
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connection of truss members with fillet welds because the allowable stress is considerably
reduced. Cast steel joints avoid this disadvantage because the welds are located into the
truss members. Furthermore, other types of welds, which are more adequate for the fatigue
strength, can be used. However, a load transmission area in the nodal joints has to be
considered to compensate the different material strength between the joint and the truss
members. Other problem is the high requirement on the erection accuracy between cast
steel joints and truss members. If the erection accuracy is not sufficient expensive reworking
is necessary. Additionally, complex FEM-calculations are necessary for an economic design
of the joints. Figure 1 shows both types of the nodal joints

welded Steel joint
Figure 1:

Cast-Steel joint

usually types of nodal joint in truss construction made of steel tubes

A new solution with UHPC for the nodal joints is shown in Fig 2. Two concepts are
developed. The first one is the “cast in site” joint (Fig. 2a). In this case, steel construction
including perforated steel plate in the nodal joints is assembled. Then, the steel tubes are
filled with UHPC. In this process, the UHPC mus be able to flow through the joint without any
blockage. The dowel effect is reached by concrete in the hollows of steel plate. The transfer
of the compressive force from compressive diagonale into the chord is only realised by the
concrete at the pressure-tension-joint shown in figure 2a. This means that in the whole
structure the compressive force remains in concrete. The welds in the joint have only a
sealing function. Only the load transfer between steel plate and tensile diagonale must be
ensured by weldes. In this location HV-welds with good fatigue properties according to the
Eurocode can be used.

Figure 2a:
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Hybrid joint “cast in site”
solution

Figure 2b:

hybrid joint “prefabricated“
solution
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The second concept is the “prefabricated UHPC” joint (Fig. 2b). It is similar as the cast steel
joints accoding to Fig. 1b. Outside the nodal joint the load is carried only by the tubes, both
tensile and compressive force. However, in the region of the joints the compressive force is
carried by concrete and the tensile force by tubes. The equilibrium in the joints is achieved by
a perforated steel-plate placed in the joint and welded to the tubes. The perforated steelplate isl completely be surrounded by UHPC. The load can be transfered by friction forces
activated in the dowel cracking surfaces.
To determine the bearing capacity of the concrete dowels static and dynamic tests were
performed. It can be shown that no reinforcement is required in the dowel as presented in [2]
for the composite beams if the confinement of the joint is sufficient.
The manufacturing cost of truss construction made of steel tubes can be reduced with the
suggested hybrid joint without affecting the durability or the robustness. A comparison
between the hybrid joint and conventional joints shows, that more than 20% of the steel
could be saved [3], [4]. This results in lower building costs.
3

Bearing Capacitity of the Confined Conrete Dowels

The load and deformation behaviour of the hybrid joint depend strongly on the behaviour of
the UHPC dowels. An extensive test program focusing on the UHPC dowels was carried out
at the institut for concrete structure and building material of the University Leipzig. The test
program included the influence parameters on the bearing capacitiy of confined dowels als
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3:

Influence parameters on the bearing capacity of confined UHPC dowels

A non fibre reinforced selfcompacting UHPC with coarse aggragat with a grain size of 5 mm
was used in all tests. Its mechanical properties are shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

mechanical properties of UHPC used in test program

compressive strength :
tensile strength :
Modulus of elasticity :

150 MPa
8 MPa
56 GPa
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According to Figure 3 the influence parameters can be classified in three groups
•

Influence of geometries

•

influence of the concrete strength

•

influence of load history

•

Two specimen types are choosen in order to consider different confinement condition in real
structures, in which the specimen type N° 1 represents the best and the specimen type N° 2
the worst confinement condition. Totally 38 tests have been carried out. Table 2 shows the
details and the variations in the test program. All tests are displacement controlled.
Table 2:
Nr.

Test program
Specimen Type

Material

Test

tube: S355 J0
9 test-series
Ø219,1x5,6 mm with 35 single
Ø355,1x5,6 mm tests
Ø219,1x4,2 mm
Ø219,1x7,8 mm
steel plate:
S355 J2 G3
t= 15mm

1

steel plate:
S355 J2 G3
concrete:
UHPC G7
without fibres
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diameter of
dowel
single dowel
double dowel
ductility ring
confinement
load direction
and load type
material

concrete:
UHPC G7
Without fibres
C70/85
C30/37

1 test seriestube: S355 J0
Ø219,1x5,6 mm with 3 single
tests
2

Variation

single dowel

Load and deformation behaviour of confined ultra high performance concrete dowels

Figure 4 illustrates the general behaviour of the confined UHPC dowels. Due to the vertical
displacement of the steel plate the UHPC dowel is subjected to shear stress. If the shear
strength of UHPC is reached cracks occurred in the dowel. After crack formation the
behaviour of the dowel depends strongly on the characteristic of the crack surface and the
confinement by concrete-tension-ring and by the tube. If the crack surface is smooth the load
drops down to zero without any reaction in horizontal direction. In the case of a rough crack
surface the vertical displacement leads also to a displacement in horizontal direction. Due to
the stiffness in horizontal direction (concrete-tension-ring and steel tube) a horizontal force is
activated. Therefore, it can be assumed, that the bearing capacity of confined UHPC dowels
is mainly caused by the friction. The roughness of the surface is higher, the greater the
displacement in horizontal direction. Furthermore, the modulus of elasticity and the plastic
deformation capacity of the concrete play in this relation an important roll.

UHPC

Fh

Fh
F

Fv

Fv

Concrete Dowel,
friction betwen
Dowel and UHPC

F

Steel tube

Figure 4:

Illustration of the general behaviour of the UHPC dowel

The influence of the main geometric parameters is illustrated in figure 5. In details the
variation of the dowel diameter (figure 5a), the influence of the number of dowels in a steel
plate (figure 5b), the confinement by concrete-tension-ring (figure 5c) and the type of the
specimen (figure 5d) can be seen.
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a) diameter of the dowels

b) number of dowels Ø 50 mm

c) confinement concrete-tension-ring Ø 70 mm

d) load direction Ø 70 mm

Figure 5:

choosen test results

In the case of single dowel the increase of the dowel diameter leads to an increase in the
bearing capacity. The increase is overproportional with the dowel diameter, however,
unterproportional with the dowel area (figure 5a). In other words the bearing capacity per unit
area decreases with the increase of dowel diameter. A double of the number of the dowels
leads also to twice bearing capacity. A reduction of the bearing capacity due to interaction
within a group of dowels seems not to be avaiable (figure 5b). The confinement of the dowels
consists of two parts. The first is the concrete-tension-ring and the second the tube itsself.
The capacity of the concrete-tension-ring dependends on its dimensions, length of the test
speciment and the shortest distance between the steel plate and the tube, and on the tensile
strength of the UHPC. For a similar thickness of the wall of the tube, the influence of the
concrete-tension-ring on the load-displacement-curve is shown in figure 5c. Prior to the
cracking the specimen with concrete-tension-ring exhibits a higher stiffness. After cracking
the bearing capacity of the specimen with concrete-tension-ring drops down on the level of
the speciment without concrete-tension-ring. The confinement is also dependent on the
variation of the load direction (5d). In case of the specimen type N°2 the confinement is
somewhat lower than that of the specimen type N° 1. This can explain with the slit in the tube
for the implementation of the steel plate.
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4

FEM-Simulation and Parameter Study

Finite element modeling is used in order to study more detailed the bearing and deformation
behaviour of confined UHPC dowels, especially the interaction between the confinement and
the carring load. Fig 6 shows the calculated 3D-model. The friction on the crack surface of
the dowels is modeled using the interface element with nonlinear behaviour. The main object
of the FE-modelling is toe investigate the relationship beween the vertical and horizontal
forces. This informations is very important for designing of the hybrid nodal joints.

Figure 6:

Implementation of the Specimen Type No. 1 into the 3D-FEM-Model [5]

Up to date the 3D-FEM-model have been calibrated with selected test data in order to verify
the material law for the interface elements. The calculated results are in good agreement
with the test results. In the next step a parameter study will be started. The experimental and
theoretical results are backgrount for the development of a calculation model for the design
of nodal joints using UHPC dowels.

5

Summary and Conclusion

Confined UHPC dowels are a connector with high bearing capacity and adequate ductility. Its
application in truss constructions made of steel tubes is an innovative application of
UHPC.The main parameters of the bearing and deformation capacity are number and size of
the dowels as well as the confinement attributes of steel and UHPC. A design model is
currently being generated on the basis of experimental and theoretical studies [5].
The authors thank the DFG for the financial support of our research work in the context of the
SPP 1182.
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Experimental investigation of the long-term behaviour of
glued UHPC joints
Summary

Within this article a very significant part of the research work of joining UHPC members by
gluing with epoxy resin adhesive and reactive powder concrete adhesive, which is done at
the Department of Concrete Structures at the Technische Universitaet Muenchen, is
described.
One of the most important aspects with glued UHPC joints is the investigation of their longterm behaviour under service conditions. Therefore glued shear-compression specimens
were stored at different load levels, different temperature levels and under moisture. The
intention of the tests is to get a long-term model of the material for the different glued UHPC
joints, i.e. UHPC joints that are glued with epoxy resin adhesive and reactive powder
concrete adhesive. The knowledge of a long-term material model for the different joints is the
background for a long-term design model for glued UHPC joints.
Keywords: Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC), joining, gluing, Epoxy ResinAdhesive,
Reactive Powder Concrete (RPC) adhesive, time dependent strength, long-term strength
under permanent load, long-term strength under moisture
1

Introduction

For most applications of UHPC a fabrication of UHPC in factories is necessary. Therefore a
basic aspect with building UHPC structures is the development of elementary joints, which
can be realized at the construction site. A perfect method of joining UHPC units is gluing the
structural elements with appropriate high performance adhesives. These are epoxy resin
adhesive and a special reactive powder concrete (RPC) adhesive. Within the priority
programme SPP1182 of the German Research Foundation research work on (UHPC) is
done since a while. At the department of concrete structures at the Technische Universitaet
Muenchen there is a project about gluing UHPC units with these above mentioned high
performance adhesives. One significant part of this research project is the investigation of
the long-term behaviour of glued UHPC joints. Therefore tests were done to determine the
time dependent strength at different temperature and load levels, the long-term strength
under permanent load and the long-term strength under moisture.
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2

Materials

2.1

UHPC

Within the research work a fine-grained UHPC with steel fibres was used. After stripping the
forms heat treatment was carried out to the UHPC specimens for two days at 90°C.
Afterwards the UHPC specimens were stored under laboratory conditions until they were
glued together. The ingredients of the used UHPC mixture, called M2Q, are presented in
Muehlbauer and Zilch [4] and Zilch and Muehlbauer [6].
2.2

Epoxy Resin Adhesive

Cold curing epoxy resin adhesives, i.e. epoxy resin curing at room temperature, exist of the
two components resin and hardener. Epoxy resin adhesives have proofed on value in
construction for the last decades. They are mainly used for strengthening concrete and
prestressed concrete structures with CFRP strips, which are bonded externally or glued into
slits. In this research work a cold curing two component epoxy resin adhesive called MC
DUR 1280 was used. Epoxy resins exhibit a high cohesion and a very good adhesion to the
adherends[1]. They also offer a high compression, tensile and shear strength. However, the
mechanical properties highly depend on the temperature [3]. By reaching a limit temperature
area, called glass transition area, these epoxy resins change their mechanical and physical
properties. Therefore the glass transition area marks the critical temperature area for a
UHPC construction, which is glued with epoxy resin adhesives. The glass transition
temperature of common cold cured epoxy resin adhesives that are used in civil engineering
is round about 60°C. For this reason research work was done to determine the strength of
glued joints at temperatures, i.e. at 50°C, tight under the glass transition temperature of the
epoxy resin adhesive.
2.3

Reactive Powder Concrete Adhesive

For applications that inhibit the use of epoxy resin adhesives due to elevated requirements a
reactive powder concrete adhesive was developed. This adhesive bases on the M2Q UHPC
mixture. Substantially there were changed just two ingredients: Finer aggregate and
applicable cement were used. Also another superplasticizer was applied. The RPC adhesive
was not heat treated. The processing time of this mineral adhesive is about 40 minutes. The
ingredients of the used reactive powder concrete adhesive and details of the mixing process
and the mixing time are presented and described in Muehlbauer and Zilch [4] and Zilch and
Muehlbauer [6].
3

Specimen, Gluing and Test Setup

3.1

Specimen

For the tests shear-compression specimens as described in Muehlbauer and Zilch [4] and
Zilch and Muehlbauer[6]. The adhesive joint had an inclination of 60° to the horizontal. The
specimens were cast in a formwork consisting of plastic (polyoxymethylen) with an inclined
stainless steel sheet of 1 mm thickness, so that there were two parts belonging together to
be glued. Each series one mixture of adhesive was used. The adhesive joint area was 30
mm x 40 mm, i.e. the edges of the “raw specimens” were cut with a saw before the two parts
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of the specimens were glued together. The adhesive layer had a thickness of about 1 mm for
all specimens. The joint surfaces were sandblasted before gluing.
3.2

Gluing

3.2.1

Gluing with Epoxy Resin Adhesive

The sandblasted joint surfaces were glued with epoxy resin adhesive (thickness of adhesive
layer 1 mm) – whereas the adherends were dry – and cured for seven days at room
temperature.
3.2.2

Gluing with Reactive Powder Concrete Adhesive

Before the specimens were glued, they were stored for two days under water. The RPC
adhesive was applied to the moist joint surface with a thickness of the adhesive layer of
about 1 mm. After gluing the specimens were covered with a wet jute cloth and one day after
gluing they were stored under water until they were installed to the test equipment two weeks
after gluing.
3.3

Test Setup

The specimens that were applied to long-term load were installed to a long-term testing
equipment. The load was applied with a testing machine and retained with disc clamps. The
displacement of the spring deflection was measured with two displacement transducers and
in case of displacement the spring deflection was adjusted by screwing the nuts. For each
load level certain testing equipment was used, which generally differed in the size and
arrangement of the disc clamps.
4

Time dependent strength of the adhesive joint at different temperature and
load levels

4.1

Epoxy Resin Adhesive

The specimens glued with epoxy resin adhesive were loaded to 70%, 60%, 50% and 40% of
the short term shear-compression strength in dependence of the ambient temperature. The
tests were done at room temperature and at 50°C. The specimens were installed to the longterm testing equipment after seven days curing time. After seven days curing the specimens
that were tested at 50°C were stored for one day at 50°C before they were installed to the
long-term testing equipment at 50°C and then stored at 50°C until failure or in case of no
failure until determination of the residual strength. The residual strength was tested
according to former investigations of gluing in concrete structures [5] after two months. Each
series three specimens were tested. The short term shear-compression strength at 50°C was
determined to 70% of the short-term shear-compression strength at room temperature. The
specimens that were loaded to 70% of the short-term shear-compression strength at room
temperature had a life time of round about ten minutes, the ones loaded to 60% had a life
time of half an hour and the ones loaded to 50% had a life time of round about 48 hours. The
specimens loaded to 40% of the short-term shear-compression strength obtained a life time
of two months and for those the residual shear-compression strength was determined. The
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residual shear-compression strength did not differ from the short-term shear-compression
strength at room conditions. The specimens that were loaded to 70% of the short-term shearcompression strength at 50°C had a life time of round about 2 hours, the ones loaded to 60%
had a life time of round about three hours and the ones loaded to 50% had a life time of
round about seven hours. Note that the load levels were determined from the short-term
shear-compression strength at 50°C, which again was investigated to 70% of the short-term
shear-compression strength at room conditions. The specimens loaded to 40% of the shortterm shear-compression strength at 50°C obtained a life time of two months and for those
the residual shear-compression strength was determined. The residual shear-compression
strength did not differ from the short-term shear-compression strength at 50°C. Independent
of the temperature and load level the failure in the joint was always a cohesion failure of the
adhesive.
4.2

Reactive Powder Concrete Adhesive

In comparison to the long-term strength of joints glued with epoxy resin adhesive the longterm strength of joints glued with reactive powder concrete adhesive was experimentally
investigated. Fourteen days after being glued the specimens were installed to the long-term
equipment. The specimens were loaded to 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, and 30% of the short-term
shear-compression strength. The investigations were only carried out at room temperature,
because for this mineral high strength adhesive no influence of high temperatures to the
strength is expected. With a load level of 70% of the short-term shear-compression strength
the specimens broke after some minutes. The specimens loaded to 60%, 50%, 40%, and
30% of the short-term shear-compression strength did not fail within the two months. Figure
1 represents the residual shear-compression strength of the specimens after two months.
Each series three specimens were tested and the result of each single specimen is
presented in Figure 1. The average short-term compression strength was determined to
about 45 MPa. As you can see from Figure 1 there is no loss of strength after two months
independent from the load level. The fracture pattern was always an adhesion failure as it
was detected in the short-term tests.
5

Long-term strength of the adhesive joint under permanent load

5.1

Epoxy Resin Adhesive

Franke and Deckelmann [2] suggested for the long-term strength of joints glued with epoxy
resin adhesive a value of 25% of the short-term strength. This reduction is due to long-term
and environmental influences as moisture, temperature, permanent load and dynamic load.
For testing the long-term strength of UHPC joints glued with epoxy resin adhesive the glued
specimens were permanently loaded with 25% of the short-term shear-compression strength
under room conditions for one week, three months, six months and one year. The specimens
were installed to the long-term testing equipment one week after gluing. To compare the
long-term strength under permanent load to the long-term strength without load, specimens
free from tension were stored at same conditions. The residual shear-compression strengths
of the glued specimens were determined after dismounting them of the long-term testing
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equipment. Figure 2 shows the residual shear-compression strength of the glued specimens
after a certain time with and without permanent loading. Each series three specimens were
tested. Figure 2 presents the experimental results of all single specimens. As you can see
from Figure 2 a permanent load of 25% of the short-term shear-compression strength, which
was determined to be round about 35 MPa, has no influence to the residual strength of the
glued joint.
5.2

Reactive Powder Concrete Adhesive

To compare the performance of the new developed RPC adhesive to the one of the epoxy
resin adhesive under permanent load the specimens glued with RPC adhesive were
permanently loaded with 25% of their short-term shear-compression strength, which was
determined to be round about 45 MPa. The glued specimens were installed to the long-term
testing equipment after a curing time of two weeks and then permanently loaded with 25% of
their short-term shear-compression strength under room conditions for one week, three
months, six months and one year. In addition specimens were stored free from tension at
same conditions as the permanently loaded specimens. The residual shear-compression
strengths of the glued specimens were determined after dismounting them of the long-term
equipment. Figure 3 shows the residual shear-compression strength of the glued specimens
after a certain time with and without permanent loading. Each series three specimens were
tested. In Figure 3 the experimental results of all single specimens are presented. The
experimental results do not show an influence of a permanent load of 25% of the short-term
shear-compression strength to the residual shear-compression strength. However, Figure 3
shows big deviations of the average shear-compression strength especially for the
specimens stored for long time. Although this effect can not be explained yet, it may indicate
an increase of strength with longer curing times (post-curing effect).
6

Long-term strength under moisture

6.1

Epoxy Resin Adhesive

The influence of moisture to joints glued with epoxy resin adhesive was investigated.
Therefore the specimens were stored at 20°C under water after seven days curing time for
seven days, three months, six months and one year. After storing the specimens under water
for a certain time the residual shear-compression strength was determined. Each series
three specimens were tested. Figure 4 shows the residual shear-compression strength of
every single specimen after a certain time of storing under water. The fracture pattern for
specimens stored for 7 days and three months under water was a cohesion failure. For the
specimens stored for six months and one year the fracture pattern was not only a cohesion
failure but also in parts an adhesion failure. However, as you can see in Figure 4 the residual
shear-compression strength decreases with increasing storing time under water. After one
year of storing the specimens under water the residual shear-compression strength
decreases to round about 85% of the short-term shear compression strength. Franke and
Deckelmann [2] proposed a long-term reduction factor of 0.8 to consider the influence of the
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moisture to joints glued with epoxy resin adhesives. This seems to be in accordance with the
results got from the above described tests.
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Residual shear-compression strength of specimens glued with RPC adhesive
after two months of loading the specimens with different load levels
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Figure 2: Residual strength of specimens glued with epoxy resin adhesive after certain time
of permanent loading of 25% of short-term strength and of storing free from
tension (gluing, storing and testing at room conditions)
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7

Conclusion

The investigations demonstrated that a long-term strength for joints glued with epoxy resin
adhesive can be achieved for 40% of the short-term strength. The short-term strength at
50°C is reduced to 70% of the short-term strength at room conditions. For joints glued with
RPC adhesive a long-term strength for a load level of 60% of the short-term strength could
be detected. An influence of the temperature to the strength of joints glued with RPC
adhesive is not expected. A permanent load of 25% of the short-term strength of the joint did
not show any influence to the residual strength whether for joints glued neither with epoxy
resin adhesive nor for joints glued with reactive powder concrete adhesive. For joints glued
with epoxy resin adhesive an influence of moisture to the residual strength was detected.
8
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Structural behavior of UHPC under biaxial loading
Summary

Within a research program, reinforced ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) panels have
been investigated experimentally under biaxial compression-tension loading. The effects of
transverse tensile stress and the cracking as a result of the compressive strength have been
studied. Based on the experimental results and those of an earlier research program on
normal strength concrete (NSC) panels, a proposal for the reduction of the compressive
strength of cracked reinforced non-fiberd and steel fiber concrete against the applied tensile
strain, could be developed.
Keywords: UHPC, bar reinforcement, steel fibers, panel, compression, tension, biaxial test,
reduction factor, material model
1

Introduction

Over the past 40 years tests on the bearing capacity of cracked concrete panels have been
carried out, e.g. by Vecchio/Collins [1], Belarbi/Hsu [2], Eibl/Neuroth [3], Mehlhorn/Kollegger
[4] and Schlaich/Schäfer [5].
The results of particular tests vary significantly and lead to contradictory conclusions
because of the partly different objectives and due to the highly differing execution of tests
(test setup, order of load application etc.), the dimensions of test specimens and the
reinforcement configurations. This was the motivation to start a research program on normal
strength concrete (NSC) panels at first [7] and subsequently for the current research program
on UHPC-panels [8].
This paper describes the investigations on UHPC-panels. The experimental results are used
to develop a proposal for the reduction of the compressive strength in dependence of the
applied tensile strain. Furthermore, the results of the UHPC-panels and of the NSC-panels
are compared.
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2

Test Program

In the test program a total number of 47 plain, fiber and/or bar reinforced UHPC-panels were
tested. A general overview of the test program on UHPC-panels is given in table 1.
Table 1:

Overview of the test series

reinforcement:

plain

steel fibers

steel bars

bars and fibers

series 1

3 (3c)

3 (3c)

3

3

series 2

-

-

6

6

series 3

1 (1c)

-

9 (2c)

-

series 4

-

1 (1c)

-

1 (1c)

(c) specimens that were tested with compression load only

Except for the panels loaded only by compression, the specimens were loaded sequentially,
i. e. at first the tensile loading and afterwards the compressive loading was applied.
The influence of the magnitude of applied average tensile strain (between approx. 0.5 ‰ and
8 ‰), of the addition of steel fibers and of the interfering effect of the reinforcement on the
reduction of the compressive strength at simultaneously acting lateral tension have been
studied.
3

Test Specimens

The dimensions of the UHPC-panels were 350 mm in compressive direction, 500 mm and
1000 mm respectively in tensile direction. The thickness was 70 mm. The panels were
reinforced orthogonally in two layers in tensile and compressive direction with high-strength
reinforcing steel bars ds = 8 mm, St 1420/1570. The high-strength steel was selected to
enable high elastic strains (> 6 ‰). For the panels with a length of 500 mm the dimensions
and the configuration of reinforcement are shown in figure 1.
Section A-A

A

B

B

A
Section B-B

Figure 1:
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Reinforcement dimensions of the concrete panels
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The spacing of the reinforcing bars was 100 mm in tensile direction (reinforcement ratio

ρs = 1.64 %) and 200 mm in compression direction (reinforcement ratio ρs = 0.86 %).
The concrete mixture of the fine-aggregate UHPC was M1Q with a fiber content of
1.0 vol.- %. The high strength steel fibers had a length of 17 mm and a diameter of 0.15 mm.
Further details of the concrete mixture are given in the research report ”Entwicklung,
Dauerhaftigkeit und Berechnung Ultra-Hochfester Betone (UHPC)” [6].
Standard concrete cylinders with a diameter of 150 mm and a height of 300 mm were
fabricated accompanyingly with the panels. They were cured under the same conditions and
were tested on the same day as the panel. The compressive strengths of the cylinders
served as reference values.
4

Execution of the tests

The compression tension tests were carried out at the Strong Floor of the Central Laboratory
of the Institute of Structural Engineering of Kassel University. The test setup is shown in
figure 2.

1

1

3
2

(1) 2.5 MN-hydraulic jacks for
compressive forces
(2) 2 x 400 kN-hydraulic jacks for
tensile forces
(3) load distribution
(4) specimen
(5) UHPC-bearing block

4
5

Figure 2:

Testing frame for the compression-tension tests

The horizontal tension force was applied by two hydraulic jacks, each with a nominal
capacity of 400 kN. This force was routed by a crosshead as well as by interposed threaded
bars and sleeves to the rebars of the reinforced concrete panel. The vertical compression
forces were applied by two hydraulic jacks, each with a nominal loading capacity of 2.5 MN,
and were routed by two roller bearings in two load distributing steel panels and into the
specimen. The steel panels were protected against a deviation from the loading plane by
horizontal guidance struts. A block of reinforced UHPC acted as the bearing for the
specimens.
The vertical compression forces were measured by load cells at the two hydraulic jacks. The
measurement of the horizontal tension forces was performed by load cells at the hydraulic
jacks and by further load cells on the abutment side, to check the balance of the forces. The
tension forces in the continuous reinforcing bars were measured additionally by load cells to
check the constancy of the load application distribution across the panel height.
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Three inductive displacement transducers were fixed in vertical and horizontal direction
respectively on the front and on the back of the panel to measure the displacements. For the
panels the gauge lengths were 270 mm in vertical and 420 mm in horizontal direction.
The recording of the forces and displacements was carried out continuously (one measured
value per second) with a multi-channel-measuring-system. The measured values were
routed to a PC, registered there with a software package for monitoring the measurement
reading and were stored on the hard disk.
The loading of the specimens was performed under displacement control using a process
monitoring unit and a control software. For this purpose, displacements were measured at
the panel and were read by the monitoring unit with a clock rate of 1000 Hz. The softwarebased processing and the output of the control commands to regulate the hydraulic jacks
followed subsequently.
A drop of the displacement transducers fixed at the panel directly could not be avoided,
because of the cracking. Therefore the displacement values used for the control were
collected with separate measuring mechanisms in vertical (compression) and horizontal
(tension) direction respectively outside the specimens.
The specimens were placed in the testing device in such a way that the compression loading
could be carried out centrically after applying the respective tensile strain. The loading of the
panels was carried out sequentially. At first the tensile loading was applied in horizontal
direction and then the vertical compression loading was carried out until the specimen failed.
5

Experimental results

There is a significant difference between the behavior of the UHPC-panels with fiber
reinforcement and the panels without fibers.
The different crack patterns are shown in figure 3. After tensile loading up to a tensile strain
of 4.5 ‰, the fiber reinforced panels showed smaller crack spacings and smaller crack
widths than the panels reinforced only with rebars.

a) specimen with rebars only
Figure 3:
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b) specimen with rebar and fibers

Crack pattern of the UHPC-specimens at an applied tensile strain of 4.5 ‰ in
horizontal direction.

Structural behavior of UHPC under biaxial loading

At the end of the compressive loading a different failure pattern of the panels could be
observed. As shown in figure 4, the failure pattern of the non-fiberd UHPC-panels was very
brittle in contrast to the panels reinforced with a small fiber content of 1.0 vol.-%. The panels
with fiber reinforcement also reached higher compressive strengths.

a) specimen with rebars only
(applied tensile strain is 1.5 ‰)
Figure 4:

b) specimen with rebars and fibers
(applied tensile strain is 3.5 ‰)

Failure pattern of the UHPC specimens.

Selected results of the tests on UHPC-panels are shown in figure 5. Further details are
summarized in a research report by Fehling et. al. [8].

+ UHPC with fibers
• UHPC without fibers

The ordinate represents the normalized
compressive strength σc2/ fc,zyl. At this, σc2
is the compressive stress referring to the
concrete gross cross-section and fc,zyl is
the compressive strength of the standard
concrete cylinders.
The absissa shows the transverse tensile
strain εcq.
Figure 5:

Test results of the UHPC-panels
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6

Proposal for the reduction of the compressive strength due to applied
transverse tensile strain

The development of the compressive strength of the panels in dependence on the applied
tensile strain clarifies some characteristics. The compressive strength of the UHPC-panels
decreases significantly and almost linearly already at small tensile strains. The normalized
compressive strength stabilizes for average tensile strains of more than approx. 2.5 ‰. For
higher tensile strains, an influence of the applied tensile strain is hardly noticeable.
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60
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UHPC without fibers
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(B) complete loss of
aggregate interlock

εcq [‰]

Figure 6:

Proposal for the reduction of the compressive strength of reinforced UHPC
against the applied tensile strain

Figure 6 shows the proposal for the reduction of the compressive strength of cracked
reinforced fiberd and non-fiberd UHPC.
Because of the interfering effect of the bar reinforcement (A in figure 6), the compressive
strength decreases even for the non-tensioned specimens. This effect is more distinctive for
the non-fiberd panels, due to the ability of the fibers to transfer tensile forces effectively
already in the state of micro cracking. The initial reduction caused by the bar reinforcement
depends on the geometry of the concrete member and on the reinforcement ratio.
The biaxial tension compressive strength of reinforced UHPC is significantly affected by the
crack width and the crack spacings. To consider the reduction of the concrete compressive
strength due to transverse tensile strain εc,q, a simple bilinear approach is suggested.
The linear descending for small tensile strains considers the decrease of the aggregate
interlock effect due to the increasing crack width. Conservatively, for non-fiberd UHPC a
reduction factor of 0.75 according to the valid German code 1045-1 [9] can be introduced.
After complete loss of aggregate interlock (B in figure 6), the load has to be beared by small
compressive struts. Because of the crack formation up to high elastic strains (small crack
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spacings and crack widths) this effect is less distinctive for fiber reinforced UHPC. For the
non-fiberd specimens a minimum reduction factor of 0.5 has been obtained. With 1.0 vol.-%
of steel fibers a limit value of 0.7 could be achieved.

7

Comparison of UHPC and NSC under biaxial loading

UHPC and NSC show a similar behavior under biaxial loading (figure 7).
Due to the smaller aggregate size (aggregate interlock!), the decrease of the compressive
strength is steeper for UHPC. Furthermore, the maximum reduction of the compressive
strength of the non-fiberd concrete is higher for UHPC, because of the lower ductility and the
smaller resisting compressive struts.
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Figure 7:

Proposal for the reduction of the compressive strength of NSC (C 35/45) and
UHPC against the applied tensile strain

8

Conclusion

On the basis of experimental results, a proposal for the reduction of the compressive
strength of cracked reinforced UHPC-panels with and without steel fibers has been
presented. The experimental investigations show, that the aggregate size, the crack spacing
and the crack width have an important influence on the decrease of the compressive
strength. In contrast, the yield point of the reinforcement shows obviously no effects. Over all,
reinforced UHPC and NSC behave similar under biaxial compression-tension loading.
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The “Gärtnerplatzbrücke”
Design of First Hybrid UHPC-Steel Bridge across the River
Fulda in Kassel, Germany
Summary

A 132 m long hybrid UHPC-steel bridge with 6 spans has been built across the river Fulda in
Kassel, Germany. UHPC offers supreme durability characteristics and, hence, has been
selected for the replacement of an existing, damaged timber structure. The novel structural
concept consists of a hybrid steel – UHPC truss structure and precast UHPC plates for the
bridge deck. The deck plates are glued to the upper chords of the truss structure. For the
transfer of shear forces from the truss diagonals (steel tubes) to the UHPC chords,
prestressed bolted friction connections are used. The paper describes the final design,
accompanying tests, finite element calculations and the erection of the bridge structure. A
monitoring system will be installed in order to gather practical experience with the new
materials and the novel structural concept.
Keywords: Ultra-High-Performance Concrete (UHPC), durability, hybrid UHPC-steel
structure, bridge design, glued connections, prestressed bolted connections, monitoring,
precast elements, prestressing, posttensioning

1

Introduction

Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) not only offers very high strength but also superior
durability characteristics due to the low permeability for liquids and gases. Both, the very high
strength as well as the significantly improved durability in comparison to normal and high
strength concrete are a consequence of the extreme packing density of the cement matrix. At
the University of Kassel, the mix design and optimization as well as the investigation of the
characteristics of the hardened UHPC with values of the compression strength between 150
and 400 MPa have been in the focus of research since 1998. Furthermore, the behaviour of
UHPC elements in bending and shear has been studied intensively [1]. This research, mainly
founded by the DFG (Deutsche Forschungs-Gemeinschaft / German Research Foundation),
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has encouraged the authors to start with some UHPC-projects for bicycle and pedestrian
bridges. Some major results are as follows:
•

For elements subject to bending or bending and normal force, the tensile strength of
UHPC with fibres can be used, since due to the fibres, a ductile behaviour in tension
can be ensured. Reduction factors accounting for the inhomogeneity of the spatial
distribution of the fibres and their orientation should be introduced. For thin elements,
the dominating fibre orientation can be observed to be parallel to the formwork.

•

For rectangular cross sections, failure due to shear forces could only be observed for
very low or no fibre contents. For UHPC without fibres, the shear force resistance can
be calculated well by the model according to Zink [4] which is mainly based on the
bearing capacity of the compression zone.

•

Bar reinforcement and fibres as reinforcement can be combined effectively.

•

UHPC can develop very high bond stresses (about 50 MPa) leading to short
anchorage lengths or splice lengths. However, in order to avoid or control longitudinal
cracks due to bond, a minimum fibre content should be provided.

2

•

The fatigue strength of UHPC with fibres under cyclic compression amounts to about
40 % of the static compressive strength. This means that UHPC behaves similar as
normal strength concrete in that respect.

•

Precasting may be recommended in order to obtain structural elements with high
quality. The relatively high, mainly autogenous shrinkage can be eliminated for the
final product if heat treatment (70 – 90°C) is applied. The residual shrinkage then is
very low and the creep coefficient is decreased drastically, from φ= 0.8 … 1.2 to φ=
0.2 … 0.3.

•

Prestressing and posttensioning can effectively be used in order to exploit the high
strength of UHPC. Also, serviceability characteristics can be influenced in a positive
way (e.g. minimization or avoidance of cracking due to shrinkage, reduction of
deflections due to creep and shrinkage).

•

Due to the relatively high tensile strength (around 10 MPa) and the dense structure,
also at the surface, UHPC is very well suited for gluing. This holds true for the
application of e.g. glued carbon fibre laminates as well as for gluing UHPC elements
amongst each other.
First UHPC bridge projects in Germany

Following these observations, the first UHPC bridges in Germany have been built in Niestetal
near Kassel [5]. These bridges consist of precast, prestressed UHPC elements with spans of
7, 9, and 12 m. The 12 m bridge, which was the first one to be mounted, has an inverted Ushape. The two webs have been posttensioned each by a tendon with 1.2 MN prestressing
force. No bar reinforcement has been used except for the anchoring regions of the tendons
and for the integrated transverse girder at the supports. The other bridges have been
prestressed. The geometry of the cross section is a π-shape. The curved geometry of the
lower side of the webs leads to a variable position of the centre of gravity of the cross
section. As a consequence, the variation of the prestressing moment along the bridge
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becomes curvilinear although the prestressing strands are straight. Thus, it suits the
distribution of moments due to external loads quite well. Two additional bridges of the πshape typ have been build in 2007. One near the town of Friedberg with 12 m span and one
in the City of Weinheim with 18 m span.

Figure 1:

Mounting of the 12 m UHPC footbridge in Niestetal

Figure 2:

18 m bridge with TT-shaped cross section

3

Design requirements of the Gärtnerplatzbrücke

The timber bridge existing until 2005 had been built for the 1981 federal garden show
(Bundesgartenschau) in Kassel to provide a connection for pedestrians and for bicycles
across the river Fulda. It had been severely damaged due to fungus attack. Thus, the city of
Kassel as the owner of the bridge was searching for a durable, lightweight structure to
replace the old bridge. UHPC, as an innovative material being investigated at the University
of Kassel, promised superior durability in comparison to timber, steel or conventional
concrete. Since the bridge is part of a regional bicycle trail, the state of Hessen would
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financially support the new bridge. However, the budget for a bridge using an innovative
material had to be oriented to the costs of a conventional solution. For the design of the new
bridge, the city of Kassel commissioned IBB Fehling+Jungmann consulting engineers in
Kassel.
•

The existing pillar foundations had to be used also for the new bridge. Otherwise the
old foundations would have to be demolished since they should not obstruct the ship
traffic on the river. Although larger spans could have been conceived, this
requirement would have increased the cost of the whole project substantially.

•

Since the old foundation had to be re-used, the new superstructure could not be
much heavier than the old timber structure. A conventional prestressed concrete
solution would have disadvantages in that respect, but a filigree UHPC structure
could easily overcome this problem.

•

The new bridge should have a deck width of 5 m. The loads to be assumed are those
for pedestrian and bicycle traffic (5 KN/m²) and, in addition, a 6 tons rescue or service
vehicle.

•

For the ship traffic, a usable height of 5.50 m and a width of 30 m were required. With
respect to disabled persons, the maximum slope of the deck should not exceed 5 %.

•

Loads from ice and ship impact on the pillars had to be considered.
Different design concepts have been evaluated. Mainly, systems with two or three UHPC
girders, including truss systems have been discussed. In addition, cable stayed bridge
solutions have been conceived. The required supervision and maintenance of the cables,
however, has been regarded as a disadvantage.
In order to avoid vibration problems, a continuous girder system was preferable rather than a
system of independent single span girders.
4

Final design and execution

The continuity of the multi span system is provided by bolted connections of the steel plates
which are attached at the ends of the UHPC chords and the lower (steel) chord. The precise
deck plates (dimensions 2.00 m * 5.00 m) are glued to the upper chords and amongst each
other. Gluing has been selected since mechanical (steel) connectors would be difficult to put
into the filigree UHPC elements.

Figure 3:
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Superstructure in longitudinal direction
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The precast deck plates are prestressed with strands in transverse direction in order to
ensure the required bending resistance. The selected UHPC mix uses 0.9 percent by volume
of high strength steel fibres (diameter 0.15 mm, length 17 mm). For drainage of the bridge, a
2 % gradient in transversal direction down to the middle is provided. In longitudinal direction
it is made use of the gradient towards the abutments in order to avoid additional joints for
drainage in the deck.

Precast prestressed UHPC deck
plate,

Surface protection
System

Transverse prestressing
(strands, Ø 12,5 mm)

Glued connection,
filled epoxy glue

UHPC

Duct Ø125 mm,
for continuous
posttensioning
tendon

Glued connection

Figure 4:

colour coating
prestressing
prestressing
strands
strands

upper chord
UHPC, fck ≥ 165
mortar layer d = 10
mm
steel plate 800 *300*40 mm

Bolted connection
Diagonal,
steel tube Ø114,3 *15
Lower chord,
Steel tube Ø 244,5 mm,*d, d = 20 .. 30

Cross section of hybrid three chord truss at midspan

Although the upper chord in the 36 m field is curved, it was produced as a straight precast
prestressed beam. The high strength and the corresponding large strains enable to bend a
slender prestressed UHPC beam without cracking (see figure. 5) .

Figure 5:

Bending of the straight precasted chord of the 36m field

The UHPC-chords are prestressed with strands in the factory. The strands are bondless in
order to enable a wedge anchoring in the end plates made of steel. For the production phase
as well as for transport and mounting, the chords are sufficiently prestressed. For the final
state, a continuous posttensioning is applied in order to provide enough compression for the
serviceability limit state in the bridge deck, especially in the joints between the deck plates.
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For this reason, a duct with 125 mm diameter is provided, where a 2 MN tendon can be
placed. The selected tendon type is one which normally would be used for external
prestressing (SUSPA Type EX 6-12). The tendons are to be anchored in the transverse
girders (made from in situ-concrete) at the abutments.
Until October 2006, the truss system has been completely mounted and the deck plates have
been placed. The total dead load of the deck plates, hence, is already in effect. For gluing,
the plates had to be lifted one by the other and glued to the upper chord and to the previous
plate. This procedure has become necessary in order to reduce additional tensile stresses in
the plates due to the construction process as well as additional shear stresses at the
interface to the chords. Finally, the continuous posttensioning in the chords will provide
sufficient compression stresses in the deck. The continuously glued connection of the plates
to the chords enables to activate both the chords and the deck plates for the live loads or
traffic load cases.
5

Finite element analasys

Since the slender bridge konstruction reacts very sensitive to all external and internal forces
a 3-D finite-element model, using the Sofistik software has been used for the structural
analysis. The system was build up, considering every step of the erection procedure and the
load cases according to DIN Fachbericht 101 (see figure 7). In this model, also all effects due
to creep and shrinkage have been accounted for.

Figure 6:

3 - D finite element modell
Prestressing of chords
Single
system

span

Continuous
system

truss

girder

Complete system with
glued deck plates

Figure 7:
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Differrent stepps of the 3-D finite-element model
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6

Additional Investigations for the special case approval

Since for UHPC not yet any commonly accepted regulations exist, a special case approval
by the authorities has been necessary in addition to the verification of the design by an
independent checking engineer. For the special case approval, an expert report on the
design concept and the required additional experimental investigations has been prepared by
Prof. Tue at the University of Leipzig.
According to the report by Prof. Tue, the following investigations had to be performed:
•

Characteristics and quality control of the UHPC,

•

Experimental validation of the bearing capacity of the deck plates in bending and
shear and for the anchoring of the posts for the railing,

•

Friction coefficient for the bolted connection between a steel plate und the UHPC
girder,

•

Tensile and shear strength of the glued connections as well as durability for thermal /

Cantilever Bendingmoment [kNm]

hygral action.
All tests have shown sufficient resistance of the UHPC elements (see figure. 8). For the
epoxy glue (SIKA), it could be shown that the tensile and the shear strength are practically
identical with the tensile strength of the UHPC itself. The measured friction coefficient
between UHPC and steel (sand blasted) amounted to μ > 0.80.
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Figure 8:

Plate 2

Behaviour of deck plate in bending

For the durability of the glued connection, additional tests have been made with combined
mechanical and thermal / hygral loading. As a result, it could be stated, that sandblasted
UHPC-surfaces provide a good connection and a durable strength.
7

Discussion, Conclusions and Acknowledgements

As a pilot application for UHPC in bridge construction, the Gärtnerplatz-bridge across the
river Fulda in Kassel is the first larger bridge project using UHPC in Germany. It also is the
first time to erect a bridge as hybrid UHPC-steel structure. Besides the application of UHPC,
further innovations are the use of structural gluing for the connection between the truss
chords and the deck plate and the use of prestressed bolted friction connections between
UHPC and steel.
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The project of the Gärtnerplatzbrücke transfers some of the research results obtained at the
University of Kassel and at other places and follows some smaller bridge projects in
Niestetal, which is situated nearby. A special case approval has been obtained since the
project comprises several of innovative aspects outside the commonly accepted technical
rules. Experimental investigations have been performed in order to validate the proposed
design and the design checks.

Figure 9:

Gärtnerplatzbrücke in the Summer of 2007

Since several new technologies are applied in the Gärtnerplatz-bridge, a continuous survey
of the behaviour of the structure and its elements is desirable. For this reason, a monitoring
programme will enable to identify possible changes in the structural behaviour of the
superstructure. Thus, experience on the service life behaviour of UHPC as well as about
glued connections will be gathered.
The authors like to thank the responsible persons at the city of Kassel and at the state of
Hessen authorities who made it possible to apply UHPC for this innovative bridge project.
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Precasting of UHPC Elements
Summary

UHPC in practice stands for an extensive challenge for the personnel and the technical
equipment. The batching and mixing of the components by the available installation requires
a demanding supervision. The UHPC casting and compacting compared with normal
concrete is very distinctive, especially regarding the complex processing, due to its ductile
consistency.
Keywords: UHPC, precast plant, experiences and applications
1

Introduction

UHPC means a challenge and a chance for the future. The outstanding opportunities of this
new technology enable specialised companies to break new grounds on the market. In
recent years ELO Beton has pursued this way. Therefore it was possible to realise new
projects and to cope emerging challenges. Continuous development and tests permit to deal
with increasingly sophisticated geometries and to meet the customers’ requests.
2

Prerequisites

The manufacture of UHPC of constant quality and on an industrial scale requires state-ofthe-art, technically sound machinery and equipment. At ELO Beton, a 1.5 m³ forced-action
mixer is in operation and a second system for the manufacture of high-performance
concretes according to specifications is under construction. Continuous measurement of all
parameters as well as precise knowledge and control of the initial constituents are absolutely
necessary. A concrete laboratory with all customary equipment is available for concretetechnological tasks. Organization and quality assurance is subject to factory production
control (FPC). AMPA Kassel and PÜZ Bau (quality control) accompany the various projects
and perform external quality control.
The concrete and its constituent materials are monitored by two qualified concrete
technologists and specifically skilled personnel. All work steps are precisely thought out and
planned in advance in order to pinpoint and eliminate potential sources of error. Instructing
and sensitizing the personnel to the challenges, possibilities and opportunities of the new
construction material is an important part of the production process.
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3

Development

In collaboration with Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. M. Schmidt, Chair of Structural Materials Prof. Dr.Ing. E. Fehling, Chair of Structural Concrete at Kassel University, the mix designs for UHPC
concrete were developed, tested and brought to series-production maturity in January 2004.
Following successful laboratory results, several mixes were then manufactured in a largescale test. Within the test series, experimental slabs were cast, cut to beams suitable for
testing and tested in accordance with the code of practice for testing steel-fiber concrete. A
controlled addition of the steel fibers to the mix and the dimensions of the selected fibers
turned out to be conducive to a uniform distribution and to prevent from balling. For strength
development, energy supply in the form of heat is required. The slab had been cut into
shapes that made the test specimens suitable for testing in longitudinal and transverse
direction. The flexural tensile strengths of the test specimens were 21.5 N/mm² +/- 3 N/mm².
The compressive strength was determined using cylinders ∅ 150 mm and test cubes of
various dimensions. The cylinders attained a strength of between 165 and 190 N/mm². In the
laboratory it was not possible to compress the customary cubes of 150-mm edge length to
the point of failure. For this reason, cubes of 100-mm edge length were manufactured in
order to gather experience and for rapid determination of strength. The strength values of
these experimental cubes of up to 240 N/mm² are to be compared with the results of the
compressive cylinder strengths. Technical approval on an individual basis must be obtained
for every new construction project.
4

Casting

4.1

Mixing and production process

The UHPC is mixed and cast at ELO Beton early in the morning. This is necessary due to the
rising temperatures over the course of the day; otherwise the intense development of
hydration heat will cause the concrete to set prematurely.
Furthermore, this time of day was selected so as not to interfere with the other ongoing
concrete mixing operations.
Table 1:

Mix design of the UHPC
aggregates

cement

kg/m³

750

basalt or quarz sand

kg/m³

1.100

microsilica

kg/m³

250

quarz powder

kg/m³

200

l/m³

150

superplatiziser

kg/m³

30

steel fibers

kg/m³

75

water

Mixing of the fresh concrete takes place only partly via the weigh unit of the mixing plant;
some of the constituents, due to the high fineness of the aggregate and the high measuring
precision required, must be pre-measured in batches. The steel fibers, for example, are
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weighed, put in bags and placed next to the mixer, ready to be used. This process is followed
for every mix in order to be able to guarantee the correct quantities of all the constituents for
a mix.
The dry mixing period lasts for about two to three minutes, followed by the addition of the
water and the superplasticizer. The subsequent mixing process takes place for about three to
four minutes. Following determination of the slump, more superplasticizer is added if
required. The steel fibers are added slowly in a controlled manner via chute and are “vibrated
in” This prevents so-called “balling” from occurring. The concrete is mixed once more for
about three minutes before being further processed. As a final step and prior to further
processing, the slump is once more determined for the fresh concrete.
A noteworthy phenomenon that occurs during the mixing process is the sudden “reversal” of
the mix: if it seems at first that the mix is much too dry, an abrupt change in the consistency
occurs and the batch once more becomes flowable. The temperature development in the
concrete is closely tested during the mixing process. During dry mixing of the constituents, a
temperature of < 25 °C is reached; following the addition of water and superplasticizer and
renewed mixing, the temperature increases once more up to 27 °C. Following the addition of
the steel fibers, the temperature then once more rises up to 30 °C upon reaching the final
consistency.
Following production, the concrete is transported via chute in the 2.0-m³ bucket that is also
used for other casting processes to the casting station and filled into the form, thus
minimizing air ingression. At ELO Beton, the precast elements are cast into hydraulic
formworks. Of special importance are the stability and the tightness of the formwork, since
the concrete is highly flowable and the casting pressure accordingly high. But of yet greater
importance is a rapid work process. The processing window for casting is very small; it is
important to place the concrete in the form before viscosity impairs the casting process. This
is a good example of the importance of well-coordinated teamwork. Even minor delays might
cause the effect that the fresh concrete was not processed quickly enough, rendering it
useless.
Upon completion of the casting process, the elements are compacted as usual by internal
and external vibrators.
5

Curing

The elements are covered with plastic sheets immediately after casting and remain in the
form for three days. During the first 24 hours, a temperature of approx. 50 °C is reached;
three days later the temperature drops once again to 35 °C. After 72 hours, the precast
elements are stretch-wrapped and subjected to three additional days of heat curing. For this
purpose, the elements are encapsulated and heated; during this stage, the concrete
elements attain a maximum temperature of 83 °C.
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During the curing process, the temperature is continuously controlled, since correct heat
treatment is requisite for the component to attain the required strengths. For this purpose,
sensors are built into the fresh concrete that enable an appropriate measuring device to
continuously test the temperature.
In general, UHPC can be exposed to heat curing of up to 90 °C. These temperatures thus
considerably exceed the limit values for normal concrete. Heat treatment is typically
administered following at least one to two days of prestorage so that ettringite formation –
which is prevented when heat-curing at excessive temperatures – has already taken place.
Following the necessary heat treatment, the UHPC elements are transported to external
storage; within one day, the elements have cooled down to outdoor temperature.
6

Projects and Applications

In the following a couple of projects carried out by the company Elo Beton are shown. The
first bridge for pedestrians and cyclists was erected in Niestetal-Sandershausen with a span
length of 12 m and a weight of the precast element of 12 tons (see figure 1). The crosssection of the bridge consists of a U-shape which is prestressed. The track slab of the bridge
has a thickness of 10 cm and is built of UHPFRC.
The elements poured of UHPC were installed without treating the surface. A base seal
surface coating was not necessary either. Two further bridges with 7 m and 9 m followed
(see figure 2)

Figure 1:
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Bridge for pedestrians and cyclists in Niestetal-Sandershausen
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Figure 2:

Pedestrian bridge in Sandershausen

The next food bridge built of UHPC was erected in Weinheim (see figure 3). The bridge is
manufactured of two precast t-beam elements with a thickness of the plate of 8 cm and a
span length of 21 m. The Weinheim pedestrian bridge has an approval for ambulance
vehicles to cross over the bridge. The surface of this bridge is uncoated, too.
Another food bridge similar in design to the one in Weinheim was built in Friedberg with a
span length of 12 m.

Figure 3:

Pedestrian bridge in Weinheim
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The Gärtnerplatz bridge in Kassel (see figure 4) was finalized in 2007 and replaced a
removed timber bridge. The bridge is built of steel and UHPC elements and has an overall
length of 135 m. The truss structure is manufactured of steel-elements except the upper
chord which is made of UHPC. The transport of this upper chord from Elo Beton factory to
the company which built the steel framework and joined both parts with each other is shown
in figure 5. The UHPC precast and prestressed plates (see figure 6) with a thickness from 8
cm up to 12 cm were glued to the upper chord of the truss giders.

Figure 4:

View of the Gärtnerplatz bridge in Kassel

Figure 5:

UHPC upper chord of the Gärtnerplatz bridge
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Figure 6:

UHPC precast plates of the Gärtnerplatz bridge
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Adhesive Bonding of UHPC Structural Members at the
Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel
Summary

In many industries, e.g. automotive engineering and aircraft construction, the assembling of
structural members by gluing with epoxy based or other resins proved itself for many years.
The advantages of gluing are e.g. that resins can easily be applied and that shear or tension
stresses can be transmitted very homogeneously. The mechanical properties of Ultra High
Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC), especially its superior tensile and shear
strength at the surface give an opportunity to use the adhesive-technology for the
assembling of load-bearing structural elements in civil engineering as well. The first prototype
of a glued UHPC-structure without any additional mechanical bonding devices is the
Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel built in 2007. The upper girders and the slabs of the bridge
deck (both prefabricated and both consisting of prestressed fibre reinforced UHPC) are
connected with an epoxy mortar. The paper presents the results of the pre-tests done for the
Gaertnerplatz bridge and the experiences gained from the practical application.
Keywords: UHPC, gluing
1

Introduction

In gluing technology assembly parts are joined by the use of plastic or liquid adhesives that
harden by chemical or physical processes. The strength of an adhesive joint is caused by
two major types of forces, the adhesive and the cohesive forces.
Based on a molecular view the cohesive forces cause the stability of the adhesive layer itself
due to chemical bonds and attraction between the molecules of the adhesive. The adhesive
forces result in the adhesive strength which is the strength of bonding between the adhesive
and the assembly parts. The cause of Adhesive forces originated in interactions of the
molecules of the adhesive with the surface of the assembly parts, which is divided into
electrostatic and van der Waals interactions.
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While the cohesive forces only depend on the properties of the adhesive, e.g. chemical
composition, the adhesive force depends on the properties of both, the type and composition
of the adhesive and the material properties of the structural members. [1]

Figure 1:

Adhesive joint of a rough surface in detail; a) tensile load, b) shear stress.

To obtain optimal results in the application of gluing technology the surface properties of the
assembly part are most important. This implies the roughness of the surfaces and removal of
non-sustainable surface layers and impurities. As shown in figure 1 a) the in case of a tensile
load total force which affects one single point of a rough surface is divided into a shear
component and a tensile component. In case of shear stress force is divided into a shear
component and a compressive component (figure 1 b). By using assembly parts of high
roughness the transmission of forces between adhesive and the structural member occurs
mainly by shear forces. Thus the pretreatment of surfaces is essential for reliable adhesive
bondings.
2

Gluing of concrete

The application of adhesives to concrete surfaces is known for years. Improvement of the
bearing capacity by reinforcing of existing structures by CFK lamellas and steel straps fixed
by epoxy resins is a common method in civil engineering.[2-5] Epoxy resins are used in the
construction of segmental bridges, where prefabricated sections of concrete are temporarily
fixed by adhesives and finally fastened with conventional mechanical measures.[6] In this
construction method. The adhesive there acts more or less as a sealant.
In all these conventional applications the adhesive joint never had to be capable of bearing
the constructional loading for the whole life service. Adhesive joints used on normal
concretes are additional reinforcements or sealings.
Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) has got superior properties compared to normal
concretes. With compressive strengths of more than 150 N/mm² and, if reinforced with steel
fibres, high tensile and surface tensile strengths UHPC differs significantly from standard
concretes and even high performance concretes (HPCs). Table 1 shows the mechanical
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properties of UHPC. The high compressive strength of UHPC is achieved by an optimised
composition of the fine particles.[7]
The microstructure of UHPC is very dense with practically no capillary pores. Figure 2 shows
a SEM image of the contact area between UHPC and a quartz-filled epoxy resin which
illustrates the narrow interconnection of both materials.
A very important aspect for gluing of UHPC is the fact that strength of the bulk material is the
same as of the surface regions. This makes UHPC a very homogeneous material with
respect to its mechanical properties. Especially the high tensile strengths of about 9 N/mm²
and surface tensile strengths of 6 to 8 N/mm² qualify UHPC to apply the modern method of
gluing to this material.
Table 1:

Mechanical properties of the UHPC mixture M1BS.

UHPC

unit

M1BS

Compressive strength 7/90 with 0.99 vol.-% steel fibres

N/mm²

179

Tensile strength

N/mm²

9

Flexural tensile strength

N/mm²

19.6

Surface tensile strength

N/mm²

6–8

UHPC by itself is a very brittle material to avoid sudden failure steel fibres as an essential
component of UHPC are added in an amount of 0.5 to 2.5 vol.-% to reach a sufficient ductility
and load-bearing capacity even after rupture of the matrix.

EP

UHPC

Figure 2:

SEM image of the contact area between UHPC and epoxy resin.

3

Gluing of UHPC at the Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel

The Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel spans the river Fulda over a length of about 140 m. It is
the first larger bridge in Germany which was built from precast UHPC and the first bridge in
the world with structural UHPC elements connected exclusively by gluing.[8, 9] Figure 3 d)
shows the bridge after completion.
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The application of adhesive to the structural members at the Gaertnerplatz bridge required
the use of special equipment and methods. The precast bridge deck slabs had to be raised
by the use of mobile lifting equipment as illustrated in figure 3 a). The surfaces to be glued
had to be roughened manually by using a needle apparatus. After removal of dust and loose
particles the epoxy resins was applied as shown in figure 3 b). The slabs were subsequently
laid in place and worked with a hand-guided vibration plate until the target thickness of the
joint was reached. Excessive epoxy resin was pressed out as shown in figure 3 c).[10, 11]

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3:

Application of epoxy resin at the Gaertnerplatz bridge in 2007. a) mobile lifting
equipment, b) upper chord before laying the deck slab, c) underside of the bridge
with freshly laid slab, d) bridge after completion.

Due to the fact that a bridge is exposed to weather and climatic conditions, resulting in high
humidity and change of temperatures over long (seasonal) and short (night/day) cycles
caused by sun, rain and ice, a series of tests were done to ensure the stability of glued
UHPC joints.
With these conditions in mind a testing program was established in which test specimens
were made from UHPC and an epoxy resin from Sika, Sikadur-30. The properties of Sikadur30 are listed in table 2.
Figure 4 shows the types of specimens that were used. Prisms (40 x 40 x 160 mm) bonded
by gluing of their end faces that were used for flexural tensile strength tests and for tensile
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strength test. A second type of specimen is used for eccentric tensile-shear strength tests
and for centric shear strength tests is illustrated in figure 4.
Table 2:

Properties of epoxy resin Sikadur-30.

Type of adhesive

unit

epoxy resin, two components

Part of filler material1)

M.-%

75 to 80

Colour

light grey

Density

kg/dm³

1.65

Glass transition temperature

°C

53

Tensile strength (DIN 43455)

N/mm²

33 (bond on steel)

at 35°C

ca. 95

at 10°C

ca. 55

Tension-shear strength

N/mm²

ca. 20

Static E-modulus

N/mm²

12800

Thermal expansion coefficient

K–1

9·10–5 (–10°C to +40°C)

Compressive strength
(DIN 1164-7) after 24 h
2)

Shrinkage
%
tested in laboratory experiment
2)
tested on small cylinders, 20 mm diameter

0.04

1)

100 mm

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4:

Glued test specimens used for mechanical strength tests. a) Flexural tensile
strength, b) tensile strength, c) tensile-shear strength, eccentric, d) shear
strength, centric.

4

Testing results

Parameters changed during the testing program are:
•

preconditioning of UHPC surfaces (smooth, sandblasting, brushed)

•

use of a low viscosity epoxy primer

•

temperature conditions in the curing process of the epoxy resin (10/20/30 °C)

•

temperature and humidity during long-term shear strength tests (20/35 °C, 65/95%
rel. humidity)

•

thickness of the epoxy layer (3/6 mm)

•

14 freeze-thaw cycles in NaCl solution (CDF)
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•

curing with and without heat treatment of UHPC (90 °C, 24 h/curing under water,
28 d)
The epoxy resin was cured for 10 days before testing, testing speed was set to 0.01 mm/s.
Tensile strengths and flexural tensile strength of glued prisms were measured with variation
of thickness of the epoxy resin layer, different surface preconditions, temperature in the
curing process, curing conditions of UHPC and freeze-thaw cycles. Results of these
experiments are shown in table 3. The glued specimens were
Table 3:

Results of testing with prisms.
Flexural tensile strength
[N/mm²]

Test setup

tensile strength
[N/mm²]

see fig. 4 a)

see fig. 4 b)

10.0/10.3

6.6/5.9

Surface roughness (smooth,
sandblasted, brushed)

10.0/10.1/10.2

6.6/7.1/6.1

Gluing temperature
(10/20/30 °C)

11.0/10.0/11.1

6.0/6.1/5.8

10.0/10.1

6.9/6.5

13.1

–

Curing of UHPC
(90 °C/water)

Thickness of epoxy resin
(3/6 mm)
14 freeze-thaw cycles in NaCl
solution

Tensile strengths of glued prisms were between 6 and 7 N/mm² and were independent of the
tested parameters. The strengths of flexural tensile specimens was in the range of 10 to
13 N/mm². Specimens failed within the concrete structure adjacent to the epoxy layer.
Long-term stability tests were done by fixing specimens in a frame shown in figure 5 a) with
application of a constant force of 20 kN. These frames are stored under thermal and climatic
conditions shown in table 4 for 56 days. Figure 5 b) shows a typical failure in the concrete
matrix after a strength test done at the end of a long-term stability test. The shear stress in
the epoxy layer during these tests was 2 N/mm² which was similar to the shear stress in the
bridge structure. Sandblasted UHPC specimens with and without epoxy primers were used.
Table 4 shows the conditions and results of these tests.
Table 4:
Specimen
no.

Results and conditions of long-term stability tests.
Glued area
[mm²]

surface
pretreatment

H1
H2
H3

2 x 4875

sandblasting,
EP-primer

H4

climate
[°C/% r.H.]

permanent
load stress
[N/mm²]

35/95

2.0

20/65

2.0

H5
H6
H7
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strength
after 56 d
[N/mm²]
12.4
14.7
16.1
14.5

rupture
concrete
adhesion

14.9
2 x 2880

sandblasting

35/95

3.5

13.3
14.0

concrete

Adhesive Bonding of UHPC Structural Members at the Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel

a)
Figure 5:

b)
a) Test frame for long-term stability tests, b) typical failure in the concrete matrix.

The deformation was measured during the long-term stability tests was about 0.2 ‰ and is
illustrated in figure 6.
In most of the tests shown in table 4 the failure occurred in the concrete matrix. When an EPprimer was used, the failure of the glued joint cannot be predicted. Without the use of a
primer it was reliably possible to get the failure only in the concrete.

b)

a)
Figure 6:

a) deformation of specimens during permanent static load, b) assignment of
measuring sections.

5

Conclusions and outlook

Preliminary experiments on the durability and strength of glued UHPC joints have been
accomplished for the Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel, the first bridge being assembled by
gluing only. These experiments have shown that it is important to carefully look for a number
of parameters in the gluing process. Pretreatment of the UHPC surfaces to be glued is of
enormous importance. The surface has to be rough to ensure a firm mechanical bonding of
the adhesive to the UHPC surface. Steel fibres in the UHPC have to get in well contact with
the epoxy resins to get an optimal transmission of forces into the concrete.
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The testing program has also shown that there are a number of open questions left. These
issues have to be solved to make adhesive joining of UHPC a general method in building
industry and civil engineering.
Based on the comprehensive experiments done at the University of Kassel for the bridge and
to extend the technical and the scientific knowledge for this innovative technology an
extensive research project, funded by AiF (German Federation of Industrial Research
Associations) started in 2007. Investigations are made considering the influence of the
strength, the texture and the activation of the surface, the influence of the fibre reinforcement
and especially of the fibre orientation, the microstructure of the concrete, the kind and
performance of different adhesives (polymers or mineral based) as well as the application of
the adhesives and the long-term durability of the glued joints over time at different climatic
conditions with and without static and dynamic loads.
6
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Summary

Structural monitoring is aimed at evaluating the structural performance and safety upon
completion of the construction. Natural frequencies and mode shapes extracted from the
dynamic response resulting from artificial or ambient excitation are commonly used as
indicators of changes of the structural performance. Before the monitoring measurements
are started it is necessary to analyse the structural behaviour including possible damage
scenarios by numerical Finite Element analysis. Despite the high quality of the numerical
tools prediction errors, e.g. caused by erroneous modelling and parameter assumptions, are
unavoidable in practical applications. It is therefore advisable to conduct pre-monitoring tests
permitting to establish a reference model calibrated to real test data by computational model
updating techniques. The generation of such a reference model based on experimental
eigenfrequencies and mode shapes obtained from artificial impact excitation of the
Gaertnerplatz Bridge in Kassel is described in the paper.
The construction of the bridge is characterised by the first time application of Ultra High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) for bridges of this size and by the application of adhesive
bonded connections between the UHPC parts of the bridge.
In particular we will present the concept of damage detection taking account of the effect of
temperature dependent modal data. This concept leads to a signature function of the
healthy structure which might be the result of monitoring the state of the bridge over typically
one year. It is expected that any significant deviation of the healthy state signature from the
signature of the actual monitoring state shall indicate the onset of structural degradation. This
would initiate another modal test and subsequent updating of the initial reference model to be
used to assess the type and the severity of the degradation.
In addition to dynamic data static strain and displacement data and also physical data like
temperature and humidity are also used for monitoring permitting to relate the experimental
modal data to environmental conditions and to directly monitor the state of the adhesive
bonded connections.
Keywords: structural health monitoring, damage detection, model updating, system
identification
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1

Introduction

The generally accepted procedure for structural health monitoring comprises the steps
summarized in table 1 which have bee extracted from the national and international
guidelines in refs.[1] and [2]. In the present paper we will concentrate on the highlighted
boxes of this table referring to the life cycle phases (1) design, (2) completion of the bridge
construction and phase (3) in service inspection. It is important to note that all monitoring
tests shall be planned based on the finite element model used in the design phase. Very
often the features to be monitored are not covered by the design model in which case it is
necessary to modify the design model appropriately. In the case of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge
presented later in this paper it was necessary to supplement the design model by special
elements for modelling the adhesive bonded connection between the upper cord and the
bridge deck since the long term structural behaviour of this connection is of primary interest
for long term monitoring.
After completion of the bridge construction the experimental analysis of the structure served
for estimating the healthy reference state of the structure. Experimental modal analysis using
artificial impact excitation tests as well as quasi statically moving load tests were used for this
purpose. The identified modal parameters were used to update the physical parameters of
the design finite element model by minimizing numerically an objective function which
contains the differences between analytical predictions and experimental results. This
updated model parameters present the reference state which are subsequently compared
with the actual parameters extracted from the monitoring data at given inspection intervals.
The parameter changes between the reference and the actual state are assumed to indicate
not only the location but also the type and the extent of a possible structural modification
(damage). It should be noted that in practice the updating parameters must not only reflect
the structural properties due to damage but also due to other modelling uncertainties. In the
ideal case test data are available for the healthy initial state and the actual monitoring state.
For monitoring purposes the actual state may be recorded continuously or periodically so
that the differences of the structure responses between the two states are available at any
time.
For monitoring purposes it is not advisable to rely solely on model based monitoring
parameters. Due to unavoidable uncertainties related to the modelling simplifications and the
experiments these parameters might indicate false alarm, for example, when the variation of
eigenfrequencies over time is not caused by structural modifications but by unmodeled
environmental effects. Therefore, it is necessary to use other features as well. The dynamic
monitoring concept for the Gaertnerplatz Bridge therefore requires to record temperature and
humidity which are needed to correlate the experimental modal data to environmental
effects.
It is well known that low frequency vibration test data or static response data are not very
well suited for detecting and quantifying localized small size damage. Exploitable results can
only be expected if high spatial resolution of the response data is available. Data acquired
with scanning laser vibrometers may be used but also test data from static tests. In particular
for bridge structures static influence lines can be measured with high spatial resolution when
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static responses (deflections, deflection slopes, strains) are nearly continuously measured
when a vehicle is slowly crossing the bridge [3]. Examples for high resolution modal data of
the Gaertnerplatz Bridge are presented later in this paper.
2

Vibration monitoring concept for the Gaertnerplatz Bridge

The most important steps of vibration monitoring are summarized in table 1 (refs.[1], [2]).
Table 1:

Objectives and measures for bridge monitoring (based on ISO 18649:2004(E) )

Life cycle of a
bridge

Objectives of
vibration monitoring

Required actions
Analysis

Test

(1) design

Anticipation of structural
performance

Modelling:
• Finite element model
of structure
• environment (traffic,
wind)
• damage scenarios

Test planning:
• transducers (type and
location)
• data recording and
analysis system for initial,
temporary and continuous
states (strains,
accelerations, traffic, wind,
temperature, humidity ...)

(2) Completed
Construction

• Control of construction
accuracy,
• confirmation of
structural performance
• Establishment of a
reference model
representing the healthy
initial state

• test/ analysis
correlation
• model updating
(calibration)

Test performance and
evaluation related to initial
state:
• Static/ dynamic response
• environment
• Identification of vibration
characteristics

(3) In service
inspection
and
maintenance

• Ensure bridge safety
and serviceability
• Anticipate remaining
life time

• test/ analysis
correlation
• model updating
• comparison with
reference model
=> indication for actual
structural state
=> proposal for
maintenance actions

Test performance and
evaluation related to actual
state:
• Static/ dynamic response
• environment
• Identification of vibration
characteristics (real time
evaluation)

(4) Structural
modifications

confirmation of effect of
structural modifications
potentially due
• to changed operation
requirements
• to retrofit actions

• test/ analysis
correlation
• model updating
• comparison with
reference model

Test performance and
evaluation related to
modified state:
• Static/ dynamic response
• Identification of vibration
characteristics
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The steps in phase 1 as applied to the Gaertnerplatz Bridge were characterized by:
(a) Structural analysis and test planning.
In this phase a detailed Finite Element (FE) was generated permitting to:

•

to study the efficiency of different damage indicators for different damage scenarions
under varying ambient temperatures.

•

to select optimal sensor and exciter locations for the vibration tests

Figure 1 shows the bridge design and the FE- model and the selected measured degrees of
freedom (MDOFs). The model is composed of about 200 plane shell elements for the bridge
deck and the abutments and 650 beam elements for the truss and the inner columns
resulting in about 3500 DOFs. Special attention was given to the adhesive bonded
connection of the UHPC cord and the deck and the eccentric connections between deck and
cord and cord and truss members (fig.2a). The bonded connection was modelled with special
shear elements. The shear modulus of these elements represent important monitoring
parameters.
(b) Test performance and experimental modal analysis (EMA)
The modal test was performed by artificial impact excitation using an impact hammer
instrumented by a force sensor. The impacts were applied at the 96 locations shown in figure

1(c). For each impact the acceleration response was measured simultaneously at 5
reference locations. These data permitted to acquire 96 frequency response functions (FRF)
for each reference. In figure 3 a typical example is shown of the acceleration FRFs identified
at reference R2 in the range between 2 and 11 Hz where six well separated resonance
peaks could be observed.

19

24

21

36 m

21

13

Small room in abutment for data acqusition
system and internet connection

Figure 1(a):

bridge design [4]

z
y

Figure 1(b):
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Finite Element model

x
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R1

R5

R2

R3

R4

Figure 1(c):

96 measured FE- DOFs and 5 reference DOFs R1- R5 on bridge deck

Cable
channel
carrying the bus
system transmitting
the sensor data to
data
acqusition
system

(a)
Figure 2:

adhesive bonded
connection of the
UHPC cord and the
deck

Eccentric
connections of
deck, cord and
truss members

(b)

View on the bridge underside (a), impact testing (b)

The modal data (eigenfrequencies, mode shapes and modal damping values) were extracted
from these FRFs for each reference using our in-house EMA code ISSPA [5]. In principle the
modal data should be identical and should not dependent on which reference was used for
modal data extraction. However, since the magnitude of the response depends on the
location of the impact and might result in low signal to noise ratios, it is not advisable to
extract modal data from FRFs in low response ranges were modes are weakly excited.
Therefore, the most reliable modal data were selected from different references based on
indicator functions (e.g. ref.[6]) and engineering experience.
(c) Comparison of FE- predictions and experimental modal data
The comparison of the experimental and analytical eigenfrequencies depicted in table 2
reveals quite a satisfactory agreement. The experimental frequencies are in average a bit
higher than the analytical frequencies with the maximum error not higher than 4,4%. The
modal assurance criterion MAC was used to compare the corresponding mode shapes (MAC
= 100 % indicates perfect correlation. The MAC value is calculated from the square of the
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cosine of the angle between the experimental and the analytical eigenvector). In practical
applications any value beyond 80% must be considered as a satisfactory agreement. An
excellent agreement of the fundamental mode no.1 (MAC = 95,9%) can be observed from
the spike plot in figure 4(a) where the measured and analytical eigenvectors are plotted
over the impact locations shown in figure 1(c) . The correlation is still good for a higher mode
like the torsional mode no. 10 with MAC = 76,5% in figure 5.

Figure 3:

Experimental acceleration frequency response functions (FRFs imaginary parts)
at 15 DOFs

Table 2:

Comparison of modal data test/analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Reference No. used for experimental modal analysis
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

R13

9.56

10.92

12.92

15.16

18.36

20.34

22.44

22.93

18.00

20.19

21.52

23.05

2.05

2.02

0.75

4.27

-049

1.25

1.34

0.33

-0.44

2.14

-1.38

Experimental eigenfrequencies [Hz]
3.49

5.01

7.32

8.05

9.40

Initial analytical eigenfrequencies [Hz] before parameter updating
3.36

4.84

7.10

7.93

9.05

9.45

10.60

12.38

14.86

Initial Prediction error test/analysis [%] before parameter updating
3.34

3.55

3.10

1.55

3.88

1.11

3.02

4.36

Prediction error test/analysis [%] after parameter updating
-1.69

-1.38

-0.41

-0.86

-0.53

-0.52

0.55

MAC [%] test/ initial model before parameter updating
95.9

94.8

95.7

98.2

87.5

93.2

85.8

91.8

97.2

76.5

73.1

93.4

62.6

98.1

82.5

91.9

97.1

83.7

71.7

94.0

62.4

0.65

1.30

0.54

0.73

2.15

0.68

MAC [%] after parameter updating
97.0

95.7

95.7

98.9

82.6

Experimental viscous modal damping values [%]
0.91
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0.84

1.13

1.41

0.80

1.32

0.64
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4:

Mode no. 1: (a) spike plot of test (+++) and FE on measured DOFs, (b) FE

Figure 5:

(a)
(b)
Mode no. 10: (a) spike plot of test (+++) and FE on measured DOFs, (b) FE

(e) Generation of a reference FE- model by computational model updating
The reference FE- model represents the structure in its initial healthy state and should
include all the parameters which are likely to change over the time either due to damage or
due to changing environmental conditions. The initial FE- model of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge
was therefore supplemented with parameters related
• to the shear stiffness of the bonding elements connecting the deck and the upper cord,

• to the stiffness of the bearings and to
• the bending stiffness of the deck.
To find optimal reference values for these parameters our in-house parameter identification
software UDATE_X which is based on the theory described in [7] was applied. This software
permits the minimisation of an objective function

J = ε wT ε w → min

(1)

where the residual vector

ε w = Wv ε = v m − v (p) ,

(2)

defines the weighted differences between the measured quantities vm (in the present
application we used eigenfrequencies und mode shapes, Wv denotes a weighting matrix)
and their analytical counterparts v(p) which are a function of the parameters p to be updated.
The comparision of the results of the initial model and the results after numerical parameter
updating in table 2 show that the eigenfrequency predictions have been improved and now
are centered around zero between -1.7 % and 2.1 % wheras the MAC values have not
changed very much so that this updated model can be considered suitable for the simulation
of different damage scenarios.
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3

Analysis of damage scenarios

For long term monitoring about 15 permanent acceleration sensors were installed on the
bridge for recording data from ambient excitation as well as temperatures. The time domain
response data will be analysed after data decimation based on triggering to specified
treshold values, to day time and ambient temperature. The evaluation of these data will focus
on a number of resonance peaks selected according to the results of the reference data in
table 2. Continuous recording of this data will permit to correlate the resonance frequencies
to ambient temperature similar to the results obtained from long term monitoring of the
Westend Bridge in Berlin reported in [8] and presented in figure 6. The two data clouds for
two resonance frequencies show not only the systematic decrease of the resonance
frequencies with temperature but also their variation in a given temperature interval. For the
Gaertnerplatz Bridge we have simulated such data by letting three material parameters vary
within a temperature range beteen -20°C and 30°C (shear modulus of the bonding elements
and the Young’s modulus of UHPC and steel) and adding normally distributed artificial
measurement noise on the eigenfrequencies calculated with the initial FE – model. To
simulate a partial degradation of the bonded connection between the deck and the upper
cord we have reduced the shear modulus of the bonding elements in the inner three spans
by a factor of 0.1. A similar temperature dependence like for the Westend Bridge can be
observed in figures 7(a) and 7(b) where the data for the healthy structure (upper data
clouds) as well as for the degradated structure (lower data clouds) are plotted. It should be
noted that the two data clouds for the healthy and the degradated structure can visually be
well distinguished for the first frequency whereas this distinction is not possible for the
second frequency in figure 7(b) where both clouds merge.
In order to assess the onset of structural degradation which in practice might happen at any
time and temperature we will use a special damage indicator which is calculated
continuously over time and the corresponding temperature. The indicator is based on the
assumption that the structure will keep its healthy state unitil it has experienced the typical
temperature range of one year. The temperature dependent indicator thus forms the
reference indicator of the healthy structure. The indicator is calculated in three steps. In the
first step the frequencies recorded in each temperature interval are averaged which results
in nf mean frequencies fk (k= 1,...nf)

per temperature interval where nf represents the

number of monitored resonance frequencies (nf = 6 was used in the present simulation). In
the next step the mean frequencies are further condensed to just one number per
temperature interval by calculating the root mean square (rms) value of the frequency means
by
nf

rms(t i ) = 1/ n f ∑ fk2 (t i )

(3)

k =1

For the simulated test case of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge the evolution of the rms values
versus temperature is shown in figure 8 together with a linear regression line. The upper
curve forms the signature of the healty structure over temperature which might be the result
of monitoring the state over typically one year. It is expected that any structural degradation
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will modify this signature as is shown by the lower curve in figure 8 for a temperature range
between 5°C and 20°C. Any significant deviation of the healthy state signature from the
signature of the actual monitoring state would indicate the onset of structural degradation
and could necessitate another modal test with subsequent updating of the initial reference
model to be used for an assessment of the type and the severity of the degradation.

Figure 6:

Westend Bridge in Berlin: measured resonance frequencies vs. ambient
temperature (taken from ref.[8])

(a)

(b)

Figure 7:

Gaertnerplatz Bridge eigenfrequencies with simulated measurement error versus
ambient temperature, upper data cloud without damage, lower with damage

Figure 8:

Simulated signature of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge Kassel versus ambient
temperature (2% measurement error), upper curve without damage, lower with
damage
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4.

Long term monitoring of static and physical data

In addition to vibration monitoring static and physical data are also measured and used for
monitoring. The first part includes the measurement of strain gradients at different measuring
locations which are obtained from displacement transducers and strain gauges (DMS). The
second part includes temperature and humidity data measured by sensors embedded in the
constructional concrete parts of the bridge together with the ambient temperature and
humidity data.
4.1
Static data (strain and displacements)
For direct monitoring of the state of the adhesive bonded connection between the bridge
deck and the upper cords made of UHPC strain gradients are measured at some
representative locations. At these locations potential local damage should be detected by the
following procedures:
•

Installation of displacement transducers for direct determination of the relative

displacement between the bridge deck and the upper cords. The arrangement L of the
displacement transducers is shown in figure 9. This arrangement was installed at altogether
six locations. Two of them 2 are located in the middle of the longest field of the bridge
between axes E and F and four at the adjoining columns. If the measured values of the
displacement are bigger than an established threshold value this would indicate a local
failure in the adhesive bonded connections.

Figure 9:
•

Arrangement L of displacement transducers and strain gauges

Application of strain gauges (DMS) at representative locations on the upper cords and

the bridge deck according to the arrangement D shown in figure 10 . These gauges are
situated in immediate vicinity so that a direct comparison of the measured strain values is
possible. A clear difference between these strains would also indicate a local damage in the
adhesive bonded connections. Altogether six such arrangements are used. Two of them are
situated in the middle of the longest field of the bridge (axes E to F in fig.1a) and the other
four at the adjoining columns.

Figure 10
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Arrangement D of strain gauges
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•

A special small auxiliary construction for direct measuring of the relative displacement

between the bridge deck and the upper cord was build. This auxiliary construction consists of
two aluminium plates, one of which is bonded on the upper cord and the other in immediate
vicinity at the bridge deck, so that there is only a small joint between these plates. Above
these joints strain gauges are directly applied (see arrangement L in figure 9). With this
method both horizontal and vertical displacements can be detected. These values when
exceeding a predefined treshold value would also indicate local damage. There are
altogether six such measurement arrangements from which two are situated in the middle of
the longest field of the bridge (axes E to F) and four at the adjoining columns.
• Strain gauges are also used for determining possible local damage in the adhesive bonded

connections between the individual panels of the bridge deck. At four points at the adjoining
columns of the longest field of the
bridge between axes E and F strain
gauges have been applied directly
above the joints between the beams
of the bridge deck (see arrangement
J in figure 11). This arrangement
allows for the direct determination of
both
horizontal
and
vertical
displacement between the two
bonded panels. Increased values of
the relative displacement indicate
the onset of local damage.
4.2

Figure 11: Arrangement J of strain gauges
between deck panels

Physical data

At representative locations of the construction digital combined temperature and humidity
sensors habe been embedded in the UHPC parts to determine these physical parameters in
different depths of the cross sections both in the panels of the bridge deck and in the upper
cords (see arrangement in figure 12). With this procedure profiles over the cross section for
temperature and humidity can be determined. In the middle of the longest field of the bridge
between axes E and F there are two measuring arrangements in one panel of the bridge
deck: One in the diagonal direction at the middle of the panel (sensors 1, 2 and 3) and the
other one with sensors 4, 5 and 6 is located directly at the upper cord (see arrangement in
figure 12). Within this upper cord there are located two further measuring points: One at the
top of the cord (sensor 7) and the other one at the bottom (sensor 8). Therefore the number
of measuring points at these measuring arrangements is eight. In the middle of the adjoining
next field of the bridge between axes D and E the corresponding measuring equipment
(altogether eight sensors) has been installed. In addition to the sensors mentioned above
three more sensors have been installed in different depths of the upper cord near the
abutment of the bridge in axis B.

The ambient temperatures and humidities are also

measured.
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Figure 12: Location of temperature and humidity sensors between axes D – E and E - F
4.3

Extracts of measurement results

The long term monitoring of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge has meanwhile been carried out since
about half a year. In comparison with the planned duration of the monitoring (at least five
years) this period of time is very short. In accordance with this short measuring time the
measured values can not yet give comprehensive insights. At present there is no indication
at all for any local damage in the adhesive bonded connections. The temperature and
humidity values don´t show unexpected results. In Figures 13 and 14 examples of
temperature and humidity profiles are shown at the measuring points between axes D and E
and

Figure 13:

Temperature profile of the bridge deck and

the upper cord in the field between axes D and E

Figure 14:

Temperature profile of the bridge deck in

the field between the axes E and F
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axes

E

and

F,

determined on the warmest
day (August 24, 2007) in the
measuring period. Figure 13
shows the temperature profile
in longitudinal axis of the
bridge in the area of one
upper cord, Fig. 14 shows the
corresponding values in the
middle-axis of the bridge. It
can be seen, that the highest
temperature in the bridge
deck 2 centimeters or rather
3,8 centimeters under the
surface has increased to over
50 degrees centigrade while
the ambient temperature is
about 25°C. The corresponding temperature directly
at the surface of the bridge
deck has to be expected a
little bit higher. The measurement campaign will be
continued over the next five
years.
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5

Summary and conclusions

In the paper we first presented the methodology of vibration monitoring applied to the
Gaertnerplatz Bridge in Kassel which is characterised by the following steps:
(1) Establishment of a reference FE- model representing the healthy structure in its initial
state. This model was generated by computational model updating using experimental
modal data obtained by artificial impact excitation of the bridge after completion of the
construction. The updated model results show very good agreement with the experimental
data.
(2) Simulation of a data base to be established in the future from continuous recording of the
bridge resonance frequencies from ambient excitation. This simulation included the analysis
of structural degradation scenarios based on temperature dependent material properties and
on an assumed degradation of the bonded connection between deck and upper cord.
(3) Establishment of a signature function of the healthy structure which might be the result of
monitoring the state of the bridge over typically one year.
It is expected that any significant deviation of the healthy state signature from the signature
of the actual monitoring state indicates the onset of structural degradation. This could initiate
another modal test and subsequent updating of the initial reference model to be used to
assess the type and the severity of the degradation.
In addition to the dynamic test data static strains and displacements are measured for direct
monitoring of the state of the adhesive bonded connections between bridge deck and upper
cords and the bonded connections between the deck panels. Physical data (temperature and
humidity) are also recorded permitting to relate the static and dynamic test data to the
environmental conditions.
6
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Summary

Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a very dense and corrosion resistant concrete
with a compressive strength of about 150 to 200 MPa. It allows for material saving filigree
but nevertheless highly loadable and durable constructions. One actual example is the
Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel. The 136 long hybrid structure consists of a light 3-D steel
truss being combined with two upper chords and a min. 85 mm thin bridge deck - both made
of UHPC. For the first time in the world the load bearing concrete elements are connected
by an epoxy resin only. Due to the filigree structural layout the mass of the bridge is 370 tons
only compared to about 880 tons for a conventional bridge made of prestressed concrete. In
correlation with the reduced mass the amount of raw materials, of energy and of emissions is
significantly reduced and the impact on the environment is lowered. Considering the fact that
the costs of the bridge did not exceed those for a “traditional” construction and that UHPC
has a much longer service live, one can state that the use of UHPC is a very effective way to
further improve the sustainability of concrete structures.
Keywords: Gaertnerplatz Bridge, Ultra-High-Performance Concrete,
sustainability, energy, raw materials, greenhouse effect.

1

ecological impact,

Introduction

Ultra-High Performance Concrete is characterized by an extremely dense structure free of
capillary pores, an increased corrosion resistance and a compressive strength of about 150
to 200 MPa. Reinforced by a sufficient amount of steel or other high performance fibres the
tensile strength can be increased up 15 MPa and the bending tensile strength up to about 35
to 45 MPa. The high compressive strength especially allows to apply very high prestressing
forces. The material and its application is extensively described in [1,2]. The 136 m long
Gaertnerplatz bridge in Kassel is the first application of UHPC for a wide span pedestrian
bridge in Germany and the first bridge in the world whose load bearing concrete elements
are connected by epoxy resin only [3 6]. Figure 1 gives an impression of the hybrid bridge
structure. Figure 2 shows its load bearing members and figure 3 gives the cross section
together with an alternative “traditional” structure having the same load bearing capacity
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Figure 1:

View of the Gaertnerplatz Bridge in Kassel.

Figure 2:

Bridge structure: Steel truss; upper chords and bridge deck made of UHPC

based on prestressed ordinary concrete C 35/45 acc. to EN 206. The upper chords of the
3D-truss structure of the Gaertnerplatz bridge consist of spaghetti-like filigree prefabricated
and prestressed elements with a length of 12 to 36 m and a cross section of 300 x 400 mm
only. They were fitted to the steel framework using high strength screws. Thereafter, the 5 m
wide and 8.5 to 12 cm thin deck slabs were glued onto the chords and finally the chords were
internally post-tensioned over the whole length of the bridge.
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upper girder
UHPC
UHPC / steel

Figure 3:

Comparison of the cross sections evaluated. Left: existing design with UHPC and
a steel truss (version 1 in table 2) or with a truss made of UHPC (version 2 in
table 2). Right: Conventional design consisting of prestressed ordinary concrete
(version 3 in table 2).

The composition of the UHPC used for the Gaertnerplatz bridge is given in table 1. It is
characterized by a comparatively high amount of cement and silica fume, a very low w/c-ratio
of about 0.20 and the use of one or more fine grained mineral powders, primarily quartz to
achieve an optimum of the packing density of the fine components of the matrix [2, 4, 5].
Table 1 shows as well that due to the high amount of cement especially the energy “burden”
of one m3 of UHPC is about double as high as for ordinary concrete. Corresponding to that
the greenhouse effect is doubled as well.
Table 1:

UHPC used for the Gaertnerplatz Bridge and “alternative” ordinary concrete

Concrete
Cement

kg/m³

Quartz powder

C35/45

UHPC

350

733

-

183

Quartz sand/gravel

kg/m³

1802

1008

Water

kg/m³

175

161

Silica fume

kg/m³

-

230

Steel fibres

3

kg/m

-

75

Primary energy demand 1)

MJ/m³

1702

3440

Greenhouse effect

kg/m³

282

571

1)Calculated using commonly accepted impact data given in [7,8,9,10]

However, the material itself is not the appropriate measure to rate the sustainability of a
building. One has to relate it to the total mass of concrete, reinforcing steel etc. being used
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Table 2:

Demand of raw materials and energy of 3 alternative bridge designs

Material

UHPC + Steel
(Version 1)
(truss structure of steel)

UHPC+UHPC
(Version 2)
(truss made of UHPC)

Ordinary concrete
(Version 3)
(presstressed massive)

Raw
material

Energy

Raw
material

Energy

Raw
material

Energy t

to

MJ

to

MJ

to

MJ

Cement

87

31.000

98

35.199

120

43.080

Silica fume

16

-

18

-

-

-

Aggregates

151

2.200

170

2.518

620

9.176

Water

19

-

21

-

60

-

Steel fibres

7.2

171.000

10

242.800

-

-

Reinforcing steel
(incl. foundation,
abutment,
pillars)

22

541.000

22

541.000

70

1.720.000

Prestressing
steel

8

223.000

12

327.000

10

278.000

Steel truss
incl. connectors

51
62

1.441.000

-

-

-

-

-

2.409.200

-

1.148.517

-

2.050.256

Sum

for a certain object. Table 2 and figure 5 elucidate the differences between three alternative
bridge designs for the Gaertnerplatz Bridge. Their cross sections correspond to figure 3.
Version 1 in table 2 is the structure already build und version 3 “traditional” solution made of
prestressed ordinary concrete C35/40 as shown in figure 3. Due to the larger sizes of all
structural members the total mass of the conventional concrete structure (version 3) adds up
to about 880 tons compared to about 370 tons only for the actual hybrid bridge (version 1).
.
The content of primary energy of the structural members is considered as well. The total
energy content – including the energy being used for the production and the transportation of
the steel and the concrete elements– is by far dominated by the steel being used for the
truss, the steel fibre reinforcement and the prestressing steel within the UHPC elements as
well as by the conventional reinforcement of the foundations, the abutments and the pillars.
Regarding the energetic aspect the actual hybrid structure is not really an ecologically
optimized solution because of the high energy content of the steel for the truss structure and
the elements fitting the UHPC girders to the framework. Replacing the tubes of the steel
truss by prestressed massive UHPC elements of the same size would lead to a further
reduction of the weight by another 20 tons (version 2 in table 2) to 350 tons and of the
energy content by about 50% compared to version 3. This structure is technically feasible. As
an example figure 4 shows a model of the Gaertnerplatz bridge scaled 1:2 purely made of
UHPC.
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Figure 4:

Model of the Gaertnerplatz bridge, scale 1:2 made of UHPC only (Design: Bögel,
Neumarkt)

Figure 5 shows the “burden” of primary energy of all three versions covering the
constructions phase as well as the whole life-cycle of the bridge [ 10 ].
To be able to compare and to summarize different ecological criteria – raw materials, energy
and emissions – impact factors has been established which are commonly accepted
weighing the different “burdens” with regard to their individual impact on the environment.
They have been adopted from [7-10]. In figure 6 as an example the contribution to the
greenhouse effect (a global value) are compared. It is obvious that the lightweight filigree
structure totally made of ultra-high performance concrete is ecologically superior again.

5500
5000
Primary energy [GJ]

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
UHPC-Steel
Construction
Figure 5:

UHPC
Time of use

Prestr. Concrete
Demolition

Sum

Content of primary energy of three alternative designs for the Gaertnerplatz
Bridge
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Greenhouse-effect CO2-equivalent [to]

500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
UHFB-Steel

Construction
Figure 6:

UHFB

Time of use

Prestr. Concrete

Demolition

Sum

Contribution to the Greenhouse-effect

Despite of the ecological aspects one has to consider that UHPC due to its dense structure
free of capillary pores is much more resistant to harmful gases or liquids than ordinary
concrete or even high-performance concrete. Its durability is increased and thus the service
life is significantly prolonged without or even with a reduced need of protection or repair of
the structure. The practical experiences gained with the Gaertnerplatz bridge proved that the
costs for such an innovative structure are adequate to a conventional concrete or steel
bridge with the same load bearing capacity.
Considering all three aspects – ecological impact, durability and costs – one can summarize
that structures made of UHPC which are adequately designed to really exploit the very
special performance of this high strength, highly durable material are of superiour
sustainability compared to common concrete or steel structures.
2
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Summary
Within the last years in several countries technical guidelines for UHPC have been released,
e.g. in France and in Japan [1, 2]. They mainly deal with the materials adequate design of
structural members and whole constructions made of UHPC. As a rule for design of the
material itself, processing of UHPC and other aspects not directly being relevant for the
structural design have not been dealt with in these papers. In another activity a fib-guideline
on UHPC is currently elaborated covering materials aspects in detail as well. In Germany a
couple of measures have been started to develop a technically sound, scientifically proven
basis to produce individually designed UHPC for specific applications and to design and
construct durable and economic structures. One important step is a "State of the Art Report"
covering all aspects from the raw materials, the mix design and the production to the
materials adequate design and construction [3].
Keywords: UHPC, state of the art report, concrete properties, design values, construction
1

Introduction

The specific German philosophy to enhance the development of new technologies such as
UHPC technically and economically is to establish comprehensive knowledge based
technical rules, that enables concrete producers, precast concrete companies and/or
constructors to design individual UHPC-mixtures for their specific application using raw
materials being regionally available. The knowledge data base is founded on
•

a state of the art report elaborated by a group of experts under the responsibility of
the German Committee for Structural Concrete (DAfStb) [3];

•

a comprehensive 9 Mio. € Priority Research Project initiated and financed by the
German Research Foundation (DFG) covering all aspects from the appropriate raw
materials to the structural design and the assembling of UHPC members. About
20 projects are in progress performed by 15 research groups under the coordination
of the University of Kassel [4];

•

the practical experiences gained with different applications e.g. several smaller
bridges up to 20 m length and primarily resulting from the "Gärtnerplatz Bridge" in
Kassel [5, 6].
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The state of the art report of the DAfStb deals with the following aspects:
•

Examples of application;

•

raw materials (cement, additions, admixtures, aggregates);

•

fresh and young concrete characteristics;

•

hardened concrete properties (strength, deformation behaviour, durability, fire
resistance);

•

design and construction;

• research activities.
The approaches regarding the design and the design relevant mechanical behaviour of
(fibre) reinforced UHPC is given in more detail in chapter 3. The material related content of
the state of the art report is based on the literature being available worldwide starting with the
fundamental ideas published e.g. by Bache and others in the 1960s. First UHPC-products
were already produced by Aalborg Portland Cement (Densit) at these times. About 1990 the
basis for a wider application for structural concrete members and for a large scale technical
production has been laid – e.g. by the efforts of DUCTAL® and other companies developing
different kinds of pre-mixes resulting in a first spectacular structure: the "Sheerbrook Bridge"
in Canada. To a great extend this progress became possible because of the development of
new high performance superplastizisers based on polycarboxylate ethers (PCE) and – of
coarse – great research efforts by the producers.
2

Materials aspects

Table 1 gives a survey of the material related content of the state of the art report. It starts
with physically and chemically based evaluation criteria for the raw materials, the scientific
and practical background of an optimized design e.g. concerning the influence of the packing
density of the fine particles and it gives numerous mixtures which have already been studied
scientificly or which has been applied practically. The Report as well deals with the
mechanical behaviour of UHPC with and without fibres including the influence of the kind and
amount, the diameter and the orientation of the fibres within the concrete. And last not least
the main durability aspects are extensively discussed – e.g. the resistance to frost in
combination with deicing salts, the carbonation behaviour, the permeability to chloride ions
etc. and its susceptibility for late ettringite formation.
Table 1:

Material related content of the state of the art report [3]

Raw Materials and Mixtures

Aggregates, cement, reactive and inert mineral additions (silica-fume,
stone powders, fly ash etc), chemical additives, fibres

Mix optimization

Packing density (distribution and shape of grains), rheology, test
procedures, reference mixtures

Curing and heat treatment

Influence on microstructure, strength and durability

Hardened UHPC

Shrinkage (drying and autogenous), mineral phases, microstructure,
strength and deformation behaviour (with and without fibres),
porosity, permeability to gases and liquids, chloride penetration,
alkalinity, durability (frost, frost and deicing salt, alkali-silica-reaction,
late ettringite formation), creep

Application

Reference mixtures, mixing, placing, reference projects
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The material related aspects will be further discussed during the Symposium. Thus, this
paper focuses on the design and construction related aspects.
3

Design and Construction

3.1

Introduction

Unlike in France or Japan, for example, there are no design specifications for ultra high
performance concrete (UHPC) structures in Germany at the present time. However, a
number of research projects have been started in Germany in recent years which aim not
only to expand our fundamental understanding of the mechanical behaviour of UHPC [4] but
also to derive material laws and parameters. The initial results of the German investigations
were first published in the state of the art report in the form of recommendations for design
parameters and approaches. The description of those design approaches is essentially
based on the design specifications for high strength concretes in DIN 1045-1 [7] which in turn
is largely based on Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1). Furthermore, national provisions laid down in
the “Recommendations of the German Association for Concrete and Construction
Technology for Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete” (DBV-Merkblatt Stahlfaserbeton) [8] and
the draft “Guideline on Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete”, published by DAfStb, the German
Committee for Structural Concrete at DIN (DAfStb-Richtlinie Stahlfaserbeton) [9] are cited in
the state of the art report. Another important source is the French guideline published by
AFGC/SETRA [1] in which the design of fibre reinforced ultra high performance concrete
components is dealt with for the first time. Reference is also made to the Japanese guideline
“Recommendations for Design and Construction of Ultra-High Strength Fiber-Reinforced
Concrete Structures" (USC) [2] published by JSCE.
The most important design parameters and approaches given in the various specifications
are presented and compared below and constitute an extract from the state of the art report.
As the French and Japanese specifications are well known, this chapter will focus on the
recommendations for the design of UHPC components which have been derived from
existing or draft German specifications and are included in the state of the art report.
3.2

Design values for UHPC

Table 2 is a summary of some relevant design values extracted from literature.
Compressive strength
There are only minor variations in the approaches to the design compressive strength. Apart
from the coefficient θ for transient loads given in the AFGC/SETRA-guideline [1] the design
compressive strength of UHPC is defined in the same way in each of the three guidelines
considered here, being based on the characteristic value fck (5% fractile). It can be seen that
the partial safety factor based on DIN 1045-1 [7] which is proposed in Table 1 is considerably
higher than the factors given in the French and Japanese guideline. This is due to the
additional partial safety factor γc’ specified in DIN 1045-1 for high strength concrete.
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Tensile strength
The design tensile strength of fibre reinforced UHPC based on the fib-Recommendations [10]
and on the AFGC/SETRA publication [1] is also shown in Table 2. The coefficient of 0.85
aims to take account of the reduction due to permanent loading and is initially the same as
that used for high performance concrete (see the studies by Rinder [11]). The characteristic
tensile strength fctk should generally be determined by tests on specimens cut out of
components with approximately proportional dimensions, taking into consideration the
concreting, loading and compacting direction (particularly on the vibrating table). Axial tensile
tests or flexural tests are suitable for this purpose. A standard test specimen as used in the
four-point flexural tensile test with the dimensions 150 x 150 x 700 mm³ (see Figure 1) is
specified in the DBV-Merkblatt Stahlfaserbeton [8] and in the DAfStb-Richtlinie
Stahlfaserbeton [9] for the determination of the tensile strength.
Table 2:

Design values for UHPC according to different sources

Equation

Parameters in equation

Source

Design values for Compressive strength

σ bc =

0,85

θ γb

f cj

γb = Partial safety factor (1.5 for normal cases, 1.3 for special cases)
θ = Coefficient representing the period of load action:
θ = 1.0 for a period of load action > 24 h
θ = 0.9 for a period of load action between 1 h and 24 h
θ = 0.85 for a period of load action < 1 h)

AFGC/SETRA [1]

fcj = Characteristic value of compressive strength at j days
fcd = 0 ,85 ⋅

fcd = 0,85 ⋅

fck

γc

fck

γ c ⋅ γ c'

fck = Characteristic value of compressive strength
γc = 1.3

Japanese Guideline
(JSCE) for USC [2]

fck = Characteristic value of compressive strength for UHPC at 28
days
γc = 1.5 for cast insitu normal strength concrete and 1.35 for precast
normal strength concrete
with fck ≥ 150 MPa for UHPC:
γc.⋅γ´c = 1.885 for cast insitu UHPC without fibres
γc.⋅γ´c = 1.665 for cast insitu UHPC with fibres
γc.⋅γ´c = 1.688 for precast UHPC without fibres
γc.⋅γ´c = 1.499 for precast UHPC with fibres

Recommendation
based on DIN 1045-1
for high strength
concrete [7]

Design values for tensile strength
fctd =

0 ,85 fctk
γ ct ⋅ γ f

fctk = 5 % - Quantile of the tensile strength (maximum value of the Derived from fibRecommendation
σ−ε-curve)
[10] and
γct = Partial safety factor for the tensile strength of fibre reiniforced
AFGC/SETRA [1]
concrete:

γct = 1.3 for ultimate limit states (ULS)
γct = 1.0 for serviceability limit states (SLS)
γf = Partial safety factor taking into account irregularities in fibre
orientation:
= 1.25 in general, except for local effects (deficiencies)
= 1.75 when taking local defeciencies into account
Design values for creep
creep
coefficient ϕ
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0.8 for UHPC without heat curing
0.2 for UHPC after heat curing

AFGC/SETRA [1]
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Figure 1:

Four-point flexural tensile test to determine the load-deflection curves for beams
in accordance with [8, 9]

The tensile strength and what is known as the characteristic post-cracking flexural tensile
strength for crack openings of around 3.5 mm can be derived from the load-deformation
relationships for such test specimens. The stress-strain curve required for design and which
is shown in Figure 3 has been derived from this type of tests. The stress values are defined
as follows:
•

fct,fl,L1

when the flexural tensile strength is achieved;

•

fct,fl,L2

when a deflection of 3.5 mm is reached (corresponding to a crack opening of
3.5 mm).

The tensile stresses in deformation zones 1 und 2 of the design curve are determined as
follows on the basis of the flexural tensile test:
fctk,L1 = 0.4 ⋅ fctk,fl,L1 (deformation zone 1)

(1)

fctk,L2 = β ⋅ fctk,fl,L2 (deformation zone 2)

(2)

The coefficients 0.4 in equation (1) and β in equation (2) were determined by verification
calculations performed after the tests. As for normal weight concrete with a compressive
strength of up to C50/60 in [9], the coefficient β for UHPC depends on the ratio fctk,fl,L2/fctk,fl,L1
and can be seen in Figure 2.
Modulus of elasticity
The value Ec = 50 GPa can be used in preliminary designs although it must be taken into
account that the modulus of elasticity of UHPC is influenced by a number of factors just as it
is in the case of normal weight concrete. As UHPC members are generally thin and thus
susceptible to deformation, the modulus of elasticity should be determined by testing on a
case-to-case basis.
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Figure 2:

Values of β in equation (7-2), based on [12]

Poisson’s ratio
Poisson’s ratio, µ, can be taken as equal to 0.2.
Coefficient of thermal expansion
The coefficient of thermal expansion, αT , can be taken as equal to 1.1 ⋅ 10-5⋅1/K unless more
exact values are available.
Shrinkage and creep
Autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage must both be taken into account when designing
UHPC members, although autogenous shrinkage generally predominates.
According to current findings, autogenous shrinkage depends to a very high degree on the
composition of the concrete. As for drying shrinkage, a value of 250 µm/m can generally be
taken for UHPC which has not been heat cured while a value of 0 µm/m can be taken for
UHPC after heat curing.
According to the AFGF/SETRA guideline [1] the creep coefficient can be taken as follows:
•

ϕ = 0.8 without heat curing;

•

ϕ = 0.2 after heat curing.

These values only apply to UHPC subjected to loading at an age of 28 days. If loading is
commenced earlier than at 28 days, higher values must be expected for non heat-cured
UHPC.
Tensile stress-strain relation for non-linear structural analysis and deformation
calculations
A stress-strain relationship is derived from a stress-crack opening relation in the
AFGC/SETRA-guideline [1] in order to simplify the calculations. The strain at the relevant
points depends on the crack width and height of the members. However, the ultimate strain
is not a fixed value but depends on the length of the fibres and the height of the member.
Based on theoretical estimates of the tensile strength of UHPC according to Behloul [13] or
with a knowledge of the tensile strength and the geometry of the fibres, a theoretical method
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of determining the stress, σ(w), in cracked cross-sections as a function of the crack width, w,
and the length of the fibres, lf, can be established in the same way as for steel fibre
reinforced concrete (cf. Pfyl [14], for example).
In order to be able to continue applying the usual design approach, a stress-strain relation for
the tension zone is also derived from the tests in [8] and [9] instead of the tensile stresscrack opening relation. This provision is also suitable for estimates or the preliminary design
of UHPC. Teutsch and Grunert [12] have obtained a good level of agreement during
verification calculations performed after tests conducted with coarse aggregate UHPC.
However, for UHPC with a low maximum aggregate size, there were considerable
differences between the results of the tests and those obtained by calculation. For exact
verifications it must be considered in particular that the flexural tensile strength includes a
scale effect. An example is shown in Figure 3 that illustrates how the stress-strain curve in
the tension zone is obtained for UHPC on the basis of the DAfStb-Richtlinie Stahlfaserbeton
[9] for a certain set of assumptions.

Figure 3:

Stress-strain curve for UHPC in the tension zone derived on the basis of [12]

The 0.15 ‰ strain given in Figure 3 represents the elastic limit and is obtained for a tensile
strength of 8.25 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 55 GPa, for example. Generally
speaking, an ultimate strain, εct, of 25 ‰ can be assumed for design purposes. However,
verification calculations performed after tests on fibre reinforced normal weight concrete have
shown that designs performed with fctk,fl,L2/fctk,fl,L1 < 0.5 could be unconservative. A relationship
for the ultimate strain εct,ult. is given in Figure 4 for that reason. The shaded area shown in
Figure 3 indicates the reduction in strain for the relation fctk,fl,L2/fctk,fl,L1 ≤ 0.5.
Both of the methods of describing the stress-strain relation on the tension side of flexural
members described in the DAfStb-Richtlinie Stahlfaserbeton [9] and in the AFGC/SETRA
publication [1] are empirical, with the AFGC/SETRA approach taking the scale effect
(influence of the specimen height) into account. While the method described by the DAfStb
[9] and the DBV [8] is mainly intended for members designed with a combination of steel
fibres and reinforcing steel, the proposal put forward by AFGC/SETRA [1] can be used in
particular for steel fibre reinforced members without additional steel reinforcement.
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ult.

Figure 4:

Values of the ultimate strain εct,ult.

The two proposals also differ in the specification of the ultimate tensile strain. While the
DAfStb [9] specifies a fixed ultimate strain, variable values which depend on the length of the
fibres and the height of the components are given in the AFGC/SETRA publication [1].
It must be considered for both proposals that the stress-strain curve should not be applied
without taking account of the thickness of the member being designed and the direction of
the fibres as in both cases the former determines the correlation between the stresscrack opening relation and the stress-strain relation. Further research in this field is urgently
needed and part of the Priority Research Program [3].
3.3

Ultimate limit state (ULS) design and serviceability limit state (SLS) design

The state of the art report also contains recommendations for ultimate limit state (ULS) and
serviceability limit state (SLS) design based on [1, 2, 7, 8, 9].
4
[1]

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
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Study on bending behavior of an UHPC overlay on a steel
orthotropic deck
Summary
The approach of strengthening a steel bridge deck with reinforced UHPC (Ultra High
Performance Concrete) is studied in this work. The bending behavior of the composite deck
plate is modeled by the so called multi-layer model with a simplified stress-strain relation
derived from direct tensile tests, and checked by bending test results. Based on the results
of the simulation, some suggestions have been derived for future design. Reference is made
to the redesign of the Caland Bridge which has been provided with a new UHPFC bridge
deck in 2003.
Keywords: UHPC, overlay, multi-layer model, bending behavior
1

Introduction

Conventional orthotropic steel decks are widely used in bridge structures around the world.
The advantage of this type of decks lies in its considerably reduced self weight. However,
with the increase of traffic loads, it turns out, that the bearing capacity, especially under
fatigue loading of those orthotropic bridge decks is not satisfactory. Fatigue cracks have
been observed in a number of Dutch bridge decks [1]. Those cracks might endanger the
bearing capacity, so upgrading is necessary, especially for the bridges in highways. It is
believed that local stress concentrations are the main reason for this phenomenon [1, 2]. To
that aim several measures are developed in order to reduce the stress level. A promising
solution among them is to place a concrete overlay on the existing bridge deck [1, 3, 4]. This
approach has been applied in several projects world widely such as the Mihara Ohashi
Bridge in Japan, and the Caland Bridge in the Netherlands.
As a reference the deck configuration of the Caland Bridge is plotted in Figure 1. The 56 mm
thick concrete overlay and the 12 mm thick steel deck plate are connected by an epoxy layer
with sprinkled-in bauxite aggregate. After the hardening of this epoxy layer, the concrete
overlay was cast on top of it. It is reinforced by two rebar mesh layers (Ø8 mm spaced at 50
mm) as well as steel fibers. For further information reference is made to [1]. The overlay was
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heavily reinforced: approximately 24 kg/m² traditional rebar and 5 kg/m² steel fibers were
applied, which corresponds to 580 kg/m3 reinforcement and 1.2 Vol.% fibers [5]. However the
effectivity of this heavy reinforcement on the behavior of the composite plate is still under
discussion.
For that reason, the bending behavior of the reinforced UHPFRC overlay on the steel plate,
especially when it is under negative bending, was studied. A semi-analytical method,
denoted as the multi-layer model, is used in that process for which a stress-strain
relationship based on direct tensile tests can be used.
Concrete overlay

300

56
300

12

Cross beam

16

500

5

Steel trough

30

120

400

Figure 1:

Cross-section of the deck plate of the Caland Bridge

2

Material properties

2.1

UHPC (Ultra High Performance Concrete)

Because of its favourable behavior in tension, especially with regard to crack distribution,
heavily reinforced UHPC is an attractive material to be applied in a deck overlay. In order to
apply this material in the design of the overlay, simplified material characteristics are defined
on the basis of a number of direct tensile tests (dog-bone test) carried out at TU Delft. The
mixtures of those tests were designed to achieve mechanical properties comparable to those
used in the Caland Bridge. They had strengths of 130 MPa and 180 MPa. Each strength
group contained specimen with 0 Vol.%, 0.8 Vol.% and 1.6 Vol.% of steel fibers 13x0.16 mm.
Further details of the mixture are given in [10].
In Figure 2, some of the test results are shown. It can be seen that the material behaves as a
tensile softening material. When the deformation increases, crack localization can be
observed. The steel fibers can transfer a tensile force even if the crack width is relatively
large (2 mm). On the other hand, the post-cracking behavior of UHPC is also depending on
the fiber distribution across the cracks. In some cases one can even expect strain hardening
after cracks have been initiated. This is reported e.g. by Marković [7]. According to his study
this uncertainty might be amplified if the casting process is taken into account.
In this study, the tensile behavior of UHPC is modeled in a relatively conservative way. First
of all, the load-COD curve is translated into an equivalent stress-strain relationship by: σ = F /
A, ε = COD / lc. Here lc is the so called characteristic length. A = 70×70 mm² and lc = 100 mm
follow from the dimensions of the test specimen and the calculation target. After that, the
stress-strain curve is further simplified by replacing the possible strain hardening part of the
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load-COD curve by a yield plateau, which means that the tensile stress in UHPC jumps
directly from its cracking strength ft to a constant value αft as shown in Figure 3. At a certain
position, a linear strain softening part is included after the yield plateau. The value α varies
according to the fiber volume percentage and fiber property in the concrete matrix. In [8, 9],
several theoretical models have been developed to explain the influence of steel fibers in a
brittle matrix like concrete. This will not be discussed further in this paper. The value of α in
this study is adjusted according to the dog-bone tensile test results.
50
Vf=1.6%,
Vf=1.6%,
Vf=0.8%,
Vf=0.8%,

45
40

test
test
test
test

1
2
1
2

Stress [MPa]

35

ft

Load [kN]

30

αft

25
20
15
10
5
0

0

0.2

Figure 2:

0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
COD (Crack Opening Displacement) [mm]

Result of dog-bone tensile test

1.8

2

ε1

Figure 3:

ε2

Strain

Schematic tensile stress-strain
relation for HPC

In Figure 3, ε1 is the cracking strain of UHPC, ε2 is the end of the yield plateau, and ε3 is the
ultimate tensile strain, where no more stress can be transmitted across the cracks. The curve
is defined with the following values: ft = 8.5 MPa, α = 0.8, ε2 = 4 ‰, E = 40 GPa. These
values will be assessed further by the 4 point bending test results described in [10].
2.2

Epoxy interface

The interface between UHPC overlay and steel deck plate was tested by Braam [5]. The
tensile strength of the interface reached 4.81 MPa, and in the bending test, the bonding
stress reached 12.5 MPa. The interface between UHPC and the steel plate of the orthogonal
steel deck turned out to be stronger than the plain concrete (without steel fibers). According
to the study carried out in [3], the interface bond between concrete overlay and the steel
plate can be improved significantly if the ductility of the concrete overlay is increased. Thus,
before the crack in the overlay reaches the steel deck plate, these two materials can be seen
as perfectly bonded.
3

Multi-layer model

In this study, the cross section of the target element cross section is simulated with the so
called multi-layer model. This method was proposed by Kooiman in [11] to simulate the
bending behavior of a steel fiber reinforced concrete beam. Because of its simplicity this
method can be easily applied for the case considered here and is more user-friendly and
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faster than a non-linear FEM analysis. With this model, the constitutive relation, assumed for
UHPC, is optimized by comparing the computer generated results with test results from
experiments. The procedure of this method is presented in the sequel:
First of all it is assumed that the strain over the height of the cross section is linearly
distributed. After that, the cross section is divided into a number of layers along its height.
One can get a strain value at the end of each layer. With that value the predefined stressstrain relationship is implemented, yielding the stress at certain levels in the cross section.
This procedure is demonstrated in Figure 4.
F i in Rebars
i
i-1

hi
hi-1

εi
ε i-1

σi
σ i-1

HPC overlay

Steel plate

Figure 4:

Procedure of multi-layer simulation

Along the whole cross section, the horizontal forces in each layer shall be in equilibrium, so:

1
F = ∑ (σ i + σ i −1 )(hi − hi −1 ) + ∑ Fi = 0
2
The total bending moment of the cross section is formulated as:
1
M = ∑ t (σ i + σ i −1 )(hi − hi −1 )(hi + hi −1 − 2 x) + ∑ Fi hi
4

in which:
hi
σi
Fi
εi
κ

(1)

(2)

is the position of node i in the cross section
is the stress at given node i
is the horizontal force of rebar i in the cross section
is the strain of a given node i, εi = κ ( hi – x )
is the curvature of the cross section.

For a given cross sectional curvature κ, the position of the neutral axis x is calculated first
from the equilibrium equation by an iteration process. For a given x, the bending moment of
the section M under a certain curvature can be determined, and the moment-curvature
relationship of the cross section is plotted.
4

Assessment with four-point bending test

Shionaga [10] has carried out a number of four-point bending tests on UHPC plate elements
with various fiber volumes and reinforcement, Fig. 5. The dimensions of the specimens, the
content of fibers and the reinforcement are in the same order of magnitude as the concrete
overlay of the composite deck plate. Thus, it is believed that the test results are
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representative enough to assess the assumed UHPC constitutive relationship with the multilayered model presented in this study. Furthermore, this proved design method can be
applied in estimating the negative bending performance of the composite deck plate, since
one can find comparable stress distributions in both conditions.
In general 3 configurations are involved in the test program, with different number of rebars.
With each configuration, specimens of 3 fiber volume percentages are tested, namely Vol% =
0%, Vol = 0.8% and Vol = 1.6%. In order to check the influence of the fiber distribution, the
specimens with no reinforcing rebar are divided into two groups, according to their casting
directions. For more detailed information reference is made to [10].
50

No reinforcing bar
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50 20
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2 reinforcing bars (ds = 10 mm)
100

50
50

200

200

200

50

700
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4 reinforcing bars (ds = 10 mm)
25 50

Figure 5:

50

50 50 25

4 point bending test configurations according to Shionaga [10]

The moment-curvature relationship computed from the multi-layer model is first translated
into moment-deflection relationship with:

5
W = ∫∫ κ dx = κ l 2
8

(3)

1.8
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7

4 point bending test result (no rebars)
and multi-layer simulation
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Average member strain [‰]
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Figure 7:
Average stress in fiber
concrete component in tension [10]

The calculated result from the multi-layer model is plotted in Figure6 together with the test
result from the four-point bending tests with Vf = 1.6 vol%. The curve named ‘x direction’
means the response of the specimen cast along the longitudinal direction of the beam, while
‘y direction’ means the specimen cast along its transverse direction. In order to check the
influence of the softening branch in the stress-strain relation, another extreme condition is
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considered in which ε3 = ε2 = 8 ‰ (curve A), while as was introduced before, in curve B, ε2 =
4 ‰, ε3 = 12 ‰. So, the energy dissipated according to both curves is the same.
The result makes clear that both curves offer a reasonable prediction for the momentdeflection relationship of the target plate, especially before the load capacity has been
reached. This comparison actually shows that a simple constitutive relation such as a perfect
yielding curve might be accurate enough for designing an UHPC element. In this respect it
should be noted that usually the designers are more interested in the behavior of a structural
element until its load capacity is reached. Moreover, in a reinforced UHPC element, because
the crack width in UHPC-element is limited by the steel rebars, the stress level in the UHPC
stays at a high level even when a relatively large equivalent strain is reached. This
phenomenon was observed in [10], in which uniaxial tensile tests were carried out on long
centrically reinforced UHPC prismatic elements. The stress-strain response of the fiber
concrete component is derived and plotted in Figure 7, where an obvious plastic plateau can
be distinguished. For that reason, the constitutive relationship of UHPC is modeled as a
perfectly elastic-plastic material when it is reinforced by steel rebars.
5

Implementation in the deck plate

Based on the stress-strain relationship defined before, it is possible to model the momentcurvature relationship of the steel plate with the UHPC overlay with the multi-layer model.
The dimension of the target deck plate is based on the original design of the Caland Bridge
as is shown in Figure. In order to check the influence of the rebar to the composite deck,
three configurations have modeled in this study, being: a deck plate without rebar, a deck
plate with one rebar mesh at the top, and a deck plate with two rebar meshes as the original
design. The moment-curvature relationship for each case is plotted in Figure 8.
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To compare these curves with the design load on the bridge, Load Model 1, defined in
Eurocode 1 is used to estimate the maximum negative moment in the deck plate. Under the
maximum axial load applied on the deck (300 kN, 400 × 400 mm), the maximum bending
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moment at the joint of the deck plate, trough and the cross beam is 1.4 kNm. The capacity of
the UHPC overlay without reinforcement is sufficient to withstand the maximum traffic load.
In Figure 8, one can also find that a rebar mesh at the top side of the UHPC overlay can
increase the bending capacity of the composite plate greatly. Clearly, this is because the
mentioned rebar mesh is within the tensile zone of the composite element. That also explains
why the second reinforcement mesh is less effective to the bending capacity. Also, the
increased ductility of the UHPC due to the reinforcement results in an increase of the
bending capacity. The reinforcement in the UHPC delays the softening effect of the UHPC,
by distributing the cracks in a more optimized way. Based on that, one can conclude that
rebars in a UHPC overlay can increase the load capacity of the whole element by two
means, namely transferring the tensile stress across the cracks and uniformly distributing the
cracks.
The previous conclusions offer several improvement suggestions for the original design of
the deck system of Caland Bridge. First of all, the second rebar mesh close to the steel plate
seems to be unnecessary. Because of the good connection between concrete overlay and
the steel plate reported before, it is reasonable to treat the steel plate as reinforcement
during the calculation. On the other hand, as explained before, the rebar mesh at the top side
of the overlay is essential, even though the load capacity of the whole element becomes very
conservative compared to the design traffic load. Thus, a positive option to optimize the
overlay design is to reduce the thickness of the concrete topping. In Figure 9, the influence of
the overlay thickness on the bending behavior of the composite deck plate is plotted, where
an UHPC overlay of 30 mm thick seems to be still sufficient to withstand the design traffic
load. With the classic beam theory, the cracking moment of this composite beam can be
easily formulated as:

M cr =

(hc2 + 2nhs hc + nhs2 ) 2
tf
6(hc + nhs ) 2

(4)

For a UHPC overlay with thickness of 30 mm and 40 mm, the cracking moment is 1.4 kNm
and 0.9 kNm respectively. Thus an UHPC overlay of 30 mm is supposed to be sufficient,
including the safety factor corresponding.
6

Conclusions

In this paper, a relatively new system to strengthen an existing bridge deck plate with
reinforced UHPC is investigated. A simplified equivalent stress-strain relationship is
introduced based on direct tensile test results.
The newly derived constitutive relation is then implemented in a so called multi-layer model
and validated by four-point bending test results. Different softening curves are used during
that process: the result turns out that they do not influence the bending behavior before the
maximum load is reached, although a linear softening curve offers more accuracy in
simulating the post-peak behavior of the specimen. Furthermore, the UHPC is suggested to
be a plastic material when the influence of the rebars is included.
The proven multi-layer model is then employed in modeling the bending behavior of the
composite deck plate. The original configuration of the Caland Bridge is proven to be
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conservative according to this model. To improve the material efficiency of the deck design,
one rebar mesh with reduced overlay thickness is suggested. Further study is still needed to
check the suggestions for optimization.
7
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Structural analysis of a composite bridge girder combining
UHPFRC and reinforced concrete
Summary
Reinforced concrete being the most applied construction material today performs very well in
most applications but still lacks durability under severe environmental conditions. Especially
existing structures built decades ago show degradation. Using Ultra-High Performance Fiber
Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) to improve durability is a promising option seeing the
extraordinary performance of this material when applied in a composite section. Restrained
shrinkage of the overlay plays an important role in this type of application.
A conceptual bridge cross section combining UHPFRC and reinforced concrete has been
numerically analysed. Two main parameters, tensile strength and strain hardening capacity,
were varied. The analysis indicates the importance of strain hardening of UHPFRC and the
influence of its tensile strength on the structural response under restrained shrinkage
(deformation controlled loading) and traffic loads (force controlled loading). The results
validate the concept of using a UHPFRC layer to improve the structural durability of concrete
constructions.
Keywords: UHPFRC, composite structure, variability, strain hardening, FE-Analysis
1

Introduction

Ultra-High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) defines a class of strain
hardening – softening cementitious composites with outstanding performance in terms of
mechanical properties and durability. High fiber dosage and high quantities of reactive
powders make these materials rather expensive compared to normal reinforced concrete,
and therefore besides other reasons not appropriate for mass applications in massive
structural elements. Applications turn out to be efficient only if several of the outstanding
properties of UHPFRC are exploited to a maximum, especially its high compressive and
tensile strength, its capacity for strain hardening and softening and its very low permeability
towards water and aggressive substances. This requires new ways of design and
construction leading to structural elements combining different types of concrete. At the
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same time it has the potential to solve the major problem of reinforced concrete structures:
durability. Applying UHPFRC locally to “harden” the most severely exposed zones of a
structure helps to improve durability and load bearing capacity. This scheme replies
effectively to the above pointed out issues.
The present paper shows findings of a FE-analysis of a conceptual bridge girder design
combining a thin UHPFRC overlay with a reinforced concrete substructure (Figure 1) [1].
Besides its load carrying contribution, the UHPFRC overlay replaces conventional
waterproofing membrane. Therefore it has to remain in an impermeable state under service
conditions and during the whole service life in order to protect effectively the conventional
reinforced concrete structure below. The present structural analysis focuses thus on the
serviceability limit state of the structure.

Figure 1: Cross section of the composite bridge girder [1]
2

Constitutive material modelling of UHPFRC

2.1

Requirements

The UHPFRC designed for this application responds to the following general requirements:
 high compressive and tensile strengths
 strain hardening and softening in tension
 very low permeability
 self-compacting fresh mix with the ability to be cast with a slope of 3%
 low variability of mechanical properties
Details about UHPFRC mixes fulfilling these requirements can be found in [2, 3, 5].
2.2

Tensile behaviour

High tensile strength as well as strain hardening and softening are characterising properties
of UHPFRC. The uniaxial tensile behaviour was determined using dogbone specimens. The
results of several experiments were averaged (Figure 2a) and transformed into the
constitutive material law for tension (Figure 2b) as input for the FE-program.
2.3

Viscoelastic behaviour

UHPFRC develops important shrinkage (mostly autogenous shrinkage) which leads to
Eigenstresses in the composite element due to the restrained deformation conditions. Free
shrinkage under drying conditions reaches up to 590 µm/m after 1 year with an evolution of
2/3 of the value after 35 days [2]. Induced stresses are partly balanced as a function of time
648
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by an important creep and relaxation capacity. The high dosage of fibers (9%) prevents
micoracking of the matrix and provides a high deformation capacity. Both effects are crucial
for the proper working of the UHPFRC-layer regarding mechanical and physical
requirements. Input data for the FE-analysis were deduced from comprehensive laboratory
tests on the evolution of mechanical and physical properties depending on maturity [2, 3, 5].

a)

b)

Figure 2:

a) Stress-strain diagram from experiments [3] and b) corresponding constitutive
tensile law for FE-analysis input

2.4

Variability of mechanical properties

An inherent property of fiber reinforced composites is the non-uniform fiber orientation and
distribution depending on the mixing process, casting method and formwork boundaries [3].
This was taken into account in the FE-analysis by varying the values of tensile strength and
deformation capacity (Figure 3).

a)

b)

Figure 3: Variation of a) tensile strength ft and b) deformation capacity εhard
The tensile strength, defined as elastic limit of the material, was modified to 65% and 120%
of the reference value ft,1=13.2MPa (Figure 3a), while the strain hardening, defined as the
deformation between ft,1 and the ultimate tensile strength ft,U, was modified between 10% and
100% of the reference value εhard = εUt,max-εUt,1st=1.25‰, (Figure 3b). The ultimate tensile
strength ft,U is considered to evolve with a constant factor of 1.25*ft,1 in relation to the elastic
limit.
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3

FE-Analysis

3.1

Description of the numerical tool

The FE-analysis was done with FEMASSE MLS [4]. This numerical tool allows to conduct
comprehensive analyses including the coupling of age dependent thermal, hygral, chemical
and mechanical properties.
In the given 2-D model the deformation in z direction (longitudinal sense of the bridge girder)
was not restrained. The UHPFRC layer was applied to inert concrete, cured for 7 days and
afterwards exposed to environmental conditions described by constant values at a
temperature of 20°C. The numerical analysis starts at the instant of the UHPFRC overlay
casting (time 0).
The structural analysis can be considered as representative regarding the observations
made concerning the age-dependent variation of stresses and mechanical properties in the
present structural element.
3.2

Cross sectional model

The model represents an exemplary transversal cross section of the bridge girder near the
support, showing 5 (prefabricated) T-beams in conventional prestressed concrete with the
UHPFRC overlay (Figure 4). The bottoms of the beams are vertically and horizontally fixed
limiting the flexional deformability of the bridge deck to a minimum and increasing the degree
of restraint to a maximum.
The loads are transferred laterally by the UHPFRC that also connects the longitudinal
beams. The thickness of the layer is increased at the longitudinal joints to 15 cm instead of 3
cm on top of the T-beams.
In general, viscoelastic behaviour of the T-beams is beneficial for the stress evolution in the
UHPFRC since it indirectly reduces the degree of restraint but this effect was not considered
in the analysis.
permanent and
traffic loads

symmetry line

Figure 4:

Transversal bridge section with UHPFRC layer, exemplary loading scheme and
static system

3.3

Load cases

The following load cases were considered in the modelling:
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•

Permanent loads due to self weight of the structure and the UHPFRC layer

•

Permanent loads due to self weight of non-load bearing elements such as the curbs,
crash barriers, railings and the asphalt layer, applied at 28 days
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•

Traffic loads at serviceability limit state including two traffic lanes according to EC 1
[6], applied at the most unfavourable position regarding stresses in the UHPFRC
layer in the transversal sense
All external loads are superimposed to the continuous evolution of the mechanical and
physical properties of UHPFRC such as Young’s modulus, compressive and tensile strength,
shrinkage and viscoelasticity.
4

Results

The results of the numerical simulation are presented exemplarily for a typical reference
point showing highest stresses:
4.1

Restrained shrinkage

Restrained shrinkage is the load case the UHPFRC overlay is subjected to from the very
beginning (after casting) and also the one that consumes an important part of the resistance
capacity of the material. It is a deformation controlled loading process, and consequently, it is
the deformation capacity of the material that predominantly replies to this load case (Figure
5). The absolute value of the tensile strength is not of great importance here. Depending on
the level of the evolving tensile strength, shrinkage causes Eigenstresses that almost reach
the elastic tensile strength ft,1 before the external loads are applied. If the UHPFRC overlay is
stressed beyond its elastic limit due to restrained shrinkage it enters into the hardening
domain where it possesses an important deformation capacity, i.e. the stress increase at this
stage will be very small. In this way, the strain hardening behaviour represents a significant
stress release potential which is essential for the structural response of the overlay in terms
of avoidance of macrocrack localisation and maintaining the low permeability of the UHPFRC
layer.

Figure 5:

Deformed shape (not in scale) due to shrinkage of UHPFRC (without external
loads) and location of the reference point

4.2

Permanent and traffic loads

Permanent and traffic loads are applied 28 days (672 h) after the application of UHPFRC.
They represent a force controlled load case. The UHPFRC layer is subjected to an
immediate stress increase which is superimposed to the stresses induced by restrained
shrinkage.
Figure 7 shows the stress and strength evolution in the UHPFRC layer on the time axis until
42 days (1000 h) for three cases. The lower dotted lines represent the elastic strength
evolution ft,1 whereas the upper dotted lines show the evolution of the ultimate strength ft,U.
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The solid lines describe the stress evolution at the reference point. The step in the solid lines
marks the point in time of external load application.
- In case of ft,1=0.65*ft,1,ref (Figure 6a) the stresses due to restrained shrinkage reach
the elastic limit before the external loads are applied. The application of these creates
an inelastic response in the hardening domain. The important deformability of the
strain hardening domain keeps the stress level in the UHPFRC layer very close to its
elastic limit. The ongoing shrinkage does not significantly raise the stresses. The
stress evolution closely follows the elastic strength evolution.
- In case of ft,1,ref (Figure 6b) the stress increase due to the external loads at 28 days is
balanced partly by an elastic response and partly by the strain hardening of
UHPFRC. The global behaviour is again similar. Once the stress level exceeds the
elastic limit further stress increase is very small.
- In case of ft,1=1.2*ft,1, ref (Figure 6c) external loads lead to a purely elastic response of
the overlay. The loads induce a principal tensile stress of approximately 3 MPa at the
reference point. Further stress increase is then induced by the continuing shrinkage
until the stress level reaches the elastic limit and subsequently follows it.

a)

Figure 6:

b)

c)

Evolution of stress and strength for a) 0.65*ft,1; b) 1*ft,1 and c) 1.2*ft,1

In all the cases, it can be seen that once the material exceeds its elastic limit strength
external loads and continuing shrinkage do not cause a significant further stress increase.
The redistribution of loads and increased deformability due to the pronounced strain
hardening behaviour and loss of stiffness prevent further stress increase in the UHPFRC
layer. Therefore, it is unlikely that the ultimate tensile strength ft,U of the UHPFRC is reached.
The UHPFRC layer thus remains at the initial stage of multiple microcracking without
developing localised macrocracks. The material enters merely very little into the hardening
domain, thus keeping its low permeability. It is not subjected to softening within the
considered period of 1000 h.
An exemplary simulation with traffic loads increased by a hypothetical factor of 3 shows that
in fact the stress step continues significantly into the hardening domain if the level of loading
is sufficiently high (Figure 7a). Then the stresses evolve parallel to the elastic tensile strength
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but at a higher level. UHPFRC seems to possess enormous reserves in a setup as described
above to resist localised cracking even if its elastic tensile strength is exceeded.
In case the strain hardening capacity is reduced significantly the UHPFRC overlay obviously
enters far into the hardening domain, (Figure 7b). The two lines with markers show the stress
evolution at a reference point for two materials with 0.1*εhard,ref (upper line with square
markers) and full strain hardening capacity (lower line with round markers).

a)

b)

Figure 7:

a) Evolution of stress and strength for 1.0*ft,1 and three times the external loads;
b) influence of εhard on the stress level for εhard=0.1*εhard,ref

4.3

Serviceability and waterproofing

Charron et al. [7] have shown for a UHPFRC respecting the requirements given in 2.1 that
the water permeability of UHPFRC remains low (Kw equiv.< 2 × 10−8 cm/s) until a tensile
deformation of 1.3‰. This threshold deformation corresponds to a cumulated crack opening
equal to 0.13 mm as compared to 0.05 mm for normal concrete. Since the numerical results
show that at all levels of tensile strength the principal stresses in the UHPFRC overlay do not
significantly enter into the strain hardening domain, the proposed concept of an
“impermeable” and waterproof UHPFRC layer is validated.
5

Conclusions

A structural analysis of a composite bridge girder combining reinforced concrete and
UHPFRC at the serviceability limit state was performed. The structural response of the
UHPFRC layer under combined loading due to restrained shrinkage and traffic loads was
investigated. The obtained results show:
- Restrained shrinkage and external loads may generate stresses close to the elastic
tensile strength in the UHPFRC overlay of the composite element with a high degree of
restraint. The stresses then follow the age-dependent elastic strength evolution of
-

UHPFRC.
The evolution of applied stresses in the strain hardening domain is independent of the
level of the elastic tensile strength. The loss of stiffness of the UHPFRC layer as it enters
into the hardening domain causes a stress release and redistribution.
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The risk of transverse cracking of the UHPFRC layer in the presented structural
configuration is unlikely due to the increased deformation capacity and significantly lower
stiffness at strain hardening.
Strain hardening is an essential property for the described type of application since it
allows maintaining the low permeability of UHPFRC in its function as waterproofing layer.
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Strengthening and Rehabilitation of Pavements Applying
Thin Layers of Reinforced Ultra-High-Performance
Concrete (UHPC-White topping)
Summary
“White topping” means the improvement or the rehabilitation of fatigued bituminous or
concrete road pavements by applying a new concrete layer using the existing structure as
base course. This method is known since the 1920th when it was firstly performed in the
USA. Up to now as a rule, ordinary concrete is used and the thickness so far is equivalent to
those of newly paved structures depending e.g. on the intensity of the traffic and the load
bearing capacity of the base. Only in a few cases even thinner overlays were applied [1].
A new technology is white topping of heavily trafficed pavements with thin layers of only 60 to
80 mm consisting of continuously reinforced High- (HPC) or Ultra-High-Performance (UHPC)
concretes. The method is appropriate to strengthen the load bearing capacity of existing
pavements preventively to enable it to withstand the increasing intensity of the traffic or to
restore fatigued structures already showing structural damages. Due to the high quality of the
concretes used the system is assumed to be very durable and long lasting. The technology is
both economic and sustainable because of the facts that no material from the existing
pavement has to be removed and to be replaced and only a minimum of material is needed
for the overlay. The thin overlay can be applied within a short time so that the obstruction of
traffic is minimized. A small test section has already be performed [2].
In a comprehensive research project coordinated by the Federal Highway Research Institute
(BAST), supported by the State of Nordrhein-Westfalen (NRW) and primarily performed by
the University of Kassel the technical and economic aspects of the new technique are
studied covering the development of adequate concretes as well as the design of the
pavement structure and its long time load bearing behaviour under dynamic traffic loads. The
economic efficiency will be compared to traditional rehabilitation measures considering the
whole life-cycle.
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1

High- an Ultra-High-Performance concrete

High Performance Concrete is already part of the European Concrete Standard EN 206 and
of the German Standard DIN 1045-2 [3]. It is defined by its compressive strength ranging
from strength class C55/67 to C100/115. It has already been applied for structural concrete
members e.g. for bridges and sky scrapers and in a few case for pavement layers. From
strength class C80/95 upwards usually silica fume is used as concrete additive to further
increasing both the strength and the structural density.
Ultra-High-Performance Concrete is primarily characterized by a compressive strength of
150 to 220 N/mm2 and by a very dense and non permeable microstructure free of capillary
pores. The very low porosity of the matrix originates from both a low w/c-ratio of about 0.20
and a very dense packing of the fine particles due to the use of different mineral additions
like silica fume and quartz or other finely ground stone powders [4].
Table 1:

Raw materials and mix design of the UHPC and the HPC
Amount in kg per m3 Concrete

Raw Materials

UHPC [4]

UHPC- WT 1)

HPC-WT

CEM I 52,5R HS-NA

650

725

400

Quartz W12 (Blaine 4,200 cm²/g )

325

223

-

Quartz W3 (Blaine 1,300 cm²/g)

131

146

-

Silica fume MS 971

177

123

80

Amount of fines < 0.125 mm

1283

1217

480

Sand 0/0.5

354

395

-

Sand 0/2

-

-

710

Basalt 2/5

299

333

598

Basalt 5/8

299

333

598

195 (2.5 vol.-%)

87 (1 vol.-%)

87 (1 vol.-%)

Water

158

160

140

Superplasticizer (PCE based)

30.4

16.7

6

w/(c + ms) – ratio

0.19

0.19

0.29

Spread (DIN EN 12350-5) [cm]

55

45

45

Compressive strength 7 d [MPa]
28d [MPa]

188
205

168
190

75
112

49.000

44.000

Steel fibres 0.15/9 mm

Standard test

Modulus of Elasticity 28 days [MPa]
further rheological optimization in progress

1)

Concretes used for pavement layers have to be adequately workable to be placed,
compacted and finished by a customary concrete paver. They had to fulfil the strength levels
of HPC (min. 85 N/mm2) or UHPC (min. 150 N/mm2) and have to be sufficiently ductile to be
able to withstand the high traffic loads despite of the low thickness of the layer of 60 – 80 mm
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only. In addition the microstructure must be sufficiently dense to withstand attacks of frost
and de-icing salts and to prevent the reinforcement from corrosion caused by chloride ions.
The raw materials used and the mixes developed are given in table 1 together with the
spread of the fresh concretes and their 7 and 28-days compressive strength. The tests
performed to evaluate the workability, the mechanical behaviour and the durability are listed
in table 2. At the time being most of them are still under progress. The results will be
presented at the Symposium.
Table 2:

Laboratory Tests and Test Procedures1)

Criteria

Test Procedure

Workability and stiffening

Spread acc. to DIN EN 12350-5; 10,20,30,60 min after mixing

Compressive strength
(1, 2, 7, 28, 59 days)

Cylinders 150x300 mm, cubes 150 mm
Acc. to DIN EN 12390-3:2000-04

Bending tensile strength
(1, 2, 7, 28, 56 days)

Beams 150x150x700 mm, 4-point loading, strain controlled
Acc. to [9]

Mod. Of Elasticity

Ultrasonic device

Porosity and pore size

Mercury Intrusion (at 28 days)

Frost resistance with salt

CDF-procedure acc. to [10] (3% NaCl-solution)

Cloride diffusion (28 days)

Procedure acc. to [11]

Shrinkage

Cyl. 150/300 mm, unrestrained, 20°C/65% r. hum.

Carbonation

20°C, 65% r. hum.

1)

partly in progress

The UHPC developed principally based upon a coarse grained and nearly self compacting
concrete with a maximum grain size of 8 mm and 2.5 vol.-% of steel fibres, that had already
been designed for prefabricated concrete members [4]. Primarily the consistency of the
concrete had to be modified to become more stable when being placed and finished. In a first
step the amounts of superplasticizer, silica fume and steel fibres were reduced and thus the
spread was reduced from about 55 to 45 cm. Actions are in progress to further reduce the
stickiness of the mixture to ease the mixing and handling of the concrete on site. The HPCWT corresponds to strength class C100/115 of DIN EN 206. The compressive strength of the
UHPC-WT exceeded the limit of 150 N/mm2 by about 25%.
2

Design of the pavement structure

The design of the reinforced overlay primarily covers the determination of its adequate
thickness in relation to the traffic loads expected and the load bearing capacity of the existing
structure. In addition the minimum amount of reinforcement being necessary to limit the
crack width to less than 0.1 mm to protect the reinforcement from corrosion due to chloride
penetration has to be calculated. Full bond between the overlay and the concrete slabs
underneath was assumed.
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To minimize the crack width in the HPC layer the procedure described in DIN 1045-1 [3] for
structural members made of reinforced concrete up to strength class C100/115 was used.
UHPC however is more brittle and its post cracking behavior is usually modified by the
addition of steel fibers. In [5] an appropriate model was developed considering the effect of
both the conventional reinforcement and the steel fibers. 7.75 cm²/m of steel is adequate to
limit the crack width to 0.1 mm, if 8 mm steel bars are used.
For concrete up to strength class C 100/115 the minimum concrete cover protecting the steel
bars resulting from DIN 1045-1 would have been 55 mm. As a rule High Strength Concrete
shows a slightly and UHPC a significantly denser microstructure and thus a substantially
reduced permeability to e.g. chloride ions. That allows for a reduction to about 25 mm
(UHPC) to 30 mm (HPC) covered by the practical experiences gained with HPC-overlays on
bridge decks [6].
For the design of continuously reinforced concrete “white topping” layers on top of an
inhomogeneous fatigued concrete pavement an FE-model commonly used for the design of
conventional pavement structures was modified. In a first step it was applied to design an
appropriate laboratory model structure to test the behavior of the structure under dynamic
wheel loads. The material properties considered are as given in table 1. The “base-course”
system (see chapter 4) was characterized by an E-modulus of 20.000 N/mm2.
The model structure tests confirmed the assumptions made for the pre-design in so far as
the white topping layers after 1 Mio. load cycles did not show any structural degradation. The
deformations and the stresses measured during the tests were used to calibrate the FEmodel. The calculations resulted in a maximum tensile stress of 1,68 N/mm² at the bottom
and 0.60 N/mm2 at the surface of the HPC/UHPC-layer both being much smaller than the
direct tensile strength of e.g. 4-8 N/mm2 of fiber reinforced HPC and UHPC [4].
3

Tests on model scale structures

The model scale pavement structure tested in the laboratory had an extension of 5.00 x 2.50
m. It consisted of 8 prefabricated concrete slabs (each 1.25 x 1.25 x 0.26 m) based on an
elastic mat representing cracked slabs of an fatigued and instable concrete pavement with a
reduced load bearing capacity, see fig. 1. The joints were undoweled. According to the predesign the HPC/UHPC overlay was 60 mm thick. They were reinforced with steel fabric mats
(D = 8 mm) as calculated in chapter 2. To simulate the load situation under a truck’s wheel
1 Mio. cycles of a sinusoidal load (upper load level 60 kN (test 1, UHPC) resp. 70 kN (Test 2,
HPC), lower level 15 kN, frequency 2 Hz) were applied on the white topping layer right above
(test 1) or directly beneath the joint-crossing of the 4 center slabs, see fig. 2. At this position
the load is assumed to induce the maximum stresses and strains in the HPC/UHPC layer
due to the minimum load bearing capacity of the concrete slabs underneath. The loads
represented a 120 or 140 kN single wheel axel of a lorry. The load was generated by one
(test 1) or 2 (test 2) hydraulic pulsating cylinders installed in a stiff test frame as shown in
fig.2. The loading plates had a diameter of 300 mm. In the second test (test 2, HPC) the
loads alternated among the two cylinders. The conditions were further aggravated by
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implementing a hollow space between the “base“ elements and the HPC layer under one of
the loads see fig. 1.
Subsequently after placing the “base“ elements and the reinforcement the concrete was
mixed in a 500 l laboratory drum mixer for about 6-8 minutes and then placed in a thickness
of 60 mm +/- 5 mm. Both concretes were compacted by vibration and finally finished with a
static bar. The surface was immediately covered with a plastic foil. To measure the
deflections occurring during the test strain gauges and extensometers were installed and 14
days after placing the concrete the loading began.
In fig. 3 the deflections at the point of loading are plotted for the first 500.000 cycles. During
the first 200.000 load cycles the deformation increased. This is typical for dynamic fatigue
tests due to the stabilization and rearrangement of the whole system. Thereafter a cyclic
stabilization could be observed. The difference between the deformations at maximum and
minimum load remained constant over the whole range of 1 Mio. cycles. That means only
elastic deformations occurred indicating that the microstructure was not affected.

hollow
space
(8 mm)

70 kN

Figure 1:

70 kN

Details of the model test structure (test 2)

Figure 2: Model structure test installation
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Figure 3:

D eflection loaded

Deflections at the load center during the first test (1 cyclic load)

In accordance with [4] one can conclude that under the specific circumstances of the tests
performed on model pavements the UHPC as well as the HPC were not stressed exceeding
their pulsating fatigue strength defined as about 50% of the strength under static loads.
4

Economic feasibility study

When the technical aspects will completely be clarified an economical evaluation will follow,
covering all criteria influencing costs, equivalency to alternative solutions, durability and
service life. Thereto belong e.g. the reliability (R), the availability (A), the maintainability (M)
and the safety (S) of the pavement system.

R A M S

Cost effects of the system design
Life cycle costs (-calculation)

Planning and rating approach for strategic
decisions

Decisive for the public road authorities acting as investor and operator are especially the
avoidance of all danger of accidents resulting from an insufficient pavement condition, an
acceptable travel comfort, the economical conservation of the capital assets and the
environmental compatibility e.g. a low noise emission. These aims can be put into praxis by
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defining both a user-oriented utility value (regarding capability and safety) and an asset value
respecting the interests of the investor and the operator (conformity with requirements and
quality of the existing constructional substance).
To rate the reliability of the system data are needed indicating how often one has to expect
defects (also methodical) and defect related interruptions if the system has to be maintained
or repaired (service maintenance, constructional maintenance or constructional repair) or has
to be replaced (replacement). Reliable data are available for conventional pavements
investigated by [7, 8]. Data for overlays consisting of HPC and UHPC will be deduced from
the theoretical, laboratory and practical investigations performed in this project.
The availability describes the periods of time the system is in service. In addition those
periods are determined where the road system is not available or the availability is restricted.
These data can be used to calculate the user’s costs as well. To establish the
maintainability the amount and the kind of measures being appropriate to maintain the
structure have to be documented. To be able to compare the new white topping system with
alternative (traditional) solutions appropriate methods have to be developed. The
maintainability has an important influence on the costs caused by repair and on the
capitalized costs of maintenance. Comparable criteria will be investigated and described
regarding the safety, e.g. concerning the durability of the surface texture once established.
The pre-mentioned criteria will be used to calculate the costs being relevant to rate the single
measures as well as to rate and to compare the costs of whole pavement systems. This
includes the construction, the maintenance and the user’s costs as well as the costs caused
by repair, rehabilitation and replacement. These costs again serve as a basis to evaluate the
capitalized maintenance costs and at least of the total costs for the period of time regarded.
Within the frame of the evaluation additional parameter are of interest, e.g. the sustainability
of the structure and the possible rate of recycling of the materials. The intention is to
consider, whether a higher investment in the construction itself in the long term may result in
lower maintenance costs and in how far costs might be reduced by improving the availability
of the system and thus avoiding construction zones. These considerations all together aim at
a reduction of construction costs, costs of traffic congestions and costs of accidents.
5

Practical applications

The State of Nordrhein-Westfalen has the intention to construct a test area at a parking site
of the federal highway A 2 near Porta Westfalica. By midyear 2008 a lane with a length of
280 m and a width of 4.50 m exclusively used by heavy lorries will be added to an existing
asphalt structure. It will consist of a base course made of ordinary concrete C 25/30 and a 60
to 80 mm HPC respectively UHPC overlay. The long time performance will be evaluated. The
experiences gained with the parking lane will then be the basis for another test section on a
highway lane being scheduled for 2009.
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6

Summary and Perspectives

In a comprehensive research project the technical and economic feasibility of a new “white
topping” technique applying thin overlays consisting of continuously reinforced High- or UltraHigh-Performance Concretes is evaluated. Theoretical design in combination with fatigue
tests on a model pavement structure in the laboratory indicate a sufficient load bearing
behaviour even if the thickness of the overlay is 60-80 mm only. The research is still under
progress. A prototype application on a parking site used by heavy lorries is schedule for mid
2008. When the technical aspects are clarified an economical evaluation will enable to rate
the life-cycle advantages of the new strengthening or rehabilitation technique.
7
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Structural Behaviour of a UHPFRC Flag Pavement
Summary
Roadside pavements are normally designed for use by pedestrians but overrun by vehicles
leads to cracking. The possible use of UHPFRC flags for pedestrian pavements to reduce
the risk of cracking has been investigated. The experimental results as well as finite element
analysis modelling have shown that the pavement made with UHPFRC flags was over three
times stronger than the pavement made with conventional factory flags. Therefore not even
overrun by a truck would crack the UHPFRC flag pavement.
Keywords: crack, failure load, paving flag, pedestrian pavement, Ultra High Performance
Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC).

1

Introduction

Previous studies at the University of Liverpool [1, 2, 3] indicated that UHPFRC can be
produced using (a) a very low water-cementitious ratio of 0.15, achieved by using a high
cement content (657 kg/m3) together with silica fume (119 kg/m3) and Ground Granulated
Blast-Furnace Slag (GGBS) (418 kg/m3) and a high dosage of a superplasticiser (12.5
kg/m3), (b) fine (150-600 mm) quartz sand (1050 kg/m3) as the only aggregate, (c) high
percentages (1.0 to 6.0 % by volume) of steel fibres (13 mm length and 0.2 mm in diameter)
for improved flexural strength. The experimental studies achieved compressive strength of
160 - 210 MPa and flexural strength of 15 - 45 MPa. This concrete can be used for the
production of improved performance UHPFRC paving flags.
Roadside pavements are normally designed and built to carry pedestrian traffic, but overrun
by vehicles often causes cracking. Cracked and uneven pavements cause slips, trips and
falls. A report from The Pedestrians Association in 1998 entitled “Enjoy Your Trip” stated that
the claims culture in the UK was costing local authorities around £500m each year [4]. The
development of high performance pedestrian pavements may therefore reduce accidents
and consequential compensation claims.
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The manufacture of a UHPFRC flag is costly in material terms but it has very high flexural
strength and fracture energy. Life-cycle costing analysis may favour UHPFRC flags,
especially if the following factors are considered: (1) UHPFRC paving flags can be made
thinner and lighter, resulting in the reduction of health and safety concerns during handling
and placing and also the reduction in transportation costs; (2) increase of pavement service
life due to the reduced maintenance cost; (3) reduction of liability claims arising from uneven
pavements.
In this study, UHPFRC was used to fabricate 200x400x30 mm paving flags comprising two
layers, each with a 15 mm thickness. The bottom layer comprised UHPFRC with 2.0% fibres
and the top layer comprised UHPFRC without fibres. This fabrication procedure was
developed to optimise the use of expensive steel fibres by only providing a high flexural
tensile strength on the underside where tensile sagging stresses are anticipated. In addition,
the use of a fibre-free upper layer prevented the possible hazard of fibres projecting
accidentally from the pedestrian surface. The experimental results indicated that the flexural
strength of a UHPFRC paving flag was around 20 MPa while current factory produced paving
flags had a flexural strength of only 6 MPa. These UHPFRC paving flags were laid and tested
in a section of a pavement created in the laboratory. The results were compared with another
section of pavement which used currently produced factory flags. Both pavements were then
modelled using finite element analysis software ABAQUS. The structural behaviour of the
pedestrian pavement made with UHPFRC paving flags is discussed in this paper.
2

Setting up pavement tests and finite element models

A section of a pavement was laid in a rigid frame-box. This section comprised a 250 mm
thick sub-base layer, using material Type 1 (0.075 – 37.5 mm granite aggregate), and a 40
mm thick sand bedding layer. Both layers were placed following the recommendations of BS
7533-4:1998 [5]. Factory flags and UHPFRC flags were then laid in turn on the sand layer
and tested. Strain gauges were attached at the central underside of several flags to measure
the tensile strains while displacement transducers were also set up to detect the deformation
of the pavement upper surface. All strains and displacements were recorded using a data
acquisition system. Initially a single paving flag was positioned at the centre of the sand
bedding layer and tested with a central 100 mm square loading plate. This test was carried
out for both flag types to ensure that the finite element analysis modelling could be
successfully validated against experimental results before full pavements were investigated
experimentally and numerically modelled. The full pavement test arrangement comprised six
200x400x30 mm paving flags (F1 to F6) and four half-flags (F7 to F10), i.e. 200x200x30 mm
laid on the sand bedding and tested with a central load. This was applied using a 250 mm
circular plate to represent a vehicle wheel loading [6, 7]. The load position was chosen so that
flags were loaded at the centre of a flag edge and also at flag corners. These load positions
have been recommended as critical positions for a pedestrian pavement [8]. The loading was
applied using a hydraulic jack at a rate of approximately 15 kN/minute. The experimental
arrangements are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:

Experimental test arrangements

The pavement tests were then modelled using a commercial finite element analysis software
package, ABAQUS. The material properties shown in Table 1 were first determined in the
laboratory and then used in the finite element analysis model.
Table 1:

Material properties used for finite element modelling
Properties

Part
(dimension, mm)

Elastic
Compressive
Failure
Ultimate
Density
Poisson
Plastic tensile stress
modulus
strength
displacement
ratio
strain
(kg/m3)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(mm)

Sub-base
(800x800x250 mm)

2,000

200

0.25

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sand bedding
(800x800x40mm)

1,800

50

0.25

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Square and circular
loading plate

7,850

210,000

0.3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

45

0

0

0.002

3.6

0.5

150

0

170

0.002

120

0.004

13.6

10.0

50

0.005

Factory flag
(200x400x30 and
200x200x30)
UHPFRC flag
(200x400x30 and
200x200x30)

2,400

2,500

29,000

55,000

0.2

0.2

Ordinary concrete and UHPFRC were both modelled using a “concrete smeared cracking”
material, using fracture energy as an input property. The fracture energy is defined as the
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area under the tensile stress versus ultimate displacement curve of concrete [9], see Figure
2. The ultimate displacement of ordinary concrete input was very small, i.e. 0.5 mm,
modelling brittle failure while that of UHPFRC was 10 mm modelling a ductile material.
Although tensile stress versus displacement model for UHPFRC used in ABAQUS does not
match perfectly with the experimental behaviour, the most important criteria, i.e. failure
tensile stress and approximate fracture energy, were an acceptable fit.

Figure 2:

Tensile stress versus displacement relationships used to model ordinary concrete
flags and UHPFRC flags

3

Experimental and modelling results on the structural behaviour of
pavement

- Single paving flag loaded centrally
The different behaviour of UHPFRC and factory ordinary concrete flags is shown in Figure 3.
The single paving flag failed in bending under a concentrated load applied at the centre. The
factory concrete flag appeared to behave in a linear elastic manner until brittle failure
occurred, see Figures 3 and 4. The failure load and failure strain were 6 kN and 1.9x10-4
respectively. Although the pavement containing a failed concrete flag was still able to carry
higher load, the displacement of the broken pieces increased rapidly. This post-failure
behaviour of a conventional concrete flag pavement causes an unacceptable uneven surface
for pedestrian usage. In contrast the UHPFRC flag failed in ductile manner as shown in
Figure 5. The cracking strain of the UHPFRC flag was larger than that of the factory flag, i.e
2.4x10-4 compared with 1.9x10-4 of factory flag. The load causing first cracking of the
UHPFRC flag was 14 kN and the failure load was approximately 19 kN. After failure, the
pavement with a centrally-loaded UHPFRC flag still carried load up to 24 kN but the flag was
not broken into separate pieces. This is because when the UHPFRC flag cracked the steel
fibres held the two broken parts together and the pull-out behaviour of the fibres was still
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active. The failure load of the pavement using UHPFRC flag was observed to be over three
times that of the pavement with factory flag, as shown in Figure 3. Strain hardening of
UHPFRC was seen clearly in this experiment and the flag continued to perform up to a strain
of nearly 6 x10-4, see Figure 3.

Figure 3:

Load versus tensile strain at the central underside of single paving flag

Figure 4:

Brittle failure of factory paving
flag

Figure 5:

Ductile failure of UHPFRC paving
flag

Finite element modelling predicted the experimental behaviour relatively well for both factory
and UHPFRC flags in this single paving flag test, as shown in Figure 3. The failure load of
both flags was predicted very closely but the predicted tensile strains appeared to be slightly
smaller than experimental values.
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This was very encouraging and indicated that finite element analysis could be used reliably
to predict the behaviour of full pavements in the next stage.
- Section of a pavement loaded with a circular plate
In this experiment, the factory flag pavement continued to show brittle cracking failure
behaviour, Figure 6, while the UHPFRC pavement failed in a ductile manner. Both the
modelling and experimental results indicated that the maximum tensile stress and initiation of
cracking first occurred directly beneath the circular loading plate at positions F and K, on the
undersides of flags F4 and F5 as seen in Figures 6 and 7. Paving flag F3 subsequently
cracked at position I and H. The load causing failure of flags F4 and F5 was approximately
10 kN for the factory flag and 30 kN for the UHPFRC flag. The failure of flag F3 occurred at a
higher load of 15 kN for factory flag and over 40 kN for UHPFRC flag. The maximum load
capacity of the test frame was 40 kN and had insufficient capacity to crack flag F3 made with
UHPFRC. Nevertheless, the modelling predicted that the load causing failure of UHPFRC
flag F3 was 45 kN. The modelling results also indicated that the tensile stresses in both axis
directions X and Z on the underside of flag F3 at positions H and I, were very close to each
other. As a result the factory concrete flag F3 could crack in either direction, as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 6:

Failure of factory flag pavement –
topside

Figure 7:

Tensile stress distribution in the
pavement - underside

When applying circular load the three flags F3, F4 and F5 moved downwards and rotated
around the circular loading plate. These movements lead to a concentration of the vertical
load transferred from the circular plate to the pavement through only four points, i.e. F, H, I
and K, as shown in Figure 8. Finite element analysis modelling also showed an
understanding of how the flags get displaced by increasing load. The displacement changes
the way the load transferring from the circular plate to the concrete flags and therefore to the
supporting sand bedding. Figure 9 shows that the corners B, C of the flag F5 get displaced
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downwards but not by the same magnitude. Corner A and point D (75 mm far from corner D)
have approximately zero vertical displacement. Corner E is displaced upwards and loses
contact with the soil. This means that the underside of flag F5 only remains contact with the
sand layer in the area of (ABCD). The load being applied eccentrically on the flag F5
therefore causes the flag to rotate which about both the X and Z axes. The only contact point
on flag F5, above a certain load, is at point F shown in Figure 8. It is because of this point
load and the support reaction offered by the soil shown in Figure 10 that flag F5 cracks as
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 8: Vertical stress distribution
at the topside of pavement

Figure 9:

Figure 10:

4

The movement of flag F5 under a load
of 30 kN

Load transfer to the soil from UHPFRC
flag F5 for a load of 30 kN

Conclusions

- UHPFRC can be used to fabricate very high performance crack-resistant paving flags to
resolve the poor cracking behaviour of conventional concrete pavements and therefore
achieve a reduction in the number of slip, trip and fall compensation claims.
- The results from experimental testing and finite element analysis modelling of a UHPFRC
flag pavement showed that a failure load of over three times higher than that of a factory flag
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pavement could be achieved. The failure load of a factory flag pavement was approximately
10 kN while that of a UHPFRC flag pavement was approximately 30 kN. This means that
while a UHPFRC flag pavement can carry vehicles having a wheel load up to 3 tonnes, e.g. a
truck, the factory flag pavement can only carry a wheel load around 1 tonne. However, the
prediction of structural behaviour of UHPFRC pavement using finite element analysis
modelling could be improved if more realistic properties of materials are inputted, i.e. the
sand bedding and sub-base are input as nonlinear-behaviour materials and the stress versus
displacement relationship for UHPFRC is input as the experimental curve.
5
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HPFRCC thin plates for precast roofing
Summary
The use of High Performance Fibre Reinforced Cementitious Composites allows the
designer to reduce the dead weight of roofing keeping concrete covering structures still more
competitive in relation to steel structures in terms of costs, thermal and acoustic insulation
and fire resistance.Thin plates can be used as tertiary elements in roof floors beside the
border beams and the simply supported prestressed precast roof elements. The high
performances are mainly used for bending along the 1.2m span width of the plates and in
order to drastically simplify the detailing of the support zones. A wide experimental
investigation is in progress to mechanically characterize the material in uniaxial tension and
to identify all the data available for design like toughness, bending resistance, fire resistance
and durability. After the preliminary tests carried out on the material, bending tests on 2.5
long and 1.2 m wide plate specimens are presented. The goal is to understand if the ductility
calculated with the Italian Recommendations fits the experimental results. A modelling of the
tests performed by means of beam theory is also discussed.
Keywords: cast procedures, crack opening displacement, hardening in bending, mechanical
characterization tests, plane section model, steel fibres.
h = 25mm

(a)

(b)

1000 mm

h = 80mm

roof plate

h = 25mm
insulating layer
2500 mm

Figure 1:

1250 mm

45 mm

roofing system selected: (a) actual solution and (b) new design scheme.
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1

Introduction

Precast concrete roofing is often disadvantaged by an average dead weight close to 2kN/m2,
that can be regarded as quite large if compared to the snow load (close to 1.5 kN/m2). A
reasonable compromise in terms of costs and weight can be searched by adopting ultra High
performance materials [1,2] which are more expensive, but can be much more lighter.
Preliminary results from bending are here presented.
2

Material mix design and preliminary tests

The composite (n. 7; Tab.1) was selected by comparing different solutions starting from the
aggregates generally used by the precast producer and limiting their maximum size to 2 mm.
Preliminary tests on shrinkage, free and constrained (Fig.2), allow us to estimate the quite
large strain that was expected due to the significantly large fraction of fine aggregates used
in the mix. Unnotched specimens were tested according to a three point bending set-up
(Fig.3): two span lengths were investigated. The related results highlight the influence of the
span length that seems to reduce the peak nominal strength and to increase ductility (Figs.
4a,b; Tab.2). It is also very interesting to observe as in the post peak branch the relation
between crack-opening w and deflection (Fig.3) is linear and respects the rigid blockkinematics. The uniaxial compressive behaviour is resumed in Table 3 and Fig.5: a cubic
compressive strength of 143 MPa and an elastic modulus close to 40 GPa characterize the
material in the preliminary qualification.

(a)

(b)

Shrinkage [μm/m]

1000
800
600

Figure 2:
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(specimen 4x4x16)

constrained

200
0

(c)

free

400

(specimen 5x5x25)

0

20

40

Time [days]

60

(d)

Shrinkage tests: (a) free, (b) constrained, (c) O-ring tests and (d) strain vs. time.
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Table 1:

Mix design attempts and related compressive and bending peak strengths.

4

600

500

983

100

33

210

Compressive
Bending
strength
strength
[Mpa]
[Mpa]
1d
7dd 28dd 1d 28dd
46.1 124.9 136.9 12.7 23.5

5
6

600
600

400
500

1015
983

100
100

33
33

210
210

67.4
63.1

127.7 142.1 25.4
121.5 141.0 13.1

39.2
44.2

7

600

500

983

100

33

200

79.3

133.0 146.0 24.0

37.8

8

600

500

983

100

33

200

72.4

127.0 139.0 23.2

35.4

Cement
Sand
52,5 I
Fiber Additive Water
Slag
0/2
3
class [kg/m ]
[kg/m3]
[l/m3]
[l/m3]
3
[kg/m ]
3
[kg/m ]

N°

L
45

w [mm]

Clip Gage

5
4
3
2
1
0
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B1
B2
B3

L = 200mm
0

Figure 3:

45

1

2
3
4
Deflection [mm]

B4
B5
B6

5

preliminary tests in bending on unnotched specimens with different span lengths.

30
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

σN [MPa]

20

10

0

0

1

2

(a)
Figure 4:

3

Deflection [mm]

4

5
(b)

Nominal stress vs. deflection for the different test carried out: (a) span length
L=200mm and (b) span length L=125mm.
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Table 2:

Bending tests: peak strength and energy dissipated up to a deflection/span
length ratio equal to 2%.

Specimen

Age
[days]

Span length
[mm]

Max load
[kN]

Energy dissipated
[kNmm]

fct,fl
[MPa]

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

200
200
200
200
200
200
125
125

9.36
10.92
9.13
8.40
7.82
8.64
18.98
17.55

26.49
29.63
27.18
26.73
22.84
24.44
34.24
29.38

22.47
26.22
21.91
20.15
18.77
20.72
28.47
26.33

Table 3:

Spec.

21.71
(2.57)

27.4
(1.51)

Compressive behaviour: cylindrical peak strengths and elastic modulus
measures.

Age Diameter Depth Mass
[days]
[mm]
[mm]
[g]
14
14
14

C1
C2
C3

fctav ,fl
[MPa] (std)

99.8
100.0
99.7

194.4
193.7
196.0

Density
[kg/m3]

Max
load
[kN]

fc
[MPa]

fc,av
[MPa]
(std)

Ec
[GPa]

Ec,av
[GPa]

2480
2481
2482

1148.54
1138.79
1094.22

146.24
145.00
139.32

39.98
143.52
40.01
(3.69)
39.05

39.68

3766
3773
3798

160

50

(a)

40

(b)
120

σN [MPa]

σN [MPa]

30

80

20
E1
E2
E3

10

40

C1
C2
C3

0

0
0

0.4

ε [x10- 3 ]

0.8

1.2

0

2

ε [x10- 3 ]

4

6

Figure 5:

Uniaxial compression tests: (a) elastic modulus and (b) behaviour up to failure.

3

Prefabrication factory cast: fresh behaviour and mechanical
characterization by means of nominal and structural specimens

The same mix design was used to cast three prototypes of thin slabs in the prefabrication
implant. The fresh behaviour tests confirmed a SCC consistency (Fig.6). Cubic compression
tests (Table 4) and 4 point bending tests on notched specimens gave first cracking and
residual strengths (Fig.7, Table 5) significantly smaller than those obtained in the preliminary
tests.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6:

Fresh behaviour tests: (a) Slump Flow; (b) V –Funnel; (c) L-shape Box; (d) J-ring.

Table 4:

Cubic compressive strengths.

Age [days]
Rc,m / std / Density
[MPa]/ [%] / [kg/m3]

1

7

28

66.31/ 7.44/ 2480

99.13/ 5.96 / 2452

116.49 / 8.78 / 2474

16
T1
T2
T3
T4
Average

σN [MPa]

12

8

4
(b)
(a)

0
0

1

2

3

CTODm [mm]

4

5

Figure 7:

Notched tests according to UNI 11188: (a) test set-up and (b) nominal stress vs.
CTOD

Table 5:

Bending strengths from nominal tests according to UNI 11039.
fIF,av [MPa]
(std [%])*

feq1,av [MPa]
(std [%])*

Specimen

fIF
[MPa]

T1

6.96

T2

7.29

7.10

10.70

12.06

7.94

T3

7.21

(1.97 %)

13.37

(11.28 %)

12.09

T4

6.96

feq1
[MPa]
11.43

12.76

feq2
[MPa]

feq2,av [MPa]
(std [%])*

10.09
9.77
(18.73 %)

8.94
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4

Full size plate structural tests

Three tests were carried out on full size plates to verify the predicted design performances
and to reproduce the real behaviour at serviceability and ultimate limit states Four-point
bending tests were carried out using a servo-controlled hydraulic jack, equipped with a
distribution frame able to impose a constant bending moment on the middle share of the
specimen. Data acquisition system was designed both to match parameters from flexural
characterization and to record the structural response of loaded plates (Fig.8). The first ones

note:
* h = variable height from 23 to 30mm
** measures in cm

Note:
* measures in cm

(a)

(b)

(c)
Sections A’-A’’-G’-G’’

Sections B-F

Figure 8:
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Sections C-E

Section D

Full-size tests: (a) specimen geometry, (b) test set-up and deformed shape; (c)
measuring equipment

HPFRCC thin plates for precast roofing

were measured by LVDT with 10 mm stroke and the last ones by resistive transducers with
75 mm stroke. Eighteen instruments were used, together with the jack displacement and the
applied load (measured by a 25 kN load cell).
Each specimen was subjected to three different load conditions. Two cycling loads for onehundred times, from zero to 1.0 kN and from zero to 3.0 kN. Finally the last cycle to the
maximum load. The test displacement control allows us to follow the specimen behaviour
beyond the peak-load until the 50% of residual bearing capacity.

8

3
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vert D (1)

vert B (3)
vert D (3)
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2
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0

0
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2

0
0

40

80

Average Deflection [mm]

120

Figure 9:

Load vs. deflection: (a) elastic loading-unloading cycles; (b) load vs. deflection
curves for three nominally identical plates.

5

Bending behaviour prediction by means of plane section approach

On the basis of the constitutive law in uniaxial tension identified according to Italian
Guidelines CNR DT-204 ([3]; Fig.10b) starting from the strengths measured in the notched 4
point bending tests, the average generalized constitutive relationship bending moment vs.
curvature was predicted (Fig.10a). It is interesting to notice how this prevision is strongly on
the safe side with respect to bearing capacity, but it fits quite well the real ductility which is
expressed by CE gauge measures which can be regarded as average values on a gauge
length equal to 95 cm.
The characteristic structural length lcs assumed in the computation was equal to the plate
thickness (t = 26 mm) and therefore the ultimate crack opening wu defined in the Italian
guidelines is equal to 0.02 lcs = 0.52 mm. For such threshold, the bending behaviour of the
plate is hardening.
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Figure 10: (a) Prediction reliability: Bending Moment vs. Curvature according to plane
section vs experimental results in different sections and (b) Constitutive law
identified in uniaxial tension
and this means that a multicracking occurs after this threshold, characterized by very small
crack-openings (w < 30 μm). It is also important to observe how even the average behaviour
is well reproduced, the curvature is not homogeneous in the gauge length as proved by
curvatures measured in gauges C,D,E (Fig.10a).
6

Conclusions

The preliminary tests carried out on thin plates made of a UHPCC satisfy the acceptance
design criteria established in the Italian guidelines. Significant difference were observed in
the bending tests between notched and unnotched specimens and even in unnotched
specimens with the same cross section when the span length is increased. The small
thickness requires a very careful casting procedure, because with the same SCC mix is
possible to obtain very different bending behaviour either in terms of maximum bearing
capacity and in terms of ductility.
7
[1]
[2]
[3]
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The Introduction of High Forces into Thin-Walled UHPC
Elements by the Use of Implants
Summary
Given its high compressive strength, its relatively low specific weight and its formability,
UHPC offers a lot of new possibilities for the building sector. However, in order to make the
material competitive for widespread use, structural elements made of UHPC have to be
prefabricated. The main objective of using the high performance material UHPC both
economically and efficiently is a homogeneous and maximal utilization of the structural
elements exposed to compression. The assembly of thin precast UHPC elements to such
structures which also need to be high-temperature or fire-resistant requires point connections
that lead to the introduction of high local compression forces. The implant developed by the
authors introduces a high compression force that serves exactly this purpose; it thus allows
utilizing precast elements almost to the compressive strength of UHPC.
Keywords: UHPC structures, thin elements, prefabrication, point connection, load
introduction, maximal utilization, homogeneous stress distribution, competitiveness
1

Preliminaries

The development of ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) offers a variety of new
possibilities. Having the compressive strength of regular steel but only 1/3 of its specific
weight, UHPC can be considered as a very efficient lightweight material. In addition to its low
weight combined with a high compressive strength, UHPC has another key advantage: just
as regular concrete it can be used to build structures in almost any shape. UHPC has the
disadvantage of very low tensile strength; but the use of steel fibers instead of regular
reinforcement makes it possible to reduce the thickness of structural elements significantly.
These specifications predestine UHPC as material for thin compression members.
2

Principles and Possibilities of Thin-Walled UHPC Construction Members

2.1

UHPC – A High Performance Material?

High performance materials offer the possibility to construct highly efficient structures with
significantly reduced cross-sectional areas. Given its high compressive strength of 150 –
250 N/mm² (800 N/mm² were reached under laboratory conditions [1]), there is very good
reason to consider UHPC as such a high performance material. This is particularly the case
when UHPC is used to build construction members that carry mainly compressive forces;
such construction members are for example required for efficient lightweight structures [2].
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As regular reinforcement is no longer necessary, achieving a thickness of only 20 mm is
possible [3]. Almost all high performance materials are usually also high tech materials, and
so is UHPC. Compared to normal or high-strength concrete, a lot more effort is necessary:
This starts with strict requirements for the ingredients, a very stringent mixing process,
heightened attention that is necessary during concreting, and finally various steps of sealing
[4]. These specific requirements for the production of UHPC elements make prefabrication
highly advisable. Only stationary production can make UHPC elements economically
speaking competitive.
2.2

Structures of UHPC Elements

However, only individual components of a structure can be prefabricated; the structure itself
still has to be assembled on-site. This leads necessarily to element connections that require
special attention. There are two ways of connecting precast UHPC elements that differ
substantially from each other: continuous connections and point connections. In the context
of a load path, continuous joints are optimal: stresses are transferred directly from one
structural element to the other. But, unfortunately, it is very difficult to produce continuous
joints for UHPC elements in the homogenous quality needed (see 3.2).
Point connections, on the other hand, are easy to handle during on-site assembly. But point
connections logically cause a concentration of stresses in the connection area which will
govern the design of the UHPC element. The usual way of dealing with this concentration of
stresses is to enlarge the cross-section (at least in the relevant areas); this leads to a
thickness that is no longer economic. The avoidance of stress concentrations and the
complete elimination of the resulting stress peaks by a specially designed implant will
prepare the ground for highly efficient and optimized UHPC structures.
3

Joints of Structural Elements

3.1

Principles of Connections of Structural Elements

A multiplicity of parameters has to be considered whenever structural elements are
connected [5]. The most important parameters are load transmission and interconnection of
deformations, assembling, disassembling and recycling, thermal and acoustic
interconnection as well as corrosion. [6] assembles the resulting requirements as follows:

•

Distribution of forces has to be as simple as possible

•

There are to be as few connections as possible

•

The connection has to be functional in every occurring condition

•

There has to be a possibility to adjust construction tolerances

According to [6] these basic requirements cause the following problems. They are the central
issue in point connections for prefabricated elements:
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•

Introduction of concentrated forces into neighbouring structural elements

•

The connection and the connected structural elements have different properties

The Introduction of High Forces into Thin-Walled UHPC
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3.2

Connecting Precast Concrete Elements

3.2.1

Precast Elements of Normal Strength Concrete

Precast concrete elements usually are connected either by starter bars and concreting or by
steel parts bolted or welded together after assembly. The main disadvantage of the starter
bars is related to the concreting of the gap between the precast elements: formwork has to
be put in place; often the gap is difficult to reach; there is no suitable way to verify the quality
of the concreted gap; it takes some time before the concrete has set; and, finally, the
concreted gap remains visible. The big advantage is the possibility to handle tolerances of
almost any magnitude; moreover there is no need for further measures to ensure the
material’s resistance against corrosion and fire. Most of the disadvantages mentioned above
can be avoided by steel mounting parts, which – in turn – require significantly reduced
construction tolerances. However, the connecting area has to be protected against fire and
corrosion.
3.2.2

Precast UHPC Elements

There is a huge variety of possibilities to connect precast UHPC elements. The most
important are [7]:

•

Combining the elements with continuous prestressing cables

•

Bolting the elements with high strength prestressed bolts [8]

•

Glued connection of the UHPC elements [8]

•

Bridging the gap with thin bars or steel fibers and concreting the gap with UHPC [9]

•

Butt joint of UHPC elements fixed by carbon fiber composite plates glued on both
sides

•

Steel mounting parts bolted, welded or glued together

Adhesive joints are increasingly used in the construction industry and allow hitherto unknown
structures [10]; but gluing is only of limited use for joints of UHPC elements since only the
resistance of the matrix (which is only about 1/3 of the tensile strength [11]) can be activated.
Furthermore, the continuous adhesion is difficult to ensure, construction tolerances are
difficult to handle, and the temperature range in which this technique can be used is quite
small. Already in general concreting a gap between elements is not advantageous for
connections (see 3.2.1). It is completely unsuitable for the high performance material UHPC.
Connections by prestressing are only applicable in the case of some beam structures as the
continuous cables require a minimum thickness of the UHPC element.
The only remaining solution for easy connections between UHPC elements are steel
mounting parts connected after assembly of the elements. The stricter requirements of
construction tolerances for this solution can be met by increasing the number of industrial
processes in the production of these elements. The use of steel mounting parts leads to point
connections. Such connections cause concentrated compression forces that have to be
introduced locally; in its turn, this again causes stress peaks.
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4

Application of High Local Forces on Plate Elements

4.1

Principles

At a certain distance from the point of load application, the compressive stresses reach an
equal distribution. The application of local forces thus creates singularities; these singularities
cause stresses in the area of load application that are much higher than in areas of
homogeneous utilization. For an efficient lightweight structure, a homogeneous distribution of
stresses is necessary in order to avoid stress peaks that may cause early failure [12]. Only
such a homogeneous distribution of stresses allows an optimal utilization of the structural
components: the failure load is reached at any point at the same time. Trying to reach
maximum utilization in an uninfluenced area of the element leads necessarily to problems in
the singularity area as there is no high margin for increased stresses. The problems that
have to be solved in the context of load introduction are:

•

Statically indeterminate problems of disturbance

•

Geometrical construction problem: interaction of dimensions

•

Contact problems between different materials

Figure 1a shows the principal stresses in a thin UHPC plate that is exposed to a local
compressive force. The compressive trajectories spread out from the point of load application
causing orthogonal tensile stresses. For the load introduction zone of a normal strength
concrete plate the usual approach by strut-and-tie models (fig. 1b) merges these tensile
stresses on one single tie (T), which will be represented by the reinforcement bars.

b)

a)
Figure 1:

Local load application:
a) principle stresses in UHPC plate; b) strut-and-tie model for concrete plate [13]

The pressure in the contact zone defines the dimensions of the surface of the load inducing
plate (fig. 1b). The more the concrete element is utilized, the wider it has to be. As the crosssection in the point of load introduction has to be reduced significantly – compared to the
concrete cross-section – the load has to be introduced along a certain length in the line of
action of the force (see fig. 2a and 3b).
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4.2

Adjusting the Stiffness of the Load-Inducing Component

The central objective of an improved load application is to dampen the singularities and to
homogenise the stress fields. At best the load-inducing component transfers only as much
stresses per length unit to the thin plate as this can carry without exceeding the ultimate
strength. In the final consequence this leads to the fully stressed design of both the thin plate
and the load inducing component.
Such a design can be achieved by adjusting the stiffness of the load-inducing component as
shown in figure 2a. Compared to a load-inducing component with constant stiffness (as
shown in the upper part of figure 2b), this adjustment of the stiffness leads to a shortened
length of load introduction (as shown in the lower part of figure 2b): On the right end the
complete force is transferred from the load-inducing component to the plate; the plate is
utilized more than in the upper part, where, in addition, the force has not yet been transferred
completely.

b)

a)
Figure 2:

Adjustment of stiffness along the length of load transmission [12]:
a) examples for thin lightweight elements; b) influence on stresses and forces

5

Implants for Introduction of High Forces

5.1

Basic Requirements

The implant that introduces concentrated and high forces into thin-walled UHPC elements
has to meet the following basic requirements:

•

Complete introduction of force on a minimum length for efficient utilization of the
element

•

Following the flow of forces

•

Preferably full and homogeneous utilization of all members: fully stressed design

•

Complete avoidance of stress peaks

•

Solution of contact problems between the different materials and the environment

•

Integral element: no assembling of different parts necessary

•

Visualization of the distribution of forces by the visible components

•

Producibility of the implant

•

Integration of the implant in the manufacturing process of the UHPC element

•

Concretability of the UHPC element and bonding of the implant in the cross-section
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The objective of connecting thin UHPC elements by implants makes it necessary to reduce
the cross-section in the connection point significantly. The high compressive strength of
UHPC together with the designated utmost utilization requires implant materials with a much
greater strength than regular steel, i.e. high strength steel with a yield stress of almost
900 N/mm². An alternative material is titanium, which seems appropriate for this purpose with
a yield stress of about 1.000 N/mm² and a modulus of elasticity of 110.000 N/mm². However,
the costs of this material are up to 6 times that of high strength steel. This high price allows
the use of titanium only in small quantities (if at all).
5.2

The Problem

The core of the problem lies in the section of a thin UHPC plate as shown in figure 3a. The
compressive stresses σx in section 1-1 – which is located at a distance L as close to the point
of load application as possible – have to be constant. This means σx,1-1 = const. A thickness
of 20 mm, a compressive strength of 180 N/mm² for the UHPC, and a maximum compressive
stress σx,1-1 of 160 N/mm² (which equals approx. 90 % of the compressive strength) form the
basis of the following research. With a width h (fig. 3a) of 250 mm, the resulting compression
force F is already 800 kN. This requires a high strength steel cross-section of the implant in
the point of load application of 20 x 45 mm.
5.3

Development of the Implant Geometry

As requested above, the geometry of the implant is developed by accurate observation of the
load bearing behavior in the load introduction zone. The extreme utilization of the precast
element generates tensile stresses orthogonal to the compressive trajectories (fig. 1a) which
already exceed the tensile strength of UHPC at only 14 % of the required force F. The
implant has to carry not only these tensile stresses by suitable tension elements adhering to
the directions of the principle tensile stresses; the implant also has to carry the compressive
stresses.
The best solution for the latter is an adaptation of the saw-tooth-connections developed for
normal strength concrete [14] to the needs of UHPC and the special requirements of the
implant (fig. 3b). A simple bond is not sufficient for the load transmission between the UHPC
element and the tension elements: the loading is too high, and the small thickness favors
splitting. Therefore, suitable tension elements support the UHPC cross-section along its
whole thickness as shown in fig. 3b. The interlocking component is of major influence for the
homogenization of stresses discussed in the next chapter. This interlocking component is
shown in fig. 3b with a linear decreasing stiffness.
5.4

Homogenization of Stresses

The importance of a homogenized stress distribution for an efficient use of structural
members has been explained above (2.1). Figure 4 shows the deviation of stresses σx in
section 1-1 from the ideal constant stress distribution for different materials and designs of
the interlocking component. The stresses are shown in one symmetric half of figure 3a for a
width of the UHPC plate of h = 250 mm (h/2 = 125 mm).
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a)
Figure 3:

b)

Problem statement and final solution:
a) analyzed detail of the UHPC plate; b) final implant

Starting with high strength steel and a constant cross-section (“steel, EA=const.” in fig. 4),
the maximum stresses σx,1-1 reach about ± 40 % of the designated value. By simply adjusting
the cross-section of the interlocking component following the rule of fully stressed design like
explained in 4.2 (“steel, EA=opt.”), these stress deviations can be reduced to ± 30 %. For the
investigated problem, the fully stressed design leads to an almost linear decrease of the
cross-section of the interlocking component. Further reduction of the stiffness is only possible
by using less stiff materials like titanium – with an adjusted cross-section (“titanium,
EA=opt.”) this leads to significantly reduced stress deviations of only ± 15 %. This reduction
already allows the application of a considerably increased compression force.
y [mm]
125
steel,
EA=const.
steel,
EA=opt.
titanium,
EA=opt.

100
75
50
25

σx,1-1

0

_____________________________________________

0,6

Figure 4:

0,8

1,0

1,2

1,4

σx,const

[-]

Distribution of stresses σx in section 1-1 in relation to constant stresses

Further reduction of the stress deviations can be reached by adding defined elasticity to the
area of connection between the interlocking element and the UHPC plate, for example by the
application of plastics in certain thicknesses on the teeth flanks. These measures allow a
constant stress distribution at only L = 220 mm (fig. 3a) from the point of load application,
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which is only about 90 % of the width h. Finally, only this constant stress distribution allows
the maximal utilization of the thin structural compression member made of UHPC.
6

Conclusion

The maximum loading that is possible on structural elements is normally defined by the
concentrated stresses in the area of load application. Stress peaks usually cause failure in
this area long before the load bearing capacity of the whole element is reached. The implant
developed by the authors introduces high compression forces into thin-walled UHPC
elements without creating such stress peaks. This allows a maximum utilization of the UHPC
element up to almost 90 % of its compressive strength. This is a fundamental prerequisite for
an economic and competitive application of the high performance material UHPC in the
construction industry.
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Flexural Behaviour of Fibre Reinforced Ultra High
Performance Concrete and the Application in Cladding
Panels
Summary
Developments in admixture technology have been a tremendous boost last years for
developing advanced concrete types. With the last generation of superplasticizers for
instance, water-cement-ratio can be decreased dramatically, allowing among others selfcompactability of concrete. Addition of (ultra)fine materials increases furthermore packing
densities. The combination of these techniques results in concrete types with extra-ordinary
mechanical properties and durability, usually referred to as Ultra High Performance Concrete
(UHPC). A BBRI and VUB research evaluated the mix design of this type of concrete, the
shrinkage at early age, the flexural behaviour of the (fibre/textile) reinforced concrete and its
applications. As a case study, the use of UHPC for cladding panels has been detailed.
As far as mix design concerns, the research focused on the choice of admixtures and
(micro)fillers, aggregate grading and fibre cocktail. A mortar-like UHPC with a compressive
strength between 150 and 200 N/mm², a high powder content up to 1000 kg/m³ and a
maximum aggregate diameter of 3 mm has been used for characterizing the flexural
behaviour of UHPC with micro and macro fibres. For a number of tests, the steel fibres have
been combined with textile reinforcement. Besides a number of bending tests on small
specimens, several real-scale cladding panels have been casted and tested. Alternative
anchorage systems have been studied as well, possibly allowing the use of large panels.
Keywords: Ultra High Performance Concrete, fibre reinforced concrete, textile reinforced
concrete, cladding, anchorage systems, flexural behaviour, shrinkage
1

Ultra High Performance Concrete: General Principles and objectives

The main objective in the development of Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is to
obtain superior mechanical behaviour compared to standard concrete. Concrete with a
compressive strength of about 150 N/mm² or more is usually labelled as UHPC. Extensive
research has been done in this field, resulting in the development of “Reactive Powder
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Concrete”. The development of this concept continued in France and Canada during the
nineties.
The basic principles of this concept are:

•

An increased homogeneity by excluding coarse aggregates, increasing the powder
content and restricting the maximum particle size to 1 mm, sometimes even less;

•

An improved aggregate packing by selecting appropriate particle size distribution;

•

A decrease of water-cement-ratio (W/C-ratio) using large quantities of third
generation superplasticizers.

Taking these three principles into account, a matrix with superior properties can be obtained.
Addition of fibres counteracts the brittle behaviour, improving the ductility and, possibly, the
tensile strength of the concrete. The optimized packing results furthermore in a very dense
matrix, with a high durability. This does not compromise the workability, and even selfcompacting UHPC is possible.
Over the last decade, the impact of this material in the building industry is growing and,
considering the ever growing demand of performance, will continue to gain importance.
Therefore, an increasing amount of examples can be given where Ultra High Performance
Concrete is used, sometimes as an alternative for steel. For instance, the pedestrian bridges
in both Sherbrooke (Canada, 1997) and Kassel (Germany 2004-2005), a roof with a
helicoidal shape covering the toll plaza of the Millau bridge (France 2004), …all of them
illustrating the potential of the material.
Nowadays, UHPC usually requires precast production and thermal curing. The goal of this
research was to obtain a mixture for ready-mix concrete and on-site placing. Furthermore,
only locally produced and available constituents have been used rather than dry premixed
compositions.
2

Ultra High Performance Concrete: composition

The mentioned basic principles for reactive powder concrete have been applied for the
development of different concrete types: an important increase of the powder content and a
limitation of the particle size (with an upper limit of 3 mm). This mortar-like concrete is
composed of ultra reactive powders (cement, silica fume) and inert fillers (quartz sand and
porphyry). Without special treatment, a compressive strength of 180 N/mm² has been
achieved. Silica fume in suspension slurry (1 : 1 in mass) was used. The total W/C ratio is
0.21. The powder content is 1000 kg/m³. To improve flexural behaviour and ductility, four
different types of fibre reinforcement have been selected: two types of steel microfibres* and
one type of longer steel fibres** plus one continuous PVC coated glass fibre grid***.
*
**
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160 μm diameter microfibres with a length of 6mm (l/d = 38) or 13mm (l/d= 81)
380 μm diameter fibres with a length of 30mm (l/d = 79) with hooked ends
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Table 1:

Composition of the reference mixture

Composition

Material Density [g/cm³]

[kg/m³]

vol. [%]

2.70
2.65
3.10

789
363
833

29
13
26

1.06
1.40
1.00

20
167
179

2
12
18

Porphyry 1/3
Quartz sand 0/0.5
CEM I 42,5 R HSR LA
Superplasticizer
(polycarboxylate based)
Silica Fume (dry)
Water

3

Basic material tests

3.1

Compressive strength of fibre reinforced UHPC

The compressive strength (6 specimens) has been measured at 2, 7, 28 and 91 days using
100x100x100 mm³ cubes preserved in moist conditions (RH > 95%) at 20°C. The results for
the reference mixture (Table 1) with 2% vol. microfibres of 6 mm length are mentioned in
Table 2.
Table 2:

Compression strength of reference mixture
2 days

7 days

28 days

91 days

AVG
[MPa]

stDEV
[MPa]

AVG
[MPa]

stDEV
[MPa]

AVG
[MPa]

stDEV
[MPa]

AVG
[MPa]

stDEV
[MPa]

99

1.2

138

0.5

172

3.5

188

3.8

3.2

Flexural behaviour of UHPC

The flexural behaviour of the reference mixture with different types of reinforcement was
determined by means of a four-point bending test specified in the Belgian standard NBN
B15-238 (similar to ASTM C1018) on 150x150x600 mm³ prisms. The results (3 to 6
specimens) for the reference mixture (Table 1) with 0%, 2% and 4% vol. microfibres are
mentioned in Table 3.
Table 3 and Figure 1 both show an increase in ductility. The values B150 and B300 quantify
this ductile behaviour by calculation of the area beneath the displacement-force curve until a
displacement of 1/500 (B150) or 1/300 (B300) of the span is reached. An addition of 4%
fibres (in volume) leads to a limited hardening in flexure (Figure 1), but a strain hardening in
tension is not expected. Howerver, it seems that a higher dosage would affect strongly the
workability of the concrete.

***

108 g/m² 1 x 1 544tex glass fibre grid with EVA coating
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160

Flexural behaviour of fibre reinforced
UHPC

140

97
95
123

13
13
16

97
107
136

13
14
18

4
8
13

4
104
144

100

2% fibres

80
0% fibres

60
40
20

Displacement (mm)
0

Fr: force at first crack
fr: tension at first crack
Fu: ultimate force
fu: ultimate tension

3.3

4% fibres

120

Fibres Fr
fr
Fu
fu
B150
B300
[%]
[kN] [N/mm²] [kN] [N/mm²] [kNmm] [kNmm]
0%
2%
4%

Force (kN)

Table 3:

0

0,1

0,2

Figure 1:

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

Displacement vs. force
curves for fibre reinforced
UHPC

Shrinkage of UHPC

Immediately after the end of binding (10-13 hours after casting), 70x70x280 mm³ samples
are demoulded and drying shrinkage measurements are started. The shrinkage of the UHPC
is measured vertically using a device attached to the samples, which are exposed to ambient
conditions (20±2°C; 65±5% RH). Figure 2 shows the results of drying shrinkage
measurements for the reference mixture (Table 1). Furthermore, the effect of admixtures,
fibres and reduced powder content has been evaluated as well.
Concrete age [days]
0
0

14

28

42

56

70

84

98

112

126

140

154

168

182

196

210

-100

-200

Reference Mixture.
Reduced powder content (P = 830 kg/m³)
Expansive agent

2% Microfibers
Shrinkage reducing agent
PP-fibers

Deformation [µm/m]

-300

-400

Shrinkage range for traditional
concrete (long term)

-500

-600

-700

-800

-900

Figure 2:

Long term drying shrinkage for the reference mixture with different type of
admixtures.

4

Case study: Thin panels in fibre reinforced UHPC

As an example of a small-scale application of UHPC, thin panels have been proposed for a
first case study. Main loads for these thin plate-elements, for instance when used as cladding
panels for facades, are wind and self-weight. Two aspects are important when increasing the
dimensions of these elements: the flexural behaviour and the anchoring to the supporting
structure.
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Wind-pressure for instance will introduce well distributed stress; compressive as well as
tensile. The forces introduced due to this wind load have to be transferred from the cladding
to the structure by anchorage. In this anchorage zone, a local stress concentration exists.
The two mentioned aspects, flexural behaviour and anchorage, are linked: the anchorage
choice will affect the flexural behaviour of the thin plate-element.
4.1

Flexural behaviour of thin plates in UHPC

The reinforcement should give the thin plate sufficient flexural strength and should increase
the ductility of the brittle UHPC material. Therefore, a hybrid reinforcement was engineered
using a PVC coated glass fibre scrim and 6 mm steel microfibres. The scrim was positioned
near to the tensile surface, while the micro steel fibres were added to the concrete mixture
and were assumed as equally three dimensionally distributed. Three point flexural tests over
a 120mm support span have been performed on prisms with dimensions of 40x60x160 mm³
(h x w x l) to determine the influence of the textile reinforcement. Figure 3 plots the
displacement-force curve for the textile reinforcement, using three different densities of
longitudinal fibres (54, 108 or 162 g/m²). The results show a gradual increase in post
cracking behaviour.
8000

Force (N)

16000

Force (N)

9000

14000

7000

162 g/m²
E-Glass

12000

2%
MICROFIBRES
+ 108 g/m² EGlass

6000

10000
5000

108 g/m²
E-Glass

6000

54 g/m²
E-Glass

3000

2%
MICROFIBRES

8000

4000

108 g/m²
E-Glass

4000

2000
1000
Displacement (mm)
0
0

Figure 3:

0,5

1

1,5

Displacement-force curves
using only textile reinforcement

2000
Displacement (mm)
0
0

Figure 4:

0,5

1

1,5

2

Comparison of displacementforce curves to evaluate the
influence of textile reinforcement.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of a combination of steel microfibres with a PVC coated glass
fibre grid. A clear ductility increase can be seen from the moment the microfibres are pulled
out of the UHPC: the effect of microfibres and of glass grid on the post cracking behaviour
can be superimposed, leading to a ductile behaviour at constant maximum load.
The standardised four–point bending test on 150 x 150 x 600 mm³ prisms shows a fairly low
degree of ductility. To further increase this degree of ductility, mixes of short and longer
fibres have been tested. Real scale cladding elements with a length of 2 m and thickness of
0.04 m have been realized on which a 4 point bending test has been performed (span L =
1800 mm,Figure 5).
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Figure 5:

Four-point bending test on cladding elements.

Three different combinations of fibres have been used:

•

2 % vol. microfibres of 6 mm

•

1.3 % vol. microfibres of 6 mm and 0.7% vol. microfibres of 13 mm (microfibre mix)

•

1.3 % vol. microfibres of 6 mm and 0.7% vol. macrofibres of 30 mm (macrofibre mix)

The combination of 6 mm and 13 mm fibres does not improve noticeably the ductility.
Addition of longer fibres however introduces strain hardening: the element resists an
increased load after the appearance of the first cracks (Figure 6).
Force (kN)

12

10

Macrofibre MIX

8

6

4
Microfibre MIX

2

Displacement (mm)
0
0

5

Figure 6:

10

15

20

25

30

Displacement vs. force curves for cladding elements

A partial explanation for this strain hardening behaviour is that the 30 mm fibres get a better
orientation due to the limited thickness of the cladding element: most of the fibres near the
surface are (partially) aligned due to the “wall effect”. Moreover, the anchorage of the
hooked-end fibres enhances their crack bridging load bearing behaviour, compared to the
straight microfibres. It can be mentioned that all tests performed using steel fibres as
reinforcement show pull out as the cause of failure.
4.2

Anchorage

Traditionally the anchoring of claddings is made by dowels on the border side of the
cladding, lying in the plane of the cladding. This usually is the best option for cladding panels
made from natural stone, but concrete-made panels offer new possibilities for anchorage, for
instance integrated in the concrete and perpendicular to the surface of the cladding. In this
way, both the span between the anchorages and the local stress could be decreased.
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Based on numerous tests, the performance of dowels embedded in (6 mm microfibre
reinforced) UHPC has been compared to the performance of natural stone (Figure 7). A
dowel is placed in a stone with specified dimensions and is loaded perpendicular to the
length. Table 4 indicates the average breaking force in N and the average width of the
damaged zone (bA).
Figure 7:

Determination of the breaking load at dowel hole (NBN
EN 13364)

An increase in fibre volume fraction results in a higher breaking load, and a much increased
toughness. Comparison with most natural stones, which roughly have an ultimate load
varying in between 2000 and 2500 N, illustrates that anchorages in fibre reinforced UHPC
transfer higher loads which could lead to larger dimensions of the cladding elements. It can
be seen on the displacement vs. force curve (Figure 8) that an increase of reinforcement
5000

Force (N)

increases the safety of the anchorage.
Table 4:
Determination of the breaking load at
dowel hole

4000

Test Sample

Avg bA
(mm)

Fu
(N)

UHPC 0% fibres

54

2150

UHPC 1% fibres

58

2700

UHPC 2% fibres

52

3800

UHPC 3% fibres

47

4350

3%
2%

3000

2000

1%
1000

0%
Displacement (mm)
0
0

1

Figure 8:

2

3

4

5

breaking load at dowel hole

Concrete claddings offer furthermore the possibility to insert an anchorage system while
cast-ing, which could result in a more performant system. Connected to a reinforcement, a
durable and safe anchorage could be guaranteed. For preliminary testing, a simple system
connecting the anchorage to a PVC coated glass fibre grid (Figure 9) has been developed.
Three different thicknesses of panels were produced and tested (20-30-40 mm). The scrim
was placed in the centre of the panel (Figure 9).
Force (N)

18000
16000
14000

40mm - 2% MF
SCRIM

12000
10000
40mm - 2% MF
NO SCRIM

8000
6000
4000

Figure 9:

Anchorage

2000
Displacement (mm)
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Figure 10: Anchorage Pull-Out
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Table 5:

Pull-out force of an (anchorate) dowel

Average Force (N)

20mm

30mm

40mm

2% MF - NO SCRIM

6431

11342

16505

2% MF - SCRIM

6163

10664

15530

Comparing between this anchorage to the conventional system, it appears that three times
higher loads can be safely transmitted to the supporting structure. Connecting the anchorage
to the grid does not lead to an increased strength, but a gain in ductility was clearly
noticeable (Figure 10).
5

General conclusions

A BBRI and VUB research evaluated the mix design and production of UHPC using standard
materials and equipment. Basic properties such as the shrinkage at early age and the
flexural behaviour of the UHPC have been tested, with promising results. The acceptable
shrinkage results do not limit the application possibilities, and the choice of an adapted
reinforcing system results in high ductility and tenacity, high flexural strength and even strain
hardening behaviour for some fibre mixes. Evaluation of the properties of thin plate elements
(e.g. claddings) in fibre reinforced UHPC, indicates the possibility to manufacture strong and
ductile building elements with a high durability. The obtained strain hardening behaviour,
using a combination of long and short fibres, allows the designer to engineer thinner/larger
plates while the increase of strength of the integrated anchorages still ensures the transfer of
wind loads to the supporting structure.
Financial support of IWT through contract VIS/CO-040763 is gratefully acknowledged
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UHPC Deck Panels for Rapid Bridge Construction and
Long Term Durability
Summary
This paper will report the authors’ vision and research plan for developing a ultra high
performance concrete (UHPC) bridge deck system for short, medium and long spans bridges
This development is being funded by the Virginia Department of Transportation (DOT) and
coordinated with the Federal Highway Administration. Use of the UHPC bridge deck system
on steel or prestressed concrete girders is anticipated. There is significant potential for
development of a bridge deck system that will be much lighter, easier to install, and longer
lasting than the recently developed alternatives to the conventional cast-in-place reinforced
concrete bridge deck system. The proposed bridge deck system will include UHPC precast,
prestressed (waffle or ribbed) deck panels with a target compressive strength of from 172 to
193 MPa. The research plan includes modeling and optimization of section geometry as well
as static and fatigue testing of deck configurations.
Keywords: bridge decks, prestressing, high performance concrete
1

Introduction

Bridge decks are essential components of the national transportation infrastructure lifeline
and represent a significant financial investment. For many years, conventional cast-in-place
reinforced concrete decks have been the technology of choice for these components even
though their performance has been under continuous scrutiny. Of particular concern is their
short lifecycle (ranging from 35 to 40 years depending on location in the USA), which
requires frequent overlays and/or replacement. These repairs result in traffic disruption and a
threat to public safety. An evidence of this concern is the level of funding dedicated by
federal and state agencies to seek alternative technologies to these conventional systems.
However, to date a single solution has not become the de facto answer.
Two concretes, which have been labeled “ultra-high performance concrete” (UHPC), have
been developed by Bouygues Construction and Eiffage Group. The concretes have the
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brand names Ductal and BSI (Beton Special Industriel), respectively. UHPC has very high
compressive strengths (159 to 345 MPa) combined with other desirable properties such as
improved workability, reduced labor for installation, superior durability and long term cost
savings as compared to normal concrete [1][2]. Steel fibers can be added to UHPC to further
improve performance. The fibers, in the very fine and dense cementitious matrix, allow
tensile stresses of 6.9 to 8.3 MPa to be carried across open cracks. This tensile capacity can
allow the elimination of mild reinforcement in many applications. These products have been
used in a few structures internationally, and in a handful of demonstration projects in North
America.
The objective of this research is to provide an effective alternative solution for the bridge
deck dilemma by investigating the applicability of UHPC to bridge deck panels. The proposed
bridge deck system includes UHPC precast, prestressed deck panels with a target
compressive strength of from 172 to 193 MPa that are connected together and made
composite with the supporting girders. The proposed deck cross section is a waffle or ribbed
slab configuration with the panels bolted together on site and made composite with
supporting the girders. The development of the bridge deck system is being accomplished
through a comprehensive experimental and analytical program. The research program
includes the following critical steps:

•

the proper characterization of this material’s properties,

•

the development and testing of critical structural details,

•

the development of analytical models to optimize deck sections and to predict the long
term behavior of these systems,

•

the casting and testing of the most promising deck sections,

•

the implementation and monitoring of a precast, prestressed deck panel system with
UHPC concrete,

•

the development of design guidelines for these systems, and recommendations for future
research.
The main advantages of using UHPC in bridge decks are:

•

Significant super-structure weight savings.

•

Improved durability and life span of the bridge deck.

•

Significant reduction if not elimination of cast-in-place concrete in bridge decks which
speeds up construction.

1.1

Comparison to other systems

The proposed UHPC deck panels offer added benefits when compared with other similar
ideas being investigated as replacements to the conventional reinforced concrete cast-inplace bridge deck system. Following is a brief comparative description of other technologies
to the proposed UHPC deck system:
Full depth precast, prestressed panels: In the United States, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) through National Cooperative for Highway Research Program
(NCHRP) and several state DOTs have funded the development of this alternative. The
advantages to this system are similar to those of the present proposal. The precast panels
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should be more durable than conventional cast-in-place concrete because the panels are
prestressed in both directions and the quality control of the concrete should be improved
through precasting. Even though the cost of these systems is only a little higher than
conventional systems, UHPC decks have a major advantage over this system because of its
nearly impermeable nature, which will produce a longer lasting system and eliminate the
need for longitudinal post-tensioning.
SPS (steel sandwich panel system) deck panels: These steel plate/composite sandwich
systems are prefabricated and bolted and welded together in the field which speeds up
construction. Unlike UHPC deck panels, the SPS system requires field welding, a slow and
difficult process which can lead to fatigue issues and thus affect the long term performance of
the system. In addition, the per square foot cost of an SPS bridge deck system is higher than
the anticipated cost of the proposed UHPC bridge deck system.
FRP (fiber reinforced polymer) deck systems: Pre-fabricated FRP panels are adhesively
bonded, grouted, or bolted together in the field. Besides its high cost, due to low modulus,
FRP decks are mainly suitable for short span bridge applications. UHPC deck panel sections
can be designed to have higher stiffness and thus have the potential for applicability to
virtually any span length.
The proposed bridge deck system is superior to the above mentioned alternatives in many
ways. It is lighter weight than conventional precast bridge deck panels, it is far more durable
than any alternate and it is more rapidly constructed. The system being developed will
enable bridge decks to be replaced very quickly and the new deck should have a far longer
maintenance-free life than any current option. Older bridges will be given new life and will be
able to carry heavier live loads due to the reduction in dead load.
1.2

Background

UHPC is a reactive powder concrete that can be produced with compressive strengths up to
759 MPa [1], although typical strengths are between 159 and 345 MPa [3]. The mixture
consists of cement, silica fume, crushed quartz, sand, superplasticizer, water, and steel
fibers. The steel fibers, approximately 2.5% by volume, add ductility to the otherwise very
brittle material. The underlying principle in the design of UHPC mixtures is that a material
with minimum defects, such as microcracks and pore spaces, will have the ability to achieve
a larger percentage of the ultimate strength of its constituent materials, and will obtain
enhanced durability properties.
The high compressive strength is derived primarily from the exclusion of coarse aggregate, a
very low water-cement ratio, and the optimized compact grading which results in a very
dense matrix with minimal voids. The largest granular material in the mix is the fine sand,
typically between 150 and 600 μm. UHPC’s tensile strength originates from small steel fibers,
0.18 mm diameter by 12.7 mm long, randomly distributed throughout the matrix, which act as
reinforcement similar to rebar, but on a smaller scale. In addition, the permeability of UHPC
is very low as a result of the dense matrix, making the material highly resistant to the
corrosion and deterioration often associated with reinforced concrete and steel structures.
This resistance should result in a long service life for UHPC, making it an ideal material for a
number of structural applications, particularly bridge structures. Graybeal [4] reported results
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of extensive durability testing conducted at FHWA. His testing program included freeze-thaw
resistance, Alkali-Silica reaction, rapid chloride ion penetration, chloride penetration, scaling
resistance, and abrasion resistance tests. His results showed that “UHPC displays durability
properties that are significantly beyond those normally associated with concrete”.
The improved material properties, which result in significant weight savings, come at a cost.
Presently, it is more costly than typical concrete, with prices quoted from $785 to $1700 per
cubic meter [1][5][6]. More recent estimates place the per cubic meter price of UHPC
between $1829 to $2222. However, because of its improved material properties it is
expected that the lifecycle cost of a structural system built with UHPC may not ultimately
differ that much than a conventional system. Furthermore, if the downtime, inconvenience,
and risks to the public associated with the replacement of a deteriorated bridge are factored
in, the use of this initially more expensive material will be fully justifiable.
2

Proposed Bridge Deck System

The researchers’ vision is the development of a lightweight, precast, durable, concrete bridge
deck system for short, medium and long spans bridges. Figure 1 shows a schematic
representation of the concept. Use of the UHPC bridge deck system on steel or prestressed
concrete girders is anticipated. However, steel girders are shown in Figure 1 for simplicity.
The researchers view this as a important step in the development of bridge deck systems for
the future. There is significant potential for development of a bridge deck system that will be
much lighter, easier to install, and longer lasting than the recently developed alternatives to
the conventional cast-in-place reinforced concrete bridge deck system. In this research
project the technical barriers to full implementation of these systems are being identified.
This is a first step towards the development of a fully implementable system, which
eventually will lead to the application of this new technology for long span bridges.The vision
for the future is, therefore, UHPC bridge deck panels that can be very reliably modeled and
designed, easily and rapidly installed, and that will last far longer than any currently available
alternative. UHPC is impermeable and is not degraded by environmental stresses. In
addition, tests have shown that it is highly impervious to impact and blast loads. Science
fiction novels have coined the term “perma-crete”, and UHPC is the closest that current
technology can come to this vision. So, with UHPC the life span of the bridge decks may be
beyond our ability to imagine, but will certainly be far greater than current conventional
reinforced concrete or orthotropic steel decks. New life can be given to old structures through
the replacement of a deteriorated deck with a UHPC full-depth deck panel system.
UHPC has material properties that are very different from normal or even high performance
concrete. The compressive strength can range from 159 and 345 MPa, and a tensile stress
of 6.9 to 8.3 Mpa can be carried across an open crack. However, for this project compressive
strengths in the 172 to 193 MPa range are targeted. The first step of the research plan is to
optimize the deck panel configuration in order to take the greatest advantage of these
properties. Aspects of the panel geometry to be optimized include the web spacing, the web
width, top slab depth, web taper, amount of prestress and others. The investigators are at the
forefront of the research in the use of UHPC in bridge infrastructure. They have gained
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significant experience identifying the challenges associated with the modeling of UHPC for
structural applications as part of a current effort to optimize I-girder shapes for bridge
applications (Project titled “Modification of existing Prestressed Girder Cross Sections for the
Optimal Use of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC)” which is funded by FHWA
through a contract with PSI is in progress). They are using this knowledge to develop bridge
deck panel concepts which make the best use of the UHPC material properties.
UHPC Precast
Panel
2440mm
Prestress
Strand
UHPC
in keyway

Longitudinal Cross-Section Away From Girder
Grouted
Haunch

2440mm

Shear Studs
Steel Girder
Longitudinal Cross-Section At Girder

At horizontal shear
connector

Figure 1:

Transverse Cross-Section

Away from horizontal
shear connector

UHPC Deck Panel Concept

The overall research program includes two major fully integrated and interdependent
components. The experimental component is intended to provide the necessary material
fundamental properties and detailed connection behavior. With the full understanding of
these basic behaviors and data, reliable analytical models are developed. These models are
then used for the optimization of the deck panel configuration. Once optimal configurations
are developed, further experimental testing will be carried out on a prototype deck system,
which will be used to further validate the analytical models. Once fully validated the analytical
models will be used in the development of practical design guidelines.
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2.1

Experimental program

The first phase of the experimental program consists of basic tests to characterize UHPC
material constitutive behavior, which is imperative for the success of the analytical program.
In addition to typical one-dimensional compression and tension tests, two-dimensional tests
are necessary in order to accurately characterize the shear behavior of the material.
Additionally, two critical connection details will be developed and tested: the panel-to-panel
connection and the panel-to-girder connection. Issues being addressed in the development
of these connections include the need for them to be easy to install and to not be highly
affected by typical construction tolerances. They also need to be durable under cyclic loads
and environmental stresses. Finally, they need to exhibit the required strength. Two
important characteristics of the panel-to-girder connection that will be investigated in addition
to those listed above are: 1) amount of composite action it develops and 2) the effective
flange width within the UHPC deck.
2.2

Analytical Program

A major goal of the analytical study is to determine the optimal structural configuration for
using UHPC as bridge deck panels. This analysis will focus on shear and flexural efficiency.
Preliminary studies have revealed that existing reinforced concrete (RC) models
implemented in commercial software, such as ABAQUS, are not able to capture the true
behavior of UHPC, and in particular its shear behavior. This is because of how parameters
that characterize reinforced concrete material post-cracking behavior, such as tension
stiffening, aggregate interlock, and dowel action, are modeled. Typically, the two last effects
are modeled together and a shear retention factor is used to capture the post-cracking shear
stiffness of the material. However, in UHPC there is no aggreagate intelocking and the effect
of the embedded steel fibers must be captured. To characterize the later it is proposed that a
scheme similar to the dowel action model be developed in conjunction with the smeared
crack approach. The smeared crack approach is selected because it does not track
individual “macro” cracks. Instead the calculations of the material behavior for each element
in the finite element mesh are performed independently at each integration point of the finite
element model. The representation of cracks in this approach is done by capturing how they
affect both the stress and material stiffness associated at specific integration points. It is thus
crucial that an accurate representation of the stress-strain relationship be selected. The
available material stress-strain curves for UHPC such as those developed by Park et al. [7],
AFGC [8], JSCE [9] and Hajar et al. [10] are being considered and the best candidate curve
will be incorporated with the proposed model. The laboratory tests such as uniaxial
compression, uniaxial tension (using notched prism), and biaxial tests will be used to obtain
the material constants necessary in the developed material model.
A second goal of the analytical program, is to develop structural finite element models using
the developed material model. More specifically, these high-fidelity models will be used in
the development of practical design guidelines for UHPC bridge decks.
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3

Summary

A two-pronged research program for developing a new bridge system technology for slabgirder bridges has been presented. The research program includes both experimental
investigation of materila properties and behavior od structural connections as well as an
analytical study aimed at optimizing the UHPC deck cross section dimensions.
4
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Optimization of UHPC for the Model of a Pedestrian Bridge
Summary
The paper describes an area concerning development of UHPC used for a physical model of
an arch shell structure. There are described specifications of required UHPC properties,
development program, and finally reached parameters. Shortly specified is the structure,
which serves as the role model, too. The last part of the paper describes manufacturing of
the physical model and final test of its load bearing capacity.
Keywords: UHPC, strength, flow ability, shrinkage, creep, setting time, load-deflection
curves, arch shell structure, physical model, manufacturing, load bearing capacity, crash test.
1

Lead-in

At the Brno University of Technology, Department of Concrete and Masonry Structures, we
decided to test the behaviour of a modern type of an arch shell structure. There were two
main courses of this study:
1. Development and tests of the proposed main structural material – the UHPC.
2. Test of the behaviour of the structure at ultimate limit state (based on the structural
model).
While information concerning point 2 are mostly in the writings [1] and [2], information about
the development of the relevant UHPC is concentrated in this paper.
2

The structure

The arch shell structure was originally designed for a design competition for a pedestrian
bridge in Jersey, UK by professor Strasky (BUT Brno) with Cezary Bednarski, London. The
proposed span of the shell was 62m on which a slender composite deck was suspended.
The shell, formed by projection of two cylindrical shells, creates a diagonal arch shell – see
figures 1 and 2. The arch shell diagonally crosses the deck that serves as a tied girder. The
shell was primarily designed from aluminium, but very detailed static and dynamic analysis
made at the Faculty of Civil Engineering of Brno University of Technology has proved that
the shell and deck can be made from a high strength or better from an ultra high strength
concrete. The diagonal arrangement of both the arch shell and tied girder calls for
suspending the deck at mid-span only. To reduce the bending stresses in the shell, the
suspenders’ top anchors are distributed at the length of 10m and the shape of the arch shell
follows the bending moment diagram.
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Figure 1:

Visualization of the shell structure concept

Figure 2:

Shape of the structure in a cross section

3

The model – part I.

The scale of 1:21.5 was chosen for the structure itself, and the scale of 1:12.5 was used for
the shell thickness [2]. At the first step, special formwork for the model was designed and
built – see figure 3. Character of the formwork and chosen technique of its filling with an
UHPC has important impact on desired properties of used UHPC - see following caption.
4

The UHPC

From side of the designer [1], [2] following basic demands on the UHPC were formulated:
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•

Compressive strength of the UHPC after 28 days of curing should be in the region of
150 MPa.

•

Tensile strength by bending after 28 days of curing should be in the region of 22 MPa.

Optimization of UHPC for the Model of a Pedestrian Bridge

•

The fresh UHPC should be very flow-able and non-stiffening, to fill correctly the tilted
formwork without any air voids. Even the ability to power inject the high-stressed
marginal parts of the shell should be assured.

•

Due to proposed time for complete formwork refill, the desired flow-ability should be
assured at least one hour after mixing.

Figure 3:

Tilted formwork with marked fill direction

4.1

Materials used for UHPC design

Basically, the materials regularly placed on the Czech market were used. In the following text
specifications that are more detailed are given.
Cement – By two manufacturers regularly produced Portland cements of the class CEM I
52.5 R were used. For detailed characteristics, see www.cmcem.cz and www.cement.cz.
Ground blast furnace slag – This fine ground slag (Blaine value of 420m2/kg) was tested,
but finally not used for the physical model due to increased stickiness of the relevant UHPC.
Silica fume (micro filler) – As by cements, two brands of silica fume were used. The first one
was regular “Elkem origin” silica fume supplied in 50% water suspension. The second one
was very fine and very pure (the SiO2 content is of about 98 %.) silica fume from Iran, sold on
the Czech market as Sioxid IR.
Plasticizers – More plasticizers on the polycarboxylate or polycarboxylate-ether basis
(stabilizing or not stabilizing, with fast or slow setting when mixed with cement) were tested.
Retarder – One retarder on the phosphate basis was tested and used.
Filler – There was used one type of siliceous filler, only.
Aggregate – There were combined two types of washed siliceous sand with gradation of
0/1mm and 0/2mm respectively in the UHPC.
Fibres – Two types of Fe-fibres (0.15/6mm and 0.15/12mm) were used.
4.2

Optimization procedure of UHPC composition

Task of the optimization was clear – to reach the desired properties defined at the beginning
of the caption 4. During the development works different composition of UHPC with and
without fibres of the length 6mm or 12mm were tested. Other variables were kind of the silica
fume, type of used plasticizer (all of a PCE basis), presence (or absence) of ground blast
furnace slag, content of the retarder and gradation of used sand and filler – see table 1.
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Figure 4a: UHPC with large voids of air
Table 1:

Figure 4b: UHPC without large voids of air

Composition of the main variants of tested UHPC

Component

Unit

1

2

CEM I 52,5 R (A)

kg/m³

805

815

CEM I 52,5 R (B)

kg/m³

Silica fume 1 (dry c.)

121

Sioxid IR powder

kg/m³
kg/m³

Grinded slag

kg/m³

PCE-1 (dry content)

3

4

5

5F

6
2

805

830

815

815

850

125

71

-

-

-

85

-

-

-

120

120

130

60

-

-

-

81

81

81

-

kg/m³

7,6

7,8

4,2

3,4

-

-

-

PCE-2 (dry content)

kg/m³

-

-

4,2

-

3,8

3,8

3,8

PCE-3 (dry content)

kg/m³

-

-

-

3,4

4

4

4

Siliceous filler

kg/m³

380

310

245

280

350

250

250

Retarder

kg/m³

-

3,0

5,0

5,8

6,5

6,5

6,7

Sand 0/1 mm

kg/m³

760

520

510

810

500

500

505

Sand 0/2 mm

kg/m³

250

310

-

280

280

300

Water (total content)

kg/m³

248

248

244

245

242

242

230

MF 0,15/6 mm

kg/m³

-

70

45

44

-

44

39

MF 0,15/12 mm

kg/m³

-

-

26

30

-

32

39

There were three main problems present there:
1. The first one – to reach desired strength properties - was rapidly solved.
2. The second problem – to reach very good flow ability combined with the ability to
release entrapped air (see figure 4) together with sufficient stability - was the most
difficult one. First, it was necessary to select carefully the type of used PCE
plasticizer (finally, a mix of two was used). The usage of ground blast furnace slag
should be abandoned due to not acceptable stickiness of the relevant fresh UHPC.
From the same reason the content of very effective (from the final strength point of
view) Silica fume Sioxid IR had to be limited (as it proves as a “plasticizer eater”) and
the mix of fibres of different length were used.
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3. The third main problem was the necessity to keep desired flow ability of fresh UHPC
at least one hour. The basic solution for that was usage of a retarder. However, there
were other, earlier mentioned, precautions, which helped to keep desired flow ability:
careful selection of PCE plasticizers and type of the silica fume. For more details, see
tables 1 and 2.
Table 2:

Basic properties of the main variants of tested UHPC

Parameter

Unit

1

2

3

4

5

5F

6

Spread of the UHPC

mm

195

265

245

180

300

265

285

Spread after 1 hour

mm

100

165

185

120

260

205

265

-

o

Ө

o

Ө

o

o

+

7 days

MPa

16,3

11,1

17,6

21,1

18,2

20,8

19,3

28 days

MPa

17,0

19,6

19,0

26,8

19,7

24,6

25,0

90 days

MPa

19,2

20,3

19,5

26,2

20,1

25,8

25,2

7 days

MPa

83,3

93,5

103,9

121

102,5

113,8

116,1

28 days

MPa

94,0

122,9

140,2

152,7

113,9

138,1

151,7

90 days

MPa

96,8

129,5

156,6

165,3

143,6

163,5

157,3

°C

38

34

28

26

22

23,5

24

Stickiness
Strength in flexure

Compressive strength

Temperature 30 min

Legend:

Stickiness:
Spread:

Ө - not good (sticky), o – average, + - good (not sticky)
the value 100mm means without measurable spread.

In the above presented tables 1 and 2 the composition and principal properties of main
variants of tested UHPC are documented. By the fresh UHPC flow-table, spread according to
Haegermann was measured and by hardened UHPC flexural and compressive strength were
tested. Besides above-mentioned “usual” tests of UHPC, other - extended tests of selected
variants of UHPC were executed. First of all, the shrinkage and creep of the UHPC without
fibres and with 6 and 12mm fibres were tested. For both quantities a measurement based on
the usage of strain gauge units has been applied. Shortly the technique of specimen
preparation and measurement:
1. In related mould, four anchoring pins (2 + 2 on each side) were fixed.
2. The mould (moulds) was filled with UHPC (in the self-compacting way) and covered
with a PE foil.
3. After 3 hours were the moulds with the fresh UHPC submerged into 20°C water,
where they remained for 5 days.
4. 24 hour after mixing were (under water level) the moulds removed and prepared
anchoring pins were fitted with waterproof strain gouges. From this point, the volume
changes measurements (shrinkage or creep) were started and related data was
continually (one reading per a minute) recorded in a data logger unit.
5. The specimens for shrinkage measurement were kept in the water during first 5 days
and then they were laid loose in the conditioned room with the air temperature of 20
+/-1°C and the relative humidity of 50 to 60%. (Simulation of a real structure curing).
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6. The specimens for creep measurement were prepared and cured in the same
manner. The only difference was that related specimens were after 28 days of curing
fastened into spring press units. Then they were loaded with the force, which causes
in the specimens stress level equal to 40% of the expected ultimate stress. In this
case it was 150x0.4 = 60 MPa.
7. Both the shrinkage and creep measurement last in this experiment 320 days. For
relevant results see figure 5a, and figure 5b.
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Figure 5a: Shrinkage and creep of different
variants of UHPC
Legend:
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Figure 5b: Shrinkage and creep of UHPC
detail of the first 35 days

The number in specimens marking indicates kind of used fibres (0=without f.)
The “c” in specimens marking indicates creep measurement

As can be seen in the figures 5a and 5b, there are no significant differences among
specimen with different kind of fibres (or without them). The initial rate of shrinkage of tested
variants of UHPC was relatively high (e.g. when compared to HPC). Even the autogenous
shrinkage in the water imposition was distinct – see time interval 0 to 5 days in the figure 5b.
On the other hand, after of about 60 to 80 days, shrinkage has practically stopped. Recorded
small variations in the strain after this age were probably caused mostly due to small
changes of the temperature and relative humidity in the deposit. The creep after distinct
immediate value of strain was relatively low, too. Notice: We have to realize, that the real
creep is in fact the difference between related top curve in the figures (free shrinkage) and
the bottom one (the addition of free shrinkage and creep). Finally, it can be deduced, that the
presence or absence of fibres has no significant impact on free shrinkage and creep. Of
course, this is not a big surprise, as the positive impact of fibres presence is demonstrated in
other way – see following text.
By strength tests, it has been obvious; that there is relatively small difference between
strength in flexure for the same composition of the UHPC with and without fibres (sees table
2 and variants 5 and 5F). It is caused by the fact that standard testing equipment detects
already small decrease of load as reaching of ultimate limit state. To clarify this, we made a
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set of test based on the methodology and equipment used for testing of fracture properties.
Due to limited space of this paper it can be presented the basic fracture parametermeasured load-deflection curves, only- see fig. 6.
4,5
4,0

Ultimate force for UHPC with fibres = 3,87 kN

loading force [kN]

3,5
3,0
2,5
2,0

Cracking force for UHPC with fibres = 2,23 kN
Ultimate = cracking force for UHPC without fibres = 1,88 kN

1,5
UHPC 5F
1,0

UHPC 5 (without fibres)

0,5
0,0
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

deflection [mm]

Figure 6:

Load-deflection curves of the UHPC with (5F) and without (5) fibres

In the figure 6 can be clearly observed that by the UHPC without fibres the ultimate force is
equal to the cracking one. By the UHPC with fibres is the magnitude of ultimate load in case
of variant “5F” 74% above the cracking one. This demonstrates the real increase of the loadbearing capacity of regular UHPC with fibres. Of course, the deflection or maximal allowed
deflection is the fact, which should be respected.
5

The Model – part two

5.1

Manufacturing of the physical model

Manufacturing of the physical model can be divided into two major stages: preparation of the
formwork and casting of the UHPC itself.
Preparation of the formwork was very challenging activity (similar to the design of an airplane
wing), but it is not the topic of this paper. On the other side, the final mixing and casting of
the UHPC was surprisingly trouble-free, probably thanks to the detailed preparation. Finally,
after removing the formwork, very nice and clean corpus of the model arch shell has
occurred – see figure 7.
5.2

Load bearing and crash test of the physical model

During this test variable load was simulated with the usage of a hydraulic press unit, which
has induced equivalent vertical single force acting at the top of the arch shell. The shell was
loaded in steps with the magnitude of 5kN. After each loading step and strain equalisation
the “variable” load was completely released. Then (after 5-minute break) the next loading
step started. Finally, the collapse of the model structure was reached by the force of the
magnitude of 21.3kN. (Proposed value was 20kN.) The first crack had developed by the left
support and by overshooting the loading force of 20kN it had opened significantly, the fibres
ruptured, which was followed by complete crash of the model – see Fig. 8.
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Figure 7:

Finished model of arch shell from UHPC

Figure 8:

Model of arch shell from UHPC after crash test (testing equipment removed)

6

Conclusions

•

Arch shell and similar structures can be successfully designed on the UHPC basis.

•

Behaviour of such structures can be with a good accuracy predicted with help of
numerical and physical models.

•

UHPC can be designed to have workability (flow ability) good enough for vibrationfree casting into relative complicated formwork.

•

In the UHPC contained steel fibres have significant effect on its mechanical properties
what partially cannot be recorded with help of standard (regular concrete) tests.

•
7

Shrinkage of the UHPC is relatively high at early age, but stops after certain time.
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Punching Shear Strength Estimation of UHPC Slabs
Summary
The improved mechanical properties of UHPC make it possible to design slenderer, lighter,
and more durable structures. However, insufficient established design formulas have been
obstacles to the application of UHPC to structural design. The design formula for punching
shear is one of them. This paper reports the result of punching shear test of 6 slab
specimens made of UHPC developed by Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT).
The test result implies the punching strength of UHPC slabs depends not only on tensile
strength but also on local composition and fabrication method. The test result also indicate
that ACI punching formula for RC slabs predicts reasonably the punching strength of an
UHPC slab considering its prediction for RC slabs, and the general formula with 38˚ failure
angle gives good prediction of punching strength of UHPC slabs with the boundary condition
used in the test.
Keywords: UHPC, slab, punching shear, design formula
1

Introduction

Together with flexural strength, in general, the design of a slab requires punching strength of
the slab. The punching shear formula for conventional RC slabs has developed based on
numerous test results, but since UHPC is relatively new building material, more test results
are required developing a practical design formula.
This paper reports the result of punching shear tests of UHPC slabs. A total of 6 slabs are
made of UHPC developed by Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT), and the
aspect ratio of a loading plate and slab thickness are chosen as test parameters. To
recommend the reliable punching shear formula for the design of UHPC slabs, the test
results are compared to the punching shear formula for UHPC (Ductal®) proposed by Harris
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and Robert-Wollmann [1], ACI punching shear formula [2] for RC slabs, and the general
formula for prestressed concrete slabs proposed by Graddy et al. [3].
2

Punching Shear Formulas for Normal Concrete and UHPC slabs

Basic approach to calculate the punching shear strength is to find the equilibrium of forces
acting on assumed diagonal failure plane. The angles of failure plane are assumed to be
about 45° for RC slabs [2].
Graddy et al. [3] proposed the general formula (Equation 1) to explain the change in the
angle of failure plane due to prestressing. They proposed θ = 38° for a prestressed concrete
slab and this formula reduced to ACI punching shear formula [2] when θ = 45° (Equation 2).

VGeneral = 2(a + b + 2d / tan θ )(d / tan θ ) f t , Newton

(1)

V ACI = (0.17 + 0.33 / β c ) f c' b0 d ≤ 0.33 f c' bo d , Newton

(2)

In these equations, a = the length of loaded area (mm); b = the width of loaded area (mm); βc
= the ratio of long side to short side of loaded area (the aspect ratio of a loading plate); d =
effective depth of a slab (mm); f’c = the compressive strength of concrete (MPa); ft = the
tensile strength of concrete (MPa); b0 = the perimeter of critical section (mm); θ = the angle
between the assumed failure and horizontal planes.
Harris and Robert-Wollmann [1] proposed punching shear formula (Equation 3) for
UHPC slabs based on punching shear tests of 12 UHPC (Ductal®) slabs. Their
equation is the modification of the ACI equation for concrete breakout strength.
Their loading plates are all squares. In this equation, k1 = empirical constant (determined to
be 0.38); c = the loading plate dimension (inch); d = effective depth of a slab (inch); ft = the
tensile strength of UHPC (ksi).

VVT = k1 f t

3

(3d + c) 2 − c 2
, kips
d

(3)

UHPC Slab Specimens and Test Setup

UHPC slab specimens are fabricated using UHPC composition developed by KICT (Table 1).
The UHPC slab specimen is a 1600 mm x 1600 mm plate with block-outs (Figure 1). The
specimens are steam cured at the 90℃ for 72 hrs after 24 hr- curing at room temperature.
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Table 1:

UHPC Composition developed by KICT (by weight)

W/B

Cement

Silica
fume

Sand

Filling powder

Superplasticizer

Steel
Fiber(V f )

0.2

1

0.25

1.1

0.3

0.016

2%

The average compressive strength, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of UHPC out of 4
cylinder tests are 194 MPa, 42.9 GPa, and 0.163 respectively, and the average tensile
strength of UHPC from 3 split tests is 10.5 MPa.

Figure 1:

UHPC slab specimen and test setup

The tested portion of the specimen is 1200 mm x 1200 mm, and the block-out (200 mm) from
each side is used to bolt the edges of the slab down to the test frame to simulate fixed
boundary conditions along all edges (Figure 2). The fixed edges on all 4 sides are necessary
to the test because a simply supported slab requires a much smaller load to cause a flexural
failure. The decrease in flexural failure load would lower the possibility of a punching shear
failure.
Loading is applied using a 100 ton hydraulic actuator which is attached to the portal loading
frame (Figure 1). Up to 50% of the estimated failure load, the load is applied in a loadcontrolled mode. Beyond that the load is applied up to failure in a displacement-controlled
mode.

Figure 2:

Details of restraint system to simulate fixed boundary conditions
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Table 2 shows the details of the specimens, loading plates and predicted failure mode. The
major test parameters are the thickness of the slab and the aspect ratio of a loading plate. To
increase the possibility of a punching shear failure, relatively small loading plates are used.
The limiting strain criterion proposed in the MIT report [4] is used to calculate flexural
capacity of the cross section of the slab.
Table 2:

Details of UHPC slab specimens and Loading Plates

Thickness
Specimen
(mm)

Loading Plate
a
b
(mm) (mm)

Predicted Failure Strength (N)

βc

Flexural
(Yield L.)

Punching
(ACI)

Flexural/
Punching

Predicted
Failure
Mode

PT4-50

40

50

50

1

112501

66856

1.68

Punching

PT4-75

40

50

75

1.5

123862

76142

1.62

Punching

PT4-100

40

50

100

2

125285

85427

1.46

Punching

PT7-75

70

50

75

1.5

359501

155998

2.30

Punching

PT7-100

70

50

100

2

367672

188498

1.95

Punching

PT7-125

70

50

125

2.5

372042

204747

1.81

Punching

4

Test Results

Figure 3 shows load-deflection curves from punching shear tests. The load-deflection curves
can be divided into two groups according to the failure mode. The specimens with 70 mm
thickness (hereafter PT7 series) are failed by typical punching at the center of the slab. On
the other hand, the specimens with 40 mm thickness (hereafter PT4 series) show
considerable ductile behavior after reaching flexural strength of the specimen with the given
boundary condition, although ultimate failure is punching.

Figure 3:
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Load-deflection curve for UHPC specimen (at the center of the specimen)
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The Load-deflection curves for PT7 series show that the displacement is increased with the
load approaching a flexural failure, but punching failure (Figure 4) is occurred first. In
general, punching strength is known to proportional to the area of a loading plate and the
results of PT7 series show similar trend.

Figure 4:

PT7-100 Tension (left) and Compression (right) Side

The cracks on the tensile face begin near the center and radiate out to the edges (Figure 4
left). The cracks are relatively well distributed and the width of the crack is limited, which
means that the steel fiber are holding the crack opening and the clear tensile yield lines are
not formed yet. The radiating cracks from the center in every direction imply the steel fibers
are well distributed. In the compression side, as the load is increased after initial cracking at
the center of the tension side, the cracks begin near the corner and propagate along the
edges (Figure 4 right).

Figure 5:

PT4-75 Compression Side (over view (left) and enlarged (right))

In the load-deflection curves, PT4 series are able to sustain a reduced load while continuing
to deform after the peak load. Although the ultimate failures of 3 specimens are brittle
punching (Figure 5), the behavior of PT4 series is different from that of PT7 series.
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Only PT4-75 shows yield lines on the compression side as shown in Figure 5. But, for all PT4
series, clear yield line cracks on the tension side of the specimen (Figure 6) are formed
during the descending curve before punching failure with the cone shaped UHPC block at
ultimate state. The failure of PT4 series is primarily affected by the flexural behavior.

Figure 6:

PT4-75 Tension Side (just before failure (left) and after failure (right))

To obtain clear indicative results in a punching test, the estimated flexural strength should be
sufficiently high to exclude the possibility of flexural failure prior to punching [5]. Current test
results imply the ratio of flexural to punching strength should be greater than 1.8 to
guarantee punching prior to flexural failure.
5

Punching Strength Estimation of UHPC Slabs

Table 3 shows the peak loads of the tested specimens, the estimated punching strength and
the flexural strength by yield line theory. For the comparison of punching shear formulas,
only results from PT7 series are used, because PT4 series are primarily failed by flexure.
The results from PT4 series are compared with the estimated flexural strength of the slab.
ACI punching formula [2] gives 73 % of actual punching strength in average, which is
relatively good prediction considering that this formula is for practical design and also gives
approximately 70 % of actual punching strength for conventional RC slabs.
The general formula [3] with the failure angle of 38˚ gives 106 % of actual punching strength
in average. This formula slightly over estimated the actual strength but very close to the
actual value. The failure angle lower than 45˚ can be explained by the arching action from
the fixed boundary. More test results with different conditions are needed to find reliable
failure angle for practical use.
Modified ACI318-02 breakout strength with k1 = 0.38 gives 71 % of actual strength in
average, which is similar to the result of ACI punching formula. However, this formula gave
101% of actual strength for UHPC (Ductal®) slabs test by Harris and Robert-Wollmann
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[1]. This might imply the punching strength of UHPC slabs depends not only on tensile
strength but also on local composition and fabrication method.
Table 3:

Test results and comparison

MODEL

V exp

V AC I

V Gen

V VT

P YL

(kN)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(2)/(1)

(3)/(1)

(4)/(1)

(5)/(1)

PT4-50

78.0

66.9

96.2

84.0

122.5

-

-

-

1.57

PT4-75

106.2

76.1

108.1

93.6

123.9

-

-

-

1.17

PT4-100

91.3

85.4

120.0

103.1

125.3

-

-

-

1.37

PT7-50

218.7

156.0

232.3

156.6

359.5

0.71

1.06

0.72

-

PT7-100

239.5

188.5

273.9

181.9

367.7

0.79

1.14

0.76

-

PT7-125

296.7

204.7

294.7

194.5

372.0

0.69

0.99

0.66

-

0.73

1.06

0.71

1.37

Average :

(1) Experimental strength
(2) ACI Punching Formula (Equation 2)
(3) General Formula (Equation 1)
(4) Modified ACI318-02 breakout strength
(Equation 3)

Predicted/Test

(5) Flexural Strength by Yield Line Theory:
w ⎤ , where, M is flexural
⎡ l
PYL = 8M ⎢
+
⎣ w − a l − b ⎥⎦

capacity of the section per unit length, and w
and l are width and length of the plates,
respectively.

Overestimation of flexural strength by yield line theory is probably due to the error in
calculation of flexural capacity of the section and wrong assumption of failure mechanism.
Since the post-cracking constitutive law of UHPC largely affects the flexural capacity of an
UHPC section, more analytical studies will be done to find better the estimation of flexural
strength of the UHPC slab with the completion of additional tests in progress.
In this paper, the effect of βc is not discussed, because the βc of tested specimens are not
large enough to affect the stress distribution along the loading plate. Additional tests are in
progress using narrow loading plates (βc = 2.5, 4 and 10).

6

Summary and Future Research

Based on the limited test results and analyses, following comments can be made;

•

Considering uncertainty of the estimation of flexural and punching strength, to
guarantee punching prior to flexural failure in the test, the estimated flexural strength
by yield line theory should be at least 180% of the estimated punching strength by
ACI punching shear formula.

•

ACI punching shear formula for RC slabs predicts the punching strength of UHPC
slabs reasonably compared to its prediction for RC slabs
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•

The general formula with 38˚ failure angle gives good prediction of punching strength
of UHPC slabs with the boundary condition used in the test. But more test results with
different conditions are needed to find reliable failure angle for practical use.

•

The punching strength of UHPC slabs depends not only on tensile strength but also
on local composition and fabrication method.

•

Overestimation of flexural strength by yield line theory is probably due to the error in
calculation of flexural capacity of the section and wrong assumption of failure
mechanism.

7
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Characterization of Punching Shear Capacity of Thin UltraHigh Performance Concrete Slabs
Summary
Twelve small, (1140 mm x 1140 m), fiber reinforced ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC)
slabs were tested to failure to characterize the punching shear strength. The variables were
slab thickness and loading plate dimensions. All edges of the slabs were fully restrained to
yield the highest probability of a punching shear failure prior to a flexural failure. The test
results were compared to the ACI 318-05 punching shear model, empirical models from
other researchers, and the ACI 318-05 concrete break-out model for anchoring to concrete.
Results of the testing program indicated that a modified version of the ACI 318-05 punching
shear equation best predicts the punching shear capacity of UHPC slabs.
Keywords: UHPC, Punching shear, fiber reinforced concrete, Ductal®
1

Introduction

The Federal Highway Administration and Virginia Department of Transportation have
spearheaded research on Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) for bridge applications
in the United States. One research objective has been the development of a girder section
for use in bridges which takes advantage of the high compressive and tensile strengths of
UHPC while minimizing material use. The optimized double bulb-T section (Figure 1)
developed by Park et al. [1] served as the impetus for the research effort reported in this
paper. The resulting double bulb-T section has very thin webs, large bulbs at the bottom of
each stem to accommodate the prestressing strand, and a thin top flange which serves as
the riding surface. In a bridge application, the double-Ts would be set adjacent to one
another, a flange connection created, and a thin overlay would be placed. With the top
flange acting as the riding surface, transverse bending and punching shear must also be
considered in the determination of the flange thickness. The goal of this research is to
quantify the punching shear capacity of UHPC and provide design recommendations for the
punching shear strength based on an experimental program.
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2438 mm

76 mm

76 mm

838 mm
203 mm
38 mm
279 mm

Figure 1:

Optimized UHPC Double Bulb-T

2

Preliminary Analytical Investigation

With slab systems, the two most common mechanisms of failure are flexure and
punching shear. In order to quantify the punching shear capacity of UHPC, it was necessary
to design specimens that had a high probability of failing in punching shear prior to failing in
flexure. Yield-line analysis served as the foundation for predicting the flexural capacity of a
UHPC slab system, whereas a modification of the ACI [2] design equation (Eqn. [1]) served
as the foundation of the preliminary model for predicting punching shear capacity.
Vc = 0.33 f c' bo d

[1]

The limiting strain criterion, Equation [2], and a simplification of the stress-strain
relationship proposed by Park et al. [1] were used in the initial investigation to determine the
flexural capacity (Figure 2). The simplification neglects a small post-cracking region and
assumes the initial tensile strength, σMt, to be constant from the cracking strain, εtc, to the
limiting tensile strain, εlim. This also differs from the model proposed by the Association
Française de Génie Civil (AFGC) [3] in which a gradual softening occurs from immediately
after the peak tensile stress is reached to the limiting strain. To estimate the punching shear
capacity, the term 0.33 f c' was replaced with the initial tensile strength of UHPC. Also, the
effective depth term, d, was replaced with the slab thickness, h, as there was no reinforcing
steel.

ε lim =

3ωlim
2h

[2]

The preliminary estimates were used to aid in the sizing of the test specimens; the
specimens had to be small due to limited material availability, but not so small that their
behavior would be influenced by the boundary conditions. Slab thicknesses of 51 mm, 64
mm and 76 mm thick were chosen and deemed representative of potential UHPC bridge
deck thicknesses. The slab dimensions were selected to be 1143 mm square, with all edges
fixed against rotation, and a clear span of 914 mm. The loading plate sizes needed to be
quite small, between 25-51 mm square, to allow for punching shear failures to occur.
3

Punching Shear Models

A number of models were considered for predicting the punching shear capacity of
UHPC, but only those proposed by Shaaban and Gesund [4] and Narayanan and Darwish [5]
were determined to be appropriated for UHPC. The ACI [2] model for basic concrete
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breakout strength for anchors in tension was also considered due to the similarities between
a punching shear failure surface and the failure surface of an anchor pulling out of a shallow
concrete member. The models considered herein do not represent all of the models available
for the prediction of punching shear capacity, but were deemed representative of models that
could be applicable to UHPC.
εc

Eεc

C

c
T1

ε tc

h

first cracking
strain

ε t ε lim
strains

σMt
stresses

T2

forces

Figure 2: Simplfied Stress-Strain and Force Relationship for UHPC Section
3.1

Shaaban and Gesund Model

Shaaban and Gesund [4] studied the effects of steel fiber volume on the punching shear
strength of reinforced concrete slabs. In their study, thirteen slabs of varying strength and
fiber volume were tested to failure to determine if the punching shear capacity could be
improved through the addition of fibers. The foundation of their research was earlier findings,
which indicated that the addition of fibers increased the tensile capacity, in turn increasing
the punching shear capacity. The proposed equation, Equation [3], for predicting punching
shear capacity was deemed acceptable for comparison in the UHPC research program
because it was of a similar form as the ACI design equations and considered the fiber
contribution.

[

Vc = 0.025W f + 0.56

3.2

]

f c' bo d

[3]

Narayanan and Darwish Model

Narayanan and Darwish [5] studied the effects of steel fiber reinforcement on the punching
shear capacity of concrete without coarse aggregate. The test parameters considered were
volume fraction of fibers, reinforcement ratio, and concrete compressive strength. In their
study, a total of twelve slabs were tested to failure and an improvement in punching shear
capacity with the addition of steel fibers was achieved. Equation [4], based on a semiempirical model for the punching shear strength of fiber-reinforced concrete slabs, was
developed. To compare this equation to the UHPC specimens, the term for the depth to the
tension reinforcement was replaced with the slab thickness. The proposed equation
considered the contribution of concrete, steel fibers, and tension reinforcement separately.
The separate consideration of each term allowed for the punching shear capacity of UHPC
slabs to be compared by neglecting the contribution of the tension reinforcement.
L⎞
⎛
Vc = ξ s b pf h⎜ 0.24 f sp + 0.41τ u ρ f d f ⎟
D⎠
⎝

[4]
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3.3

ACI Basic Concrete Breakout Strength Model

The concrete breakout failure mechanism that results from an anchor pulled out of a
concrete surface, particularly thin slabs, was also considered to be similar to the punching
shear failure mechanism in UHPC slabs (Figure 3). The concrete breakout model was
originally proposed by Fuchs et al. [6], and was developed based on fracture mechanics
concepts and results from a large database of tests in Europe and America. The model is
presented in Appendix D of ACI 318-05 [2]. For the evaluation of UHPC punching shear
capacity, the form of the equation was modified to account for the difference between the
loading edges and also the tensile capacity of UHPC. The general form of the model is
presented in Equation [5]; additional details of the modification are presented by Harris [7].
Vc = k1 f sp (9h + 6c )
Concrete
Breakout

1.5 hef

1.5 hef

h

[5]
Plan View

Punching
Shear

1.5 h

c

h

hef

~ 35 deg

~ 35 deg
Elevation View

1.5 h

Elevation View

Figure 3:

Concrete Breakout and Punching Shear Failure Surfaces

4

Experimental Investigation

4.1

Specimens

Plan View

A total of twelve small slabs with nominal thicknesses of 51 mm [series 1], 64 mm
[series 2], and 76 mm [series 3] with varying loading plate areas were tested to failure. The
slabs were 1143 mm square with block-outs (voids) for tie-down bolts on the perimeter
(Figure 5).
The UHPC material used in this research was Ductal® provided by Lafarge North
America and cast at Prestress Services in Lexington, KY. A representative composition for
Ductal® can be found in Graybeal [8], but the material will continue to be referred to as
UHPC. The 0.2 mm diameter by 13 mm length fibers were added at a ratio of 2% by volume.
The specimens were cast using a specially fabricated V-shaped trough which was the same
width as the slabs (1143 mm) and could be moved along the side forms for the slabs. The
trough was filled with UHPC, then the bottom of the trough was opened and the trough was
slowly moved along the specimen length and the formwork was filled.
After initial steam curing, the specimens were removed from the forms. The slabs were
then subjected to a 48 hour heat treatment to improve strength characteristics as
demonstrated by Graybeal and Hartmann [9]. UHPC cylinders poured with the slab were
tested and yielded average properties as shown in Table 1.
4.2

Test set-up and Test Procedures

The slabs were supported around the perimeter by steel I-beams connected to column
pedestals. The deflection and rotation restraint at the slab edges was provided by channels
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bolted through the block-out holes to the I-beams and angles bolted along the perimeter. An
1800 kN ram/667kN load cell combination was used to apply and measure the load during
Table 1:

Average Mechanical Properties

Property
Compressive Strength (No Modulus Test)

MPa

221

Compressive Strength (Modulus Test)

MPa

218

Split Cylinder Tensile Strength

MPa

11

Elastic Modulus

MPa

54

testing. Square steel plates of varying edge length were placed on top of the ram and used
to transfer the load over the desired area.
After restraining the specimen in the loading frame, each specimen was loaded in 13 to
22 kN increments. At each load step, visible cracks were marked to record the slab failure
pattern. The applied load, midspan deflections, and strains were recorded continuously
during testing by a data acquisition system. Loading continued until a punching shear or
flexural failure occurred.
5

Results and Discussion

5.1

Punching Shear Failures
A punching shear failure is typically a brittle failure that occurs with limited warning. For

the UHPC slabs this occurred when the slab failed to support additional load followed by a
conical punching failure. An example of a typical punching shear failure for UHPC is shown
in Figure 4 (tension/compression faces). Cracking on the tensile face originated near the
center and radiated out to one of the edges, and as the load was increased the cracking
migrated to the opposite face. For all of the slabs that failed in punching shear, the widest
cracks tended to be oriented in one direction (Figure 5Figure). There was cracking in the
orthogonal direction, but these cracks tended to be much narrower and more closely spaced.
This predominantly unidirectional cracking could be attributed to uneven bending on the
support frame or uneven seating of the panels on the frame. However, visual inspection of
the failed specimens led to the hypothesis that the fibers were not as randomly oriented as
expected, and could be oriented primarily in one direction. The possible unidirectional fiber
orientation was attributed to the casting technique, possibly resulting in alignment of the
fibers parallel to the direction of pour. Slabs with this unidirectional fiber orientation would
allow cracks to form between the fibers (Figure 5). This is in agreement with the trend
described by the AFGC [3] that the fibers tend to align with the direction of the pour and
along the formwork.
Table 2 presents a summary of the measured strength for each of the specimens tested.
A comparison of predicted vs. actual punching shear capacity for all of the models discussed
previously is presented in Figure 6aFigure. All models provided a reasonably consistent
prediction of the response. However, a comparison of the mean of the ratio of measured
load to predicted load, and its corresponding coefficient of variation, suggests that the ACI
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318-05 punching shear equation provided the best prediction of punching shear capacity of
UHPC. ACI 318-05 uses a constant relationship between the effective shear strength and

Figure 4:

Failure Surfaces for Punching Shear and Flexural Failures
Assumed dominant fiber orientation

Block‐outs

Most large cracks form parallel to assumed fiber orientation

Figure 5:

Fiber Orientation vs. Crack Pattern and Typical Punching Shear Crack Pattern

compressive strength ( 0.33 f c' ). The constant relationship appears to be reasonable for
UHPC so long as the fiber volume remains constant. For the UHPC in this test program,
0.33 f c' equates to 4.8 MPa, which is 0.44 of the measured splitting tensile strength. It is

possible that a UHPC mix with a different volumetric ratio of fibers would have a different
relationship between the effective shear strength and compressive strength. The modified
breakout equation also provides an excellent prediction, but the coefficient, k1=1.9, is based
on a curve fit of a limited data population.
5.2

Flexural Failures

Five of the twelve specimens tested failed in shear as illustrated in Figure 6b. These flexural
failures were characterized by cracks initially forming near the center of the slab on the
tensile face and radiating to the edges. As loading continued, the cracks along the diagonals
on the tensile face widened and extended through the slab thickness to the loading face with
additional cracks forming at the fixed support on the loading face (Figure 4).
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Table 2:

Predicted Punching Shear vs. Measured Results for UHPC Test Specimens

Thickness (mm)

Load Plate (mm)

Measured (kN)

Failure Mode

55.1
58.9

38
51

104
121

Punching
Punching

53.8

25

101

Punching

66.2
65.5

51
76

147
160

Punching
Flexure

64.5

38

136

Punching

70.1

64

152

Flexure

78.7

64

173

Flexure

71.8

38

157

Punching

76.9

25

178

Punching

72.3
83.1

51
44.4

171
175

Flexure
Flexure

Actual vs. Predicted Punching Shear Strength

Actual vs. Predicted Flexural Strength
300

Measured Strength, kN

Measured Strength, kN

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

50

100 150 200 250 300

Predicted Strength, kN
ACI Equation
Shaaban/Gesund

Narayanan/Darwish
Concrete Breakout

(a)
Figure 6:

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Predicted Strength, kN
Flexural Failures

(b)

Failure Predictions vs. Actual

These results indicate that the full tensile capacity of UHPC is not developed on the failure
surface. This could be attributed to an overestimation of the post-cracking tensile strength
and the lack of random fiber orientation resulting from the unidirectional casting technique.
Also, the thinness of the slabs most likely resulted in an orientation of the fibers primarily
parallel to the formed surface, rather than perpendicular to it. This is a significantly different
fiber distribution than that in the tensile test specimens in which the fibers were randomly
oriented.
6

Conclusions

Based on the results of the experimental program the following conclusions can be made.
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• The current ACI 318-05 Code equation, with modifications for the lack of tensile
reinforcement (Eqn. [1]), provides the best prediction of punching shear strength of UHPC.
• Based on the magnitude of the failure loads and the small loading areas required to cause
failure, the probability of punching shear failures occurring as a result of tire loadings is
unlikely. Slabs as thin as 2 in. would provide adequate strength in typical bridge
applications, but consideration should be given to serviceability requirements and
transverse flexure.
7

Notation

D – diameter of fibers (mm)

hef – effective anchor embedment depth

L – length of fibers (mm)

k1 – UHPC breakout constant = 1.9

Wf – percent of fibers by weight of concrete

ξs – empirical depth factor = 1.6 – 0.051h

Vc – punching shear capacity (N)

εc – UHPC extreme compression strain

bo = critical perimeter (h/2 for UHPC) (mm)

εlim – limiting strain criterion

ρ d L
bpf – critical perimeter = ⎛⎜1 − 0.55 f f ⎞⎟(4a + 3πh )
⎜
D ⎟⎠
⎝

εt – UHPC extremen tension strain

c – loading plate length (mm)

εtc – UHPC cracking tensile strain

d – effective depth of tensile steel (mm)

ωlim – max. permissible crack = 0.3 mm

df – fiber factor = 0.5 (round), 0.75 (crimped)

ρ – percent tensile steel reinforcement

f’c – compressive strength (MPa)

ρf – steel fiber volume fraction

fsp – split cylinder strength (MPa)

σMt – initial tensile strength = 7.6 MPa

h – slab thickness (mm)

τu – fiber-matrix bond stress = 4.15 MPa

8
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Behaviour and Resistance of Ultra High Performance
Concrete to Blast Effects
Summary
Ultra High Performance Concrete such as reactive powder concrete (RPC), with
compressive strength 4 to 5 times stronger than ordinary concrete, exhibit exceptional
energy absorption capacity and resistance to fragmentation, making it ideal for panels and
components that need to perform under explosive, impact or shock loads. The flexural
toughness of RPCs enhanced with fine steel fibres is greater than 200 times that of
conventional fibre reinforced concrete.
This paper provides an overview of projectile and blast effects testing undertaken in Australia
with panels made from reactive powder concrete reinforced with high-strength steel fibres
and additional reinforcement. The results of the tests are described and discussed. The
paper will also make mention of a project where a custom designed protection solution has
been deployed for an important structure in a high risk international location.
Keywords: reactive powder concrete, projectile resistance, blast effects
1

Introduction

Reactive Powder Concrete (RPC) is a cementitious material consisting of cement, sand,
silica fume, silica flour, superplastizer, water and high strength steel fibres. The material was
first described in the literature in [1] and further developed by Bouygues, the parent company
of VSL, Lafarge and Rhodia and is marketed under the brand name of Ductal®.
RPC is almost self-placing, has a compressive strength of 160-200 MPa and a flexural
strength of 30-40 MPa. It has exceptionally high-energy absorption capacity and resistance
to fragmentation, making it ideal for panels and components that need to perform under
explosive, impact or shock loads. The flexural toughness is greater than 200 times that of
conventional fiber reinforced concrete. Further details of the typical quasi-static mechanical
properties are well documented; refer to [2,3] for example. RPC has also been shown to
exhibit extraordinary durability properties in comparison to ordinary concretes [4].
While engineering structures constructed from RPC are not a replacement for ordinary
reinforced concrete applications, the use of RPC around the world has increased in recent
years particularly for pedestrian and road bridges [5,6,7,8], architectural applications [9,10]
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and other structural engineering applications that explore the mechanical and durability
properties. Design guidelines for RPC limit analysis are now widely available [11,12]
In May 2004, the performance of seven panels was evaluated in two large explosive trials
performed at Woomera (South Australia). The panels performed remarkably well, exhibiting
high levels of ductility and no signs of fragmentation. In further tests, 100mm thick optimized
RPC panels effectively resisted explosions from close charge blasts, projectile impacts from
ballistic tests, and impacts caused by blast produced fragments using fragment simulated
projectile tests. The most recent tests were in April 2006, when a building fabricated from
precast panels, including a panel with a window, was subjected to large explosive trials at
Woomera.
In June 2005, the first RPC panels were manufactured to provide resistance to blast and
were supplied to the Australian Government to be installed on a building in a high risk
international location.
2

Compression Strength at High-Strain Rates

The response of concrete to very high strain rates needs to be known in order to properly
design structures subjected to blast or impact effects. At high strain rates, the strength of
concrete can increase significantly. The response for RPC was determined by a series of
impact tests carried out using the Split Hopkinson Pressure bar setup on large-diameter test
cylinders. A range of loading rates and pressures were used.
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain curves at different strain rates of 50mm diameter RPC
cylinders. Table 1 summarises the test results of the three RPC specimens. It can be seen
that the compressive strength increases up to 1.5 times for a strain rate of 267.4/sec,
compared with a static test (low strain rate). This corresponds to a strength Dynamic
Increase Factor (DIF) of 1.5. It was found that RPC is less rate sensitive compared to both
NSC and HSC [13].
250

RPC-3
200

RPC-1

Stress (MPa)

150

RPC-2
Static

100

50

0
0

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

0.012

0.014

Strain

Figure 1:
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Stress-strain curves of RPC at different strain-rates

0.016

0.018

0.02
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Table 1:

Dynamic Compressive Strength of RPC

Concrete
Specimen

Impact
Velocity

Average Strain
Rate (1/sec)

Ultimate Strength

DIF

-

-

159.8 MPa

-

RPC-1

11.6 m/s

80.7

187.2 MPa

1.17

RPC-2

16 m/s

187.3

226.1 MPa

1.41

RPC-3

20 m/s

267.4

240.9 MPa

1.5

Static Test

Based on the results of the experimental program using the Hopkinson Bar apparatus and
through a rigorous calibration process, a new strain-rate dependent constitutive model has
been proposed by the Advanced Protective Technologies for Engineering Structures
(APTES) group at the University of Melbourne, for concrete under dynamic load. The model
can take into account the strain-rate effect by incorporating multiplying factors for increases
in the peak stress and strain at peak strength. This model is applicable to concrete strengths
varying from 32 MPa to 160MPa with a strain rate up to 300 s-1. A detailed report is given in
[13]
3

Response to Large-Scale Blast Effects

In a joint project between VSL Australia Pty Ltd and the APTES group at the University of
Melbourne, reinforced RPC panels were tested under extreme explosions at blast trials
performed at Woomera in South Australia. The Woomera trial in May 2004 consisted of two
separate blasts equivalent to six (6) tonnes of TNT. Each detonation consisted of a bare
charge of 5 tonnes of the explosive Hexolite.
A total of seven panels were tested at 30m, 40m and 50m from the blast. One conventional,
reinforced concrete panel was tested at 40m from the blast. Calculated reflective blast
pressures were 2000, 800 and 400kPa, respectively, for these distances. The panels had a
span of 2m and were 1m wide, with a thickness of 50mm, 75mm and 100mm. Five panels
contained an identical arrangement of high strength steel reinforcing. The other two panels
were unreinforced. Deflections were recorded on five of the panels using a simple pen on
paper apparatus. The other two panels had a laser system installed with the intent of
recording the deflection and time history. However, this instrumentation failed to record
accurate data.
The test data and observations showed that the panels performed remarkably well,
displaying high ductility and no signs of fragmentation. The stressed panels were able to
absorb substantial energy through their ability to sustain considerable deflection up to
span/28 without fracture. The fact that the RPC panels displayed no fragmentation in any of
the tests, even at fracture, is a major advantage compared to conventional concrete.
Fragmentation poses great danger to both people and infrastructure.
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Figure 2 shows a summary of the tests including installation of the panels, blast, crater and
two of the RPC panels post explosion. For additional information refer to [14].

Installing panels into concrete frames

Panels ready for blast

Blast (Equivalent to 6t of TNT)

Crater (17m Diameter) caused by the blast

100mm panel at R=30m after the blast;
undamaged

50mm panel at R=50m after the blast,
shallow crack, no spalling or fragmentation

Figure 2:

RPC panel tests, Woomera blast trial

4

Resistance to Projectile Impact

In September 2005, three 100mm thick panels were tested at a NATA registered laboratory
in Melbourne, Australia, for resistance to attack by NATO standard 7.62/9.3g full metal case
bullets at 850m/s. All panels were reinforced with high-strength steel. Testing procedure
followed AS/NZ 2343 [15] and consisted of firing projectiles at the target piece with an
intended speed. Each test piece was mounted in a frame and a witness card (paper) was
placed behind it to record fragmentation impacts. A test pass was awarded if no fragment
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penetrated through the witness paper. All panels passed the test, with no fragments being
dislodged from the back face or penetrating the witness paper, and achieved an R2 ballistic
rating. Figure 3 shows two panels following the test. Subsequent tests using armor piercing
7.62mm bullets were conducted and the same 100mm thick RPC panel configuration passed
and was awarded certification against this threat level.

Figure 3:

Test specimen after 3 impacts from 7.62mm full metal case NATO ball at 850m/s

Further tests were conducted to evaluate the resistance of 100mm thick RPC panels against
the impact of typical fragments from mortars and rockets. Two types of steel projectiles were
used to simulate the fragments: a 50 caliber (13mm diameter) and 20mm diameter FSP
(fragment simulated projectile). The projectiles were fired at the test panels with target
speeds ranging from 715 to 1120 m/s. Figure 4 shows the projectiles before and after impact
with the RPC panel. The 100mm thick RPC panels sucessfully defeated 20mm FSP at
1120m/s and 50 caliber at 850m/s. The results compare favourably with impact data for
81mm mortar, general purpose (GP) and US 4.2 inch mortar fragments. For additional
information refer to [16].

13mm dia.
ddi

20mm dia.

Figure 4:

50 caliber (13mm) and 20mm FSP, before and after impact

5

Close-charge Effects

A series of tests against close-charge effects were conducted in 2005, comparing the
performance of 100mm thick RPC and ordinary concrete panels with the same flexural
capacity. All test panels had plan dimensions of 1.3 x 1.0m and were simply supported along
the short edge. The ordinary reinforced concrete panels were cast from Grade 50 MPa
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concrete and reinforced with N20 (500 MPa yield) steel bars at 75mm spacing on the back
face, and at 150mm spacing on the front face.

Testing frame and mounted panel.

Back face of concrete panels after first
exposure to 0.5kg comp B charge at
100mm.

Back face of concrete panels after second
exposure to 0.5kg comp B charge at 100mm.

Back face of RPC panel after exposure to
0.5kg Comp B charge at 100mm

Back face of RPC panel after second
exposure to 0.5kg Comp B at 100mm.

Figure 5:

Test panels after close charge explosion

The panels were exposed to 0.5kg cylindrical Composition B, Powergel and other types of
charges placed at 100mm from the top face of the panel. All tests were carried out by an
independent government testing facility.
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Visual inspection of the back panel face showed the RPC panels resisted a first exposure to
the CompB charge without any scabbing and very minor damage. After a repeated exposure
of the same charge, the same panel showed minimal small particle scabbing and remained
structurally intact. In comparison, the ordinary reinforced concrete panel showed significant
signs of high-velocity scabbing after the first exposure and was breached on the second
exposure. Photos and observations of typical panels are shown in Figure 5. For additional
information refer to [17].

6

Application Example

Panels for the first structure to utilize blast resistant optimised RPC panels were
manufactured in March 2005 at the VSL plant in Melbourne. The client was the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade of the Australian Government. The panels are part of a blast
protection system designed by VSL Australia and APTES. Panels are up to 4.5m long x 2.0m
wide x 100mm thick. They are being used to provide blast resistance to an existing building
in a high risk international location. The panels were installed on site in July 2005. Photos of
the panels prior to shipment from the VSL factory and as installed on site are shown in
Figure 6.

Optimised blast resisting RPC panels

Installed RPC panels

Figure 6:

RPC panels for protection of government facility

7

Concluding Remarks

Large-scale blast tests, close charge blast tests, fragment simulation tests, and ballistic tests
have confirmed that RPC panels optimised for blast resistance are an effective solution for
mitigating the risks of such threats. Panels can be much thinner than those made from
conventional concrete, and the risk of injury or damage caused by concrete fragments is
virtually eliminated. The application of RPC panels to protect a facility in a high risk location
demonstrates the future potential for RPC in the field of infrastructure protection.
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Dynamic behaviour of HPFR cementitious composites
Summary
The use of fibres in High Performance Cementitious Composites is often justified by means
of the improvement of impact and blast resistance due to their ability in energy absorption. In
order to understand and appreciate the effective increase in uniaxial tension behaviour at
increasing strain rates, an experimental investigation is in progress by using a Modified
Hopkinson Bar for dynamic loadings available at the University of Applied Sciences of
Southern Switzerland of Lugano and a conventional closed loop electromechanical press for
statical tests available at the Politecnico di Milano - Polo Regionale di Lecco. The geometry
of the specimens is kept exactly the same and due to limitations imposed by dynamic
loadings, small size specimens are only considered; nevertheless in statics also conventional
bending on notched specimens are carried out to highlight the role of reduced sizes. The
material investigated is steel fibre reinforced mortar used for the production of precast roofing
elements. The main aim is the comprehension of the high strain rate role on the constitutive
relationship in uniaxial tension and the estimation of the improvement in terms of strength
and toughness achievable by means of steel fibre addition.
Keywords: blast, crack opening displacement, dynamic increasing factor, fibre reinforced
cementitious composite, impact, sensitivity, strain-rate.
1

Introduction

In Civil structures, the mechanical behaviour of the materials when subjected to high strain
rates is mainly oriented to the investigation of impact and blasting phenomena (Fig.1). In the
framework of a research focused on the possible use of Ultra High Performance mortars in
tunnel linings to improve fire and blasting resistance, the present paper investigates some
preliminary results obtained by comparing uniaxial tension stress-crack opening curves,
characterized by strain rates in the range over 100 s-1, with quasi-static tests characterized by
a strain rate in the range of 10-6 s-1. The high strain-rate tests are carried out by means of a
modified Hopkinson bar technique first developed by Albertini et al. [1,2]. Several techniques
have been developed to identify high strain-rate mechanical behaviour of FRC (Fig.2): as
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highlighted by V. Bindiganavile and Banthia [3] in Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) Test
(Figure 2a,b) the specimen is sandwiched between two elastic bars and high stress-rates are
generated by propagating a pulse through one of the elastic bars. This technique has an
advantage over the others like drop-weight (Fig. 2c) and swinging pendulum machines,
because very large drop-heights are required in order to achieve high strain rates. However,
most SHPB machines allow for very small specimen sizes and this is particularly
unfavourable for FRC, given the typical length of most fibres. Recently at British University of
Columbia also a dynamic fibre pull-out test machine was constructed specifically for dynamic
pull-out testing of individual fibres embedded in a cement-based matrix (Fig.2d; [4]). The
specimen is held in the machine such that the top half is stationary, while the bottom half is
pulled down rapidly by an air-gun. The air-gun can operate at a peak pressure of 0.35 MPa,
which generates a pull-out displacement rate of 3 m/s.
The main open questions related to this material are the increase due to high-strain rate of
the peak both in terms of strength and strain, and above all on pull-out strength after matrix
cracking. Strain rate sensitivity of concrete is found to be maximum in tension according to
literature: even though one of the highest dynamic strength data reported is due to McVay
[5], who observed an increase over 700% at strain rates of 102/s during spalling of a
concrete slab due to blast from a conventional weapon, in FRCs the increase in pull-out
strength ranges between 1.3 to 6 by using straight steel fibres [6,7], with a crack opening
varying between 1 to 500 mm/s. The following research is strongly recommended by several
recent indications [8] and is aimed to confirm the results presented by Cadoni et al. [9].

Figure 1:

strain rates and related phenomena in the framework of civil engineering

(a)

Figure 2:
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(b)

(c)
(d)
Dynamic uniaxial tension set-ups: Hopkinson bars for (a) bending on notched
tests, (b) splitting; (c) drop-weight; (d) pull-out dynamic [3].
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2

Material mix design and mechanical characterization

The mix design of the UHPFRCC material is specified in Table 1. Steel fibres are high
carbon straight fibres 13 mm long, with a 0,16 mm diameter; their content is equal to 100
kg/m3. The mechanical characteristics of the material are first identified by means of a 4 point
bending test on notched specimen according to UNI 11039 Italian Standard [10], because
the expected uniaxial tension behaviour after cracking was softening and not hardening. The
cubic compressive strength Rc as well as the first-cracking fIF and residual equivalent
strengths feq0-0.6 and feq0.6-3 for crack opening ranging between 0-0.6mm and 0.6-3 mm are
reported in Table 2. According to Model Code 90 before cracking and to Italian Guidelines
CNR-DT 204/06 [11] to describe the post-cracking pull-out branch, as suggested by di Prisco
et al. [12,13], the uniaxial tension constitutive relationship is also identified starting from the
average results obtained by 4 point bending notched tests. From the bent specimens,
several small cylinders were cored in the direction of tensile stresses in order to be tested in
uniaxial tension at different loading rates.
Table 1:

Mix design

Mix propositions of steel fiber reinforced concrete
Cement CE 52,5 I

600 kg/m3

Superplasticizer

33 l/m3

Slag

500 kg/m3

Water

200 l/m3

Sand

983 kg/m3

Fiber

100 kg/m3

Table 2:

SFRCC mechanical characteristics: (a) compressive strength, (b) first cracking
and residual strength according to UNI 11039 (∗Δ=(fcm-fcmin)/fcm).

(a)
Identification

Max load

Rc

specimen

[kN]

[MPa]

G1/3

2460

109.33

G2/3

2880

126.32

G3/3

2715

121.48

G4/3

2465

108.83

Rc,av [MPa]
(

%)*

Age
[days]
28

116.49
(6.58 %)

28
28
28

(b)
Identification
specimen

fFt
[MPa]

T-G1_1

6.26

T-G2_1

6.56

T-G3_1

6.49

T-G4_1

6.26

fFt,av [MPa]
(Δ %)*

feq1
[MPa]

feq1,av [MPa]
(Δ %)*

11.43
6.39
(2.03 %)

10.70
13.37
12.76

feq2
[MPa]

feq2,av [MPa]
(Δ %)*

10.09
12.06
(11.28 %)

7.94
12.09

9.77
(18.73 %)

8.94
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3:
3

Four point bending test: (a) set-up; (b)specimen during the test.
Static tensile loading

Uniaxial tension tests were carried out on notched 20 mm high cylinders with a 20 mm
diameter (Fig. 4b; notch depth = 1.5 mm), glued to the press platens by means of an epoxy.
Due to the small length of the specimen, the specimen was instrumented by only four LVDTs
placed between the two steel end platens (Fig. 4a). The displacement rate imposed during
the tests was equal to 2.7 10-4 mm/s up to 1.5 mm and after progressively increased to 10-3
mm/s. The stress vs. crack opening is plotted in Fig. 5 b,c. Some results were discarded
because the small size of the specimen asked for a strict respect of the maximum aggregate
size, and this condition sometime was not respected. The number of fibres quantified in the
failed cross section was 106 and 54 respectively for specimens 1A and 2A. The expected
value computed according to [14] (Nf = α∗Vf/Af* A0; with α = 0.431 according to a 3D random
fibre distribution) is 65. The small size of the cross section specimen involves a quite large
scattering. The results are reasonably well fitted by the tensile constitutive law identified
through bending tests despite the significant scattering connected with the fibre number. The
experimental measure of the initial slope is not reliable, because it corresponds to stroke
measure.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4:
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c)
(a) Test set-up; (b) specimen geometry; (c) cross section detail.

(
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(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 5:

(a) stress- crack opening constitutive law predicted according to DT-204 Italian
Standards ; (b) stress vs. crack-opening; (c) stress vs. crack-opening zoom.

4

Dynamic tensile loading

The dynamic tensile tests were carried out on specimens, having the same geometry used in
the static tests, by means of a Modified Hopkinson Bar (MHB) installed in the DynaMat
laboratory of the University of Applied Sciences of Southern Switzerland (Fig. 6a).
The MHB consists of a pre-stressed bar (substituting the projectile of the classic Hopkinson
bar) (high strength steel bar with φ=12mm and L=6m) which has connected with the input bar
(aluminium bar with φ=20mm and L=3m), followed by the output bar (aluminium bar with

φ=20mm and L=6m), and the specimen inserted between the two last bars. Its functioning is
based on storing a certain amount of elastic energy in the pre-stressed bar length by
statically tensioning this bar up to a stress value lower than its yield strength; to achieve this

1 10

4

1 10

4

8 10

3

1st strain-rate

2nd strain-rate
6 10

3

4 10

3

2 10

3

0

(a)
Figure 6:

30
SFRC_1A_N_2
SFRC_2A_N_2
SFRC_3A_N_2
SFRC_1A_N_1
SFRC_2A_N_1
SFRC_3A_N_1

25

stress [MPa]

Pulse load [N]

the end section of the pre-stressed bar contiguous to the input bar is blocked by a brittle
intermediate piece and the other end is pulled by means of a hydraulic actuator.
Once the necessary elastic energy is stored in the pre-stressed bar length and the specimen
inserted between the input and output bars, the brittle intermediate piece is ruptured giving
rise to the contemporaneous generation of two elastic plane waves:

20
15
10
5

SFRC

0

-5

5 10

-4

-4

-4

-4

1 10 1.5 10 2 10 2.5 10 3 10
time [s]

0

SFRC

0

-5

-5

-5

-5

-5

-5

1 10 2 10 3 10 4 10 5 10 6 10 7 10
time [s]

(b)
(c)
Testing set up for dynamic tensile tests; (b) pulse load versus time curves; (c)
stress vs. time curves of the elastic specimens.
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- a plane elastic unloading wave starts from the bar section liberated by the rupture of the
brittle intermediate piece and propagates along the pre-stressed bar unloading it
(compression wave).
- a plane elastic tension wave starts from the same bar section and propagates along the
input bar, loading it in tension; it reaches and loads the specimen until fracture, and
propagates loading in tension the output bar.
The duration of the tension pulse loading the specimen corresponds to the travel time of the
unloading wave from the unblocked bar section to the hydraulic actuator and back. The
amplitude of this almost rectangular pulse is half that of the static pre-tension value
established in the pre-stressed bar by the hydraulic actuator. In Fig. 6b two input load versus
time curves are shown, measured in the input bar that produces a loading rate of 1200
GPa/s and of 700 GPa/s corresponding to two strain-rate levels: 27 and 65 s-1. The strain
gauge station on the input bar measures the incident pulses εI and the reflected pulses εR.
The strain gauge station on the output bar measures the pulses εT transmitted through the
specimen. By the measure of the reflected and transmitted pulse the stress and the strain
history is obtained by using the formulation of the Hopkinson bar theory, as shown by
equations 1a,b,c [2].
Table 3:

dynamic test results

Identification
specimen

ft
[MPa]

ft,av
[MPa]

Nf = α∗A0 ∗Vf/Af
[nr. of fibres]

0.0093

n° fibre
[nr. of
fibres]
39

0.0325

93

65

COD
[mm]

SFRC_1A_N_1

23.1

SFRC_2A_N_1

27.8

SFRC_3A_N_1

16.6

0.0207

53

SFRC_1A_N_2

18.3

0.0334

85

SFRC_2A_N_2

17.1

0.0391

60

SFRC_3A_N_2

16.6

0.0194

18

22.5±5.6

17.3±0.9

30

30
SFRC_3A_N_2
SFRC_2A_N_2
SFRC_1A_N_2

20
15
10
5

20
15
10
5

0

(a)
Figure 7:
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SFRC_3A_N_1
SFRC_2A_N_1
SFRC_1A_N_1

25

stress [MPa]

stress [MPa]

25

0

65

0.5

1
COD [mm]

1.5

0

0

0.5

1

(b)
Stress vs. Crack Opening Displacement for (a) 27 s-1; (b) 65 s-1.
COD [mm]

1.5
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σ(t ) = E0

A0
ε T (t ) ;
A

ε(t ) = −

2 ⋅ C0
L

∫

t

εR (t ) dt ;

0

ε&( t ) = −

2C0
εR (t ) ;
L

(1a,b,c)

where E0 is the elastic modulus of the bars, A0 their cross-sectional area, A is the specimen
cross section area, L is the specimen length, C0 is the sound velocity through bar material
and t is the time. In Table 4 the results of the dynamic tensile tests carried out on SFRCC
specimens are shown. Figs. 7a,b show the behaviour of the SFRCC specimens subjected to
two strain-rates as stress vs. crack opening displacement. In Figs. 8b,c the photos of a
SFRCC specimen after failure and its fracture surface are shown.
5

Discussion

On the basis of the presented results, the ratio between dynamic and static strength (DIF;
dynamic increasing factor) can be analyzed. In literature several formulation have been
developed for plain concrete. Unfortunately, no expressions are available for SFRCC. In
order to verify if the most used expressions are useful also for SFRCC the obtained data
have been compared with the CEB expression [15] and Malvar expression [16]. In Fig. 10a
the results of this analysis are reported. The CEB formulation seems to describe better than
Malvar’s formula, but a new expression should be developed for SFRCC both in tension and
compression.
dynamic strength / static strength

5
SFRC
CEB
Malvar

4

3

(b)
2

1

0 -4
10

-3

10

-2

10

10

-1

0

10
-1

strain-rate [s ]

1

10

10

(c)

2

( a)

Figure 8:

(a) Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) for strength vs. strain-rate of SFRCC; (b)
specimen after failure; (c) fracture surface.

6

Conclusions

Despite the relative quite small fibre content (100kg/m3), the material investigated shows a
uniaxial tensile behaviour with a very weak softening in quasi static tests, well predicted by
means of identification procedure suggested in Italian guidelines CNR DT-204. The increase
of strain rate significantly affects the tensile behaviour in the range considered (20-65 s-1), by
increasing more the peak than the residual strength. The Dynamic increasing factor is in the
range 2-3 for the strain rates investigated.
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Experimental investigation of impact behaviour of high
strength fiber reinforced concrete panels
Summary
High strength fiber reinforced concrete (HSFRC) is being used in several structural
applications where fibers are used to increase the concrete toughness, ductility, tensile and
flexural strength in order to enhance the construction resistance under static and dynamic
loading and to reduce crack propagation and spalling phenomena.
In this research, a qualitative impact test was performed and the HSFRC panels were
subjected to impact by an 8.5 kg cylindrical steel projectile; 50 mm diameter and 550 mm
height, which drop periodically from a one meter height until failure moment. In addition,
panels rest on a fine sand bed in order to smooth unwanted noises and oscillations.
These HSFRC panels are prepared by a new method, slurry-infiltrated fiber concrete, known
as a SIFCON, for producing high strength FRC with high amount of fibers.
The effect of thickness, different fiber types, fiber content, fiber length and fiber combinations
on the impact strength of HSFRC panels have been studied. HSFRCs prepared by SIFCON
method and using metakaolin show ultra performance characteristics on impact behaviour.
Keywords: impact, fiber, penetration, HSFRC, SIFCON
1

Introduction

The ultra high performance concrete, so called RPCs have been first developed during the
early 1990’s by researchers at the laboratories of Bouygues in Paris. RPCs represent a new
generation of concretes with cube strengths between 200 and 800 MPa, tensile strengths
between 25 and 150 MPa, and specific gravity of 2500 – 3000 kg/m3. The fracture energy of
these materials can reach to 40000 J/m2, as compared to 100-150 J/m2 for ordinary
concretes [1-4]. The fracture energies of RPCs, thus, are about 300 times that of normal
strength concrete or even 1350 times for Slurry Infiltrated Fiber Reinforced Concrete
(SIFCON) [5].
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Since fibre reinforced ultra-high strength concretes (FRUHPCs) have excellent impact
resistance properties, they can be employed for; i) strategic structures against earthquake
damage, ii) retrofitting of reinforced concrete structures and, iii) structures exposed to sudden
loading, Figure 1. They are also used for small or medium size prefabricated elements, like
components of bridges, built by means of FRUHPC as pilot projects, like the well-known
precast, prestressed pedestrian bridge in Sherbrooke (Canada), erected in 1997 and the
Seonyu Pedestrian Bridge in Korea [7-10].

Figure 1:

Impact loads on various structures [10]

Current understanding of the impact resistance of concrete, and especially of high-strength
concrete, is very limited. There is some research on impact behaviour of UHPCs by
Bindiganavile et al. [11], Luo et al. [12], Parant et al. [13], and Marar et al. [14]. At the heart of
the problem is the absence of a standardized test technique for testing concrete under
impact. Various investigators have used different impact machines, specimen configurations,
specimen sizes, and instrumentation, and they have also adopted differing analysis
schemes. Much still remains to be done both, towards the development of a standardized
technique and towards generating fundamental understanding of concrete performance
under impact loading. Some research on RPC, UHPC, FRUHPC and SIFCON has been
performed at the Construction Material Institute (CMI), University of Tehran, since 2001.
These investigations suggest to this study the use of the SIFCON method and of Metakaolin
pozzolan to produce high strength fiber reinforced concrete samples [15-16]. For the impact
test, a method which is similar to the recommendations of ACI 544-2R was used [17].
2

Experimental program

2.1

Materials and mixture proportions

The cementitious materials used in this study were Portland cement (PC) equivalent to
ASTM Type II and metakaolin as pozzolan material. The chemical and physical properties of
materials are given in Table 1. The aggregates used were crushed limestone with 1mm
maximum size. These fine aggregates had specific gravity and absorption values of 2.50752
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3.2%, respectively. Polycarboxylate superplasticizer was used for the mixes in order to
improve the workability of fresh mortar. One matrix mix, used for all samples, which was
achieved by trying several mixtures to obtain a compressive strength of more than 110 MPa,
is shown in Table 2. This matrix was reinforced by three types of fibers (Table 3) a) steel b)
alloy and c) polypropylene. Impact tests were carried out on 8 series of different sample
types shown in Table 4.
Table 1:

Chemical and physical properties of portland cement and metakolin

Table

Cement

Metakaolin

Specific surface, Blaine, [m2/kg]

290

―

Initial setting time, [min]

145

―

Final setting time, [min]

210

―

3-day

18

―

7-day

29

―

28-day

40

―

0.2

―

SiO2

20.03

51.85

Al2O3

4.53

43.87

Fe2O3

3.63

0.99

CaO

60.25

0.2

MgO

3.42

0.18

Na2O

―

0.01

K2O

―

0.12

SO3

2.23

―

LOI (Loss of Ignition)

1.37

0.57

Physical tests

Compressive strength of 50
mm cubes, [MPa]
Autoclave expansion, [%]
Chemical analyses, [%]

Table 2:

Matrix mix proportion

Items
Cement

Type

kg/m3

Type II

1020

Pozzolan

Metakaolin

180

Aggregate

Sand (0-1 mm)

850

Water

-

385

W/B

-

0.32

Polycarboxylate

18
(1.5% of cementitious material)

Superplasticizer
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Table 3:

General characteristics of fibers

Fiber type

Steel

Alloy

Polypropylen

Cross-Section shape

Circle

Square

Circle

Length (mm)

30, 50

30

12

Diameter (mm)

0.25

0.03*1.6

0.02

l/d (aspect ratio)

100, 200

100

600

2200

1700

350

Tensile strength (MPa)

Table 4:

Specimen's types

Code
Kind of fiber

A

B

C

E

F

H

P

T

S*

S

S

S

A**

S+P***

P

-

Fraction of fiber

%

2

2

4

2

0.4

2+0.4

0.4

-

Length of fiber

mm

30

30

30

50

30

30+36

36

-

Panel thickness
* Steel
** Alloy
*** Polypropylene

mm

23

40

23

23

23

23

23

23

2.2

Specimen preparation, casting and curing

In mixing, cement, metakaolin and aggregates were blended first in dry condition then water
with superplasticizer was gradually added to the mixture to provide a homogenous mortar
according to ASTM C309 . Prepared mortar was poured in steel moulds of dimension
300×300mm with different thicknesses (23 and 40 mm) in three layers.
For steel fiber panels after the first layer was poured, the fibers were dispersed randomly in a
horizontal direction. The mould was vibrated softly to insure that the matrix would completely
surround the fibers. Same three steps were repeated until the panel was completely cast.
This way for preparing fiber reinforced concrete is a new method, in order to use for
concretes with high volume fraction of randomly oriented fibers; which is called SIFCON [6].
For other types of specimen containing polypropylene and alloy fibers, after preparing the
mortar was finished, fibers were gradually added to mixture and mixed for 1:30 min. The
specimens were allowed to set for 1 day, then mould were removed. The specimens were
cured in water saturated with calcium hydroxide at 22 °C for 28 days.

2.3

Test method

For the impact tests, an instrumented drop-weight impact-testing machine was used (Figure
2). An 8.5 kg cylindrical steel projectile; 50 mm diameter and 550 mm height; drops freely
from a one meter height, periodically until the failure moment. The projectile strikes the
midpoint of the panel with a velocity of 4.23 m/s and after every five hits, the deflection of
lowest point was recorded and some photos were taken by a fixed accurate photography
setup from front and backside of the panel in order to document the crack propagation on the
surface of the specimens. In addition, panels are laid on a fine sand bed, in order to smooth
unwanted noise and oscillations.
754
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Figure 2:

Drop-weight impact test device

3

Results and discussion

3.1

Failure pattern

Failure pattern, crack development and crack width in both, front- and backside as well as
lateral surfaces were evaluated for all specimens by various photographs which are taken
during the experiments. This evaluation presents that:

•

For A, C and E samples punching failure is the governing pattern at the position of
first flexural cracks which were generated during the first impacts.

•

For B panels, because of greater thickness, flexural failure occurred, and also in front
surface, crippling was observed.

•

For F, P and T cases tensile failure was governing because of lack of tensile strength,
and panels were divided into four blocks.
Figure 3 a, b, c and d show failure patterns which occurred during experiments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3:

Failure patterns a) punching failure in A, C and E specimens b) tensile failure for
F specimens c) crippling in B specimens d) flexural failure for B specimens

3.2

Number of applied impact loads

All of impact loads were applied until the ultimate failure. Table 5 presents the number of
strikes for all types of specimens. The result shows, that the panel thickness, fiber length and
fiber proportion, respectively are important effective influences on the impact resistance, and
also the panels containing steel fiber have best resistance of all tested types.
Table 5:

Number of strikes on panels

E-2

F-1

F-2

H-1

H-2

P-1

P-2

T-1

T-2

T

E-1

P

C-2

H

C-1

F

B-2

E

B-1

C

A-2

B

A-1

A
Code
First effect

5

5

10

15

10

10

10

15

1

1

10

10

1

1

1

1

Failure

15

15

60

65

25

30

30

35

2

2

30

25

1

1

1

1

3.3

Generated deflection

After performing every five hits, the average of vertical distance between the center point of
the panel and the four midpoints of the edges on the front- and backside was measured and
shown as deflection in table 6. This table indicates that the panels which are thicker and
have longer length fibers show less deflection than other types with the same number of hits.
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Table 6:
Table
A
B
C
E
F
H
P

4

Maximum deflection on the midpoint of the panel
Maximum deflection at midpoint of the panel after every five strikes [mm]
5

10

15

20

A-1

7.5

15.5

33.0

-

A-2

7.0

16.0

39.0

-

B-1

3.5

4.0

5.0

7.0

B-2

2.5

4.0

6.5

7.5

C-1

3.5

6.5

14.0

C-2

3.5

5.5

E-1

1.5

E-2

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

8.0

9.0

12.0

18.5

19.0

21.0

27.0

29.0

9.5

11.5

14.0

21.0

23.0

24.0

32.0

34.0

30.0

37.0

-

10.0

29.0

35.0

39.0

-

3.0

4.5

8.5

18.0

37.0

-

1.5

3.5

6.0

10.5

18.0

38.0

55.0

F-1

16.0

-

F-2

14.0

-

H-1

4.5

7.0

10.0

15.0

28.0

39.0

-

H-2

5.0

8.5

14.0

17.0

34.0

-

P-1

-

P-2

-

-

Conclusion

From the results of this study, the following conclusion can be drawn:
1. HSFRC, prepared by SIFCON method, and using metakaolin shows ultra
performance characteristics such as non-brittle damage, high resistance under
impact loading, and flexible behaviour.
2. Alloy and polypropylene fibers have little effect on impact resistance compared with
steel fiber.
3. By increasing specimen thickness punching failure pattern converted to flexible failure
pattern, so it caused they bear more hits.
4. Respectively, thickness, fiber length and fiber proportion are effective parameters in
impact resistance performance.
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Impact on structural Ultra High Performance Concrete
(UHPC) elements in high-rise buildings
Summary
The submitted paper identifies the predominant load situations for impact on UHPC structural
members in high rise building structures by means of a simulative approach. A numerical
simulation of a representative impact by explicit time integration in wave propagation codes,
so called hydrocodes, leads to the determination of transient stresses, strain rates and failure
modes. Material parameters are derived to describe UHPC by triaxial continuum models for
fibre reinforced high strength materials. The configuration of scaled impact tests is proposed.
Keywords: aircraft impact, UHPC under dynamic loading conditions, impact safety of
structural members, high strain rates, hydrocodes, RHT-Concrete-Model, fracture energy
1

Predominant load situations in case of aircraft impact on high-rise
buildings

An impact of a civil aircraft on a comparatively heavy, stiff and inert building structure can be
separated into a short-time local impact and a global structural response, as the period of
oscillation of a high rise building (T≅6s-12s) is more than one order of magnitude longer than
the impact duration (timpact<0.5s).

Figure 1:

Separation of local and global structural response [12]
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A force-time history for the aircraft is assumed from numerical simulations of civilian aircraft
on rigid targets [1]. The resulting momentum input of the aircraft at maximum speed does not
cause significantly higher stresses than wind loads and the global structure can be designed
to resist the impact load history (example see figure 2 right). Furthermore preliminary
standards [6] claim to include the influence of local damages on the overall building stiffness
as well as alternate load paths for failed structural elements in the building design.

Figure 2:

Force-time history (Boeing 747) [1], Impact and wind load peak deflection in a
simplified example [3]: h=500m, b/h~1/8, w~2.5KN/m², I~28,000m4, m~3.75
KN/m³

The vertical escape and rescue routes are the most sensitive part in a high-rise building in
case of an emergency so that the protection of this area from penetration of rigid
components, smoke and fire becomes a major demand in impact safety design (see figure 2
right). The following numerical simulation investigates a security wall of fiber reinforced
UHPC as a structural element and an impact resistant outer shell of the vertical escape and
rescue routes. Prior to the numerical simulation of the local impact on the UHPC wall a
sophisticated model of the engine is developed with respect to the appropriate dynamic
properties (impedance, material strength and stiffness). Figure 3 illustrates the projectile
model as well as the target model represented by a one storey UHPC wall which was
preliminary designed under static loads.
UHPC Wall: h=1m
(Bending and shear
Reinforcement)
Turbofan engine

Figure 3:
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Local impact of an aircraft engine on a reinforced UHPC wall (left), Numerical
impact simulation, engine model and reinforced UHPC wall (right)
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2

Preliminary material parameters

The material behavior of UHPC in the numerical simulation of the aircraft engine impact is
described by a modified data set for the RHT-Concrete-Model [9] and implemented in the
hydrocode AUTODYN. The modifications described in this chapter were derived in a
preliminary study of experiments with comparable high-strength materials under dynamic
conditions and experiments with UHPC under static conditions. The UHPC implemented in
the numerical simulation refers to a B3Q mixture [2]. The statical properties of this material
are shown in table 2.
Table 1:

Material Properties of B3Q (derived from experimental conditions under static
loads)

Material parameter

Unit

RHT 35 MPa

B3Q

Compressive strength

MPa

35

158

Tensile Strength

MPa

3,5

7-15

Vol-%

-

2,5

Fracture Energy

N/m

120

12900-19800

Pore Volume (total)

[%]

15

6

[g/cm³]

2,3

2,5

Steel Fibers (9/0,15mm)

Density

2.1

Equation of State and Compressive Failure Strength

Under high velocity impact conditions hydrostatic stresses often reach values several times
higher than the uniaxial compressive strength. Net density and porosity determine the
material behavior as soon as the materials´ compressive strength is exceeded. This behavior
beyond elastic conditions is nonlinear as shown in figure 4. An Equation of State (EOS) is
derived for UHPC from experimental data [8], [3]. Determined by a higher porous density ρ0
and a compact matrix the UHPC-porous-compaction curve has a higher compaction stiffness
compared to a conventional 35 MPa concrete (see figure 4 left).

Figure 4:

UHPC-EOS (left) and normalized failure strength (right) derivated from
experimental data [8], [10]
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The deviatoric strength of UHPC is derived analogously from the experimental data and
implemented in a modified YTXC failure description in the RHT-model (see figure 4 right). YTXC
determines subsequent parameters (shear and tensile strength) in the continuum model
while additional parameters (third invariant R3, the strain rate effects FRate and the damage
description D) have been retained unchanged.

f ( p, σ eq , θ , ε& ) = σ eq − Y fail ( p, θ , ε& ) = σ eq − YTXC ( p ) R3 (θ ) FRate (ε& ) = 0

(1)

Y fail ( p,θ , ε& ) = YTXC ( p ) R3 (θ ) FRate (ε& )

(2)

Yel ( p,θ , ε&) = YFail ( p,θ , ε&) ⋅ YOF ⋅ FCAP

(3)

Y = YFail − D ⋅ (YFail − YFric )

(4)

deviatoric stress
σeq

tens. meridian

failure surface
Yfail

σeq

uniaxial
tension

uniaxial
compressive
stress

failure
surface Yfail
uniaxial
strain

fc

initial elastic
elastic limit Yel
pressure p
hardening surface Ypre
residual strength
Yfric

ft
f t ,el f t

comp. meridian

f c ,el
fc

elastic limit
surface Yel
pu=pel

pressure p

Figure 5:

Three surface concept for the concrete strength with hardening, failure and
residual friction resistance [9]

2.2

Strain rate effect on tensile strength and fracture energy, Dynamic increase
factor (DIF)

With increasing strain rates the tensile strength of concrete increases exponentially because
of velocity effects on stress, failure mechanism and crack opening [2] (see figure 6 left [11],
[7]). The CEB-FIP Model Code 90 in a modified formulation by Malvar et al [7] offers an
appropriate fit for the experimental data including the effect of increasing compressive
strength on the DIF. Increasing compressive strength leads to a lower DIF increase as
shown in figure 6. As the DIF reaches values of 2 up to 8 the importance of the strain rate
effect becomes very obvious especially as tensile stresses are the major failure mode in
engine impact simulation. The contribution of steel fibers to the DIF for tensile strength has
1

been experimentally studied for strain rates up to 10 [4]. Optimized fiber l/d-ratio and fibercontent lead to a further exponential increase. To describe this contribution in a model code
formulation more experimental data for higher strain rates and high strength material in
combination with fibers is needed.
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Figure 6:

Influence of strain rate effects on tensile strength of UHPC [11], [7] Stress-Crackopening relation in tensile tests on fiber reinforced UHPC [5]

When the tensile failure limit of UHPC is exceeded macroscopic cracks open while the stress
decreases rapidly in the brittle material. The addition of fibers leads to further crack softening
until the fibers are finally pulled out or fail in strength. Experimental Data under static loading
conditions of UHPC have been presented by the University of Kassel recently. A tensilestress-crack-opening relation is used to compare with the experimental results (figure 6,
right). The fracture energy of fiber reinforced UHPC is more than a hundred times higher in
comparison to non fibered concrete. In addition strain rate effects have lead to a DIF ranging
from value 1.5 to 3 in conventional strength concrete [11]. Energy dissipation capacity and
tensile strength of UHPC will be determined in Split Hopkinson Bar experiments and
implemented in the strength and damage description of the material code.
3

Numerical Simulation

The impact has been numerically analyzed using the hydrocode AUTODYN with the
preliminary triaxial material description of UHPC. The following parameters were focused

•

Prediction of the ballistic limit v50

•

Analysis of the predominant failure modes and failure history

•

Contribution and behavior of bending and shear reinforcement

•

Relevant hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses and relevant strain rates

•

Definition of an experimental configuration for validation purpose

Figure 7 (left) illustrates the failure mode of the wall near the ballistic limit of v50=375 m/s:
The membrane effect of the rear side reinforcement prevents the projectile penetration after
failure of front reinforcement and UHPC. The ballistic limit is approximated by a semiprobabilistic function of Lambert/Jonas to describe the state of just non-penetration.
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Exceeding the ballistic limit, a discrete increase of energy transfer occurs and leads to the
steep inclination of the function.

Figure 7:

Comparison of failure modes (left) and Ballistic Limit in numerical simulation with
160 MPa and 35 MPa Concrete (right)

The result is compared to a 35 MPa concrete without fibers simulated in the same
configuration. The result is shown in figure 7 right with the ballistic limit predicted at around
10 percent lower velocities.
Considering the failure history, the initial failure of UHPC occurs in a punching cone closely
located around the impact zone and rear side tension (see figure 8 left). In the following
phase shear reinforcement is activated until further deflection activates the membrane effect
of bending reinforcement. Increasing reinforcement ratio leads to the same failure modes
while failure stages are shifted. The results in figure 8 show a bending reinforcement ratio of
0.63% and a shear reinforcement ratio of 0.12%.
To identify the predominant influences in failure modes, stresses and strain rates have to be
considered in detail. The RHT-model in AUTODYN provides an analysis of the triaxial stress
state and its time-dependent development. Figure 8 shows two diagrams depicting stresstime and strain rate-time relations in comparison to the damage-time relation.
On the left side of figure 8 the diagram depicts the relations on the impact axis (rear side of
the target). Strain rates up to 140 [1/s] and biaxial tensile stresses of more than (20 MPa) are
noted while damage occurs. Hydrostatic compression does not exceed the order of
magnitude of the uniaxial strength with value ranging from 50-90 MPa. However deviatoric
stresses reach values up to 160 MPa on the compressive meridian.
The diagram on the right shows the same relations at about 1m distance of the impact axis.
Strain rates reach values up to 150 [1/s] while damage occurs. Hydrostatic compression of
less than 30 MPa can be neglected whereas deviatoric stresses lead to damage as they
exceed the failure strength of UHPC reaching values up to 60 MPa on the shear meridian.
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Figure 8:

Damage evolution (grey array) on rear side of the concrete target and the related
graphs for stresses, pressures and strain rates (y-axis, see legend below figure).
Left figure: impact axis array; right figure: punching cone array

The two representative diagrams show the major damage processes and lead to the
following results:

•

Damage occurs in tension near the impact axis on the target´s rear side. Damaged
concrete is thrown away on the rear side (scabbing)

•

Hydrostatic compression does not exceed the material compressive strength by order
of magnitude – the nonlinear porous compaction is hardly reached

•

Deviatoric shear stresses cause damage in the outer punching area

•

Relevant strain rates reach values up to 150 [1/s] during damage accumulation

The major failure modes of the reinforced UHPC wall under impact conditions have been
determined in the numerical simulation using a wave propagation code with explicit time
integration. To validate the assumptions and results scaled experiments have to be
conducted. A proposed configuration is illustrated in figure 9.
Fan: Aluminum discs
Combustion & Compression:
Steel discs

Turbine: Steel discs
Shaft: Hollow Steel cylinder

Figure 9:

Medium two stage acceleration facility at the EMI (left) and scaled model of
projectile and target by factor 1:10
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4

Discussion

The analysis of an aircraft impact on high-rise buildings leads to the definition of the engine
impact as the most endangering load situation for safe escape and rescue routes. Fiber
reinforced UHPC shells which can both provide structural integrity and impact resistance
have been investigated in numerical simulations. The results predict a significantly improved
performance in comparison to conventional concrete. In a preliminary material parameter
study an equation of state and a triaxial deviatoric failure expression for UHPC were derived
from experimental data of comparable high strength material under dynamic conditions and
UHPC experimental data under static conditions. The resulting parameters were
implemented in the RHT-Concrete Model. The numerical simulation of an UHPC wall under
aircraft engine impact conditions revealed the detailed failure procedure and the relevant
stresses and strain rates. As damage occurs predominantly under shear and tensile stresses
with relevant strain rates up to 150 [1/s] further research has to be made in the appropriate
description of fiber reinforced UHPC under high strain rates concerning tension and fracture
energy. Experimental data from Hopkinson Bar spallation tests is needed to define these
important material parameters for an implementation in triaxial hydrocode formulation.
Furthermore the numerical simulations have to be validated in scaled experimental impacts.
A test configuration is presented including a sophisticated engine model and a UHPC target
model which will be used in 1:10 impact tests at the Ernst-Mach-Institute in Efringen-Kirchen.
5
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Experimental validation of a ribbed UHPFRC bridge deck
Summary
Within the French R & D project MIKTI focusing on innovative steel-concrete composite
bridges, an exhaustive experimental program was carried out at LCPC Structures Laboratory
to provide an experimental validation of a new ultra-high performance fibre reinforced
concrete (UHPFRC) ribbed slab made of segments assembled by post-tensioning. The
experimental program included critical issues for which the design based on classical beam
analysis requires validation. Details of the experimental program are presented in this paper,
in connection with the design situations. Critical load levels corresponding to the limit of
linearity, cracking development and the onset of failure mechanisms are indicated and
compared to the design using AFGC-SETRA provisions. Recommendations are drawn
regarding the possible application of this bridge slab concept.
Keywords: UHPFRC, ribbed slab, bridge deck, SLS, ULS, design, punching shear, bending
tests, push-out, safety barrier, Eurocodes.
1

Context of the innovative UHPFRC deck design and validation

Extending the economic span range of composite bridge decks, classically applied for road
bridges from 50 to 100 m-spans, represents an important challenge. For longer spans, the
concrete slab is too heavy, and thinner slabs made of pre-cast high performance concrete
(HPC) segments tend to be developed. This could provide an alternative to steel orthotropic
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decks, for which fatigue degradations are a major concern. Pursuing this trend of lightness,
durability, and savings of natural resources with the use of materials with optimized
performance, a preliminary design of a UHPFRC ribbed slab, connected to twin longitudinal
steel beams, has been studied within the frame of MIKTI French R & D national project
aimed at favoring innovative steel-concrete composite applications [1]. The context of
application consists in a 3-span 90 + 130 + 90 m-long, 9 m-wide road bridge (two 3.5 m-wide
lanes + 1 m-side strips) with two 1 m-wide sidewalks. The overall design, determination of
required pre-stressing tendons and detailing, was carried out applying French
Recommendations relative to UHPFRC [2] in addition to French Bridge design codes for
composite and pre-stressed concrete bridges.
Definition of the slab thickness and of the transverse ribs and pre-tensioning was first
determined considering the local and transverse bending. Then longitudinal bending was
considered, as well as specific design and connection aspects. The length of successive
segments was limited to 2.50 m for possible truck delivery. Regular spacing and similar
height of the ribs was searched, except at the ends for anchoring safety barriers. The
resulting transverse profile of the deck is represented in Fig. 1 (depth of the steel girders is 4
m), and the transverse cross-section of one segment in Fig. 2. The slab thickness is 0.05 m,
the total thickness with the ribs is 0.38 m, and the rib spacing is 0.6 m from axis to axis in
both directions. The average resulting weight of the slab is 3.9 kN/m². Transverse prestressing is realized by 2 rectilinear T15S (223 kN usable capacity) tendons along the vertical
axis of the ribs. The upper one is anchored from one end to the other; the lower one is
sheathed along the corbels and on supports. The resisting bending moment for a current Tshaped 0.6 m-cross-section is 115 kN m, limited by the tendons capacity. Longitudinal posttensioning ensures a minimum compressive stress of 4 MPa at the serviceability limit state
(SLS) - frequent combination. Low creep of UHPFRC helps keeping the benefit of this posttensioning as well as compressive stress due to support lowering very efficiently. An
important effort has been carried out to define the anchorage detail of the safety barrier and
the connection to the steel main girders. This finally demonstrated the feasibility of realizing a
complete bridge design on the basis of AFGC-SETRA UHPFRC Interim Recommendations
[2].

Figure 1:

Transverse 12 m-wide cross-section including longitudinal post-tensioning.

Lengths in mm

Figure 2:
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Longit. cross-section of a pre-cast segment incl. transverse pre-stressing
tendons.

Experimental validation of a ribbed UHPFRC bridge deck

Before this project can be built, some critical aspects require validation, since the
assumptions of beams theory used at preliminary design stage may be questionable when
3D efforts are concentrated on intensely loaded thin elements. Experimental validation was
thus undertaken on a 6.1 m-wide model slab made of two ribbed segments, one made of
®Ductal and the other of ®BSI-Ceracem, at a scale of 1 to 1 for the length and thickness,
connected realistically with a UHPFRC cast in place cold joint and longitudinal posttensioning [3]. The transverse span was reduced to 3.98 m (clear span between longitudinal
beams used as simple supports) for bending tests aimed at representing the effects of wheel
loads, and the cantilever side was used for tests of anchoring of the safety barrier. The
bridge edge beam for the anchorage of the safety barrier was also realistically reproduced on
one side. The experimental program included critical issues for the validation of the safety
margin regarding ultimate limit states (ULS), on which the present paper focuses: fatigue
under transverse bending due to axle loadings, local bending of “box cells” with possible
punching shear failure, ultimate load-bearing capacity under transverse bending, appropriate
resistance of the safety barrier anchoring, sufficient strength of the slab connection to the
steel girders.
2

Fatigue resistance

The thin deck may be critical with respect to fatigue, which is hardly documented for
UHPFRC structures. For a safe validation, transverse location of the loads derived from the
ribs spacing, see Fig. 3. The 1.2 m-axial distance between loaded zones also refers to the
axle spacing of Eurocode 1 Part 2 fatigue load models 1 and 3 [4]. First, loads corresponding
to SLS (rare combination), with an intensity varying from 5 to 155 kN under each “wheel”,
were applied 10,000 times on 0.4 x 0.4 m surfaces (Fig. 4). Then, 2 million cycles were
applied with a load intensity from 5 to 105 kN. Finally, loads were applied on the same
locations but through 0.19 x 0.26 m plates corresponding to reduced “type A“ wheels (Fig. 5).
In this “narrow wheels” configuration, 100,000 cycles were applied with an intensity varying
from 5 to 85 kN, then 100,000 cycles from 5 to 125 kN, and finally 100,000 cycles from 5 to
155 kN per wheel. The same program was applied in a current part of one segment, and on
box cells close to the joint (Fig. 6). Margin assessment is based on following assumptions
regarding 100 years heavy traffic [4]: 100 million trucks x 50 % (proportion of type C axles) x
3 (tridem axles) x 2/3 (reduced influence length due to the ribs spacing) x 45 kN (load of Ctype wheel) result in 100 million cycles with 45 kN load amplitude variation for each wheel.

vérin 1000KN

peson 1000KN

rotule

Figure 3: Fatigue test setup

Figure 4: standard “wheels“

Figure 5: narrow “wheels“
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Figure 6:

Fatigue loading configuration, close to the joint. The model is 6.1 m wide.

Extrapolation of this 100 years-equivalent loading is based on a conservative slope of
UHPFRC SN curve, equal to – 0.14 (i.e. – 1/7). This leads to 79 kN load amplitude per wheel
for 2 million cycles, or 120 kN load amplitude per wheel for 100,000 cycles. For widely
distributed loadings, no stiffness evolution was observed during the whole loading process
[5]. Consistently, estimated maximal stresses under the peak loads keep below the probable
tensile stress [2]:
•

transverse strains within the ribs reach 305 10-6, the pre-stressing effect is
superimposed (+ 17.5 MPa compression) thus tension is kept below 2 MPa

•

longitudinal strains within the deck reach 230 10-6, the post-tensioning effect is
superimposed (+ 4 MPa compression) thus tension is kept below 10 MPa

transverse strains within the deck reach 270 10-6, the pre-stressing effect is
superimposed (+ 4.9 MPa compression) thus tension is just below 12 MPa, which is
critical.
Given this, the safety margin in terms of load applied experimentally without fatigue initiation,
over the 100 years-equivalent load is larger than 1.25. For narrow wheels, a slight stiffness
decrease was observed only below one wheel after 50,000 cycles with a 150 kN amplitude.
During these cycles transverse strains within the deck reached 290 10-6, the pre-stressing
effect is superimposed (+ 4.9 MPa compression) thus tension may have exceeded 14.5 MPa,
which is surely beyond the limit of linear behavior under tension [2]. Neglecting the safety
margin due to the over-concentrated loading, the ratio of load applied experimentally up to
•

fatigue initiation, over the 100 years-equivalent load is still 1.15.
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3

Safety with respect to local bending and possible punching shear

Diffusion of local heavy loads appears as critical for the (only 50 mm) deck thickness
determination [6]. It had thus to be verified experimentally. Loads were applied either through
a B-type wheel (0.4 x 0.4 m) or through a “reduced A-type wheel” represented by a 0.19 x
0.26 m steel plate. Moreover, the diffusion through pavement layers was represented, or not,
by a 90 mm-thick polymer layer with 3 GPa Young’s modulus similar to the average stiffness
of bituminous concrete. Loading was applied in the mid-surface of a “box cell” simply
supported on the four corners of the ribs along it (Fig. 7). Provided diffusion is ensured with a
direct enough force transmission from the “wheel” to the ribs, no failure was observed up to a
700 kN loading, non-linearity with fine bending cracks only appeared for a 300 kN load, with
a reference 150 kN design load (SLS, rare combination).
Quantification of the safety margin required to reduce the diffusion of the loads using a
“narrow wheel” configuration (Fig. 8). Under these conditions only, failure could be obtained.
Due to the compressive stresses within the slab, preventing from yield lines mechanism
occurrence, failure took place in a punching shear mechanism (Fig. 9). The maximum
corresponding load ranged from 350 to 420 kN [7]. No effect of previous fatigue loading was
noticed. The average shear stress along the perimeter of the load equals 9.8 and 9.2 MPa
for failures obtained on the ®Ductal segment, respectively 8.6 and 8.3 MPa for failures
obtained on the ®BSI-Ceracem segment. These values are close to the ultimate tensile
strengths ftu obtained in the “thin plates” characterization process on companion specimens
with the same 50 mm thickness as the deck. Namely ftj = 9,8 MPa and ftu = 9,5 MPa for
®Ductal, while for ®BSI-Ceracem ftj = 9,3 MPa and ftu = 8,3 MPa. Still neglecting the safety
margin due to the over-concentrated loading experimentally applied, the following ratios are
established :
•

Experimental failure load / design SLS load (150 kN: rare combination) = 2.4 to 2.7

•

Average experimental max. pressure / max. wheel pressure (1125 kN) = about 6

•

Experimental average shear stress / max. design shear (105 kN/m) [4] = about 4.5

Fig. 7: Loading setup (punching test)
4

Fig. 8: “narrow wheel“ Fig. 9: Punching shear failure

Transverse bending – ultimate limit state verification

The transverse bending calculation at SLS (rare combination) determines the ribs height and
spacing and the pre-stressing quantities [6]. It was first carried out considering the slab as
successive Tee-shaped 0.6 m-wide beams. Using classical UHPFRC material parameters,
especially a maximum 15 MPa-bending tensile strength at SLS, the moment corresponding
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to the onset of non-linear behavior is 95 kN m (UHPFRC cracking at mid-span in the lower
chord of ribs). Shear is not critical and the ULS corresponds to yielding of the lower prestressing steel when reaching the factored pre-stressing limit fprg/γc, at 115 kN m. Given the
1.39 m-lever arm in the 4 point-bending test carried out, the corresponding total loads are:
•

273 kN (SLS, diffusion over 2 ribs)

331 kN (ULS, diffusion over 2 ribs)

• 410 kN (SLS, diffusion over 3 ribs) 496 kN (ULS, diffusion over 3 ribs)
Quantitatively, the loading close to the joint may be assumed as distributed over 3 ribs, while
the loading in the centre of the segment is only directly taken by 2 ribs. The transverse
bending configuration illustrated in Fig. 3, with a 1000 kN actuator, was used for monotonic
loading, first close to the joint between both segments, then on the box cells row one row
after the edge of the model. In the central zone close to the joint, non-linearity (first cracks)
was observed only for a 800 kN total load. After loading up to 995 kN, the maximum residual
crack opening is limited to 0.3 mm, which is the sign of probably very limited pre-stressing
steel yielding. The twin ribs corresponding to the joint appear as behaving as one stiffer rib,
with transverse cracks over the whole width (Fig.10).

Figure 10: Tensile cracking of the joint transverse rib after bending test up to 995 kN.

Figure 11: Cracks at corner of loaded box cell

Figure 12:

Major crack at end rib

For the loading applied in the central zone of the segment, nonlinearity (first cracks at the
bottom of transverse ribs below the loaded zone) was observed under a total load of 500 kN.
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From then on, cracks developed within the ribs upwards to the slab. The first major ones
concentrated in the corners of the loaded box cells towards mid-span (Fig. 11). At 750 kN a
major crack occurred in the end rib. Until 1000 kN it developed upwards in a combined
bending-shear mode due to the complex diffusion within the orthogonal ribs net and reached
10 mm-opening, which is the sign of tendon yielding. However noticeable recovery was
observed when unloading (Fig. 12). Such a crack developed in the end rib testifies the fact
that diffusion of the transverse bending significantly takes place over more than the 2 ribs
directly below the loaded box cells. Quantitatively, the safety factor identified experimentally
with respect to the limit states computed with the assumption of a simplified distribution over
the directly loaded ribs, is 1.83 to 1.95 for the SLS, and at least 2 for ULS.
5

Anchorage of the safety barrier: safety of the provisions

Figure 13: Test setup

Figure 14:

Failure of the fuse screws

Monotonic quasi-static horizontal loading (Fig. 13) was applied twice on the post supporting
the safety barrier. The load configuration is assumed as equivalent to the normal thrust of a
truck accidentally driving out of its lane. Fuse screws help fixing the post to the bridge edge
beam and shall control the maximum load, so that the deck itself keeps undamaged. Failure
effectively took place by yielding of these fuse screws (Fig. 14) so that a second test was
possible after repair of fixation inserts only. Maximum loads reached 254 kN (resp. 244 kN).
A simple calculation of the bending moment with respect to a rotation axis at the rear of the
post, equilibrated by the forces in the screws when yielding, leads to an expected resisting
moment of 163 kN m, while experimentally determined maximum bending moments reached
165 kN m (resp. 159 kN m). Efficiency of this safety-related detail is thus demonstrated.
6

Connection of the ribbed deck to the steel girders

Provisions concerning the realization of connection between the ribbed deck and steel
profiles, which are critical for ensuring the composite behavior of the full structure, have been
tested after sawing undamaged parts of the model, and realizing the connection in filling box
cells with a self-compacting C80/95 concrete, encasing 4 studs 22 mm in diameter, so that a
symmetrical specimen is prepared for push-out test. Design values are computed with
respect to studs yielding in case of excessive shear, leading to maximal forces of 430 kN
(SLS, French provisions) 710 kN (ULS, French provisions) and 900 kN (ULS, Eurocode).
Nonlinearity in the force-vertical slippage response was observed only for a 1200 kN-force,
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and effective (yet stable) yielding beyond 1500 kN. Load was increased up to 1800 kN
without reaching the bearing capacity, thus the safety margin turns out higher than 2.

Figure 15: Connection provisions: studs, box cell to be filled, push-out test configuration
7

Concluding comments

Besides having demonstrated the industrial prototype feasibility of scale 1 UHPFRC ribbed
slab segments assembled by post-tension for realization of a bridge deck, the experimental
program has provided satisfactory safety quantification of critical failure mechanisms
considered, with satisfactory margins with respect to SLS and ULS design estimates. The
safe application of UHPFRC design Recommendations [2] has been enforced and additional
validation of detail provisions has been obtained. A possible effective application is currently
under study where lightweight of the slab is critical for launching due to operational
constraints in the crossed lane.
8
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UHPC-Segmental Bridges
Material-based design principles and adapted construction
methods
Summary
Due to the advantageous weight/strength ratio of UHPC new and extremely fast erectionmethods in the field of bridge construction are possible. Furthermore, UHPC has a very
dense micro structure, which leads to strongly improved properties regarding durability
aspects. Hence, durable and maintenance friendly bridge structures can be economically
built with the use of UHPC and the application of segmental method of construction. The
higher material costs of UHPC are compensated by a significantly longer life-time and lower
effort of maintenance. Such buildings consist of very light and thin-walled precast segments
which are jointed by the use of prestressing cabels in longitudinal or even additionally in
transverse direction. If necessary normal cast in place concrete can be added in such a way,
that the more robust UHPC serves as a protective layer according to the principle “hard skin
and weak core”. Due to the low dead load of the single segments as well as of the final
construction, many of the already known construction methods can be enhanced. For
example, the relatively unknown swivel-in method for erecting arch bridges will get a revival
in the near future in Austria. This method will be applied in the pilot project Wild Brücke,
which is an UHPC-segmental-arch-bridge for traffic loads. The performance of full-scale
laboratory tests covers open questions in the designing process.
Keywords: UHPC, precast segments, construction methods, pilot project, full-scale test
1

Introduction and idea - Why UHPC in bridge structures

The combination of high packing density of the granular skeleton up to the range of ultrafines
and the low volume-rated water-ultrafines value leads to a very low porosity compared to
Normal Strength Concrete (NSC) and High Strength Concrete (HSC). That brings an
advantageous effect on durability. An additional heat treatment with 90°C not only enhances
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the compression strength and anticipates the drying shrinkage, but also leads to a decrease
of the porosity about nearly 50% [1]. Hence, the resistance against penetration of corrosive
fluids and gases, against chloride penetration and mass losses due to freeze-thaw cycles is
much higher compared to NSC or HSC [2]. Furthermore, UHPC is highly resistant against
acid waters, mechanical abrasion and erosion. All of the properties mentioned above allow
the conclusion that UHPC is very durable and will cause long lifetimes of structures, even if
the long-term behaviour under service life conditions is not sufficiently known so far. Against
the background of a constant increase in maintenance costs for the civil infrastructure, this
outstanding durability potential has a very important macroeconomic impact.
Due to the fast decline of autogenous shrinkage and the almost inexistent drying shrinkage
after heat treating, a very high level of accuracy of the prefabricated elements can be
reached with finishing by means of a CNC-machine trough mechanical grinding and milling,
which is very easy to handle because of the dense microstructur of UHPC.

Figure 1:

The predominant compression strength to weight ratio

The compression strength of Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) is approximately five
to ten times higher compared to conventional NSC, however the weight of these two
materials is nearly the same. Therefore new possibilities for the design in bridge construction
and civil engineering arise. Fig. 1 shows so-called compression-failure-heights of concrete
and structural steel with different strengths without consideration of the theory of stability.
The maximum height of each column is reached if the compression failure will occure at the
bottom level. Fig. 1 clearly shows the advantage of concrete with a characteristic
compression strength of 200 MPa compared to structural steel S 355. The lower tensile
strength in relation to compression strength can be compensated by prestressing. Solely, the
low increase of the modulus of elasticity from NSC compared to UHPC limits the possible
slenderness of bridge superstructures. Generally, each type of structure has its typical
compression strength which is being well utilized. For instance, the high compression
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strength is better utilized in arched structures than in beams, because of the higher stiffness
due to the shape of the arch.
2

UHPC–Segmental Bridges

2.1

Material based design principles

Given the mentioned material properties, at the time the benefits of this construction material
can primarily be found in the prefabricated construction - a fact that can also change within
the next few years. Industrial standard factory production with a high quality control before
the final placing has a positive influence on the construction progress as well as on durability.
Because of the high material costs, it is obvious to design thin walled and material saving
cross sections, which will shape specify the final section of the superstructure in combination
with cast in situ concrete. The geometrical dimensions of these precast segments are usually
limited through permitted maximum measurements for road traffic and the elevating
equipment provided. All these considerations lead to a segmental construction method like a
modular construction system, whereas precast segments are not only assembled by the use
of external tendons in the longitudinal direction of the superstructure (Fig. 2a), but they can
also be jointed lengthwise, if beams, plates or panels will become a folded structure (Fig. 2b).
The external unbonded tendons are exchangeable, restressable and inspectable, so the
level of quality of the tendons can be kept equivalent to the high durability and lifetime of
UHPC. The advantages of such a segmental construction method are the possible
standardization and the extremely fast construction progress. In order to use the outstanding
durability properties of UHPC, the principle “hard skin and weak core” will consequently be
applied in forming the cross section of the bridge superstructures. Accordingly, the
subsequent cast-in-situ completion is arranged in such a way, that the more robust and load
bearing protective layer, made of UHPC envelopes the “inferior” HSC or NSC core, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2:

Cross sections for UHPC-segmental bridges

In the case of flexural members the benefits regarding the strength of UHPC cannot be found
in the span/depth ratio of the construction but in light, thin-walled and sufficiently stiff
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structures. Hence, the light and thin-walled UHPC-cross sections should gain its bending
stiffness from high moments of inertia. Therefore, the main dimensions of some proposed
cross sections, shown in Fig. 2, do not much differ from cross sections of present
conventional bridge superstructures. During construction stiffening ribs in transverse
direction with a spacing of 0,50 – 0,75m are necessary. The load carrying capacity as well as
the required stiffness for the final loads is achieved by subsequent completions with cast-insitu reinforced NSC or HPC continuing across the joints between the segments and
additional shear reinforcement in the interior of the webs. If transversal prestressing is
required, it will be realised with unbonded tendons or by pretensioning of the precast
elements.
The design of the segmental joints has a very high influence on the load bearing capacity,
durability and also the economy of the construction method. For this reason the Institute for
Structural Concrete at Graz University of Technology is currently conducting experimental
and numerical investigations concerning the surface detailing (e.g. shear keys, keyed or
smooth surface) of UHPC joints on the one hand and the benefits of dry joints, mortar joints
and epoxy joints on the other hand. Because of the disadvantages resulting from mortar and
epoxy joints [3] such as the additional and weather-depending expense during assembling, a
dry segmental joint in connection with external tendons is aimed at - primarily in order to
keep the advantage of fast assembling.
2.2

Adapted construction methods

2.2.1

Segmental erection by the balanced cantilever method

The conventional erection by the balanced cantilever method can be modified in such a way,
that the thin-walled and transportable precast UHPC-segments substitute the common
cantilever segments, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. During construction the very light UHPCsegments require only little prestressing steel and light erection equipment. The construction
progress is extremely fast with a cycle time of 2 days per 50 m [4]. For middle and large
spans, haunched beams are usually built with this method. Bridges with parallel chords have
required additional pylons and stayings in the past. As a consequence, balanced
cantilevering with parallel chords has not been applied until now, because of the economical
considerations. With the use of light precast UHPC-segments, this construction method can
get a revival and will become a competitive alternative to the incremental launching method
and self launching gantry systems.
2.2.2

Construction, span by span

Currently the span by span construction method with self launching gantry systems is
economical for very long bridges. However the achievable spans are limited to approximately
50 m by the deflections of the launching gantry. If the launching gantry is used as assembling
equipment for the UHPC-segmental construction method as shown in Fig. 3b, the load of the
formwork is dropped. The launching gantry only needs to carry the relatively light UHPCsegments. Consequently larger spans and again a faster construction progress can be
achieved.
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2.2.3

Modified incremental launching construction method

Precast UHPC-segments are adjusted and assembled by the use of external tendons behind
the abutment as shown in Fig. 3c. After prestressing one increment with a length of 20 to 30
m, the superstructure is launched forward and the construction seqence can start again. Due
to the low dead load during launching the launch prestress averages approximately 30 %
compared to the conventional method. One cycle lasts only between 1 and 2 days compared
to typically 7 days. Larger spans are possible and as a result temporary piers or pylons with
ties are not necessary anymore.
2.2.4

Swivel-in-method of arch construction

This relatively unknown construction method has two steps: Firstly, the two halves of the
arch are vertically built up above the springing as shown in Fig. 3d; secondly, the two halves
of the arch are swivelled in around a temporary hinge at the springing. For anchoring the
horizontal forces during the swivelling process, also temporary ties are necessary.
Consequently, the swivel-in-method is economical for light structures, because of the little
effort for the hinges and the ties.

Figure 3:

Construction methods for UHPC-segmental bridges

3

Application – Wildbrücke Völkermarkt

3.1

Structure

The pilot project in Carinthia/Austria for an UHPC-segmental-arch-bridge for traffic loads, is
an example for the swivel-in-method that will be applied. The polygonal arranged UHPCsegmental-arches as shown in Fig. 4 consist of individual 6 cm thin-walled and for this
reason very light precast UHPC-segmental-box-girders made of C 165/185, which are
assembled by the use of external tendons running inside of the arches. Because the actual
shear force in the arches is very low, the thin-walled webs made of UHPFRC need not any
shear reinforcement for carrying the loads. Assumed that the dead load of the arches is low
compared to the further loadings from columns, deck construction and traffic, the thrust line
of the arch is polygonal. The additional prestressing by external tendons reduces the
eccentricity of the loads and causes an important increase of the bending stiffness of the
arch. These tendons are unbonded monostrands which are easy to assemble and exchange.
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At the bends of the arches so called “knee-elements” are arranged. They work as deviator
and anchor block for the external tendons. The columns have a rigid connection to the “kneeelement” as well as to the deck.

Figure 4:

Construction details of the „Wildbrücke Völkermarkt“

3.2

Assembling of the arches

After completion of the foreland bridges, the several arch-segments are assembled in a
vertical position using external tendons. The only equipment necessary are a mobil crane for
the manipulation and temporary ties for fixing the arch’s position.The very light arch halves
can easily be swivelled in and are jointed at the crown. The hinge for swivelling is a simple
steel bolt with a diameter of merely 80 mm. The maximum force in the swivelling cable is
about 2x450 kN, which can be beared by 2x3 Monostrands. After joining of the arch halves
further tendons are installed which overlap at the arch’s crown. Due to pouring the hinge
between the arch and the springing, the arch becomes a rigid restraint. Too large production
tolerances of the precast arch segments have far-reaching consequences on the erection
work and lately on the final arch shape. For this reason project-oriented considerations have
already been made and the permitted deviations of the single segments and in addition for
the final arch shape have already been declared in the bidding procedure.
3.3

Analysis and design

In order to analyse and design the arch, the material laws and the associated partial safety
factors for UHPC were gathered from [5]. For the global structural design calculations of the
arch in longitudinal direction under ULS conditions the gaping of the segmental joints is
limited by one third of the height of the section [6]. Considering a friction coefficient of 0,20,
the shear forces are very easily transferred in the remaining compression zone of the
segmental joints. For the assessment of the shear carrying capacity the given design rules
from [7] are used. In order to focus on the aims of the construction method proposed, a high
durability of the arch should be reached. Therefore decompression in the arch under the
characteristic combination of loads is specified as a design criterion. The analytical model
considering each construction stage is given in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5:

Construction stages of the „Wildbrücke Völkermarkt“

The only steel fibre reinforced „knee-elements“ with its complex shape at the bends of the
segmental arch are sensitive discontinuity regions. Several actions such as anchoring and
deviation of the prestressing tendons, bending moments induced from the columns as well
as the shear and axial force in the compression zone over the segmental joint stress these
elements. Investigations by means of a nonlinear and linear 3D-FE Analysis (Fig. 6) deliver
information about the stress distribution in the “knee-element”. As illustrated in Fig. 6, mainly
the change of the cross section from the thin-walled segmental-box-girder to the thicker wall
of the knee-element in the compression zone of the joint causes tensile stresses in
longitudinal direction at the inside of the upper chord. Considering the large scatter of
properties like the distribution and orientation of the fibres in such a complex geometrical
construction element, wrapping with carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets as
shown in Fig. 6 is necessary in order to avoid a brittle failure in this region.

Figure 6:

FE-Analysis and conclusions for design of the “knee-elements”

3.4

Tests

Present design codes and guidelines do not completely cover the use of UHPC in relation to
the structure presented. Experimental tests will answer open questions in designing and
construction. In addition to many other experiments, full-scale laboratory tests within the
scope of the pilot project are carried out. The focus of the full-scale test is the load carrying
behaviour in the region of the springing, as shown in Fig. 7. The elements involved are fixed
to the testing-wall by the use of external tendons having the same type and position as in the
real arch-bridge. The necessary loads are performed in two complementary ways: firstly by
means of Dywidag Steel Threadbars (axial force and bending moment) and secondly by
servo-hydraulic testing-jack (bending moment and shear force). So the total load path as
shown in Fig. 7 is performed according to the design calculation and afterwards until failure.
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Figure 7:

Arrangement of the full-scale tests

4

Conclusions

The most important principles of design can be seen in the two maxims: “light-weight during
erection – massive and robust under service”, and “hard skin and weak core”. The
depth/span ratio of bridge structures may not be reduced significantly in order to hold a
sufficient resistance against vibrations and deflection. Second order load bearing problems
like lateral bending and buckling are solved by the arrangement of ribs as known from steel
engineering. UHPC-segmental bridges combined with construction methods proposed offer a
wide field for good applications. They bring economical advantages in comparison to
common concrete bridges, because they will be built faster, are easier to maintain and will
have a longer life-time.
5
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
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Application of a New Type of Ultra High Strength Fiber
Reinforced Concrete to a Prestressed Concrete Bridge
Summary
Ultra high performance fiber reinforced concrete (UHPFRC), which has a compressive
strength of 200 MPa and excellent durability, was first developed in 1990's and has been
applied to many structures all over the world. Meanwhile, new types of UHPFRC have been
developed and are called ultra high strength fiber reinforced concrete (UFC) in Japan. One of
them has the same properties as European UHPFRC due to the reduction of pores by
generating ettringite in the cementitious matrix. Recently, it was applied to a prestressed
concrete footbridge in Japan which was constructed with the post-tensioning system. The
footbridge was divided into five segments, which were manufactured at a factory, transported
to the construction site, and then connected with wet joints of UFC. This paper describes the
process of manufacturing the segments and constructing the footbridge.
Keywords: ultra high performance fiber reinforced concrete, ultra high strength fiber
reinforced concrete, post-tensioning, wet joint, footbridge
1

Introduction

There are two types of UFC in Japan. One is based on the techniques of European
UHPFRC, and the other (called AFt-UFC [1]) is based on Japanese techniques of generating
ettringite. AFt-UFC needs to be cured at the lower temperature of 85°C and shorter time of
20-24 hours than the other type. Properties of hardened AFt-UFC are shown in Tables 1 and
2. A draft of recommendations for the design and construction of UFC was published by the
Japan Society of Civil Engineering in 2004 [2]. AFt-UFC was applied to three prestressed
concrete bridges in accordance with the draft. Two of them are road bridges which were
constructed with the pre-tensioning system and the other is a footbridge which was
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constructed with the post-tensioning system. This paper describes the process of
constructing the footbridge.
2

Outline of the Footbridge

An outline of the bridge is given in Table 3. The layout and cross section of the bridge are
shown in Figure 1. The slab thickness is 70 mm and ribs of 70 mm (height) × 100 mm (width)
are arranged every 1 m under the slab. The three main girders are 500 mm high and 100200 mm wide. The bridge was divided into five segments as shown in Figure 2 and
connected by four external cables of 19S15.2 after placing in-situ AFt-UFC between the
segments.
3

Manufacture of the Segments

3.1

Materials and Mix Proportion

The materials and mix proportion of AFt-UFC are shown in Table 4. The pre-mixed binder
gives AFt-UFC high strength and excellent durability by reducing the pores due to generating
Table 1:

Mechanical Properties of AFt-UFC

Measurement Item
Compressive strength
Static modulus of elasticity
Poisson's ratio
Bending strength
Tensile strength

Table 2:

Carbonation
Resistance of concrete to
rapid freezing/thawing

Test Value

Φ100×200 mm cylinder

200 MPa

Φ100×200 mm cylinder

45 GPa

Φ100×200 mm cylinder

0.2

40×40×160 mm prism

40 MPa

10×50×300 mm plate

12.5 MPa

Test Method
Mercury porosimetry

Test Value
4%

RIREM TC116-PCD

4.5×10-20 m2

JSCE-G 572
(soaked in 10% NaCl aqueous solution)
JIS A 1153
(exposed to 5% carbon dioxide)
JIS A 1148
(cycles of -18°C and 5°C in water)

0.0032 cm2/year
(at 0.5 years)
not carbonated
at six months
not deteriorated
after 3,200 cycles

Outline of the Bridge

Name
Location
Structural style
Length
Width
Design strength
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Test Specimen

Durability, and Properties that Affect Durability

Measurement Item
Pore volume
Coefficient of
air permeability
Diffusion coefficient of
chloride ion

Table 3:

Test Method
JIS A 1108
(ISO 4012)
JIS A 1149
(ASTM C 469)
(ASTM C 469)
JIS A 1106
(ISO 4013)
-

Riverside Senshu Footbridge (tentative name)
Nagaoka City, Niigata, Japan
Three-span continuous prestressed concrete structure
30.5 m
4.1 m
180 MPa
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joint
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4750
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Figure 2:

Pattern of Segmentation of the Bridge

ettringite in the cementitious matrix.
Conventional aggregate, which was

Table 4: Materials and Mix Proportion of AFt-UFC
Material

Unit Quantity (kg/m3)

graded to prevent segregation of steel
Water
195*
fiber in fresh AFt-UFC, was used. The
Pre-mixed binder (C)
1287
superplasticizer is polycarbonate type
Aggregate
905
Superplasticizer
32.2 (CX2.5%)
and its amount was determined by
Defoaming
agent
6.4
trial-mixing
before
manufacturing
steel fiber
137.4
segments. The defoaming agent was
*contains water in superplasticizer
used to expel the air which reduces
the strength of hardened AFt-UFC. All steel fibers have a diameter of 0.2 mm, and have two
lengths of 15 mm and 22 mm. The blend ratio of the two types of fiber is a special value to
keep both the bending strength and fluidity of AFt-UFC high. The mixing ratio of steel fiber is
1.75 vol% and steel fiber is not included in the unit quantity.
3.2

Mixing of AFt-UFC

The segments were manufactured in a prevailing factory for concrete products. Amounts of
AFt-UFC for segments 1 to 5 were 5.6 m3, 4.7 m3, 3.3 m3, 4.7 m3, and 5.6 m3, respectively.
Two forced mixing type mixers having double shafts were used for mixing AFt-UFC to place
into forms continuously. The mixer is shown in Figure 3. The maximum mixing volume of the
mixers was 1 m3 and AFt-UFC of 0.8 m3 was mixed for every batch. The time taken for
mixing was about 15 minutes. Manufacture of the segments was carried out on two days in
winter: segments 1, 3 and 5 on the first day, and segments 2 and 4 on the second day one
week later.
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3.3

Placing of AFt-UFC

AFt-UFC was placed into a form of segment continuously with buckets of 2.0 m3 and 2.5 m3
one after the other without stopping until the form was filled with AFt-UFC. The good quality
of fresh AFt-UFC was maintained by checking samples from the outlet of the first bucket to
place into the form of each segment before starting placing. Measurement items for quality
control and quality standard values are shown in Table 5 and the results of measurement of
fresh AFt-UFC are shown in Table 6.
Main girders and ribs were first filled with AFt-UFC before placing into the slab. Temporary
barrages were set in the girders to prevent fresh AFt-UFC flowing too far from the outlet of
the bucket because it would have caused surface desiccation and segregation of AFt-UFC at
the front of the flow. Fresh AFt-UFC at
intersections of the main girders and ribs and
interface of the main girders and the slab was
stirred with rods to keep fiber continuity. Times
taken for mixing and placing for segments 1, 3
and 5 and segments 2 and 4 were about 100
minutes and 80 minutes, respectively. Figure 4
and 5 shows the placing of AFt-UFC. Leveling
and the first surface finishing with a square bar to
which a vibrator was attached were carried out
immediately after finishing placing, and final
Table 5: Measurement Items and Standard Values
Item

Method

Standard Value

Mortar Flow
Air
Temperature
of Concrete
Compressive
Strength
Cracking Strength
Tensile Strength

ASTM C 124

250±20mm
under 5.0%

-

5°C-40°C

ISO 4012

180Mpa

JSCE-G552*
JSCE-G552*

8.0Mpa
8.8Mpa

Figure 3: The Inside of the Mixer
surface finishing with trowels was
carried out two hours after first
surface finishing. Leveling and the
first surface finishing are shown in
Figure 6.

*Calculated from measurement value of bending test
with specimens of 100X100X400mm

Table 6: Results of Measurement of Fresh AFtUFC

seg. 1
seg. 3
seg. 5
seg. 2
seg. 4

Mortar
Flow
(mm)
246
249
268
254
241

Quality standard

250±20

Segment No.
First
day
Second
day
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3.6
3.9
4.0
4.1
3.8

Temp. of
Concrete
(°C)
19.0
20.1
16.6
13.3
16.6

<5.0

5-40

Air
(%)

Figure 4:

Placing AFt-UFC
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Figure 5:

Placing AFt-UFC

Figure 6:

Leveling and the First Finishing

Table 7:

Values of Thermal Properties Used in the Analysis

Item
Thermal conductivity
Specific heat
Initial temperature of concrete
Heat transfer coefficient

forms
surface
adiabatic interface

Equation of adiabatic temperature rise
T = K(1-exp(-α(t-t0)β)) T: temperature, t: age

3.4

K, α, β, t0

W/m°C
kJ/kg°C
°C
W/m2°C
W/m2°C
W/m2°C

Value
1.77
1.01
19
8
12
0
96, 3.3, 1, 0.45

Heat Treatment for the Segments

The standard curing for AFt-UFC is divided into two steps: the first step is to keep it at room
temperature for about 24 hours and the
1250mm
second is to keep it at a temperature of
85°C for 20-24 hours by heat treatment.
3500mm
A
When manufacturing thin members, all parts
surface
C
inside the member will receive sufficient
heat treatment under the standard heat
B
treatment. However, when manufacturing
Adiabatic interface
massive members, histories of temperature
form
of the parts inside the member will differ
500mm
under standard heat treatment because of
The Model of Massive Member
the adiabatic temperature rise during the Figure 7:
first step and the delay of rising of temperature at the center of the member during the
second step. Because segments 1 and 5 of the bridge, which are anchorages for external
cables, had massive members, thermal analysis was needed to check whether all parts
inside the members would receive sufficient heat treatment. Values of thermal properties
used in the analysis and the model of the massive members of segments 1 and 5 are shown
in Table 7 and Figure 7, respectively. In this analysis, heat treatments of 30 hours and 48
hours were tried. The analysis results are shown in Figure 8. The temperature at C reached
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almost 85°C because of the adiabatic temperature rise when the first step was over,
therefore the length of time the temperature was kept at 85°C at point A in the second step
was longer than at the other points. The lengths of time the temperature was kept at 85°C of
each point are shown in Table 8. In the case of 30 hours, the length of time the temperature
was kept at 85°C at point B was 18.0 hours which is not sufficient for AFt-UFC. In the case of
48 hours, all the points received sufficient heat treatment. Analyses for segments 2, 3 and 4
were also carried out for confirmation, and it was shown to be sufficient to keep the
temperature at 85°C for 30 hours. The results of measurement of hardened AFt-UFC are
shown in Table 9.
4

Conveyance and Erection of Segments

Segments 1 and 5 weighed 141 kN, segments 2 and 4 weighed 83 kN, and segment 3
weighed 118 kN. They were transported by trailer and set on the staging by truck crane.
Unifying with Wet Joints

5.1

AFt-UFC for Wet Joints

100℃

Mechanical properties of AFt-UFC were
needed for the joints of the bridge the same as
for the segments because the whole bridge
was designed based on the properties of AFtUFC. However, there was concern that AFtUFC in joints would crack because of
autogeneous shrinkage. Therefore, AFt-UFC
whose shrinkage was lessened by including

the second step

80℃
Temperature

5

60℃
40℃

30h-A
30h-B
30h-C
48h-A
48h-B
48h-C
atm.（30h）
atm.（48h）

20℃
the first step

0℃
0

1

2

3
4
Age (days)

5

6

Figure 8: Results of Analysis
expansive admixture and shrinkage reducing
Table 8: Length of Time Kept at 85°C
agent was applied. The mix proportion of AFtUFC for the joints was the same as that of
Length of Time (hours)
Point of
Segment
normal AFt-UFC as shown in Table 4.
30
48
Expansive admixture was added to the preA
26.6
43.7
mixed binder, shrinkage reducing agent
B
18.0
35.5
replaced water, and the amount of
C
40.0
53.5
superplasticizer of CX3.0% Table 9: Results of Measurement of Hardened AFt-UFC
was determined by trial-mixing
Compressive
Cracking Tensile
before placing. AFt-UFC was
Segment No.
Strength
Strength
Strength
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
mixed with two forced mixing
seg. 1
209.7
11.1
12.6
type mixers having double
First
seg. 3
201.1
9.7
11.4
shafts whose maximum mixing
day
3
seg. 5
207.9
10.4
13.3
volume was 0.1 m and AFtseg. 2

Second
UFC of 0.08 m3 was mixed for
day
seg. 4
every batch. The results of
Quality standard
measurement of fresh AFtUFC for the joints are shown in Table 10.
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194.4
197.2
180

9.8
10.8
8.0

11.2
12.5
8.8
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5.2
The

Heat Treatment for Wet Joints
development

of

Table 10: Results of Measurement of Fresh AFt-UFC for Joints

strength of AFt-UFC
Joint
under
lower
curing
temperature than the
seg.1-2
seg.2-3
standard
curing
seg.3-4
condition was checked
seg.4-5
in the laboratory before
Quality Standard
construction because it
was difficult to keep the high
temperature of 85°C at the construction
site. Heat treatment of 60°C was applied
for AFt-UFC for the joints after it was
confirmed by the test that keeping the
temperature at 60°C for seven days
produced AFt-UFC
with
strength
exceeding 180 MPa.
On the other hand, there was concern

Mortar Flow
(mm)
262
259
268
264
250±20

3.3
3.5
3.6
3.4
under 5.0

Alleviating Areas
900

900

Temp. of
Concrete (°C)
18.4
19.4
19.7
20.4
5-40

Air (%)

Curing Area
900

Alleviating Areas

1350

900

900

Joint
Segment 1,5

500

Segment 2,4

B
Heat Insulating Board

A

Heat Box

Heat Insulating Board

Electrical Heating Mat and
Heat Insulating Mat B

Electrical Heating Mat and
Heat Insulating Mat A
A
Segment 2,3

Segment 3,4

500

Joint
900

900

1350

900

900

that the segments would crack because
Alleviating Areas
Curing Area
Alleviating Areas (mm)
of thermal stress caused by heating
Figure 9: Curing Method for Joints
around the joints intensively during heat
treatment. Therefore, thermal alleviating areas shown in Figure 9 and Table 11 were set to
prevent thermal cracks after being checked by temperature stress analysis. Hot air of 60°C
was flowed within the heat box made of heat-insulating board covering the joints and
alleviating areas were made of heat boxes, electric heating mats and heat insulting mats.
Curing around a joint is shown in Figure 10.
Test pieces for quality control were set in the heat boxes covering the respective joints. It
was also necessary to check the development of strength of AFt-UFC placed into the joints
to decide when to finish curing. A curing tank permitting the temperature of its water to be
controlled to equal that of placed concrete was used to check the development of strength of
AFt-UFC placed into the joint. The system of curing tank is shown in Figure 11. The
Table 11:

Joint

Curing Temperature for Joints
Alleviating

Curing

Areas

Area

Electrical Heating
Mat and HeatInsulating Mat

Seg. 1-2,
Seg. 4-5
Seg. 2-3,
Seg. 3-4

Heat

Heat

Box

Box

B

A

A

B

20°C

30°C

40°C

60°C

30°C

30°C

－

60°C

Heat box
(Joints)
Heat Insulating
board
Electrical heating mat
and heat insulating mat

Figure 10:

Curing around a joint
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Therm ocouple
C uring Tank
C ontrol Box
AFt-U FC
in the joint
of 1-2

Figure 11:
temperature as the measured one. The
measured temperature and development
of strength of AFt-UFC in the joint of
segments 1-2 are shown in Figure 12. The
strength developed faster than in the
laboratory but the curing period was
extended to the day permitted in the
construction schedule.

H eater

The system of the Curing Tank
70℃

78.6
MPa

60℃
50℃

Placed

40℃

Prestressing

Prestressing was carried out at 11 days
after placing AFt-UFC into the joints. It
was carried out from one side to prevent
much loss of strength of prestress. The
completed bridge is shown in Figure 13.
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Joint of Seg. 1-2
Heat Box A 192.7 194.1
MPa MPa
Heat Box B

30℃
20℃
10℃

Finished

198.4
MPa

Electrical Heating Mat
and Heat Insulating Mat A
outside

0℃
0

6

C irculation of
H ot W ater

Temperature

temperature of AFt-UFC in the
joint of segments 1-2 which
was placed the last was
measured with a thermocouple
and the temperature of the
water in the tank containing
test pieces was controlled to
be synchronously at the same

Figure 12:

2

4

6
Days

8

10

12

History of Temperature

Conclusions

AFt-UFC was applied to a prestressed
concrete footbridge constructed with the
post-tensioning system. Sufficient curing
for AFt-UFC of all parts of the segments
Figure 13:
The Completed Bridge
was carried out by checking the history
of temperature of the parts by thermal analysis before manufacturing. Segments were jointed
without cracking on whole the bridge through temperature stress analysis and setting
alleviating areas.
8
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[2]
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A fifth French bridge including UHPFRC components, the
widening of the Pinel bridge, in Rouen (France)
Summary
This paper describes the design and the building, in 2007, of the Pinel bridge, in France.
Located in the west suburb of Rouen, this little bridge has a single 27m long span and is 14m
wide. It will increase the traffic capacity of an existing bridge over three railway tracks from
two lanes to four. The deck of this bridge combines a classical upper slab in current
reinforced concrete and seventeen beams in UHPFRC placed edge to edge prestressed by
28 strands disposed in a large lower flange.
Keywords: bridge, design, durability, UHPFRC, prestressing, construction
1

General description of the bridge

The Pinel bridge is a 27 m long bridge located in Le petit Quevilly, south of Rouen. It is used
by the vehicles going from the roads deserving Rouen Harbour to the south bank
expressways. It crosses, with an important skew, three railway tracks serving a marshalling
yard (see figure 1).
The existing bridge is a two lanes bridge with a filler beam deck, with two spans of 12,20 and
14,80 m and with concrete supports on superficial foundations. Built during the seventies, it
has been enlarged in 1996. Its deck is therefore composed by two parallel filler beam decks,
only connected by a longitudinal expansion joint (see figure 2).
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Figure 1:

General view of the existing bridge

Figure 2:

Deck cross section of the existing bridge

In 2008, the "la Motte" roundabout, located south of the Pinel bridge, will become the
provisory end of a new expressway joining the A150 highway and the South expressway
number III and crossing the new Gustave Flaubert mobile bridge. Due to this situation, the
local authorities have decided to widen the existing Pinel bridge from two lanes to five (see
figure 3).
A

Flaubert bridge
Pinel bridge

Pinel bridge
South expressway number

Figure 3:

Location map of the Pinel bridge

The following paper describes briefly the common solution initially designed for the widening
of this bridge then details the design and the building of the more innovative solution
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proposed by the French contractor Eiffage TP. This latter solution combines UHPFRC
beams, placed edge to edge, connected to a normal concrete slab (C35/45).
This bridge is the fifth French road-bridge including structural UHPFRC components. The
first four ones are the two bridges of Bourg-lès-Valence, south of Lyon, The Saint-Pierre-laCour bridge in Mayenne, and the n°34 bridge on the A51 motorway (Grenoble-Marseille).
1.1

General data of the initial solution

The new Pinel bridge has the following geometrical characteristics (see figure 4):
•

Single span of 27 m, 14 m wide, transversal slope of 2.5%

•

Large skew : 64 centesimal degree (57°)

•

Circular longitudinal section with the upper point at the mid span of the bridge

•

Road cross-section : a 0,50 m left hard strip, three 3,50 m wide traffic lanes and a 2 m
large pavement

As designed by the construction manager, the deck was supposed to be a filler beam deck
including 17 steel beams HEB700 type.

Figure 4:

Cross section of the deck designed by the construction manager

1.2

General data of the Eiffage TP variant tender

The variant tender submitted by Eiffage TP proposed to erect a deck composed of seventeen
UHPFRC beams, placed edge to edge, connected to a normal concrete slab (see figure 5),
instead of the initial filler beam deck.

Figure 5:

Cross section of the variant deck proposed by Eiffage TP

As designed in this variant tender, the seventeen beams are all identical and have the same
inclination as the upper deck. Their main characteristics are the following (see figure 6) :
•

Height: 62 cm

•

Lower flange: 0,80 m x 0,15 m plus gussets

•

Web: thickness varies between 7 cm in the common area and 12 cm close to the ends

•

Upper flange: 0,25 m x 0,05 m plus gussets
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•

Prestressing: 28 T15,7/1860 MPa strands, all placed in the lower flange,
progressively anchored thanks to the ducting of some of them

•

Beam-slab connexion: steel reinforcement placed in the upper flange.

Figure 6:

Cross section of a common Pinel UHPFRC beam

At the ends of the UHPFRC beams, two transversal beams are cast simultaneously with the
upper slab, to link the beams together. The upper slab, whose thickness varies from 21 to
32 cm to respect the circular longitudinal section, is built using pre-slabs and cast in situ
concrete with a normal strength (C35/45).
Considering the Eiffage TP variant was a little bit cheaper than the other tenders and
satisfactory on the technical point of view, the owner of the bridge has decided to choose this
tender.
2

The construction design

2.1

General data

Construction design has been made by Eiffage TP and checked by the Sétra large bridges
division. French classical rules (BPEL, BAEL) have been used for general calculations. The
guide "Bétons fibrés à ultra-hautes performances – Recommandations provisoires" edited by
Sétra and AFGC has also been used to check UHPFRC beams design. Besides classical
road loads, the Pinel bridge is also designed to bear a 120 tonnes military vehicule.
2.2

Deck Design

Numerical models
Calculations have been made in parallel by Eiffage TP and by Sétra. Both models are based
on the same principle, i.e. a girder grill for the concrete slab, rigidly linked to beam elements
modelling UHPFRC beams.
As the beams are prestressed by pre-tensioning, the prestressing force introduced in the
numerical model takes into account elastic shortening losses and thermal losses. The latter
are induced by concrete warming while concrete setting. Shrinkage and creep of UHPFRC
are different from shrinkage and creep of classical concrete: total shrinkage is 6 to 7.10-4
instead of 2 to 2.5.10-4, and creep coefficient is 1 in place of 2. In the numerical model,
shrinkage and creep are modelled with laws used for classical concrete, but with parameters
modified to fit the UHPFRC behaviour.
Normal stresses
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Beams can bear easily normal stress. The most critical step for the beam is the force transfer
to concrete while detensionning the strands, as for a classical pre-tensioned beam.
Shear stresses
The beams design proved to be a little bit weak considering shear forces. Indeed, the two
numerical models have shown that the maximum shear stress – including effects due to
torsion and prestressing force distribution - was very important on the two external beams
(left beam and right beam on the deck cross-section) and slightly superior to admissible
shear stress. As a result, it was finally decided to adopt two kinds of beams: the common
beams already described and the external beams with 3 cm wider web and upper flange.
Table 1:

Web thickness

Distance to the end
from 0 to 2 m
from 2 m to 5 m
from 5 m to crown section

Web thickness
Beams 2 to 16

Beams 1 and 17

0.12 m
0.07 à 0.12 m
0.07 m

0.15 m
0.10 à 0.15 m
0.10 m

On external beams, strands have been anchored as close as possible from extremities to
increase the mean compressive stress. To limit traction at the upper fibre, a strand was
added in the upper flange (see figure 7).

Figure 7:

Cross section of the two external beams

Connexion beam-slab
As the interface between beam and upper slab was not judged rough enough, it has been
considered for calculation as a slick interface through which reinforcement must resist only
by shear. As a consequence, this reinforcement has been dimensioned like common
composite bridges studs. This hypothesis is probably a little bit pessimistic and it would be
interesting to make laboratory tests to appreciate the participation of the interface between
normal concrete and UHPFRC in shear resistance.
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Beams orientation
In order to facilitate laying and to limit torsion, beams have finally been laid vertically, with a
vertical difference of 17 mm between each beam and its neighbour in order to give to upper
slab the expected transversal slope.
Others points
The new Pinel bridge combines a classical slab with UHPFRC beams. The reason of this is
both economical and technical. Economically speaking, the slab thickness must be contained
between 20 an 30 cm because of the longitudinal profil. As a consequence, normal stresses
in the slab are low and it is not necessary to constitute this slab with a sophisticated and
expansive material such as UHPFRC. On a technical view, it was also difficult to adopt an
UHPFRC slab on this bridge: the transversal slope was significant and the possible
differential shrinkage between prefabricated beams and cast in situ slab very important.
3

Construction

Construction has been realised during year 2007, by the Haute Normandie Agency of Eiffage TP.
3.1

UHPFRC beams prefabrication

General considerations
The beams have been prefabricated in Veldhoven, close to Eindhoven (Nederland's), by the
Dutch contractor Hurks Beton, which is the usual Eiffage TP partner for UHPFRC structures.
Ultra high performance fibre-reinforced concrete
The UHPFRC used for Pinel bridge beams is identical to the one used for the Millau viaduct
tollgate roof. It is a 165 MPa UHPFRC whose formulation combines 2360 kg of Premix (*)
Ceracem BFM-Millau from Sika, 45 kg of super plasticizer, 195 kg of water and 195 kg of
steel fibres (* Premix is a dry component, manufactured in big bags, made with cement and
aggregate).
The construction methodology of the UHPFRC beams
The construction methodology of the UHPFRC beams is very close to those of classical
prestressed beams and is done using a tensioning unit. Considering the big difference
between the lower flange width and the web thickness, contractors have decided to concrete
them in two stages:
•

First, the lower flange, using only the lower part of the formwork

•

Then the web and the small upper flange, once added the upper part of the formwork

and the reinforcement for connexion (see figure 8).
Considering the 30 to 60 minutes time needed to prepare the second phase after the end of
the lower flange concreting, it is necessary to break a kind of skin which can appear on the
top of concrete - and already meet on others structures – to ensure the correct mixing of the
concrete and fibres of the two stages. For that purpose, a steel device was set in the lower
part of the formwork before the lower flange concreting and was laid off after the setting of
the formwork upper part.
The formwork was laid off as soon as maturometry indicates a concrete resistance higher
than 101 MPa, a situation usually reached after about 24 hours.
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The suitability test
Before the beginning of beams prefabrication and as recommended by French AFGC/Sétra
recommendations relative to UHPFRC structures, a suitability test must be performed on
concrete. On Pinel bridge, this test has consisted of a 5m long piece of beam built with one
of the two extremities of the formwork and with the concrete and strands used for the
definitive beams (see figure n°9). Of course, this production prototype has been concreted in
the same conditions than those expected for the definitive beams: same factory, same mixer,
same two parts formwork, same light vibration during the concreting, same way of
introducing the reinforcement inside the UHPFRC, etc…

Figure 8:

Putting up of the upper part of the Figure 9:

Production prototype used for

formwork

suitability test

Eighteen cores have been extracted of this production prototype by Hurks Beton: six
horizontal, six vertical and six inclined. Their location, shown by figure n°10, can appears
strange but we have to remind that they can be extracted only in the area where the web
thickness is constant. Cores have been notched then tested in "3 points flexion" in the Sika
laboratory of Gournay-en-Bray (Sika is the Premix supplier).

Figure 10: Coring of the suitability test
As observed on some others UHPFRC projects, the results of the first tests were not
immediately satisfying:
•

the first test has been destroyed immediately after form removal because the web
surfaces presented a lot of bug holes, which could affect the result of the flexion tests
on the extracted cores ;

•

the second test was no more satisfying and showed a imperfect orientation of the
fibres (according to Eiffage TP, this was probably the result of bad conservations
conditions of the fibres and probably of a too small batch).
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3.2

Laying of the UHPFRC beams

The seventeen beams have been lifted under railway traffic interruption the 9 June 2007,
with a 300 tonnes mobile crane.

Figure 11: Laying of the beams
3.3

Figure 12: Deck underface

Concreting of the upper slab

The upper slab has been formed with 36 mm thin Duripanel sacrificial precast slabs and
executed with a C35/45 common concrete. Concreting lasted about five hours, the slab parts
used as transversal beams being concreted lastly to limit torsion effects in the beams.
4

Advantages of Eiffage TP variant tender

The UHPFRC beams used on this site have been developed as the main component of a
new deck structure, which can be an economic alternative to filler beam decks, particularly
when spans are greater than 20 m and are going over roads or railway tracks.
Considering design, the main advantages of this structure are the very important durability of
UHPFRC beams and the opportunity to design very thin decks (on Pinel bridge, height of
beams and deck are respectively 1/43 and 1/31 of the span length). The proposed structure
is also lighter than a filler beam deck (approximatively 40% less in case of Pinel bridge),
which can reduce the cost of foundations under certain soil conditions.
During the construction, the main advantages of these beams are, in one hand, their great
stability and, in the other hand, quickness and safety of what is to be executed after the
beams laying. Since the beams are placed edged to edge, sacrificial precast slabs can be
settled very quickly and almost without traffic perturbations. Reinforcement and concreting of
the upper slab are also quicker than those of a filler beam deck (low volume of concrete, no
transversal bars through the beams, etc…).
The erection of the Pinel Bridge has confirmed the advantages of this innovative solution.
Although some perfectible points have to be improved, such as excessive duration of
preliminary concreting test, intrados and extrados surfacing quality, etc..., it shows that
UHPFRC can be a very interesting material for bridges.
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Technical development of a long span monorail girder
applying ultra high strength fiber reinforced concrete
Summary
The authors have been challenging the technical development on the pre-stressed concrete
structures applying Ductal® and have accomplished a 40m long monorail girder which must
be the longest span monorail girder made of concrete material in the world. The developed
40 m in length, 0.8m in width and 2.0m in height girder is consisted of six pre-cast segments
and all the segments were jointed together on the construction site. Two different kinds of
joint were developed. One of the important aspects for those joints performance is to offer
the accurate finishing configurations because the monorail girder is a rail. The construction
and structural safety performance have been verified before the actual construction of the
40m long monorail girder, through FEM analyses and a series of experiments such as the
fundamental joints tests, the fabrication tests and the loading tests using a 10m long prototype monorail girder.
Keywords: ultra high strength fiber reinforced concrete, pre-cast segment, wet-joint, dry-joint
1

Introduction

In 2002, a 50m span "Sakata-Mirai footbridge" [1] has been constructed in Sakata city
applying ultra high strength fiber reinforced concrete Ductal® for the first time in Japan.
Based on this achievement and laboratory test data, "Recommendations for Design and
Construction of Ultra High Strength Fiber Reinforced Concrete Structures, -Draft" [2] was
published in 2004 by Japan Society of Civil Engineers. The design and construction records
of footbridges, highway bridges and architectural structures made of Ductal have been
increasing for recent five years in Japan, except the railway structures.
Tokyo Monorail and Taisei corporations have been carrying out the corporative development
of a long span monorail girder applying Ductal. Pre-stressed ordinary concrete monorail
girders 20m in length have been generally used for the most spans of the Haneda line
operated by Tokyo Monorail Corporation. One of the main reasons why the concrete
material is applied for monorail girder is to keep the friction between the rubber running
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wheel and the top surface of the girder, but the longest span was limited to 20m for the
ordinary concrete girder because of the heavy dead weight. On the other hand, the
composite structures consisting of steel girder and concrete slab have been applied for long
span requests.
In this paper, the technical development of a 40m long monorail girder, the fundamental
experiments for wet and dry joints which must be the key of the newly developed pre-cast
segment method and the structural verification experiments using a 10m long proto-type
monorail girder are described and discussed.
Mechanical properties of Ductal®

2

The basic mix proportion of Ductal is shown in Tab. 1. The self-leveling performance of this
material is achieved that a flow value is around 250mm for the material temperature of 20 ~
25oC even for including the steel fiber by 2 % in volume in the matrix. This fluid performance
can be much more enhanced than the original RPC200 developed in France.
Table 1:

kg/m³

Mix proportion of Ductal®
cement

grain (quarts,
sand, etc)

fiber

super
plasticizer

water

total
water

774

1523

157

7 (solid)

162

180

Tensile Stress （kN/mm2)

The tension softening behavior plays an important role of the design verification of the
structures for ultimate limit state (ULS). The first initial cracking stress mainly depends on the
tensile toughness of cementitious matrix and the ultimate tensile strength depends on the
bridging effect of steel fiber, which is due to the fiber-matrix bond as well as the tensile
strength of fiber. The steel fiber is 0.2mm in diameter, 15mm in length and 2800 N/mm2 in
tensile strength.
It is difficult to conduct the direct tensile test to obtain the tension softening curve without
data scattering. Tanaka
14
et al. [3] proposed a
practical design oriented
12
modeling
of
tension
10
softening curve from the
8
inverse FEM analysis
proposed by Uchida et al.
6
[4] applying the data
4

obtained by the four-point
Inverse analysis with deflection data
Inverse analysis with crack opening width data
2
bending test. Figure 1
Tension softening diagram
shows
the
tension
0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
softening
curves
Crack Opening Width （mm)
calculated by the inverse
analysis using deflection
Figure 1: Tension softening curve for Ductal
data without notched
specimen of the four-point bending test and crack opening width data with notched
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specimen. Through statistical process for such bending test data and inverse analyses, the
simplified design tension softening diagram was obtained for Ductal as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The average value of tensile strength ft = 11.3 N/mm2 and the characteristic value of tensile
strength ftk = 8.8 N/mm2.
3

Structural key points of long span monorail girder

3.1

Arrangement of pre-cast segments

The transportation of the final monorail girder by trailer or track usually has some limitations
for dimensions or weight of the structures. Because of length restriction for the case of the 40
m long monorail girder, three reversed U-shaped girder (hereafter it is expressed "rU girder")
segments and three bottom slab segments were separately manufactured in the factory,
conveyed to the construction site and jointed
together by wet-joint and dry-joint. The final
completion of the 40m long monorail girder
applying Ductal is shown in Fig.2. It was
settled in the train shed line and the
conventional 20m PC monorail girders were
lined in front and behind.
The composition of three rU girder segments
and three bottom slab segments are illustrated
in Fig. 3. Three rU girder segments are
connected by dry-joint, on the other hand
Figure 2: 40 m long monorail girder
40000
13250 (rU girder-B)

13375 (rU girder-A)
unbond multi cable

13375 (rU girder-C)
dry-joint

2000

dry-joint

wet-joint
1080 90
8250
(bottom slab-1)

20910
(bottom slab-2)

90

wet-joint
8250
90 1080
(bottom slab-3)

Structural composition of pre-cast segment
800

shear key

2000

800

1850
2000

150

150

150

three bottom slab segments and rU girders are
connected by wet-joint, as shown in Fig. 4,
130
applying the Perfobond Strip (hereafter
PBL=PerfoBod Leisten) which was originally
50
developed by Leonhardt [5].
It should be noted that the dry-joints for rU girders
are located in inner side of the span but the wetjoints for bottom slabs are located outside of the
(wet-joint)
dry-joint. The tensile stress for the design load of
service limit state (SLS) should be less than the
940
first cracking strength (fcr = 8 N/mm2) except the
joint section, however the tensile stress for SLS Figure 4: Wet-joint

100

Figure 3:

wet-joint

wet-joint
90

940

Figure 5: Dry-joint
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can not be allowed on both types of joint; i.e. it should be full pre-stressing for those joints. It
is therefore possible to reduce the pre-stressing cables compared with the case the locations
of both joints coincide. Another reasons why rU girders and bottom slabs are separately
manufactured, are 1) inner molds need to resist for enormous uplift force due to fluid like
Ductal if the closed form box sectioned girders are employed, 2) the closed box section
requires all pre-stressing cables to be inner cable and it makes web and slab thickness
thicker as well as difficult form works.
3.2

Dry-joint

The fundamental concept of our dry-joint is same as the conventional match cast joint usually
applying for PC bridges so called pre-cast segment method. The different aspect from the
conventional method is how to fabricate the match casting. Shrinkage of Ductal is primarily
autogenous shrinkage that is much larger than conventional concrete. Autogenous shrinkage
of Ductal is affected by various factors such as initial curing temperature.
The match cast face of the new segment is usually fabricated by arranging the match cast
concrete face of the old segment as a mold. However, the match cast face of the old
segment must already have had some autogenous shrinkage in case of Ductal and this
sequentially causes unmatched segments. Our new fabrication method of segments is that a
steel end plate mold is set on the old segment to keep constant the sectional dimensions.
load
The mold of the new
segments is set on the
old segment remaining
the steel end plate mold
on the old segment. As
load
load
the steel end plate is
load
load
constant thickness, the
PBL
PBL
PBL
match cast faces result in
PBL
the mirror image.
type C-2
type C-1
type A
type B
Another unique point is
that all shear keys on Figure 6: Loading type of PBL wet-joint
both sides of the matching face, as illustrated in Fig. 5, are couples of concave shapes where
non-shrinkage cementitious material is poured after dry-joint is completed. It is noted
cracking risks usually generated around the shear keys of conventional match cast faces will
not happen for this case.

3.3

Wet-joint

Wet-joint applying PBL
of which main role is the
shear
transfer
in
longitudinal
direction
between
web
and
flange,
already
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has
been
achieved in

Table 2:

Experimental parameters and results

name loading
of EXP type
A-1-90
A-2-155
B-1-90
C-1-90
C-1-130
C-2-155

A
A
B
C
C
C

numb. web design load (kN) Exp. Result (kN)
width
SLS
ULS
of
Max.
first
L2EQ cracking
PBL (mm) L1EQ
load
1
90
166
393
570
1600
2
155
166
393
1200
3356
1
90
18.9
28.6
64.0
159.4
1
90
14.3
47.0
9.2
41.3
1
130
14.3
47.0
20.0
59.0
2
155
14.3
47.0
17.2
91.6
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Horikoshi Highway Bridge [6]. For this time, wet-joint should work for 1) the bending moment
transfer between web and bottom slab, 2) the tension transfer between bottom slabs.
Advantages of wet-joint with PBL compared with dry-joint are 1) no piercing reinforced bar
needed through PBL hole because Ductal poured in the wet-joint room resists shear force, 2)
size accuracy of pre-cast segments is not necessarily required, hence disadvantages are 1)
heat curing after casting Ductal is required, 2) construction period is longer than dry-joint on
site.
4

Structural verification experiments

4.1

Fundamental experiments of wet-joint with PBL
s pecim en A-1-90

1800

s pecim en C-1-130
70

1600

60

1200

50

Dis pl.
SLS
ULS

1000
800
600

Load (kN)

Load (kN)

1400

40

Dis pl.
SLS
ULS

30
20

400

10

200
0
0

Figure 7:
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Load-displecement relationships for type-A and C
800
9960

load
load

dry-joint

dry-joint

unbond multi cable
3230

3230

rU girder- B

rU girder- A

wet-joint
680 90

Figure 8:

1930
bottom slab-1

wet-joint

wet-joint
90

rU girder- C

4380
bottom slab-2

1400

1400

1500

wet-joint
90

1930
bottom slab-3

90 680

940

Structural composition and loading set up of a proto-type girder

A series of fundamental experiments of wet-joint was conducted to verify the design method
of hole size, thickness and number of PBL. The loading type-A, B, C are assigned for shear
force (-A), tension force (-B) and bending moment (-C), respectively as shown in Fig. 6. The
modeling for each wet-joint is full scaling for the 40m span monorail girder. Based on the
design of PBL, thickness and hole diameter of PBL are determined 19mm and 30mm,
respectively. The parameters such as loading type, numbers of PBL and web width and the
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corresponding test results are listed on Tab. 2. The design loads for SLS (Level-1
earthquake) and ULS (Level-2 earthquake) on PBL were derived from the results of elastic
3D elastic analysis. The typical load-displacement relationships for loading type-A and C are
illustrated in Fig. 7. It is noted that one single PBL with web width 90mm is good enough for
loading type-A and B, however web width should be 130mm for loading type-C.
Fabrication and loading experiment for a 10 m long monorail girder

conducted
and
confirmed through
the fabrication test
using the prototype girder.
The loading set up
for the completed
proto-type girder
was arranged so

2500

(kN)

2000
1500

P

Most of the modeling parameters of
the proto-type 10m long monorail
girder such as girder width,
combination of joints and pre-cast
segments, surface finishing of top
slab and sizes of PBL are
coincided with the 40m long girder
except the total length and the
height as shown in Fig. 8. The
fabrication process such as
production of segments, match
casting, dry-joint and wet-joint was

Load

4.2

1000
EXP.
FEM
ULS P=1748kN
SLS P=830kN

500
0

0

5

15

Displacement

Figure 9:

20

δ

25

(mm)

dry-joint

( rU girder-B)

( rU girder-C)

wet-joint

Figure 10: Cracking distribution of a proto-type girder

that both joints could have both bending
moment
and
shear
force.
The
experimental result and 3D-FEM analyses
modeling
material
nonlinearity
are
indicated in Fig. 9. As the proto-type 10m
long girder instead of 40m girder was
tested to prove the structural safety, the
equivalent loading values were calculated
so as to have equivalent forces at joints
for SLS and ULS. The loading value P
for SLS and ULS became 830 kN and Figure 11: 1/4 axis-symmetric 3D FEM model
1748 kN, respectively. It was proved
that no initial cracking was observed for SLS and no serious damage for ULS.
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Result of exp. and FEM analysis

dry-joint

( rU girder-A)
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The
first
cracking
was
observed at the bottom slab of
mid-span for the loading value
P=1200-1300 kN. At the same
time, the first cracking at wetjoint of bottom slab was found.
For the loading value P=1700
kN, the diagonal cracks were
observed on web. Those
diagonal
cracks
were
spreading out both sides Figure 12: Max. principal strain distribution
around the dry-joint as illustrated in Fig.10. After reaching the ULS loading value P=1748 kN,
the load was released and the residual deformation was checked, then it was reloaded up to
the maximum load P=2067 kN,
The 1/4 axis-symmetric 3 dimensional FEM model of proto-type girder considering the
nonlinear behavior such as tension softening shown in Fig. 1 for both Ductal material and
joints was made as shown in Fig. 11. The modeling elements are solid element for Ductal,
spring element for PBL joints and truss element for exterior cables. The dry-joint was
modeled to be non-tension solid elements. The spring stiffness for PBL joints was derived
from the fundamental experimental data of the wet-joint. The maximum principal strain
distribution for P=1776 kN is illustrated in Fig. 12. It should be noted that the tension strain
distribution around the dry-joint is similar to that of cracking observation and the simulation
result of load-deformation agrees quite well with the experimental result.
5

Prefabrication of 40 m long monorail girder

Three rU girder segments
and three bottom slab
segments
were
manufactured
and
conveyed
to
the
construction site. Some
couples of PBL for wetjoint were in advance set
on the form works before
casting Ductal. Three
bottom segments with
PBL were settled on the
leveled supporting beams
as shown in Fig.13. Three
rU girder segments with
four adjustable legs were
Figure 13:
erected on the bottom
Set up of bottom slabs

Figure 14:
Erection of rU girder segment
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segments at 10cm above the final level as illustrated in Fig. 14. After giving a coat of epoxy
resin on the matching surface, each rU girder segment was close and contacted firmly each
other by traction equipment. The temporary contact pressure on the matching surface was
0.3 N/mm2 and those dry-jointed segments were set down about 10cm ready to the
subsequent wet-joint step. As a wet-joint step, 1) Ductal was placed into the gaps between
the web and the bottom slab and the gaps between bottom slabs one and another, 2) heat
curing was carried out keeping temperature 60 oC for 48 hours. After the compressive
strength of wet-joint Ductal reaching up to at least 160 N/mm2, the pre-stressing process has
been proceeded supplying the design stresses not only on the dry-joint but also on wet-joint.
It should be noted that no gaps were observed on the top slab surface or the side web
surface of the dry-joint.
6

Conclusions

This project could have achieved for the first time the railway structure applying Ductal. This
monorail girder was successfully completed as a result of structural verification of a series of
experiments as well as the functional verification such as accurate configuration of the top
slab surface for the rubber wheel running, surface finishing of the top slab to keep designed
friction coefficient and receiving and transmission ability of signal loop lines installed inside
the girder. Furthermore, the span of this girder is 40m that must be the longest span monorail
girder made of concrete material in the world. What we have to step forward as a next step of
the project is to develop the transversely connected monorail girders consist of a up line and
a down line in order to efficiently resist the severely strong earthquake such as level-2
earthquake.
7
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The use of UHPFRC (Ductal®) for bridges in North America:
The technology, applications and challenges facing
commercialization
Summary
Ductal® is an Ultra-High Performance Fiber Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) technology that
offers a unique combination of characteristics including ductility, strength and durability, while
providing highly moldable products with a quality surface. Compressive strengths reach up to
200 MPa and equivalent flexural strengths reach up to 40 MPa. Use of this technology
enables the designer to create thinner sections and longer spans that are lighter, more
graceful and innovative in geometry and form, with improved durability and impermeability
against corrosion, abrasion and impact.
This paper presents the material, research, design assumptions, prototyping, manufacturing,
and erection procedures for specific precast bridge systems and projects. The North
American projects covered include precast girders, integral precast beam-deck systems, fulldepth precast deck panel systems and others.
Keywords:
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impermeability, UHPC, UHPFRC, usage-life, Ductal .
1

Introduction

According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) National Bridge Inventory (NBI)
Study, approximately 156,000 bridges in the USA are structurally deficient or functionally
obsolete(1). State, provincial and municipal engineers are seeking new ways to build better
bridges, thereby reducing maintenance costs that are diverted from capital budgets required
for building much needed highways and bridges. Therefore, the FHWA launched a program,
“The Bridge of the Future”, to help drive new solutions for building bridges.
A technology being commercialized to address the problem of deteriorating bridges is a
UHPFRC composite (“Ductal®”), which offers superior technical characteristics including
ductility, strength, and durability while providing highly moldable products with a high quality
surface aspect.
This innovative, unique combination of properties enables designers to create thinner
sections and longer spans that are lighter, more graceful and innovative in geometry and
form while providing improved durability and impermeability against corrosion, abrasion and
impact. Many of the economies gained are a result of engineering new solutions to old
problems. The material technology permits it to be used without passive reinforcing (rebar)
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and reductions in formwork, labor and maintenance further add to economy. The elimination
of rebar improves safety, the reduction of weight speeds construction, and the improved
durability reduces maintenance and extends the usage-life.
2

Material Characteristics

This high-strength, ductile material is a formulation of constituent components including
portland cement, silica fume, quartz flour, fine silica sand, high-range water reducer, water,
and steel or organic fibers. The technology is covered by one of many patents in a range of
ultra-high performance concrete, all under the material’s trademark(2). Compressive strength
for bridge applications ranges up to 200 MPa and equivalent flexural strength ranges up to
40 MPa (see Figure 1).
The high mechanical properties are a result of proportioning the constituent materials to
produce a modified compact grading and the fiber geometry (12mm x 0.2mm diameter) to
nominal maximum coarse aggregate size of 400 µm. (3)
Its ductile behavior is a first for concrete, with the
capacity to deform and support flexural and tensile
loads, even after initial cracking (Figure 1). These
performance characteristics are the result of improved
micro-structural properties of the mineral matrix,
especially toughness and control of the bond between
the matrix and the fiber.
Figure 1:

Load-deflection curve for ASTM prisms loaded in 4-point bending.

Table 1: Example of the range of material characteristics for a formulation with steel fibers(4)
Strength

Mean Values

Compressive
Flexural (equivalent)
Youngs Modulus (E)
Direct Tension

150 – 200 MPa
25 – 40 MPa
50 – 55 GPa
10-15 MPa

Durability
Freeze/thaw (after 300 cycles)
Salt-scaling (loss of residue)
Abrasion(relative volume loss index)
Oxygen permeability
CI permeability (total load)
Carbonation depth

Mean Values
100%
<10 g/m2
1.2
<10-20m2
<10
<0.5 mm

The materials are normally supplied to the precaster in three components; premix (preblended in bulk-bags), superplasticizer and fibers. It is primarily used in precast applications
however it was recently used for a cast-in-place bridge joint application (see “3.2.3”).
3

Examples of Bridge Projects Completed

The implementation of new technologies in the bridge sector has proven to be a long journey
due to the conservative nature of this segment. Highway bridge engineers, bestowed with
guardianship of the public money and safety, have always demonstrated the technology
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before using it. One way to introduce a new technology into bridges is to first validate the
technology in the pedestrian bridge market where architecture is more of a driver.

3.1

Pedestrian Bridges

3.1.1

Sherbrooke Pedestrian Bridge

The Sherbrooke Pedestrian Bridge (Figure 2) in Quebec, Canada was constructed in 1997
and spans 60 m across the Magog River with a space truss, precasted in 6 segments (10 m
each). The top deck is 30 mm thick and the
diagonals are formed with leave-in-place
stainless steel tubes containing tri-axially
confined UHPFRC with post-tensioning.(5) To
date, this project has received many accolades
and awards, providing an excellent reference
for UHPFRC and helping validate the
capabilities and performances.
Figure 2:

Sherbrooke Bridge

3.1.2

Glenmore/Legsby Pedestrian Bridge

The Glenmore/Legsby Pedestrian Overpass in Calgary, Alberta, Canada (Figure 3), is a
single span, 53 m bridge that stretches across 8 lanes of traffic. It consists of two
cantilevered, high performance concrete abutments
and a drop-in, “T-section” UHPFRC (Ductal®) girder
with an arch. The girder is 33.6m long, 1.1m deep
at mid-span with a 3.6m wide deck and weighs
approximately 100 tons. It is constructed with 13
mm steel fibers and post-tensioned with 42 – 15 mm
strands. GFRP (Glass fiber-reinforced plastic) bars
were also utilized as a redundant, passive
reinforcing system.
Figure 3:

Glenmore/Legsby Pedestrian Bridge

The girder required 40 m3 of material, resulting in the largest, single monolithic pour of
Ductal® in the world to date. To ensure proper, efficient mixing, a high shear mixer is
recommended. Since the precast facility was only able to mix 1.25 m3 per batch in a high
shear mixer, the entire UHPFRC amount was prepared over a 16 hour batch cycle and
poured into 4 ready mix trucks. A specific filling order ensured the same average pot life
across the prepared material. The UHPFRC was kept agitated in the trucks, at a low
revolution, until ready for casting. The material’s workability and plastic behavior remained
consistent throughout the entire agitation and casting period.
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This unprecedented, monolithic girder pour was achieved by filling up the stem of the Tsection from one end. Random fiber orientation in the deck was ensured by using a concrete
bucket the same width as the top flange of the girder. After filling the mould, the top surface
was completely enclosed due to the longitudinal curvature and transversal drainage slopes.
After the girder reached an initial strength of 35 MPa, form restraints were released to allow
uniform shrinkage and prevent potential cracking during its initial curing process. A detailed
study about the shrinkage behavior of this particular girder shape (during initial set) was
performed prior casting to ensure uniform setting of the UHPFRC within the controlled curing
environment. After the required transfer strength of 100 MPa was reached, the girder was
stripped and post-tensioned. Thermal treatment of 900C for 48 hours ensured the required
design strength and durability.
Before the girder was placed into service, the owner (The City of Calgary) required
completion of two simply-supported tests. In these tests, 0.9* 1.7* (service load) was first
concentrically and uniformly applied over the entire
girder slab and then eccentrically applied over half
of the slab. The test results indicated displacements
smaller than predicted and the girder fully recovered
upon load removal, indicating no inelastic
behavior(6). The increased stiffness was attributed
to an actual higher E-Modulus compared to
theoretical. Finally, the girder was installed using
two cranes at both abutment ends and lifted into
position during the night to minimize traffic
disruption (Figure 4).
Figure 4:

Girder during night erection.

3.2

Highway Bridges

While the introduction of this technology has proceeded much faster in pedestrian bridges
compared to highway bridges, there have been highway-bridge projects constructed.

3.2.1

Wapello County Bridge

In 2006, after more than 4 years of collaborative R&D between the FHWA, the Iowa
Department of Transportation, Iowa State University and Lafarge North America, the first
UHPFRC highway bridge in North America was completed in Wapello County, Iowa.
Although a simple, single-span bridge with a 3-beam cross section, this project provides a
significant step towards “The Bridge of the Future”, utilizing three 33.5 m UHPFRC girders
that do not have any rebar for shear stirrups (Figure 5). The beams were cast at a Lafarge
precast plant in Winnipeg, Canada and then transported to the site in Iowa.
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Full scale laboratory and in-situ load testing was conducted by Iowa State University, Ames,
IA, USA. Laboratory testing
covered load-deflection testing
of the 23 m girder for both
bending and shear. In-situ
testing utilized a moving truck
train to simulate traffic live
loads. All tests validated a load
deflection result better than the
Figure 5: Transportation and erection of girders.
design values. (7)
3.2.2

Pi-Girders

Ongoing R & D at FHWA demonstrates the use of UHPFRC for bridges, generates
comparative case studies, validates designs without rebar and gives confidence to
state/provincial transportation engineers.
The
ultimate goal is to build highway bridges utilizing
shapes that are optimized for the material
characteristics, such as the pi-girder (at FHWA’s
lab). The girder includes a UHPFRC deck without
rebar, thereby removing the source of problems
(corroding rebar) with today’s highway bridges.
Collaborative work at MIT led to development of a
pi-girder profile for a typical 2-lane, 2-span highway
bridge, which represents nearly 75% of bridges built
Figure 6: Pi-Girder Shape
on the USA interstate highways (Figure 6).
This pi-girder was designed based on the AASHTO LRFD Bridge design specifications to
carry the HL-93 load configurations. This 0.84 m overall deep pi-girder section is designed to
span up to 33 m, with a 75 mm thick unreinforced integral deck. (8) In 2003, the FHWA
initiated the manufacture of pi-girders (Figure 7) to be installed in a test track for long-term
testing and full destructive testing at the FHWA Turner-Fairbank laboratory.
Next steps in the development of the optimized pi-girder involve installation of the girders in a
demonstration project in Buchanan County, Iowa, USA. The project is currently in final
design stages with a planned 2008 construction.

Figure 7:

Manufactured pi-girder.
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3.2.3

Rainy Lake – CN Rail Overhead Bridge

The original CN Overhead Bridge was constructed in 1962 on Ontario Highway 11 over the
Canadian National rail lines near Rainy Lake, Ontario, Canada. The existing bridge deck had
reached its useful life and in need of major reconstruction. A staged method of construction
was utilized to maintain one lane of traffic during deck reconstruction.
The material supplier, consultant and owner worked together to develop an innovative
solution for reconstructing the bridge deck.(9) The existing deck was removed transversely,
one half at a time, while maintaining full traffic volume and replaced with a new precast deck
panel system (one lane at a time). The new, reinforced deck panels were manufactured with
35 MPa concrete. GFRP bars were selected as top slab reinforcing to eliminate corrosion of
rebar when exposed to deicing salts.
A challenge facing highway authorities is durability of the joints due to constant flexing from
truckloads and corrosion from salt of the rebar crossing the joints. Design for this project
focused on balancing a joint detail that provided deck continuity for loads, minimized traffic
disruption, speed of construction and long-term durability. Regardless of materials used,
shrinkage across the joint is a potential problem that results in a joint interface between the
panel and joint fill; an area for the ingress of salts. To minimize corrosion potential, a noncorrosive rebar (GFRP) was used in the top mat and joint size was minimized to provide the
least possible shrinkage across the joint. Minimizing joint size also reduced the quantity of
jointing material required and simplified precast panel manufacturing (Figure 8).
The JS1000 Ductal® joint fill material utilized has superior freeze/thaw resistance, extremely
low porosity, improved flexural strength and superior toughness, which provides improved
resistance to climatic conditions and continuous flexing from truck loadings across the joints.
Once all panels were installed, leveled and tested for water
tightness, the joints were filled with the UHPFRC material. Two infield mixers were used in parallel, alternating to provide for batching
and placing in a continuous basis. The self-leveling material was
then covered with form grade plywood to protect against moisture
loss. After a 4-day field cure, the UHPFRC material was ground
smooth in the area of any high spots. Traffic was transferred onto
the new precast deck and the second phase was reconstructed with
the same system. Then, a waterproof membrane and asphalt
overlay were placed on the entire new deck surface.
Figure 8: Joints ready
for filling
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4

4 Other Potential Uses For Bridges

To date, the use of this technology in bridges has introduced the material to engineers and
enabled officials to visualize some of the benefits. The removal of passive reinforcing steel
provides significant flexibility for designing innovative, more refined shapes and eliminates
the basic weakness with reinforced concrete decks that eventually leads to failure of the
deck. This technology can significantly alter the way bridge decks are constructed.
For pedestrian bridges, this technology provides architects and engineers with significant
freedom to design new, innovative shapes that were not possible before. For highway
bridges, two other promising uses of this technology include full depth precast deck panels
and; leave-in-place thin deck forms in steel-free bridge decks.
Several academic and commercial groups in the USA and Canada are currently developing a
full-depth, waffle precast deck panel that integrates the concepts from the Rainy Lake
UHPFRC joint fill project. A 200 mm thick waffle panel, with 2-way ribs at 600 mm c/c,
reinforced with GFRP and tied together with 200 mm x 200 mm field-cast joints of Ductal®
JS1000, provides a full continuity of the deck slab.
5

Codes, Standards and Design Guides

One challenge facing highway bridge engineers today is how to design bridges with this
technology when the current North American design codes/standards do not provide design
guidance for materials with ultra-high mechanical properties. However, there has been
progress by several groups in recent years to develop interim design guides to assist
engineers. Working groups in France (10), Japan and Australia(11) have developed Interim
Design Guidelines for UHPFRC.
In the USA, R&D started at MIT in 1999, in parallel with work at the FHWA in 2000 has
supported the potential use of UHPFRC for bridges. In 2002 the FHWA engaged MIT to
prepare a study on the optimization of UHPFRC for highway bridges. This collaboration lead
to the release of a civil engineering report CEE Report R03-01 entitled “Model-Based
Optimization of Ultra-High Performance Concrete Highway Bridge Girders.(12) In 2006, the
FHWA published reports on the material property characterization of UHPFRC(13) and the
structural behavior of UHPFRC prestressed I-Girders(14). In Canada, the newly published
design manual by CPCI (Canadian Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute) discusses the
uses and properties of UHPFRC(15).
6

Challenges

The applications and projects completed with this technology to date demonstrate that the
manner in which the material is used is different than current uses of concrete, steel and
other materials. The challenge ahead is to have adopted local design codes and find the
optimized shapes for each use.
When these shapes are determined, precasters,
manufacturers and contractors can invest in the formworks required and the true economics
(of these systems) will eventually bring value to the highway users in the standard mass
production of optimized shapes.
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7

Conclusion

The material’s combination of properties (strength, durability, ductility, aesthetics and design
flexibility) facilitates architects’ and engineers’ abilities to create new optimized shapes for
bridge construction. It offers solutions with advantages including speed of construction,
improved aesthetics, superior durability and impermeability against corrosion, abrasion and
impact -- which translates to reduced maintenance and a longer life span for the structure.
Several projects presented are the first use of this material technology for bridges. While
these examples demonstrate many potential benefits, it is apparent that the true benefits are
not yet fully recognized or realized. The optimized profiles and use of the material
technology is still in the early stages of commercialization and, in the next few years, much
progress is anticipated in the area of optimized solutions and design standards. Further
project developments with this technology in other market segments will demonstrate and
validate its value.
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Structural Performance of Precast Prestressed Bridge
Girders Built with Ultra High Performance Concrete
Summary
With its very high strength, high modulus and very low permeability, ultra high performance
concrete (UHPC) can provide major improvements over conventional high performance
concrete (HPC) in terms of structural efficiency, durability and cost-effectiveness if used in
the construction of slab-on-precast prestressed girder bridges. In this study, the optimum use
of UHPC is evaluated for the case of simply supported cast in place concrete slab on
precast/prestressed UHPC girder bridges. These bridges are designed according to the
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code requirements, including no cracking at the
serviceability limit state. The design of superstructure is achieved through an iterative
procedure. The stress distributions and stress concentration zones in the girders under dead
loads and traffic loads are investigated. The required number of girders, girder size, and area
of prestressing steel are optimized to achieve minimum weight of superstructure. The results
show that the use of UHPC enables a significant reduction in the volume of concrete girders
from 49% to 65% and a significant reduction in the overall superstructure weight by 32%
when compared to HPC bridges.
Keywords: Ultra-high performance concrete, precast/prestressed bridge girder, finite element
modeling, limit states design
1

Introduction

In the last four decades, there was a considerable growth in the use of high strength/high
performance concrete (HSC/HPC) in highway bridges. Simply supported slab-on-precast
bridge girders is one the most common forms of structural systems used for the construction
of highway bridges in North America. However, the benefits of using HSC/HSC to extend the
span length or reduce the weight of simply supported precast girder bridge systems reach a
limit at about 50 MPa, beyond which there is only marginal improvement as the governing
design criterion is the condition of no cracking at service, (i.e. fully prestressed girders) [1,2].
Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) represents a major development step over HPC,
through the achievement of very high strength and very low permeability. The compressive
strength of UHPC varies from 120 to 400 MPa, its tensile strength varies from 10 to 30 MPa,
and the modulus of elasticity is in the range of 60 – 100 GPa [3,4].
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A growing number of bridges are being designed and built using UHPC in Europe [5] and
United States [6] and opened to traffic recently. However, no comprehensive structural
evaluation or design methodology for this type of construction has been developed yet. The
first UHPC highway bridge [5] was designed and constructed in France and opened to traffic
in 2001 with two simply supported spans of 22 m each. At the same time, another UHPC
bridge [6] was constructed in Italy with a span of 11.8 m. More recently, a 33.8 m span
UHPC bridge was designed and constructed in Iowa and opened to traffic in late 2005 [7].
The only available design guidelines for UHPC structures are the French recommendations,
AFGC-IR-02 [8]. These recommendations provide modifications to the existing French
design standards for reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. However, it does not
provide detailed design recommendations for highway bridge structures. Hence, there is an
urgent need to develop a procedure for the design of UHPC bridges according to the
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC-06) [10] and using the available standard
Canadian Prestressed Concrete Institute (CPCI) [9] precast/prestressed I-girder sections.
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the structural efficiency of UHPC when used in
precast/prestressed girder bridges in terms of reducing the number of required girders and/or
size of girders when compared to conventional HPC precast bridge girders.
2

Design of Slab-on- UHPC Girder Bridge Superstructure

In order to illustrate the benefits and efficiency of UHPC bridge girders, a comparative study
of the design UHPC and HPC girder bridges is undertaken. Two simply supported bridge
superstructures are considered in this study, namely: (i) a typical cast in place concrete slab
on precast/prestressed (PC) HPC girders bridge; and (ii) a typical cast in place concrete slab
on PC UHPC girders. The total width of the bridge including the barrier walls is 12.45 m and
its span length is 45 m. The slab thickness for both bridges is 175 mm, which corresponds to
the minimum slab thickness allowed in the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code.
The traffic load and bridge design comply with all Serviceability and Ultimate Limit States
(SLS and ULS) requirements of CHBDC-06. Two types of live loads are applied on the deck
surface, the lane loading and a single moving truck. The direction of the movement is
reversed between different design lanes. For multi-lane loading, modification factors of 0.9
and 0.8 are applied for two lanes and three lanes, respectively. For the Ultimate Limit States
(ULS), the magnification factors for the dead and traffic loads are 1.2 and 1.7, respectively.
The material reduction factors are 0.75 and 0.95 for precast concrete and prestressing steel,
respectively. At each section, it is ensured that the factored moment and shear force are less
or equal to the factored flexural resistance and shear resistance, respectively.
2.1

Design requirements and procedure

In this study, the bridge is designed in accordance with CHBDC-06 regarding the live load
model and load factors, however, the resistance factors for UHPC at ULS are conservatively
adjusted by referring the AFGC-IR-02 recommendations. The iterative design procedure for
the UHPC bridge used in this study is illustrated in Fig.1. As indicated in Fig.1, once the initial
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feasible superstructure design is determined, a refined analysis is performed using a linear
elastic finite element model to check its adequacy. At this stage, the detailed stress
distribution is examined to identify the zones of maximum stresses to optimize the girder
section and prestressing steel area and layout.

Figure 1:

Design Procedure for UHPC and HPC Bridges

2.2

Prestressing system for HPC and UHPC girders

The selected prestressing are low-relaxation strands, size 13, Grade 1860, with nominal
diameter of 12.7 mm and nominal area of 98.7 mm2 and tensile strength (fpu) of 1860 MPa.
CHBDC-06 limits the minimum effective stress in tendons to 0.45 fpu, the maximum stress at
jacking is limited to 0.78 fpu; the maximum tensile stress at transfer to 0.74 fpu; and the
maximum stress at ultimate to 0.95 fpu The total prestress losses are estimated to be 16.9%
of the tendon strength. The tendons for the HPC and UHPC girders are arranged in straight
and conventional deflected strand pattern groups. The straight tendons provide 50% to 60%
of the total prestressing steel area, depending on the maximum stresses in the girder. There
was no need to debond the strands near supports as the tensile stresses remained below the
allowable value.
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2.3

HPC Bridge girder design

It is found that five CPCI-1600 girders are adequate for the 45 m span length (Fig. 2-a). The
corresponding girder spacing is 2.5 m and the length of the cantilever slab is 1.225 m on
each side. The HPC used for the girders has a compressive strength (fc' ) of 40 MPa; initial
compressive strength (fci' ) of 30 MPa, and a modulus of elasticity of 29.3 GPa. The slab is
made of normal concrete with (fc' ) of 30 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 25.6 GPa. The
cracking strength of HPC is

0.4 fc'

. At transfer and during construction, the allowable

compression stress is 0.6fci' and the limit for tensile stress is 0.5 fcri , where fcri is equal
to 0.4

f ci'

[10]. In the present study, the bridge is designed for no cracking at SLS. The

deflection of the bridge for superstructure vibration control is checked in accordance to Cl.
3.4.4 of CHBDC-06 [10]. The main properties of all investigated CPCI sections are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1:

Properties of Investigated Standard CPCI I-Sections [9]

CPCI Girder

A (m2)

I (m4)

St (m3)

Sb (m3)

900

0.218

0.0193

0.0384

0.0486

1200

0.320

0.0539

0.0800

0.1023

1600

0.499

0.1747

0.2166

0.2202

2.4

A: cross sectional area,
I : moment of inertia,
St and Sb: section
modulus with regard to top
and bottom fibers,
respectively

UHPC Bridge girder design

It is found that only four girders are needed for the UHPC bridge design (Fig. 2-b). The two
smallest CPCI girders are the CPCI 900 and CPCI 1200, which are selected in order to
investigate their structural efficiency for use with UHPC. Accordingly, the girder spacing is
3.3 m and the side cantilever slabs of the deck are 1.275 m each. The UHPC used has a
compressive strength (f’c) of 175 MPa and a modulus of elasticity of 64.0 GPa. The slab is
made of normal concrete with a compressive strength of 30 MPa and a modulus of elasticity
of 25.6 GPa. The allowable tensile strength of UHPC at (SLS) is taken conservatively as
f t = 0.4 f c' [13].

At transfer and during construction, the compressive strength is taken as fci' = 105 MPa . The
allowable compressive stress is 0.6 fci' . The limit for tensile stress is 0.6 fcri , where fcri is
taken conservatively as fcri = 0.4 fci' . In the present study, the bridge is designed for no
cracking at SLS. The deflection of the bridge for superstructure vibration is also checked in
accordance with CHBDC-06. On the other hand, the ultimate compressive strength is given
as fcu = 0.64 fc' and the ultimate strain in 3% [8,13].
At each section, it is ensured that the factored moment and shear are less or equal to the
factored flexural and shear resistances, respectively. To ensure a ductile failure at ultimate
limit state (ULS), the compressive stresses in the concrete and the tensile stresses in the
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prestressing steel are kept below the ultimate limit values, respectively, while the strain in
prestressing steel is well beyond the yield strain.
The ultimate shear strength Vu consists of three major components: (i) the concrete
contribution, Vc; (ii) the shear reinforcement contribution, Vs; and (iii) the prestressing
reinforcement contribution through the effective prestressing force component in the direction
of applied shear, Vp. For UHPC, the concrete contribution is calculated using AFGC-IR-02 Cl
7.3,21, which consists of two components: (a) the concrete contribution, VRc = 0.16 f cj b 0 z ,
where b0 is the web width and z is the effective depth, and (b) the fiber contribution Vf, which
is given in [8]. The shear strength of the UHPC girder is found to be sufficient to resist the
applied shear force, however, minimum shear reinforcement should be provided in the critical
shear zones to increase the safety against shear failure.

Figure 2:

Slab-on Precast/Prestressed Girders Bridge: (a) HPC, (b) UHPC

3

Refined analysis using finite element method

3.1

Three dimensional finite element modeling

A linear elastic three-dimensional (3-D) finite element model (FEM) is used to determine the
stress distribution in all girders that make up the two investigated bridges. This 3-D FEM
model enabled a more accurate prediction of the stresses in all girders than the simplified
analysis approach of the code used in the initial step. Both the deck slab and girders are
modeled using shell elements, while the prestressing tendons are modeled using cable
elements. The prestressing losses, deformations and relaxation are accounted in the model.
3.2

Results and discussions

The FEM results indicate that the maximum stresses are found in the central girders for both
HPC and UHPC for the case of two lanes loading. On the other hand, the maximum stresses
are found in the external girders for the case of three-lanes loading. In general, the results
show that the maximum stresses for the three-lane loading case are less critical than those
of the two lane loading case.
The FEM model enables predicting the stresses in every girder of the bridge and then
optimize the prestressing steel ratio, R ps , which represents the ratio of the prestressing steel
area to the concrete area of the girder. Figure 3 shows the variations of the stresses at the
top fiber of different girders centerline cross-section of HPC and UHPC bridges with R ps at
SLS. Five CPCI-1600 girders are used for the HPC bridge, while only four CPCI-1200 are
used for the UHPC. Figure 3 shows that the most critical girders are the central girder (G3)
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for the HPC bridge and the internal girder (G2 or G3) for the UHPC bridge. The optimum
R ps is found when the critical stresses are equal to the SLS limit for the tensile stresses in
concrete. Figure 4 shows that the compressive stresses at ULS in the top fibers of the critical
girders identified above are well below the ultimate stress level for both HPC and UHPC
girders, while the strain in prestressing steel is well beyond the yield strain. The static
deflection at SLS is found to be below (L/400) for CPCI-900 and below (L/500). Figures 3
and 4 demonstrate that the SLS requirements are controlling the design, while the strain in
prestressing steel is well beyond the yield strain.
For all loading cases and all girders, the maximum stress zones had been identified, which
are similar to HPC (for the four conventional zones at the support and mid-span sections) in
addition to a zone that appears near the bottom transition area from the girder web and
bottom flange near the support, which is not captured by the simplified analysis approach. In
most of the cases, the concrete in this zone is subjected to compressive stresses that are
higher than those at the support.. Experimental tests [11] have identified a crushing failure
mode in the same zone. The stresses at the top of the support zone of the HPC bridge
fluctuate between compression and tension following a slight change in the prestressing
steel ratio. For the UHPC bridge, the compressive stresses in all maximum stress zones vary
quasi-linearly with the prestressing steel ratio. The maximum tensile stresses at the bottom
of the midspan zone exhibit linear relationships with R ps . The preliminary bridge design and
stress analysis show that the maximum feasible eccentricity of the conventional deflected
tendons at the support section is needed for the UHPC girders.
A comparison of the results for CPCI 1200 and CPCI 900 shows that the stresses in the
CPCI 1200 girder are relatively low and this section represents a conservative choice. On the
other hand, all compressive stresses in the CPCI 900 girder are below 0.45fc' at SLS and

below 0.64fc' at ULS, while the tensile stress at the bottom fiber of the mid-span is at its
allowable limit and thus controls the design. Consequently, the prestressing area ratio
needed to satisfy the non-cracking requirement is relatively high. A comparison between the
two sections indicates that a more efficient section could be developed that falls between
CPCI-900 and CPCI 1200.
4

Comparison of materials consumption in UHPC and HPC Bridges

As mentioned earlier, the use of UHPC enables a considerable reduction in the concrete
volume of up to 49% for the CPCI 1200 and 65% for CPCI 900.The weight of the girders per
unit area of the bridge deck are 0.481 tons/m2 for HPC bridge, 0.196 tons/m2 for UHPC –
CPCI 900 girders, and 0.288 tons/m2 for UHPC –CPCI 1200 girders. The total weight per unit
area of the superstructure, including the deck slab are 0.901 tons/m2 for HPC, 0.616 tons/m2
for UHPC–CPCI 900 girders. Consequently, UHPC results in 32% reduction in the total
weight of the superstructure and 59.3% reduction in the girders weight. The prestressing
steel area required for CPCI 900 section is 39% higher than that for CPCI 1600, which is only
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14% higher than that for the UHPC-CPCI 1200. It is clear that a reduction in the weight of the
superstructure will lead to a reduced size of the substructure (piers and abutments) and
foundations and reduced overall cost of the bridge. Furthermore, a reduction in the concrete
consumption will have considerable environmental benefits through the reduction of energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emission (GHG) associated with the production of cement,
extraction and transportation to the construction site of raw materials [12].
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5

Conclusions

The use of UHPC in precast/prestressed concrete girders enables significant reductions in
the number of girders and girder size when compared to conventional HPC bridge girders. It
can also enable longer spans without further increase in the girder size. This study shows
that UHPC yields a considerable reduction in the concrete volume from 48.7% to 65%. The
finite element model shows that the stress distributions in the UHPC bridge girders yield
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patterns similar to those of the HPC bridge girders. The stress distribution in the girder and
the regions of stress concentration do not agree perfectly with the results obtained using the
simplified load distribution method of CHBDC-06. Further investigations are needed to
develop a simplified approach capable to accurately capture the extreme stresses in UHPC
bridges.
A comparison between the two UHPC examined sections shows that an optimum section
can be developed that is between CPCI-900 and CPCI 1200 can be achieved by increasing
the section modulus. This would improve the girder capacity without adding higher concrete
weight.
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CRC – Structural Applications of Ultra High Performance
Fibre Reinforced Concrete
Summary

CRC (Compact Reinforced Composite) is the designation for a special type of fibre
reinforced concrete with high strength (150-400 MPa) developed in 1986. CRC is used with a
combination of steel fibres and conventional rebars. CRC structural elements are typically
quite slender and some of the properties necessary to achieve this are briefly discussed.
Since 1993 CRC has been used in a number of structural applications in Denmark - typically
for precast elements such as balcony slabs and staircases, however, applications are still
limited in other countries. A few examples of applications are presented and some of the
difficulties in starting up a new product in the market are discussed.
Keywords: ultra high performance, steel fibres, applications
1

Introduction

High Strength or High Performance Concretes (HSC or HPC) have been in use for a number
of years now for a range of structural applications, and standards in a number of countries
are being revised to accommodate these improved materials. The use of these materials is
not without problems, however, as HSC – in addition to the higher strength - is often also
more brittle than conventional concrete. This problem of brittleness can be solved in various
ways, e.g. improvement in ductility can be provided by fibre reinforcement.
Fibre Reinforced Concretes (FRC) have mostly been used in non-structural applications such
as slabs-on-grade, floors and architectural concrete, but recently a new generation of
concretes has been developed that combines fibre reinforcement and ultra high
performance. CRC was the first of these concretes [1], but others include Ductal and BSI
[2,3].
Compact Reinforced Composite (CRC), which was developed at the Cement & Concrete
Laboratory of Aalborg Portland in 1986, combines large contents of fibres (2-6 vol.%) and
conventional reinforcing bars. An example of a typical application – cantilevered balcony
slabs – is shown in fig. 1.
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Figure 1:

Cantilevered balcony slabs in CRC.

2

CRC properties

CRC is the designation for a special type of Fibre Reinforced High Performance Concrete
(FRHPC) with high strength (140-400 MPa). The matrix has a very large content of
microsilica and water/binder ratios of 0.16 or lower. Because of a large content of steel fibres
the matrix is very ductile and that makes it possible to utilise rebars much more effectively
without having large cracks under service conditions. Properties vary with fibre content and
the type of aggregate used. For most applications a typical quartz sand and curing at
ambient temperatures is used giving a compressive strength around 150 MPa and making it
possible to produce CRC with conventional production methods. For higher strength it is
necessary to use special aggregates such as bauxite and if combined with heat curing
strength can be as high as 400 MPa. The size of the fibres and the largest grains of the
matrix dictate the distance between reinforcing bars and the cover layer to the reinforcement,
both of which have to be optimised in the slender structures, which can be produced with
CRC. This is the reason for typically using a mortar composition for CRC and for using fibres
with a length of 12 mm and a diameter of 0.4 mm. In most applications a cover layer of 15
mm is used.
With the high fibre contents, CRC is especially suitable for precast applications, but in-situ
cast concrete with 6% by volume of fibres has also been produced - for joints between
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elements made in conventional concrete - using a poker vibrator for compaction [4,5]. In
most precast applications fibre contents will be from 2 to 4 vol.% (from 150 to 300 kg/m3).

Figure 2:

Spiral staircase in CRC.

As recommendations that take the properties of FRHPC into account have only recently
been introduced [6] – and were certanly not around in the late 1980’s when CRC was
developed - it has been necessary to provide extensive documentation on the properties of
CRC before the material could be considered for structural applications, and the material has
been the subject of a number of research projects. These projects have investigated
mechanical properties as well as durability and fire resistance – properties that become
increasingly important for the slender structures designed in CRC [7-11].
3

Structural applications

Based on the high strength and ductility of CRC the material was originally designed for
applications in heavily loaded structures such as long span bridges, structures exposed to
seismic loads or columns in high rise buildings. However, most of the appplications of CRC
in the last 15 years have been for smaller structural elements. The first CRC application – in
1993 – was more than 40,000 drain covers for the Great Belt Link in Denmark, where the
covers replaced a similar design made in cast iron. Other applications have been staircases,
balcony slabs, beams and columns. An example of a staircase design where CRC properties
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such as high compressive and flexural strength, crack control and high bond strength are
utilised is shown in fig. 2.
The use of CRC is encouraged in relatively simple products that utilize some of the
properties of CRC so that contractors, architects and engineers can see applications in a
range of projects and get used to the material. With this large exposure ideas are generated
from a wide range of users and a number of new types of applications are developing.
CRC was used for 2500 tons of structural elements in 2003 and in 2006 this figure had
increased to 8000 tons. The bulk of applications are in balcony slabs and staircases – a type
of product that was introduced 10 years ago, but new products are developed and tested as
well as variations of the older products. The balcony slabs in fig.1 are a popular cantilevered
system where “flaps” on the slabs extend into the building and are bolted onto the hollow
core slab. In this case the thickness of the “flaps” has to be 80-100 mm so that insulation can
be placed above and below the “flap” to avoid a cold bridge. Another system is shown in fig.
3 where the balcony slabs are bolted to the wall.

Figure 3:
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Balcony slabs in white CRC.
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4

Production

In Denmark there are 4 precast producers making CRC and all 4 producers have a similar
mix for CRC. The small mix variations make it easier to maintain a good quality control:
CRC binder
Sand 0-5 mm
Water
Steel fibres

920-940 kg
1300-1350 kg
145-155 kg
150-300 kg

In each case the producer uses a type of sand that is available locally and the variation in
content of steel fibres is based on the type of application the mix is used for. The CRC binder
is a premix containing cement, micro silica and a dry super plasticizer. None of the producers
use special curing or mixing techniques. While the mix is almost self-levelling – at least with
fibre contents of 2-3% - vibrations are always used in compacting CRC.

Figure 4:

Staircase in white CRC.

With the slender products that can be produced using CRC architects have played around
with the different types of design for the first few years, but recently there have been more
and more requests to produce coloured CRC in addition to the normal grey CRC shown in
fig. 1. The dark CRC is relatively easy to produce as a pigment is just added to the mix, but
for the white CRC it has been necessary to replace the normal micro silica used in CRC with
white micro silica in order to produce a white CRC with the same properties as the “grey”
CRC. Examples of white CRC are shown in figs. 3 and 4. In both cases normal quartz sand
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has been used so the end product is very light rather than white. The spiral staircase in fig. 2
is produced with a grey CRC and painted white afterwards.
For about 85% of the production of CRC elements regular steel fibres are used, which
means they corrode at the very surface of the elements and will in some cases appear as
withered pine needles on the surface of a balcony slab. For the white elements – which are
more expensive than the grey anyway, due to the need for making a special mix with white
micro silica – stainless steel fibres are typically used. Corrosion of the steel fibres on the
surface has no effect on durability or strength of the element.
5

Discussion

For the first few applications a rather extensive documentation had to be provided for the
building authorities, but as CRC has now been used on a number of projects, a simple
overview of properties is usually sufficient. One reason for this is that – as described in the
section on production - a standard matrix is invariably used, where only the content of steel
fibres is changed from one project to another, providing a good quality control. Another
reason is that the design of CRC structures is modelled after conventional design methods,
so that any engineer can do the design. The tensile strength of the matrix is not taken into
account in the design, but the fibres ensure ductility, control cracking, allow a very short
anchorage length and closely spaced reinforcement and if shear stresses are below typically
10 MPa they are carried by the fibres so that shear reinforcement is not needed. Other
modifications that have been made are to allow for: a higher compressive strength and a
cover to the reinforcement of 10 to 15 mm in an aggressive environment.
This way of design is a rather conservative approach, but in most applications it is relatively
easy to achieve the strength needed, even without taking the tensile strength of the matrix
into account, so often the most important factors in determining the design of the typically
slender structures are deformations under service loads and fire resistance. While the failure
load of balcony slabs as those shown in figs. 1 and 3 may be much higher than actually
needed, it is also important to achieve sufficient stiffness to avoid large long term
deformations or uncomfortable vibrations, something not so easily achieved with long spans
and small thickness.
While CRC has been used extensively in Denmark there is still a reluctance to use CRC in
other countries. A few projects have been carried out in England, Ireland, Sweden and Spain
but it is still a significant step for producers, engineers and building authorities to accept test
results and case stories from other European countries, whereas architects are much more
open to new influences. There is currently work under way to produce international
guidelines and recommendations for using these types of materials in the fib group TG 8.6
“Ultra high performance fibre reinforced concrete”. The first meeting in the group was held in
Delft in May of 2004.
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CRC was invented in 1986 and as such is a relatively old concept, but new applications and
new markets are still being developed and it appears that with the relatively “low-tech”
production requirements for CRC compared to others of the new Hybrid FRC’s there will still
be a niche in the market for CRC for years to come.
6
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Practice of UHPC in Austria
Summary

For the Company SW Umwelttechnik a Ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) which is
called “RESCON”, made of local materials, was developed by the University of Kassel. The
UHPC will assume some tasks and application range for the future in Austria.
A special part of application will take place in bridge building. Costum - built units for the
bridge, used to protect the structure, are developed. The practice of this special kind of
custom unit is shown, to reduce the weight and dimensions of the bridge-side layers.
A further example of application is the “monolith” concrete bridge for pedestrians. A new precast concrete bridge made of UHPC was developed. The Construction is based on the
bridges, which was built in Kassel already.

1

Objective / Goal

In the course of a national research project in Austria, the company SW Umwelttechnik
together with its project partners Forschungsförderungsgemeinschaft Austria (FFG),
University Kassel and Graz University of Technology has developed an ultra high
performance concrete named “Rescon” and have tested its characteristics.
It was the main focus of the University Kassel to develop an in-house UHPC with Austrian
raw materials. Another goal was to produce a concrete that is also economic.
First experimental components were produced together with Graz University of Technology
in order to obtain relevant characteristics of the new building material. So-called I-panels
were manufactured in order to obtain any indications for shear forces effecting thin building
components.
Another goal was to find application areas for products made from UHPC. The application
areas therefore pertain to construction engineering, in particular bridge construction, and
architecture.
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Characteristics of RESCON UHPC
•

The median compressive strength is 195 N/mm²,

•

The median bending tensile strength is between 17 N/mm² and 20 N/mm²

Following tables illustrates the compressive strength and the E-moduli of Heat cured
specimen.
Table 1:

Comparison of the mean compressive strength

Date of
components
production
I-panel

Table 2:

spezimen
maximum compressive
number
age
density
strength
[-]
[d]
[ kg/dm³ ]
[ N/mm² ]

06.07.2007

Cube 100

28

3

2,476

190,8

06.07.2007

Cylinder 150/300

28

3

2,495

174,6

Comparison of E modulus

Date of
components
production

specimen spezimen
number
and size
age
[-]
[mm]
[d]

Prism
40/40/160
Cylinder
06.07.2007
150/300

06.07.2007

I-panel

Table 3:

specimen and
size [mm]

E
Modul30,Ö
[N/mm²]

EModul30,D
[N/mm²]

E-Modul70
[N/mm²]

95

3

50587

n.v.

48204

95

3

49404

49466

47916

Some components of the UHPC

components

content
SiO2

Maximum
grit size

Maximum
density

spec.
Surface
(Blaine)

grit size

grit size

< 0,125
mm

< 0,09
mm

[M.-%]

[µm]

[kg/dm³]

[cm²/g]

[M.-%]

[M.-%]

99,5

500

2,65

100

1

0,3

Basalt

-

2500

3,06

-

-

-

Concrete CEM
I 42,5 R HS

98,3

1

2,20

20 x104

100

100

silica

99

60

2,65

3800 1)

99,9

99

fibres

-

-

7,85

-

-

-

binder

-

-

1,05

-

-

-

sand 0,125/0,5

Microsilica
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Practice of UHPC in Austria

1.1

Production and tests

During the course of the research project, the company’s production equipment and
infrastructure was adjusted to the future production of ultra high performance concrete.
The key component of the production – the mixing system - was recently adapted. Two new
Harrup mixers and a new computer control make it possible to achieve a high quality of
UHPC building components.

Figure 1:

The new mixer.

The first experimental pieces have already been produced with the new mixing system. The
building component has the capacity to hold 1.4 m³ and has been manufactured with two
mixed batch capacities. This building component serves as end plate for a large-scale test
project conducted at the Graz Technology University. Further, it was necessary to make
experiments for the confirmation of shear forces effecting. The tests were made on so-called
I-pannels.
The following tables and figures illustrate the I-pannels and the results o f the experiments.
Table 4:

Shear carrying capacity

Figure 2:

I-pannel

Results of shear tests performed at Graz University of Technology
Smaller concreting was produced with a smaller mixer. It has a capacity of app. 400 liters.
This unit is used for little series of system components.
A total of 6 m³ UHPC concrete have currently been processed. This includes experimental
building components as well as building components for bridge construction and architecture.
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2

Application of UHPC in Austria

There are currently envisions areas of application and opportunities for the “building material
of the future” in bridge construction (serial production of small bridges) and for the
architectural field. Additionally, areas like container construction are being explored and
tested for its application.
2.1

Bridge construction

Bridge-side layers

In Austria the interest in ultra high performance concrete is increasing. The implementation
and/or the production of bridge-side layers made of ultra high performance concrete were
made possible collectively with the Salzburg provincial government.
This pertains to the termination elements of vehicle bridges of any type. It is the purpose of
the side layers to form a compact termination for the width of the bridge as well as to divert
the road sewage over a drip cap in such a manner that it is does not come into contact with
the bridge support system.
Common side layers are massive, heavy and bulky.
The new construction of the side layers has the following improvements:
•

The side layers are light weight and easy to install

•

High resistance against aggressive road sewage (chloride)

•

High lifespan (reusable)

•

The position and height of the side layers can be adjusted. The “alignment” of the
side layers is therefore assured.

•

The side layers serve as forming material for the subsequently installed cast-in-place
concrete for the road shoulder.

The figure 3 illustrates the bridge construction with common side layers. (Source: Manual
Asfinag)

Figure 3:

Common bridge side layers

The heavy and bulky building component (gray) can be clearly seen.
These building components are mostly manufactured with cast-in-place concrete producers
and therefore are subject to a relatively high expense for forming work.
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Figure 4:

Thin bridge side layers

Figure 4 shows the bridge-side layer system by the extremely thin construction of the
elements can be clearly seen. The installation is quick and the side layer serves as form for
the concreting of the shoulder. As an option, the side layer can also be installed as a UHPC
ready-made component.
The light construction of the side layers can be clearly seen here. The system offers the best
possible workability of the side layer elements in combination with cast-in-place concrete.

Figure 5 and 6:

Side layers made from UHPC

Pedestrian bridges
Therefore it was developed a system, which permits the economical serial production of

small bridges. These are pedestrian bridges, which are calculated for the loading condition
“emergency vehicle”.
A special form is used in this case, where its geometry can be completely adjusted and
tailored to the specific application. This also permits a simple modification of the form and
makes it very economical.
The manufacturing process permits bridge spans of up to 20 meters and bridge widths of up
to 3.5 meters. The plate thickness of the bridge is app. 6 to 10 cm.
In the following, the bridge construction is illustrated schematically. The dimensions
(particularly the joists) will be optimized.
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Figure 7:

Draft of Plate bridge

Figure 8:

Plate bridge 15 meters long and 3 meters wide

Figure 9:

Plate bridge 15 meters long and 3 meters wide

The UHPC building components are illustrated below:
Wall elements for small buildings

The figure 10 and 11 illustrates a small pavilion. The wall thickness of the UHPC wall
elements is 3 cm. High demands are placed on the visible concrete surface at the inside.
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Figure 10a:

Construction of the pavilion

Figure 10b:

Interior surface of the walls

Figure 11: illustrates the fixed UHPC walls
3

Architectural applications

There also was produced designer furniture pieces for an architectural show in Carinthia
already. The furniture was designed by a student group and the University of Applied
Sciences Spittal.

Figure 12: furniture I

Figure 13: furniture II

Figure 14: furniture III
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4

Discussion

At the beginning, the processing of UHPC presented a great challenge. First, the production
team had to be sensitized for the new material. Precise time management as well as an
exact operation scheduling are the prerequisite for a perfect UHPC.
The processing is now automatic. That means that the team knows what is important. It is
basically important to work fast and with extremely precision. The window of opportunity
during the mixing process is very precise. The window of opportunity between final mixing
and pouring is also very small. The infrastructure of the company SW Umwelttechnik will in
the future also be adjusted to the UHPC production.
5

Conclusion

We are convinced that UHPC is “the building material of the future”. This allows for building
methods in the field of engineering as well as architecture that have not been considered
until today.
We believe that the acceptance of the decision makers can be basically obtained in order to
quickly implement the building materials within the industry. This can be expedited with
constant testing, research and implementation. Even if in the beginning they are only small
things.
6
[1]
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EFFIX Design®
Properties and applications of a creative concrete
Summary

Based on the recent technology of ultra high performance concrete, CTG – Italcementi
Group has developed a new cost effective and highly aesthetic product allowing the industrial
manufacturing of thin lightweight elements for the production of alternative furniture or
shaped elements for other architectural purposes and landscaping. This new product has
been marketed in France by Ciments Calcia, a subsidiary company of the Italcementi Group,
under the name EFFIX Design®.
This paper describes the main properties of EFFIX Design® and presents some of its
applications.
Keywords: ultra high performance concrete, aesthetic quality, photocatalytic properties
1

Introduction

EFFIX Design® is a new highly aesthetic product specially designed for the industrial
manufacturing of thin lightweight elements (plates, shells …) for the production of alternative
furniture or shaped elements for other architectural and decorative purposes. It is also well
suited for interior or exterior landscaping.
This new product has been developed according to the technology of ultra high performance
concrete (UHPC). The main guidelines for its development were of course strength, durability
and aesthetic quality but also cost and workability, which represent determinant factors for
the widespread use of UHPC. Performances of EFFIX Design® were ensured by an
appropriate selection of its components and proportioning; very expensive additions such as
white silica fume produced from the zirconium industry were avoided, even to produce the
white version of the product. Moreover, the fibre reinforcement and volume fraction of fibres
were selected to prevent early age cracking, which proved to be sufficient to meet the
requirements of the target (non structural applications). EFFIX Design® aims to provide one
of the best compromises between mechanical properties, durability, aesthetic quality and
costs. It is not intended to outdo the performance at any price. Workability of EFFIX Design®
is self-compacting for improved manufacturing and handling. This character is among others
obtained by the use of fine grain sizes and appropriate superplasticizer. It enables to produce
more or less complex shapes and its fineness allows reproducing the smallest details and
textures of moulds and formworks.
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For uses aiming at an external exposure, photocatalytic mixes, which are known as selfcleaning and de-polluting products then having an active and beneficial impact on
environment, are also available.
This paper describes the main properties of the industrially produced premix EFFIX Design®
and presents some of its applications.
2

Premix

EFFIX Design® is a premix mortar containing all dry components such as cement, sand,
addition, superplasticizer, defoaming agent and non-metallic fibres, in which the users only
need to add water. The premix is available in white or grey basic colours according to the
cement used, but pigments can be added easily to obtain various coloured effects.
EFFIX Design® has the advantage of being easy to prepare since its mixing only takes
5 minutes in a normal industrial concrete mixer; the premix solution simplifies the batching
process and mixing time. The fresh mortar is simply poured into moulds or formworks and
requires normal curing to develop its properties.
3

Properties

3.1

Fresh state

EFFIX Design ® is a self-compacting product with controlled viscosity. It doesn’t suffer from
any segregation or bleeding. Its flowability is characterized using a modified cone designed
using half dimensions of the Abrams cone [1]. Figure 1 shows the filling of the cone and the
resulting slump flow. Figure 2 shows a typical result of the slump flow evolution at a constant
temperature of 20°C. Mortars are self-compacting when slump flow values are greater than
350 mm, which means that no vibration is needed to fill moulds and formworks.

Figure 1:
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EFFIX Design® characterized by measuring the slump flow
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Figure 2:

Slump flow according to time

The air content is less than 3.0% and density is about 2340 kg/m3. Time of initial setting vary
according to the cement used from about 215 minutes for white cement to about 280 minutes
for grey cement. Such fast initial setting time helps the product to be less sensitive to
ambient conditions and desiccation. Moreover, it allows demoulding and handling of
hardened elements after 24 hours.

3.2

Mechanical properties

Mechanical properties have been characterized using 40x40x160 mm prisms. All prisms
were cured after casting in a climatic chamber at 20°C and 95% HR, demoulded after
24 hours then cured in water at 20°C until testing. Three-point bending tests and
compressive tests results shown in table 1 and represented in figure 3 are averages of the
industrial premix mechanical properties.
Table 1:

Mechanical properties of EFFIX Design®; flexural strength (3-pts bending test)
and compressive strength on 40x40x160 mm prisms after water curing at 20°C

Testing age (days)
1

MPa

Flexural
strength

Compressive
strength

9.0

76

7

MPa

16.7

115

28

MPa

17.2

129

90

MPa

18.6

138
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25

140
20

120
100

15

80
10

60
40

Compressive strength
Flexural strength

20
0

0

14

28

42

56

70

84

5

Flexural strength (MPa)

Compressive strength (MPa)

160

0
98

Age (days)

Figure 3:

Compressive strength and flexural strength (3-pts bending test) on
40x40x160 mm prisms after water curing at 20°C

3.3

Shrinkage

Ultra-high performance concrete are obtained by reducing significantly the water to cement
ratio while increasing the cement content and particle packing density of solids components
by using fine additions and high-range water reducing admixtures. These designing rules
have important consequences such as the reduction of the porosity but also the increase of
chemical shrinkage due to the high quantity of cement used.
Autogenous shrinkage, which is a consequence of the cement paste self-desiccation, begins
as soon as cement is in contact with water. After setting, the stiffness of the material
increases and the autogenous shrinkage begins to be restrained. When manufacturing
precast elements, internal or external restraints can develop from the aggregate skeleton,
reinforcement or sharp angles and complex shapes of moulds and formworks. Tensile
stresses may be induced, generating cracks if greater than the tensile strength of the
material.
The autogenous shrinkage development of EFFIX Design® was analysed at the early age
under standard isothermal conditions (20°C). Its evaluation was carried out using a test rig
designed to start the measurements just after casting, as the one proposed by Boulay and
described in [2, 3]. The initialization time of the deformations t0, after which shrinkage is
considered as effective, was determined by the combined analysis of the temperature
variations within the core of the specimen, measured using a PT100 sensor, and conductivity
variations. Time t0 then refers to the time when the temperature starts to increase linearly
and to the first inflection point of the conductivity curve (270 minutes). Figures 4 and 5
present typical results measured on the white version of the product. Under these
experimental conditions, the magnitude of the autogenous shrinkage is about 500µm/m after
24 hours and 560µm/m after 96 hours (ceiling).
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Figure 5:

Autogenous shrinkage evolution of EFFIX Design® at the early age

Shrinkage was also evaluated by measuring total, autogenous and drying shrinkage
according to time and under standard conditions. Tests were performed on 40x40x160mm
prisms. All prisms were cured after casting in a climatic chamber at 20°C and 95% HR and
demoulded after 24 hours. Total shrinkage was measured on 3 prisms cured at 20°C and
50 % HR after demoulding and autogenous shrinkage was measured on 3 prisms sealed by
a single layer of adhesive aluminium foil and kept in the same conditions. Drying shrinkage is
calculated as the difference between both total and autogenous shrinkage. Results obtained
up to 90 days are shown in figure 6. Measured shrinkages according to time are quite low
and almost achieved after 28 days.
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Figure 6:

3.4

Total, autogenous and drying shrinkage according to time

Durability indicators

EFFIX Design® benefits of a high durability thank to its low water to cement ratio, cement
content and particle packing density. Table 2 presents some of its properties, which are
ranging from very high to ultra high performance when mixed in a traditional planetary mixer.
Table 2:

Durability properties of EFFIX Design®

Properties
Water porosity
Oxygen permeability

%
m

2

2.3
< 2.5 x 10-17

Chloride-ion diffusion factor

m2/s

3.6 x 10-13

Portlandite content

kg/m3

80

3.5

Photocatalytic premixes

For uses aiming at an external exposure, EFFIX Design® is also available with photocatalytic
properties through the TX Active® concept, an Italcementi Group trademark which grants
self-cleaning or de-polluting abilities, meaning having an active and beneficial impact on the
environment.
The self-cleaning and de-polluting abilities arise from the photocatalytic properties of titanium
dioxide mainly in anatase form which can be introduced in the premix. Tests using an organic
dye [4] have proved that such a mix recovers more than 50% of its initial color within
30 hours when placed under UV-light. Using a photocatalytic test chamber [5], elimination of
NOx from the air was found to be more than 35 % after 40 minutes.
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4

Applications

EFFIX Design® provides a total creative freedom for non-structural applications. Its selfcompacting properties and aesthetic qualities allow to develop complex shapes and to
reproduce the smallest details. Figures 7 to 9 show some types of furniture for indoor uses
but also a landscaping project already developed by some architects and designers.

Figure 7:

Happicius, kitchen sink designed by Benjamin Lignel

Figure 8:

Furniture, prototypes designed by E. De Senneville

Figure 9:

Landscaping project, Palais du Hanovre, Paris (France), designed by SAVI
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5

Conclusion

Based on the recent technology of ultra high performance concrete, EFFIX Design® is a new
highly aesthetic product offering a total creative freedom for non-structural applications.
Aiming to provide one of the best compromises between workability, mechanical properties,
durability, aesthetic quality and costs, EFFIX Design® is well suited for the industrial
manufacturing of thin lightweight elements, or more complex shaped elements, for
architectural and decorative purposes or landscaping. For uses aiming at an external
exposure, photocatalytic mixes, which are known as self-cleaning and de-polluting products,
are also available.
This new product has been marketed in France by Ciments Calcia, a subsidiary company of
the Italcementi Group.

6
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
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Ductal® applications over the last Olympiad
Summary

Ductal® is a new material with a combination of superior technical characteristics of strength,
ductility and durability, whilst providing high quality surface aspect on mouldable products.
This material allowed to explore new construction approach in light structures: first UHPFRC
used for a footbridge in Sherbrooke (1997), providing outstanding durability in drastic
operating conditions (internal structure of cooling towers : Cattenom power plant) and
unexpected freedom in architectural and aesthetic design by architects as well as designers
in non-traditional applications such as urban furniture.
An important number of applications followed these ‘firsts’. This paper gathers the references
completed since the last Kassel symposium in 2004 covering the domains of bridges and
footbridges, structural applications, durability and aesthetic oriented applications.
Keywords: UHPC, FRC, aesthetics, durability, Ductal®
1

Introduction

Ductal®, the outcome of the research over the last 10 years in the area of concrete, is a new
construction material technology belonging to UHPFRC family, with very high durability,
compressive strength, flexural resistance with ductility and aesthetics [1]. Through the
development period, several prototypes have been produced, prior to make an extensive use
in civil works, structural and architectural various applications [2].
In France, new recommendations for the use of ultrahigh strength concretes reinforced with
fibres have been issued in May 2002 [3]. These recommendations were established by a
BFUP working group (Béton Fibré Ultra Performant) coordinated by SETRA (Road and traffic
govern-mental agency) and with representatives of construction industries (contractors,
control agencies, suppliers, certification authorities).
2

Ductal® Technology

Ductal® is based on the principle that a material with a minimum of defects such as microcracks and pore spaces will achieve a greater percentage of the potential ultimate load
carrying capacity defined by its component materials, and it will also have greater durability.
By applying this principle as a guideline, a concrete has been proportioned to provide a very
dense mixture that will minimize voids and a very high compressive strength, but with not
enough ductility compared to a conventional mortar. The inclusion of adequate fibres
improves drastically tensile strength and provides a substantial level of ductility.
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The various Ductal® formulations are all based on an optimized composition combining
homogeneity and adequate granular compactness.
To enhance and to stabilize the performances, especially mechanical ones, the option of
heat treatment can be chosen. For each application according to technical and economical
challenges, adequate adjustments are made within Ductal® technology in order to achieve
the most adapted product to the customer requirements.
As described above, Ductal® is an Ultra-High Performance Concrete reinforced with fibres.
These fibres can be made of steel (Ductal®-FM), made of organic material (Ductal®-FO) or
combination of both steel and organic material (Ductal® AF).
The fresh mix of all these ranges of material has very useful properties in term of fluidity and
self placing. Most of the standard industrial batching facilities are able to mix Ductal®
requiring only minor adjustments.
Ductal®-FM, used for structural applications, includes small steel fibres at a dosage of 2%
per volume, and of 0.20 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length. In a typical load deflection
graph of a sample under three-point loading, the material exhibits linear behaviour up to its
first crack stress, a post-first-crack strain hardening phase up to its ultimate flexural load, and
a post-ultimate-load strain softening phase. It has an ultimate bending stress that is over
twice its first crack stress and more than ten times the ultimate stress of conventional
concrete.
Table 1:

Main properties of the material with steel fibres or organic fibres

Density

Ductal®-FM or Ductal®-AF
With Thermal Treatment

Ductal®-FO without
Thermal Treatment

2500 kg /m3

2350 kg/m3

Compressive
Strength

Characteristical
value

150 – 180 MPa

100 – 140 MPa

Tensile Strength

Characteristical
value

8 MPa

5 MPa

Residual tensile
strength (0.3mm)

Characteristical
value

7,5 MPa

3 MPa

50 GPa

45 GPa

< 10 µm/m

550 µm/m

0.3

0.8

11.8 µm/m/°C

11.8 µm/m/°C

Young Modulus (E)
Shrinkage
Creep factor
Thermal expansion coefficient

The Ductal® microstructure is completely closed, making it resistant to abrasion, corrosion or
chemical attacks. Such superior characteristics give the material ultra-high performance
durability properties. The table 2 hereafter shows some durability properties of heat treated
Ductal®-FM and a comparison with ordinary concrete and high performance concrete
properties.
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Table 2:

Ductal® main durability properties

Durability indicator
Water porosity (%)
Oxygen permeability(m²)
Carbonation depth (mm) after one
month of accelerated tests
Abrasion test I=V/Vglass

3

Ordinary concrete
12-16
10-15 – 10-16

HPC
9-12
10-17

Ductal®-FM
2-6
<10-19

10

2

< 0.1

4

2.8

1.3-1.7

Ductal® recent references

The ultra high performance of Ductal® opens applications in following different domains:
•

Structural applications

•

Durability oriented applications

•

Architectural applications

3.1

Structural applications

A material with such high ultimate compressive and flexural-tensile strength offers interesting
opportunities in the field of prestressed concrete. The elimination of passive reinforcement
makes it possible to use thinner sections and a wider variety of innovative and acceptable
cross-sectional shapes. The current structural precast shapes used for prestressed beams in
bridges and buildings have been shaped for concretes with much lower strength properties.
In order to make the best use of the higher mechanical properties, there is several
opportunities to introduce new shapes in prestressed beam design. Through such re-design
approach of the elements the beam dead load can be reduced by a factor of three.
Among these kind of applications we can list 3 traffic bridges: the Shepherds Bridge erected
in Australia [4], the Wapello bridge in Iowa-US and the Kuyshu expressway bridge erected in
Japan [5]; 5 footbridges: Sherbrooke footbridge in Canada – Seonyu footbridge in Korea [6] –
Sermaises footbridge in France- Sakata Mirai and Akakura footbridges in Japan. Recently a
footbridge was erected in Calgary, the Glenmore footbridge and a traffic bridge completed in
France, the Saint-Pierre-La-Cour bridge. This bridge is presented hereafter.
12.60
7.60
Cycle track

Ductal® precast slabs

Figure 1:

Continous reinforced
concrete road

10 Ductal® girders

Ordinary concrete deck
cast in situ

Transversal section of the bridge

The "Conseil Général" of the Mayenne ordered a bypass from the town of Saint-Pierre-laCour. It was in this context that the first bridge in France made of Ductal® was built to cross
a railway line. This bridge, with a span of 19 m and 12.6 m wide, supports a continuous
reinforced concrete road of 7.6 m, a pavement and a cycle track (Figure 1).
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The ten 20-meters length prestressed girders without re-bars and 83 precast slabs they
support are all made of Ductal® (Figure 2). Although not exceeding 25 mm thick, the precast
slabs support a conventional 20-cm concrete apron. All the girders and precast slabs were
laid in two days, thanks to the speed this technique affords.
A comparison with a traditional solution indicates a reduction of the weight of the bridge deck
by a factor 2.2. The characteristics of the structure are enhanced by the fact that the
underside of the concrete deck and its reinforcements are protected against any damage
thanks to Ductal ultra high durability performances. Durability that limits maintenance
budgets and provides a more globally economic solution.
Ordinary concrete deck
200

Ductal® precast slab
e=25 mm
750

Ductal® beam
350

1395 mm

Description of the composite solution
Figure 2:

After completion

Saint-Pierre-La-Cour bridge description and construction

Ductal® can also be used in structural applications without any passive reinforcement or,
prestressing, like the case of stairs. The material was used in several projects: stairs at
Roissy airport in Paris, stairs at new Lafarge office in Birmingham (Figure 4), and a new
helicoidal stair solution developed by an industrial partner, Escaliers Decors (Figure 3).

Stairs at Birmingham
Figure 3:

Escalier Decors’s stairs

Stairs made of Ductal

The material was also used in the Ungerer Museum in Strasbourg for the construction of a
“flying carpet” of 45mm in thickness to connect the entrance to the main building. The
structure of 49 m length and 1,8m width, designed by the architects Dominique Marrec and
Emmanuel Combarel, doesn’t contain any traditional re-bars or prestressing (figure 4).
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Figure 4:

Flying carpet, Ungerer Museum, Strasbourg

3.2

Durability Oriented Applications

The durability of Ductal® is as important as the mechanical strength. Combining strength and
durability, Ductal® can be an ideal solution for structures in severe environment. Also the
durability of the material lowers the maintenance costs and makes the solution very
competitive.
Ductal® was used in several durability /fire resistance oriented applications like the beams
and girders (more than 2000) used for the Cattenom power plant cooling tower-France, the
retained earth anchorages (more than 6000) used in Reunion Island –France- and the
Ductal®-AF used for the construction of composite columns in the Reina Sofia Museum in
Madrid (Spain). Recently Ductal® was used for the fabrication of the troughs of Gold Bar
waste water treatment (Figure 5).

Transversal section
Figure 5:

Troughs after installation

Gold Bar troughs
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3.3

Architectural Applications

The use of a concrete-like material but with almost unlimited possibilities of appearance,
texture and colour has excited the architects by giving them access to unexpected new world
of shapes and volumes. Ductal® was used in several architecturally oriented applications like
the bus shelters in Tucson (USA), sun shades in France, façade panels in Monaco, Kyoto
clock tower in Japan and the canopies of LRT station of Shawnessy in Canada. Recently,
Ductal® was used for the construction of several projects: cladding at Thiais, sunshades at
Clichy, Badia Berger mantialla at Paris and Navarra roof house at Muy; these projects are
presented hereafter.
Cladding at Thiais
The RATP administrative centre in Thiais is responsible for the traffic management of 300
buses and provision of 24-hour facilities for 800 drivers. Located in an industrial zone on the
outskirts of Paris, this project was designed by Dominique Marrec and Emmanuel Combarel.
Mirroring the variety of coatings within the bus depot, a double skin first follows and then lifts
the pavement. The result is a non-directive setting in which users are free to determine what
they want to conceal and what they want to leave open to view (Figure 6).
The architects wanted to focus on the mineral nature of the site and propose a building that
acts as a continuation of the ground surface and emerges like a deformation of that surface.

Figure 6:

Thiais bus station – By D.Marrec and E.Combarel

It was this approach that gave the idea of a skin that would blur distinctions between traffic
flows and building while giving the site a strong visual identity.
Two implementation techniques come together here: heavy prefabrication and siding, as the
3cm thick skin provides a pavement that is partly open to traffic and rises up, sweeping away
any thickness, to lose itself in the sky.
The Lego-like framework offers anti-slip properties, gives colour-stippling effects that break
up the play of lights and mirrors from the tinted external exterior bonded glass bays (Figure
8). This skin uses Ductal® not only for its structural properties but also for its visual aspect,
its depth of colour and quality of finish.
Sunscreens at Clichy
The Clichy municipal swimming pool was built in 1968 and required extensive work. The
Town Hall opted for refurbishing including reconstruction of the south-facing, fully glazed
main facade.
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ENIA Architects suggested the installation of outside sunscreens to control the solar impact
and, accordingly, the thermal ambiance in the pool. This new double skin is made up of a
grid of horizontal and vertical slats of Ductal®, of 4cm in thickness, forming rectangular
modules (L. 2.50 x H. 1 m) mounted to the existing metal structure (Figure 7).

Figure 7:

Sun shades for Clichy swimming pool.

Not only were the architects able to take advantage of specific technical features in order to
construct a long-lasting facade with thin and slender shapes, they were attracted by the
luminous color range offered by Ductal®. The top surfaces of some horizontal slats are lined
in red, reflected on the outside module. The colors are never perceived directly but simply by
their reflection which varies according to the brightness. The asymmetrical reflections set off
the extreme regularity of the sunscreen.
Badia Berger’s mantillas
The architect Badia Berger has designed an amazing green mantilla. This cladding was
installed in Zac Rive Gauche (Figure 8).

Figure 8:

Green mantillas in Paris

Navarra roof house
Dreamt up by Rudy Ricciotti for art dealer Enrico Navarra, the roof over the art gallery in Muy
en Provence represents a new technological achievement for Ductal®. Large dark panels
with a "stealth" look will soon cover the entire gallery with a 7.7 m overhang. Each segment
of Ductal® weighs in at 3 tons and has been given heat treatment at 90°. The roof is a worldfirst, only 3 cm thick at the edge of the overhang and 40 m wide, providing an extreme visual
contribution to the landscape (Figure 9).
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Figure 9:

Ductal® roof of Navarra house

4

Conclusion

Ductal® is a new technology of ultra high strength concretes that constitutes a breakthrough
in concrete mix design. This family of products is characterised by a very dense
microstructure and very high compressive strength achieving and possibly exceeding 200
MPa. Steel and organic fibres or combination of both are one of the major components of the
material enhancing the bending strength, the ductility and fire resistance.
The three main categories of applications are:
•
Structural applications: The very high mechanical properties combined with
prestressing technology offer to engineers and architects lot of opportunities to design
elegant structures by avoiding heavy steel reinforcement. Ductal® technology gives access
to very thin slender and elegant structures like footbridges. Also Ductal can be used without
any re-bars to design stairs and slender structures.
•
Durability oriented applications: the very dense microstructure of the Ductal® matrix
offers a material which resists to very aggressive media and opens therefore a very wide
range of applications.
•
Architectural applications: a very wide range of textures and colours effects are
accessible to Ductal®. Such properties provide architects with very high potential of
innovative design in all elements that build up new architecture.
5
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Use of UHPC in offshore wind turbine foundations
Summary

The uses of UHPC are today playing an important role in the construction of offshore wind
turbine foundations. Offshore wind speeds are more than 30% higher than speeds onshore,
and the offshore construction of wind turbines is planned to play an important role in the
European goal of decreasing CO2 emissions.
Keywords: UHPC in the construction of offshore wind turbine foundations
1

The driven Monopile

For most of the offshore wind farms installed in Europe, the preferred solution has been
driven Monopile foundations. Part of the reason for the success of the driven Monopile is the
method introduced in 2000 whereby the bottom tower section (the Transition Piece) is
connected to the driven Monopile with a pumpable self compacting UHPC.
The solution accommodates the possibility of adjusting for out of
verticality of the Monopile after driving, by tilting the Transition Piece to
the vertical before filling the gap with UHPC. In addition, the Transition
Piece can be prepared with installation of accessories onshore in order
to save expensive offshore work (Figure 1).
To date, Densit has installed more than 320 units and over the next 12
months will be installing more than 250 additional units, representing
altogether approximately 6000 tonnes of UHPC Densit material.

Figure 1:

Driven Monopile with Transition Piece mounted
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2

The Transition Piece (TP)

In order to install the UHPC offshore and under water, a number of things have to be in
place.
First of all, a sealing system has to seal the bottom of the annuli between the TP and the
Monopile in order to keep the UHPC from flowing out into the sea. Different seals have been
developed for this purpose.
For an outside mounted TP, a wiper seal has mainly been used. The wiper seal is a rubber
seal bolted onto the bottom of the TP, which has an opening diameter smaller than the
Monopile. When the TP is lowered over the Monopile, the seal is forced to open by the
weight of the TP, thereby tightening against the Monopile. The UHPC is then pumped
through a pre-installed 75 mm steel pipe with an inlet just above the seal. Figure 2 shows a
TP with a seal and a U profile ring channel.

Figure 2:

Wiper type seal

For an inside mounted TP, inflatable seals have mainly been used. This type of seal has
been used in the offshore industry for years (Figure 3).

Figure 3:
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3

The Development of Densit UHPC self compacting concrete
•

In 1972, Aalborg Portland launched a development project “New Concrete”.

•

The Densit® technology or the DSP-technology was invented and developed (DSP –
Densified Systems with ultra-fine Particles).

•

In 1978, the Densit technology was patented.

•

In 1983, Densit a/s was established as an independent company

•

In 1995, Densit made a full-scale test, pumping and filling a large pipe with UHPC
named “Ducorit®” under offshore conditions. Densit was awarded its first contract for
reinforcing a number of Jacket platforms for Philips Petroleum, and the offshore
activities started growing.

•

Over more than 3 decades, Densit has refined its methods and has a thorough
understanding of how to control the process of industrial manufacturing of Ducorit®
UHPC.

4

Keeping the promises

As most installations are done under water in dynamic loaded structures, knowledge about
installation and the quality of the installed product is very important.
The costs of making mistakes in this kind of applications are unacceptable. Furthermore, no
efficient or realistic test methods of checking the installation exist, apart from observing
overflow of material.
Therefore, the key performance factors for the the supplier are:
•

A thorough documentation of the product’s characteristics under extreme chemical
and mechanical conditions. See bellow (Figure 4:Mechanical Properties of Ducorit®),
(Figure 5: SN curve for Ducorit® D4), (Figure 6: Densit vs. good concrete)

•

A well-documented QA system which includes tests of the material before it is
delivered for installation.

•

Thorough knowledge of the behaviour of the material in order to advise the customer
how the material can be installed for best results to ensure that the material acts as
an integrated part of the structure.

•

Expertise in making efficient Method Statements to ensure that all elements of the
installation are described with contingency procedures, in an efficient and safe way
as well as prescribing safe QA and health and safety. Over the years, the Method
Statement and QA have been approved and certified by DNV and GL.

•

Having highly efficient and reliable mixing and pumping equipment with adequate
redundancy to ensure uninterrupted installations. A breakdown during installation is
not an option.

•

Having a number of qualified supervisors with offshore certificates to handle all
phases of the installation, including QA.
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5

Material Properties

In order to be pre-qualified for deliveries and installations of UHPC as a structural element in
an offshore structure, it is important to have a long proven record, showing that the material
properties are constant and reliable. The key properties of the material are shown below. In
addition, figures for Workability (ASTM flow), Air content, Setting time, Strength development
for different temperatures, and Shrinkage are important factors.

Figure 4:

Mechanical properties of Ducorit® UHPC

Figure 5:

Ducorit® D4 SN curve, mean compressive strength 210 MPa. [1]
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Figure 6:

Densit versus good concrete

6

Manufacturing QA

Densit is ISO 9001 certified and is in the process of obtaining certification to OHSAS 18001
(occupational health and safety management system) and ISO 14001 (which covers the top
environmental performance requested in the offshore sector).
Two important parts of our manufacturing QA are:
1. All products are tested prior to delivery to our customers as described below :
A representative sample of Ducorit® is taken for each 30 tonnes produced. The
sample is mixed with prescribed water, and the following properties are measured:
- "Wetting" time
- Workability (ASTM flow)
- Air content/density
- Setting time
- Compressive strength (23 hours 80°C, ø45 x 90 mm cylinders)
2. Full traceability of all manufactured material is ensured through unique numbering of
the bags.
7

Equipment

For offshore installations, there have to be incorporated redundancy for all elements in the
installation in order to prevent any installation delays. The cost of delays is so high that any
delays are unacceptable. Furthermore, castings done in more than one stage cannot be
accepted due to the risk of non-performance.
All materials are batch mixed to avoid separation during transport and also to get acceptance
to minimum QC offshore. Densit has developed its own heavy duty mixing plants with a
semiautomatic water dosage system. The equipment is mounted in a 20’ half-height
container for easy transport and handling.
For pumping, standard UHPC Putzmeister concrete pumps are used.
A standard set-up is shown below. The skid has a capacity of 12 tonnes per hour for mixing
and pumping. On a typical wind turbine Monopile with TP, an average of 20 tonnes of UHPC
Ducorit® material are used (Figure 7 shows a standard set-up for mixing and pumping
Ducorit® UHPC).
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Figure 7:

Standard set-up for mixing and pumping UHPC

8

New structures for foundations in deeper water

In the oil and gas sector, structures for deeper water have been used for decades. Among
these are Jacket and tripod structures, which could also be designed to carry wind turbine
loads as well. These structures are, however, very expensive and if they are going to be
economical for wind turbine foundations, they will need to be optimized.
9

Concrete Tripod

Figure 8 shows a tripod structure made in concrete where the piles and shaft are connected
with UHPC. The design is by Grontmij/Carl Bro, who also designed the gravity foundations
for the Middelgrunden offshore wind park and the concept design for Nysted and Lillgrund.
Further information: www.grontmij-carlbro.com.

Figure 8:
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Concrete Tripod structure
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9.1

Multi Pile Foundation

New patented concept developed by the German company Bard Engineering. The three
Monopiles are connected to the centre structure with UHPC. The structure is designed for a
5 MW wind turbine. Further information: www.bard-engineering.de.

Figure 9:

Multi Pile Foundation

10

Closing Remarks

The offshore wind turbine part of the market is still only a fraction of the size of the onshore
wind turbine installation. To date, approximately 1600 MW has been built or is under
construction. Looking at the forecast for Europe, this figure will increase dramatically during
the next decade.
For water depths greater than 30 metres where new structures will be needed, it is important,
that all parts of the structures are made more cost-effective. Alternatively, new, cost-efficient
methods nedd to be developed for deeper water in order to make the offshore installations
competitive. We expect that UHPC will play an important role in this new development as it
has in the past for oil and gas structures as well as for offshore wind turbine foundations.

11
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UHPC free form design with pneumatic formwork
Summary

Since Neff developed in the 1940s the pneumatic formwork the technologies didn't change
significantly or are well established. Nowadays, those systems are known as airforms and
the structures as monolithic domes. After a big boom in the 50s and 60s the pneumatic
formworks and the shells lost ground because of their low architectural and design potentials.
Today, new materials for membranes but also for concrete are available. So the idea is:
combining traditional well known technologies -pneumatic formwork- with new high-tec
materials -ultra high performance concrete- to enhance and develop a new pneumatic
formwork as well as freeform structures to feature new architectural qualities. The result of
this idea is the -Membrane Concrete Grid Shell-.
The paper will give an insight to the invention of the pneumatic formwork and theoretical
descriptions of how MCGS structures could be designed, engineered and pre-dimensioned
with tools like Rhino, ANSYS and RSTAB. The theory of optimizing respective reducing
membrane wrinkling with ANSYS will be described and compared with prototypes. Also the
question of the steel fibre orientation will be shown and solved with a very simple method for
a fast pre-dimensioning. The “bending” test runs of 1:1 prototypes will show how strong a
UHPC concrete grid shell with small cross sections could be. In this context it will be
discussed, if it's possible to automate the design process for details e.g. by using Generative
Design.
Keywords: Membrane Concrete Grid Shells, UHPC - ultra high performance concrete,
membrane formwork, pneumatic formwork, topology optimization, form finding, steel fibre
orientation, generative Design, Finite Elements, fluid dynamics, FEM.
1

Introduction

The main idea was to combine well known but different construction or assembly types in
combination with new materials to get a new structure and construction method. Thus, the
focus was to point out the technical advantages as well as the development of cost-effective
construction systems. Secondarily an architectural appealing system respective structure
should be the result of the new construction system.
In the last decade, some new technologies in the building industry had been developed but
not often used. As there are new concrete types like UHPC (Ultra High Performance
Concrete) that could take large pressure, flexural and tension forces or Membranes with new
surface coatings that are more resistant against environmental influences.
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In addition, the idea of combining pneumatic formwork and concrete shell structures is not
new. Innovative is the use of UHPC that includes the reinforcement in combination with
inflated double-layered membrane structures, which are directly connected to each other or
joint with membrane flaps. Those membranes are arranged in a special configuration that
continuous chambers could be created and filled with UHPC or another self-hardening
material. The result is a thin Membrane Concrete Grid Shell, particularly a thin wide spanning
concrete grid shell with nearly any user-defined concrete grid respective mesh with a curved
even double curved shape.
2

Functional principle

2.1

Principal of Membrane formwork

The principle of the membrane formwork is very straightforward. One membrane layer (Fig. 1
(1)) - the first and inner layer - acts as airhall and thus as supporting structure for the second
membrane layer (Fig. 1 (2)) that defines a chamber system. The airhall layer is based on the
usual rules for air-supported structures: membranes must be confectioned and details
dimensioned respective inner pressure and loads; the author recommends the
Lufthallenhandbuch IL15. The second layer is subjected to different requirements. First and
foremost, the membrane must be confectioned for the geometrical demands of the final
concrete grid shell. Considered must be the inner pressure respective dead load of the fluid
concrete and thus the shearing stress of the welded seams. Another aspect is avoiding
wrinkling and due this a cutback of the final concrete section. Those criteria could be fulfilled,
as shown in paragraph 3.

Figure 1:

Left: Schematic section with pneumatic supported airhall layer (1) and secondary
membrane (2). Right: Visualization of cruciformed membrane formwork.

2.2

Material – Ultra High Performance Concrete

The reduction of weight respective dead load of the reinforcement as well as dead load of
concrete during the assembly of the MCGS inflated system and the minimization of concrete
for structural, architectural and design aspects are the main ideas. Besides this, there is one
boundary condition: no constructive steel reinforcement could be insert into the membrane
chamber formwork. To obtain this, the new ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) was
chosen. The institution “Structural Materials” at the University of Kassel was involved in the
development of this special UHPC. It is a self-compacting concrete with a high Young's
module of about 55000 N/mm², a compressive strength of between 110 N/mm² and 250
N/mm², the tensile strength is up to 17 N/mm² and bending stiffness is about 39 N/mm².
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Further values are w/b=0.2 and w/z=0.28. Small steel fibres with a length of 20 mm and a
thickness of 0.1 mm are added and will affect the high ductility.
2.3

Erection of the MCGS

The erection of a Membrane Concrete Grid Shells could be done in 6 steps. 1) Fixing the
prefabricated membrane at the base. 2) Inflating the airhall. 3) Inflating the membrane
chamber system. 4) Gradual pumping the concrete bottom-up while regulating the inner
airhall pressure. 5) Repetition of step 4 till the concrete structure is complete. 6) Deflating the
airhall and removing the membrane after the concrete structure is hardened. Optionally the
membrane could be left and used as façade. Finally a second façade e.g. glazing could be
installed.

Figure 2:

Erection and concreting steps of a hemisphere shaped MCGS

3

Formwork – Chamber system

The membrane formwork is subjected to several conditions like: shape of the airform, inner
pressure of the airform, geometry of the final concrete grid shell, dead load of the fluid
concrete while pumping and especially cut-out concerning the reduction of wrinkles.
3.1

Dependency: Pressure – Shape - Moment of inertia

Fig. 3 shows the typical section of the membrane formwork and the deformation under inner
pressure. Due to the first membrane layer is prestressed, the chamber respective formwork
could not shape an ideal circular geometry. So the upper and the lower part of the section
are segments with different centres. While the perimeter of the formwork section will always
be the same, the area (Fig. 3 ) and thus the moment of inertia (Table 1) could change
depending on the inner pressure.

Figure 3:

Left: Comparison: initial membrane formwork section, pneumatic deformed
section and idealized circular section. Right: Section areas with constant
perimeter.

A further boundary condition for the dimension of the final concrete section is the shearing
stress of the welded seam. Thru pulling the second layer from the first layer under an angle
between 0 and 180 degree, the membranes will peel off. So another constant is the
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maximum feasible shear stress for the seam. Experimental tests with membranes TYPE III
showed, that welded and stitched seams could take loads up to 12.5 kN/m under an angle of
180 degree.
Table 1:

Shaping effect regarding the moment of inertia.

Moment of inertia

a)

b)
4

c)
4

Ix

55.6 cm

109.6 cm

163.7 cm4

Iy

162.7 cm4

200.3 cm4

163.7 cm4

Based on the fact, that the sections will be circular, the tangential stress of the cylindrical
membrane chamber could be calculated with the “Kesselformel” (1).
σt =

p*D
2*s

(1)

Via reverse calculation, it’s now possible to determine the potential concrete section diameter
subjected to the pumping height of the UHPC. For example: with a section diameter of 0.15
m, the concrete could be pumped to a height of 6 m. If the final construction will be higher
then 6 m, the erection of the construction must be done in several concreting steps.
In summary, the geometry change of the membrane formwork caused by the inner pressure
of the fluid UHPC will generate different concrete sections with non-continuous static
properties. This must be considered for the dimensioning of the final concrete grid shell. By
the use of modern Finite Element Software, this problem could be solved, but with an
enormous calculation time. To simplify a pre-dimensioning of a Membrane Concrete Grid
Shell, the author recommends the following approach: the simplified calculations for the grid
shell could be done with an inscribed circular profile. For instance: a circular profile should be
inscribed into Fig. 2 section b). Thus the static properties are reduced and are including a
safety factor.
3.2

Optimizing the geometry of the formwork

Beyond the static properties of the membranes and seams, the wrinkling of the membranes
is an important topic for the static properties of the final concrete grid shell. Every wrinkle will
reduce the concrete section and causes a weak spot. The complexity for the cut-outs is very
high, because a double curved membrane must be confectioned and welded to a double
curved airhall – wrinkles are foreknown.
The reduction of wrinkles is possible. In these studies, it’s done by the parameterization of
the formworks geometry. Fig. 4 shows the geometry of the prototype with the cruciform
formwork layer in the middle (left). The lower left symmetric quarter is shown with a spline
that defines the geometry of the formwork. By changing the splines parameters, the
geometry of the final “cross” will change.
With generative design, which means the automatic and iterative generation, calculation and
evaluation of the symmetric detail, it is possible to develop an optimized second formwork
layer. Calculating wrinkles with FEM software is very complex and computationally intensive.
Thus the author used fast ascertainable attribute of the Finite Elements: the rotation in every
direction. Optimizing the formwork under inner pressure means reducing the rotation sum of
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the Finite Elements. Fig. 5 shows the rotation sum of the initial geometry. The red areas are
representing the wrinkles, which will occur. The right image shows the optimized geometry.
Red areas are nearly vanished.

Figure 4:

Left: cruciform formwork
geometry and parameter.

Figure 5:

Finite Element rotation sum;
initial and optimized.

This works not only with simple geometries. A further test series was done with more
complex circular formwork geometries. Wrinkles could be avoided.

Figure 6:

Prototypes Left: Initial shape with wrinkls. Right: Optimized shape.

4

Prototypes

Beside the verification of the geometrical formwork parameters, the static properties of
specimens must be proofed. As the following paragraphs will show, the geometry of the
formwork respectively the final concrete grid shape and the load-carrying capacity are
directly correlating. Cause is the fluid dynamic property of the steel fibre reinforced concrete.
4.1

Cylindrical formwork

The main question is: Are the UHPC material properties equal along a structural-member?
Therefore a simple cylindrical, vertical orientated membrane formwork was filled with UHPC
from bottom-up. UHPC M1Q with 1.5 vol.% steel fibres (D/l = 0.19/9 mm) was pumped with
an pressure of only 3 bar. After 7 days of hardening the membrane formwork was removed.
28 days later, the specimen was fragmented into 16 cylindrical peaces and tested on
compression strength, flexural strength, density, fibre share and fibre orientation
The results showed, that the material properties are not homogeneous but changing along
the specimen. While the compressive strength parallel the fibre orientation is between 140
N/mm2 and 160 N/mm2, the perpendicular compressive strength is between 190 N/mm2 and
218 N/mm2. Also the flexural strength of the material varies between 17 N/mm2 and 38
N/mm2.
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Particle flow simulations with ANSYS showed and approved, that the fibre orientation and the
fibre allocation is mainly responsible for those results. At the filler neck, the fibres are
orientated in any angle what leads to a low compressive strength. At the middle and the top
of the specimen, the fibres are orientated parallel to the flow direction and thus leads to a
higher compressive strength. Because of the different fibre allocation at the top and bottom,
the flexural strength is reduced compared to the middle part.
This means for the dimensioning of the MCGS construction: The material properties of the
UHPC must be attenuated for calculations. The dimensioning of the final concrete grid shell
must be done with simplified assumptions.
4.2

Cruciform formwork

In further test series more complex cruciform geometries were proved. The focus was to get
information about the wrinkling of the formwork with non-optimized geometries and those
effects on the sections and the load-bearing behaviour. Coeval the fibre orientation, as
shown before, takes effect and was determined analogue and with the FE software ANSYS.

Figure 7:

Left: Load bearing test series for cruciform UHPC structural members: Supports
at the ends, load located in the centre.

Load-bearing tests (Fig. 7) were done by supporting the cruciform specimens at those ends
and increasing loads stepwise at the centre. If you think of double curved grid shells, this
load configuration is not usual but represents the worst case: high local forces that results in
extreme moments at the weaken (wrinkled) sections. Fig. 7 shows also the load-bearing
diagram of the details KN1 and KN2. Both are produced with a non-optimized geometry. KN2
features an opening in the centre for reducing the volume and fixing a secondary façade.
The curves are visualizing the ductility of the details KN1 and KN2. The second specimen
KN2 could take a load of about 5.8 kN but with smaller sections and a lower dead load which
makes it more effective, compared with KN1.
Besides those results, the failure behaviour respective the layout of the cracks was
interesting. As foreseen, the first cracks at specimen KN1 appeared at the notches caused
by the wrinkled formwork. Whereas KN2 showed a different crack pattern. The first crack
(R3.1) appeared at the centre, increased parallel to one arm and spitted up to a Y (Fig. 8).
The particle flow simulations were clarifying the causation. The fluid UHPC was pumped from
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bottom-up, streamed to the left and right arms and finally up. Behind the circular formwork a
‘slipstream’ appeared where the fibres were orientated parallel and thus reduced the
materials strength respective the sections resistance. Further ANSYS simulations with
coupled fibre orientation and material strength resulted in similar crack patterns and failure
behaviours.

Figure 8:

Left: Crack pattern of KN2. Right: Particle flow simulation and crack analysis.

With those coupled simulations it is possible to analyse the weak points and dimension the
structural details. A complete simulation of a MCGS structure is hard to realize because of
the enormous computational effort. With the results of the scientific research, the author
developed a simplified 3D framework pre-dimensioning method for membrane concrete grid
shells.
5

Membrane Concrete Grid Shells

5.1

Pre-dimensioning

Material properties must be attenuated for calculating and dimensioning. Regarding the
specimen test series, the permissible compressive stress should be reduced to 150 N/mm2
and tension stress to 13 N/mm2. According to the German DIN 1055 and DIN 1045 the safety
factors must be considered. For dimensioning MCGS constructions, the software RSTAB
(Dlubal) was used and extended with specially written software. A tool for regular, triangular
meshed hemisphere-MCGS constructions was developed, which could automatically
generate and dimension the structures including analysis of dynamic behaviour and buckling.
After dimensioning the ideal circular sections of the structure, the geometry transformation
for the formwork follows. Therefore a transformation code was developed, that allows the
direct geometry transfer into the formworks geometry. This new formwork section must be
positioned and extruded along the system lines of the grid shell. The knots then are an
automatically generated freeform surface between the current ends.
The airform
membranes must be developed as a freeform surface between the system lines. Further
dimensioning and machining of the membranes is conforming to the known techniques from
airhalls and textile architecture: unrolling, compensation, cut out, seam allowance.
Membrane calculations could be done e.g. with ANSYS or EASY. Thereby another technical
component must be recognised: The deformation of the airhall caused by the dead load of
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the fluent UHPC before hardening. To prevent deviations from the ideal geometry, the inner
pressure must be conditioned.

Figure 9:

3D membrane geometry for a small MCGS dome (diameter 6m). Left: Airhall
membranes. Right: Formwork layer.

6

Conclusion

The idea of combining well-known construction systems with new building materials to
upgrade or advance those is very simple. In this case, it’s the new steel fibre reinforced ultra
high performance concrete, which allows the pumping into small membrane formworks
without the use of additional rebar. UHPC allows a minimal dimensioning of sections and
enables large spans for thin shells. Airforms and membrane formwork could be form-fined
and patterned with software like ANSYS, EASY or RHINO. The technologies to manufacture
and build those structures are given and well known.
The technical coherences between airform, membrane formwork and final structure are
complex. For example: The Load-bearing behaviour is dependent on fibre orientation and
section respective wrinkling of the membrane formwork. Wrinkling depends on an optimized
formwork geometry that again depends on the structural design. Parameters are recursively
linked to each other. At all, details could be developed, analysed and dimensioned as shown
in this paper. Necessary are simplifications for the handling of complete concrete grid shells.
Those are leading to a constriction of material properties and the slight oversizing of
sections.
Architects and designers are getting a new and simple method to build shapely structures.
The challenge consists in the calculation and dimensioning of optimal respective minimal
structures and their adaptation to the airform.
7
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Summary

Optimization of material consumption is one of the basic approaches applied in the
development process of new types of structures, respecting requirements of sustainable
construction. New composite high performance silicate materials could be used for
construction of stronger, more durable and at the same time slender structures. The
optimized lightened shape of structural elements demands less material and consequently it
can lead to the improvement of environmental parameters of the entire structure. The
application of HPC and UHPC is more frequent in engineering structures, such as bridges.
However, in building structures there is also a good chance to reduce environmental impacts
and simultaneously to increase structural reliability and safety by the use of new types of
high performance concretes.
Keywords: environmental impact, optimization, RC floor structure, UHPC, recycled materials
1

Background

During the twenty years from 1974 to 1994 the world population increased by 40 %. Cement
and steel production, municipal waste generation are increasing even faster [1] (Fig. 1).
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Tendencies in cement production and generation of municipal waste (OECD
data) are compared with the population growth and its expected development up
to the year 2020
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The need for material saving was clearly specified in general Rio Agenda 21 (Changing
Consumption Patterns) published in 1992: "To promote efficiency in production processes
and reduce wasteful consumption in the process of economic growth".
Buildings in EU and other developed countries are responsible for more than 40 % of the
total energy consumption, and the construction sector generates approx. 40 % of all manmade wastes [2]. The extraction of raw materials for construction of buildings, manufacturing
of building products and waste landfill or incineration are associated with corresponding
environmental impacts, including greenhouse gas emissions. Buildings are thus
consequently responsible for more than 30 % of released CO2 emissions.
Development of new materials, structures and construction technologies for construction of
buildings should be thus based on the struggle for the reduction of primary non-renewable
material and energy resources, while keeping performance quality, safety and durability on a
high performance level.
Structural safety of the construction in all its life cycle stages, including exceptional situations
(natural disasters, explosions, fires, etc.) comes to prominence in the hierarchy of the design
criterion importance. This is also due to the increasing risk level resulting from the rise of
exceptional load situations caused by global climatic changes, as well as terrorist attacks.
Both the requirements, (i) the reduction of material consumption (leading to more slender
structures) and (ii) the increase of structural reliability, durability and safety can be at first
sight considered as being in contradiction – the search for the optimum assuming one
criterion often causes the decrease of the other criteria value. Using traditional construction
materials and technologies, the typical result of the effort to ensure a higher level of structural
reliability and safety is the robust structure (which needs more construction materials).
However, using high performance concrete it is possible to design more slender structures,
while structural reliability and safety are kept at the required high level. Consequently
environmental parameters could be improved due to primary material savings. All these
aspects represent significant contribution to sustainable construction.
2

Application of UHPC in building construction

The most significant feature of UHPC is high compressive strength which allows the design
of more slender structural elements. Such filigree structures could be at the same time more
strong and durable. It is due to the very dense material structure and increased resistance to
corrosion. Thus, UHPC offers new solutions for innovative construction in harsher conditions
like aggressive environment or exceptional loads (earthquakes, floods, strong winds, blasts,
etc.). Moreover, environmental impacts can be due to primary material savings reduced.
The application of UHPC is currently more frequent in engineering structures like roads and
bridges [3]. However, there is a big potential for the use of UHPC also in building structures.
The advantages of application of HPC and UHPC in building construction are as follows:
- higher compressive strength permits construction of slender and lighter structural
members with reduced use of primary material,
- UHPC can be used for large span structures and imposed to heavier loads,
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-

due to higher density the material is more durable (it requires less maintenance and
repairs); it can be used also in some types of aggressive environments,
- lower loads from slender (lighter) structural members on supporting members (walls,
columns, foundations) lead to reduction of their dimensions,
- structural members from UHPC are stronger and can be more ductile (e.g. if fibres are
used) – the structure is more resistant in case of earthquakes or other exceptional load
cases – like natural disasters, terrorist attacks, etc.,
- slender structure = less material consumption = less demolition waste = less demands
on transportation = lower environmental impacts.
Several examples from abroad show that new composite fibre silicate materials and
corresponding technologies can be used for thin "shell" elements with the thickness less
than 30 mm (e.g. Ductal® – France). For more than two decades, high strength concretes
with compressive strength 50 – 130 MPa have been used in construction of tall buildings.
Due to higher compressive strength of HPC in vertical load bearing structures, it is possible
to design smaller cross sections with a reduced amount of material.
The first known use of UHPC (with more than 150 MPa) in building construction dates to
2001, when in Joppa (USA Illinois) a clinker silo was built with the roof from Ductal® concrete
with compressive strength up to 220 MPa and flexural strength 50 MPa. The ultra light, thin
precast panels were designed without any conventional reinforcement by steel bars.
3

Environmental impact of concrete and concrete structures

Considering the volume of produced concrete and the number of concrete structures, the
problem of their environmental impact forms a significant part of the whole global problem of
sustainable development. The specific amount of harmful impacts embodied in a concrete
unit is, in comparison with other building materials, relatively small. However, due to the high
production of concrete (Fig. 1), the total negative impact of concrete structures is significant.
Every improvement of concrete design principles, production, construction and demolition
technologies, methodologies of assessment and management of operation of concrete
structures thus provides a very significant contribution on the way towards sustainable
development.

3.1

Potential for reduction of environmental impact by the use of UHPC

Using UHPC it is possible to design slender shell structures with reduced use of materials.
This leads to reduction of environmental impacts connected with the use of primary natural
sources and reduction of deposition of waste from demolished structures.
Potential reductions of environmental loads are:
- savings in natural resources (especially non-renewable ones),
- savings in transport environmental loads (less material, lighter structural elements, less
demolition waste),
- savings in maintenance and repair demands due to higher durability,
- reduction of the volume of waste material at the end of the life cycle of the structure.
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3.2

Use of recycled waste materials

The reduction of primary non-renewable resources and consequent reduction of waste
amounts can also be supported by the use of secondary recycled materials originating from
the waste from construction, as well as other industries. Some secondary materials (such as
fly-ash, silica fume, slag, etc.) are commonly used in production of new types of concrete.
The main attention should be paid to those waste materials which are produced in large
amounts and are not recycled or just a small amount is recycled. Such waste materials are
e.g. non-sorted plastics and laminated carton drink boxes from municipal waste.
Several alternatives of RC floor structures lightened by fillers from recycled municipal waste
have been developed, optimized and experimentally tested within the previous research at
CTU in Prague.
Two types of lightening fillers from recycled waste plastic and one type from structural boards
from recycled laminated cartons were developed [4]. The shapes of fillers were determined
as a result of integrated environmental design and optimization considering environmental
criterions, as well as structural parameters of the resulting composite RC structure.

3.3

Environmental parameters of concrete

Evaluation of environmental impact of any structure is highly determined by the quality of
available data. There is no standard data set of unit embodied values for all components
used in the concrete mix. One of the often used data source is Ökologisher Bauteilkatalog [5]
in which the data are based on UCPTE electricity mix. These data were used in the following
study for plain concrete, steel reinforcement and thin-coat plaster. Unit embodied values for
recycled non-sorted plastic were calculated using energy and production statistical data
provided by the producer – recycling company Transform Lazne Bohdanec. The data used
for UHPC were taken from [3] (Teichmann and Schmidt). The composition of both types of
concretes (C30/37 and UHPC) used in the study is presented in Table 1, environmental
parameters are in Table 2.
Table 1:

Composition of two types of concrete

Type of concrete
cement
quartz powder
quartz sand/gravel
water
silica fume
steel fibres

3

kg/m
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3

C30/37

UHPC

370
1800
170
-

733
183
1008
161
230
75

It is evident that UHPC have unit embodied values higher in comparison with plain concrete.
This is due to the fact that steel and plastic fibres have higher values of embodied
environmental parameters than plain concrete itself. An inclusion of fibres in the concrete mix
represents an additional increase of embodied parameters. However, UHPC can be used for
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more slender structures with significantly lower concrete content and without conventional
reinforcement in thin parts of element cross sections.
Table 2:

Embodied environmental parameters of different types of materials, using data
from [3] and [5]

Type of material

ordinary concrete C30/37 [5]
ultra high performance concrete - UHPC [3]
reinforcement (steel) [5]
recycled non-sorted plastic
thin-coat plaster [5]

4

embodied
energy
MJ/kg

embodied
emissions CO2
kg CO2,equiv./kg

0.80
1.44
13.00
7.36
1.40

0.130
0.239
0.800
0.492
0.140

Environmental assessment of selected alternatives of RC floor structures –
case study

Several previously performed LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) analyses of RC floor structures
showed that using the optimized shape and recycled waste materials it was possible to
reduce environmental impacts, such as consumption of non-renewable silicate materials, the
resulting level of embodied CO2, embodied SOx and embodied energy. Some results of
previous LCA analyses have already been presented in [1] and [4]. The goal of the current
analysis is to show if and how the use of UHPC in an optimized shape of an RC floor slab
can contribute to the reduction of environmental impacts.
In total, three alternatives of RC floor structures have been analyzed. Alternative A is a
reference full RC slab from ordinary concrete C30/37. Alternatives B and C are optimized
hollow core pracast panels with lightening installation fillers from recycled non-sorted plastic
[1], [4]. Alternative B is cast from ordinary concrete C30/37, alternative C from UHPC
(composition and environmental data used from [3]). All alternatives were designed for the
same performance – live load 2.0 kN/m2, span 4.5 m and final flat ceiling finish. The overview
of all the analyzed alternatives is presented in Table 3. The shape of fillers from recycled
plastic is based on previous environmentally based optimization with the goal to reduce the
amount of used concrete and reduce associated environmental impacts.
Alternative B (Figure 2): The lower ceiling and the top slab are 50 mm thick. In ribs (axial
distance 600 mm), lattice reinforcement is inbuilt. Sides of the ribs are formed by installation
fillers from recycled non-sorted plastic. Ordinary concrete C30/37 has been used for casting.
Alternative C: The lower ceiling and the top slab are 30 mm thick from UHPC without
conventional reinforcement. In ribs (axial distance 450 mm), lattice reinforcement is inbuilt.
Sides of the ribs are formed by installation fillers from recycled non-sorted plastic.
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Table 3:

Floor slab alternatives used in the environmental analysis

Floor slab alternative

Thickness
mm

Self-weight
kg/m2

A

full RC slab from ordinary
concrete C30/37

200

491

B

precast RC panel with lightening
shell elements from recycled
non-sorted plastic

200

310

C

precast UHPC panel with
lightening shell elements from
recycled non-sorted plastic

200

223

Figure 2:

Precast filligran panel with installation shell elements – during experimental
manufacturing in ŽPSV Company, 2006

The resulting relative comparison of environmental profiles of analyzed alternatives of RC
floor structures is shown in Figure 3. The reference level 100 % is represented by the RC full
slab.
The graph shows that the embodied energy in the UHPC alternative (Alt. C) is even higher
by 4.1 % in comparison with the reference RC full slab. This is due to very high unit
embodied values of UHPC (see Tab 2). However, very important is the reduction of the
primary material use (for UHPC 62 %) and self weight (for UHPC 56 %) due to the optimized
slender hollow core cross section. This has a positive effect on a level of environmental
impacts associated with transport of materials and with the deposition/recycling of waste
materials at the end of the life cycle. Consequently, lighter floor structures load less
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supporting columns, walls and foundations – this can lead to the reduction of their
dimensions, and additional material and environmental savings.

C
B
A
Figure 3:

Environmental profiles of RC floor slab alternatives. Reference level 100 % is
represented by a full RC floor slab

Figure 4 shows comparisons of input material flows (the construction phase) and output
material flows (the demolition phase). Again a significant reduction of the total amount of the
used material in the construction and demolition life cycle stages is evident. The proportion of
used recycled materials and fully recycleable materials is based on the current construction
practice and available recycling technologies, and is still rather small.
INPUT

A
Figure 4:

primary material use
recycled material use

B

C

OUTPUT

A

down-cycling
fully recycleable

B

C

Input and output material flows for analyzed RC floor slab alternatives
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5

Conclusion

The aim of the presented study was to show the potential of the use of UHPC in the building
construction. The results are very dependent on the quality of available and used data.
However, it is quite clear that although UHPC has higher unit embodied environmental
values, there are environmental advantages achieved when using the optimized slender
shape of the slab cross section.
The case used in the study (precast panel optimized for a 4.5 m span) is not very typical for
the UHPC use. The reason for the selection of this case was to analyze an already
developed precast panel for specific use in the construction of a large building near Brno and
to check if the application of UHPC would bring some more environmental profits. However,
the use of UHPC in large span floor structures will probably show more positive results.
A more complex assessment of the entire building considering the whole life cycle (including
demolition and recycling) would show other associated environmental benefits. Moreover,
high performance material properties (fire safety, water tightness, frost resistance, etc.) make
structures more durable and more resistant against climatic effects and also safer in case of
exceptional loads (like climatic disasters or terrorist attacks).
This all creates the potential for a wider application of UHPC for construction of sustainable
buildings in the future.
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Utilization of UHPC in Composite Structures
– Lightweight Composite Structures (LCS) –
Summary

In the scope to optimize material utilization of the innovative material UHPC adapted
composite structures - UHPC under compression and steel in tension - are assessed. A
conjoint development project of the structural engineering firm Schmitt Stumpf Frühauf and
the chair of steel construction at Dortmund University has been initiated in order to develop
system solutions directly applicable in constructions. To take advantage of the special
characteristics of UHPC classical detailing of composite construction has been modified. The
utilized amount of material and hence the weight of the system has been reduced to a
minimum leading to Lightweight Composite Structures (LCS).
The LCS-development project presented in this paper includes structural design of UHPC
composite bridges, development and testing of new structural details and the implementation
of the acquired knowledge in the design of a pilot bridge. UHPC has yet only been applied in
structural concrete structures, UHPC composite structures are an innovative design.
Keywords: UHPC, composite structure, shear connection, bridge structure; bond; composite /
concrete dowel; external reinforcement
1

Introduction

New materials provide possibilities for new structural concepts. After a period of material
optimization in the 1990s the current interest in UHPC research and development mainly
focuses on the adequate use of this innovative material. In a conjoint development project of
the structural engineering firm Schmitt Stumpf Frühauf (SSF) and the chair of steel
construction at Dortmund University system solutions are developed directly applicable in
construction practice. The R&D project is financed by FOSTA “Forschungsvereinigung
Stahlanwendung e.V.” and for its practical relevance conducted in cooperation with industrial
partners.
The development is based on SSF competences in composite structures and presents a
further development of so called VFT®-girders (Verbundfertigteilträger = prefabricated
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composite girder). VFT® is a technology optimizing the quality and construction time of short
and middle span bridges. Prefabricated composite bridge girders are assembled on site and
finalized only with a layer of in-situ concrete [1]. Combining the VFT® technology with the
high performance of UHPC very light and efficient structures - Lightweight Composite
Structures (LCS) - can be designed. LCS can be applied comparable to VFT® for bridge
structures. In addition, due to its low weight utilization is also intended for slabs of multistorey buildings or industrial construction. The main aspects of the LCS technology
presented in this paper are:

2

•

Structural design of UHPC composite girder

•

Adapted shear joints between UHPC and steel

•

Creep and shrinkage effects in UHPC - steel composite

•

Pilot project
Cross Section

In order to take advantage of the high performance of UHPC’s and equally compensate its
‘asymmetrical’ material characteristics -about 200MPa in compression and 10MPa in tension
[2]- the combination of UHPC with steel for taking tension stresses is an efficient design
solution. Internal rebars in potential slender UHPC elements can only provide a small static
height. Using steel profiles as ‘external reinforcement’ in a composite section is from the
static point of view highly efficient. Further, steel adds high ductility to the minor ductile
UHPC.
Different composite cross-sections have been analyzed in order to determine efficient
longitudinal load-bearing structures (Figure 1 a-f). The shear connection is assured by the
innovative system of composite dowels (Chapter 3). Among classical designs where the steel
profile is situated mainly outside the concrete section, designs with partly imbedded steel
profiles or UHPC webs were considered. This provides considerable advantages for the
structural stability of the web (bugling), profound anchorage of the composite dowels as well
as higher fire safety.

Figure 1 a-f:

Study of different cross sections considering external and imbedded steel
profiles.

LCS could be employed either as totally prefabricated elements or as filigree slabs with cast
in-situ complement. A ready-to-use LSC girder is prefabricated in the workshop under
controlled conditions, transported on site and connected locally with grouting compound.
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Prefabricated filigree slabs are lighter for transport and handling but demand concreting on
site. As cast in situ concrete could be applied normal concrete or UHPC when assuring
adequate quality and curing conditions. The UHPC surface could be used directly as
carriageway surface without adding any additional surface sealing or pavement.
In transversal sense load bearing is assured by the fibers alone or in combination with
reinforcement. Transversal rips could be implemented to optimize the static efficiency. These
rips are to be reinforced by pre-stressing or with rebars.
3

Shear Connection

Adapted shear joint between UHPC and steel are to be developed. UHPC provides high
shear resistance due to the high tensile resistance of the matrix and the embedded fibers
enabling a reduced and simplified shear connection [3]. Commonly used headed studs tend
for high resistance concretes to transfer shear forces only by the stud bottom and show
hence a brittle failure by shearing off the welding seam. Furthermore the fatigue resistance is
not sufficient in dynamic loaded structures. Hence new long lasting and robust shear
connections become necessary for LSC structures using UHPC. Two shear connection
systems are considered: adhesion connections and mechanical connections with composite
dowels.
3.1

Adhesion Shear Connections

Gravel is scattered in reactive adhesive and after a period of curing concrete can be added
to complete the composite element (Figure 2). When loaded in shear compression struts in
the concrete do prop on the gravel comparable to ribs of rebars. In the LCS development
project this type of connection is developed and optimized using UHPC and optionally high
tensile steel. To avoid brittle collapse the steel plate has to be designed as the weakest part
of the construction since all other construction-parts do not provide ductile material behavior.
concrete

gravel 2/8 mm
adhesive
steel

Figure 2:

Composite with adhesion connection.

3.2

Mechanical Shear Connection using Composite Dowels

The composite dowel is a shear connection element where the load transfer is assured by
steel tooth emerging in the concrete. This construction provides ductile failure behavior and
is high durable under dynamic loading [1]. The application in composite bridges is
economical as discussed in [4,5].

Figure 3:

Two steel profiles with composite dowels cut of a rolled girder.
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Composite dowels have already been applied in several bridge projects using normal
strength concrete (NSC). The example shows a cross-section designed with a symmetrically
cut steel profile place in the center of the concrete web of a pre-cast composite girder, socalled VFT-WIB® girder with external reinforcement (see Figure 3, Figure 4).

Figure 4:

Cross-section of a road bridge in C70/85 in the pre-cast VFT-WIB element using
external reinforcement.

3.3

Experimental Investigations

Preliminary experimental investigations (push-out tests) have been carried out considering
both types of shear connections.
The adhesion connections have been investigated on small scale specimens
(Ashear = 2 ּ 300cm2). Using NSC (C50/60) and UHPC (Figure 5). The tested elements in
UHPC and NSC show a longitudinal shear force of about 240 MPa respective 260 MPa.
Thus, there is almost no difference in strength. In contrast the structural behavior of UHPC is,
as expected, initially considerable stiffer. Further examination of the tested specimens has
shown that the UHPC hadn’t penetrated the graveled surface completely and less than 50%
of the space between the gavels was filled. Optimization of the workability and the casting
process will lead to a better compound and the shear resistance is expected to double,
providing shear strength of up to 10 MPa. Future investigation will provide detailed results.

force [kN]

shear surface
2
A = 2 ּ 300cm

UHPC
NSC

rel. displacement [mm]

Figure 5:
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Push-out tests comparing the structural behavior of adhesion shear connections
in NSC and UHPC.
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In order to investigate the shear transmission behavior of composite dowels push-out tests
were carried out (Figure 6). A bond length of two times 1 m has been provided including 3
composite dowels. The width of the concrete web has been varied from 20 to 40 cm. A first
series using NSC has been tested for the VFT-WIB bridge project mentioned above (b, c).
Based on this push-out tests further test were carried out to investigate the influence of the
fibers in UHPC (d). To increase the stiffness of the connection in service a bond
enhancement by applying adhesive and gravel on the surfaces between steel and UHPC has
additionally been tested (e,f).
c) NSC, d = 30cm

b) NSC, d = 40cm

1.00

0.13

a) longitudinal section

e) UHPC, d = 20cm

f) UHPC, d = 20cm

0.1

d) UHPC, d = 30cm

0.30

0.30
bond
enhancement

Figure 6 a-f:

Longitudinal and cross section of specimens (various configurations).

The capacity of the fiber reinforced concrete increases up to 1/3 in comparison to normal
strength concrete C 50/60 (Figure 7). The added bond enhancement only showed a stiffer
connection in sls but a non significant uls-strength increase.
NSC

force [kN/m]

UHPC

rel. displacement [mm]

Figure 7:

Specimens with fiber reinforced concrete.
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4

Creep and Shrinkage

In case of UHPC relatively high shrinkage (typically εcs = 0.4 to 1.0 mm/m) has to be
considered, but in contrast only little creep (typically φ0 = 0.5 to 0.8) will occur [6]. In a
composite girder shrinkage leads to primary and in case of hyper static structures also
secondary internal stresses. Creeping reduces internal constraint stresses as well as long
term external induced stresses. Hence, these time dependent deformations influence the
deformations (dilatation and deflection) of the composite girder in a mayor way and can, in
case of shrinkage, cause important cracking of the UHPC due to the restraining by rigid steel
profiles. In comparison to traditional composite girders, LSC girders require in general only a
very slim concrete slab. Thus, the restraining effect induced by the steel profiles and in
consequence the shrinkage stresses become more important.
As a first approach, the creep and shrinkage behavior of a LSC girder can be analyzed by
the ‘total section method’ [7] where an adapted (reduced) concrete section is considered
(Figure 8). Concrete sections are adapted to steel (Ac becomes Ac,i), considering the
differences of the Young’s modulus (n0 = Ec/Ecm). Shrinking causes a shortening of the
concrete slap which is restrained by the steel girder. An internal force Ns,int (Eq. 1) is
provoked in the slap which leads to an internal bending moment Ms,int (Eq. 2) in the
composite girder.

N s ,int = ε s ⋅

n0
⋅ Ec ,m ⋅ Ac ; M s ,int = N s ,int ⋅ z i ,o
nF , s

(Eq. 1 und 2)

These primary internal stresses lead simultaneously to creeping effects which in return
reduce the internal stresses. The formulation of the ‘total section method’ implements these
time dependent effects by adopting reduction factors for the concrete (nF,s). By means of this
method the LSC composite section can be analyzed and subsequently internal forces (M, Nc,
Mc, Ns, Ms) and stresses (σc, σs) as well as the deflection (w) of the girder can be derived.
NS,int

NS,int

Ac,i
a

Ac
As
w

Figure 8:

zi,0

σc

-

+

Nc

Mc
M

σs

+

Ns

Ms

Total section method: adapted concrete section to analyze internal stresses,
internal forces and deflection.

To assess shrinkage effects and evaluate potential cracking in early age, a limit value
analysis has been performed. The investigation considers typical LSC sections with small
Ac / As ratio. A parameter study using the total section method has shown a reduction of the
restraining effect due to creep and elastic deformation of the steel profile of less than 10%.
Hence, a strain range εcs for the restrained shrinkage of εs = 0,4 to 1‰ has to be considered
(Figure 9).
The limit value analysis considering a typical UHPC with bi-linear material characteristics [8]
shows that even when considering only a reduced shrinkage cracking will occur due to
exceedance of the matrix strain limit εct,m. By means of the fibers the cracks are bridged and
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a well distributed crack pattern with uncritical micro cracks will appear (case A) in the strain
hardening phase. The ultimate strain εct = 2 to 4 ‰, where macro cracking will occur, will
generally not be reached. When using an UHPC without strain hardening behavior (e.g.
insufficient fiber content) macro cracks will occur instantly at matrix failure, localized in the
tension zone of the composite dowel (case B) [9]. To absorb the tension stresses in these
cracks by applying rebars (crack distributing reinforcement), very high reinforcement ratios
have to be considered, as the cracking strength of the UHPC matrix is already on a high
level.
fct

σ

(6 – 15 MPa)

fct,m

A

bi-linear behavior
strain hardening after initial cracking

B

no strain hardening behavior
insufficient fiber content

range of
restrained shrinkage

(5 – 13 MPa)

εct,m

εs

(0,1 – 0,2 ‰) (0,4 – 1 ‰)

Figure 9:

εct

ε

(2 – 4 ‰)

Restrained shrinkage in comparison to the bi-linear material behavior of UHPC;
resulting crack pattern.

Future experimental investigations will be carried out to support this theoretical approach and
adequate detailing to optimize the shear connection will be established. Further finite
element simulations will be conducted, considering the bi-linear material behavior of UHPC
which cannot be taken into account in the total section method.
5

Pilot Project

In order to proof the design a pilot project is carried out on a small span bridge connecting
two parts of an industrial park where fork-lift trucks are crossing a small river. The single
span beam (12 m) is designed with a composite cross section where steel profiles are
imbedded in a sort of longitudinal UHPC rips. The slab is narrowed between the rips. In
transversal direction rebars are added for additional safety. The traffic will run directly on the
UHPC surface without any additional sealing or pavement. UHPC with its low porosity and
high abrasion resistance is predestinated to resist those severe impacts.

Figure 10: Cross- and longitudinal section of the pilot bridge.
Besides the technical feasibility an applicable approval process with German construction
authorities is a major focus of the pilot project. As UHPC is a none standardized technology it
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is to be proven not only to the proofing engineer but also by German administration that the
slender LSC design is conform to safety requirements without being obliged to change the
slender design and implement extra security margins. This will also affect economic
considerations when comparing LSC to traditional composite structures and could be
decisive if UHPC structures will be competitive under German building regulations.
6

Conclusion

A new design concept combining the VFT® composite concept with UHPC decks has been
presented. Lightweight Composite Structures (LCS) are promising for an application in
building design as well as for small to middle span bridges. Through design considerations of
adapted cross-sections and the analysis of the time dependent behavior the theoretical
feasibility of LCS has been proven. By means of experimental investigations of the shear
joint first practical tests have been carried out successfully. With the design of a pilot project
the high potential of this innovative marriage of steel and UHPC will be tested in day-to-day
utilization.
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Rehabilitation of concrete structures using Ultra-High
Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete
Summary

An original concept is presented for the rehabilitation of concrete structures. The main idea is
to use Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) to “harden” those
zones of the structure that are exposed to severe environment and high mechanical loading.
All other parts of the structure remain in conventional structural concrete as these parts are
subjected to relatively moderate exposure. This conceptual idea combines efficiently
protection and resistance properties of UHPFRC and significantly improves the structural
performance of the rehabilitated concrete structure in terms of durability and life-cycle costs.
The concept is validated by means of four applications demonstrating that the technology of
UHPFRC is mature for cast in-situ and prefabrication using standard equipment for concrete
manufacturing.
Keywords: Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete; durability; composite
concrete construction, rehabilitation of concrete structures.
1

Introduction

Concrete structures show excellent performance in terms of structural behaviour and
durability except for those zones that are exposed to severe environmental and mechanical
loading. Rehabilitation of deteriorated concrete structures is a heavy burden also from the
socio-economic viewpoint since it also leads to significant user costs. As a consequence,
novel concepts for the rehabilitation of concrete structures must be developed. Sustainable
concrete structures of the future will be those requiring just minimum interventions of only
preventative maintenance with no or only little service disruptions.
Over the last 10 years, considerable efforts to improve the behaviour of cementitious
materials by incorporating fibres have led to the emergence of Ultra-High Performance Fibre
Reinforced Concretes (UHPFRC). These novel building materials provide the structural
engineer with an unique combination of (1) extremely low permeability which largely prevents
the ingress of detrimental substances such as water and chlorides and (2) very high strength,
i.e., compressive strength higher than 150 MPa, tensile strength higher than 10 MPa and
with considerable tensile strain hardening (up to more than 1%o of strain) and softening
behaviour (with fracture energy of more than 15’000 J/m2). In addition, UHPFRC have
excellent rheological properties in the fresh state allowing for easy casting of the self-
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compacting fresh material with conventional concreting equipment. Consequently, UHPFRC
clearly have an improved resistance against severe environmental and mechanical loading
thus providing significantly improved structural resistance and durability to concrete
structures.
This paper presents an original concept for the rehabilitation of concrete structures. The
concept is described and validated by means of four applications.
2

Conceptual idea

The basic conceptual idea is to use UHPFRC only in those zones of the structure where the
outstanding UHPFRC properties in terms of durability and strength are fully exploited; i.e.
UHPFRC is used to “harden” the zones where the structure is exposed to severe
environmental and high mechanical loading. All other parts of the structure remain in
conventional structural concrete as these parts are subjected to relatively moderate
exposure. This concept (which is also applicable to new construction) necessarily leads to
composite structural elements combining conventional reinforced concrete and UHPFRC.
The combination of the UHPFRC protective and load carrying properties with the mechanical
performance of reinforcement bars provides a simple and efficient way of increasing the
stiffness and load-carrying capacity keeping compact cross sections (Fig. 1). Depending on
the structural and material properties of the composite system, more or less pronounced
built-in tensile stresses are induced in the UHPFRC due to restrained deformations at early
age. This stress state needs to be analysed and evaluated [1].

Figure 1:

Basic configurations for composite structural elements combining UHPFRC and
conventional structural concrete

UHPFRC is applied on existing reinforced concrete elements as thin watertight overlays (in
replacement of currently used waterproofing membranes), as reinforcement layers combined
with reinforcement bars, or as prefabricated elements such as kerb elements in the case of
bridges. The relatively high cost of these materials imposes to use them only where they are
“worth their money” and it is possible to take the maximum benefit of their outstanding
mechanical properties.
The original conceptual idea (developed in 1999) has been investigated by means of
extensive researches (see scientific papers under [2]) aimed at characterizing UHPFRC
materials and the structural behaviour of composite structural members. The concept is wellsuited for bridges and can also be implemented for buildings, galleries, tunnels or retaining
walls. Validation by means of four applications will be described in the following.
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3

Rehabilitation and widening of a road bridge

A short span road bridge with busy traffic has been rehabilitated and widened using
UHPFRC [3,4]. The entire deck surface of the bridge with a span of 10 m was rehabilitated in
three steps during autumn 2004 (Fig. 2). Firstly, the downstream kerb was replaced by a new
prefabricated UHPFRC kerb on a new reinforced concrete beam which was necessary for
the widening. Secondly, the chloride contaminated concrete of the upper surface of the
bridge deck was replaced by 3 cm of UHPFRC in two consecutive steps such that one traffic
lane could be maintained open. Thirdly, the concrete surface of the upstream kerb was
replaced with 3 cm of UHPFRC.

Figure 2:

Bridge cross section after rehabilitation (dimensions in cm) and photo taken in
2006.

The UHPFRC mix contained 1430 kg/m3 Cement, Microsilica, fine quartz sand with a
maximum grain size of 0.5 mm; the Microsilica/Cement and Water/Binder ratio were 0.26 and
0.125 respectiveley. The reinforcement of this ultra compact matrix was provided by a mix of
microfibers (steel wool of 2 to 3 mm length) and macrofibers of 10 mm length and an aspect
ratio of 50, with a total dosage of 706 kg/m3 (or 9 vol.%).

Figure 3:

UHPFRC casting and handling of UHPFRC using simple tools.

The fresh self-compacting UHPFRC material was prepared at a local concrete prefabrication
plant with a standard mixer, brought to the site by a truck and then poured on the hydrojetted
deck surface (Fig. 3). The UHPFRC was easy to produce and place with standard tools and
very robust and tolerant to the unavoidable particular site conditions [4]. The bituminous
pavement was applied on a bituminous emulsion placed on the UHPFRC surfaces after 8
days of moist curing, and the corresponding lane was reopened to traffic the next day. The
bridge was fully reopened to traffic one month after the beginning of the construction work.
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The protective function of the UHPFRC layer was verified by air permeability tests according
to the Torrent method [5]. These tests confirmed the extremely low permeability kT of the
UHPFRC layer; i.e. about 30 times lower than for excellent conventional concretes. The
average compressive strength and modulus of elasticity at 28 days were respectively 182
MPa and 47 GPa. Uniaxial tensile tests performed at 28 days in the laboratory on unnotched
dogbone specimens cast on site showed the expected remarkable average properties:
tensile strength of 13.3 MPa and maximum tensile deformation in the strain-hardening
domain of 1.5 ‰ (Fig. 4).

Figure 4:

Uniaxial tensile test results on the UHPFRC used on site.

The analysis of the construction costs showed that the rehabilitation realised with UHPFRC
was about 10% more expensive than the conventional solution (providing lower quality in
terms of durability and life-cycle costs) with waterproofing membrane and repair mortar.
However, in the latter case the duration of the construction site would have been largely
increased by the required drying period of the mortar, prior to the application of the
waterproofing membrane. It can be expected that with a wider use, application of UHPFRC
for the rehabilitation of bridges, this technique will become less costly than traditional ones,
not to mention its outstanding advantages of long term durability and reduction of traffic
disruptions (and subsequent user costs) due to multiple interventions.
4

UHPFRC protection layer on a crash barrier wall

Specific parts of reinforced concrete structures such as crash barrier walls on highway
bridges suffer from severe exposure to concrete aggressive substances such as de-icing
salts and impact like action. Such elements often show insufficient durability when built using
conventional reinforced concrete. Moreover, UHPFRC have very low permeability as well as
high strength and deformability, it is suitable to significantly improve the durability and
mechanical performance of such structural elements.
A layer of UHPFRC has been applied in September 2006 to the concrete crash barrier walls
of a highway bridge [6]. The main design requirement was to obtain long-term durable crash
barrier walls since traffic interruption for future rehabilitation interventions are prohibitive due
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to the very high traffic volume on this highway. Long-term durability is obtained when
transverse macro-cracks in the UHPFRC layer are absent and the permeability of UHPFRC
layer to ingress of water and chloride ions is extremely low.
Figure 5 shows the crash barrier wall with a UHPFRC layer covering the areas subjected to
splash exposure (Class XD3: reinforcement corrosion induced by chlorides). Previous
research [2] indicated that a 3 cm thick UHPFRC layer would provide the required
mechanical performance (tensile strength higher than 10 MPa) and extremely low
permeability (20 times lower than for conventional concrete of good quality, absence of
macrocracks). The used recipe contained 1100 kg/m³ cement, 26% silica fume related to the
cement content, quartz-sand, 6% steel fibres by volume, superplasticiser and a w/c-ratio of
0.17. The rheological properties of UHPFRC were adapted for easy pouring into the 3 cm
wide formwork to fill a height of 120 cm including a small horizontal part at the bottom of the
wall that provides continuity with the conventional bridge deck with a waterproofing
membrane.

Figure 5:

Typical cross section of the crash barrier wall and view after rehabilitation.

Due to restrained early age deformation of the UHPFRC (mostly due to thermal and
autogenous shrinkage) bonded to the existing reinforced concrete wall, an internal stress
state is built up in the composite element including, in particular, tensile stresses in the
UHPFRC layer. These tensile stresses, which can cause macrocrack formation, and the
capacity of the UHPFRC to resist to these stresses were investigated by means of numerical
analyses prior to the intervention [6].
The fresh self-compacting UHPFRC was fabricated in a conventional ready mix concrete
plant, transported to the site by a truck and successfully filled into the thin slot to realize the
UHPFRC coating (Fig. 5). The (above mentioned) required mechanical properties and the
protective function of the UHPFRC layer have been confirmed by in-situ air permeability tests
and laboratory tests on specimens cast on site.
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The aesthetic aspect was very appealing showing a smooth surface with very few voids.
Four months after application no crack could be found confirming the predictions made by
the numerical simulations.
5

Rehabilitation of a bridge pier using prefabricated UHPFRC shell elements

Bridge piers and retaining walls in the splash zone of highway traffic suffer from severe
exposure to de-icing salts and impact like action. Such elements usually show premature
deterioration when built in conventional reinforced concrete. In order to significantly improve
durability and mechanical strength of such elements, UHPFRC is used following again the
concept of locally “harden” the zones of severe exposure.
In this application, 4cm thick UHPFRC shell elements have been prefabricated to form an
outer protection shield for the existing 40 year-old reinforced concrete bridge pier which is
located very close to a busy highway which makes it virtually not accessible for future
maintenance interventions (Fig. 6).

Figure 6:

Cross section and general view of the rehabilitated bridge pier.

In spring 2007, the UHPFRC elements (maximum element height of 4m) were cast in a
prefabrication plant, transported to the construction site and mounted, after removing of up to
10cm of chloride contaminated concrete by hydrojetting. The joints between the different
UHPFRC shell elements were glued using an epoxy resin. The remaining space between the
UHPFRC elements and the existing reinforced concrete was filled with self-compacting
mortar.
The used UHPFRC recipe contained about 1300 kg/m³ of cement, a rather small amount of
silica fume related to the cement content, quartz-sand, 3.5% of steel fibres by volume,
superplasticiser and a W/C-ratio of 0.155. Long-term durability is expected since transverse
cracks in the UHPFRC protection shield are absent and the permeability of UHPFRC for
ingress of water and chloride ions is extremely low as confirmed by permeability tests.
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6

Strengthening of an industrial floor

The 50 year-old drivable reinforced concrete floor of a fire brigade building had insufficient
load carrying capacity in view of heavier future fire engines. The concept was to increase the
load carrying capacity of the existing slab of 720m2 area by pouring a 4cm thick UHPFRC
layer on top of the existing RC slab, as a replacement of the existing cementitious non-load
carrying overlay (Fig. 7). The UHPFRC layer leads to a thicker load carrying slab which
provides (1) a better distribution of local wheel loads, (2) an increase in static height and (3)
a layer of high strength material capable of resisting both compression and tension stresses.

Figure 7:

Cross section (dimensions in cm) with UHPFRC layer (in grey) and view of
UHPFRC casting performed in autumn 2007.

The UHPFRC recipe, similar to that shown in Section 5, was again fabricated in a local ready
mix concrete plant and transported to the site by trucks. The excellent workability of the fresh
self-compacting material allowed for easy casting. The use of the UHPFRC solution turned
out to be very economic (compared to the conventional solution of slab demolition and
reconstruction), also because the utilization of the fire workers building was only slightly
restricted during the intervention, holding user costs down.
7

Conclusions

An original concept using Ultra-High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (UHPFRC) for
the rehabilitation of concrete structures has been presented and validated by means of four
applications.
This conceptual idea combines efficiently the protection and resistance properties of
UHPFRC with conventional structural concrete. The rehabilitated structures have significantly
improved structural resistance and durability.
The full scale realizations of the concept under realistic site conditions demonstrate the
potential of these applications, proving that the technology of UHPFRC is mature for cast insitu and prefabrication using standard equipment for concrete manufacturing.
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